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PREFACE

At the request of the Judicial Conference in 1990, the Advisory Committee on Civil
Rules began an in-depth study of class action procedures. In August 1996, the advisory,
committee on the approval of the Judicial Conference's Committee on Rules of Practice and
Procedure published proposed amendments to Civil Rule 23 for public comment. The Working
Papers of the Judicial Conference's Advisory Committee on Civil Rules on the Proposed
Amendments to Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (Working Papers) are a
compilation of the information on class actions considered by the advisory committee leading up
to the proposed rule amendments and the reaction to the rule amendments from the public.

The Working Papers are set out in four volumes. Volume One contains the background
information of the advisory committee's consideration of class action procedures. In addition to
earlier draft versions of proposed Rule 23 amendments and relevant excerpts from the minutes of
committee meetings, Volume One contains an empirical study on class actions by the Federal
Judicial Center. A summary of the public input, which was prepared by Professor Edward H.
Cooper, reporter to the advisory committee, is also included. Appendix A in Volume One lists
chronologically all organizations and individuals commenting or testifying on the proposed
amendments to Rule 23 and the corresponding volume and page references to Volumes Two,
Three, and Four.

Volume Two contains written comments. The advisory committee received comments on
the proposed Rule 23 amendments before the amendments were published for formal comment.
These comments are also included in this volume.

Volume Three consists of the testimony provided at three public hearings held in
Philadelphia, Dallas, and San Francisco on the proposed rule amendments.

Volume Four contains witnesses' statements on the proposed rule amendments. Every
witness who requested to testify at one of the three public hearings was asked to submit a written
statement before the hearing. In several instances, an individual may have submitted a written
comment and later a written statement.

The Working Papers were compiled to assist the advisory committee in its further
consideration of the proposed amendments to Rule 23. It also serves as a convenient public
record to better understand the advisory committee's thinking on improving class action
procedures. The Introduction on the next page explains the present status of the advisory
committee's work on the proposed amendments.

The Judicial Conference Standing Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure has not
approved the proposed Rule 23 amendments, except to authorize their publication for comment.
The proposed amendments have not been submitted to or considered by the Judicial Conference
of the United States or the Supreme Court.

May 1, 1997
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Memorandum to Members of the Standing Committee and
Civil Rules Advisory Committee

and
Introduction to Advisory Committee's Working Papers

Collected in Connection With Proposed Changes
to Fed. R. Civ. P. 23 (Class Actions)

by
Paul V. Niemeyer, Chairman

Civil Rules Advisory Committee

While our consideration of changes to Rule 23 (Class Actions) has been protracted, I believe
that such care is justified by the importance of the issues. I sense, however, that we may not be
finished; rather we find ourselves at a crossroad.

Our inquiry began with the concerns raised several years ago about whether Rule 23
adequately addressed mass torts. Mass tort class actions, because of their basis in state law, their
interstate character, and their sheer size -- often involving persons in differing stages of exposure to
or injury from a product or condition -- were being handled at or beyond the limits of Rule 23
authority. And settlement of such claims sometimes sought to go well beyond what would have been
allowed under Rule 23 were the cases to have been tried.

To understand the full scope and depth of the problems, the Advisory Committee, under the
leadership of Judge Patrick Higginbotham, sponsored or participated in a series of conferences at the
University of Pennsylvania, New York University, Southern Methodist University, and University
of Alabama, as well as regularly scheduled meetings elsewhere. During these conferences and
meetings, we heard from experienced practitioners, judges, and academics. We learned that many
of the, problems,&.alld for solutions fallig well beyond the scope of rulem*aing authority. We did,
however, consider a broad array of procedural changes, including ideas to collapse (b)(l), (b)(2), and
(b)(3) class actions, to add opt-in and opt-out flexibility, to enhance notice, to define the fiduciary
responsibility of class representatives and counsel, and to regulate attorneys fees. In the end, with
the intent of stepping cautiously, we opted for what we believed were five modest changes which
we published for comment in August 1996.

During the six-month commentary period that followed, we received hundreds of pages of
written commentary and testimony from about 90 witnesses at hearings in Philadelphia, Dallas, and
San Francisco. Comments and testimony were received from the entire spectrum of experienced
users of Rule 23 -- plaintiffs' class action lawyers, plaintiffs' lawyers who prefer not to use the class
action device, defendants' lawyers, corporate counsel, judges, academics, journalists, and even
persons who had been class members. The Committee was impressed both by the breadth and depth
of the comments and, I feel confident in concluding, many Committee members became better
informed of the difficult and unresolved policy decisions that underlie current application of Rule
23.
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Our reporter, Professor Edward Cooper, has made the substantial effort of summarizing the
comments, and his summary is included with our working papers generated during the comment
period. I commend his summary to you in preparation for our May 1i 1997, meeting in Naples,
Florida.

As most of you probably agree, the principal thrust of the testimony and-commentary to our
proposed changes related to the "just ain't worth it" factor (Rule 23(b)(3)(F)) and the settlement class
provision (Rule 23(b)(4)). Speaking for myself, I believe that each of those provisions needs further
discussion and perhaps further modification. I am also convinced that we have to look more closely
at our Committee Notes to assure ourselves that they do not undermine the intent of the proposed
changes. As for the testimony and commentary relating to the other proposed changes, we should
review them also, but I do not believe that they generated as much pressure for further modification.

While I am now convinced that our changes would have some unanticipated effects, I was
particularly struck by the testimony that suggested that Rule 23 itself is at the core of a profound and
significant change that is now occurring in civil litigation. As the phenomenon of the 1990's, there
appears to be an impending shift from individualized litigation to representational litigation. Even
though common sense suggests that the aggregated resolution of torts and other claims resulting from
the repetitious effects inherent in a mechanized, age would be on the increase, the testimony reveals
an increase in the last two to three years beyond our reasonable expectations. One witness stated that
his company's exposure to class actions has increased- 300% in the last three years; another stated
400-500% in the last two years; another, 500-1000% in the last three years;yand yet another 300-
400% in the last three years. One financial institution's counsel stated that his company was
involved in 65 class actions in 1996 alone.

Intentionally or not, we may be coming to rely on civil litigation not only for individualized
dispute resolution, but also, through the class action device, to bring about changes in the safety of
products, in the disclosure requirements of securities laws, in disclosures connected with banking
and insurance billing methods, and in, the method for compensating broad segments of society
affected by singular torts. Indeed, in a few instances, Congress has passed legislation relying on
class action procedures. As attorneys- systematically turn to the use of class action litigation to
resolve simultaneously thousands and occasionally millions of claims and potential claims, the Third
Branch is being bombarded with litigation of a type not anticipated when Rule 23 in its current form
was passed.

We have received persuasive testimony from those involved in 1966, when the class action
rule in its present form was adopted, that no such class action use was on the minds of the Civil
Rules Advisory Committee members. The changes then enacted to Rule 23 were aimed at the rising
civil rights litigation and other aggregation of damage claims, but as the comments then observed,
they were never aimed at mass torts.

John Frank, who was a member of the Committee in 1966, relates the background against
which Rule 23(b)(3) was enacted. He states:



This is a world to which the litigation explosion had not yet come. The problems
which became overwhelming in the 80's were not anticipated in the 60's. The
Restatement (Second) of Torts and the development of products liability law was still
in the offing. The basic idea of a big case with plaintiffs unified as to liability but
disparate as to damages was the Grand Canyon airplane crash. A few giant other
cases were discussed but, as will be shown, they were expected to be too big for the
new rule.

Professor Arthur Miller, who was also a member of the Committee at that time, recalls similarly.

He testified:

Nothing was in the Committee's mind.... Nothing was going on. There were a few
antitrust cases, a few securities cases. The civil rights legislation was then putative.
... And the rule was not thought of as having the kind of implication that it now has.

About the current far-reaching application of Rule 23, Professor Miller added:

But you can't blame the rule, because we have had the most incredible upheaval in
federal substantive law in the history of the nation between 1963 and 1983, coupled
with judicially-created doctrines of ancillary and pendent jurisdiction, now codified
in the supplemental jurisdiction statute.

It's a new world. It's a new world that imposes on this Committee problems
of enormous delicacy. And you're shooting at a moving target.

Lawyers representing plaintiff classes and in a few instances class members themselves
testified about the current importance of being able to correct fraudulent and obviously wrongful
conduct in the circumstances where individualized litigation could not be financially justified. We
were told of classes so large that claims, if litigated individually, would protract years into the future,
risking no recovery from tortious conduct. We were told how attorneys, with the incentive of
collective fees, were able to uncover devious conduct. Some characterized the rule's purpose as
furthering social policy by effecting disgorgement of illegally obtained gains. In response to repeated
Committee questions about the appropriate role of private class action litigation, we heard opinions
that the concept of private attorneys general is now well accepted under Rule 23 and that in a few
recent enactments, Congress seems to have accepted the notion also. The testimony in support of
these positions manifested a growing bar of consumer advocates and mass tort lawyers who find it
profitable to resolve then mass disputes of a highly mechanized society only through the aggregation
of claims -- mostly under Rule 23, but not exclusively.

From the defendants in these actions, we heard some of the same stories about the use of
class actions, but also stories of abuse and extortive pressure exerted through the sheer mass of
aggregated claims. Pervasive testimony pointed to an increasing use of the risks attending class
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action litigation as a mechanism to settle in circumstances where the defendants would not otherwise
have settled. One witness testified that the class action device is "extraordinarily inefficient and

unwise method for penalizing the defendant." These witnesses for class action defendants argued
that the class action rule has a substantive effect independent of underlying claims and that it is being

abused wheniused for any purpose beyond affording a procedural mechanism to aggregate claims

for judicial efficiency.

The paradigmatic case, from the viewpoint of both plaintiffs' and defendants' lawyers, seems

to have-been represented by the Sandeo case settled in Texas. The defendants in that case improperly
rounded insurance premium charges upward to the nearest dollar, thereby overcharging policyholders
several dollars a year. The charges in the aggregate amounted to tens of millions of, dollars.
Attorneys representing the plaintiffs' class settled the case, obtaining for each class member a $5.50

refund. The attorneys received in excess of $10 million, in fees.I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Testifying plaintiffs' lawyers argued that the Texas litigation served an important social goal

in disciplining the overcharging insurance companies, in forcing disgorgement of all ill-gotten gains,

and in enjoining future misconduct. The defendants' lawyers argued that the case was instituted for
the benefit of the attorneys and not the litigants, and that the litigants could hardly have cared to

receive $5.50 each? particularly when most had to send a request for the refund. They argued that
such an action would better have been litigated, before the Texas Insurance Commissioner who

would have the power to, order a refund to the insureds.

The unresolved question raised by the differing perceptions of the Sandeo case and by similar

testimony and commentary about other cases is whether the class action rule is intended to be solely

a procedural tool to aggregate claims for judicial efficiency or whether it is intended to serve more

substantively as a social tool to enforce laws through attorneys acting de facto as private attorneys
general. If the rule is to serve only as a tool for the aggregation of claims, then its purposeis clearly
undennined by policies that class members are presumed to be litigants unless they opt-out. If the

rule is to serve as a tool of social policy, however, the size and membership of the class' become
irrelevant except as to the amount of pressure that can be exerted to enforce a statute or correct a

wrong. This fundamental question has not, to my knowledge, ever been expressly addressed by the

Committee, and with the increased, efficiency and use of class actions, it may be ripe now. That

policy issue is most directly implicated by the provision for notice in 23(3b)( actions.

Rule 23(b)(3) provides for class actions aggregating damage claims,of representative
members, who usually have not taken any initiative to file suit. Often the class members may not

even have known that they had a claim. In response to a class action notice authorized for Rule
23(b)(3) actions, these persons will become members of the class unless they opt-out. The
presumption underlying the rule, thus, is that the person defined in a class is a litigant because the
default position for no response to a notice is that he remains a member of the class. The effect of
this presumption is enhanced by the inability of most people to understand and appreciate the
complexity of class action notices and by the well-recognized inertia against taking steps to opt-out.
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One witness analogized the notices sent in class actions to prospectuses filed with the SEC,
observing that even the SEC is trying to make prospectuses easier to read. Another class action
lawyer stated,

Notices that come out are really sort of absurd. As a lawyer, I receive, these notices
at my home about class actions that I am supposedly a member of, and. I have trouble
figuring out what it's all about. It takes me two hours, three hours.

As class action litigation becomes more efficient and pervasive, we can expect a trend toward
the situation where'every member of society is a litigant represented by some representative seeking
to redress the claims of all class members. In the extreme, every member of society would become
a litigant -- a circumstance that our judicial system was not designed to handle.

The question is, accordingly: Should the notice rule for 23(b)(3) class actions presume that
all class members are litigants unless they opt-out or should it require class members to opt-in if they
wish to be litigants? If we were to reverse the default position of class membership to require
members of the class to indicate that they wish to become litigants, then, based on all the testimony
we received, class membership would be significantly smaller. One experienced plaintiffs' class
action lawyer testified against such an idea: "I am going to have a hard time convincing people to
step forward even to make claims, let alone to step forward to be a 'participant' in the litigation."
One professor testified that there would be an enormous swing in the number of class members
"depending on which way you cast the default rule." And another professor stated that the "very
powerful social instrument of a class action would not be as effective.... [Mhe incentive structure
isn't there" without the opt-out provision.

If the prophecy that we must move from individualized litigation to litigation of aggregated
claims is fulfilled, then it behooves us to address these difficult fundamental questions about the
appropriate purpose of class actions.

If you did not hear or have not read all of the testimony given by the witnesses, I urge you
do so in preparationfor the May 1 meeting in Naples, Florida. I also suggest that you review Ed
Cooper's summary of the written comments. This preparation will enable us to discuss the full range
of questions raised by the testimony and commentary, which I think should include:

1. Do we proceed with the proposed changes to Rule 23 without modification?
2. Should we delete Rule 23(b)(3)(F) or modify it to make the "just ain't worth it" factor

inapplicable if the judge orders an opt-in notice or to make that factor the decision
point for choosing between an opt-out class and an opt-in class?

3. Should we delete Rule 23(b)(4) or modify it to include changes of the type proposed
by Professors Coffee and Resnick or of some other type?

4. Should we change the opt-out requirement in 23(b)(3) classes to opt-in or should we
provide both options as suggested in an earlier proposal considered by the
Committee?

5. Should we simplify notice or mandate more direct notice in 23(b)(3) class actions?
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6. Should we enhance the procedure for approving class action settlements, particularly
representation of absent class members?

7. Should we revise the Committee Notes to the rule to address witnesses' comments
about the tension between the notes and the proposed changes?

And there are. surely more open questions. Since I'think we have reached the point

anticipated earlier by Professor 'Ben Kaplan,' the Committee's reporter in 1966 -- "It will take a
generation or so before we can fully appreciate the scope, the virtues, and the vices of the new Rule

23" -- I think we must now discuss the broader issues. I -look forward to seeing you in Naples.

Paul V. Niemeyer
March 15, 1997

Hil
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Rule 23. Class Actions

1 (a) Prerequisites to a Class Action. One or

2 more members of a class may sue or be sued as

3 representative parties on behalf of all only if

4 (1) the class Is so numerous that joinder of all

S members is impracticable, (2) there are questions

6 of law or fact common to the class, (3) the

7 claims or defenses of the representative parties

8 are typical of the claims or defenses of the

9 class, and (4) the representative parties and

10 their attorneys are willing and able to w-4"

11 fairly and adequately protect the interests of

12 all persons while members of the class until

13 relieved by the court from that fiduciary duty.

14 (b) Class Actions Maintainable. An action

15 may be maintained as a class action if the

16 prerequisites of subdivision (a) are satisfied,

17 and in addition the court finds that a class

18 action is superior to other available methods for

19 the fair and efficient adjudication of- the

20 controversy. The matters pertinent to this

21 finding include-

22 (1) the extent to which the prosecution

23 of separate actions by or against individual

24 members of the class weu4-dcreatej a risk of

1
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Draft--Amendments to Federal Rulesof Civil Procedure

25 (A) inconsistent or varying adjudications with

26 respect to irdihidual aembers of the class

27 which would establish incompatible standards

28 of conduct for the party opposing the class,

29 or (B) adjudications with respect to

30 indiyidual members of the class which would as

31 a practical matter be dispositive of the

32 interests of the other members not parties to

33 the adjudications or substantially impair or

34 impede their ability to protect their

35 interests; e}

36 (2) the party opposing the claso has

37 aoted er refused to act en grounod gqenerally

38 applicable to the clas3, thereby xaking

39 appropriate final the extent to which the

40 relief sought would take the form of

41 injunctive relief or corresponding declaratory

42 relief with respect to the class as a whole;

43 em

44 (3) the Curt f inds that the extent to

45 which questions of law or fact common to the

46 members of the class predominate over any

47 questions affecting only individual membersy

48 and that a class action la aupericr to other

2
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Draft--Amendments to Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

49 available mentheds for the flir and effieienk

50 adjudiiatizn of the eontreerye Tho Metro

51 pertinent to the findigoe i-noludoe±

52 (AA) the interest of members of the

53 class in individually controlling the

54 prosecution or defense of separate actions;

55 (W5) the extent and nature of any

56 litigation concerning the controversy already

57 commenced by or against members of the class;

58 (G6) the desirability or

59 undesirability of concentrating the litigation

60 of the claims in the particular forum; and

61 (07) the difficulties likely to be

62 encountered in the management of a class

63 action that will be eliminated or

64 significantly reduced if the controversy is

65 adjudicated by other available means.

66 (c) Determination by Order Whether Class

67 Action to be Maintained; Notice and Membership in

68 Class; Judgment; Actions Conducted Partially as

69 Class Actionsi Multiple Classes and Subclasses.

70 (1) As soon as practicable after the

71 commencement of an action brought as a class

72 action, the court shall determine by order

3
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Draft--Amendments to Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

73 whether and with respect to what claims or

74 issues it is to be so maintained.

75 (A) The court shall also determine

76 whether, when. how, and under what

77 conditions putative members may-elect to

78 be excluded from, or included in, the

79 class. The matters pertinent to this

80 determination will ordinarily include:

81 (i) the nature of the controversy and the

82 relief sought: iii) the extent and nature

83 of any member's injury or liability:

84 (iii) the interest of the party opposino

85 the class in securina a final resolution

86 of the matters in controversy: and (Lvl

87 the inefficiency or impracticality of

88 separately maintained actions to resolve

89 the controversy. When appropriate

90 exclusion may be conditioned uoon a

91 prohibition against institution or

92 maintenance of a separate action on some

93 or all of the matters in controversy in

94 the class action or a prohibition against

95 use in a separately maintained action of

96 any judgnent rendered in favor of the

4
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Draft--Amendments to Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

97 glass from which exclusion is sought an

98 inclusion mav be conditioned uoon bearing

99 a fair share of the expense 2f litigation

100 incurred by the representative oarties.

101 Lj-1 An order under this subdivision

102 may be conditional, and may be altered or

103 amended before the decision on the

104 merits.

105 (2) In any -la W ot

106 action be maintained as a class action under

107 eubdivi`ion (b)(3) this rule, the court shall

108 direct that notice be given to the reffere-e

109 the-class under subdivision (d 2', concisely

110 and clearly describing the nature of the

111 action, the claims or issues with respect to

112 which the class has been certified, any

113 conditions affecting membership in the class

114 ordered under paragraph il)IA1. and the

115 potential consequences of class membership.

116 In determining how, and to whom, notice will

117 be given, the court may consider, in addition

118 to the matters affecting its decision to

119 certify a class under subdivision (b). the

120 expense and difficulties of providing actual

5
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Draft--Amendments to Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

121 notice to all class members and the nature and

122 extent of any adverse consesuences that claM

123 members mav suffer from a failure to receive

124 actual notice. the best n-tico peeti able

125 under the eiroumotaneci, inoluding lndividual

126 r.:ctj: to all members u.o za bc idzntifecd

127 threugh rcaoonablc cffort. The notioo oha1l

128 advic cach mmbee- that- (2 thwczurt will

129 cxoludc thc mcrb-r from thc olaoo if the

130 member so rvequet3 by a cified datc (B)

131 the judgmcnt, -"hzthwr filrlblc or not, will

132 includc all members- who de not rqu:ot

133 cxoluoienI ani (C) fny mcmber he does not

134 requeet ccluaie* may, if the cmbzr dcoircs,

135 cater an appearAnec through -eun3rl.

136 (3) The judgment in an action ordered

137 maintained as a class action under oubdivioion

138 (b)(l) or (b)(2), Tzthc or not favorable to

139 the olaoo, ohall inolude and dcooribe thooe

140 whom tho court finds to bc mmbers of the

141 claae. The judacnt in an actlon maifftained as

142 a ;lase &ctien under subdivision (b~i3),

143 whether or not favorable to the class, shall

144 Ierlu:e and specify or describe those to whom

6
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Draft--Amendments to Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

145 tc netiee provided in eubdyieiein (efl2) _s,

146 an~zctcd end who have not rLeqested

147 eoejuoien, and whom the court finds who are

148 found to be members of the class or have as a

149 condition to exclusion 'agreed to restrictions

150 affecting any seoaratelv maintained actions.

151 (4) When appropriate A)- an action may

152 be brought or ordered maintained as a class

153 action (A)Lwith respect to particular claims

154 or issues, or (8) by or against multiple

155 classes or subclasses. Each class or subclass

156 must separately. satisfy the requirements of

157 this rule except for subdivision (a)(.--a

158 clao -may be divided into subclaoscs and e~ah

159 aubelaoo treated, as a sacl , and the

160 - provizions of this rule shall then be

161 construed and applied accordingly.

162 (d) Orders in Conduct of Actions. In the

163 conduct of actions to which this rule applies,

164 the court may make appropriate orders: (1)

165 determining the course of proceedings or

166 prescribing measures to prevent undue repetition

167 or complication in the presentation of evidence

168 or argument. including pre-certification

7
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Draft--Amendments to Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

169 determination of a motion made by anY 2artv

170 pursuant to Rules 12 or 56 if the court concludes

171 that such a determination will vromote the fair

172 and efficient adjudication of the controversy and

173 will not cause undue delay; (2) requiring, for

174 the protection of the members of the class or

175 otherwise for the fair conduct of the action,

176 that notice be given in such manner as the court

177 may direct to some or all of the members of any

178 step in the action, or of the proposed extent of

179 the judgment, or of the opportunity of members to

180 signify whether they consider the representation

181 fair and adequate, to intervene and present

182 claims or defenses, or otherwise to come into the

183 action, or to be excluded from the class; (3)

184 imposing conditions on the representative

185 parties, class members, or eo-intervenors; (4)

186 requiring that- the pleadings be amended to

187 eliminate therefrom allegations as to

188 representation of absent persons, and that the

189 action proceed accordingly; (S) dealing with

190 similar procedural matters. The orders may be

191 combined with an order under Rule 16, and may be

192 altered or amended as may be desirable from time

8
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Draft--Amendments to Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

193 to time.

194 (a) Dismissal or Compromise. An eaee-action

19S filed as a class action shall not. before the

196 court's ruling under subdivision (c(1). be

197 dismissed, be amended to delete the request for

198 maintenance as a class action. or be compromised

199 without the approval of the court, and notice of

200 the prepozzd dicmizoal cr compromise shall be

201 given to all saberzs f the class in ouch manner

202 as the court directs. An action ordered

203 maintained as a class action shall not be

204 dismissed or compromised without the a&oroval of

205 the court, and notice of a Drooosed voluntary

206 dismissal or compromise shall be given to some or

207 all members of the class in such manner as the

208 court directs. A proposal to dismiss or

209 compromise an action ordered maintained as a

210 class action may be referred to a magistrate

211 Judge or other soecial master under Rule 53

212 without regard to the provisions of subdivision

213 (b) thereof.

214 if) Anveais. A Court of Apieals may permit

215 an aDoeal to be taken from an order of a district

216 court granting or denying a request for class

9
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217 action certification under this rule if

,218 application is made to it within ten days after

219 entry of such order. Prosecution of an aooeal

220 hereunder shall not stay oroceedinos in the

-221 district court unless the district iudae or the

222 Court of Appeals. or a judge thereof, shall so

223 order.

COQMMITTEE NOTES

PURPOSE OF REVISION. As initially adopted, Rule 23
defined class actions as 7true," 'hybrid," or
'spurious' according to the abstract nature of the
rights. involved. The 1966 revision created a new
tripartite classification in subdivision (b), and then
established different provisions relating-,to notice
and exclusionary rights based on that classification.
For (b)(3) class actions,, the rule mandated
individual notice to all members who can be

identified through reasonable effort" and a right by
class members to "opt-out" of the class. For (b)(1)
and (b)(2) class actions, however, the rule did not by
its,'terms mandate any notice to class members, and was
generally viewed as not permitting anyexclusion of
class members. This structure has frequently resulted
in time-consuming and lengthy procedural battles
either because the operative facts did not fit neatly
into any one of the three categories, or because more
than one category could apply and the selection of the
proper, classification would have a major impact on the
practicality of the case proceeding as a class action.

, In the revision the separate provisions of former
subdivisions (b)(l), (b)(2), and (b)(3) are combined
and treated as pertinent factors in deciding "whether
a class action is superior to other available methods
for the fair and. efficient adjudication, of the
controversy." This becomes the critical question,
without regard to whether, under the former language,
the case would have been viewed as being brought under
(b)(l), (b)(2),, or (b)(3). Use of a unitary standard,

10
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once the prerequisites of subdivision (a) are
satisfied, is the approach taken by the National
Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws and
adopted in several states.

Questions regarding notice and exclusionary rights
remain important in class actions--and, indeed, may be
critical to due process. Under the revision, however,
these questions are o'nes-that should be addressed on
their own merits, given the needs and circumstances of
the case and without being tied artificially to the
particular classification of the class action.

As revised, the rule will afford some greater
opportunity for use of class actions in appropriate
cases notwithstanding the existence of claims for
individual damages and injuries--at least for some
issues under subdivision (c)(4)(A), if not for the
resolution of the individual damage claims themselves.
The revision is not however a unqualified license for
certification of a class whenever there are numerous
injuries arising from a common or similar nucleus of
facts, nor does the rule attempt to establish a system
for "fluid recovery' or 'class recovery" of damages.
Such questions 'are ones for further case law
development.

SUBDIVISION (a). Subdivision (a)(4) is revised to
explicitly require that the proposed class
representatives and their attorneys be both willing
and able to undertake the fiduciary responsibilities
inherent in representation of a class. The
willingness to accept such responsibilities is a
particular concern when the request for class
treatment is not made by'those who seek to be class
representatives, as, when a plaintiff requests
certification of a defendant class. 'Once a class is
certified, the class representatives and their
attorneys will, until the class is decertified or they
a-re otherwise relieved by the court, have an
obligation! to fairly and adequately represent the
interests of the class, taking no action for their own
benefit that would be inconsistent with the fiduciary
responsibilities owed to the class.

SUBDIVISION (b). As noted, subdivision (b) has
been'substantially reorganized. One element, drawn
from former subdivision (b)(3), is made the

11
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controlling issue; namely, whether a class action is
superior to other available methods for the fair and
efficient adjudication of the controversy. The other
provisions of former subdivision (b) become factors to
be considered 'in making this ultimate determination.
Of course, there is no requirement that all of these
factors be present before a class action may be
ordere4, nor is this list intended to be exclusive of
other factors that in'a particular case may bear on
th. 'superiority of a class action when compared to
other available methods for resolving the controversy.

Factor (7)--the' consideration of the difficulties
likely to be encountered in the management of a class
action--is revised by adding a clause to emphasize
that such d'ffic'ulties shoula be assessed not in the
abstract', butratherin comp.rison 'to those that would
be encountered wiith individuallfy 'prosecuted actions.

SUBDIVISION (c). Former paragraph (2) of this
subdivision contained the provisions for notice and
exclusion in (b)(3)' claiss actions'.

Under the revision, the' provisions relating to
exclusion are made applIc"bli! eo All class actions,
but with flexibility for thwe court to determine
whether, when, and 'how puta'it'ive'cl`a'ss members should
be allowed to exclude themselves from the class. The
court may also impse appo prlat''onditlons on such
'opt-outs--Jorin somee'cases,,1,rec~ihre that a putative
class member "opt-isv' in order to be treated as a
member of the clas's.

' The 'potential for class members to exclude
themselves fromImsany class action remains a primary
consideration for hthe court in determining whether to
allow a case t'o'proceed as a class action, both to
assure due process and in recognition of individual
preferences.v Even in the mostr compelling situation
forjnot allow'ing''exclusion--the factpattern described
in subdivision (b)(l){(A)--a rson might nevertheless
be allowed 'to be excluded fromi th- class if, as a
condition, the' persion' agreed ltO'b. bound by the
outcome of the iclass iction. >Thi' opportunity for
'imposition of appropriate conditions on the privilege
of exclusion enables the court to avoid the unfairness
that resulted when a putativ*e lias member elected to
exclude its'elf from the 'clas1 ac- erin order to take

12
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advantage of collateral estoppel if the class action
was resolved favorably to the"class while not being
bound by an unfavorable result.

Rarely should a court impose an "opt-in"
requirement for membership in a class. There are,
however, situations' in which such a requirement may be
desirable to avoid potential due process problems,
such as wlith some defend'ant classes or in cases when
it may be impossible or impractical to give meaningful
notice of the class action to all putative members of
the class.

Under the revision, notice of class certification
is required for all types of class actions, but
flexibility is provided respecting the type and extent
of notice to be given 'to the class, consistent with
constitutional requirements for due process. Actual
notice to all putative class members should not, for
example, be needed when the conditions of subdivision
(b)(l)' are met or when, under subdivision (c)(1)(A),
membership in the class is limited to those who file
an election to be members of the class. Problems have
sometimes been encountered when the class members'
individual interests, though meriting protection, were
quite small when compared with the cost of providing
notice to each member- the revision authorizes such
factors to be taken into account by the court in
determining, subject to due process requirements, what
notice should be directed.

The revision to subdivision (c)(4) is intended to
eliminate the problem whenc aclass action with several
subclasses should be certified, but one or more of the
subclasses 'may not' independently satisfy the
"numerosity" requirement.

Under paragraph (4), some claims or issues may be
certified for resolution als a class action, while
othe'r claims or issues are not so certified. For
example, in some mass tort situations it may be
appropriate to 'certify as a classy action issues
relating to the defendants' culpability and general
causation, while leaving issues relating to specific
causation, damages, and contributory negligence for
resolution through individual lawsuits brought by
members of the class. Sincethe entirety of the class
representative's claim will be before the court, there

13
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is a "case or controversy" justifying exercise of the
court's jurisdiction; and the rule is intended to
eliminate the problems that might otherwise arise
based on the splitting of a cause of action.

SUBDIVISION (d)., The former rule generated
uncertainty concerning the appropriate order of
proceeding when a motion addressed to the merits of
claims or defenses is submitted prior to a decision on
whether a class should be, certified. The revision
provides the court, with discretion, to address a Rule
12 or Rule 56 motion in. advance of a certification
decision when this will promote the fair and efficient
adjudication of the controversy.

Inclusion in former subdivision (c)(2), of detailed
requirements for notice 'in, (b)(3) actions sometimes
placed",unnecessary barriers to formation of a class,
as well as masked the desirability, if not need, for
notice in (b),(l and'(b)(2) actions. Even if not
required for due process,' some form of notice to class
memberlsshoulld be regarded a's desirable in virtually
,aill'wrlass actions. ^Revised subdivision (d)(2) takes
on 1added- 'iport ance inr flight of'the revision of
Subd'i'visio-(c)(-2. Sub ivision(d)(2,) contemplates
that'some form of notice to class members should be
givednlin virtuallylalclass actions. The particular
form of notice, however, in a given case is committed
to thel sound discretion of the court, keeping in mind
therequirement.iof du e processb .

SUBDIVISION (e). There are sound reasons for
requiring judicial approval of proposals to
voluntarly dismiss, eliminate class allegations, or
compromise an action': filedq or ordered maintained as a
class action. The reasons for requiring notice of
such a proposal 'to' members of a putative class are
significantly less compelling. Despite the language
of the` former rule, courts have recognized the
propri ety of a judicially-supervised precertification
dismissal or compromise without, requiring notice to
putative class members. E.g. , Shelton v. Pargo, 582
F.2d 1298 (4th Cir. 1978). The revision adopts that
approach. If circumstances warrant, the court has
ample, authority to direct notice to some or all
putative class members pursuant to the provisions of
subdivision (d). While the, provisions of subdivision
(e)do not apply if the court' denies the request for

14
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class certification, there may be cases in which the
court will direct under subdivision (d) that notice of
the denial of class certification be given to those
who were aware of the case.

Evaluations of proposals to dismiss or settle a
class action sometimes involve highly sensitive
issues, particularly should'the proposal be ultimately
disapproved. For example, the parties may be required
to disclose weaknesses in their own positions, or to
provide information needed to assure that the proposal
does not directly or indirectly confer benefits upon
class representatives or their counsel inconsistent
with the fiduciary obligations owed to members of the
class or otherwise involve conflicts of interest.
Accordingly, in some circumstances, 'investigation of
these proposals conducted by independent counsel can
be of great benefit, to the court. The revision
'clarifies that the strictures of Rule' 53(b) do not
preclude the court from appointing under that Rule a
special 'master to assist the court in evaluating a
proposed dismissal or settlement. ',The master, if not
asMagistrate Judge, would be compensated as provided
in Rule 53(a).

SUBDIVISION (f). The certification ruling is often
the crucial ruling in a case filed as a class action.
If denied, the plaintiff, in order to secure appellate
review, - may have to incur expenses wholly
disproportionate to any individual recovery. If the
plaintiff ultimately prevails on an appeal of the
certification decision, postponement of the appellate
decision raises the specter of Zone way intervention."
Conversely, if class certification is erroneously
granted, a defendant may be forced to settle rather
than, run the risk of potential ruinous liability of a
class-wide judgment'in order to secure review of the
certification decision. These consequences, as well
as the unique public interest in properly certified
class actions, justify a special procedure allowing
early review of this critical ruling.

Recognizing the disruption that can be caused by
piecemeal reviews, the revision contains provisions to
minimize the risk of delay and abuse. Review will be
available only by leave of the court of appeals
promptly sought, and proceedings in the district court
with respect to other aspects of the case are not

15
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stayed by the prosecution of such an appeal unless the
district court or court of appeals so orders. As
authorized by 28 U.S.C. S 2072(c), the rule has the
effect of permitting the appellate court to treat as
final for purposes 'of 28 U.S.C. S 11291 an otherwise
conditional and interlocutory order.

It is anticipated that orders permitting immediate
appellate review will be rare. Nevertheless, the
potential for this review should encourage compliance
with the certification procedures and afford an
opportunity for prompt correction of error.

16
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PROPOSED AMENDMENfN TO
RULES OF CNVIL PROCEDURES

Rule 23. Class Actions

1 (a) Prerequisites4e-e Class-Aeflen. One or more

2 members of a class may sue or be sued as representative

3 parties on behalf of all eftly-if - with respect to the

4 claims, defenses. or issues certified for class action

5 treatment -

6 (1) the elass-is- membersare so numerous

7 that joinder of all membefrsis impracticable,

8 (2) thcrc rc ecations of law-or fact-legal or

9 factual questions are common to the class,

10 (3) the claims or defenses of the

11 representative partiesL jitign. fy thos e

12 typical of th claims or defenses of the class, end-

* New matter is underlined; matter to be omitted is lined
through.
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(4) the representative parties and their

13 attorneys are willing and able to wl-fairly and

14t adequately protect the interests of al persons while

15 members of the class until relieved by the court from

16 that fiduciary duty: and.

17 . ~ ^ {(5) a class action is superior to other

18 available methods for the fair and efficient

19 adjudication of the controversy.

20 (b) when-Whether a Class Actions Maintaina"lc

21 eIsSupernior. An action may be maintailnd as a clamy

22- action if the prrgequisites of subdivision (a) arc satisfied,

23 - nThe matters pertinent in deciding under

24 (a](5) whether a class action is superior to other available

25 methods include:

26 (1) the extent to which Ahe-peseeudon--ef

27- separate actions by or against individual members of

28 the class would create a fisk of, might result in
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29 (A) inconsistentorvaryingadjudications

30 wiith rc&pct to individual mcebcrs of thc class

31 whieh-that__wo:ild establish incompatible

32 standards of conduct for the party opposing the

33 class, or

34 (B) adjudications with respect to

35 individu mcmbcr3 of the cla3s which would

36 that- as a practical, matter bc dispositivc of thc

37 intcrcsts of the ether mcembef nt partics to the

38 adjudiAteiens or substanially impair ef impede-

39 would dispose of the nonparty members'

40 interests or reduce their ability to protect their

41 interests; er

42 (2) thc party opposing th class has acted ef

43 rcfuc to act on grcund3 gcnzrally applicablc to the

44 zlass, Lhcrcy making approprit final injunctiw

45 relief-the extent to which the relief may take the form
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46 ,oDf an, iniunctdron orarory .,

47 withnrepeet-to idgment reseting the class as a

48 whole'e; A

49 - (3) take eouft findt that#--e extent to which,

SO . cornmon questions of law or' fact eemmon to .hhe.

51 ,rcembic3 of thc cla33 predominate over any questions

52 affecting only individual members, and that a class

53 action is supefor to other aailablc method3 for the

~54 (ct n efiint adjdi0atio of the nto0e7

55 . , ' mattcr3 pcrtincnt to thefindig3 includ.:. ,,

. 56 . ^ - (Mi the slamib~ t 'interest ofveftbeo

S7 of the elm in individually controlling the prosecution

58 or defense of separate actions;

(B,), the extent and nature, of any related

60 litigation confcrning thc cntro.cr3y already

61. eemcnced ,gjn by or, against members of the

62 class;
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63 (GO the desirability or undesirability of

64 concentrating the litigation- of the elaims in the

65 particular' forum; and

66 (DD the likely difficulties likely-- to e

67 eneeitnteed in the mnge of managing a class

68 action which wsill be eliminated 'or significantly

69 reduced if' the 'controversy'-is adjudicated by other

70 available means.,

71' '(c) Determination by Order' Whether Class

72 ' Action to" Certified; Notice and

73 Membership in Class; Judgment; ActionsConductcd

74 Partially as "Cla4 Actions Multiple Classes and

75 'Subclasses.

76 (1) As sion 'as' practicable after- the

77 -fcommzncement of an ac6tion r ht as a classmaeotin

78 persons sue or are sued as representatives of a class,

79 the court shal-mstdetermine by order whether and
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80 with respect to what claims. defenses. or issues-k-is

81 to be so maintained the action should be certified as

82 a class action.

83 (A) An order certifying a class action

84 must describe the class and determine whether.

85 when. how. and under what conditions putative

86 members may elect to be excluded from, or

87 included& in. the class. The matters pertinent to

88 this determination will ordinarily include:

89 (i) the nature of the controversy

90 and the relief sought:

91 (i) the extent and nature of the

92 members' iniuries or liability:

93 (iii) potential conflicts of interest

94 among members:

95 {iv) the interest of the party

96 opposing the class in securing a final and
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97 consistent resolution of the matters in

98 controversy: and

99 (L) the inefficiency or

100 impracticality of separate actions to

101 resolve the controversy.

102 When appropriate. a putative member's election

103 to be excluded may be conditioned upon a

104 prohibition against its maintaining a separate

105 action on some or all of the- matters in

106 ,controversy in the class action or a prohibition

107 against its relying in a separate action upon any

108 iudgment rendered or -factual finding in favor

109 of the class. and a putative, member's election

110 to be included in a class mey be conditioned

111 upon its bearing a fair share of litigation

112 - expenses incurred by the representative parties.

113 , fs An order under this subdivision
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114 may be conditional, and may be altered or

115 amended before the decision on the merits final

116 jiudgnnt.

117 (2) H-any eless When ordering that an) action

118 b. tindain under

119 subdivisien (b)(3) this rule, the court sheRl-muUn

120 direct that appropriate notice be given to the

121 membefs ef the class under subdivision fl(l)(CQ.

122 The notice must concisely and clearly describe the

123 nature of the action: the claims. defenses or issues

124 with respect to which the class has been certified: the

125 persons who are mermbers of the class: any conditions

126 affecting exclusion from or inclusion in the class: and

127 the potential consequences of class membership. In

128 determining how. and to whom. notice will be given.

129 the court may consider the matters listed in Nb) and

130 (c)(l(A). the expense and difficulties of providing
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131 actual notice to all class members. and the nature and

132 extent of any adverse consequences that class

133 members may suffer froM a failure to receive actual

134 notice. the best noticc practicablc under the

135 eircumstanece, including individual noticc e o all

136 mfmbers who can 'cidentificd through rcacnnable

137 cffort. Thc noticc shall advise cach mcmbcr thet (A)

138 thc court will cxcludc the mcember from thc-es3 i

139 the membef so requests by a specified date; (1B) thc

140 judgment, whether fae3rnblcr not, will include- a

141 rnembers whe de n^et f on-, and (C) any

142 member who doce not request cxclusion may, if the

143 member desirc, cntcr an appearmnc through

144 eeense1.

145 (3) The judgment in an action certified

146 meifnained-as a class action under ubdiivisin ()(b)

147 e (b)(2), whether or net favorablc to the eless, shall
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148 inelude and desefibe these whom the or fn3t

149 boc mmebefr 0f the clas3. Thc judgment in an action

150 . aintanc 0. &10.3 ate-n undr 3ubdiv3in 

151 whether or not favorable to the class, shell inielude

152 e4must specify or describe those to whem the

153 notice provided in 3ubdivisien (c)(e) was directed;

154 and who hav not requested eielusien, and whomf the

155 weho. M ebeembers of the classjU

156 have elected to be excluded on conditions affecting

157 any separate actions.

158 -- - (4) When appropriate44( , an action may be

159 brought or maintained certified as a class action with

160 respect to particular claims, defenses. or issues-e-f

161 (B)- by or against' multiple classes or subclasses.

162 Subclasses need not separately satisfy the

163 requirements of subdivision (alfl.-a-eles--3 maey--be

164A divded into -ucas3and feah subelass treated -as
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165 e class, and the provisions ef this rule shall then be

166 ecnstred eand applied accordingly.

167 (d) Orders in Conduct of ClassActions.

168 (1) In the conduct of actions to which this

169 rule applies, the court may make appropriate orders

170 that:

171 (-I) determining determine the course of

172 proceedings or pfesefibing.prescribe measures

173 to prevent undue repetition or complication in

174 the presentation of evidence or argument;

175 (B) decide a motion under Rule 12 or

176 56 before the certification determination if the

177 court concludes that the decision will promote

178 the fair and efficient agjudication of the

179 controversy and will not cause undue delay:

180 (ED requiring, for the protection of the

181 members ef the class or etherwise for the fair
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182 conduct of the action, that require notice be

183 givAn in 3uch manncr ai court may direct to

184 somp or All'of -the la members or putative

185 members of

186 Mfi any step in the action,

187 including certification. modification. or

188 decertification of a class, or refusal to

189 certify a clas-rnf-'e

190 _dIL ethe proposed extent of the

191 judgment-; or-ef-

192 (iii) the members' opportunity of

193 'me'mcbers to signify whether they consider

194 the representation fair and' 'adequate, to

195 intervene and present claims or defenses,

196 or otherwise to come into the action;

197 (3I)' impesing"'i'm'pos-e conditions on the'

198 representative parties. class members, or off
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199 intervenors;

200 A(4) reqi ing-rQuirethepO-the pleadings

201 be amended to eliminate thefefrom-allegations.

202 as' Babitt representation of absent persons,

203 and that the action proceed accordingly; pa

204 (SD dealing with' similar procedural

205 matters.

206 (2) hebidefs-An order under Rule 23(

207 may be combined with an order under Rule 16, and

208 may be altered or amended as may be deshrabl from

209 time to time.

210 (e) Dismissal or Compromise. An elass-action in

211 which persons sue or are sued as representatives of a class

212 mut-shell-not. before the aourt-s r -ingtunder subdivision.

213 )(Dl),'be dismissed. be amended to delete the request for

214 certification as a class action, or br..compromised without

215 the-approval of the cobur, and notic:e f 'thc propozep
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216 dismissal or comprOmifc shell be given to all members of

217 thc class in such manner as the court directs. An action

218 certified as a class action -must not be dismissed or

219 compromised without approval of the court. and notice of

220 a proposed voluntary dismissal or compromise must be

221 given to some or all members of the class in such manner

222 as the court directs. A proposal to dismiss or compromise

223 an action certified as a class action may be referred to a

224 magistrate judge or other special master under Rule 53

225 without regard to the provisions of Rule 53(b).

226 (fn Appeals. A court of appeals may permit an

227 appeal from an order granting or denying a request for

228 class action certification under this rule upon application to

229 it within ten days after entry of the order. An appeal does

230 not stay proceedings in the district court unless the district

231 judge or the court of appeals so orders.
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COMMITTEE NOTE

PURPOSE OF REVSON., As initially adopted, Rule 23
defined class actions as true,u "hybrid, or spurious according
to the abstract-nature of the rights involved. The 1966 revision
created a new tripartite classification in subdivision (b), and then
established different provisions relating to notice and exclusionary
rights based on that classification. For (b)(3) class actions, the
rule mandated individual notice to all members who can -be
identified through reasonable effort' and a right by class members
to 'opt-out' of the, class. For, (b)(1) and (b)(2) class, actions,
however, the rule did not by its terms mandate any notice to class
members, and was generally viewed ,,,as not -permitting any
exclusion of class members. This structure has frequently resulted
in time-consuming, procedural battles either because the operative
facts did not fit neatly into any one of the three categories, or
because more than one categorycould apply and the, selection of
the proper classification would have a major impact on whether
and how the case, shoquld proceed as a class action.

In the revision the separate provisions-of former subdivisions
(b)(1), (b)(2), and (b)(3) are combined and treated as pertinent
factors in deciding 'whether a class action is, superior to other
available methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of the
controversy," which is added to subdivision. (a) as a prerequisite
for any class action. The issue of superiori of class action
resolution is made a critical question, without regard' to whether,
under the former language, the case- would haVW been viewed as
being brought under (b)(1), (b)(2), or (b)(3). Uss of 'a unitary
standard, once the prerequisites of subdivision (a) are satisfied, is
the approach taken by the National Conference of-Comrmissioners
on Uniform State Laws and adopted in several states.
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Questions regarding notice and exclusionary rights remain
important in class actions - and, indeed, may be critical to due
process. Under the revision, however, these questions are ones
that should be addressed on their own merits, given the needs and
circumstances of the ca& and- without being tied artificially to the
particular classification of the class action.

The revision emphasizes the need for the court, parties, and
counseil to focus on the particular claimns, defenses, or issues that

are appropriate for adjudication in a class action. Too often,
classes have been certified without recognition that separate
controversies may exist between plaintiff class members and a
defendant which should not be barred under the doctrine of claim
preclusion. Also, the placement inn subdivision (c)(4) of the
provision permitting class actions for particular issues has tended
to obscure the potential benefit of resolving certain claims and
defenses on a class basis while leaving other controversies for
resolution in separate actions.

As revised, the rule will afford some greater opportunity for
use of class actions> in appropriate cases notwithstanding the
existence of claims for individual damages and injuries- at least
for some issues, if not for the resolution of the individual damage
claims themselves. The revision is not however an unqualified
license for certification of a class whenever there are numerous
injuries arising from a common or similar nucleus of facts. The
rule does not attempt to authorize or establish a system for "fluid
recovery' or 'class recovery' of damages, nor does it attempt to
expand or limit the claims that are subject to federal jurisdiction by
or against class members.

The major impact of this revision wiU be on cases at the
margin: most cases that previously were certified as class actions
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will be certified under this rule, and most that were not certifiedwill not be certified under the rule. There will be a limited
number of cases, however, where the certification decision maydiffer from that under the prior rule, either because of the use ofa unitary standard or the greater flexibility respecting notice and
membership in the class.

Various non-substantive stylistic changes are made toconform to style conventions adopted by the Committee to simplify
the present rules.

SUBDMSION (a). Subdivision (a)(4) is revised to explicitlyrequire that the proposed class representatives and their attorneys
be both willing and able to undertake the fiduciary responsibilities
inherent in representation of a class. The willingness to acceptsuch responsibilities is a particular concern when the request forclass treatment is not made by those who seek to be class
representatives, as when a plaintiff requests certification of a
defendant class. Once a class is certified, the class representatives
and their attorneys will, until the class is decertified or they areotherwise relieved by the court, have an obligation to fairly andadequately represent the interests of the class, taking no action for
their own benefit that would be inconsistent with the fiduciaryresponsibilities owed to the class.

Paragraph (5) - the superiority requirement - is taken fromsubdivision (b)(3) and becomes a critical element for all class
actions.

The introductory language in subdivision (a) stresses that, inascertaining whether the five prerequisites are met, the court andlitigants should focus on the matters that are being considered forclass action certification. The words aclaims, defenses, or issues'
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are used in abroad and non-legalistic sense. While there might be

some cases in which a class action would be authorized respecting

a specifically defined cause of action, more frequently the court

would set forth a generalized statement of the matters for class

action treatment, such adpall claims by class members against, the

defendant arising frori the -sale of specified securities during a

particular period of time.

SUBDIVWSION (b). As noted, subdivisions(b) has been

substantially reorganized.. One element, drawn from former

subdivision (b)(3), is made a controlling issue for all class actions

and moved to subdivision (a)(5); namely, whether a'class action is

superior to other' available methods''for the-fair and efficient

adjudication'of the 'controversy. The other, provisions of former

subdivision 'b) then become factors to be considered' in Making

this determination. Of course, there is no requirementthat al of

these factors be present before a, class action may be ordered, nor

is this lit Wtended to exclude other factors that in a particular case

may bear on the superiority of a class action when compared to
other available methods for resolving the~ contxoversy.

Factor (7) -the consideration of the difficulties likely to be

encountered in the management of a class action - is revised 'by

adding a clause to emphasize that such difficulties should be

assessed not in 'the abstract, but rather in comparison to those that

would be'encountered! with individually prosecuted actions.

SUBDIVISION (c). Formner paragraph (2) of this subdivision

contained the provisions for notice and exclusion in (b)(3) class

actions.

Under the revision, the provisions relating to exclusion are

made applicable to all class actions, but with flexibility for the
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court to determine whether, when, and how putative class
members should be allowed to. exclude themselves from the, class.
Ile court may also impose appropriate conditions on."such 'opt-
outs' - or, in some cases, even require that a putative classmember 'opt-in" in order to be treated as, a member of the class.

The potential for class members to exclude themselves from
many class actions remains a primary consideration for the court
in determining whether to allow a case, to proceed as a classaction, both to assure due process and in recognition of individual
preferences. Even in the most compelling situation' for'not
allowing exclusion - the fact pattern described in subdivision
(b)(1)(A) - a person might nevertheless be allowed to be excluded
from the class upon the condition that the person will not maintain
any separate action and hence, as a practical matter, be bound by
the outcome pf the classaction. Thelopportunity to elect exclusion
from a class may also be useful, for example, in some employment
discrimination actions in which certain employeespotheri-se partof the class may,,because of thfeir.'own positions, wish to align'
themselves with the employer's side of the litigation either to assistin the defense of the case or to6oppose the relief s ught for the
class.

Ordinarily putative class members electing to'be excluded
from a plaintiff class willbe free to bring their own individual
actions, unhampered by factual findings adverse to the class, while
potentially able, under the doctrine of issue preclusion, to benefit
from factual findings favorable to the class. The'revised rule
permits the court, as a means to avoid this inequity, to impose..a
condition on `opting out" that will preclude an excluded memberfrom relying in a separate action upon findings favorable to the,
class.
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Rarely should a court impose an 'opt-in requirement for

membership in a class. There are, however, situations in which

such a requirement may be desirable to avoid potential due process

problems, such as with some defendant classes or in cases where

an opt-out right would be appropriate but it is impossible or

impractical to give meaningful notice of the class action to all

putative members of the class. With'defendant classes it may be

appropriate to impose a condition that requires the 'opting-in'

defendant class members to share in the litigation expenses of the

representative party. Such a condition would be rarely needed

with plaintiff classes since typically the claims on behalf of the

class, if successful, would result in a common fund or benefit from

which litigation eXpenses of the representative ,can be charged."

Under the revision, some notice of' cls certification is

required"for i1a typesrof class actions, but flexibility is provided

respecting the type and extedt of nodice to be given to the class,

consistenit with constitutional rquiremhents fordue process. Actual
notice to all putative class members should not, for example, be

needed Whet the conditionsobf subdivision (b)(1) are met-or when,

under subdivision (c)(l)(A), membership in the class is limited to

those who file an election to be members of the class. Problems

have sometimes been encountered when the class members'

individual interests,l'though meriting' protection, were 'quite small

when compared withithel cost of providing notice to each 'memimber;

the revision authorizes such factors to be taken into account by the

court in deterig, subject to'due process requirements, what

notice should be directed. F, [

Therevision to Subdivision (c)(4) is intended to eliminate the

problem when a class action with several subclasses should be

certified, but one or more of the subclasses may not independently

satisfy the 'numerosity' requirement.
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Under former paragraph (4), some issues could be certified
for resolution as a class action, while other matters were not so
certified. By adding similar language to other portions of the rule,
the Committee intends to emphasize the potential utility of this
procedure. For example, in some mass tort situations it might be
appropriate to certify some issues relating to the defendants'
culpability and - if the relevant scientific knowledge is
sufficiently well developed -general causation for class actiontreatment, while leaving issues relating to specific causation,
damages, and contributory negligence for potential resolution
through individual lawsuits brought by members of the class.

SUB)DIVSON (d). The, former rule generaed unceraint
concerning the appropriate order of proceeding, when a motion
addressed to the merits of claims or defenses is submitted prior to
a decision on whether a class should be, certified. The revision
provides the court with discretion to address a Rule 12 or Rule 56
motion in advance of a certification decision if this will promote
the fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy. See Manualfor Complex Lidigadon, Second, § 30.11.

Inclusion inI former, subdivision (c)(2) of detailed
requirements for Inotice, in (b)(3) actions sometimes placed
unnecessary barriers to formation ofa class, as well as masked thedesirability, if not need, for notice in (b)(1) and (b)(2) actions.
Even if not required for due process,,,some form of notice to class
members should be regarded as desirable in yirtually all class
actions. Subdivision (c)(2) requires that notice be given if a class
is certified, though under, subdivision (d)(l)(C) the particular form
of notice is committed to the sound discretion of the court, keeping
in mind the requirements of due process. Subdivision (d)(1)(C)
contemplates that, some formn of, notice may be, desirable, with
respctc to many ot¢her important rulings; subdivision (d)(l)(C)(i),
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for example, calls the attention of the court and litigants to the
possible need for some notice if the court declines to certify a class
in an action filed as a class action or reduces the sp -e.of a
previously certified class. In such circumstancesparicularly if
putative class members have become aware6ff1 the case, some
notice may be needed informing the class members that they 'can
no longer rely on the action as a means for pursuing their rights.

SUBDIVSON (e) There' are sound reasons for requiring
judicial approval of proposals. to voluntarily dismiss, eliminate
class allegations, 'or compromise: an action filed or' ordered
maintained as a class action. The reasons for requiring notice of
such a proposal to members of a putative class are significantly
less compelling. Despite 'the language-of the former rule, courts
have recognized -the propriety of i a judiilly-suped
precertification 'dismisisal or comproie itout requiring notice
to putative class members. 'E.g., Sheltn . Pargo,58F.2d 1298
(4th Cir. 1978). The revision ad opts ' ta approach. If
circumstances warrant, 'the court has ample authority to' direct
notice to some .or all putative class iembers pursuant to the
provisions of subdivision (d). While ther provisions 'of subdivision
(e) do not apply if the court denies ihe reqiest for class
certification, ithere s~ay be eases in:which the cour wiU direct
under subdivisioncdl) thath notice of Io class certification
be given to tho~sewho were aware of the case.

Evaluations of proposals to dismiss or setile a class action
sometimes involve highly sensitive issues, particularly should the
proposal be ultimately disapproved. For example, the parties may
be required to disclose weaknesses in their ownl positions, or to
provide information needed to assure that the proposal does not
directly or indirectly confer benefits upon class representatives or
their counsel inconsistent with the fiduciary obligations owed to
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members of the class or otherwise involve conflicts of interest.
Accordingly, in some circumstances, investigation of the fairness
of these proposals conducted by an independent master can be ofgreat benefit to the court, particularly since the named parties andtheir counsel have. ceased to'lbe adversaries with respect to theproposed dismissal or settlement. The revision clarifies that the
strictures of Rule 53(b) do not preclude the court from appointing
under that Rule a special master to assist the court in evaluating aproposed dismissal or settlement. The master, if not a Magistrate
Judge, would be compensated as provided in Rule 53(a).

SUBDWISION (f). The certification ruling is often the crucial
ruling in a case filed as a class action. Ihe plaintiff, in order toobtain appellate review of a ruling denying certification, will have
to proceed with the case to final judgment and may have to incurlitigation expenses wholly disproportionate to any individual
recovery; and, if the plaintiff ultimately prevails on an appeal of
the certification decision, postponement of the appellate decision
raises the specter of 'one way intervention.' Conversely, if classcertification is erroneously granted, a defendant may be forced to
settle rather than run the risk of potentially ruinous liability of a
class-wide judgment in order to secure review of the certification
decision. These consequences, as well as the unique publicinterest in properly certified class actions, 'justify a special
procedure allowing early review of this critical ruling.

Recognizing the disruption that can be caused by piecemeal
reviews, the revision contains provisions to minimize the risk ofdelay and abuse. Review will be available only by leave of the
court of appeals promptly sought, and proceedings in the district
court with respect to other aspects of the case are not stayed by theprosecution of such an appeal unless the district court or court ofappeals so orders. The appellate procedure would be the same as
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for appeals under 28 U.S.C. § 1292(c). The statutory authority
for using the rule-making' process to permit an appeal of

interlocutory orders is contained in 28 U.S.C. § 1292(e), as-
amended in 1992.

It is anticipated that orders permitting immediate appellate
review will be rare. Nevertheless,;the potential for this review

should encourage compliance with the certification procedures and

afford an opportunity for prompt correction of error.
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COMMqqP NOTE

PU a2cM OF RWSON. As Initially adopted, Rule 23 defined class actions as true, hybrid,'
or spurioue according to the abstract nature of the rights Involved. The 1966 revision created
a new tripartite classification in subdivision (b), and then established different provisions relating
to notice and exclusionary rights based on that classification. For (b)(3) class actions, the rule
mandated individual notice to all members who can be Identified through reasonable effort' and
a right by class members to opt-out' of the class. For (b)(1) and (b)(2) class actions, however,
the rule did not by its terms mandate any notice to class members, and was generally viewed as
not permitting any exclusion of class members. This structure has frequently resulted In time-
consuming procedural battles either because the operative facts did not fit neatly into any one of
the three categories, or because more than one category could apply and the selection of the
proper classification would have a mnor impact on the practicality of the case proceeding as a
class action.

In the revision the separate provisions of former subdivisions (b)(1), (b)(2), and (b)(3) are
combined and treated as pertinent factors in deciding "whether a class action is superior to other
available methods for the fair and efficient acdudication of the controversy,. which is added to
subdivision (a) as a prerequisite for any class. action. The issue of superiority of class action
resolution is made a critical question, without regard to whether, under the former language, the
case would have been viewed as being brought under (b)(l), (b)(2), or tb)(3). Use of a unitary
standard, once the prerequisites of subdivision (a) are satisfied, is the approach taken by the
National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform Slate Laws and adopted in several states.

Questions regarding notice and exclusionary rights remain Important in class actions--and,
indeed, may be critical to due process. Under the revision, however, these questions are ones
that should be addressed on their own merits, given the needs and circumstances of the case and
without being tied artificially to the particular classification of the class action.

The revision emphasizes the need for the court, parties, and counsel to focus on the
particular claims, defenses, or Issues that are appropriate for adjudication In a class action. Too
often, classes have been certified without recognition that separate controversies may exist
between plaintiff class members and a defendant which shAduld not be barred under the doctrine
of claim preclusion. Also, the placement in subdivision (c)(4) of the provision permilting class
actions for particular issues has tended to obscure the potential benefit of resolving certain claims
and defenses on a class basis whfle leaving other controversies for resolution in separate actions.

As revised, -the rule will afford some greater opportunity for use of class actions in
appropriate cases notwithstanding the existence of claims for individual damages and lnrunes.-at
least for some issues, if not for the resolution of the individual damage claims themselves. The
*rvision Is not however a unqualified license for certification of a class whenever there are
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numerous Injuries arising from a common or similar nucleus of facts, nor does the rule attempt to
establish a system for ¶uid recovery" or "class recovery of damages. Such questions are ones
for further case law development. Nor does the revision attempt to expand or limit the claims that
are subject to federal jurisdiction by or against class members.

The' milor'iMopact of thisedvision will be 'on cases at the mzaig most cases that
previously were 6fd asclas ac6insi be so cet;ified under thisrule, and most that were
riot so certified will not be'cerflffed under the rule. Tihee will be a limited nuMber of cases,
however, wher. th ertifincato deiion may der from that under the prior rule, either because
of the us unitay stadard th ieater ility re cti notice and m erhip in the
class

Various nonisbstantive ylistiehanges arenmadeto conformtostyleconventions idopted
by the to ! mlify t pr t r

BsUvMoN (a). Subdivision (a)(4) is revised to explicitly requre that the proposed class
representatives and their attornlays be both willing and able to undertake the fiduciary
responsibilities inhereit in representation of a class. The willingness to accept such
responsibilities is a partidul ar concern when the request for class treatment is not made by those
who seek to be class representatives, as when a plaintiff requests certification of a defendant class.
Once a cls i certid, the class representatives and their attorneys will, until the class is
decertifled or they are otherwise relieved by the court, have an obligation to fairly and adequately
represent tie interests of the class, taking, nor action for their own benefit that would be
inconsistent with the fiduciary responsibilities owed to the class.

Paragraph (5)-thi superiority requirement--is taken from subdivision (b)(3) and becomes
a cnitical element for all class actions

The introductory language in subdision (a) stresses that, in ascertaining whether the five
prerequisites are met, the court and litigants should focus on the matters that are being considered
for class action certiacation. The words 'clains, defenses, or issues' are used in a broad and non-
legalistic sense. While there might be some cases in which a class action would be authorized
respecting a specificially defined cause of action, more frequently the court would set forth a.
generalized statement 'of the matters for class action treatment, such as all' claims by class
members againil the defendant' arising from the sale of specified securities during a particular
period of time.

SUlmr oN (O). As noted, subdivision (b) has been substantially reorganized. One
element, drawn from ormer subdivision (b)(3), Is made a controlling issue for all class actions and
moved to subdivision (a)(S); namely, whether a class action is superior to other avaiable methods
for the fair and efficient acdudication of the controversy. The other provions of former subdivion
(b) then become factors to be considered in maldng this determination. Of course, there is no
requirement that all of these factors be present before a class action may be ordered, nor is this
list intended to exclude other factors that in a particular case may bear on the superiority of a
class action when compared to other available methods for resolving the controversy.

Factor (7)-the consideration of the difficulties likely lo be encountered in the management
of a class action.-is revised by adding a clause to emphasize that such difficulties should be

8
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ssessed not in the abstract, but rather in comparison to those that would be encountered with

individually prosecuted actions.

SuBwJIoN (¢). Former paragraph (2) of this subdivision contained the provisions for

notice and exclusion in (b)(3) class actions.

Under the revision. the provisions relating to exclusion are made applicable to all class

actions, but with flexibility for the court to determine whether, when, and how putative class

members should be allowed to exclude themselves from the class. The court may also Impose

appropriate conditions on such opt-outseor, in some cases, even require that a putative class

menber opt-in in order to be treated as a member of the clas

The potential for class members to exclude themselves from many class action remains

a primary consideration for the coul in deternining whether to allow a case to proceed as a class

action, both to assure due process and in recogrition of individual preferences. Even in the most
compeling situation for not allowing exclusion--the fact pattern described in subdivision (b)(l)(A)-
a person might nevertheless be allowed to be excluded from the class upon the condition of

agreeing to be bound by the outcome of the class action. The opportunity for imposition of

appropriate conditions on the privilege of exclusion enables the court to avoid the unfairness that
resulted when a putative class member elected lo exclude itself from the class action in order to

take advantage of collateral esloppel if the class action was resolved favorably to the class while

not being bound by an unfavorable result.

Rarely should a court Impose an opt-in requirement for membership in a class. There are,

however, stuations in which such a requirement may be desirable to avoid potential due process
problems, such as with some defendant classes or in cases where an opt-out right would be

appropriate but it is Impossible or impractical to give meaningful notice of the class action to all
putative members of the class.

tinder the revision, some notice of class certification Is required for all types of class

actions, but flexibility Is provided respecting the type and extent of notice to be given to the class,

consistent with constitutional requirements for due process. Actual notice to all putative class

members should not, for example, be needed when the conditions of subdivision (b)(l) are met
or when, under subdivision (c)(l)(A), membership in the class Is limited. to those who file an
election to be members of the class. Problems have sometimes been encountered when the class
mnembers' individual interests, though meriting protection, were quite small when compared with
the cost of providing notice lo each member; the revision authorizes such factors to be taken into

account by the court in determining, subject to due procesqequirements, what notice should be
directed.

The revision to subdivision (c)(4) is intended to elirinate the problem when a class action
with several subclasses should be certified, but one or more of the subclasses may not
independently satisfy the numerosity requirement.

Under former paragraph (4), some issues could be certified for resolution as a class action,
whie other matters were not so certified. By adding similar language to other porlions of the nile,

the Committee intends to emphasize the potential utility of this procedure. For example, in some
mass loli situations it might be appropriate, incident to the case or controversy involving the

9
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named plaintiffs, lo certify some issues relating to the defendants' culpability and general causation
for class, action treatment, while leaving issues relating to specific causation, damages, and
contributory negligence for potential resolution through individual lawsuits brought by members
of the class, 

SUBDMON (d). The former rule generated uncertainty concerning the appropriate order
of proceeding when a motion addressed to the merits of claims or defenses is submitted prior to
a decision on whether a class should be certified. The revision provides the court with discretion
,to address a Rule l2 or Rule 56 motion in advance of a certification decision when this will
promotethe fir and emcentiaudication of the controvrsy.

Inclusion in former subdivision (c)(2) of detailed requirements for notice in (b)(3) actions
sometimes placed unnecessary barriers tofornmation of a class, 'as well as masked the desirability,
if not need, for notice in (b)(1) and (b)(2) actions. Even if,not required for due ,process, some
form of notice to class members should be regarded as desirable in virtually all class actions.
Revised subivision "(d)(1)(B) taies onadded imporance in light of the revision of subdivision
(c)(2) I. Subdivon (dj(])(B) contemplaiss that some form of notice to class members should be

give in~~i~ualy l las acions. The particular forn of notice, however, in a given case is
committed to the sound discretion of the courot,;eeping in mind the requiremenits of due process.
The language of (d)(l)(B)(i) calls the attention of the court and litigants to the possible need for
some notice if the court declines to ceiy a class in an action filed as a class action or reduces
the scope of a pre'iosly certified class, In such circumstances, particularly if putative class
members hiv beom oaware Iof thy case, some notice may be needed informing the class
membe that rthey ca no longer rely on the action as ra means for pursuing their rights. {

SuBpsmOm (a). There are sound reasons for requiring judicial approval of proposals to
voluntarily dismiss, eliminate class allegations, or compromise an action filed or ordered
maintained as a class action. The reasons for requiring notice of such a proposal to members of
a putative class are significantly less compelling. Despite the language of the former rule, courts
have recognized the propriety of a judicially-supervised precertification dismissal or compromise
without requiring notice to putative class rmembers. Eg., Shelton v. Pargo, 582 F.2d 1298 (4th Cir.
1978). The revision adopts that approach. If circumstances warrant, the court has ample authority
to directnotice to some or all putative class members pursuant to the provisions of subdivision
(d). While the provisions of subivisioh (e) do not apply if the court denies the request for class S

certification, there may be cases in which the court will direct under subdivision (d) that notice
of the denial of class certification be 'given tolthose who were aware of the case.

Evaluations of proposals to dismiss or settle a cllass 'action sometimes involve highly
sensitive issues, particularly should the proposal be ultimately disapproved. For example, the
parties may be required to disclose weaknesses in their own positions, or to provide information
needed to assure that the proposal does not directly or indirectly confer benefits upon class
representatives or their counsel inconsistent with the fiduciary obligations owed to members of the
class or others e involve conflicts of interest. Accordingly, in some circumstances, investigation
of these proposals conducted by independent counsel can be of great benefit to the court. The
revision clarifies that the strictures of Rule 53(b) do not preclude the court from appointing under
that Rule a special master to assist the court in evaluating a proposed dismissal or settlement. The
master, if no a Magistrate Judge, would be compensated as provided in Rule 53(a).

10
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SBmnwON (O. The cerlification ruling Is often the crucial ruling in a case fsled as a class

action. U denied, the plaintiff, in order to secure appellate review. may have to incur expenses

wholly disproportionate to any individual recovery If the plaintiff ultimately prevails on an appeal

of the certification decison posiponenent of the appellate decision raises the specter of one way

intervention. Conversely, if class certification is erroneously granted, a defendant may be forced

to settle rather than run the risk of potentially ruinous liability of a class-wide judgment in order

to secure review of the certification decision. These consequences, as well as the unique public

interest in properly certified class actions, Justify a special procedure allowing early review of this

critical ruling.

Recognizing the disruption that can be caused by piecemeal reviews, the revision contains

provisions to minimize the risk of delay and abuse. Review will be available only by leave of the

court of appeals promptly sought, and proceedings in'the district court with respect to other

aspects of the case are not stayed by the prosecution of such an appeal unless the district court

or court of appeals so orders. Ai,>authorized-,,by-,28 USC. § 2072(c), the rule has the effect of

pernitting the appellate court to treat as final for purposes of 28 US.C. 1 1291 an otherwise

conditional and interlocutory order.

It is anticipated that orders permitting'immediate appellate review will be rare.

NTevertheless, the potential for this review should encourage compliance with the certification

procedures and afford an opportunity for prompt correction of error.

11
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Rule 23. Class Actions (February, 1996 draft)

2 (a) Prerequisites. One or more members of a class may sue or be

3 sued as representative parties on behalf of all only if - with

4 respect to the claims, defenses, or issues certified for class

S action treatmenj -

.6 (1) the class is members ar so numerous that joinder of all

7 m~M~brA is impracticable7,-;

8 (2) there are questions of law or fact common to the 
classed.

9 (3) the claims OL defenses of the reprsetative pasr

10 typical of the c ~.laims- ordfnse the representative

11 parties' positions typifv those of the class,-j and

1 2 (4) the representative parties and their attorneys will fairly

13 and adequately discharge the fiduciary duty to protect

14 the interests of the all persons while members of 
the

15 class untt uc

16

17 (b) Class Actions a nibl-e When Clasis Actions May be Certified.

18 An action may be maintained ertiied as a class action if the

19 prerequisites of subdivision (a) are satisfied, and in

20 addition:

21 (1) the prosecution of separate actions by or against

22 individual members of the class would create a risk of

23 (A) inconsistent or varying adjudications with respect

24 to individual members of the class which tha:t would

25 establish incompatible standards of conduct for the

26 party opposing the class, or

27 (B) adjudications with respect to individual members of

28 the class which that would as a practical matter be

29 dispositive of the interests of the other members
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30 not parties to the adjudications or substantially impair or impede
31 their ability- to protect their interests; or

32 (2) the p I thr classiias tcte j o t~o ct
33 ' on grounds gene rally applical tthe classpy thereby
34 miiQIUg a final injunctive, or declaratory relief,
35 ol corsLepondidg Ldeclacitcie r=ief may be appropriat
36 with respectto the class as a whole; or

37 (3) the court finds tjJ that the questions of law or fact
38 common to the certifiedca members of thie clas
39 predominate over anty individual questions affectlg ionlr
40 individueal meltbers included in the clas action, (ij)
4- I'that a class action is superior to other available
42 methods for the fair and efficient
43 %Adudicatn disposition of the controversyand-if
44 - such a -finding is requested by I party opposing
45 certification of a class - (iii) that (the class claims,46 issues, or defenses are not insubstantial on the merits}
47 Calternative:] {the prospect-of successon the merits of
48 the class claims, issues, or defenses is sufficient to
49 Ejustify the costs and burdens imposed by certificationi.
s0 The matters pertinent to the thbes findings include:

Si (A) the need for class certification to accomplish
52 effective enforcement of individual claims:

53 (B) the test of VA. tll lQA divdu&Hy
So ,ContLrol ling - he prosecutioni or deMftense- %Jf
Ss practical ability of individual class members to
56 pursue their claims without class certification and
57 their interests in maintaining or defending
58 separate actions;

59 (C) the extent. and nature.'and maturity of any related
60 litigation Ing the c~t *_,eL Ulready
61 i.-co.mmec byorQ igns t involving class members of

2
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62 tile-class,

63 (D) the desirability o undesiL ablit of concentrating

64 the litigation of the claims in the particular

65 forum;

66 (E) the likely difficulties likely tobe encountered Tin

67 the m of in managing a class action that

68 will be avoided or significantly reduced if the

69 controversy is adjudicated by other available

70

71 (F) the probable success on the merits of the class

72 claims, issues, or defenses;

73 (G) whether the public interest' in - and the private

74 benefits of - the probable relief to individual

75 class members justify the burdens of the

76 litigation; and

77 (H) the opportunity to settle on a class basis claims

78 that could not be litigated on a class basis or

79 could not be litigated by ror against?] a class as

80 comprehensive as the settlement class; or

81 (4) the court finds that permissive joinder should be

82 accomplished by allowing putative members to elect to be

83 included in a class. The matters pertinent to this

84 finding will ordinarily include:

85 (A) the nature of the controversy and the relief sought;

86 (B) the extent and nature of the members' injuries or

87 liability;.

88 (C) potential conflicts of interest among members;

89 (D) the interest of the party opposing the class in

90 securing a final and consistent resolution of the

3
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91 o a

92 BE the inefficiency Qr impracticality of separate
93 ions to resol roversy:

94 (5) the court finds that a class rtified under subdivision
95 b) (21 sho bd ith claiMs fo i
96 damages that are certified as a class action under
97 s v n-(b)(3) or (b)(4).

98 (c) Determination by Order Whether Class Action to Be Mai
99 Cjtje; Notice and emrs&hip i Cl'as Judgment; Actoios

100 a- P LU 1 C ILss a - i _ * Multiple Classes and
101

102 (1) As so S artiable afte the c nen

103 brought Sa ClaS voting Lhe Ciujt shell d.etermine by 
104 _ w it i tb -maintained. Ai order n

105 this si nay be conditional, and -aj bCalteled

106 or Taended bIfoIL the dA - th- - its.-A When
107 persons sue or are sued as representatives of a class,
108 the court shall determine by order whether and with
109 respect to what claims. defenses, or issues the action
110 shot* RiI be certified as a class action.

111 .{(A) An order certifying a class action must describe the
112 class. When a class is certified under subdivision
113 (b)(3) . the order must state when and how.,
114 [putative] members (i) may elect to be excluded
115 from the class, and (ii) if the class is certified
116 only for settlement, may elect to be excluded from
117 any settlement approved by the court under
118 subdisxiaon (e). When a class is certified under
119 subdivision (b)(4). the order must state when, how.
120 and under what conditions [putative] members may
121 elect to be included in the class; the conditions
122 nclude a rt that cl

4
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123 Memb

124 incurred by the repe

125 (Bl. An order under this subdivision may be ji.Lj

126 conditional, and may be altered or amended before

127 the dec the-m t

128 (2) A When tnder

129 t

130 ngiv to t. must

131 c

132= action. e th

133 resp

134 rigt to to = be

135 certified under subvi b) .te igtt

136 elect t

137 subdivision (b) (4). and the potential consequences

138 of class membership. [The cour may order a

139 defendant thpe of

140 notifying a plaintiff cl fri

141. (b) (3) (E) . the court finds a strong probability

142 that the cla 

143 (i) In any clas aion etifiender subdivision

144 (b) (1) or (2). the court shall direct a means

145 of notice l fce

146 number of class members tprovi effective

147 opportu for es to class

148 on or and for

149 supervision of class representatives and class

150 counsel by other class membes

151 (ii) In any class action m yInAL e trLinie l under

152 subdivision (b) (3), the court shall direct to

153 the members of the class the best notice

154 practicable under the circumstances, including

5
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155 individual notice to all members who can be
156 identified through reasonable effort but
157 individual notice may be limited to a sampling
158 of class members if the cost of individual
159 notice is excessive in relation to the
160 generallysmall value of individual members'
161 ' claims.] The notice shall advise each member"
162 that (A) the COU1t will exclude the member
163 £LOui til if the member s r bE
164 specified date; (B) the judgment, whether
16 £avorable oL not, will include all members who
166 do nLot request :exclion and (C) any member
167 who does not request exclusion may, if the
168 member desires, enter an appearance through
169 counsel.

170 (iii) In any class action certified under
171 subdivision (b)(4), the court shall direct a
172 means of notice calculated to accomplish the
173 purposes of certification.

174 (3) Whether or not favorable to the class.

175 JAI The judgment in an action maintained certified as a
176 class action under subdivision (b) (1) or tbtr (2)7,,
177 whether or not fav.orable to the class, shall
178 include and describe those whom the court finds to
179 be members of the class--_L

180 ID1 The judgment in an action mailtaiUed certified as a
181 class action under subdivision (b)(3), whethe. Wr

182 lot fav4orable I.1 tohe class, shall include and
183 specify or describe those to whom the notice
184 provided in subdivision (c)(2)(A)(ii) was directed,
185 and who have not requested exclusion, and whom the
186 court finds to be members of the class-;-jand

6
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187 (CI The judgment in an action certified as a class

188 action under subdivision (b) (4) shall include all

189 those who elected to be included in the class and

190 who were not earlier dismissed from the class.

191 (4) When apL i (A) -An action may be brought or!

192 mainta-lred certified as.a class action =

193 "dL with respect to -particular claims, defenses, or

194 issues; or

195 (B) 'a class ma b Jivided 'into subclaes nd eachst

196 Subclass, tae a lass and --the provisions of

197 this rlue shall th-II be Construd and applied

198 accordingy by or against multiple classes or

199 subclasses, which need not satisfy the requirement

200 of subdivision (a)(1).

201 (d) Orders in Conduct of Class Actions.' In the %1%dUrt f c.u tLniS

202 to which this = rulepplies, thae cAut may make appropriate

203 orders:-

204 (1) Before determining whether to certify a class the court

205 may decide a motion made by any party under Rules 12 or

206 56 if the court concludes that decision will promote the

207 fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy and

208 will not cause undue delay.

209 (2) As a class action progresses, the court may make orders

210 that:i

211- - (AL t--t determin'e±ng the course of proceedings or

212 prescribgIng measures to prevent undue repetition

213 or complication in the presentingmationrof evidence

214 or argument;

215 JMEt12 requirjelmg, for the protectbion of to protect the

216 members of the class or otherwise for the fair

7
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217 conduct of the action, thet notice be directed to
218 some or all of-the members ofL

219 (i) refusal to certify a class;

220 iii) any step in the actions_ ,-or--of

221 1iii) the proposed extent of the judgment!- 7 or of,

222 Ily the members' opportunity of the- mnberiT to
223 signify whether they consider the
224 representation fair and adequate, to intervene
225 and present claims or defenses, or to
226 otherwise come into the action, or to be
227 excluded from or included in the class:

228 (-3- imposging conditions on the representative
229 parties, class members, or oni intervenors;

230 aDn -() requirging that the pleadings be amended to
231 eliminate therefrom allegations as-to abou
232 representation of absent persons, and that the
233 action proceed accordingly;

234 1EI -5-) deal!ng with similar procedural matters.

235 The orders An order under subdivision (d)(2) may be
236 combined with an order under Rule 167 and may be altered
237 or amended as may be desirable -flo time co time.

238 (e) Dismissal or ZAn Compromise.

239 (1) Before a certification determination is made under
240 subdivision (c) (1) in an action in which persons sue ror
241 are sued] as representatives of a class, caurt approval
242 is required for a i issal. compromise or ndment
243 to delete class issues.

244 12- An class action certified as a class action shall not be

8
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245 dismissed or compromised without the approval of the

246 court, and notice of the a proposed dismissal or

247 compromise shall be given to all members of the class in

248 such manner as the court directs.

249 (3) A proposal to dismiss or compromise an action certified as

250 a class action may be referred to a magistrate judge or

251 a person specially appointed for an independent

252 investigation and report to the court on the fairness of

253 the proposed dismissal or compromise. The expenses of

2S4 the investigation and report and the fees of a person

255 specially appointed 'shall be paid by the parties as

256 directed by the court.

257 (f) Appeals. AA court of appeals may in its discretion permit an

258 appeal from an order of a district'court granting or denying

259 a regues t class action certification under this rule if

260 application is made to it within ten days after entry of the

261 order. An appeal does not stay proceedings in the district

262 court unless the district judge or the court of appeals so

263 orders

9
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Tentative Draft Rule 23 Note
page -1-

1 DRAFT ADVISORY COMMITTEE NOTE
2 March, 1996

3 Class action practice has flourished and matured under Rule 234 as it was amended in 1966. Subdivision (b)(1) continues to provide
5 a familiar- anchor that secures the earlier and once-central roles6 of class 'actions. Subdivision (b)(2) has cemented the role of
7 class actions in enforcing a wide array of civil rights claims, and8 subdivision (b) (3) classes have become one of the central means of-9 protecting public interests through enforcement of large numbers of10 small claims 'that would not support individualrl litigation. The11 experience of more than three decades has shown the wisdom of those12 who crafted the 1966' rule, in matters both foreseen and unforeseen.

13 Inevitably, this experience also hasd shown waysi in which Rule 23.14 can be improved. These amendments will effect modest expansions in15 the availability of class actions inS some' settings, and modest
16 restrictions in others. A new "opt-in" class category is created17 by subdivision (b)(4). Settlement problems are addressed, both by18 confirming, the propriety of "settlement classes" and by19 strengthening the procedures for reviewing proposed settlements.
20 Changes 'are made in a number of ancillary procedures, including the21 notice requirements. Many of these changes will bear on the use of22 class actions as one of the tools available to accomplish
23 aggregation of tort claims. The -Advisory Committee debated24 extensiyely the question whether more adventurous changes should be25 made! 'to address the problems of managing mass tort litigation,
26 particularly the problems that arise when a common course of27 conduct causes injuries that are dispersed in time and space. At28 the end, the Committee concluded that it is too early to anticipate
29 the lessons that will be learned from the continuing and rapid
30 development of practice in this area.
31 Stylistic changes also have been made.
32 At the request of the Advisory Committee, the Federal Judicial
33 Center undertook an empirical study designed to illuminate the34 general use of class actions not only in settings that capture35 general attention but also in more routine settings. The study is36 published as T.E. Willging, L.L. Hooper, and R.J. Niemic, An37 Empirical study of Class Actions in Four Federal District Courts:
38 Final Report to the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules (1996). The39 study provided much useful information that has helped shape these40 amendments.

41 Subdivision (a). Subdivision (a) is amended to emphasize the42 opportunity to certify a class that addresses only specific claims,43 defenses, or issues, an opportunity that 'exists under the current44 rule. The change, in conjunction with parallel changes in45 subdivision (b) (3) and elsewhere in the rule, may make it easier to46 address mass tort problems through the class action device. One or47 two common issues may be certified for common disposition, leaving48 individual questions for individual litigation or for aggregation
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49 on some other basis - including aggregation by certification of
50 different, and probably smaller, classes.

51 Paragraph (4) is amended to emphasize the fiduciary
52 responsibilities of counsel and representative parties. The new
53 language is intended only to provide a forceful 'reminder to court,
54 counsel, and representative'parties that attorneys who undertake to
55 represent a class owe duties of professional responsibility to the
56 entire class and all members of the class. It does not answer any
57 specific question._

58 Subdivision (b)' . 'Subdivision (b)(2) is amended to make it
59 clear that a defendant class may be certified in an action for
60 injunctive or declaratory relief against the class. Several courts
61 have resolved the ambiguity in the 1966 language by permitting
62 certification of defendant classes. Defendant classes can'be
63 useful, but particular care must be taken to ensure that the
64 defendants chosen to represent the class do not have significant
65 conflicts of interest with other class members and actually provide
66 adequate representation. Care also must be taken to ensure that
67 the responsibilities of adequately representing a class do not
68 unfairly'ipcrease the expense and other burdens placed on the class
69 representatives, and do not coerce or impede settlement by class
70 representatives as individual parties rather than as class
71 representatives.

72 Subdivision (b)(3) has been amended in several respects. Some
73 of the changes are designed to redefine the role of class
74- adjudication in ways that sharpen the distinction between the
75 aggregation of individual claims that would support individual
76 adjudication and the aggregation of individual claims that would
77 not support individual adjudication. Current attempts to adapt
78, Rule 23 to address the problems that arise from torts that injure
79 many people are reflected in part in some of these changes, but
80 these attempts have not matured to a point that would support
81 comprehensive rulemaking. When Rule 23 was substantially revised
82 in 1966, the Advisory Committee Note stated: "A mass
83 accident'resulting in injuries to numerous persons is ordinarily
84' not appropriate for a class action because of the likelihood that
85 significant questions, not only of damages but of liability and
86 defenses to liability, would be present, affecting theindividuals
87 in different ways'. In these, circumstances an action conducted
88 nominally as a class action would degenerate in practice into
89 multiple lawsuits, seprately tried." Although it is clear that
90 developing experience has superseded that suggestion,, the lessons
91 of experience are not yet so clear as to support detailed mass tort
92 provisions either in Rule 23 or a new but related rule.

93 The probability that a claim would support individual
94 litigation depends both on the probability of any recovery and the
95 probable size of such recovery as might be won. One of the most
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96 important roles of certification under subdivision (b)(3) has been
97 to facilitate the enforcement of valid claims for small amounts.
98 The median recovery figures reported by the Federal Judicial Center
99 study, all were far below the level that,, would be required to

100 support individual litigation, unless perhaps in a small claims
101 court. This vital core, however, may branch intomore troubling,
102 settings. The mass tort cases, frequently sweepinto a .,class many
103 members ,whose individual claims would easily support individual
104 litigation, controlled by the class member. Individual class
105 members may be seriously harmed by the loss of control. Class
106 certification mayf be desired by ;defendants Imore, than most plaintiff
107 class members in such cases, and denial of certification or careful
108 definition of the, class , may, be essential to ,protect many
109 plaintiffs. As one exam ple a defective product may have inflicted
110 small property,,value,,losses on millions of consumers,,reflecting a
111 small risk of seriousiinjury, ..and also have caused serious personal
112 injuries to a, relatively small number of, consumers. Class
113 certification, may be Iappropriate as to the property damage claims,
114 but not as to theIpersonal!injury ,claims.

115 In another direction, class certification may be sought as to
116 individual c'laims that would ndt supportiindividual litigation
117 because of a ,dim 'prospect of prevailing on the merits.
118 Certification in such a, case iay impose undue pressure on the
119 defendant to settle. Settlement pressure arises in part from the'
120 expense of defending class litigation., More important,,, settlement
121 pressure' reflects the fact that often there is, at least a small
122 risk of losing against a, very ,weak claim. HA claim that might
123 prevail in one of every ten, or ltwenty ,individual actions gathers
124 compelling force,-r a substantial settlement value - when the small
125 probability of defeat is multiplied by the amount of liabillity to
126 the entire class.

127 Individual litigation may 'play quite a different role with
128 respect' to class certification. 'Exploration of 'mass tort questions
129 time and aga in led experienced lawyers to offer the advice that it
130 is better to defer class litigation until there has been
131 substantial experience 'with actual, trials 'and decisions in
132 individual actions. The need to wait until a class of claims has
133 become "mature" seems to apply peculiarly, to claims that at least
134 involve 'highly uncertain facts that may come to, be better
135 understood over time. New and'developing law" may make, the fact
136 uncertainty even more daunting. A claim that a widely used medical
137 device has caused ,serious- side effects, for example, may not be
138 fully understood for many 'year's after the first injuries are
139 claimed. Pre-maturity class certification runs the, risk of
140 mistaken decision, whether for or againstthe class. This risk may
141 be translated into settlement terms that reflect the uncertainty by,
142 exacting far too much from, the defendant or 'according far too
143 little to the plaintiffs
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144 Item numbers have been added to emphasize the individual
145 importance of each of the three requirements enumerated in the
146 first paragraph of subdivision (b)(3).

147 Item (i) has been amended to reflect the other changes that
148 emphasize the availability of issues classes. The predominance of
149 law or fact questions common to the class is measured only in
150 relation to individual questions that also are to be resolved in
151 the class action. Individual questions that are left for
152 resolution outside the class action are not included in measuring
153 predominance. One frequently discussed example is provided by
154 certification of issues of design defect and general causation as
155 the only matters to be resolved on a class basis, leaving
156 individual issues of comparative fault, specific causation,- and
157 damages for resolution in other proceedings.

158 Item (ii) in the findings required for class certification has
159 been amended by adding the requirement that a (b) (3) class be
160 necessary for 'the fair and efficient [adjudication] of the
161 controversy. The requirement that a class be superior to other
162 available methods is retained, and the superiority finding - made
163 under the familiar factors developed by current law, as well as the
164 new factors (E), (F), and (G) (; will be the first step in making
165 the finding that a class action is necessary. It is no longer
166 sufficient, however, to find that a class action is in some sense
167 superior to other methods ofl[adjudicating) "the controversy." It
168 also must be found that class certification is necessary.
169 Necessity is meant to be a practical concept. In adding the
170 necessity requirement, it also is intended to encourage careful
171 reconsideration of the superiority finding without running the
172 drafting risks entailed in finding some new word to substitute for
173 "superior." Both necessity and superiority are together intended
174 to force careful reappraisal of the fairness of class adjudication
175 as well as efficiency concerns. Certification ordinarily should
176 not be used to force into a single class action plaintiffs who
177 would be better served by pursuing individual actions. A class
178 action is not necessary for them, even if it would be more
179 efficient in the sense that it consumes fewer litigating resources
180 and more fair in the sense that it achieves more uniform treatment
181 of all claimants. Nor should certification be granted when a weak
182 claim on the merits has practical value, despite individually
183 significant damages claims, only because certification generates
184 great pressure to settle. In such circumstance's, certification may
185 be "necessary" if there is to be any (adjudication] of the claims,
186 but it is neither superior nor necessary to the fair and efficient
187 [adjudication) of the claims. Class certification, on the other
188 hand, is both superior and necessary for the fair and efficient
189 [adjudication) of numerous individual claims that are strong on the
190 merits but small in amount.

191 Superiority and necessity take on still another dimension when
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192 there is a significant risk that the insurance and assets of the
193 defendants may not be sufficient to fully satisfy all claims
194 growing out of a common course of events. Even though many
195 individual plaintiffs would be better served by racing to secure
196 and enforce, the earlier judgments that exhaust the available
197 assets, fairness may require, aggregation in a way that marshals the
198 assets for equitable distribution. Bankruptcy proceedings may
199 prove a, superior alternative,, but the certification decision must
200 make a conscious choice about the best method of addressing the
201 apparent problem.

202 Item (iii) has been added to the findings required for class
203 certification, and is supplemented by the addition of new factor
204 (E) (Iv) to the list of factors considered in making the findings
205 required for certification. It addresses the concern that class
206 certification may create an artificial and coercive settlement
207, value by aggregating Weak claims. It alsorecognizes the prospect
208, that certificatioqplis likely to increase the stakes substantially,
209 and thereby increase the costs of the litigation. These concerns
210 justify, preliminary consideration of the probable merits of the
211 class claims, issues or defenses at the certification stage if
212 requested by a party opposing certification. 'If the parties prefer
213 to address the ce ttifipation determination without reference to the
214 merits,ehowever, tne c urt should not imposel on them the potential
215 burdens and consequences entailed by, even [a preliminary
216 consideration of the merits.
217 {Version 1} Taken to its full extent, these concerns might lead to
218 a requirement that the'court balance the probable outcome on the,
219 merits against thelcost and burdens of class litigation, including
220 the prospect that settlement'may be forced by the small risk of a
221 large class recovery. A 'balancing test was rejected, however,
222 because of its ancillary consequences. It would be difficult to
223 resist demands for discovery to assist in demonstrating the
224 probable outcome. The certification hiearing and determination,
225 already events of major significance could easily become
226 overpowering events in' the course of the litigation. Findings as
227 to probable outcome would affect settlement terms, and could easily
228 affect the strategic posture of the'casefor purposes of summary
229 judgment and even trial. Probable success findings could have
230 collateral effects as well, affecting a party's standing in the
231 financial community or inflicting1 other harms. And a probable
232 success balancing approach must inevitably add considerable delay
233 to the certification process.

234 The "first look" approach adopted by item (iii) is calculated
235 to avoid the'costs associated with balancing the probable outcome
236 and costs of classlitigation. The courtlis required only to find
237 that the class claims, issues, or defenses "are not insubstantial
238' on the merits." This ph1ase is chosen in the belief thatthere is
239 a wide - although curious - gap between the higher possible
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240 requirement that the claims be substantial and the chosen
241 requirement that they be not insubstantial. The finding is
242 -addressed to the strength of the claims "on the merits," not to the
243 dollar amount or other'values that may be involved. The purpose is
244 to weed out claims that can be shown to be weak by a curtailed
245 procedure that does not require' lengthy- discovery or other
246 prolonged proceedings. Often this determination will be supported
247 by precertification motions to dismiss or for summary' judgment.
248 Even when it is not possible to resolve the class claims, issues,
249 or defenses on motion, it may be possible to conclude that the
250 claims, issues, or defenses are too`weak to justify the costs of
251 certification.

252 {Version 2} These risks can be justified only by a preliminary
253 finding that the prospect of class success is sufficient to justify
254 them. The prospect of success need not be a probability of 0.50 or
255 more. What is required is that the probability be sufficient in
256 relation to the predictable costs-and burdens, including settlement
257 pressures, entailed by certification. The finding is not an actual
258 determination of the merits, and pains must be taken to control the
259 procedures used to support the finding. Some measure of controlled
260 discovery may be permitted, but the procedure should be as
261 expeditious and inexpensive as possible. At times it may be wise
262 to integrate the certification procedure with proceedings on
263 precertification motions to dismiss'or for summary judgment. A
264 realistic view must be taken of the burdens off' certification -
265 bloated abstract assertions about the crippling costs of class
266 litigation ore the coercive'settlement effects of certification
267 deserve little"'Veight. At the end of the process, a balance must
268 be struck between the apparent strength of the class position on
269 the merits and the adverse consequences of class certification.
270 This balance will always be case-specific&,and must depend in large
271 measure on the discretion of the district judge.

272 The prospect-of-success ' finding is readily made if
273 certification isl sought only for purposes of purouing settlement,
274 not litigation. -If certification of a settlement class is
275 appropriate' undler'the standards discussed [with factor (G)'yi and
276 subdivision ('e)]' below, the prospedt of success relates to the
277 likelihood of reaching a settlement that will be approved by the
278 court, and the burdeis of ceitification are merely the burdens of
279 negotiations thiat, the part'ies can abandon when they wish.

280 Care must be taken to ensure that subsequent proceedings are
281 not distorted by the preliminary finding on the prospect of
282 success. If a sufficibet prospect is found to justify
283 certification, subsequent pretrial and 'trial proceedings should be
284 resolved without reference lto the"Iinitial finding. The same
285 caution must be observed in subsequentp'roceedings on individual
286 claims if certification is dehied.
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287 {{These paragraphs follow either Version 1 or Version 2.}}

288 It may happen that different parties appear, seeking to
289 represent the same class or overlapping classes. Or it may happen
290 that parties, appear to request certification of a class for
291 purposes of a settlement that has been partly worked out, but not
292 yet completed. These and still other situations will complicate
293 the task of integrating the preliminary appraisal of the merits
294 with the other proceedings required to determine the class-
295 certifipation question. No single solution commends itself. These
296 complications must be worked out according to the circumstances of
297 each case.

298 One court's refusal to certify for want of a sufficient
299 prospect of class success- is not binding by way of res judicata if
300 another would-be representative appears to seek class certification
301 in the same court or some other court. The refusal to recognize a
302 class defeats preclusion through the theories that bind class
303 members. Even participation of the same lawyers ordinarily is not
304 sufficient to extend preclusion to a new party. The first
305 determination is nonetheless entitled to substantial respect, and
306 a significantly stronger showing may properly be required to escape
307 the prp~edential effect of the initial refusal to certify.
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349 Yet another problem, presented by some recent class-action
350 settlements, arises from efforts to resolve future claims that have
351 not yet matured to the point that would permit present individual
352 enforcement. A toxic agent, for example, may have touched a broad
353 universe of persons. Some have developed present injuries, most
354 never will develop any injury, and many will develop injuries at
355 some indefinite time in the future. Class action settlements, much
356 more than adjudications, can be structured in ways that provide for
357 processing individual claims as actual injuries develop in the
358 future. Class disposition may be the only possible means of
359 resolving t tures claims. 
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380 will be 'individual -litigation, fully controlled by the litigant.
381 The alternative separate actions, however, 'also may involve
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382 aggregation on some other basis, including certification of a
383 differently defined class that is not individually controlled by
384 all parties.

385 Factor c X rmegl factor () has.been amended in several
386 respects. Other litigation can be considered so long as- it is
387 , related", and involves class members; there is no need to determine
38.8 whether the other litigation somehow concerns the same controversy.
389 The focus ,,on other. litigation "already commenced" is deleted,
390 permittingiconsideration of litigation, withoutxtregardto the time
391 of fii~ing in6 relation to the time of filing ,,the class action. Thg
392 i Are mport~taeht =hange ;-authrzesang cideeat'ontz tAl Y pof
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429 Administration of factor (F) Ads requires care and
430 sensitivity. Subdivision (b) (3) class actions have become an
431 important private means for supplementing public enforcement of the
432 law. Legislation often provides explicit incentives for
433 enforcement by private attorneys-general (including qui tam
434 provisions), attorney-fee recovery, minimum statutory penalties,
435 and treble damages. Class actions that aggregate many small
436 individual claims and award "common-fund" attorney fees serve the
437 same function. Class recoveries serve the important functions of
438 depriving wrongdoers of the fruits of their wrongs and deterring
439 other potential wrongdoers. There is little reason to believe that
440 the Committee that proposed the 1966 amendments anticipated
441 anything like the enforcement role that Rule 23 has assumed, but
442 there is equally little reason to be concerned about that belief.
443 What counts is the value of the enforcement device that courts,
444 aided by active class-action lawyers, have forged out of Rule
445 23(b)(3). In most settings, the value of this device is clear.
446 The value of class-action enforcement of public values,
447 however, is not always clear. It cannot be forgotten that Rule 23
448 does not authorize actions to enforce the public interest on behalf
449 of the public interest. Rule 23 depends on identification of a
450 class of real persons or legal entities, some of whom must appear
451 as actual representative parties. Rule 23 does not explicitly
452 authorize substituted relief that flows to the public at large, or
453 to court- or party-selected champions of the public interest.
454 Adoption of a provision for "fluid" or "cy pres" class recovery
455 would severely test the limits of the Rules Enabling Act,
456 particularly if used to enforce statutory rights that do not
457 provide for such relief. The persisting justification of a class
458 action is the controversy between class members and their
459 adversaries, and the final judgment is entered for or against the
460 class. It is class memiers whodreap the benefits of victory, and
461 are bound by the res judicata Oeffects of Victory or defeat. If
462 there is no prospect of meaningful class relief, an action
463 nominally framed as a class action becomes in -fact a naked action
464 for public enforcement maintained by the class attorneys without
465 statutory authorization and with no support in the original purpose466 of class litigation. Courts pay the price of administering these
467 class actions. And the burden on the courts is displaced onto
468 other litigants who present ipdividually important claims that also
469 enforce important public policies. Class adversaries also pay the
470 price of class enforcement efforts. The cost of defending class
471 litigation through to victory on the merits can be enormous. This
472 cost, coupled with even a small risk of losing on the merits, can
473 generate great pressure to settle on terms that do little or
474 nothing to vindicate whatever public interest may underlie the
475 substantive principles invoked by the class.

476 The prospect of significant benefit to class members combines
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477 with the public values of enforcing legal norms to justify the
478 costs, burdens, and coercive effects of class actions that
479 otherwise satisfy Rule 23 requirements. If probable individual
480 relief is so slight as to be essentially trivial or meaningless,
481 however, the core justification of class enforcement fails. Only
482: public values can justify class certification. Public' values do
483 not always provide sufficient justification An assessment of
484 publii values can properly include reconsideration of the probable'
485 outcome on the merits made' for purposes of item (ii) and factor
486 (E). If the prospect lof success on the merits is slight and the
487 value of any lindiviouai recovery is insignificant certification
488 can be denied with little difficulty But even a strong prospect
489 of' success on the' merits may not be sufficient to justify
490 certification. It is no disrespect to the vital social policies
491 embodied In mu Lch modern' regulatory legislation tob recbvioe that
4 92 the ef fort to, co'ntrpl' highly 'complex private behavior can' outla~w
493 much behavior~ that involves merely trivial or technical violations.
494 Some,"wrongdoing"! represents nothing worse than a wrong guess about

495 the uncertain requiretmnts 'of ambiguous law, yielding "gains." that
496 could -have. been Lwon by slightly dif £f erent conduct of nop greater
497 social value,,' ,,hDisgorgement andLdeterrence in such circumstances
498 may be unfair, and indeed may thwart important "public interests by
'499 discouraging desirable behavior ,in areas of, legal indeterminacy..

500 Factor (G)I (H} is'added to resolve some, but by nomens all,
501 of the qupstionsi that' have grown up around the use of "s~t' lement
502 classes." Factor (G)tH) bears only on (b)(3) classes. iAmong the
503 many Questions that it does not touch is the question whelher it is
504 appropriate to rely6p, subdivis ion (b)(l) to certify antdatory
505 non-opt-out class when present and prospective tort c'aims are
506 likely to exceed the "limited fund" of a defendant's aEsts and
507 insurance coverage,. This, possible use of subdivisiorl;(b)(1)
508 presents d' fficult Jissues that cannot yet be resoived by a zw rule
509 provision. Subdivisions (c)(1) (A) (2) and (e) alo ar on
510 settlement~ loasses.

511 ' A 'settlement class may be described as any class that is
512 certified only for purposes of settling'the claims of class members
513 on a class-wide bassis, not for litigation of their claims. The
514 certification may be made before settlement efforts have even-
515 begun, ' as settlement efforts proceed, or after a proposed
516 settlement has been reached.

517 Factor (G.) EKE makes it clear that a class may be certified
518 for purposes-of settlement even though the court would not certify.
519 the samedlass, or might not certify any class, for litigation. At
520 the same time, a (b)(3) settlement class continues to be controlled
521 by the prerequisites of subdivision (a) and all of the requirements
522 of subdivision (b) (). The, only difference from certification for
523 litigation purposes is that application of these Rule 23
524 requirements is affected by the differences between settlement and
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525 litigation. Choice-of-law difficulties, for example, may force
526 certification of- many subclasses, or even defeat any class
527 certification, if claims are to be litigated. Settlement can be
528 -reached, however, on terms that surmount such difficulties. Many
529 other elements are affected as well. A single court may be able to
530' manage settlement when litigation would require resort to many
531 courts. And, perhaps most important, settlement may prove far
532 superior to litigation in devising comprehensive solutions to
533 large-scale problems that defy ready disposition by traditional
534 adversary litigation. Important and even vitally important
535 benefits may be provided for those who, knowing of the class
536 settlement and the opportunity to opt out, prefer to participate in
537 the class judgment and avoid the costs of individual litigation.

538 For all the potential benefits, settlement classes also pose
539 special risks. The court's Rule 23(e) obligation to review and
540 approve'a class settlement commonly must surmount the informational
541 difficulties that arise when the major adversaries-join forces as
542 [ proponents of their settlement agreement. Objectors frequently
543 appear to reduce these difficulties, but' it may be difficult for
544 objectors to obtain the information required for a fully-informed
545 challenge. The reassurance provided by official adjudication is
546t- missing. These difficulties may seem especially troubling if the
547 class would not have been certified for 'litigation, particularly if
548 the action appears to have been shaped by a settlement agreement
549 worked out even before the acti~on was filed.

550 These competing forces, are reconciled by recognizing the
551 legitimacy of settlement classes but increasing the protections
552 afforded to class members. Subdivision (c) (1) (A) (ii) requires that
553 if the class was certified 'only'for settlement, class members be
554 allowed to -opt 'out of 'any 'settlement after the terms of the
555 settlement are approved by the court. Parties who fear the impact
556 of such opt-outs on a settlement intended to achieve total' peace
557 may respond by refusing to settle, or by crafting the settlement so
558 that one or more parties may withdraw from the'settlement after the
559 opt-out period. The opportunity to opt out of the settlement
560 creates special problems when the class' includes !'futures"
561 claimants 'who do not yet know of the injuries that will one day
562 bring them into the class. As to such claimants, the right to opt
563 out created by subdivision (c) (1) (A)(iiU) must be held open until
564 the injury has matured and for a Treasonable period after actual
565 notice of the class settlement.

566 The right to opt out of a settlement class is meaningless
567 unless 'there is actual notice. Actual 'notice in turn means more
568 than exposure to some official pronouncement, even if it is
569 directly addressed to an individual class member by' name. The
570 notice must be actually received And also must be cast in a form
571 that conveys meaningful information to a person of ordinary
572 understanding. 'A lass member is bound by the judgment in a
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573 settlement-class action only after receiving actual notice and a
574 reasonable opportunity to opt out of the judgment.

575 Although' notice and the right to opt out provide the central
576 means of protecting settlement class members, the court must take
57,7 particular care in applying some of Rule 23's requirements.
578 Definition ,of the class must be approached with care, lest the
579 attractions of ,settlement lead too easily to an over-broad
580 definition. Particular care should be taken to ensurethat there
581 are no disabling conflictsof interests among people who are urged.
582 to form a single class. If the case presents facts or l'awthat are
58,3 unsettled and, that are likely to be litigated in individual
584 actions, it maylbe better to postpone any class certification until
585 experience with individual actions yields sufficient information to
586 support a wise, settlement and effective review of the' settlement.

587 When a, (b) (3) ,settlement 6class seems premature, the same goals
588 may be served in,, part by forming anopt-in settlement,'class under
589 subdivision (b)(4). An opt-in, class will bind only those whose
590 actualparticJipation guarantees actual notice,,and voluntary choice.
591 The major difference.,> indeed, is that the opt-in class provides
592 clear assurancei of the same goals sought by requiring actual notice
593 and a rightto Popt'out of a ,,(b) (3) settlement-class Judgment.'
594 Other virtues of opt-in4 classes are discussed separately with
595 subdivision (b) (4).

596 Subdivision ,,(b)(4) creates a new power to certify an opt-in
597 class. The opt-in class is identified as a means of permissive
598 joinder. Joiider,,under Rule 23 may prove attractive for a variety,
599 of reasons. Certification of an opt-in class may provide a ready
600 means of focusing joinder that avoids the difficulties of more
601 diffuse aggregation devices. Reliance on the familiar incidents of-
602 Rule 23 can provide a framework' formanaging the actionnthat need
603 not belreinvented with each new attempt to'join many parties.

604 Opt-in classes may be _a particularly attractive means for
605- joining goups of defendants. There is less need to worry about
606 adequate representation of class members who have opted in, and,
607 there are far more effective means of reducing the burdens imposed
608 on the representative defendants.

609 Qpt-in classes also may provide an attractive means of
610 addressing dispersed mass torts. The class can be defined to
611 resolve problems that could not be readily resolved without the
612 consent that is established by opting in and accepting the
613 definition. The law chosen to govern the dispute can be stated,,
614 terms for compensating counsel announced, procedures established
615 for resolving individual questions in the class action or by other
616 means, and so on. Questions of power over absent parties,
617 analogous to personal jurisdiction questions, are avoided. Claims
618 disposition procedures can be established that facilitate
619 settlement. Perhaps most important, an opt-in class provides a
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620 means more effective than the now familiar opt-out class to sort
621 out those who prefer to, pursue their claims in individual
622 litigation. Subdivision (b)(4) thus complements subdivision
623 (b)(3), providing an alternative means of addressing dispersed mass
624 torts. Although a court should always consider the alternative of625 certification under (b)(3) in determining whether to certify a
626 class under (b)(4), certification under (b)(4) is proper even in627 circumstances that also would support certification under (b)(3).
628 The same is true as to certification under subdivision (b)(2),
629 although there are not'likely'to be many circumstances that support
630 an opt-in class for injunctive or declaratory relief. If
631 certification is proper under subdivision (b)(1), on the other
632 hand, reliance'should be placed on (b)(1), not (b) (4).
633 The matters specified in factors (A) through (E) bear on the
634 choice between certifying an opt-in class, certifying an opt-out or635 mandatory class, and' allowing the underlying disputes to be
636 resolved outside Rule 2'3.

637 Factors (A) and,(B), looking to the nature of the controversy,
638 the relief sought, 'and the extent and nature ofthe members'
639 injuries or liability, emphasize closely related considerations.
640 A common course of conduct, for example, may inflict minor injury
641 on many victims and severe injury on a few. An opt-out class makes
642 sense for those who suffered minor injury; an opt-in class, managed643 in conjunction with the opt-out class, may best protect the
644 interests of those who suffered severe injury. As another example,
645 an opt-in class may make more sense than an opt-out class when
646 -damages are demanded against a defendant class.
647 Factor (C) is a reminder that potential conflicts of interest
648 among class -members can Icut both ways. An opt-in class may
649 withstand somewhat greater potential conflicts than classes
650 certified under' other subdivisions because the members all have
651 elected to join the action. This factor may push toward reliance652 on 'an opt-in class rather than attempts to combine subclasses of
653 apparently congruent interest into a' single 'class action.
654 Substantial conflicts, however, may make the class unwieldy or655 unworkable.

656 Factor (D) emphasizes the need to consider the interest of the657 party opposing the class in securing a final and consistent
658 resolution of the 'matters in controversy. In compelling659 circumstances, this interest justifies certification of a (b)(1)(A)
660 class. It also may bear on' certification of a (b) (2) class. In
661 less compelling circumstances, it may justify certification of an662 opt-out class under' (b)-(3), including a settlement class. "Resort663 to a (b) (4) opt-in class should be had only after canvassing the664 suitability of certification under these other subdivisions.
665 Factor (E), looking to the inefficiency or impracticality of666 resolving the controversy by separate actions, looks in part to the
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667 interests of our several judicial systems in bringing together

668 closely related disputes. These interests are served by an opt-in

669 class, however, only to the extent that individual litigants

670 voluntarily take advantage of the invitation to join together. A

671 (b) (4) class is a new permissive-joinder device that takes

672 advantage ;of developed class-action procedures, not a means of

673 serving judicial interests in efficiency by expanding mandatory

674 joinder rules.

675 Paragraph 5 addresses class actions that seek to combine

676 individual i1amages recoveries with class-based declaratory or

677 injunctive relief. It requires that damages' claims be certified

678 under (b),(3) or (b),(4). Individual damages claims should be

679 included in a mandatory class only if certification is appropriate

680 under (b)(1). Proper certification under (b)(2) for declaratory or

681 injunctive relief ,does not ensure, the appropriateness of class

682 treatment for damages claims. That question must be addressed

683 separately.

684 Subdivigion (c). The requirement that the court determine

685 whether to certify a class "as soon as practicable after

686 commencement of an action" is deleted. The notice provisions are

687 substantially revised. Notice now is explicitly required in (b)(1)

688 and (b)(2) classes; notice in (b)(3) classes need not be directed

689 to all identifiable members of the class ifthe cost is excessive

690 in relation to the generally small value of individual claims; and

691 notice in (b) (4) class is designed to accomplish the purpose of

692 inviting joinder.. Other changes are made as well.

693 The Federal Judicial Center study showed many cases in which

694 it was doubtful whether determination of the class-action question

695 was made as soon as practicable after commencement of the action.

696 This result occurred even in districts with local rules requiring

697 determination within a specified period. The appearance may

698 suggest only that practicability itself is a pragmatic concept,

l 699 permitting consideration of all the factors that, may support

700 deferral of the certification decision. If the rule is applied to

'701 require determination "when" practicable, it does no harm. The

702 requirement is deleted, however, to support implementation of other

707 e a il4

709 -Acr as:,~ ein odsis.rfo u~

LI 711 thec~ertificatlon ideci'si-o'nd- qIf related litigation is approaching

I A 712 maturity,.indeed, there may be positive reasons for deferring 
the

713 class determination pending developments in the related litigation.
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714 Subdivision (c) (1) (A) requires that the order certifying a715 (b) (3) class, not the notice alone, state when and how class716 members can opt out. It does not address the questions that may717 arise when settlement occurs after expiration of the initial period718 for requesting exclusion, or when the class includes members who,719 because not yet injured at the time of certification or settlement,720 do not become aware of their membership in the class until the721' action has been settled. The court has power to condition approval722 of a settlement on adoption of terms that permit class members to723 opt out'of the settlement. This power should be exercised with724 restraint, however, because the parties must be allowed' to decline725 the condition and the prospect of extensive exclusions may easily726 defeat any settlement.

727 - The order certifying a (b) (4) opt-in class may state728 conditions that must be accepted by those who opt to join the729 class. The conditions may control not only procedures for managing730 the action -but also such matters as the law chosen to govern731 decision. The power to require contribution by class members to732 litigation expenses is noted separately to empahsize this feature733 of opt-in classes, a'matter that may be particularly important when734 a defendant class is certified under (b)(4).
735 Subparagraph (B) permits alteration or amendment of an order736 granting or denying class certification at any time before final737 judgment. This change avoids any possible ambiguity in the earlier738 reference to "the decision on the merits." Following a739 determination of liabilityl for example, proceedings to define the740 remedy may demonstrate the 'need to amend the class definition or741 subdivide the 'class. The' definition of a final judgment should742 have the' same flexibility lithat itlhas in defining appeability,743 particularly in protracted institutional reform litigation.744 Proceedings to enforce a complex decree may generate several745 occasions for final judgment appeals', adnd likewise may demonstrate746 the need to adjust the classdefiInition.
747 Subdivision (c) (2) 'amends the requirements for notice of a748 determination to certify alJclass !acti'on. In all cases, the order749 must be both concise' and, clear. Clarity should have pride of750 place, but it must be remembered that many class members will not751 bother to read even a clear notice that is too long. The752 requirements of concision 'and" clarity can be adjusted to reflect753 the probable sophisticatio6nof i class members, but in most cases the754 notice should be cast in terms that an ordinary person can755 understand. Description of the right to elect exclusion from a756 (b)-(3) class should include the(c)(l)(iiA) right to elect exclusion757 from any settlement in an action certified only for'purposes of758 settlement.

759 The provisions that require consideration of the merits in760 determining whether to certify a (b)(3) class may show a strong
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761 probability that a plaintiff class will win on the merits. 
In such'

762 circumstances, subdivision (c) (2) (A) authorizes the court 
to'order

763 that a defendant advance part or all of the expense 
of notifying

764 the, cclass,.

765 Item '(i) ,adopts a functional notice requirement for (b)(1) and

766 (b)'(2) class actions.% iNotice, should be directed to all

767' identifiAle members', of' the class in circumstances that support

768'' individual notice without substantial lburden''. If a party addresses,

769 1 egularc.communuications to class members' for other purposes, for,'

770 example,' it imay be ,easy to include the class' notice 
with a` routine

771 mailing.%- If substantial, burdens'wouldbe imposed 
by an effort to

772 reach all ',Qlas$ members, however 'the means ",of 'notice can be'.

773 ad.justed s,o long as notice is calculated'' to reach a sufficient''

774 number of clQasskmebers to ensure the opportunity to protect class

775 interests. ,in the-,, questions' of certification and adequate,

776 re~presentationfl. The notice requirement is less 'exacting than the

777 n-oticerequir ekm'e''ntlf'o,'3' actions because there is no right to

778, opt' ,ouItbof½(2b)(l)' or (b)(2) class'. If '.Ia (b)(3) class is,

779 certified, i~nlcoleu'nct ion pith a (b)'(2) action according to the'

780 requien of subdivision (k)(5) ,, the6,notice requirements for a,

781 (b) (3) action must'be' Oatisfiedas to the (b)(3) class.

782 Item(ii), continues'the provisions for notice' in a (b)(3)

783 clatss action, Thel provisio'ns ,foir, notice of the right to be

784 excluded andfbof tlhe lpotenti`l'al` c onsequencs",'of ',class membership are-

785 shifted to, the body 'of' subparaqraph (A)'.", A inew provision is added,

786 . allowing not1ice to ,be flmited to asam li of class members if the

87 tcost of notice tod al lmeers t spexcessive in relation'to the

788 generally small val'ueof individual claims. The sample should be

789 designed fto aequate opportuniy for supervision of class

790 .r~eprese'ntatesa~ndcass ;ounsel. ,

791 Itiem` "I) Al f lekijle ~h tice system f or (b) (4),
792 clssc i ' '' ,;''apteed to te purpose 'of inviting

793 participation, and"'in''sp lircumstAnces may be addressed to

794 .lawyersc,,onducting related olitgaion. -Although the, court need not

79,5. worry, about',he;elffects of rthe, judgment', onf nonparties, it.should

796 direct a reasonabl,,,e fort oorake theJ, opportunity to participate

797 practic allyljavailable.'

798 Sub'division '(c)j(3)'' includes a new subparagraph (C) that,

799' ,specif ies, [thb,' effect of the judgment in'a'n opt-in clas5s certified

800 'under new subdivision(b) (4).

801 .tSubdi-vijionl (c) (4)'- is amended to provide that the 'numerosity"

802 requirementkof subdivision (a) (1) need not be satisfied as 
to each

803 ofmultiple, tclasses or subclasses. The court is free to choose

804 between the~,advantages of small subclasses and the advantages of

805 requiring individual Doinderof a small:'number of people who have

806 distinctivd e interbsts.'
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807 Subdivision (d). Only modest changes, generally stylistic, are808 made in subdivision (d).
809 Paragraph (1) is new. It confirms the general practice found810 by the Federal Judicial Center: courts frequently rule on motions'811 under Rules 12 and 56 before determining whether to certify a812 class. Some courts have feared that this practice might violate813 the former requirement that a class determination be made as soon814 as practicable after the action is filed. Elimination of that815 requirement should banish any doubt, but this paragraph is added to816 remind courts and parties of this helpful practice.
817 Paragraph (2) is adjusted to include notice of matters818 affecting opt-in classes, and to confirm the potentially useful819 practice of providing notice of refusal to certify a class.
820 Subdivision, (e). Paragraphs (1) and (3) are new.
821 Paragraph (1) requires court approval of any dismissal,822 compromise,' or deletion of class issues attempted before a class823 certification determination isimade in an action brought as a class824 action. This provision is designed to protect the interests of825 nonrepresentative class members who may have relied on the pending826 action and the proposed representation.
827 i a828" Wneedtif t5iaot h 4id. f~~ps

833 d * f
834 f-rAming c: ee--v nd'p-us~e~ ~ b835 inoureountebte power 'conferat&"jio or rS. 192e. Appe

836 frotm an ~ orde grantin or deny~ingp' classertifiction ~ is'permitt837 i bethe able toiscrtion o the" court ofsappeals. No athd typ of

837 er e'uid838 ex ensspidy ~ ~ ~ te be.~ Qt839 ac'ri~ad* si te xiaix Tepzrt typ v4d 
840 Ph 

... ... ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..A*dI.'.*,Au- 
,',,, I841 ......c.se it- is- bet-ta he -i ~~&8sm'tf842 re on y Y.~ 4~ci~g~h.p~t u~~843 ifom ij't evlaea Poc'e etemxt .to 

844 JudeAIli n&r t~t theJid cve U'd............n~ d~d..b845 tne--de~~l ea ste'~~~

848 r nCsbett t trV d
849 (f).- This permissive interlocutory appeal provision is 850 adopted uinder the power confierred by 28 U.S. C. S 1292 (e) . Appeal851 from an order granting or denying class, certification is 'permitted852 in the sole discretion of the cburt of appeals. No other type of
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853 Rule 23 order is-covered by this provision. It is designed on the

854 model of § 1292 (b), relying in many ways on the jurisprudence that,

855 has'developed around § 1292(b) to reduce the potential costs ofX

856 interlocutory e

859 'the same 'time, 'subdivision (f) departs from S 1292(b) in two

860 significant ways. It does not require that the district court

861, certify the '-certification rulling"for' appeal, although the district

862 court often can assist the parties and court of appeals by offering','

863 adv'ice on the desirability of appeal. And it does notiinclude the

864 potentially limiting requirements of S 1292(b) that the 'district

865 cdurt'`order "involve, a controlling question of law as to which

66 th'er"e' is s'ubstantial''-ground for ldif-ference of opinion and that 
an

867 immediate appeal from the order may materially advance the ultimate

8$8 terminatiton ,of the litigation." These differences warrant modest

869 dirfferencesin the procedure forseeking permission to appeal from

870 the court of appeals. Appellate Rule.1 has been modified to

871 rvadihutp,~faercduelA 
f IIt ,I"

872 On ly', a od est le xphnsioneof te 'opportunity forr permissive

873 inirlb ut'ry'appeal iPihtended.' Permission to- appeal 1fhould be

874 granted wi t great restraiit. The Feider'al Judicial Center study

supports49the7vie~~J th~tlmany suits with] 
ionale

876 Pe f iar aand:,'I2 almost rs that a ore worth

87 7 obf ~imdaea al hn 'Many, o6thie'r interl1ocutoyruigs. Yet

878 severalhaconcern ~!O5'' M PXpansion of Presn 1 opportuniies to

879 appeals! sAp1IlIrerli nVngcrication mayi cofrnt tleJplaintiff

8~8,0 w`ith!Ia~ sm'iti~4i i"n le,hcite oiiy11 ure path t peltVreview is

881 
hLimn on the' 'eis a9 antindividual

882lp~oeedn~Oailn!jI i fa simallrt ' ots of

882 
Cos SI~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~C 

891 --- ~ i ptnily ~io~ ~aiiy

ra ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ra

N898 th8ai~~ n osdrai lta the cirt ofapal id
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901 law. Such questions are most likely. to arise during- the early
902 years of'experience with new class-action provisions as they may be
903 adopted into Rule 23 or enacted by legislation. Permission almost,
904 always, will be denied when the certification -decision turns on
905 case-specific matters of fact and district court discretion.

906 The district court, having worked through the certification
9,p7,,,I decision, often will beable to provide cogent, advice on the
908 factors that bear on the decision whether to' permit appeal. This
909 advice can be particularly valuable if the certification decision
910' is tentative. Even as to a firm, certification decision, a
911 statementof reasons bearing on the probable,'benefits and costs of
912 immediate appeal can help focus'the, court of appeals decision, and
913 maypersuade the disappointed party that an'attempt to appeal would
914 be fruitless.

915 The 10-day period for seeking,permission to appeal is-designed
916 to reduce the risk that attempted appeals will disrupt continuing
917 proceedings. It 'is expected that the courtsof appeals will act
918 quickly in making the preliminary determination whether to permit
919 appeal. Permission to appeal does not stay trial court
920 proceedings. A stay should besought first from the trial court.
921 If the trial court refuses a stay, its action and any explanation
922 of its views should weigh heavily with the court of appeals.
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Draft Rule Without "Necessary" Element in (b)(3)

This version deletes the new (b)(3) requirement that a court
find that class certification is necessary for the fair and
efficient adjudication of the controversy.

It retains the proposed new "factor (A)." This factor is
intended to serve much the same function as the requirement that
certification be necessary, without the confusion that the first
drafting has engendered. The purpose is to discourage
certification of classes that include members whose claims would
support meaningful individual litigation. The alternative versions
of the Committee Note suggest that it is easier to explain this
purpose as a "need" factor.
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Rule 23. Class Actions ("Necessary" Deleted)

1-_

2 (a) Prerequisites. One or more members of 'aclass may sue or be

1 3 sued as representative parties on behalf, of all only if - with'

4 . respect.to,,the claims,' defenses;or issues certified for class

5 ,action treatment, 

6 (1) the class is members are so numerous that joinder of all

7 .members is impracticable j.,

8 (2),there are questions of law or fact common to the class,.-.

9 (3) the claims or dcefeses of the epr~entbtive parties are

10 typic~al of Ithe claims or defenses the representative

11 parties' positions typify those of the class7-L and

12 (4) the representative parties and their attorneys will fairly

13 and, adequately discharge the fiduciary duty to protect,

14. the ,interests of the all persons while members of the

oh 15 2 class untilre'l-ev'd'by'the orf ta f cx

16 d Zuty..

17 (b) ec-lss Actlons Mai nta le When Class Actions May be Certified.

18 An action'may bemLaintained certified as a class action if the

19, prerequisites of subdivision (a) are satisfied, and in

20 addition:

21 (1) theF prosecution: of separate actions -by or against

22 individual members of the class-would create a risk of

23 (A) inconsistent or varying adjudications with respect

24 to individual members'of the' class which that would

25 establish incompatible standards of conduct for the

26 party opposing the class, or

27 (B) adjudications with respect to individual members of

28 the class which that Would as a practical matter be

29 dispositive of the-interests of the other members
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30 not parties to the adjudications or substantially impair or impede

31 . their ability to protect their interests; or

32 (2) the Iar po the ca h acted or refuse toj iat,

33 .on1 glaunds generally applicable to the class, thereby

34 mLakingappropriate final injunctive or declaratory relief

35 or esdin dclaratory relief may be appropriate

36 with respect to the class as a whole; or

37 (3) the court finds ijL that the questions of law or fact

38 common to the certified class membeis of thre Llass

39 predominate over any- individual questions affecting only

40 individual members included in the class action, ii.j
41 that a class action is superior to other available

42 methods for the fair and efficient adjudication

43 disposition of the controversy, and - if such a finding

44 is requested by a party opposing certification of a class

45 - (iii) that {the class claims, issues,, or defenses are

46 not insubstantial on the merits} Calternative:1 {the

47 prospect of success -on the merits of the class claims,

48 issues, or defenses is sufficient to justify the costs

49 and burdens imposed by certification). The matters

50 pertinent to the these findings include:

51 (A) the need for class certification to accomplish

52 effective enforcement of individual claims;

53 (B) the iteLet 6f members of the clGs in L1dividally
54 controlliny the prosecution or defense of

55 practical ability of individual class members to

56 pursue their claims without class certification and

57 their interests in maintaining or defending

58 separate actions;

59 (C) the extent,, and nature, and maturity of any related
60 litigation concerting the my already

61 _i ntinvolving class members of

2
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62 the caQss;

63 (D) the desirability or undesirability of concentrating
64 the litigation of the claims in the particular
65 forum;

66 (E) the i difficulties 1ikely ti e
67 the MllaAQag~mLnt qf in mana ginq a class action tha
68 will be avoided or significantly reduced if the
69 controversy is adudicated by other available
70 means;

71 (F) the probable success on the merits of the class
72 claims. issues, or defenses:

73 (G) whether the public interest in - and the private
74 , benefits of - the probable relief to individual

75 ~~~class members, justify the burdens of the
76 litigation: and

77 (H) the opportunity to settle on a class basis claims
78 i - that could not be litigated on a class basis or
79 > X could not be litigated by [or against?] a class as
804 - ; - @ ?''' comprehensive as the settlement class; or

81 (4) the court finds that permissive joinder should be
82 accomplished by allowing putative 'members to electto be
83 included- in a class. The matters pertinent to this
84 ' finding will ordinarily include:

85 (A) the nature of the controversy and the relief sought;

86 (B) the extent and nature'of the members injuries or
87 ' iailty; 

88s. (C) potential conflicts of interest among members:

89 (D) the interest of the party opposing the class in
90 securing a final and consistent' resolution of the

3
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91 matters in controversy: a.

92 (E) the inefficiency or impracticality of separate

93 actions to resolve the controversy? or -

94 (5) the court fiends that a cla-ss certified under subdivision

95 (b) (2) should be joined with claims for individual

96 damages that are certified as a class actiogn under

97 subdivision (b) ( or (b)(4).

98 (c) Determination by Order Whether Class 
Action to Be Maintined

99 Certified; Notice and Membership in Class- Judgment; Actions

100 Conuted Partially as Class Actaion Multiple Classes and

101 Sub lasse.

102 (1) A as p aftcL the commencement Or aation

103 broght asacls action~, the CoULt shall Jcteimiu..e by

104 Oc. W it is to bes 1malintained. An LdeL U rdc

105 this sbdvis±io may be codtional, and may be altrd

106 Om amended before the decsi the mCrits. When

107 persons sue or are sued as representatives of aclass,

108 the court shall determine by order whether and with

109 respect to what claims, defenses, or issues the action

110 should will be certified as a class action.

111 (A? An order certifying a class action must describe the

112 class. When a class is certified under subdivision

113 (b)(3). the order must state when and how

114 [putative) members (i) may elect to be excluded

115 from the class, and (ii} if the class is certified

116 only for settlement. may elect to be excluded from

117 any settlement approved by the -court under

118 subdivision {e). When a class is certified under

119 subdivision (b)(4). the order must state when. how,

120 and under what conditions [putative] -members may

121 elect to be included in the class: the conditions

122 of inclusion may include a requirement that class

4



123 members bear a fair share of litigation expenses
124 incurred by the representativeparties.

125 IBI An order under this subdivision may be Lis
126 conditional, and may be altered or amended before
127 dh, cn th umUt- final judgment.

128 (2) jil When ordering certification of a class action under
129 this rule, the court shall direct that appropriate
130 notice be given to-the class. The notice must
131 concisely and clearly describe the nature of the
132 action, the claims. issues. or defenses with
133 respect to which the class has been certified, the
134 right to elect to be excluded from a class
135 certified under subdivision (b)(3). the right to
136 elect to be included in a class certified under
137 subdivision (b)(4). and the potential consequences
138 of class members(ips [The court may order a139 defendant to advance the expense of
140 notifying a plaintiff class if. under subdivision
141 (b)(3)(EL the court finds a strong probability
142 that the class will win on the merits.]

143 (i) n any class action certified under subdivision
144 (b)(1) or (2). the court shall direct a means
145 of notice calculated to reach a sufficient
146 number of class members to provide effective
147 opportunity for challenges to the class
148 certification or representation and for

149 ~~~~~supervision of class representatives and class

149sue

150 counsel by other class members.

151 I in any class action maintaijned certified under
152 subdivision (b)(3), the court shall direct to
153 > the members of the class the best notice
154 practicable under the circumstances, including

5
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155 individual notice to all members who can be

156 identified through reasonable effortI but

157 individual notice may be limited to a sampling

158 of class members if the cost of individual

159 notice is excessive in relation to the

160 generally small value of individual members'

161 Q2laima.) The'notice shall'advise each member

162 that (A) the court will exclude the LLL.membeL

163 fLit othe class if thie mebex so Lequests by a

164 ecified date; (B) the judgment wlhether

165 favorLble -0 Lt, will, ilclUde l1r1 members who

166 . do ant riust cluslj^; ad (C) any member

167 who does not request, exclusion may, if the

168 member desires, enter an, appearance through

169 counselt.

170 (iii) In any class -action certified under

171 subdivision (b)(4), the court shall direct a

172 means of notice calculated to accomplish the

173 purposes of-certification.

174 (3),Whether or not favorable to the'class,

175 .. I The-judgment in, an action' _'aiintin certified as a

176 class action under-subdivision (b)(1) or (b)- (2)7

177 whether o L ble to the class, shall
178 include and describe those whom the court finds to

179 -be members of the class-e

180 (8) The judgment in an action rmiaint~ained certified as a

181 class action under subdivision (b)(3), wlex or

182 not 'favoable to-- the class, shall include and

183 specify or describe those to whom the notice

184 provided in subdivision (c)(2)(A)(ii) was directed,

185- and who have not requested exclusion, and whom the

186 court finds to be members of the class-; and

6
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187 Ccl 
s187 {~~C) The judgment in an action certified as a class

188 action under subdivision (b)(4) shall include all
189 those who elected to be included in the class and190 who were not earlier dismissed from the class,

19 1 ((4) Whenr approriat- (At An action may be brought-or
192 maint~aine certified as a class action =

i93 IAI with respect. to particular claims, defenses, or194 issues; or

195 (B) a may ' d L-o s
196 

-subclasst HZated Qs a class aldtlje vLo~tiz of
198197 this-LIl shall the l~- osre rd apprlied
198 aCCo r di r o nlgy by or against multiple classes or
19.9 subclasses, which need not satisfy the requirement200 of subdivision (a)(1).

201 (d) Orders in Conduct of Class Actions. In the ci t of act ions
202 tma whimk this rule ar thy; 'Jl4t- Ja1Qj LQJa Ln ctte
203 ordersi-

204 (1) Before determining whether to certify a class the court
205 may decide a motion made by any party under Rules 12 or
206 56 if the court concludes that decision will promote the
207 fair and efficient adjudication of the Controversy and
208 will not cause undue delay.

209 12) As a class action progresses, the Cout may make orders
210 that:

211 IAI -tit determinaing the course of proceedings or212 prescribg±½ measures to prevent, undue repetition
213 or complication in the presenti j t,,n-of evidence
214 or argument;

215 .W--t2X - requir-eng, for the protection of- to protect the216 members of the class or otherwise for the fair

7
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217 conduct of the action, that notice be directeA to

218 some or all of the members ofL

219 (i) refusal to certify a class;

220 .i any step in the actions 7-oL of

221 {iii} the proposed extent of the judgment; , or of

222 JJYl the members' opportunity of the merderr to

223 signify whether they consider the

224 representation fair and adequate, to intervene

225 and present claims or defenses, or to

226 otherwise come into the action, or to be

227 excluded from or included in the class;

228 12 (3) impos.ng conditions on the representative

229 parties, class members, or on intervenors;

230 IDI -(4-)- require+ng that the pleadings be amended to

231 eliminate therefro= allegations as-to abou

232 representation of absent persons, and that the

233 action proceed accordingly;

234 Ifl tt- dealing with similar procedural matters.

235 (3) The Qrder s An order under subdivision (d)(2) may be

236 combined with an order under Rule 167 and may be altered-

237 or amended . be desirable frorm time to tjime.

238 (e) Dismissal or And Compromise.

239 (1) Before a certification determination is made under

240 subdivision (c)(1) in an action in which persons sue 
Lor

241 are sued) as representatives of a class, court approval

242 is required for any dismissal, compromise, or amendment

243 to delete class issues.

244 C2M An class action certified as a class action shall not 
be

8
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245 dismissed or compromised without the approval of the
246 court, and notice of the a proposed dismissal or
247 compromise shall be given to all members of the class in
248 such manner as the court directs. ',

249 (3) A proposal to dismiss or compromise an action certified as
250 a class action may be referred to a magistrate judge or
251 a person specially appointed for an independent
252 investigation and report to the court on the fairness of
253 the proposed dismissal or compromise. The expenses of
254 the investigation and report and the fees of a person
255 specially appointed shall be paid by the parties as
256 directed by the court,

257 (f) Appeals. A court of appeals may in its discretion permit an
258 appeal from an order of a district court granting or denying
259 a- .t fo, class action certification under this rule if
260 application is made to it within ten days after entry of the
261 order. An appeal does not stay proceedings in the district
262 court unless the district judge or the court of appeals so
263 orders,

9
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Rule 23. Class Actions (Probable Success Reduced)

1

2 (a) Prerequisites. One or more members of a class may sue or be

3 sued as representative parties on behalf of all only if - with

4 respect to the claims. defenses, or issues certified for class

5 action treatment -

6 (1) the class-is members are so numerous that joinder of all

7 members is impracticable7.L

8 (2) there are questions of law or fact common to the class7-,

9 (3) the claims or defenses of the represer. L.'ve jaL. ties are

10 typical Of the claimts O. d-efenses the representative

11 parties' positions typify those of the class7,- and

12 (4) the representative parties and their attorneys will fairly

13 and adequately discharge the fiduciary duty to protect

14 the interests of the all persons while members of the

15 class uti relieved by the c-.:t rom that fidaciary

16 d .......

17 (b) Class Actions MaitaLIinabl When Class Actions May be Certified.

18 An action may be maintained certified as a class action if the

19 prerequisites of subdivision (a) are satisfied, and in

20 addition:

21 (1) the prosecution of separate actions by or against

22 individual members of the class would create a risk of

23 (A) inconsistent or varying adjudications with respect

24 to individual members of the class which that would

25 establish incompatible standards of conduct for the

26 party opposing the class, or

27 (B) adjudications with respect to individual members of

28 the class which that would as a practical matter be

29 dispositive of the interests of the other members
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30 not parties to the adjudications or substantially impair or impede
31 their ability to, protect their interests; or

32 (2)the pal o snt class hati lci..ted or refused tlJ ac
33 on gLounds generally a plicable= toh clath, thcreb
34 . 1, final injunctive or declaratory relief
35 OL r decLlg -Clt t rjetlief may be appropriate
36 with respect to the class as a whole; or

37 (3) the court finds tit that the questions of law or fact
38 common. to the certified class members th 
39 predominate over a-ny individual questions ff ctig onlya
40 inLdividual melLilubr-L included in the class action, and (ii) 
41 that a class' action is superior to other available
42 methods and necessay' for the fair and efficient
43 adjudicat icn disposition of the controversy. The>-
44 ' matters pertinent to th-e these findings include:

45 (A) the need for class certification to accomplish
46 effective-enforcement of individual claims:

47 (B) the. inter est Of emberof the class in ind dall 1n

48 conbrolking Hie ktprosecLtion' Ur defCi. .7of- X
49 practical ability of individual class members to"
50 pursue their claims without class certification and
51 their interests in maintaining or defending
52 separate actions;

53 (C) the extent- and nature, and maturity of any related
54 litigation concerniin thez r-tjwve y ali-eady
55 .d by 1 o agins-t involving class members of
56 the -class;

57 .D) the desirability or uidesiLab±lIty of concentrating,
58 the litigation Of the caims in the particular
59 forum;

2
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60 (B) the likely difficulties likly to b n ered 

61 the management of in managing a class action that

62 will be avoided or significantly reduced if the

63 controversy is adjudicated by other available

64 -an;

65 (FV the p' bable sucess on the id iIs Q ' - cls

66 c s r4eG

67 (GI whether the public interest in - and the private

68 benefits of - the probable relief to individual

69 class members justify the burdens of class

70 litigation: and

71 (H) the opportunity to settle on a class basis claims

72 that Could not be litigated on a class basis or

73 could not be litigated by ror against?) a class as

74 comprehensive as the settlement class; or

75 (4) the court finds that permissive joinder should be

76 accomplished by allowing putative members to elect to be

77 included in a class. The matters pertinent to this

78 finding will ordinarily include:

79. (A) the nature of the controversy and the relief sought.;

80 (B) the extent and nature of the members' injuries or

&1 liability~~Eict o

82 {c) potential conflicts of interest among members;

83 . (D) the interest of the party opposing the class in

84 securing a final and consistent resolution of the

85 matters in controversy: and

86 (E) the inefficiency or impracticality of separate

87 actions to resolve the controversy; or

88 (5) the ourt finds that a class certified under subdivision

3
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89 (b) (2) should be joined with claims for individual
90 damages that are certified as a class action under
91 subdivision (b) (3) or (b) (4).

92 (c) Determination by Order Whether Class Action to Be Maintained
93 Certified; Notice and Membership in Classy Judgment; Actions
94 Conducted pastiall as Class Actio.s Multiple Classes and
95 Subclasses.

96 (1) As soon as practlcable alte- the covlaencmllet Of an action
97 brought as a -class- -cin the-court Sil %Atermuine by
98 order whether it is to be so maintained. As orrder unde
99 this sbdivision iay bez i.iditioinal, Lnd muay be altlred

100 - JJ. or neLtdWd A. the decision on the merits,. When
lo0 persons sue or are sued as representatives of a -class,
102 the court shall determine by order whether and with
103 respect to what claims, defenses, or issues the action
104 sbhul-d will be certified as a class action.

105 (A) An order certifying a class action must describe the
106 class. When a class is certified under subdivision
107 (b) (3). the order must state when and how
108 [putative) members (i) may elect to be excluded
109 from the class, and (ii) if the class is certified
110 only for settlement, may elect to be excluded from
111 any settlement approved by the court under
112 subdivision (e). When a class is certified under
113 subdivision (b) (4). the order must state when, how,
114 and under what conditions [putative] members may
115 elect to be included in the class: the conditions
116 of inclusion may include a requirement that class
117 members bear a fair share of litigation expenses
118 incurred by the representative parties,

119 An An order under this subdivision may be 4isk
120 conditional, and may be altered or amended before

4
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121 'ti 0 the4 merisiL final Judgment.

122 (2) (AI When ordering certification of a class action under

123 this rule. the court shall direct that appropriate

124 notice be given to the class. The notice must

125 concisely and clearly describe the nature of the

126 action' the claims, issues? or defenses with

127 respect to which the class has been certified, the

128 right to elect to be excluded from a class

129 certified under subdivision (b)(3). the right to

130 elect to be included in a class certified under

131 subdivision (b) (4). and the potential consequences

132 of class membership. [The court may order a

133 defendaat advance part 'or aI: o the expense of

134 notifying a plaintiff class if. under subdivision

135 (b) (3) (E), the court finds a strong probability

136 that the class will win on the merits.1

137 (i) In any class action certified under subdivision

138 (b) (1) or (2), the court shall direct a means

139 of notice calculated to reach a sufficient

140 number of class members to Drovide effective

141 opportunity for challenges to the class

142 certification or representation and for

143 supervision of class representatives and class

144 counsel by other class members.

145 A In any class action mantind certified under

146 subdivi's-ion'(b) (3), the court shall direct to

147 ' <' rthe members of the class the best notice

148 practicable under the circumstances, including

149 individual notice to all members who can be

150 identified through reasonable effortlU-baut

151 individual notice may be limited to a sampling

152 of class members if the cost of individual

153 notice is excessive in relation to the

5
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154 generally small value of individual members'
155 claims.1 The notice shall advise each member
156 that (A) the court will ex-lXiude- the mmlberJ
157 from O he J=. if LhL m e L0requests by A
158 specfid daL ; (B) Lth j-3udgmitent, whether
159 favorabl~e 6 nut, wail include all weibers who
160 do not request excltsin; and (C)e any member
161 who does not request exclusion may, if the
162 member desires, enter an appearance through
163 counsel.

164 (iii) In any class action certified under
165 subdivision (b)(4), the court shall direct a
166 means of notice calculated to accomplish the
167 purposes of certification.

168 (3) Whether or not favorable to the class,

169 AIA The judgment in an action Maint~ancm cetified as a
170 class action under subdivision (b)(1) or tb)- (2)7
171 whether- or not favorabLa to the- shall
172 include and describe those whom the court finds to
173 be members of the class-.,

174 An The judgment in an action maintuained certified as a
175 class action under subdivision (b)(3), whethe r
176 not fQ av i to---the lca , shall include and
177 specify or describe those to whom the notice
178 provided in subdivision (c) (2)JA.(jIj was directed,
179 and who have not requested exclusion, and whom the
180 court finds to be members of the class-;--and

181 (C) The Judgment in an action certified as a class
182 action under subdivision (b)(4) shall include all
183 those who elected to be included in the class and
184 who were not earlier dismissed from the-class.

6
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185 (4) When a (A) An action may be brought oT

186 maintained c as a class action =

187 _"d with respect to particular claims, defenses, or

188 issues; or

189 (B) a clas may' b k divided ixtw. s aud eac.J

190 s t. eati a s, anid t~he pvi Jf

191 this rule shall then bm z&ntL'UzJ and applied

-192 acc'ord~i~n by or against multiple classes or

193 subclasses, which need not satisfy the requirement

194 of subdivision (a)(1).

195 (d) Orders in Conduct of Class Actions. In the -Mcndct Or a~.tiG.

196 to which thIs rUle aplies, te tmappt- cviate

197 orders:

98 (1) Before determining whether to certify a class the court-

199 may decide a motion made by any party under Rules 12 or

200 56 if the court concludes that decision will promote the

201 fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy and

202 will not cause undue delay.

203 (2) As a class action progresses, the court may make orders

204 that

205 JAI tii determineing the course of proceedings or

206 prescribeing measures to prevent undue repetition

207 or complication in the presentingetioynOf evidence

208 or argument;

209 .It(23 requirging, for the prtetion of to protect the

210 members of the class or otherwise for the fair

211 conduct of the action, that notice be directed 
to

212 some or all Of-the members of:

213 {i) refusal to certify a class;

7
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214 -ilI any step in the actionj 7--or-of

215 ,jjj[ the proposed extent of the judgment ;- or of

216 {iv) the members' opportunity of the imbter- s to
217 signify whether they consider the
218 representation fair and adequate, to intervene
219 - ' and ' present ' claims or defenses, or to
220 otherwise come, into the action, or to Abe221 excluded from or included in-the class;

222 an( t-t- imposg-ing conditions on the representative
223 parties, class members. or on intervenors;

224 En t4--)- requir.e±ng that the pleadings be amended to
225 eliminate' therefro allegations as-to about
226 representation of absent persons, and that the
227 action proceed accordingly;

228 (EL (5)- dealing with similar procedural matters.

229 (3) The orders An order under subdivision (d) (2) may be
230 combined with an order under Rule 167 and may be altered
231 or amended as may be d-.LLble f±o time to tio e.

232 (e) Dismissal or and Compromise.

233 (1) Before a certification determination is made under
234 subdivision (c) in an action in which persons sue [or
235 are sued] as representatives of a class court approval
236 is required for any dismissal, or amendment
237 to delete class issues.

238 (2) An c±ass action certified as a class action shall not be
239 dismissed or compromised without the approval of the
240 court, and notice of the a proposed dismissal or
241 compromise shall be given to all members of the class in
242 such manner as the court directs.

8
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243 (3) A proposal to dismiss or compromise an action certified as
244 a class action may be referred to a magistrate judge or

245 a' person specially appointed for an independent
246 investigation and report to the court on the fairness of
247 the proposed dismissal or compromise. The expenses of

248 the investigation and report and the fees of a person
249 specially appointed shall be paid by the parties as
250 directed by the court.

251 (f) Appeals. A court of appeals may in its discretion permit an
252 appeal from an order of a district court granting or denying
253 a request fo6r class action certification under this rule if
254 application is made to it within ten days after entry of the
255 order. An appeal does not stay proceedings in the district

256 court unless the district judge or the court of appeals so
257 orders

9
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'Draft Reducing Role of Probable Success

The November draft of (b)(3) included two alternative versions
of a requirement that - if requested by the party opposing the
class - the court make findings as to the probable success on the
merits of the class claims, issues, or defenses. Although this
element was intended to make it more difficult to maintain class
actions, it has caused anguish among defendants. A preliminary
inquiry into the merits is feared on several grounds.

The most easily demonstrated concern is that a preliminary
inquiry into the merits will prolong the class certification
process and add great cost. Certification proponents will make
persuasive demands to be allowed preliminary 'discovery on the
merits, and these demands will be difficult to resist.

A second concern is that no matter how modest the finding is,
any preliminary reference to the merits will cast a heavy pall on
subsequent proceedings. The pressure to settle, already increased
drastically by certification, will be augmented exponentially.
Consideration of disputed pretrial matters, including not only
summary judgment but the scope and terms of discovery, will be
affected.

A third concern is that any judicial imprimatur on the class
claim will exacerbate the collateral effects of the litigation.
The effects may be as concrete as stock-market values or as
ephemeral as public relations concerns, but they are real and often
vitally important.

These concerns are reflected in this draft in several ways.
The finding on the merits embodied by item (iii) in the November
(b)(3) draft is eliminated. Factor (F), referring to probable
success on the merits,, is redlined, indicating possible deletion.

If these deletions are made, it remains possible to provide
for some preliminary consideration of the merits in ways designed
to reduce the costs of the consideration. One way would be to
require particularized pleading of all elements of all class
claims, as proposed by Sheila L. Birnbaum. Another would be to
address these issues in the portion of the Note addressed to
consideration of the balance between the probable individual relief
and the costs and burdens of class litigation.

A revised Note, attached to what now is Factor (G), might read
something like this:

In an appropriate case, assessment of the probable relief to
individual class members can go beyond consideration of the relief
likely to be awarded should the class win a complete victory. The
probability of class success also can be considered if there are
strong reasons to doubt success. It is appropriate to consider the
probability of success only if the appraisal can be made without
extended proceedings and without prejudicing- subsequent
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proceedings. This factor should not become the occasion for
extensive discovery that otherwise would not be justified at this
stage of the litigation. Neither should reliance this factor be
expressed in terms that threaten to increase the influence that a
certification decision inevitably has on other pretrial
proceedings, trial, or settlement.
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Rule 23. Class Actions (Draft deleting "public interest")

i

2 (a) Prerequisites. One or more members of a class may sue or be

3 sued as representative parties on behalf of all only if 
-wirdth

4 respect to the claimsl defenses. or issues certified for class

5 action treatment -

6 (1) the class is members are so numerous that joinder of all

7 members is impracticable7j.

8 (2) there are questions of law or fact common to the class-rj

9 (3) the claims o. s Of the r.resle. tlte pav r tiea a.

10 typical cr the c OL defen the representative.

11 parties' positions typify those of the class7.- and

12 (4) the representative parties and their attorneys will fairly

13 and adequately discharge the fiduciary duty to protect

14 the interests of the all persons while members of the

15 class util rliedytecott.at.......nti ..... .........e

16 duty.

17 (b) Class Actins l aintain>abe When Class Actions Nay be Certified.

18 An action may be maintained certified as a class action if 
the

19 prerequisites of subdivision (a) are satisfied, and in

20 addition:

21 (1) the prosecution of separate actions by or against

22 individual members of the class would create a risk of

23 (A) inconsistent or varying adjudications with respect

24 to individual members of the class which that would

25 establish incompatible standards of conduct for the

26 party opposing the class, or

27 (B) adjudications with respect to individual members of

28 the class which that would as a practical matter be

29 dispositive of the interests of the other members
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30 not parties to the adjudications or substantially impair or impede
31 their ability to protect their interests; or

32 (2) the part: pp in the class has acted OL =f u sd t- act
33 on groullds generally applicable to the class, thereby
34 maig appropriate final 'injunctive or declaratory relief
35 or Cuoes ig dec atry relief may) be appropriate
36 with respect to the class a whole; or

37 (3) the court finds (it that the questions of law or fact
38 common to the certified class member Of the-class
39 predominate over any individual questions affecting onl-
40 individual Imtembers included in the class action, LUX
41 that a 'class action is superior to other available
42 methods and for. the fair and efficient
43 adjudication disposition of the controversy and - if
44 such a finding is requested by a party opposing
45 certification of a class - (iii) that {the class claims_,_
46 issues, or defenses are not insubstantial. on the merits}
47 [alternative:] {the prospect of success on the merits of
48 the class claims, issues, or defenses is suf ficient to
49 justify the costs and-burdens imposed by certification3.
50 The matters pertinent totthe these findings include: $

51 (A) the need for class certification to accomplish
52 effective enforcement of individual claims;

53 (B) the interest of mem '- .ie Clast. in individually
So co1t~roll-ing bher prosecutiVnI or def ense of
55 practical ability of individual class members to
56 pursue their claims without class certification and
57 their interests in maintaining or defending
58 separate actions;

59 (C) the extent, and nature, and maturity of any related
60 litigation ci "the ------ Sy already
61 icontenced b. oragaint involving class members of

2
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62 the class;

63 (D) the desirability oL Ud esirLdA-lity of concentrating

64 the litigation of the clai ms in the particular

65 forum;

66 (E) the likely difficulties likely to be encunter in

67 the bmanreient of in managing a class action that

68 will be avoided or significantly reduced if the

69 controversy is adjudicated by other available

70

71 (F) the probable success on the merits of the class

72 claims, issues. or defenses;

73 (G) whether the probable relief to individual class

74 members justifies the costs and burdens of class

75 litigation; and

76 (H) the opportunity to settle on a class basis claims

77 that could not be litigated on a class basis or

78 could not be litigated by [or against?] a class as

79 comprehensive as the settlement class.: or

80 (4) the court finds that permissive joinder should be

81 accomplished by allowing putative members to elect to be

82 included in a class. The matters pertinent to this

'83 finding will ordinarily include!

84 (A) the nature of the controversy and the relief sought:

85 (B) the extent and nature of the members' injuries or

86 3li abilitty,

87 (C) potential conflicts of interest among members;

88 - (D) the interest of the party opposing the class in

89 securing a final and consistent resolution of the

90 matters in-controversy; and

3
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91 ' tE) the,- inefficiency or impracticality of separate
92 actions to resolve the controversy: or

93 (5) '-the court finds that-a class certified under subdivision
94 (b) (2) 'should be joined with claims for individual
95 damages that are certifiedas a cl-ass, action under
96 1subdivision (b)(3) or,(b(4)..

9i (c) Determination by 'Order Whether Class Action to Be Maintained
98 Certifie ; Notice and Membership in Class; Judgment; Actions
99 Coducte aPsll elasActii Multiple Classes and

100 ~ "'Subclasses.

101 .1) . ., lis a x.t±'...pble; af tz ±. ter ; ±etcommencement e f an action'
102 brought as a-class a'.tinC, the;~urrt shall jetde tenu±ine- by
103 .. jjder wheithee it is to be',o miiiLtined. An order under
104. this LbJJViLiGILQa be IcondJt±ional, anld Ma be alte;LeUd
105 r ais-Ue ;ie bdedfbefpe; t i the; mer,'~its. When
106 'persons sue-or are sued as representatives of a class,-
107 the court shall determine by order whether and with
108 . respect to what,-claims, defenses, or issues the action
109 shouild qi-l be certified as a class action.

1.10 {A) An order certifying a-class action must describe the
111i. m , ,;,. ,,- ,-,,,class. When a class is certified under subdivision
112 (b)(3) the order must state when and how
113 ,[putative] members (i) may elect to be excluded
114, . from the class; and (ii) if the class is certified
l1S only for settlement. may elect to be excluded from
116 ,,any settlement approved by the court under,
117 subdivision (e). When a class is certified under
118 subdivision (b)(4), the order must state when, how,
119 _ ^ ' i''' and under what conditions [putative] members may
120 elect to be'inclu'ded 'in the class; the conditions
121 ' of inclusion may include a requirement that class
122 members bear a fair 'share of litigation expenses

4
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123 incurred by the representative Parties.

124 -_El An order under this subdivision may be JiAj

125 conditional, and may be altered or amended before

126 the decio n the mAterito final judgment.

127 (2) I When ordering certification of a class action under

128 this rule, the court shall direct that appropriate

129 notice be given to the class. The notice must

130 concisely and clearly describe the nature of the

131 action. the claims, issues. or defenses with

132 respect to Vwhich the' class has been certified, the

133 right to elect to be excluded from a class

134 certified under subdivision (b) (3). the right to

135 elect to be included in a class certified under

136 subdivision (b)(4), and the potential consequences

137 of class membership. [The court may order a

138 defendant to advance yprt Qi a4~ the expense of

139 notifying a plaintiff class if, under subdivision

140 (b)(3)(E). the court finds a strong probability

141 that the class will win on the merits.]

142 (i) In any class action certified under subdivision

143 (b)(1) or (2), the court shall direct a means

144 of notice calculated to reach a sufficient

145 number of class members' to provide effective

146 opportunity for challenges to the class

147 certification or representation and for

148 supervision of class representatives and class

149 counsel by other class members.

150 Iii.LIn any class action Laintained certified under

151 subdivision (b)(3), the court shall direct to

152 tim members of the class the best notice

153 practicable under the circumstances, including

154 individual notice to all members who can be

5 5
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155 identified through reasonable efforts but,
1-56 individual notice may be limited to a sampling,
157, of class members if the cost of individual
158 notice is excessive in relation to the
159 generally small value 'of individual members'
160 claims.1 The notice shall advise each member
161 "that (A) thie court ill exclude the 

162 floi the class if' tt emeber requ ests by pta-

163 spe ified date';' (B) tejudgmentc,whte
164 .-. 'favora ble oi. nott'will inl ll mbers whb
165 'do not request' eklutioDn and (C) any member
166 who, does not request exclusion may, if the
167 'member desires, enter an appearance through
168 counsel.

169 (iii) In any class action certified under
170 subdivision (b) (4). the court shall direct a
171 means of notice calculated to accomplish the
172 purposes of certification.

173 (3) Whether or not favorable to the class,'

17.4 a' r JIAI The judgment in an action aintQained certified as a
175- class action under subdivision (b) (1) or tbt (2),.
176 whether t favoLable to the class,- shall
177 include and describe those whom the court finds to
178 be members of the class-.-'

179 JLf.L The judgment in an action m tWJ certified as a
180 class action under subdivision (b)(3), whether. .L

181 'nsot favorable to the 'class, shall include and
182 specify or describe those to whom the notice
183 provided in subdivision (c) (2) (A)4(ii) was directed,
184 . and who have not requested exclusion, and whom the
185 court finds to be members of the class-.1-and

186 (C) The judgment in an action certified as a class

6
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187 action under-subdivision (b)() shall include all

188 . ,, those who elected to be includedL in the class and

189 who were not earlier dismissed from the class.

190 (4) Whe appLopLit (A), An action may be broought -o

191 mntained certified as a class action =

192' - ' with respect- to particular claims, defenses, or

193 " issues; or-

194 , (B) a class. may be, divided into sbclaubic ad each

195. subc.lass tretteJ aS a cl 1 ad the provisiOns of

196 this rule shall thei be c01 5tLaqi and applied

197 accordingly by or against multiple classes or

198 subclasses, which need not satisfy the requirement

199 of subdivision (a) ().

200 (d) Orders in Conduct of Class Actions. Il. the condct of actins

201 to which this r 1u.le applies, the Corurt may m ppLopri..ate,

202 orders--

203 (1) Before determining whether to certify a class the court

204 may decide a motion made by any party under Rules 12 or

205 56 if the court concludes that decision will promote the

206' fair and efficient adjudicatiQn of the controversy and

207 will not cause undue- delay. ,

208 (2) As a class action progresses the court may make orders

209 that:

210. . &L Atit determinjang the course of proceedings or

211 prescribieng measures to prevent undue repetition

212 or complicationin the presentin t!ion-rf evidence

213, or argument;

214 ' An(-2) requir--ing, fr -thn}ex p %:in of to protect the

215 members of the class or otherwise for the fair

216 conduct of the action, that notice be dire.ted to

7
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217 some or all of-the members of-

218 (i) refusal to certify-a class;

219 111 any step in the actionj. Tor-of

220 {iii) the proposed extent of the judgmenti- 7 or of

221 I4n. the members' opportunity -of the FlbeVts to
222 signify whether they consider the
223 representation fair and adequate, to intervene
224 and present claims or defenses, or to
225 otherwise come into the action, or to be
226 excluded from or included in the class;

227 . ~ I -(--tit imposging conditions on the representative
228 parties, class members, or on intervenors;

229 IDI (4) requirging that the pleadings be amended to
230 eliminate therefrom allegations as- to about
231 representation of absent persons, and that the
232 action proceed accordingly;

233 I0 t5t dealing with similar procedural matters.

234 (3) The orders An order under subdivision (d) (2) may be
235 combined with an order under Rule 167 and may be altered
236 or amended as may be desirable from L.. timme to t±Le.

237 (e) Dismissal or And Compromise.

238 (1) Before a certification determination is made under
239 subdivision (c) (1) in an action in which persons sue [or
240 are sued] as representatives of a class, court approval
241 is required for any dismissal, compromise. or amendment
242 to delete class issues.

243 (2) An class action certified as a class action shall not be
244 dismissed or compromised without the approval of the

8
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245 court, and notice of the a proposed dismissal or

246 compromise shall be given to all members of the class in

247 such manner as the court directs."

248 (3)'A proposal to dismiss or compromise an action certified as

249 a class action may be referred to a magistrate Judge or,

250 a person specially appointed for an independent

251 investigation and report to the court on the fairness of

252 the proposed dismissal or compromise. The expenses of

253 the investigation and report and the fees of a person

254 specially appointed shaill be paid by the parties as

255 directed by the'court.

256 Df) Appeals. A court of appeals may in its discretion permit an

257 appeal from an order of agdistrict court-granting or denying

258 a 6reauest for class action certification under this rule if

259 application is made to it within ten days after entry of the

260 order. An appeal does not stay proceedin!gs in the district

261 court unless the district judge or the court of appeals so

262 orders,

9
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Draft Rule Deleting Public Values from (b)(3)

This version deletes consideration of the public interest from
the "just ain't worth it" calculation of subdivision (b)(3) Factor
(G).

The concerns that bear on this question were explored at thee
November meeting.

The arguments for considering public interest are
straightforward. Rule 23(b)(3) has become an important means ofenforcing the policies that underlie much contemporary social
legislation. Public enforcement agencies frequently lack the
resources necessary to achieve desirable levels of enforcement.
Without class actions, wrongdoers can profit from their violations.
Small injuries may be inflicted on thousands or even millions of
people, who individually have no effective means of redress. If a
court is to be authorized to consider the perhaps trivial nature of
the individual recovery that may be effected by a class victory on
the merits, it also must be authorized to consider the public
interests that may require enforcement notwithstanding the lack of
any meaningful private benefit.

The countervailing arguments are equally straightforward. The
first set of arguments, detailed in the draft Committee Note,
emphasizes the view that adversary litigation is a legitimate means
of administering social policy only when justified by explicit
statute or by the need to redress private injury. We do not
recognize citizen standing to compel lawful behavior by renegade
public officials - indeed,'Article III forbids it. We should not
establish a roving Rule 23 commission that authorizes class counsel
to enforce the law against private wrongdoers. The second set of
arguments rests on the difficulty of measuring the relative
importance of the public values enshrined in different laws. On
this view, it is not appropriate for Article III judges to presume
to discriminate among the policies that animate various provisions
of the Constitution, statutes, administrative regulations, and
decisional law. The most that judges should undertake is to
determine whether the costs and burdens of class litigation are
justified by the objective cash value and subjective intrinsic
value of the relief available to actual class members.
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Rule 23. Class Actions (Draft Reducing Notice Needs)

1"

2 (a) Prerequisites. One or more members of a class may sue or be

3 sued as representative parties on behalf of all only if - wih

4 respect to the claims, defenses, or issues certified for class

5 action treatment -

6 l . (1) the cass-is members are so numerous that joinder of all

7 members is impracticablej.

8 (2) there are questions of law or fact common to the class--

9 (3) the Claiep rL d mnf the eprsitatimv partiesare

10 typXcal defenses the representative

11 parties' positions typify those of the class7-. and

12 (4) the representative parties and their attorneys will fairly

13 and adequately discharge the fiduciary duty to protect

14 the interests of the all persons while members of the

15 class ui

16 d.

17 (b) iaos Ains ain *a When Class Actions May be Certified.

18 An action may be aintained c as a class action if the

19 prerequisites of subdivision (a) are satisfied, and in

20 addition:

21 (1) the prosecution of separate actions by or against

22 individual members of the class would create a risk of

23 (A) inconsistent or varying adjudications with respect

24 to individual members of the class which that would

25 establish incompatible standards of conduct for the

26 party opposing the class, or

27 (B) adjudications with respect to individual members of

28 the class which that would as a practical matter be

29 dispositive of the interests of the other members
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30 not parties to the adjudications or substantially impair or impede
31 their ability to protect their interests; or

32 (2)th ty- opposing the class has acted or refused to act
33 Gon groUnds genlerally applicable to the class, thereby,

34 making p final injunctive or declaratory relief
35 , c declaratory relief may be appropriate
36 with respect to the class as a whole; or

37 (3) the court. finds .i. that the questions of law or fact
38 common to the certified class members 'If the -cl
39 predominate over any- individual questions'f fecting only
40 e individual members included in -the class action, iii
41 that a class action is superior to other available
42 methods and necessry for the fair and efficient
43 adjudication ,disposition of the controversy and - if
44 such a finding is requested by a party opposing
45 certification of a class - (iii) that {the class claims,
46 issues, or defenses are not insubstantial on the merits}
47- r [alternative:] {the prospect of success on the merits of
48 the class claims, issues, or defenses is sufficient to
49 justify the costs-and burdens imposed by certificationl.
50 The matters pertinent to the these findings include:

51' (A) the need for class certification to accomplish
52 effective enforcement of individual claims;

53 (B) the interesp t of memers of the class in individuall

54 cotoln th r~~~il r dfne O

55 practical ability of individual class members to
56 pursue their claims without class certification and
57 their interests in maintaining or defending
58 separate actions;

59 (C) the extent-, and nature, and maturity of any related
60 ' litigation g the C a
61. by 01 .ga - st involving class members of

2
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62

63 (D) the desirability or wtdebnrabElty of concentrating

64 the litigation of the claims in the. particular

65 forum;

66 (E) the likely difficulties likely to be encountrJ-d .i'

67 til h rue m-it of in managing a class action that

68 will be avoided or significantly reduced if the

69 controversy is adjudicated by other available

70 means;

71 (F) the probable success on the merits of the class

72 claims, issues. or defenses:

73 (G) whether the public interest in -and the private

74 benefits of - the probable relief to individual

75 class members justify the burdens of the

76- litiation and

77 (H) the opportunity to settle on a class basis claims

78 that could not be litigated on a class basis or

79 could not be litigated by [or against?] a class as

80 comprehensive as the settlement class; or

81 (4) the court finds that permissive joinder should be

82 accomplished by allowing putative members to elect 
to be

83 included in a class. The matters pertinent to this

84 finding will ordinarily include:

85 (A) the nature of the controversy and the relief sought;:-

86 (B) the extent and nature of the members' injuries or

87 liability; 

88 {C) potential conflicts of interest among members;

89 {D) the interest of the party opposing the class in

90 securing a final and consistent resolution of the

3
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91 matters in controversy; and

92 , (E the inefficiency or impracticality of separate
93 actions to resolve the controversy; or

94 .(5 the court finds that a class certified under subdivision
9S (b) (2) should be joined with claims for individual
96 damages that are certified as a class action under
97' subdivision (b) (3) or (b)(4).

98 (c)' Determination by Order Whether Class Action to Be MtinteLine4
99 Ceztifigd; Notice and Membership in Class: Judgment; Avtions

100 CnducLeted Prtd1ly as C-els Actions Multiple Classes and
101'

102 (1) As pU aS ra-tiLcib le afte. ,the cJt'ncennt -f& all actio
103 brought as c CtiOn, the cou~rt sha±ll determine-by
104 -or der whether it is to be su Maillt'alied. Ahit order- uder
105 thias ,subdivisio may be c~onditLional, and ma1y be lteLed
106' o 'OLamede ef letef disio. an teml . We
107 persons sue or' are sued as representatives of a class.
108 the court shall determine by order whether and with
109 respect tow what claims, defenses, or issues the action
110 -I' wifl be certified as a class action.

111 (A) An order certifying a class action must describe the
112 class. When a class is certified under subdivision
113 (b)(3). the order must state when and how
114 Fputative] members may elect to be excluded from
115 '' - the class. When a class is certified under
116 subdivision (b) (4)- the order must state when, how,
117 and' under what conditions [putative] members may
118 elect to be included in the class: the conditions
119 of inclusion may include a requirement that class
120 members bear a fair share of litigation expenses
121 ifcurred by the representative parties.

4
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122 111 An order under this subdiVision may b' e .

123 conditional, and may be altered or amended before

124 thie decision the merits final judgment.

125 (2) JAL Whei3 ordering certification of a class action under

126 this rule. the court shall direct that' apropriate

127 notice be given to the class. The notice must

128 concisely and clearly describe the nature of thie

129 action. the claims,' "issues, or defenses with

130 respect to which the class has been certified, the

131 rightr to elect to be excluded from a class

132 certified under subdivision (b)(3). the right to

133 elect to be included in a class certified under

134 subdivision (b) (4). and the potential consequences

135 of class membership.

i36 (il In any class action certified under subdivision

137 (b) (1) or (2). the court-shall direct a means

138 of notice calculated to reach a sufficient

139 number of class members to provide effective

140 opportunity for challenges to the class

141 certification or representation and for

142 supervision of class representatives and class

143 counsel by other class members.

144 luIn any class action m=iri certified under

145 subdivision (b)(3), the court shall direct to

146 the members of the class the best notice

147 practicable under the circumstances, including

148 individual notice to all members who can be

149 identified through reasonable effortLk

150 individual notice may be limited to a sampling

151 of class members if the cost of individual

152 notice is excessive in relation to the

153 generally small value of individual members'

154 claims.] The notice shall advise each member

5
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155 that (A) LHe ourt will xclud lh 
156 'fLom the class if thie IZmber so requests br a157 peifie JczLr, (2) the judgment-, whether
158 .favoraible l inot-, w.ill include call memtbers who
159 do , b iwt exclusion, and (C) any member
160 who does not request exclusion may, if the161 member desires, enter an appearance through
162 counsel.

163 1iiiS In any class action certified under
164 subdivision (b) (4). the court shall direct a
165 means of notice calculated to accomplish the
166 purposes of certification.

167 (3) Whether or not favorable to the cloas,

168 111 The judgment in an action mainta-ined certified as a169 class action under subdivision (b)(l) or j-b)- (2)7170 whether -o l-it fvoabe toth cla, shall
171 include and describe those whom the court finds to
172 be members of the class--

173 IBE The judgment in an action maintntied cer if I as a
174 class action under subdivision (b)(3), whet1ihr or
175 not fyvorable to-the a zsa, shall include and176 specify or describe those to whom the notice
177 provided in subdivision (c)(2)_(A)(ii) was directed,
178 and who have not requested exclusion, and whom the-
179 court finds to be members of the class.-; n

180 IAC The judgment in an action certified as a. class
181 action under subdivision (b) (4) shall include all
182 those who elected to be included in the class and
183 who were not earlier dismissed from the class.

.184 (4) WhIfen apprwpriatLi (A) An action may be brought or
185 maintained certified as a class action =

6
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186. lIA- with respect to particular claims. defenses. or

187, issues;, or

188 (B) a cla a be dtAL ViL i L& t5 alld A Cac

189 su ss LLate t . CA the prov iions Of

190 this rule subhll thet1 be IL tLed As aplred

191 ecord±n3gly by or against multiple classes or

192 subclasses, which need not satisfy the requirement

193 of subdivision (a) (1).

194 (d) Orders in Conduct of Class Actions. Iii the O1 dUjot Of QCitj

195' to wthich this rule applies, the court may make akJ9pL-CJkLiate

196 Ede-

197 (1) Before determining whether to certify a, class the court

198 may decide a motion made by any party under Rules 12 or

199 56 if-the court concludes that decision -will promote the

200 fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy and

201 will not cause undue delay.

202 (2) As a class action progresses, the court may make orders

203 that:

204 t IA} (1) determininhg the course of proceedings or

205 prescribedTh measures -to prevent undue repetition

206 or complication in the present' ation of evidence

207 or argument;

208 - ,BI (2) requira+ng, _f O the protectiozi Of to protect the

209 members of the class or otherwise for the fair

210 conduct of the action, Het notice be dirtd to

211 some or all of the members of.

212, (i) refusal to certify a'cliass;

213 (ii} any step in the action.; or- of

214 (iii} the proposed extent of the judgments- 7 or of

7
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215 ijy} the members' opportunity Of the members to
216 signify whether they consider the
217 representation fair and adequate, to intervene
218 and present claims or defenses, or tQ
219 otherwise come into the action, or to be
220 excluded from or included in the class:

221 A t --- impospAng conditions on the representative
222 parties, class members, or on intervenors;

223 ADI t4) requir-eng that the pleadings be amended to
224 eliminate therefrom allegations 'no to abouts
225 representation of absent persons, and that the
226 action proceed accordingly;

227 I -(-5-) deal±nM with similar procedural matters.

228 ILU The orders An order under subdivision (d)(2) may be
229 combined with an order under Rule 167 and may be altered
230 or amended as may be desirable Lrom time to- tim.

231 (e) Dismissal or mid Compromise.

232 (1t Before a certification determination is made under
233 subdivision (c)(1) in an action in which persons sue [or
234 are sued] as representatives of a class, court approval
235 . is required for any dismissal, compromise, or amendment
236 to delete class issues.

237 121 An class action certified as a class action shall not be
238 dismissed or compromised without the approval of the
239 court, and notice of the a proposed dismissal or
240 compromise shall be given to all members of the class in
241 such manner as the court directs.

242 (3) A proposal to dismiss or compromise an action certified as
243 a class action may be referred to a magistrate judge or
244 a person specially appointed for an independent

8
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245 investigation and report to the court on the fairness of

246 the proposed dismissal or compromise. The expenses of

247 the investigation and report and the fees of a person

248 specially appointed shall be paid by the parties as

249 directed by the court.

250 (f) Appeals. A court of appeals may in its discretion permit an

251 appeal from an order of a district court granting or denying

252 W 9eqbest class action certification under this rule if

253 application is made to it within ten days after entry of the

254-, order. An appeal does not stay proceedings in the district

255 court unless the district judge or the-court of appeals so

256 orders.

9
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Draft Reducing Notice, Complications

This draft makes two changes in the notice provisions of
subdivision (c).

(c)(l)(A) is changed by deleting the draft requirement that
class members be allowed to opt out of any settlement if the class
is certified only for purposes of settlement., This requirement
would have little effect, and could create some mischief, if the'
terms of a proposed ,settlement are known'when theclass is first
certified and notice is given. It would be moreimportant, and
could prove more dangerous to the ,settlement, 'Lprocess, if the terms
of a proposed settlement are first announced after expiration of
the initial opt-out period. Extension of the opportunity to opt
out also could aggravate the pressures that surround the
determination whether a settlement ,classd can be certified under,
subdivision (b)(l) on a "limited, funds" theory. Acourt might
still choose to,' condition approval of settlement on'recognition of
a second right to opt out, a matter discussed inj,,,,one of the
alternativeforms of the draft Note on subdivision (e).

(c)(2)(A) is changed by deleting the provision that would
allow the court to order a defendant to advance part or all of the
expense of notifying a plaintiff class if it finds a strong
probability that the class will-win on the merits., This deletion
reflects'the prospect that the Committee will decide to diminish
the role played by predictions on the merits in deciding on (b)(3)
certification. Even if the stronger, form of item (iii) is retained
in (b)(3), however, this expense-of-notice provision may generate
more controversy than it is worth.
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Rule 23. Class Actions (Draft without settlement classes)

1

2 (a) Prerequisites. One or more members of a class may sue or be

3 sued as representative parties on behalf of all only if - with

4 respect to the claims, defenses, or issues certified for class

5 action treatment -

6 (1) the class is members are so numerous that joinder of all

7 members is impracticable-.

8 (2) there are questions of law or fact common to the class7e

9 (3) the claims or defenses Of the re. tive parti a-

10 typical of the cl;aims o defenses the representative

11 parties' positions typify those of the class7j. and

12 (4) the representative parties and their attorneys will fairly

13 and adequately discharge the fiduciary duty to protect

14 the interests of the all persons while members of the

15 class un r v yo f t f c

16 dut.

17 (b) Class Actions Maintainabl When Class Actions May be Certified.

18 An action may be maintained certified as a class action if the

19 prerequisites of subdivision (a) are satisfied, and in

20 addition:

21 (1) the prosecution of separate actions by or against

22 individual members of the class would create a risk of

23 (A) inconsistent or varying adjudications with respect

24 to individual members of the class which that would

25 establish incompatible standards of conduct for the

26 party opposing the class, or

27 (B) adjudications with respect to individual members of

28 the class which th would as a practical matter be

29 dispositive of the interests of the other members
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30 not parties to the adjudications or substantially impair or impede
31 their ability.tp protect their interests; or

32 (2) the partL .pposing tie class has acted or- refused tLo act

33 ys grounds geerztally' gpplicable to the ci lass, thereby

34 PirlatC final injunctive or declaratory relief
35 .r corresponding decla, tory relief may be appropriate
36i . with respect to the class as a whole;'or

37 (3) the court finds tit that the questions of law or fact
38 common to the certified class members- of the class
39 predominate over any- individual questions affecting onlyj
40 individual: members included in the class action, (ii),
41 that a class action is superior -to other available
42 '' . . methods andy necezlssay for the fair and efficient

43 adjudication :dispositjion of the''controversy, and - if
44, 'such a finding is requested by- a party opposing
45 certification of a class -(iii) that {the class claims.'
46 issues, or defenses are not insubstantial on the merits!
47 'alternative:i {the prospect of success on the merits of
48 the class claims. issues, or defenses is sufficient to
49' justify the costs and burdens imposed by certification}.
50 The matters pertinent to the these findings include:

51 (A) the need for class certification to accomplish
52 effective enforcement of individual claims:;-

53 (B) the interest of members Of the c individuay

S4 .- controllisg_ ,the -prosecution br ' defense Of-y
55 practical ability of individual class members to
56 pursue their claims without class certification and
57' their interests in maintaining or defending
58 separate actions;

59 (C) the extent 'and nature, and maturity of any related
60 litigation cg the -ontroVersy already

61 commenced by or against involving class members of

2
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62 te class;

63 (D) the desirability udeiability of concentrating

64 the litigation of the claims in the particular

65 forum;

66 (E) the likely difficulties ±ikely to be e I=
67 thie manageent of in managing a class action that

68 will be avoided or significantly reduced if the
69 controversy is adjudicated by other available

70 means;

71 (F) the probable success on the merits of the class

72 claims, issues, or defenses:

73 (G) whether the public interest in - and the private

74 benefits of - the probable relief to individual

75 class members justify the burdens of the

76 litigation; or

77 (4) the court finds that permissive joinder should be

78 accomplished by allowing putative members to elect to be

79 included in a class. The matters pertinent to this

80' finding will ordinarily include:

8. (A) the nature of the controversy and the relief sought;

82 (B) the extent and nature of the members' injuries or

83 liability;.

84, (C) potential conflicts of interest among members;

85 (D) the interest of the party opposing the class in
86 securing a final and consistent resolution of the

87 matters in controversy; and

88 (E) the inefficiency or impracticality of separate
89 actions to resolve the controversy; or

3
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90 (5) the court finds that a class certified under subdivision

91 (b)(2) should be joined with claims for individual

92 damages that are certified as a class action under

93 subdivision (b)(3) or (b)(4').

94 (C) Determination by Order Whether Class Action to Be Maiut.ineV

95 Certified; Notice and Membership in Class: Judgment; Actions2

96 ecnducted Partially a Clas Action Multiple Classes and

97 Subclasses.

98 (1) As soGn as practicable aft er the coICmn et o An activn

99 blought asa class action, the coAlut shall determine by

100 ordLe whether it is to be so mlaintained. Akn order undel

101 this subdivision inay be conditional, and may be altered

102 or amended before the dcson on the merits. When

103 persons sue or are sued as representatives of a class,

104 the court shall determine by order whether and with

105 respect to what claims, defenses, or issues the action

106 should will be certified as a class action.

107 (A) An order certifying a class action must describe the

108 class. When a class is certified under subdivision

109 (b)(3), the 'order must state when and how

110 [putative) members (i) may elect to be excluded

111 from the class, and (ii) if the class is certified

112 only for settlement. may elect to be excluded from

113 any settlement approved by the court under

114 subdivision (e). When a class is certified under

115 subdivision (b) (4), the order must state when, how,

116 and under what conditions [putative] members may

117 elect to be included in the class; the conditions

118 of inclusion may include a requirement that class

119 members bear a fair share of litigation expenses

120 incurred by the representative parties.

121 An An order under this subdivision may be .LG

4
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122 Conditional, and may be altered or amended before

123 ,the decision on the merits final judgment.

124 (2) (Al When ordering certification of a class action under

125 this rule. the court shall direct that appropriate

126, notice be given to the class. The notice must

127 concisely and clearly describe the nature of the

128- action, the, claims, issues, or defenses with

129 respect to which the class has been certified, the

130 right to elect to be excluded from a class

131 certified under' subdivision (b)(3), the right to

132 elect -to be included in a class certified under

133 subdivision (b)(4)- and the potential consequences

134 of class membership. [The court may order a

135 defendant to advance part p'al1 'of the expense of

136 notifying a plaintiff class if; under subdivision

137 (b)'(3) (E), the court finds a strong probability

138 ' that the class will win on the merits.]

139 {i} In any class action certified under subdivision

140 (b)(1) or (2), the court shall direct a means

141 of notice calculated to reach a sufficient

142 number of class members to provide effective,

143 opportunity for challenges to the class

144 certification or representation and for

145 supervision of class representatives and class

146 counsel by other class members.

147 ,-UILIn any class action maintained certified under

148 subdivision (b)(3), the court shall direct to

149 the members of the class the best notice

150 practicable under the circumstances, including

151 individual notice to all members who can be

152 identified through reasonable effortr but

153 individual notice may be limited to a sampling

154' of class members if the cost of individual

5
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155 notice is excessive in relation to the

156 generally small value of individual members'

157 claims.] The notice shall advise each member

158' that (A) the ou 1 t will exclude Lhe member

159 f ro the -+asS if the member so requests by a

160 specitiqd dateg (B) the judgmentb, whether

161 iAv~rable or 1 ot will Include ll who

162 do not rq t x-ion;, and (C) any member

163' who does not request exclusion may,, if the

164 member desires, enter an appearance through

165 counsel.

166' (iii) In any class 'action certified under

167 subdivision (b)(4). the court shall direct a

168 means of notice calculated to accomplish the

169 purposes of certification.

170 (3) Whether or not favorable to the class,

171 JAL The judgment in an action mainitained certified as a

172 class action under subdivision (b)(1) or (b)- (2)7

173 ort. ot favorable to the class, shall

174 include and describe those whom the court finds to

175 be members of the class-..-

176 ' 1£L The judgment in an action maint ained certified as a

177 'class action under subdivision (b)(3), whether. or

178 not favorable to the class, shall include and

179 specify or describe those to whom the notice

180 provided in subdivision (c)(2)(A)(ii) was directed,

181 and who have not requested exclusion, and whom the

182 court finds to be members of the class-.;-and

183 (C) The judgment in an action certified as a class

184 action under subdivision (b)(4) shall include all

185 those who elected to be included in the class and

186 who were not earlier dismissed from the class.

6
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187 (4) When appropriate (A) An action may be brought or

188 ma1 ntained certified as a class action -

189 AIL with respect to particular claims, defpnses, or

190 issues; or

191 (B) a class may be divided into subclasses and each

192 subclass treated as a class, and the pLovis ions Of
193 this rule shall then bIe construed and applied

194 Fcordirrg-y by or against multiple classes or

195 subclasses, which need not satisfy the requirement

196 of subdivision (a) (1).

197 (d) Orders in Conduct of Class Actions. Is the conducl Of actionJs

198 to which this rule -pplies, the court may make approLJLiate

199 orders:

200 (1) Before determining whether to certify a class the court

201 may decide a motion made by any party under Rules 12 or

202 56 if the court concludes that decision will promote the

203 fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy and

204 will not cause undue delay.

205 (2) As a class action progresses, the court may make orders

206 that:

207 -AI(At)- determinjeng the course of proceedings or

208 prescribing measures to prevent undue repetition

209 or complication in the presentingation-rof evidence

210 or argument;

211 .WI-(2) requireitng, for the protection of to protect the

212 members of the class or otherwise for the fair

213 conduct of the action, that notice be di eLted to

214 some or all of the members of.L

215 (i refusal to certify a class;

7
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216 Add any step in the action, -or-of

217 (iiji the proposed extent of the judgment,.. 7 or of

218 Aiv) the members' opportunity Of the niumLjbersL . to

219 signify whether they consider the

220 representation fair and adequate, to intervene

221 and present claims or defenses, or to

222 otherwise come into the action, or to be

223 excluded from or included in the class;

224 (C) (33 imposeing conditions on the representative

225 parties, class members, or on intervenors;

226 - AD f't4- require+ng that the pleadings be amended to

227 eliminate therefrom allegations as to about

228 representation of absent persons, and that the

229 action proceed accordingly;

230 X (-5-)- dealTng with similar procedural matters.

231 (3± The orders An order under subdivision (d) (2) may be

232 combined with an order under Rule 167 and may be altered

233 or amended as imtay be desi, blre from time to time.

234 (e) Dismissal or and Compromise.

235 (1) Before a certification determination is made under

236 subdivision (c) (1) in an action in which persons sue ror

237 are sued] as representatives of a class, court approval

238 is required for any dismissal, compromise. or amendment

239 to delete class issues.

240 CM) An class action certified as a class action shall not be

241 dismissed or compromised without the approval of the

242 court, and notice of the .f proposed dismissal or

243 compromise shall be given to all members of the class in

244 such manner as the court directs.

8
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245 (3) A proposal to dismiss or compromise an action certified as
246' a class action may be referred to a magistrate judge or
247 a person specially appointed -for an independent
248 investigation and report to the court on the fairness of
249 the proposed dismissal or compromise. The expenses of
250 the investigation and report and the- fees of a person
251 specially appointed shall be paid by the parties as
252 directed by the-court,

253 (f) Appeals. A court of appeals may in its discretion permit an
254 appeal from an order of a district court granting or denying
2'55 a .r.equestor class action certification under this rule if
256 application is made to it within ten days after entry of the
257 order. An appeal does not stay proceedings in the district
258 court unless the district judge or the court of appeals so
259 orrs

9
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Draft Rule Without Settlement Classes

This version deletes the new (b)(3) Factor (H) that obliquely
recognized the legitimacyof settlement classes.

Deletion of the factor need not foreclose any reference to
settlementclasses in the Committee Note. The.,'current draft Notediscusses' settlement classes at several-points. Some portions of
these discussions,-could be preserved. The simplest form wouldstate. that no attempt is made to regulate settlement classpractice, and perhaps explain that it seems too early to attempt to
capture the lessons of developing practice in explicit ruleprovisions.
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Rule 23: Minimum Changes Draft

(a) Prerequisites to a Class Action.> One- or more members of 'a
class may sue or be sued as representative parties on behalf
of all only if:,

(1) the clas's is so numerous thatjoinder of all members is
impracticable,'

(2) there are questions of law or fact common to the class,
(3) the'claims or defenses of the representative parties are

typical of the claims or defenses of the class, and
(4) the representative parties will fairly and adequately

protect the interests of the class.

(B) Class Actions Haintanable. An action may be maintained as a
class action if the prerequisites of subdivision (a) are
satisfied, and in addition:'

(1) the prosecution of separate actions by or against
individual members of the class would create a risk of
(A) inconsistent or varying adjudications with respect

to individual members of the class which would
establish incompatible standards of conduct for the
party opposing the class, or

(B) adjudications with respect to individual members of
the class which would as a practical matter be
dispositive of the interests of the other members

- not parties to the adjudications or substantially
impair or impede their ability to protect their
interests; or

(2) the party opposing the class has acted or refused to act
on grounds generally applicable to the class, thereby
making appropriate final injunctive relief or
corresponding declaratory relief with respect to the
class as a whole; or

(3) the court finds thatthe questions of law or fact common
to the members of the class predominate over any
questions affecting only individual members, and that a
class action is superior to other available methods for
the fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy.
The matters pertinent to the findings include:

(A) the need for class certification to accomplish
effective enforcement of individual claims:

(AB) the

ef practical ability of individual class members
to pursue their claims without class certification
and their interests in maintaining or defending
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separate actions;

(Ba) the extent, and nature. and maturity of any related
litigation --eont-Lcm--i-reeAy
emmeneed-by-r-agan involving class members of

the~-eleass;

(eD) the desirability or undesirability of concentrating
the litigation of the claims in the particular
forum;

(DE) the difficulties likely to be encountered in the
management of a class action: and

(F) whether the probable relief to individual class
members justifies the costs and burdens of class
litigation.

(c) Determination by Order Whether Class Action to be Maintained;
Notice; Judgment; Actions Conducted Partially as Class

Actions.

(1) As soon as- practicable after the commencement of an

action brought as a class action, the court shall

determine by order whether it is to be so maintained. An

order under this subdivision may be conditional, and may

be altered or amended before the decision on the merits.

(2) In any class action maintained under subdivision (b)(3),
the court shall direct to the members of the class the
best notice practicable under the circumstances,
including individual notice to all members who can be

identified through reasonable effort. The notice shall
advise each member that.

(A) the court will exclude the member from the class if
the member so requests by a specified date;

(B) the judgment, whether favorable or not, will
include all members who do not request exclusion;
and

(C) any member who does not request exclusion may, if
the member desires, enter an appearance through
counsel.

(3) The judgment in an action maintained as a class action
under subdivision (b)-(l)- or (b)(2), whether or not

favorable to the class, shall include and describe those
whom the court finds to be members of the class. The
judgment in an action maintained as a class action under
subdivision (b)(3), whether or not favorable to the

class, shall include and specify or describe those to

whom the notice provided in subdivision (c)(2) was

directed, and who have not requested exclusion, and whom
the court finds to be members of the class.
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(4) When appropriate;

(A) an action may be brought or maintained as a classaction with respect to particular issues, or
(B) a class may be divided into subclasses and eachsubclass treated as a class, and the provisions ofthis rule shall then be construed and appliedaccordingly.

(d) Orders in Conduct of Actions. In the conduct of actions towhich this rule applies, the court may make appropriateorders:

(1) determining the course -of proceedings or prescribingmeasures to prevent undue repetition or complication inthe presentation of evidence or argument;
(2) requiring, for the protection of the members of the classor otherwise for the fair conduct of the action, thatnotice be given in such manner as the court may direct tosome or all of the members of any step in the action, orof the proposed extent of the judgment, or of theopportunity of members to signify whether they considerthe representation fair and adequate, to intervene andpresent claims or defenses, or otherwise to come into theaction;

(3) imposing conditions on the representative parties orintervenors;

(4) requiring that the pleadings be amended to eliminatetherefrom allegations as to representation of absentpersons, and that the matter proceed accordingly;
(5) dealing with similar procedural matters.
The orders may be combined with an order under Rule 16, andmay be altered or amended as may be desirable from time totime.

(e) Dismissal or Compromise. A class action shall not be dismissedor compromised without the approval of the court, and noticeof the proposed dismissal or compromise shall be given to allmembers of the class in such manner as the court directs.
(f) Appeals. A court of appealsamay in its discetionpermit anappeal' from an order of a district court granting or denyingclass action certification under this rule if application ismade to it w thin ten days afer n y 

appeal does not stay proceedings in the district court unlessthe district judge or the court of appeals so orders.
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE

FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE*

Rule 23. Class Actions

2 (b) CLASS ACTIONS MAINTAINABLE. An action may be

3 maintained as a class action if the prerequisites of subdivision

4 (a) are satisfied, and in addition:

5 *I * * *

6 (3) the court finds that the questions of law or fact

7 common to the members of the class predominate

8 over any questions affecting only individual members,

9 and that a class action is superior to other available

10 methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of the

11 controversy. The matters pertinent to the findings

12 include:

13 (A) the practical ability of individual class

14 members to pursue their claims without class

* New material is underlined. Superseded material is struck out.
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15 .certification:.,

16 (*A) the irttC st f,1 members of the class i

1-7,. .individually' ce-ontr-o(llilg, the proseduio or

18 defernse ,o class members' interests in

19 maintaining or defending separate actions;

20 -(fig the exteneand nature, and maturity- f

21 any related litigation -oneerning-the

22 controversy already %IIII ccdby or aganst

23 involving, class members of the elass;

24. (fD} the desirability or undesirability of

25 concentrating the litigation of the claims in the

26 particular forum;

27 (DE) the difficulties likely to be encountered

28 in the management of a class action and

29 . (F) whether the probable relief to individual

30 class members justifies the costs and burdens

31 of class litigation: or
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32 (4) the parties to a settlement reauest certification

33 under subdivision (b)(3) for purposes of settlement.

34 even thou2h the requirements of subdivision (b)(3)

35 might not be met for purposes of trial.

36 (c) DETERMINATION BY ORDER WHETHER CLASS ACTION

37 To BE MAINTAINED; NOTICE; JUDGMENT; ACTIONS

38 CONDUCTED PARTIALLY AS CLASS ACTIONS.

39 (1) As- son- as When practicable after the

40 commencement of an action brought as a class action,

41 the court shall determine by order whether it is to be

42 so maintained. An order under this subdivision may

43 be conditional, and may be altered or amended before

44 the decision on the merits.

45

46 (e) DISMISSAL OR COMPROMISE. A class action shall not

47 be dismissed or compromised without hearing and the

48 approval of the court, mad after notice of the proposed
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49 dismissal or compromise sha+-be has been given to all

50 members of the class in such manner as the court directs.

51 (Appeals. A court of aoeals may in its discretion permit

52 an appeal from an order of a district court granting or denying

53 class action certification under this rule if application is made

54 to it within ten days after entrv of the order. An appeal does

55 not stay proceedings in the district court unless the district

56 judge -or the court of appeals so orders.

COMMITTEE NOTE

Class action practice has flourished and matured under Rule
23 as it was amended in 1966. Subdivision (b)(1) continues to
provide a familiar anchor that secures the earlier and once-central
roles of class actions. Subdivision (b)(2) has cemented the role of
class actions in enforcing a wide array of civil rights claims, and
subdivision (b)(3) classes have become one of the central means of
aggregating large numbers of small claims that would not support
individual litigation. The experience of more than three decades,
however, has shown ways in which Rule 23 can be improved. These
amendments may effect modest expansions in the availability of class
actions in some settings, and, modest restrictions in others. New
factors are added to the list of matters pertinent to detenmining
whether to certify a class under subdivision (b)(3). Settlement
problems are addressed, both by confirming the propriety of
"settlement classes" in subdivision (b)(4) and by making explicit the
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need for a hearing as part of the subdivision (e) approval procedure.
The requirement in subdivision (c)(l) that the determination whether

to certify'a class be made as' soon as practicable after commencement
of an action is changed to require that the determination be made

when practicabl&, A' 'new subdivision f) is added, establishing a

discretionary interlocutory appeal system for orders granting or

denying class certification. Many of these changes will bear on the

use of class actions as one of the tools available to' accomplish

aggregation of tort claims. The Advisory Committee debated

extensively the question whether more adventurous changes should

be made to address the' problems of managing mass tort litigation,
particularly the problems that arise when a common course of

conduct' causes injuries that are dispersed in time' and space. At the

end, the Committee concluded that it is too early to anticipate the
lessons that will be learned from the' continuing and rapid

development of practice in this area.

At the request of the Advisory Committee, the Federal

Judicial Center undertook an empirical study designed to illuminate
the general use of class adtions not only in settings that capture

general attention but also in more routine settings. The study is

published as T.E Willging, L.L. Hooper, and R.J. Niemic, An

Empirical Study of Class Actions in Four Federal District Courts:

Final Report to the Adviso ryCommittee on Civil Rules (1996). The

study provided much useful information that has helped shape these
amendments. ' '

Subdivision (b)(3). Subdivision (b)(3) has been amended in

several respects, Some of the changes are- designed to redefine the
role of class adjudication in ways that sharpen the distinction between
the aggregation of individual claims that would support individual
adjudication and the aggregation of individual claims that would not
support individual adjudication, Current attempts by courts and
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lawyers to adapt Rule 23 to address the problems that arise from torts
that injure many people are reflected in part in some of these changes,
but these attempts have not matured to a point that would support
comprehensive rulemaking.

The probability that a claim would support individual
litigation depends in part on the expected recovery. One of the most
important roles of certification under subdivision (b)(3). has been to
facilitate the enforcement of valid claims for small amounts. The
median individual class-member recovery figures reported by the
Federal Judicial Center study ranged from $315 to $528. These
amounts are far below the level that would be required to support
individual, litigation, unless perhaps in a small claims court. This
vital core, however, may branch into more troubling settings. The
mass tort cases may sweep into a class many members whose
individual claims would support individual litigation, controlled by
the class member. In such cases, denial of certification or careful
definition of the class may be essential to protect these plaintiffs. As
one example, a defective productmay have inflicted small property
value losses on millions of consumers, reflecting a small risk of
serious injury, and also have caused serious personal injuries to a
relatively small number of consumers. Class certification may be
appropriate as to the property damage claims, but not as to the
personal injury claims. More complicated variations of this problem
may arise when different persons suffer injuries that are similar in
type but that vary widely in extent. A single course of securities
fraud, for example, may inflict on many people injuries that could not
support individual litigation and at the same time inflict on a few
people or institutions injuries that could readily support individual
litigation. The victims who could afford to sue alone may be ideal
representatives if they are willing to represent a class, and may be
easily able to protect their interests in separate litigation if a (b)(3)
class is certified. If a (b)(l) or (b)(2) class were certified, however,
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the court should consider the possibility of excluding these victims
from the class definition.

Individual litigation may affect class certification in a

different way, by shaping the time when a substantial number of

individual decisions illuminate the-'nature of the class claims.
Exploration of mass tort questions, time and again led experienced
lawyers to offer the advice that it is better to defer class litigation
until there has been substantial experience with actual trials and

decisions in individual actions. The need to wait until a class of

claims has become "mature" seems to apply peculiarly to claims 'that

involve highly uncertain facts that may come to be better understood
over time. New and developing law may make the fact uncertainty
even more daunting. A claim that a widely used medical device has

caused serious side effects, for example, may not be fully understood
for many years after the first injuries are claimed. Pre-maturity class

certification runs the risk, of mistaken decision,whether for or against
the class. This risk may be translated into settlement terms that

reflect the uncertainty by exacting far too much from the defendant

or according faritoo little to the plaintiffs.

These concerns underlie the changes made in the subdivision

(b)(3) list of matters pertinent to the findings whether the law and fact

questions common to class members predominate over individual
questions and whether a class action is superior to other available
methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy.
New factors are added to the list, and some of the original factors
have been reformulated.

Subparagraph (A) is new. The focus on the practical ability
of individual class members to pursue their claims without class
certification can either encourage or discourage class certification.
This factor discourages - but does not forbid -- class certification
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when individual class members can practicably pursue individual
actions. If individual class members cannot practicably pursue
individual actions, on the other hand, this factor encourages class
certification. This encouragement may be offset by new
subparagraph (F) if the probable relief to individual class members is
too low to justify the burdens of class litigation.

Subparagraph (B), revised from former subparagraph (A),
complements new subparagraph (A). The practical ability of
individual class members to pursue individual actions is important
when class members have significant interests in maintaining or
defending separate actions. These interests include such fundamental
matters as choice of forum; the timing of all events from filing to
judgment; selection of coparties and adversaries; the ability to gain
choice of, more favorable law to govern the decision; control of
litigation strategy; and litigation in a single proceeding that includes
all issues of liability and remedy. These interests may require a
finding that class adjudication is not superior because it is not as fair
to class members, even though it may be more efficient for the
judicial system in the limited sense that fewer judicial resources are
required. The right to request exclusion from a (b)(3) class does not
fully protect these interests, particularly as to class members who
have not yet retained individual counsel at the time of class notice.
These interests of class members may be served by a variety of
alternatives that may not amount to individual control of separate
litigation. The alternatives to certification of the requested class may
be certification of a different class or smaller classes, intervention in
other pending actions, voluntary joinder, and consolidation of
individual actions - including transfer for coordinated pretrial
proceedings or transfer for consolidated trial.

The practical ability of individual class members to pursue
individual litigation and their interests in maintaining separate actions
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may come into conflict when there is a significant risk that the

insurance and assets of the defendants may not be sufficient to fully

satisfy all claims growing out of a common course of events. The

plaintiffs who might win the race to secure and enforce individual

judgments have an interest 'that is served at the cost of other plaintiffs

whose interests are defeated by exhaustion of the available assets. In

these circumstances, fairness and efficiency may require aggregation
in a way that marshals the assets for equitable distribution. This need

may justify certification under subdivision (b)(3), or in appropriate
cases under subdivision (b)(l). Bankruptcy proceedings may prove

a superior alternative. The decision whether to certify a (b)(3) class

must rest on a judgment about the practical realities that may thwart

realization of the abstract interests that point toward separate

individual actions.

Factor (C), formerly factor (B), has been amended in several

respects. Other litigation can be considered so long as it is related

and involves class members; there is no need to determine whether

the other litigation somehow concerns the same controversy. The

focus on other litigation "already commenced" is deleted, permitting
consideration of litigation without regard to the time of filing in

relation to the time of filing the class action. The more important

'change authorizes co n sidrton of the,"mattirity"~ of related litgation.
In one dimension, 'fflaturite a1i refct the eed to avoid dinteifering

with the progress of related litigation already well advanced toward

trial and judgment. When multiple claims arise outlof dispersed

events, however, maturity also 'reflects the need to support class

adjudication by experience gainedin completed litigation of several

individual claims.' If the results of individual litigation begin to

converge, class adjudication may seem appropriate. Class

adjudication may continue to be inapproppiate, however, if individual
litigation continues to yield incotisistent results, !or if individual
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litigation demonstrates that knowledge has not yet advanced far
enough to support confident decision on afclass basis.

Subparagraph,(F) has been added tosubdivision (b)(3) to
effect a retrenchment in the use of class actions to aggregate trivial
individual claims. If the probable relief to individual class members
does, not justify the costs and burdens of class litigation, a class action
is not a superior means of efficient adjudication. The near certainty
that few or no individual claims will be pursued for trivial relief does
not require class certification.

The prospect of significant benefit to, class members combines
with the public values of, enforcing legal norms to justify the costs,
burdens, and coercive effects of class actions that otherwise satisfy
Rule 23 requirements. If probable individualrelief is slight, however,
the core justification of class enforcement fails.

The value, of probable individual relief must be weighed
against the costs and, burdens of class-action proceedings. No
particular dollar figure can be used, as a threshold. A smaller figure
is appropriate if issues oftliability can be quickly. resolved without
protracted discovery or trial proceedings, the costs of class notice are
low, and the costs of, administering, and ,distributing the award
likew the rne or erfigures should ube demanded if the legal
issues are complex or complex proceedings will be required to
resolve the merits, identification of, class membersI and notice willprove costly, and distribiution of the, aardwill be ex ensive. Often
it will be difficult to measure these matters at the commencement of
an action, when individually significant relief is likely to be
demanded and the costs f class proceedings cannot be estimated with
any confidence. The opportunity to decertify later should not weaken
this threshold inquiry. A the same time decertification should be
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considered whenever the factors that seemed to justify an initial class
certification are disproved as the action is more fully developed.

Subdivision (b)(4). Subdivision (b)(4) is new. It permits
certification of a class under subdivision (b)(3) for settlement
purposes, even though the same class might not be certified for trial.
Many courts have adopted the practice reflected in this new provision.
See, e.g., Weinberger v. Kendrick, 698 F.2d 61, 72-73 (2d Cir.1982);
In re Beef Industry Antitrust Litigation, 607 F.2d 167, 170-171, 173-
178 (5th Cir. 1979). Some very recent decisions, however, have stated
that a class cannot be certified for settlement purposes unless the
same class would be certified for trial purposes. See Georgine v.
Amchem Products, Inc., 83 F.3d 610 (3d Cir.1996); In re General
Motors Corp. Pick-Up Truck Fuel Tank Litigation, 55 F.3d 768 (3d
Cir. 1995). This amendment is designed to resolve this newly
apparent disagreement.

Although subdivision (b)(4) is formally separate, any class
certified under its terms is a (b)(3) class with all the incidents of a
(b)(3) class, including the subdivision (c)(2) rights to notice and to
request exclusion from the class. Subdivision (b)(4) does not speak
to the question whether a settlement class may be certified under
subdivisions (b)(l) or (b)(2). As with all parts of subdivision (b), all
of the prerequisites of subdivision (a) must be satisfied to support
certification of a (b)(4) settlement class. In addition, the
predominance and superiority requirements of subdivision (b)(3)
must be satisfied. Subdivision (b)(4) serves only to make it clear that
implementation of the factors that control certification of a (b)(3)
class is affected by the many differences between settlement and
litigation of class claims or defenses. Choice-of-law difficulties, for
example, may force certification of many subclasses, or even defeat
any class certification, if claims are to be litigated. Settlement can be
reached, however, on terms that surmount such difficulties. Many
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other elements are affected as well. A single court may be able tomanage settlement when litigation would require resort to manycourts. And, perhaps most important, settlement may prove far'superior to litigation in devising comprehensive solutions to large-scale problems that defy ready disposition by traditional adversary
litigation. Important, benefits may be provided for those who,knowing of the class settlement and the opportunity to opt out, prefer
to participate in the class judgment'and avoid the costs of individuallitigation.

For all the potential benefits, settlement classes also posespecial risks. The court's Rule' 23(e) obligation to review andapprove a class, settlement commonly must surmount theinformational, difficulties that arise when the major adversaries joinforces as proponents oftheir settlement agreement. Objectors
frequently appear to reduce these difficulties, but it may be difficultfor objectors to obtain the information required for a fully informed
challenge. The reassurance provided by official adjudication ismissing. These difficulties may seem especially troubling if the classwould not have been certified for litigation, or was shaped by asettlement agreement worked out even before the action was filed.'

These competing forces are reconciled by recognizing thelegitimacy of settlement classes but increasing the protections
afforded to class members. Certification of a settlement class under(b)(4) is authorized only on request of parties who have reached asettlement. Certification is not authorized simply to assist partieswho are interested in exploring settlement, not even when theyrepresent that they are close to agreement and that clear definition ofa class would facilitate' final agreement. Certification beforesettlement might exert untoward pressure to reach agreement, andmight increase the risk that the certification could be transformed intocertification of a trial class without adequate reconsideration. These
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protections cannot be circumvented by attempting to certify a
settlement class directly under subdivision (b)(3) without regard to
the limits imposed by (b)(4).

Notice and the right to opt out provide the central means of
protecting settlement class members under subdivision (b)(3), but the
court also must take particular care in applying some of Rule 23's
requirements. As to notice, the Federal Judicial Center study suggests
that notices of settlement do not always provide the clear and succinct
information that must be provided to support meaningful decisions
whether to object to the settlement or - if the class is certified under
subdivision (b)(3) whether to request exclusion. One of the most
important contributions a court can make is to ensure that the notice
fairly describes the litigation and the terms of the settlement.
Definition of the class also must be approached with care, lest the
attractions ,of settlement lead too easily to an over-broad "definition.
Particular care should be taken to ensure that there are no disabling
conflicts of interests among people who, are urged to form a single
class. If the case presents facts or law that are unsettled and that are
likely to be litigated in individual actions, it may be better to postpone
any class certification until experience with individual actions yields
sufficient information to support a wise settlement and effective
review of the settlement.

Subdivision (c). The requirement that the court determine
whether to certify a class "as soon as practicable after, commencement
of an action" is amended to provide 'for certification "when
practicable."

The Federal Judicial Center study showed many cases in
which it was doubtful whether determination of the class-action
question was made as soon as practicable after commencement of the
action. This result occurred even in districts with local rules
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requiring determination within a specified period. These practices
may reflect the dominance of practicability as a pragmatic conceptthat effectively has translated "as soon as" to mean "when." The
amendment makes this approach secure, and- supports the changesmade in subdivision (b)(3) and the addition of subdivision (b)(4).Significant preliminary preparation may be required in a (b)(3) action,for example, to appraise the factors identified in new or amendedsubparagraphs (A), (B), (C), and (F). These and similar inquiries
should not be made under pressure of an early certificationrequirement. Certification of a settlement class under newsubdivision (b)(4) cannot happen until the parties have reached asettlement agreement, and there should not be any pressure to reach
settlement "as soon as practicable.

Amendment of the "as soon as practicable" requirement alsoconfirms the common practice of ruling on motions to dismiss or forsummary judgment before the class certification decision. A fewcourts have feared that this useful practice is inconsistent with the "assoon as practicable" requirement d

Subdivision (e). Subdivision (e) is amended to confirm thecommon practice of holding hearings as part of the process ofapproving dismissal or compromise of a, class action. The judicialresponsibility to the class is heavy. The parties to the settlement
cease to be adversaries in presenting the settlement for approval, andobjectors may find it difficult to command the information orresources necessary for effective opposition. These problems may beexacerbated when a proposed settlement is presented at, or close tothe beginning, of the action. A hearing should be held to explore aproposed settlement even if the proponents seek to waive the hearingand no objectors have appeared.
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Subdivision (f). This permissive interlocutory appeal
X provision is adopted under the power conferred by 28 U.S.C.§
1292(e). -Appeal -from an order granting or denying class certification

is permitted in the sole discretion of the court of appeals. No other
type of Rule 23 order is covered by this provision. It is designed on
the model of § 1292(b), relying in many ways on the jurisprudence'
that has developed around § 1292(b) to reduce the potential costs of

interlocutory appeals. At the'same time, subdivision (f) departs from
§ 1292(b) in two significant ways. 2It does not require that the district
court certify the certification ruling for appeal, although the 'district
court often can assist the parties and court of appeals by offering
advice on the desirability of appeal.; And it does not include the
potentially limiting requirements of § 1292(b) that the district court
order "involve[] a controlling question of law as to which there is
substantial ground for difference of, opinion and that an immediate
appeal from a the order -may materially l advance the ultimate
terminationof thelitigation." ''

Permission to appeal should-be granted with'restraint.. The
Federal Judicial Center study supports the view that many suits with
class action allegations present familiar and almost routine issues that
are no more worthy of immediate appeal than many other.
interlocutory rulings. Yet several concerns justify expansion of
present opportunities to appeal. An order denying certification may
confront the plaintiff with a situation in which the only sure path'to
appellate review is by proceeding to final judgment on the merits'of
an individual claim that; standing alone, is far smaller than the costs
of litigation. An order granting certification, on the other -hand, mnay
force a defendant to settle rather than incur thee costs of defending a
class action and run the risk of potentially ruinous liability. These
concerns can be met at low cost by establishing in the court of appeals
a discretionary power to grant interlocutory review in cases that show
appeal-worthy certification issues.
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The expansion of appeal opportunities effected by subdivision
(f) is modest. Court-of appeals discretion is as broad as under §
1292(b). Permission to appeal maybe granted or denied on the, basis
of any consideration that the court of appeals finds persuasive.
Permission is most likely to be granted when the certification decision
turns on a novel or unsettled question of law, or when, as a practical
matter, the decision on certification is likely dispositive of the
litigation. Such questions are most likely to arise during the early
years of experience with new class-action provisions as they may be
adopted into Rule 23 or enacted by legislation. Permission almost
always will be denied when the certification decision turns on case-
specific matters of fact and district court discretion.

The district court, having worked through the certification
decision, often will be able to provide cogent advice on the factors
that bear on the decision whether to permit appeal. This advice can
be particularly valuable if the certification decision is tentative. Even
as to a firm certification decision, a statement of reasons bearing on
the probable benefits and costs of immediate appeal can help focus
the court of appeals decision, and may persuade the disappointed
party that an attempt to appeal would be fruitless.

The 10-day period for seeking permission to appeal is
designed to reduce the risk that attempted appeals will disrupt
continuing proceedings. It is expected that the courts of appeals will
act quickly in making the preliminary determination whether to
permit appeal. Permission to appeal does not stay trial court
proceedings. A stay should be sought first from the trial court. If the
trial court refuses a stay, its action and any explanation of its views
should weigh heavily withthe court of appeals.

Appellate Rule 5 has been modified to establish the procedure
for petitioning for leave to appeal under subdivision (f).
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON THE CIVIL RULES
JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES

OFFICE OF THE REPORTER
DUKE UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF L4 w

TOWERVIEW AT Scl&IcE DRIVE

DURiAM NC 27706

MINUTES

MEETING OF NOVEMBER 29-DEcnMBER 1, 199gD

DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA

Present: Bertelsman (Standing Committee), Brazil, Eldridge (FJC) Holbrook, Leonard
(representing clerks and magistrates), Linder, Macklin (AO), Miller, Hnatowski (AO),
Nordenberg, Pfaelzer, Phillips, Pointer, Powers, Stevens, Willging (FJC), Williams (FJC),
Winter, Womack (ACTL), and Zimmerman.

Chairman Pointer called the meeting to order at 9 AM. Introductions of those present
occurred first. The Chair called attention to the rules of the Judicial Conference Committee
bearing on meetings and memberships 6f committees. Members were cautioned not to speak
against policy of Judicial Conference without. appropriate disclaimer. Mr. Macklin also
commented on the policy, emphasizing the expectation that members will be rotated. He also
pointed out the Marshals' Service would be present throughout the meeting.

Chairman Pointer called attention to Judge Keeton's memorandum as new chair of the
Standing Committee. Judge Keeton hopes to emphasize positive incentives in rules. Chairman
Pointer also reported that the Committee's recommendations on revisions approved at the last
meeting in New York have been substantially approved by the Standing Committee, and was
also approved by the Judicial Conference. They now pend in the Supreme Court and will,
unless derailed, will become effective on December 1, 1991. Chairman Pointer and the
Reporter noted that there was some concern among the representatives of international litigants
about the draft of Rule 26(a) as it emerged from the Standing Committee. It was also noted that
the gender-neutralized Forms as amended were turned down by the Standing Committee.

Chairman Pointer noted that Rules 30 and 56 had been withdrawn by this committee
and the Reporter noted that Rule 38 had also been withdrawn by the Standing Committee. The
revision had been prompted, by the Local Rules Project, but the Standing Committee regarded
the resolution of the issue to be incorrect and wanted a draft coming out the other way.

There was general discussion about the time lag in rulemaking. It was observed that the
time lag, turnover, and learning time for members create a serious problem about the quality of
the committee's work. Justice Zimmerman observed that the turnover schedule was not
realistic. There was general agreement and assent to the suggestion of Mr. Macklin that the
chair raise the issue with the Chief Justice.
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It was agreed to take up Rule 2'3 to enlarge the opportunity for mass tort litigation, to
provide for defendant class actions, perhaps to specify the fiduciary duties of the class
representative, and to consider the ABA'Litigation Section report. Mr. Macklin urged moving
forward promptly with this.
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON THE CIVIL RULES
JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES

OFFICE OF THE RtPORrER
DUE UNIVERSiTY SCHOOL OF LAW

TOWERVIEWAT SCIENCE DRIVE
DUREAm NC 27706

919-684-5593 919489-8668 (HowmE) FAX: 919-684-3417

April 8, 1991

MINUTES

MEETING OF THE COMMITTEE

FEBRUARY 21-23, 1991

NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA

Present: Bertelsman, Brazil, Carrington (Reporter), Holbrook, Keeton, Linder,Miller, Nordenberg, Pfaelzer, Phillips, Pointer (Chair), Powers, Stevens, Winter,Zimmerman.

Observers: Hnatowski (AO), Wiggins (FJC), Willging (WJC), Womack(ACTL)

The Committee met briefly on the morning of Thursday, February 21, prior tothe public hearing on Rule 11. Materials and comments were distributed and theagenda for the meeting was discussed. The Committee then adjourned to the hearingroom for the public hearing, which concluded at 4:30 PM.

The Committee also met briefly following the public hearing and reviewed someof the material distributed during the day. A few reactions to the discussion wererecorded. Professor Miller expressed the view that some improvements could be madein the rule. Discussion focussed on the use of fee-shifting as the sanction of choice.Professor Miller reported that it was not intended in 1983 that fee-shifting should benormative. Judge Bertelsman and Justice Zimmerman expressed concern about thechilling effect of the horrendously large fee shift. Judge Winter noted that those whocause large fees are engaged in extortion and ought to clean up the mess they make.Judge Brazil voiced concern about the Rules Enabling Act.

Justice Zimmerman expressed concern about the standard, observing that theproblem law in fee-shifting on cases that are not frivolous but merely losers. ProfessorMiller urged that consideration be given to comprehensive review of all the sanctions
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Discussion turned to Rule 23. Judge Pointer reported that the draft came from

the Asbestos Task Force and the Litigation Section. He also called attention to the NY

State Bar group's concern about defendant classes. It was agreed to circulate the

present draft even though the Committee has not yetfconsidered. Judge Brazil was

concerned that the Committee might dilute the quality of the response if too much

material is considered at once. Judge Winter thought that no one needed to promise

action at May, but that circulation of Rule 23 could do no harm. It was agreed that the

May agenda would commence with discovery, Rule 11, Rules 54-56-58, and Rule 23

would be discussed if there was time. Judge Bertelsman, on the other hand,

emphasized the need for action on Rule 23.

* ** *1*
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MINUTES OF MEETING, LOS ANGELES, NOVEMBER 22, 1991

Present were Bertelsman (Standing Committee), Brazil,

Carrington (Reporter), Cooper, Keeton (Standing Committee),

Linder, Nordenberg, Phillips, Pointer (Chair), Powers,

Spaniol (AO), Wiggins (FJC), Willging (FJC), Winter, Womack

(ACTL) and unnamed members of the public.

The Committee first briefly discussed the degree of

revision in a rule requiring republication. It was agreed

that revisions that are "between what exists and what is

proposed for comment" could be adopted without further

republication.

It was agreed that further hearings would be conducted

at Atlanta on February 19 and 20, and that the committee

would meet for a fully day on February 21 to review the

hearings and comments.

It was agreed that the spring meeting would be April

13-14 in Washington.

In reviewing the hearing of the previous day, the

Committee discussed-the differences between its proposal and

the present rule of the Central District of California.

Judge Bertelsman argued that the duty to produce the smoking

gun gave rise to most of the difficulties people were having

with vague pleadings. Judge Pointer noted that the reason

for the broader rule was that a narrower disclosure

requirement would merely lead to a broad interrogatory

asking for "smoking guns." Judge Brazil noted that the

purpose was to get core information out early to help with

scheduling orders and settlement.

Judge Stevens expressed his continuing- concern about

the timing of disclosure. The provision for early by one

side was also identified as one not free of possible

difficulty. Judge Brazil suggested this problem could be
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Attention turned to Rule 23. ACTL had raised somequestions, but was essentially favorable to the draft
circulated for informal comment. The problem of defendant
classes was considered; should there be a class where thereis no willing representative?' Judge Brazil noted that thisgave the power to the named party to defeat the class
proceeding at will. Judge Keeton raised the question
whether, it was the party or the counsel who ought to bewilling. ACTL also raised the question whether conditionsshould'be imposed on opting in.

The Reporter presented more generally the problem of'the faithfulness of representatives of plaintiff classesdiscussed in the memorandum circulated to the committee. Itwas tentatively agreed that pre-discovery bidding was toorisky and likely to produce collusion. The secondary formof auctioning the representation was regarded as morefeasible. Judge Winter emphasized the results of JanetAlexander's work showing no correlation between merits andsettlement values as indications that there is a need todiscourage groundless cases and reward bad ones; none of theReporter's proposed remedies did much to discourage bad'cases.' It was agreed that consideration should be given tofurther controls on settlement or on the qualifications ofrepresentatives to deal with the fiduciary problem. JudgePointer noted that opposition to settlement was not rare.He also noted the similarity to motions to transfer a caseto another district, there being a conflict of interest onthe part of the judge. Judge Brazil noted that although thejudge might be willing to be an inquisitor, the complexity
of the case would prevent that. Judge Pointer thought asmell test might be operative. Judge Stevens thought therewere times when one might have suspicions but no basis forpursuing them. Judge Brazil thought that if there is to be& guardian ad litem, 'it would be better to appoint beforethe settlement is achieved. Judge Pointer thought that the
guardian ad litem is sometimes useful, but should not beimposed in every case. Judge Keeton thought that a mastermight'be more useful than a guardian ad litem. Judge Winterasked how any of the alternatives would play out in an AgentOrange situation, typified by weak showing on causation,
where the settlement was either grossly excessive or grosslyinadequate, but we can't tell which. Judge Pointer thoughtthat in the absence of cause, the court might as well give alittle something to all Viet Nam veterans. He urged thatthe powers are available to deal with the problem, butgenerally the court lacks the information on which to actwisely. Judge Brazil thought that if the rule is to berevised, the problem of faithfulness should be addressed.
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Conversation returned to the possible requirement 
of

willingness on the part of a defendant class representative.

After discussion, it was agreed that the matter merited

further consideration.

Judge Pointer called attention to the main purpose 
of

the draft was to eliminate the distinctions in 23(b). 
No

one objected to this aim. The Reporter suggested possible

deletion of the typicality requirement in (a), but it was

thought that the requirement was worth retaining. 
Judge

Keeton cautioned that no changes ought add to the 
burden of

administering the rule. Judge Pointer noted that the

present draft was based on the Uniform Act and the 
draft

prepared by the Litigation Section in 1983. Judge Brazil

asked whether the aim was to increase flexibility. 
Judge

Pointer affirmed that this was the aim.

The possibility of increasing appellate review of 
the

class action determinations was discussed. The Reporter was

directed to call attention of the Appellate Rules 
Reporter

to this proposal. Professor Cooper noted that the proposal

would revive the death-knell or reverse death-knell-

doctrines.

Dean Nordenberg pointed to the relation between 
the

notice requirement and the opt-in feature. It was suggested

that lines 53-66 of the draft should be broken into 
two

sentences. Judge Winter asked about the time limit on

opting out after a settlement.

It was observed that the effect of the reform may 
be to

impose more discretion in the district court. Judge Pointer

emphasized that appellate review should channel discretion

and protect against bad settlements resulting from 
the,

intimidating effect of a class action determination. 
The

Reporter asked whether there should be a findings 
and'

conclusions requirement to provide a basis for the appellate

review contemplated. Judge Brazil asked whether

interlocutory appeal would freeze the lower court

proceeding. Judge Pointer assured the committee that 
it

would not unless the court of appeals so ordered. 
The

suggestion was made that such -issues itight be sent to 
the

transfer panel under Section 1407, but resistance was voiced

to that proposal.

Judge Brazil urged that the present draft be circulated

to scholars and lawyers.

Attention turned to the issue of public access to

discovery material. The Reporter reviewed efforts to amend

Rule 5 regarding the filing requirement for discovery
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Discussion briefly returned to Rule 23 and possiblechanges in the draft to be circulated. It was agreed thatsomething should be added to the draft to evoke comment onthe problem of investigating settlements.

The meeting adjourned at 4:30 PM.

Paul D. Carrington-
Reporter
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DRAFT
November 12-14, 1992

MINUTES

Advisory Committee on Civil Rules

The Advisory Committee on Civil Rules met on November 12, 13,

and 14, 1992, at the Westin Hotel, Denver, Colorado. The meeting

was attended by Judge Sam C. Pointer, Chairman, and committee

members Judge Wayne D. Brazil; Carol J. Hansen Fines, Esq; Chief

Justice Richard W. Holmes; Dennis G. Linder, Esq.; Dean -Mark A.

Nordenberg; and Judge Joseph E. Stevens, Jr. Judge William 0.

Bertelsman, Liaison Member from the Standing Committee on Rules 
of

Practice and Procedure, and Judge Robert E. Keeton, Chairman of 
the

Standing Committee, also attended. Also present were Peter McCabe,

Joseph A. Spaniol, and John K. Rabiej of the Administrative Office

of the United States Courts; Joe Cecil of the Federal Judicial

Center; Ted Hurt of the Department of Justice; Bryan Garner, Esq.,

of LawProse, consultant to the Standing Committee Style

Subcommittee; and Edward H. Cooper, Reporter. Observers included

Tripp Baltz, Alfred W. Cortese, Jr., and Joseph Womack.

The meeting began with a report on the progress of the

recommendations that were submitted by the Advisory Committee 
to

the Standing Committee at its June, 1992, meeting. The Standing

Committee determined to hold Evidence Rule 702 for review by the

reconstituted Advisory Committee on Evidence Rules, and made

changes to Civil Rule 11 and some portions of Civil Rule 26. Civil

Rules 83 and 84 were held back to provide an opportunity to achieve

uniformity in the parallel submissions by several advisory

committees. With these modifications, the recommendations of the

Advisory Committee were submitted to the Judicial Conference. The

Judicial Conference made changes in the Civil Rule 4 provisions

affecting waiver of service by foreign defendants and determined

not to send Civil Rule 56 to the Supreme Court. With these

changes, -the recommendations have been submitted to the Supreme

Court.

Civil Rules 83, 84

Rules 83 and 84 were held back by the Standing Committee at

its June meeting -to seek uniform language for the parallel rules

submitted by different advisory committees.

Rule 84 was discussed first. It was agreed that the draft,

with changes in style to conform to the style system being

developed by the Style Subcommittee of the Standing Committee, was

in proper form for submission to the Standing Committee. The

Chairman and Reporter were authorized to negotiate changes in

language if -appropriate to conform with the versions reported by

other committees.

Discussion of Rule 83 focused first on- subdivision (d).
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Rule 23

The proposal, to revise Rule 23 has received brief
consideration by the Committee over the last year. The proposal
would eliminate the present sharp distinctions between class
actions certified under paragraphs (1), (2), and (3) of Rule 23(b),
bringing these paragraphs' together as considerations to be
evaluated in determining whether to certify a class. This melding
would directly affect the provisions for opting out and for notice
to class members. The opt-out provision would be supplemented by
'a provision' for opting in; the court could determine whether to
_ permit opting out in any forrm-of class action, or whether to limit
the class to those who opt in. Explicit conditions could be
imposed on the opportunity to opttout or in. A common approach to
notice would be taken to all class actions, authorizing
consideration of the expense and difficulties of providing actual
notice and of' the extent of the adverse consequences that might
follow failure to accomplish actual notice. The proposal would
make explicit the power to certify a class limited to one or more
common issues, but would not 'address more directly the question of
class action treatment of mass tort cases. Other changes would
make clear the power to act on motions to dismiss or for summary
judgment before determining whether to certify a class; require
that a class representative be willing to represent the class; and
support the free use of masters to evaluate proposed settlements.
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Minutes, November 12-14, 1992

The current draft is based in large part on a 1986 report 
of

the Ltigation Section of the American 
Bar Association, and follows

the basic format adopted by the National Conference of

Commissioners on Uniform'State Laws. 
One source of encouragement

for revisiting Rule 23 has been provided by the Task Force on

Asbestos Litigation, which found Rule 23 -- as limited by the

Committee Note to the 1966 amendments 
and by current practice --

too narrow in approaching tort litigation. 
Other problems found

with -he current rule include concern that 
the cost of providing

the individual notice now required'in 
Rule 23(b)(3) class actions

can be prohibitive, defeating any opportunity for class relief;

management of civil rights cases under Rule 23'(b)(2) so as to

defeat any opportunity to opt out; 
the effect of Rule 23(b)(1) and

(b) (2, class actions in forcing members of a class to remain as

unwilling plaintiffs; and difficulties, in identifying the proper

role for defendant classes.

:he basic format of the proposed rule 
was supported by several

members of the Committee. The conflation of (b)(1), (2), and (3)

class actions was welcomed.

One question not touched by the 
draft is the need to enforce

the provision for a prompt determination whether to certify a

class. It was agreed that delayed determinations can cause

significant problems in handling a putative class action. 
Thought

will be given to setting a time for a required motion for

certification by a party seeking to 
represent a class.

:he opt-in provision was discussed 
as an important means of

addressing tort class actions and defendant classes. It' was

suggested that in many circumstances 
opt-in classes will be' more

appropriate than opt-out or mandatory 
classes for these settings.

The provisions for establishing conditions 
on opting out or opting

in also were discussed briefly.

:he more flexible notice provisions also were discussed.

These provisions could work in both directions', helping to 'reduce

the :zsts of notice required in actions that' now are certified

under Rule 23(b) (3), but perhaps increasing the costs of 
notice in

actions that'now are certified under 
Rule 23(b)(1)-or (2). 'Costs

would' increase, however, only upon a finding that th'e expense was

justified in light of the potential 
adverse' consequences to class

members who did not get actual notice.

ether aspectsof the proposal were discussed briefly'. "The

proposed reference to representation 
as a-"fiduciary duty" in Rule

23(a -was described as a first attempt to 
emphasize'the nature of

the representation responsibility. The new requirement in Rule

23(a 4) that representative parties be willing 
to represent class

members was suggested in response to the problem of certifying a

defend4ant class with no willing representative. 
It was noted that
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Rule 23. is used in many different settings, and that it isdifficult to define more specific categories of'class actions thatmight support more detailed rules' provisions.

It was agreed that revision of Rule 23 is a complex task thatmust not be rushed to completion. After discussing the costs andbenefits of pushing toward official publication of a draft forpublic comment, 'it was concluded that it would be better to beginwith a reasonably broad -request for informal comment. There ismuch practical experience with administration of Rule 23 that may
be useful in shaping a draft that can' surviveofficial publicationwithout need for substantial revisions that eight require a secondofficial publication. In seeking comm'ents At will be made clear
that the present draft'is tentative; suggestions',will be solicitedas to matters not addressed in the :dr-aft' as well, as those that'are'addressed.' The function of the provisions for opting out andopting in will-be addressed in more detail than t'he draft Committee.
Note provides.,

Respectfully submitted,

Edward H. Cooper, Reporter
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ADVISORY COMMITTE9E ON CIVIL RULES

October 21, 22, ?3, 1993

The'Advisory Committee on Civil Rules met on October 21, 22,
and 23, 1993, at the Park Hyatt'Hotel, San Francisco. The meeting
was attended by Judge Patrick E. Higginbotham, Chair, and Committee
Members Judge Wayne D. Brazil; Judge David S. Doty; Carol J. Hansen
Fines, Esq.; Francis H. Fox, Esq.; Assistant Attorney General Frank
W. Hunger; Mark 0. Kasanin, Esq.; Judge Paul V. Niemeyer; Judge
Anthony J. Scirica; and Phillip A. Wittmann, Esq. Judge Sam C.
Pointer attended as outgoing chair. Judge Alicemarie H. Stotler
and Judge Robert E. Keeton attended as chair and outgoing chair of
'the Standing Committee. Also present were Bryan A. Garner, Esq.,
consultant to the Standing Committee; Peter McCabe, John K. Rabiej,
Mark Shapiro, and Judy Krivit of the Administrative Office; William
Eldridge and John Shapard of the Federal Judicial Center; and
Edward H. Cooper, Reporter. Observers included Robert Campbell,
Esq., and Alfred W. Cortese, Jr., Esq.

Judge Higginbotham led the committee in expressions to Judge
Pointer of thanks and appreciation for his devoted and enormously
productive service as chair.

The minutes of the May, 1993 meeting were approved.

Discussion of legislative consideration of the pending Civil
Rules amendments led to discussion of Civil Justice Reform Act
plans. It will not be long - two years - before a massive effort
will be needed to evaluate experience under local plans. The
lessons learned from this experience may make it possible to
incorporate successful experiments in national rules, restoring a
greater level of uniformity in procedure across the district
courts. It was noted that at the most recent count, 48 CJRA plans
had been filed; 26 of them included disclosure provisions cast in
a variety of forms. Early experience seems to be favorable,
although in the Northern District of California there is some
dissatisfaction with the suspension of discovery until the Rule
26(f) conference.

Facsimile Filing

Under the current form of Civil Rule 5(e), papers may be filed
by facsimile transmission "if permitted by rules of the district
court, provided that the rules are authorized by and consistent
with standards established by the Judicial Conference of the United
States." The amended version of Rule 5(e), now pending in Congress
and slated to become effective on December 1, 1993, embraces
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Rule 23

The Committee began work on Rule 23 in response to a request
from the ad hoc committee on asbestos litigation. The initial
basis for consideration was provided by a model approved by the
Litigation Section of the American Bar Association. (The TIPS
section of the ABA opposed endorsement of this model by the ABA;
the resolution was that the Litigation Section could support the
model, but not as an ABA proposal.) As revised on the basis of
discussions at earlier Committee meetings, a proposed amendment was
taken to the Standing Committee for discussion at the June, 1993
meeting. Because the amendment is complex and likely to become
controversial, the chair of this Committee suggested to the
Standing Committee that the time available for consideration by the
Standing Committee at that meeting was not sufficient to allow full
exploration of the issues raised by the amendment. It also- was
noted that this Committee would have several new members in the
near future, and that it might be desirable to have the benefit of
their consideration before moving toward publication of a proposal
for comment. No action was taken by the Standing Committee, and
the amendment remains on the agenda of this committee.

Discussion began with recognition that the draft amendment
may, in large part, simply describe and validate actual practice
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under the current rule, permitting more express focus on what
really works. At the same time, it gives the judge more power over
notice, opt-out or opt-in choices, and the like. The already
large power of the district court will be expanded. And class
actions may become available in circumstances that do not now
permit certification. Asbestos litigation may serve as an example
of current developments. In one recent massive proceeding,
settlements in excess of $2 billion were reached by classes of
present claimants and future claimants. The parties assert a
"limited fund" class; much turns on resolution in state court
litigation of a dispute involving denial of insurance coverage. If
the insurers prevail, the defendant "will "be gone." The future
claimants are those who have been exposed to asbestos but who have
not filed claims. Certification of a pure "futures class" is
questionable under the presentrule. The amendments will make it
easier to certify future classes.

The framework of present practice shows de facto aggregation
by "commodification" of claims. An illustration was offered of a
small 3-lawyer firm whose 3,000 class clients are nothing but names
in a computer file. The longstanding pressures toward aggregation
may be building to a head, with significant movement in the last
few months. Class action practice is a major part of this
movement, but it must be considered within the setting of potential
changes in underlying substantive and remedial law. Efforts to
achieve greater uniformity in awards for pain and suffering, for
example, could have an obvious impact on administration of
aggregated litigation.

A forerunner of the current draft has been circulated to an ad
hoc list of practicing lawyers and academics, selected primarily
from a list of those who appeared,,at a single day of the hearings
on the proposals that led to the 1993 Civil Rules amendments.
There has not been extensive reaction. There was no apparent
sentiment favoring more dramatic, changes in class action practice.
Academics generally seemed to favor the basic structure of the
proposal. Less enthusiasm was shown by practicing attorneys, both
those commonly representing plaintiffs and - those commonly
representing defendants. A very common, reaction is that lawyers
have learned to live with the present rule, and do not need to
devote ten years to educating themselves and judges in a new rule.
It is common to speculate that any time saved in reducing
litigation over the distinctions-between (b) (1),, (b) (2), and (b) (3)
classes will *be offset by- an equal increase in litigation aimed
directly at the, points now reached indirectly through
categorization. Notice, opt-out, and -opt-in choices are very
important. The increased level of district court discretion,
indeed, may lead to an increase in total litigation addressed to
class action procedure. There also is concern that more flexible
notice provisions will be used to add increased notice costs to
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actions that '_now are (b)(1) or (2) classes, and to provide
inadequate notice inac tions that now are (b)(3) classes. The
provision for opt-in classes is opposed by many who 'fear that it
will allowjudges to defeat.effective use, of, class actions to
enforce disfavored subs.'tantivie principles.. The requirement that a
class:', represent'ative be willing is questioned as an almost-certain
defeat of most',defendant,'cl'ass actions.

It alsowas noted that opposition may come in forms that defy
common stereotypes. Defendants, for .example, may favor
certifica'atioh 'of classes of future claimants as a means of
establishing.,repose., 'Plaintiff class attorneys, on the, other hand,
may oppose,,.such cl'ass'es in the belief that greater recoveries will
be available' after claimsfully mature. The current proposal does
not explicitly address future classes, but is sufficiently flexible
that it seems to permit them.

One possible modification of the proposed amendment was
discussed. . would, be pobssible to add an" eighth factor to
proposed Rule 23(b),, explicitly allowing denial of class
certificationon'the ground that" the costs, of 'administration would
outweigh' the,,,S private _.and' public. 'benefits ,of enforcing the
underlying claim., A ppoint of departure for drafting could be found
in the Uniform.,.Class Action Rule promulgated by the National
Conference of Commissioners on' Uniform, State Laws. It was
'concluded that this addition would' not, be desirable. The
superiority requirement of proposed Rule 23(a)'(5), provides
flexibility to respond to these concerns. A more explicit
provision might lead to denial, of_ class actions in '(b)(l)m
'settings, and would be difficult to restrain by appellate review.

The best means oft pursuing further deliberation were
discussed. The proposal has been with the Committee for some time.
It seems carefully balanced to 'many Committee members. It is
anticipated 'that although the proposal seems balanced and
reasonably conservative' to many Committee members, there will be
more explicit' and hostile reaction when it, is formally published
for comment. It' was agreed that the formal publication and public
comment process should not be initiated by recommendation to the
Standing Committee until the Advisory Committee is confident that
the proposal is desirable. The formal'process should not be used
to launch trial balloons. It is possible 'to begin with a formal
request for public comment on the need to revise Rule 23, as was
done before preparing the proposed 1993 amendment of Rule 11. As
an alternative,' it-is possible to undertake a widespread informal
circulation. Or the proposal could be published with a request for
comment on suggested alternative draft provisions.

The possibility of widespread informal circulation was thought
dangerous by some members because of the risk that it may cause
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positions to crystalize without thought, entrenching opposition
that would be mollified by a more open deliberative process. It
was noted that many lawyers have commented in the past that only a
small fraction of the practicing bar have any generalized
experience with class actions. Most lawyers who have handled class
actions have experience in only one or two substantive fields. The
problems' encountered in class actions, however, seem to be
distinctively different across different substantive fields. It
may be better to focus on processes that will provide, open and
simultaneous expressions from a cross-section of experienced
lawyers.

This discussion led to discussion of the extent to which
changes can be made following publication and public comment
without need for repeating the publication and public comment
process. One argument advanced by opponents of the disclosure
provisions proposed in the 1993 amendments to Rule 26(a)(l) was
that the final proposal was different from the published proposal,
and had not been republished for additional comment. The principle
urged in responding to this argument was that the final proposal
was merely a reduced version of the original proposal, that the
original contained all of the duties included in the final proposal
and more in addition. That principle seems right to the Committee,
but account must be taken of the potential need for republication
in determining whether a proposal is ready 'for'publication.

The discussion of Rule 23 closed with the conclusion that, in
part because there are several new Committee members, the proposed
amendment should be retained on the agenda for further discussion
at the next Committee meeting. It was recognized that the draft
changes the nature of the certification process. The process is
made more open-ended and discretionary by elevation of the
superiority requirement to subdivision (a)(5), transformation of
the subdivision (b) categories into factors that inform the
superiority decision, reduction of the predominance of common
questions test from a prequisite in (b)(3) class actions to a
factor that simply bears on superiority, increased flexibility as
to opting out and opting in, increased flexibility as to notice
requirements, and other changes. These changes will generate
uncertainty during a significant period of learning the new rule.
They will reduce the opportunities for appellate control of
discretionary district court decisions. They may generate more
complexity even in the long run than the certification process
should have to bear.

Additional materials will be supplied to the Committee to
assist preparation for renewed discussion of Rule 23 at the next
meeting.

Respectfully submi~tted,

Edward H. Cooper, Reporter
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February 21. 22. 23. 1994

The Advisory Committee on Civil Rules met on February 21, 22,
and 23, 1994, at The Cloisters, Sea Island, Georgia. The meeting
was attended by Judge Patrick E. Higginbotham, Chair, and Committee
members Judge Wayne D. Brazil; Judge David S. Doty; Carol J. Hansen
Fines, Esq.; Francis H. Fox, Esq.; Chief Justice Richard W. Holmes;
Assistant Attorney General Frank W. Hunger; Mark 0. Kasanin, Esq.;
Judge Paul V. Niemeyer; Professor Thomas D. Rowe; Judge Anthony J.
Scirica; Judge C. Roger Vinson; and Phillip A. Wittmann, Esq.
Judge William 0. Bertelsman attended as liaison member from the
Standing Committee, -and Judges Robert E. Keeton and George C. Pratt
attended as members of the Standing Committee Subcommittee on
Style. Professor Daniel R. Coquillette, Reporter of the Standing
Committee, was present, as were Standing Committee consultants
Joseph F. Spaniol, Jr., Esq., and Bryan A. Garner, Esq., and Peter
McCabe, Esq., and John K. Rabiej, Esq., of the Administrative
Office. Professor Edward H. Cooper was present as reporter.

The sole agenda item was work on the current draft of a
restyled set of Civil Rules, prepared by Judge Sam C. Pointer from
the Style Subcommittee draft.

Before turning to the style project, the schedule for the
April meeting of the Committee was discussed. One of the major
items on the April agenda will be Rule 23; background materials
will be sent out soon. Three experienced lawyers have been invited
to attend the afternoon session on April 28 to discuss the history
of Rule 23 beginning with the 1966 amendments and to discuss its
present effects. John P. Frank, Esq*, Professor Francis E.
McGovern, and Herbert M. Wachtel, Esq. will form a panel. It was
observed that settlements of truly massive tort actions now are
creating private ADR mechanisms - "the market" is pushing to
develop mechanisms that up to now have eluded legislative solution.

Note was made of the October recommendation with respect tooffer-of-judgment legislation, which wag approved by the Standing
Committee in January. The recommendation that the JudicialConference suspend its endorsement of such legislation pendingcompletion of Enabling Act consideration may be on the Conference
discussion calendar in March.

Early experience with the voluntary disclosure provisions ofnew Rule 26(a)(1) was discussed. Judge Brazil has prepared atentative list of variations among districts that have suspended

Respectfully submitted,

Edward H. Cooper, Reporter
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APRIL 28 AND 29, 1994

The Advisory Committee on Civil Rules met on April 28 and 29,
1994, at the Administrative Office of the United States Courts in
Washington, D.C. The meeting was attended by Judge Patrick E.
Higginbotham, Chair, and Committee Members Judge Wayne D. Brazil;
Judge David S. Doty; Carol J. Hansen Fines, Esq.; Francis H. Fox,
Esq.; Assistant Attorney General Frank W. Hunger; Mark 0. Kasanin,
Esq.; Judge Paul V. Niemeyer; Professor Thomas D. Rowe, Jr.; Judge
Anthony J. Scirica; Judge C. Roger Vinson; and Phillip A. Wittmann,
Esq. Edward H. Cooper was present as Reporter. Judge Alicemarie
H. Stotler, attended as Chair of the Committee on Rules of Practice
and Procedure, as did Chief Judge William 0. Bertelsman as Liaison
Member from that Committee and Professor Daniel R. Coquillette as
Reporter of that Committee. Chief Judge Paul Mannes, Chair of the
Advisory Committee on Bankruptcy Rules, and Judge Jane A. Restani,
a member of that Committee, also attended. Parts of the meeting
were attended by Judge 'William W Schwarzer, Joe S. Cecil, John
Shapard, Elizabeth Wiggins, and Thomas E. Willging of the Federal
Judicial Center. Peter G. McCabe, John K. Rabiej, Mark Shapiro,
Judith Krivit, and Joseph F.' Spaniol Jr., were present from the
Administrative Office. Observers included Kenneth J. Sherk, Esq.,
and Alfred W. Cortese, Jr., Esq.

HEARING

The meeting began with a hearing on the proposals to amend
Civil Rules 26, 43, 50, 52, 59, 83, and 84 that were published for
comment on October 15, 1993.

Alfred W. Cortese, Jr., Esq. testified on the Rule 26(c)(3)
proposal, supporting the amendment as a restatement of current good
practice. He provided a history of the public perception that
protective orders may defeat public access to information important
to protect public health and welfare, and of the efforts that have
been made over the past 'five years to enact state legislation in
this area. Some states have adopted statutes or court rules that
increase public access; many have failed to act on similar
proposals. Washington passed a broad statute and then cut it back.
Experience with the Texas rule has shown that it is very difficult
to administer. The standards also are difficult to apply; in
determining whether there is a public hazard, the judge may seem to
be prejudging the merits of the case. He urged that much of the
drive for increased access is based not on a need to inform the
public of important issues - full information is presently
available to protect against any significant hazards - but'on the
desire for publicity. The examples often given of thwarted public
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Rule 23

The discussion of Rule 23 began with a panel of three class-
action experts: John P. Frank, Esq., of the Arizona bar; Professor
Francis E. McGovern, of the University of Alabama School of Law;
and Herbert M. Wachtell, Esq., of the New York bar.

Herbert Wachtell spoke first. He sketched his own background
in class action litigation. His longest experience has been in
securities law litigation, commonly defending. More recently, he
has been involved in an attempt to use Rule 23 to accomplish an
omnibus settlement of a massive asbestos litigation, appearing for
a defendant who desired certification of a plaintiff class. He
also has been co-chair of the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights
Under Law, and exposed to class actions from the civil rights
perspective.

In the securities area, there are abuses and strike suits.
There are unseemly races to the courthouse without investigation in
an effort to be first in line as class counsel. But despite these
problems, and properly administered, Rule 23 can work reasonably
well without changes. Abuses are addressed effectively by means
both procedural and substantive.

Three procedural devices have been particularly effective in
securities class actions. First is rigorous enforcement of Rule
9(b) as to allegations of fraud - the Second and Seventh Circuits
are on the front lines of this development. The Second Circuit
requires allegation of specific facts giving rise to a strong
inference of fraud. The Seventh Circuit effectively requires
pleadings of who, what, when, where, and why. A second procedural
device has been to expand the scope of materials that can be
considered on a Rule 12(b)(6) motion to include materials referred
to on, the face of 'the complaint and public-filed documents. If,
for example, the plaintiff alleges that X,Y, and Z were not
disclosed, the court will consider SEC filings in which X, Y, and
Z were disclosed. Third, there is a developing trend to stay
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discovery if a substantial motion is made under Rule 9(b) or
12(b)(6). A discovery stay is an effective deterrent to strike
suits.

On the substantive side of securities law, the short
limitations period set by the Lampf case and the apparent abolition
of an implied cause of action for aiding and abetting in the Bank
of Denver case have been helpful.

A strong judge sensitive to abuses and willing to take control
can do well with present Rule 23. Rule 23 is needed for
meritorious claims; opt-outs are not really a problem in the
typical securities case. It is, indeed, rare to litigate a class-
action motion on the certification issue itself in a securities
case; it is a foregone conclusion that a class will be certified,
and if the case is settled the defendant wants it to be settled as
a class action.

In mass tort cases, there is a difference between litigating
and settling. Class treatment is much more appropriate for
settling. If the claim is to be litigated, class certification
leaves the plaintiff with no free choice and the defendant with no
real chance to defend.

The recent asbestos experience is unique, or at least more
different than others. The question of liability insurance
coverage is being litigated in California state courts., It is
common ground that if the insurers win, the insured asbestos
producer will be without meaningful resources. The very real
coverage dispute gives the impetus to attempt settlement, and
supports the framework of a no-opt-out "limited funds" class under
Rule 23(b)(1)(B). For the insurers, a no-opt-out class was a sine
qua non of settlement. They were willing to put up $3 billion only
for "total peace." Total peace includes settlement on terms that
preclude any third-party claims, any collateral attack, or any
other exposure to additional liability. An opt-out class would
pave the way for one-way intervention, depending on the apparent
prospects of the California coverage litigation. The plaintiff
class lawyers were not attracted to the no opt-out class. Total
peace probably raised the cost of settlement, but it was worth it.
Questions about the constitutionality of a no-opt-out class were
studied and resolved; the Shutts case does not stand in the way.
The prospect of total peace was further bolstered by supplementing
the (b)(l)(B) class with (b)(1)(A) and (b)(2) classes. The
defendant counterclaimed against the plaintiff class, and other
defendants, to enjoin future claims by plaintiffs and claims-over
by other defendants. The A.H. Robins decision in the Fourth
Circuit supports the result.

Not all mass tort claims are like the asbestos case just
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described, even for purposes of settlement.

As to the proposed amendments, Mr. Wachtell agreed with most
of the written comments submitted by the Association of the Bar of
the City of New York.' Radical overhaul of Rule 23 is not
desirable. The'bench and bar have learned tojlive with Rule 23 as
'it ins now.f Theproposed requirement that a class representative be
willing to represent the c'Ila'ss will do,'away with defendant classes.
Defendant classes are essential to settle mass torts. In corporate
litigation, defendant classes can serve the' function of a "bill of
peace" to'make sure there are no more claims 'out-there. 'It might
be desirable, however, to find some way to compensate the' unwilling
defendant class representative for the additional costs of
defending ofn behalf of a class.

Opt-in classes should not be restored. This device was
abandoned for a reason.

A'provision for interlocutory appeal in the sole discretion of
the court of appeals is a desirable supplement to interlocutory
appeal by certification of the district court and permission of -the
appellate court under 28 U.S.C.S§ 1292(b). The decision on class
certification is, at times, effectively the final decision in the
action. Denial leaves the representatives unable to litigate the
claim,' while grant forces the' defendant to settle.

The suggestion that a modest amendment should be made to
signal the availability of' class actions in mass tort cases'should
be resisted.' Class 'actionl treatment is desirable only for
settlement, not for litigation.

-It would'be good to create a discretionary power to deny opt-
outs in (b)(3) classes,' particularly for settlement.' There-should
'be -a presumption-against opting out~ of (b)(1) and (b)(2) classes,
and in favor of opting' out in (b)(3) classes.

The basic notice scheme should be preserved, but the district
court should be given discretion to reduce the extent of notice
required in (b)(3) class actions.

Professor McGovern spoke next. He noted that over the course
of many years of experience with class actions, often acting as
special 'master, he has experimented with many different ideas.
With accumutl'ating experience, he has become more conservative-about
the answers to class action questions.' Mass torts was his topic
for this day.

One -observation' heard from many experienced class-action
observers is that it' does'not make much difference what Rule 23
-says. Judges'and lawyers are result-oriented and will achieve the
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results they wish without much regard for the fine points of rule

text.

Other observers would say that expansion of Rule 23 tort
claims will put an end to the tort system as we know it. Claims
will become fungible, as so many commodities on an exchange.
Administration will become much like social security disability or
workers compensation proceedings.

;The silicone gel breast implant cases provide a new
experience. Asbestos- is, a '"mature" mass tort with lots of
accumulated knowledge. Breast implant cases are very immature:
perhaps 10 cases have been tried, with results evenly divided
between plaintiff and defendant victories. Most of the fact
patterns have not been tried. We do not know the extent or nature
of common injuries.

The transaction costs of mass tort litigation are huge. In
asbestos litigation, Rand has found that less than 30% of the
indemnity dollar goes to compensate plaintiffs.

of In the breast implant litigation, there are two mandatory
classes, a bankruptcy, a double opt-out class, and an opt-in class.
One defendant has tried a (b),(l)(B) class; clearly its funds are
limited in relation to the claims, and the plaintiffs decided to
negotiate it because of a desire to avoid bankruptcy. This
defendant was not "milked dry." Whether this was proper is not
clear. Another defendant chose the bankruptcy route. Three others
decided to lead the way to settlement on terms that could then be
extended to others. These three want the "double opt-out"
alternative. This desire arises from the immaturity of the thing
- no one knows how many women will claim injuries, nor what the
injuries will be. The first option is to exit the entire system,
up to June 17 - the defendants then can choose to pull out if too
many potential plaintiffs have opted out. The second deadline will
come after a first round of claims have been processed. That
experience will determine whether it is necessary to reduce the
compensation "grid" to adjust awards to the available funds; once
that is done, both the plaintiffs and the defendants will have a
second opportunity to opt out. Foreign claimants can opt out by
June 17, but then must register by Decembeir 1 if they want to stay
in the class: de facto, this becomes Ian opt-in class. Another
defendant will add to the settlement if it can get a (b)(1)(B)
class certified by fall.

All of this activity in the breast implant litigation is
driven by the immaturity of it. The "tail" of the cases is what
gets you in mass torts - those that go on and on. What you need to
do is get closure; even a significant number of opt-outs may leave
it possible to define and deal with the risk of uncertainty they
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represent.

Class action notices have the effect of bringing lots of
claims to court., Without,,a class action, perhaps 10.% to 20% of
legitimate claims ,,will be f "iled. Notice brought in lots of claims
in the-Dalkon Shieldlitigation.' Once $4,000,000 worth ...of notices
are,',sent ,out in ,the- breast implant, litigation, much the same is
likely to happen. But if there are a lot of' opt-outs, the
defendantswill have a real problem, They are taking, big risks
from., fear ,of the alternatives.

Salvation may lie,. not in Rule 23 butin something else.,

Are'class' actions good or bad, for tort claims?, Even ATLA is
deeply divided on,,this. T,,I'here is a, majorb';argument'that plaintiffs'
lawyers are, using Rule 23 to line their own pockets and sell out
victims by ,,sweetheart settlements. The other side isthat firms
who makel,,much.,money representing-the _sickest of the sick are. simply
looking to ,protect their own positions.

John Frank finished the panel presentation. He-began with a,
.hi~sltory ,of present Rule, 23,. noting, that, it is a product of the
,rebirth ofthe civil ru`1les process in 1960., It. also was-<a product
of the ,civil rights moveme t of the 1960s., Subdivision, (b)(2) was
imperative; without it,, the ,committee might not have touched Rule j
,23 at a .1., The changesi were, undertaken at the apogee of ithe Great
Society., The litigatiopn ,explosion had not yet come. lThe mass tort
was wholly outside the rulesmakers' ken.

In.this setting, (b),.(I) was 'made broader than before. (b)(2)
was broadened to ensure effective civil rights'enforcement. And
(b)(3) was broadened in the most radical act ofrulemaking since
the Rule,2 "one form of action",merger of law and equity.

Whether. to' have (b)(3)- at. all was a,, real concern. A
significant fear was that big tort defendants might rig a "patsy"
plaintiff class, beguiling courts, into selling res judicata at a
bargain price. Big business, 'at the time, had little stock of
public-,trust. And,,there was intense sensitivity ,to, individual
rights. James W. Moore gave a, circus fire as an exampleinwhich
a class action would go. againstthe grain of individual control of
individual litigation. Judge -yzanskil, developed the opt-out
mechanism'in a stroke of genius., The opt-out preserved individual
autonomy, at least in the setting of small and manageable cases
that the committee contemplated. It was assumed thatopting out
would represent the;.conscious choice of a person with a meaningful
alternative in an 'individual action. Professor Kaplan, as
reporter,, raised ,-the possiblity of classes involving many
plaintiffs;,Judge Wyzanski was firm on the principle4,that notice
should reach' all class member s, and also believed that the
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impracticability of attempting notice would defeat certification of

classes involving thousands of plaintiffs.

Subsequent history has been a story of expansion and excesses.

The number of Rule 23 filings has ranged from 600 to over 1,000 in

each of the last six years. More than 2,000 are pending as of

1993. The number closed has declined each year since 1988.

There have been Rule 23 successes. The comments from informal

circulation of the pending Rule 23 draft show that many people are
satisfied withthe rule as itis. !Phe most dramatic fact, however,
is that they do not list specific successes. The number of
noteworthy successes praised in the literature issmall. What we

hear is substantially anecdotal. The scholarly work to get beyond
the anecdotal "just isn't there."

The fear that defendants would rig plaintiff classeshas not

materialized. They have not had to. The "take-a-dive" class has

been arranged by plaintiff attorneys who settle out class claims
for liberal fee recovery. As a matter of anecdotal experience,
such things ido indeed exist. Professor;Coffey writes that Rule 23

is uniquely vulnerable tocollusive settlements. The hazard is
increased by the Jeff D. case. Up to then, attorney fees were

separate from settlement; Jeff D. holds they cancome at the same
time. Professor, Kane has, observed, that the court cannot rely on

full adversary presentation ,on fee issues. There, is no clear
analysis available on the'often grotesque relation between return
to lawyers and return to the class.

The value of minimal, recovery for class members is not

established. One response has een "fluid recovery" that does not
directly benefit any individual class member.

In developing Rule 23, class representation was assumed. It

has become a fiction. The representative is simply one anecdotal
example of the claim, a decorative figurehead. All the planning is
done by class counsel.

One major problem is the "race for the gold," the competition
by attorneys to grab the first class claim. The ashes of the fire
- and the bodies - are still, warm when the first suit is filed.

These attorneys are the "parachutists."

A significant part of the pressure to do something about Rule
23 arises from the impulse ,toll have judges take more and more
-control of cases.

The pressure to reduce individual notice faces constitutional
questions.
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There has been frequent departure from the requirement that a
class certification decision be made as soon as practicable. Often
a settlement is arranged -and the request for certification and
approval of the settlement is presented as a package. This gives
class members an opportunity to "peek" before deciding whether to
opt out. 1In turn this leads to efforts to recruit class members to
rival but parallel -acitions, with promises that a different class
action will produce results better than the first proposed
settlement.

These presentations were followed by a period of discussion.

The "first question went to the practical consequences of
collapsing 'subdivisions (b)(1), (2), and (3) into mere factors to 1
be considered in determining whether a class action is superior.
The consequences tie, in part, to the decision to expand discretion
in determining whether-to permit opting out, an issue that itself
has stirred recent litigation. Mr. Wachtell said he would leave
the present structure alone. Combination of the present categories
would just cause uncertainty. But he would give the court the t
right to deny opt-out rights when that is constitutionally
permissible. Professor McGovern expressed similar concerns. The
collapse would create more opportunity to decide whether a
mandatory class is a good idea, a matter that will generate real
concern and real resistance. Mr. Wachtell observed further that
the problem with Rule 23 as a mass tort device is -the huge
oppression' of the defendant even if there is an opt out. In
litigation, as contrasted to settlement,' Rule 23 maximizes the
importance of disparate issues in mass'tort claims. Increased use
for settlement, however, is desirable and should include the power
to deny opt-outs. [The !Shutts 'decision does not speak to the
constitutionality of mandatory classes for federal courts, at least
as to plaintiffs in the United States.

A related observation was that some of the concerns might be
a function of aggregation more than class action certification,
that large numbers of marginal cases can have a real nuisance
potential. Mr. Wachtell responded that yes, there is a force that
makes the merits irrelevant. Professor McGovern noted that he
acted as special master in one litigation with 4,000 consolidated
cases in which the plaintiffs refused class treatment. The cases
settled - and were promptly followed by 26,000 more'related cases.
Mr. Wachtell added that at some point defendants are prepared to
put an end to all claims, meritorious and nonmeritorious, by
settlement. Notice and opportunity to be heard is enough without
allowing opt-outs. There is a real problem of developing a
mechanism to get rid of these mass cases. The rule should not be
more restrictive than-due process limits.

The next question went to the means of drafting a class action
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rule that distinguishes between settlement and litigation of the
class claims. Mr. Wachtell responded that it is not difficult.
The court need certify only on settlement. It is a good thing to
arrange the terms of settlement before, deciding whether to certify.
The decision whether to opt out is better-informed then. All that
needs be 'done to Rule .23 is to add a sentence or two to (b)(3)
authorizing denial of opt-out rights in appropriate cases. The
text of the rule might even'refer to settlement.

Another question was whether the, draft Rule 23 would help
dispose of mass tort actions. Professor McGovern answered that in
large part the proposal simply recognizes what courts are doing
now. At' the same time, some people will read it to make changes.
Mr.'Frank added the committee must bear anenormous responsibility
on this topic. Someway, somehow, we must have a way to dispose of
mass disputes. Rule 23 was not framed, for this. We need to go
back to the very beginning on this issued.r In 'addition, abuses of
Rule 23 are rising. There are hundreds of relatively small class
actions that do impose- burdens "on the Court system, and
considerable burdens.

Mr. Wachtell observed that he had been 'involved in a fair
share of strike suits, and settlements to'get rid of them. It is
his strong'feeling that the cases in which the- attorney gets rich
and the class gets little are based on weak claims. But there are
success stories. The Washington State'powerlitigation counts as
one.

Mr. Frank suggested that'the first question is to identify the
aggregate litigation that needs to be handled on a mass basis.
Then the question-is how will we do it. 'It may be desirable to do
something that will ensure real representation of the class
independent of the lawyers.'' And his "most radical belief" is that
it is desirable to exclude some kinds of mass claims from class-
action treatment - the case should n ot be there at all unless there
are damages of-at least $25 or $50 for each class member. There
should be some kind of system for aggregating mass cases, perhaps
by way of 28 U.S.C. § 1407. The method-should be asnarrow as it
can be.

In response to a question about experience in civil rights
cases, Mr. Frank stated that before 1966, (b) (2) certification was
at times rejected for civil rights cases. Now it works. Mr.
Wachtell added that in many civil rights cases today a defendant
class is needed - as for example nonminrority employees in an
employment discrimination case. He repeated his caution that the
draft Rule 23 'requirement that there be a "willing" class
representative would be a big barrier to this. He also observed
that the need for defendant classes is another reason for amending
Rule 23 to allow-a court to limit the right to opt out.
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Turning again to mass tort cases, Mr. Wachtell repeated his
view that class treatment is appropriate for settlement. Professor
McGovern added that a common-issue trial is an appropriate use for
Rule 23, but there is not enough commonality for other issues. He
also noted that if a liability class had been certified in the
breast implant litigation, it would have made settlement harder.
Mr. Wachtell responded that it is important to consider the
sequence of cases. Litigating mass claims often is an evolutionary
process, with more evidence available after there have been several
'trials. The ordinary sequence is that plaintiffs win some cases
and lose others before things shake out. It would be undesirable
to stake everything on a single and first trial.

The final observation was that at least in, the Eastern
District of Pennsylvania, much has been accomplished without class
certification by voluntary reliance on the first litigation of
issues as settling common matters.

Following the panel discussion, the committee turned to formal
consideration of the pending Rule 23 draft. It began with
recognition that all alternatives remain open. The draft has been
polished to a form that could be sent forward to the Standing
Committee with a recommendation for publication for comment. This
Committee is not committed'to any amendment of Rule 23, on the
other hand,' and could conclude that the time is not yet ripe. And
the alternative of further study, reconsidering matters once-put
aside and perhaps considering new approaches, remains open.

Several forces were seen at work in the present pressures
surrounding Rule 23. Class actions respond to powerful forces,
some of them indirect. Reduction of the barriers to lawyer
advertising has facilitated case solicitation. Substantive law is
in flux in some areas, particularly products liability. Courts
have been willing to accommodate the phenomenon of aggregation that
is not a "dispute" in any traditional sense, but a commodification
of torts. The claimants are treated not as distinct cases but as
fungible units; the process does not change the nature of
individual claims, but there is a drastic change in the
relationship between counsel and "clients" who are, as individuals,
often completely unknown to counsel. The old "equitable" class
actions have long been with us, on the other hand, representing
principles far older than (b) (3) classes. They provide a reservoir
of traditional power that we must not give up. It is a powerful
history.

It is not enough simply to decide to "study" the problem. We
need a more active approach, a program that focuses on aggregation
more generally than Rule 23 categories alone. Scholarship and
empirical research can be brought to bear.
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With this introduction, it was observed that the real choice
is between doing nothing and doing something fairly significant.
Some of the significant possibilities lie beyond the reach of the
Rules Enabling Act process. Multidistrict consolidation, for
example, depends on statute. Admiralty principles - which seem to
work well in a concurso of claims against a fixed fund - involve
matters of substance that can be generalized only by Congress.
There are, on the other hand, routine and successful uses of Rule
23 that should not be upset. Rule 23,abuses seem often to be in
the role of attorneys; perhaps that can be addressed. And perhaps
a set of important structural ideas can be generated. Courts now
are cast in the role of filling a vacuum; the question is what
alternative procedural, structural, or nonjudicial means might
better fill the vacuum.

In the same vein, it was noted that such matters as
jurisdictional limits on diversity class actions must be addressed
by Congress. This, and related matters, have been extensively
considered in the Complex Litigation project of The American Law
Institute.

Another observation was that the draft Rule 23 amendments seem
pretty good at the level of fairly modest detail. On a larger
scale, the ongoing discussion did not seem to show much support for
trial of the truly mass problems. These problems may be better
suited for an administrative approach, as, social security
disability is. The present draft might better be changed to
require that common factors predominate for any class action - this
would eliminate asbestos, lead paint, and like mass injury cases.
Further discussion of the draft suggested that although it may be
true that it describes much of what is happening now, it would
invite more changes in practice. What is happening now, however,
is driven by the strong compulsion to settle, recognizing that
there are risks in resting the settlement classes on the present
rule. It also was suggested that changes in Rule 23 may make sense
even if they are made part of a larger' project to reevaluate
various forms of consolidation and alternatives to'current rules of
jurisdiction and even court structure. At the, same time, it was
noted that rules changes should not be made simply in anticipation
of supporting legislation that had not yet been enacted.

In response to these observations, it was asked whether a new
rule might be created' apart from Rule 23, governing aggregated
cases. Such a rule might be aimed' at means of achieving and
administering settlements, not trials. It was suggested that it
would be strange to build a rule that contemplates the elimination
of trials - that an agency for mass justice would be a better means
of removing the ill-suited burden of administering mass justice
from a court system designed for individual justice. A different
kind of court also was suggested, on the theory that a regular
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judge swept into massive consolidated litigation would not be able
to do anything else.'

In the same vein, it was suggested that the problem is in the
mass tort area. Single-event disasters areIwell-suited to class
treatment. A recent illustration of events that are not well-
suited to class treatment is provided by an attempted class action
on behalf of all cigarette smokers who have'become addicted.

The aggregation problem, it was noted, often begins with the
filing of many individual actions, not class actions. Aggregation
of thoseactions leads to the same problems.

The question of rules designed for settlement arose again. In
the present system there is a fear of trial.' The fear of-trial
causes lawyers, not judges, to arrange the settlement. The clients
want to achieve certainty and repose, to get out from under. If
there is no settlement, some of the cases will go to trial. The
transaction costs, however, are enormous.

These reflections led to discussion of the question whether
the Civil Rules can establish adequate answers to the problems of
aggregating large numbers of related claims.i There is little
organized information on what is happening. The ALI Complex
Litigation project approaches statutory means of consolidation.
The procedural devices to be employed after consolidation are not
explored. The answers may lie with Congress, or perhaps in devices
that require cooperative development involving both Congress and
the, Enabling Act process. One possibility may be creation of a
claims-administration structure that litigants can agree to opt
into.

The concluding portions of this discussion turned to the need
for further information. It was agreed that more must be known
about probable effects before proposing rule changes. An effort
should be made to develop a study that will reveal more of what
Rule 23 does in its present operations. 28 U.S.C. S 331 requires
the Judicial Conference to carry on a continuous study- of the
operation and effect- of the general rules of practice and
procedure. Rule 23 is a suitable subject of such study. A
subcommittee will be formed to undertake development of a research
program, working initially with the Federal Judicial Center.

Respectfully submitted,

Edward H. Cooper, Reporter
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The Advisory Committee on Civil Rules met on October 20 and
21, 1994, at the Westin La Paloma in Tucson, Arizona. The meeting
was attended by Judge Patrick E. Higginbotham, Chair, and Committee
Members Judge David S. Doty, Justice Christine M. Durham, Carol J.
Hansen Fines, Esq., Francis H. Fox, Esq., Assistant Attorney
General Frank W. Hunger, Mark 0. Kasanin, Esq., Judge David F.
Levi, Judge Paul V. Niemeyer, Professor Thomas D. Rowe, Jr., Judge
Anthony J. Scirica, Judge C. Roger Vinson, and Phillip A. Wittmann,
Esq.. Edward H. Cooper-:was present as Reporter. Judge William 0.
Bertelsman attended as Liaison Member from the Standing Committee
on Rules of Practice and Procedure, and Professor Daniel R.
Coquillette attended as Reporter of that Committee. Judge Jane A.
Restani, a member of the Bankruptcy Rules Advisory'Committee,
attended. Thomas E. Willging of the Federa'l Judicial Center was
present. Peter G. McCabe, John R. Rabiej,, and Mark Shapiro
represented the Administrative Office. Observers included Robert
S. Campbell, Jr., Esq., Alfred W. Cortese, Jr.', Esq., John P.
Frank, Esq., Barry McNeil, Esq., and Fred S. Souk, Esq.

The Chairman introduced the new members: of the" Committee,
Justice Durham and Judge Levi.

The Minutes for the April 28 and 29, 1994 meeting were
approved, subject to correction of typographical errors.

Rule 4(m): Suits in Admiralty Act

The Suits in Admiralty Act, 46 U.S.C. S 742, requires that the
libelant "forthwith serve" the libel on the United States Attorney
and the Attorney General of the United States. "Forthwith" has
been read to require service within a'period much shorter than the
120-day period provided for effecting service under Rule 4(m).
'Several courts, moreover, have ruled that Rule 4.(m) does not
supersede the statute because the service requirement is a
condition on the United States' s waiver of sovereign immunity.
Concerns have been expressed that Rule 4(m), in conjunction with
Rule 4(i), has become a trap for the unwary.

The Committee considered this problem at the meeting in April,
1994, and concluded that rather than amend' Rule 4 to provide
warning of an exception for cases governed by S 742, S 742 should
be amended to delete the service requirement. Section 742 was
enacted before the Civil Rules were adopted, and there is no reason
that justifies a distinctive service procedure for actions brought
under the Suits in Admiralty Act. Further discussion reinforced
this conclusion. The Maritime Law Association- has recommended
amendment of S 742 for years. There has not been any indication
that the Department of Justice believes there are special reasons
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Rule 23

Rule 23 was discussed briefly at the beginning of the meeting,
noting that there is nothing on the agenda for action' at this'
meeting. The Federal Judicial Center is just ready' tobegin the
fieldwork in its Rule 23'study. The topic will be,'the, focus of the
agenda Ifor the February, 1995 meeting and an Important part of the
work to bedone in conjunction-with the ensuing meeting in'April.
It'' was recalled that; the current draft, was, sent to the Standing
Committee in June, 1'993, but pulled back because of the press of
other'business,. If ,furtfher information shows that the present rule
is ,'working reasonably, well, perhaps it would be' better to avoid
mdest 'amendments 'Iit'that might', cause more disruption than
improvement. In additionl it has' ,become'clear that we need to
reexamine, Rule 23 in terms more fundamental thanh'those underlying
the current draft. The1 focus o',f concern is on mass torts.

Mass settlement classes are perhaps the most important unknown
factor'. Recnt developments have brought new practices to our
experience, particularly in asbestos and' silicone gel breast
implant litigations. in both, defendants have initiated class
actions in ,an effortL to settle and buy peace. In exploring these
problems, it would be'a mistake to -focus attention on,,approaches
that fall within the'reach of the Rules Enabling Act. If a careful
view of the whole problem suggests that it is'better addressed by
other means, it could 'easily bed a mistake to attempt a "less
satisfactory solution by changing'the rules.'

Respectfully submitted,

Edward H. Cooper, Reporter
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MINUTES

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON CIVIL RULES

FEBRUARY 16 AND 17, 1995

The Advisory Committee on Civil Rules met at the University of
Pennsylvania Law School on February 16 and 17, 1995. The meeting
included many participants who were invited by Professor Stephen B.
Burbank as host, and sponsored by the University of Pennsylvania
Law School. Committee members who attended included Judge Patrick
E. Higginbotham, Chair, and Judge David S. Doty, Carol J. Hansen
Fines, Esq., Francis H. Fox, Esq., Assistant Attorney General Frank
W. Hunger, Mark 0. Kasanin', Esq., Judge David F. Levi,' Judge Paul
V. Niemeyer, Professor Thomas D. Rowe, Jr., Judge Anthony J.
Scirica,, Judge C. Roger Vinson, and Phillip A. Wittmann, Esq.
Edward H. Cooper was present as Reporter. Judge Alicemarie Stotler
attended as chair of the Standing Committee on Rules of -Pratice and
Procedure, as well as Judge William 0. Bertelsman as Liaison Member
from that committee and Professor Daniel R. Coquillette as Reporter
of that committee. Judge Jane A. Restani attended as liaison
representative from the Bankruptcy Rules Advisory Committee. Peter
G. McCabe, John K. Rabiej, Robert P. Deyling, and Mark D. Shapiro
represented the Administrative Office. Judge William W. Schwarzer,
William Eldridge, Thomas E. Willging, Laural L. Hooper, and Robert
J. Niemic attended from the Federal' Judicial Center. Invited
participants present were Judge Edward R. Becker, Daniel Berger,
Esq., Professor Stephen B. Burbank, host, Elizabeth Joan Cabraser,
Esq., Professor Samuel Estreicher, Robert C. Heim, Esq., Phillip D.
Parker, Esq., Judge Lowell A. Reed, Jr., Sol Schreiber, Esq., Henry
Thumann, Esq., Melvyn Weiss, Esq., and Profesor Stephen C. Yeazell.
The observers included Alfred Cortese, Esq., Fred Shoup, Esq., and
Professor A. Leo Levin.

The meeting-began with welcoming remarks by Dean Colin Diver
and Professor Burbank.

Judge Higginbotham introduced the purpose of the meeting as a
continuation of the Committee's efforts to gather information about
the operation of Civil Rule 23 and the possible opportunities for
amending the rule. He noted that the Federal Judicial Center has
undertaken a sophisticated and very much welcome effort to gather
rigorous empirical data, and observed that it also is important to
hear from as many sources of practical experience as possible.
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Judge Higginbotham then turned to an outline of the "Contract

With America" legislative agenda, and described the more direct

ways in which bills growing out of the Contract would - in current

form - affect judicial procedure. H.R. 10, the Common Sense Legal

Reforms Act of 1995, contains many direct procedural provisions,

many of them dealing with topics that are outside the reach of the

Rules Enabling Act process. Title I includes provisions for

"loser-pays" attorney-fee awards in diversity litigation, amendment

of Evidence Rule 702, amendment of Civil Rule 11, and pre-filing

notice requirements for civil litigation, Title II, amending the

securities laws, contains many procedural provisions that have been

studied by a subcommittee as noted below. Senator Heflin has

reintroduced a bill that would require that a majority of the

members of all rulemaking committees be practicing lawyers.

Senator Kohl has again introduced a bill that would require that

all protective discovery orders be based on hearings and findings

relating to impact on public health and safety; it was noted that

the proposed amendment of Civil Rule 26(c) now on the agenda of the

Judicial Conference was framed after careful study of this bill in

an attempt to respond to the underlying concerns in a more

effective manner.

Senator Grassley has introduced a bill that would provide fee-

shifting in diversity cases, and that would enact an offer-of-

judgment statute. The bill is similar to the proposal made- by

Judge Schwarzer that prompted Committee consideration of Rule 68.

The Committee has continued to hold the topic on the agenda; the

Federal Judicial Center has not yet completed its study of actual

practice under present Rule '68. Rule 68 was one of the issues

discussed at an Institute of Judicial Administration meeting in

1993, where among other matters game theory was used to suggest

behavior patterns that are confirmed by trial lawyer diagnoses of

the probable impact of the proposed amendment. In the face of

continuing Congressional concern, it may prove important to move

Rule 68 back to a more central place in Committee deliberations.

Another Senate bill, S. 300, includes another array of

provisions that would substantially affect procedure. Other bills

include provisions designed to control or reduce litigation brought

by prisoners. The rather limited present provisions for requiring

exhaustion of prison remedies would be expanded substantially.
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Professor Rowe commented on the diversity fee-shifting
provision in H.R. 10. As intended, and as apparently drafted, fee-
shifting would apply only if the action were first filed in federal
court, and would not apply if the action were brought to federal
court by removal. In any state that follows the "American Rule,"
the result would be pro-plaintiff: a plaintiff who has any
significant fear of losing can avoid fee-shifting by filing in
state court, while a plaintiff who believes that recovery is
certain can win attorney fees simply by electing to file in federal
court. In response to a question, he noted that apparently the
center of attention has been on individual plaintiff litigation,
not litigation between large business firms that may react quite
differently to the prospect of fee shifting. Some House Committee
members seem concerned about the deterrent- impact of fee shifting
on plaintiffs, but for the moment it is difficult to measure the
extent of this concern. -Fees are not defined as an element of
"costs," so there is no Rule 68 consequence; there is no indication
that the supporters have given any thought to the possibility of
integrating this provision with offer-of-judgment provisions. One
-of the participants observed that the insurance industry is
studying creation of policies to indemnify plaintiffs against fee
liability; it was suggested that since policies that indemnify
defendants have long been accepted, such insurance would not be
found contrary to public policy. Axiother participant suggested
that the bill was designedto deter "frivolous" litigation, and
asked whether there is any understanding of the actual impact of
such a rule on risk-averse litigants, either plaintiffs or
defendants. It was responded that there seems to be some awareness
of the problem, but that again it is difficult to get much sense of
the depth of understanding: It also was asked whether any thought
has been given to requiring attorneys to file periodic statements
as fees accumulate, so each side will know what its exposure is;
the simple answer was "no." It was suggested that the bill may not
be particularly pro-plaintiff - that there are not many "sure-fire"
claims in the world of litigation, nor many plaintiffs so confident
as to believe they have one. Finally, it was pointed out that the
rule has the strange character that it is overwhelming for
plaintiffs who are, although poorly, able to' respond to a fee award
in at least some measure,. while it has no effect against an
impecunious plaintiff who is unable to respond at all. This effect
is often encountered in England.
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Further discussion noted that Rule 11 is specifically targeted

in a number of bills that seek to undo many provisions of the 1993

amendment, although at least most bills seem to preserve the "safe

harbor" provision. Much of the concern with "abusive" litigation

is focused on product-liability actions, arising not so much from

claims that are unfounded under current law as from dissatisfaction
with current law. Since product liability rules also are a tQpic
of close congressional attention, the focus could change. At any

event, it may prove important to begin gathering information about

the actual impact of the 1993 amendments. On an anecdotal level,

we know - or thinkwe know - that the level of "satellite" Rule 11

litigation has dropped dramatically. But it may be responded that

this is because Rule 11 has been gutted, not because there is any

reduction in abusive litigation. One of the most important

questions will be to study the operation of the safe harbor

provision. It is possible that the provision is working well -

that service of Rule 11 motions, before filing has the desired

effect of causing frivolous assertions to be dropped, and might

even prove more effective than the earlier practice because it

encourages cost-free abandonment rather than dig-in defensiveness.
Both the Federal Judicial Center and the American Judicature

Society would like to do studies of the impact of the 1993

amendment if funding can be found. It was suggested that many

grass-roots efforts may be having an impact on frivolous and

abusive practices as well, growing out of recent concerns for

civility in litigation, Civil Justice Reform Act plans, and the

like.

Discussion by the participants suggested a variety of views on

the ways in which the Advisory Committee might respond to

legislative proposals that affect rules of procedure. One view was

that the Committee should not be unduly reserved, that Congress

truly wants neutral advice on troubling policy issues. Even on

this view, the when, where, and how questions remain difficult.

Another suggestion was that other groups, such as the American Bar
Association Litigation Section and the Association of the Bar of

the City of New York, have found it effective to create position

papers that are made available to all participants in the

legislative process. The Committee was reminded that many of these

legislative proposals are - or are closely tied to - substantive
matters that the Committee cannot comment on. The Committee is

limited in its role and what it can say.
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*Thomas Willging then presented a preliminary phase of the
Federal Judicial Center study of class actions, based on analysis
of the class actions in the most recent FJC, "time study." The
study is being conducted chiefly by Willging, Laural Hooper, and
Robert Niemic, with the guidance of William Eldridge.

The first lesson learned in the FJC study was that the
Administrative Office data on class action filings are hopelessly
incomplete. The preliminary report based on analysis of those
findings, presented to the Civil Rules Committee at the meeting inOctober, 1994, has been retracted. This sad lesson was learned
while beginning the intensive study of all class actions terminated
in the Eastern District of Pennsylvania from July 1, 1992 to June30, 1994. They found many class actions that had not been reported
to the Administrative Office: Administrative Office figures showed
38 terminated actions, while an additional 99 were found. These
numbers are conservative counts - if, for example, ten actions were
brought against one defendant, they were counted as one action.
That means that 72% of the filings were missed by the
Administrative Office figures. All prior studies and reports ofRule 23 actions based on Administrative Office figures accordingly
are suspect. And there are no reliable national data on class-action filings. It is difficult to guess at the causes or nature
of the underreporting. One possibility, for example, is that thereis a greater tendency not to report such actions as prisonerfilings that simply include a boilerplate reference to action "onbehalf of all other persons similarly situated.'' TheAdministrative Office recognizes the problem, and efforts are underway to correct the data gathering. Even prompt corrections,
however, will mean that it still will take several years toaccumulata data that can support studies of trends over time.

There was-substantial general discussion of the difficulty ofmaking a complete count of class action activity, even by suchmeans as computer searches of clerk's records for the word "class."Many participants believed that there are class actions,particularly in the "civil rights" fields, that never come-to thesurface.

The Time Study data are quite different. They involve apurely random national sample of all cases filed during selectedbrief periods between November 1987 and January 1990. A total of
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8,320 cases were included; 51 of these were class actions. They

give a "small but clear picture," but there is no way'to know

whether the picture is representative. A few of' the more

interesting aspects of these cases were noted briefly. 24% of the

cases arose' under the securities laws. Civil rights cases -

prisoner, employment, and "other" - together accounted for 36% of

the total. Only 2 of the 51 asserted diversity jurisdiction, a

pattern paralleled in the data gathered in the Northern District 
of

California and the Eastern District of Pennsylvania; the

restrictive jurisdiction doctrines have had the expected impact.

Only half 'of the cases had "class- activity" after the Rule 23

assertions in' the complaint. There were no defendant classes.

There was relatively little debate about which type of class,

(b) (1), (b) (2), or (b) (3), should be certified. Motions under Rule

12(b)'(6) and Rule -56 were frequently made and decided before a

decision whether to certify a class. Cases that were certified had

a much higher rate of in-court settlement. There was a wide range

in the ratio between class recovery and attorney fees; although 
the

data are sparse, there tended to be an inverse relationship between

the amount recovered and the ratio, with fees falling to a smaller

proportion of recovery as recovery increased. Cases filed as class

actions took more judge time, and those certified as class actions

took much more judge time than the "average" civil action.

During discussion,- it was stated that the ongoing study is

noting -whether settlement is announced simultaneously with the

motion for class certification. Identity of counsel also is noted,

to determine whether class actions commonly'are brought by the 
same

repeat counsel, or instead are often brought by counsel'with 
little

class-action experience. One comment was that there is lots- of

litigation over the distinction 'between (b)(1), (2), and (3)

classes in mass torts, even though there is not so much dispute in

other subject-areas. It was observed that in districts with local

rules requiring that a class certification motion be made within 
a

defined time after filing, there is a strong pressure against pre-

certification disposition of Rule 12(b) (6) and 56 motions even

though there is no requirement that there be a prompt ruling once

the certification motion is'made. It also was observed that there

are cases like Exxon Valdez and the Chicago drug antitrust cases

where class actions are tried simultaneously with large-numbers 
of

individual actions.
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Judge Scirica and Professor Rowe then presented the report of
a subcommittee on pending securities litigation legislation. The
subcommittee also included Committee members Doty, Vinson, and
Wittmann. Judge Scirica served as chair, and Professor Rowe as
reporter. From the perspective of the Advisory Committee, the
central question posed by these bills is whether securities
litigation is so unique that it needs special procedural rules,
displacing the authority of the trial judge to work out the best
answer under the more general and flexible authority of current
procedure. The Committee cannot undertake to advise Congress on
the substantive provisions of the bills, and must recognize that
the procedural provisions are closely affected by the substantive
provisions.

The rapid evolution of the legislative process complicates the
task of determining whether the Committee can provide any helpful
advice to Congress on the procedural aspects of the securities
litigation reform bills, and if so how the advice might be
provided. Much of the attention so far has focused on H.R. 10.
Earlier versions of the bill required that class representatives
have specified minimum shareholdings; that has been dropped.
Another approach to reform, primarily substantive, has been to make
it harder to win on the merits - that approach too is evolving, as
shown by initial elimination of recovery for recklessness, followed
by substitution of gradually expanding definitions of recklessness.
The shifting approach to "fraud on the market" theories of
liability provides another substantive illustration. Loser-pays
attorney fee provisions also are undergoing change, gradually
increasing the prospects that a losing party may avoid fee
liability.

One directly procedural approach is to adopt heightened
pleading requirements, demanding very detailed pleading of
scienter, limiting the plaintiff to one amendment of the complaint,
and staying discovery during the pleading stage (subject to
exceptions).

The statement and testimony of Chairman Levitt of the SEC was
praised as a very good identification of abuses and possible
solutions. The central point of the statement is that private
rights of action are essential means of policing the private
securities markets, a vital supplement to SEC enforcement. There
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are a number of specific SEC recommendations that will be seriously

Considered by Congress. One recommendation is that Congress should

ask the Advisory Committee to study Rule' 9(b) pleading standards,

and to address the Circuit split on application of the specificity

standard for pleading fraud. The'SEC strongly favors creation of

safe-harbor' rules for forward-looking statements; liability for

recklessness; and private liability for aiding and abetting

violations. The SEC' also is undertaking to develop a program for

filing amicus curiae briefs on dispositive motions in private

litigation, and also on fee applications.' The SEC likes joint and

several liability on a proportionate basis, but only for cases'of

recklessness rather than actual intent. The SEC endorses

legislative proposals to limit races to the courthouse, and to

prohibit disproportionate recoveries by representative plaintiffs.

It is skeptical' about proposals to increase oversight of class

counsel by guardians or plaintiff steering committees.

Provisions that have disappeared, at least for the moment,

include those'that would include the power to adopt rules governing

court procedure in the SEC's rulemaking authority for safe-harbor

protections,' and provisions for appointing a guardian ad litem'for

a" plaintiff class.' In addition to the specific pleading

provisions, provisions for a plaintiff class steering committee

would establish a unique' and complicated substitute for the

ordinary' class representatives -recognized under Rule 23. The

purpose of the steering committee proposal seems to be to establish

a "real client" for class counsel; because it is difficult to know

how this scheme would work, it is equally difficult to know what

alternative means might be found as a general revision of Rule 23

to accomplish the same ends.

Discussion of the Rule 23 aspects of the securities litigation

bills included a comment on'the practice adopted by some judges of

soliciting bids by'competing firms'to become class counsel. This

procedure was said to add an undesirable layer of complexity to

getting class actions initiated. The next observation was that

there are no problems in class actions in the securities field of

any particular importance. With a'possible exception for'attorney

fees, the institution is not out of order and does not need fixing.

It also was suggested that opt-in classes might prove useful, and

even that a blend of opt-in and'opt-out features might be used in

a single case, relying on opt-out for smaller investors and opt-in
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"for larger investors who might realistically bring independent
actions. -A rejoinder was that institutional investors like thingsas they stand: by failing to become representative parties they canavoid the burdens of discovery, remain in the background, and stillparticipate in the recovery. Again, it was suggested that if someversion of the securities litigation legislation should be adopted,the Advisory Committee should, consider adopting a new Rule 23version in some form that incorporates thelegislative proceduresso as to avoid the confusionthat could arise from attempts tointegrate the statutory procedures with the procedures that stillare governed by the rules.

A quick summary was provided of other procedural provisions inthe securities litigation portion, of H.R. 10, including: disclosure
of settlement terms; security for payment of costs (includingattorney and expert fees) in class actions; the time for seekingattorney fees, set differently than Rule 54(d)(2) (B); discovery
sanctions; a limitation on dismissal or withdrawal that clearlywould affect Rule 41, and might affect such matters as 'the opt-outfeature of Rule 23(b)(3); jury interrogatories on demand as tothescienter of any defendant; and, again, the specific" pleadingrequirements. It was observed that dismissal for failure to meetspecific pleading requirements would be followed by a new action,brought by different counsel, improving on the lessons-learned fromthe first action,-and so on until a plaintiff managed to meet therequirements and go on with the litigation.

In conclusion, it was repeated that the focus of the Committeemust be on what, if anything, can be done in the rulemaking processto respond to the concerns reflected in these legislativeproposals. Congress believes that there are serious proceduralproblems, and it is important for the Committee to seek to learn asmuch as can be about the nature of Congressional concerns and theunderlying realities. Coordinated and sympathetic study andresponse are called for.

Friday morning began with a presentation by Professors Cooperand ,Rowe on the Rule 23 draft that has been developed by theCommittee over the last several years. Much of the discussionexplored the likely workings of the draft if it were adopted in itspresent form, and the assumptions that seem to underlie its-provisions. Several of the participants observed that their own
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experience- reflected the lesson of the FJC analysis of the time

study data - there is seldom much dispute about the choice between

a (b)(l), (2), or (3) class. At times, however, the choice is

vigorously litigated, particularly in the emerging uses of class

actions to manage mass tort claims. The litigation in these cases

may be very much concerned with the impact of the category of the

class chosen on notice requirements and the opportunity to opt out

of the class. This phenomenon, was thought compatible with the

observation that class action practice has matured with respect to

many fields, in which lawyers and courts generally know whether a

class should be certified and what type of class is appropriate,

while practice is less certain in other fields.

It was noted that the distinctions between (b)(1), (2), and

(3) classes need not bedissolved to pursue changes in notice and

opt-out requirements. Specific provisions addressing notice in

(b)(1) and (2) classes can be added, and the demanding provisions

for notice in (b)(3) classes can be tamed,directly. In like

fashion, the lack of any provision for opting out of (b)(1) or (2)

classes, the requirement that members be. allowed to, opt out of

(b) (3) classes, and, the lack of any opt-in alternative, can be

addressed directly. Some participants believed that it is better

to maintain the now "traditional" division among different forms of

classes, in part because the different classes have markedly

different histories and purposes. The (b)(1) class has an ancient

lineage that helps to legitimate class practice in general; (b)(2)

classes reflect the proud civil rights heritage of the 1960's; and

(b) (3) classes represent both the dramatic expansion of remedies

for small claims that could not profitably be pursued in individual

actions and the growing efforts to aggregate claims that are (or

would be) brought in individual actions.

There was some moderate but inconclusive discussion of the

value of opt-in classes. Such classes could address some of the

difficulties encountered with particular forms of class actions,

most obviously defendant classes. They also could be useful in

mass tort cases, not only to assuage concern about individual

control of individual claims but also to obviate concerns about the

inconvenience of litigation in a distant forum and the difficulty

of working through choice-of-law problems. A plaintiff who opts

into a class that is certified to apply a particular body of law in

a particular forum has not been coerced on either score.
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Notice also was discussed. There was some sentiment in favorof -adopting more pointed provisions detailing the content ofnotices. One suggestion was that it might help to draft anillustrative notice to be included in the Appendix of Forms. Noparticularized suggestions as to content were made.

Substantial concern was expressed about the impact of the"willing" representative requirement on class actions. It wasnoted that defendant class actions are useful in suing largeaccounting firms that are organized as partnerships and in suingsecurities underwriters who-are organized in ways that do not allowfor entity treatment. Another illustration of useful defendantclasses is provided by actions involving multiple insurers,commonly involving state law claims. This was one of the settingsin which it was urged that Rule 23 is a model for state practice,and that it is appropriate to consider state uses in consideringamendments. At the same time, it was recognized that the positionof the representative defendant can be very complicated. Defendingon behalf of others carries fiduciary obligations to the class, andforecloses the opportunity to settle freely. Because the stakesare increased, good-faith representation may seem to require aproportional increase in defense effort. Many actions may generateconflicts of interest between the representative defendant andother members of the class, perhaps obvious and perhaps subtle.The attempt to respond to these problems by requiring a willingrepresentative may not be satisfactory, but alternative responseswill require careful thought.

Another portion of the draft Rule 23(a)(4) that drew commentwas-the reference to fiduciary duty. No one doubts that those whoseek to represent a class bear fiduciary duties to the class fromthe moment they assert representative status. This almost casualreference to fiduciary duty, tied only to recognition of the powerto relieve representatives or class counsel from their assignments,does not clarify anything. In part for that very reason, it maycause confusion. Some courts, 'for example, have thought itappropriate in some circumstances to approve a greater recovery forclass representatives than for other class members, reflecting thework (and perhaps risks) undertaken by the representatives onbehalf of the class. There is no reason why a brief reference tofiduciary duty in the text of the rule should of itself change thisresult, but it would provide a text to anchor new, arguments. This
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..revision was held up as a model of the well-intentioned changes

that should notibe undertaken without a better 
focused purpose and

more clearly expressed implementation of that 
purpose.

The focus of the draft amendments on issues classes was

discussed briefly. It was recognized that the changes do no more

than underscore options that are available under the rule as it

stands. And some skepticism was expressed about the 
desirability

of certifying classes for a single issue - resolution of one issue

of liability in a dispersed tort, for example, would simply leave

all remaining issues to be resolved in the ordinary 
course.

This discussion initiated discussion of a topic 
that recurred

repeatedly throughout the day - whether the problems of mass tort

actions are so distinctive that a separate rule should be

developed. One advantage might be the opportunity to address 
the

problem of "futures" claimants that seem to be unique to this

setting, involving people who have been exposed to an injury-

causing agency but who have not yet experienced the injurious

consequences, or do not know of the consequences, or do not even

knowof the exposure. Doubts were raised in response. A specific

mass torts rule may seem so laden with substantive 
overtones as to

raise legitimate doubts about the wisdom of invoking regular

rulemaking procedures., And experience is in a stage so embryonic'

as to provide very little foundation for drafting 
a rule with any

real hope of avoiding dramatic unintended consequences.

The proposal for permissive appeal from orders granting or

denying class certification also was discussed. 
Many participants

believed that the opportunity for appeal, controlled in the

discretion of the court of appeals, is highly desirable. The

decision on class certification can have overwhelming 
importance.

A defendant may feel forced to settle by certification, while a

plaintiff may feel forced to abandon the claim by denial of

certification. Some, on the other hand, expressed doubts. It was

suggested that defendants resist certification only when they

believe they are liable; they should not be given the opportunity

to prolong the litigation and add to the plaintiff's burdens 
by

appealing a certification order.

The next part of the program was a panel discussion 
led by

Judge Schwarzer as to settlement classes, Judge Reed as to,
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"futures" classes, and Judge Becker as to mandatory classes.

Addressing settlement classes, Judge Schwarzer began with the
observation that settlement classes seem susceptible to abuse, and
certainly have given rise to perceptions of abuse. At the same
time,, there is no careful empirical evidence on these problems.

A settlement class 'is one in which class certification is
addressed as part and parcel of a settlement: certification is
sought at the same time as the parties announce their settlement
and seek approval of it through the class action procedure. This
phenomenon is developing in mass tort cases. It does not seem
likely that those who drafted current Rule 23 ever thought of this.
To the contrary, they most likely expected that class definition
and notice would be determined by adversary contest, providing
information to the court and protecting the interests of class
members. In the settlement class, the judge stands alone,
dependent for information on one-time adversaries who have joined
in a nonadversary request. The judge still is obliged both to
decide on class certification and, if certification is granted, on
approval of the settlement. How can the judge properly discharge
these responsibilities?

This introduction was followed by a list of questions
addressed to settlement classes: (1) Should settlement classes be
allowed at all? They do have value, but is it enough, on balance,
to legitimate the device? (2) If settlement classes are permitted,
should Rule 23 be amended to address related problems? The only
opportunity the judge has to address the requirements of
subdivisions (a), (b), and (c) is provided by the subdivision (e)
proceeding for approval of the settlement. How is the judge to get
behind the parties' agreement on these issues? (3) So, is it clear
that Rule 23(e) should require compliance with (a) and (b) for
settlement classes, and provide notice under (c)? What is the
burden, what 'the benefit? (4) If Rule 23 is not adequate, how
should it be changed? There are no standards for approval in (e).
Appellate decisions discuss factors to be considered, but it does
not seem likely that they constitute a comprehensive, guiding body
of law. Matters to be considered if amendment is undertaken
include: [A] Revision should be trans-substantive, not only for
mass torts; the fundamental issues likely are the same across all
categories of actions. [B] Changes should be neutral, not
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targeting any-substantive ethical rules and principles. IC]

Metho'ds' sh'ould be devised to ensure that the judge gets-adequate
information, it would be 'a start to require findings. [D] So too,

methods should be devised to ensure that the judge can consider all
affected interests. (5) If procedures can be devised to protect

all interests, can a settlement'class be made mandatory,' to ensure
a global' settlement? Substantial opt-outs weaken the purpose.

Under the present rule, availability of a mandatory class turns on

(b) (1) and an assessment of the assets of the defendant as a

potentially '"limited fund "in'relation tothe claims; this may be
upside down' of a'more des!irable system that'seeks to preserve the

defendant as 'an ongoing, contributing social institution.

Judge Reed then addressed futures classes, again seeking to
raise questions rather than' provide answers. He invited

consideration of his opinion at 157 F.R:D'.'246 as one illustration
of 'the probblems and tentative solutions. A "futures class"
involves persons who hae' been exposed'to a product or'property,
who have not or'may-not have manifested disability or actual loss,

but are'aware 'f a' potential for injury. They do not get anything
on settlement, but remain eligiblie 'for relief in the future. It is

very difficult 'to define such' a "late-maturing class" for
certification. Indeed, the class may include fact dilemmas beyond
the person who knows of exposure but 'does not know 'of injury -
there 'are those who may have forgotten about -exposure, or may not
even know of exposure.i

Futures classes pose difficult questions of standing and "case

or controversy" requirements. Is there an "injury-in-fact" simply
because of exposure? Judge Reed said'yeb, but the answer may be
shaped by the'mature science relating to asbestos:

Due process notice questions also are difficult. Notice is
critical to the-opportunity to opt 'out under Rule 23(c)(2),'and the
opportunity to opt out is 'critical to an assertion of nationwide
personal'jurisdiction. See 1993 Westlaw 472812' (October 28). The
Manual for Complex Liti-gation'talks about-'the rule'that you do not
have to have actual notice. Opportunities for' direct and
collateral attack are based on notice. The notice must say in bold
that the persons addressed are in the class, even if not sick. And
it must list the-benefits -from being in the class.
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There are ethical issues facing counsel who represent both
present and futures classes: do they need separate counsel? What
can the court do about this question when a settlement is
presented?

Resolution of futures claims commonly requires a structure for
monitoring the class members and for assertion of claims as they
mature. These must be communicated to the class.

Attention must be given to- notifying the class so that
objectors can become informed and make their views known. It is
necessary to address such questions as the right of objectors to
intervene or demand discovery.

Judge Becker addressed mandatory classes. They are classes
not certified under (b)(3). The mandatory classes come with a lot
of baggage, of legal background. There are not many problems with
(b) (1) (A) or (b) (2) classes. The problem arises from (b) (1) (B)
limited fund classes. If there is a truly limited fund, class
treatment again makes sense. "Punitive damages overkill" arising
from multiple demands for punitive damages in independent actions
is a particular problem. There may be a due process violation at
some point in a sequence of multiple punitive awards; a mandatory
class seems a good resolution. Of course this becomes involved
with the substantive law. It worked in Agent Orange in the Second
Circuit, but was denied in the Skywalk litigation in the Eighth
Circuit and Dalkon Shield litigation in the Ninth Circuit.

The decision in Phillips Petroleum v. Shutts may be a problem,
perhaps implying that mandatory classes may violate due process, or
at least may violate due process unless there is consent or contact
with the forum. The rationale of the Shutts decision must be
determined: is it that plaintiffs must retain some control of
litigation that disposes of their claims? The "Ticor" case in the
Third Circuit involved certification under (b)(1) and (2); later
litigation was allowed to proceed on the theory that there were
substantial damage claims, giving a right to opt out. The Supreme
Court managed to avoid decision of these issues when they came up
by way of the Ninth Circuit.

The policy issues surrounding mandatory classes include: (1)
efficiency - this is cheaper than processing multiple individual
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actions. (2) Fairness-- it may be cheap, but is it fair? How far

do-es Lfairness depend on the distance of the forum from class

members? (3) Autonomy, individual control of litigation affecting

individual claims, is important. Is a lawsuit the business of the

parties, "or the public? (4) Federalism - particularly, what should

be made of state class actions, if claimants are allowed to opt out

of any federal class?

One approach would be to make (b)(3) classes mandatory, across

the board or in some measure. Another would be to discard any

bright-line rule based on the nature of the'class, and 'allow a

flexible approach in which opting out may be allowed - or denied -

in any form of class; the draft Rule 23 already prepared' by the

Committee illustrates this approach. A decision must be made

whether to "push the edge of the envelope" in the mass tort area,

where we trench on substantive law and constitutional issues. 
And,

at the very beginning, it must be determined whether it is worth

undertaking any -revision of Rule '23 when it is not possible to

frame'firm answers'to many of the important questions.

Discussion of the panel's questions ensued. - The first

question raised was whether there should be a specific provision,

perhaps in Rule 23(e),"for settlement classes. Judge Schwarzer

responded that the rules should be trans-substantive. Mass torts

should-not be" specifically addressed. The idea 'of a settlement

class may be contrary to Rule 23, which contemplates adversary

presentation on the issues of certification, notice,' and opting

out. Perhaps subdivision (e) could be restructured to illustrate

the matters the' court should consider when 'confronted with a

proposed ciass and class settlement.

It was observed that there is a large body of case law on

approving 'settlement that courts know and follow. And it was

responded that the findings made through these procedures cannot be

treated -with great' seriousness. The rejoinder was made that

defendants-are not interested in unsupported findings that

subdivision (a) and (b) requirements have been met, leaving them

without protection against future litigation. When defendants

contest class definition, they seek a narrow class to reduce the

scope and expense of the litigation; but when they get to

settlement, they want a broad class to protect against future

litigation. This participant tells'class representatives at the
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beginning that they will be stuck with the litigated class
definition - that he will not undertake to settle for a broader
class.

It was asked how. the rule can be structured so there is a true
case-or-controversy on the Rule 23(e) presentation? What will
work, as a practical matter? If the rule cannot make it happen, it
can create a process. It is not uncommon to have a case filed with
settlement and class certification presented at the same time. As
a matter of economic - reality, these are defendant-driven
settlements. Defendants want global settlement and mandatory
classes, but do not want to set up a class action framework that
will invite claims until they know the claims can be settled. All
parties are-under enormous pressures tolsettle - emanating in part
from the court. Defendants must have, total peace.

Another participant praised Judge Schwarzer's presentation.
It is troubling that lawyers for present claimants also represented
the futures class in the Georgine settlement. Judge Weinstein has
twice appointed separate counsel for future claimants. Maybe there
should be opt-out rights too. No one knows who these future
-claimants are, how many they are, what their injuries will be:
present victim counsel will try to get the most that can be got for
the present victim clients. The independent representation theme
was echoed by another participant, who suggested that it might be
helpful to provide in Rule 23,- for independent counsel for
subclasses.

In similar vein, it was stated that there is an adequacy of
representation problem. Class counsel is trying to resolve too
many claims; the court should appoint counsel for at least one
subclass to decide "whether the pot is big enough, and whether it
is being divided fairly." It is important to distinguish between
creating the fund and dividing it. Rule 23(e) should not be
drafted in a way that interferes with this. And it would be good
to put the fund immediately under the control of the plaintiff
class or subclasses, so that they can reap the earnings while
division is being accomplished.

It was suggested by another participant that the key lies in
defining what the judicial role is: a rule cannot specify on a
trans-substantive basis what must be considered. Most settlements
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occur after there has been some adversary contest on such matters

as class certification. An enumeration of factors in Rule 23(e)
would help; most circuits have enumerated such factors. The Manual
for Complex Litigation is- a big help, specifying a process that
begins with preliminary approval, and so on. This process seems to
be universally used, even though it is not in Rule 23. In a
related vein, it was observed that Rule 23 should not itself spell

out a formalized settlement administration procedure - that the
expense and delay would be overwhelming. Another observation was
that the sophistication of the trial judge is an important factor
in ensuring sound results.

Still another stated that the level of scrutiny of a

settlement class varied markedly depending on whether there has
been a prior contested certification: if so, there is a framework.
If not, there is more scrutiny of the issues.

One of the judges suggested that it should be made clear in
Rule 23" that if the certification question first arises at
settlement, the lawyers must show the factors that support
certification. And a practitioner reverted to the earlier theme in
response: there is a change in behavior upon settlement, which
deprives the court of the information sources it needs.

It was asked whether interpleader might be used once a fund is
set. One reply was that interpleader might be turned into a claims
resolution facility of some value. Another was that Rules 22, 23,
and 24 work well together. Again, the Complex Litigation Manual
shows how they interlock. Rule 22 has been used by insurers for
bankrupt clients; Rule 24 has been used for intervention by a
class. It is always possible to comply with the forms.

Another participant noted surprise at the concern expressed
about supervision of settlement - in his experience, there is a lot
of effective supervision.

The possibility of using special masters to participate in the
process of approving settlements was raised, drawing from the
Committee's current Rule 23 draft. One participant noted that he
had played a master-like role in evaluating confidential
information and making recommendations that did not reveal the
information to the judge. The possibility of more active
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investigation on behalf of the court was noted, but not pursued.
It was suggested that the need to provide representation for the
unrepresented is greater than, the need to have the courtsubstitute
in some more open-ended and not adversarial role.

Then it was suggested that it is premature to deal with these
settlement questions in Rule 23, that settlement classes should be
dealt with in the Manual for Complex Litigation. Recent asbestos
settlement classes involved negotiated prefiling settlements that
worked because all the lawyers involved were very experienced and
had large portfolios of cases. There seemed to be no real
conflicts of interest. The lawyers feared that if they filed
first, an activist judge would have forced them to be recalcitrant
or to be bound in a shotgun marriage. F They need to know the
settlement terms with certainty before they can approach class
certification and actual settlement. The problem of future classes
is at times referred to as "unk-unks"': unknown numbers of claimants
who will have claims of unknown size. Severity of injury commonly
covers a wide range, from mildly irritating symptoms to death. The
uncertainty is extreme. Both plaintiffs and defendants are
frightened by the prospect of- bankruptcy as an alternative claims-
administration-system. The plaintiff- lawyers in these asbestos
futures settlements were the best lawyers in the country on the
subject; they knew and cared about what they were doing. The
framework of settlement is shaped by the reality of the transaction
costs encountered in past methods of resolving asbestos claims.
Historically, $1 has been spent on defense for'every $1 paid to
claimants; the result is that claimants, after paying their own
lawyers, ^have received one-third of the money devoted to the
litigation. It is in the defense interesttto maintain this ratio
if they cannot achieve global settlement. These vast wasted costs
make it desirable to attempt a different resolution, to run the
risks involved in establishing private diagnostic systems,
monitoring, and claims processing facilities. The inability to
predict which person will suffer which consequences of what
severity forces this mode. But it is probably impossible to
attempt to generalize in a rule about the circumstances that make
this possible and desirable.

A provisional summary of the issues raised for the Committee
by this discussion was then attempted: The Manual for Complex
Litigation must be considered as a supplemental device, an
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alternative to amending Rule 23. That does not answer all of the
questions whether Rule 23 should be changed in some ways, or
whether other rules should. Congressional remedies may not be
possible, aswdemonstrated by the asbestos experience.

Whether Rule 23 changes are needed at all remains uncertain.
The mass tort phenomenon seems to be driving the process. If that
is so, it must be asked whether asbestos and breast implant
litigation are an isolated phenomenon - and perhaps, when more is
known, may be quite different from each other. The breast implant
defendants are haunted by what happened in asbestos, perhaps
failing to see the fundamental differences. In the implant
litigation there is, a definable universe of claimants. The
manufacture of implants is a discrete event, occurring over a
relatively few years. Traditional Rule 23 approaches can work
better here than in asbestos. So is all of this discussion an
attempt to design a system for asbestos? And isn't that foolish,
in part because too late? The science of asbestos is relatively
mature, particularly in comparison to the science as to silicone
gel breast implants. And there has been ample experience with' the
ways in which asbestos cases actually try out; there is much more
limited experience with actual trial of breast implant cases.

Taking a broader perspective, it can be said that what is
happening in mass cases is not-that courts have been finding a way
to resolve cases. Instead, the effort to find ways to resolve vast
numbers of related cases has developed a procedure that produces a
mass courts are not equipped to handle. The result is a mass, not
a case. The parties, driven by self-interest, then create a claims
processing facility that resembles legislatively created
administrative systems. Even as administrative and executive
claims agencies seem to be moving ever closer to judicial models,
these arrangements move courts away from judicial procedure and
toward an administrative role foreign to their history, tradition,
and special attributes. "The circle closes."

It was asked whether a blanket prohibition on punitive damages
would help process these cases. An answer was offered that it
might make things worse, creating an incentive to litigate
causation in each individual case.

More open-ended discussion raised a variety of additional
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issues. One was whether a choice-of-law statute might help; it wasobserved that in the school asbestos litigation, the Third Circuitfound that the law of most states was quite similar. Another waswhether Congress might be able to dispense with jury trial in favorof an alternative system of administration: what form might theadministration take? One system might be to pick up on the formsbeing developed by settlements - to establish defendant-fundedsystems that allow individual future claims to mature, resolvequestions of actual injury, identify the products that causedinjury, and provide compensation according to a grid. Thesespeculations were cut short by the suggestion that reliance onaction by Congress is a long-shot. The rulemaking process musttend to its own responsibilities on the assumption that Congresswill not act.

It was suggested that a court can certify a class sua spontefor purposes of case management, appoint masters to design a claimsfacility, and so on. If defendants perceive a crisis is in themaking, they can anticipate this.

It was observed that the in terrorem effect of aggregatingmarginal cases may be unfair. Perhaps aggregation should not beallowed until litigation arising from a particular source ofmultiple injuries has matured. When it seems clear that there arelarge numbers of well-founded claims, aggregation may becomeappropriate. Another participant seconded this observation withthe wry comment that some lawyers believe that aggregation dealswith claims of de minimis strength and value. Yet another found ithorrid to force people into consolidated proceedings, forcingsettlement.

The discussion turned to substantive issues with the note thatCongress has never addressed the aggregation of small claims, andmay address the perceived problems of aggregation - includingaggregation of large individual claims - by addressing substantivelaw more than procedure. Current interest in federal productsliability legislation is an indication of this possibility. But ifsubstantive law is the problem, it was asked, why should therulemaking committees write procedural rules to address theproblem?

The American Law Institute Complex Litigation project was
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noted next. It focuses on bringing litigation into one court, 
and

seems to assume that federal courts'will inherit 
most of the work,

and will 'be able to" do it well. This may be an overly sanguine

assumption;,most lawyers and courts may not be 
up to the task. In

response, it was asked what is the measure of comparison? If we

look to state courts, the view is mixed. Many states are reluctant

to consolidate multiple'actions even on a county-by-county 
basis.

And if settlement "is thought so horrid, we must 'ask whether the

courts are ready to try them as an alternative. 
Settlement is a

contract. Settlement can work, despite questions about fairness.

Consolidation can be viewed as a default rule 
reserved for cases

that fail to settle, admitting that case-by-case trial is the

nominal mode but recognizing that it i's not possible.

Careful consolidation was supported as a device that can

accomplish a lot. Courts can develop ways to try cases by samples

so carefully selected that parties will go along. Additional

incentives can be offered to join, as accelerated trials and the

promise of reduced discovery burdens. It may be that plaintiffs

will be' willing to waive punitive damages for other advantages -

the parties agree not as settlement of the claims but as

establishing a procedural framework for resolving 
the claims. The

"Ahearn" settlement, before turning to the futures class, 
resolved

more than 50,000 cases and present claims pending 
in many different

courts; this sort of result can be achieved even without

consolidation. It was defendants who set all of this in motion.

In the early days of the Bendectin litigation, 
after an approved

settlement -was reversed; trial was consolidated on a basis that was

mandatory for the Ohio cases but optional for all others; the

finding of no causation effectively resolved many cases. A

response was that there is a big risk in having a consolidated

trial', just-as in having a class trial, before the science is

mature. (And, after all these years, there still may be some

question whether Bendectin will be found a teratogen.)

The other side of consolidation is that plaintiffs 
may find it

forces trial, by leading defendants not to settle. 
And at the same

time, it may build up expectations of those who have marginal

claims or no claim at all. Trial level percolation has a value; a

few' trials make people realistic, and should occur before

consolidation is undertaken. Massive repetition of massive

discovery need not be a problem, even without consolidation; after
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the first few cases have unearthed all of the unearthable liability
information, it can be shared - protective orders should not be a
problem. (The pending Rule 26(c) amendments would make doubly
certain of this.)

But there is a lot of pressure on all parties to, settle.
Perhaps the Manual on Complex Litigation should teach judges to
provide lawyers the means to reach agreement before mass
consolidation occurs.

Consolidation and class actions were described as "apples and
oranges"; consolidation is not the same as class certification.
The Cimeno litigation had the consent of the parties to
consolidate.

The final portion of the meeting was devotedto brief summary
reactions from the invited participants who had been able to remain
to the very end.

Professor Yeazell said that Rule 23 should be revised. Notice
should be "delinked" from the (b) (1), (2), and (3) classifications.
It is far better that revisions be made by the Advisory Committee
and the rest of the Enabling Act process, not by Congress.

Mr. Berger expressed equivocal feelings about amending Rule
23. Amendments might make the rule worse, not better. If any
changes are made, they should be incremental. The only hope for
achieving a rational product is to follow the Enabling Act
procedure. Attention should focus on areas where law and practice
are not yet well settled. Courts could use guidance in such
emerging areas as toxic torts. It is unclear whether (b)(1) needs
attention. (b) (2) is being used in mass torts for compensatory
relief. (b)(3) has no workable definition of predominance. The
Committee Notes should not be cryptic; they should be designed to
help bench and bar. Policies should be stated, recognizing
counterpolicies. The chief policy of Rule 23 is accomplishing
effective relief.

Ms. Cabraser believes that Rule 23 should be amended. The
draft of Rule 23(a) is good, apart from the requirement that a
class representative be "willing." The draft is benign in clearly
setting out the purpose of Rule 23 and the changes. The only part
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of the draft that is not helpful is the provision for permissive
appeals in subdivision (f). Subdivision, (e) would be much improved
by incorporatingguidelines based onJudge Schwarzer's suggestions.
Theuse of masters or magistrate judges acting as masters could be
.iiproved by using the master before the settlement proposal is made
.to the courtfor approval. Involvement of a master in helping the
parties formulate, the proposal could be, one of the factors
considered in,,evaluating the ,settlement; once a .proposal comes to
the point of submission for approval, it is too difficult-to make
changes in the proposal. The coverage of settlement approval
procedures in the Manual for Complexi Litigation should be
expanded, or perhaps a separate manual could be prepared for this
topic.

Professor Hazard advised that the significance of the (b)(1),
(2) and (3) categories should be reduced, but in a way that
preserves the old learning. Topics that deserve attention include
notice, opt-out, defendant classes, and predominance. There may
not be much more.that can be said about predominance, although it
may be possible to mark the distinctive nature of claims that
cannot economically stand alone. - such claims should almost
automatically be certifiable. Adequacy of representation is more
important than the adequacy of the formal representative. Remember
that the representatives of the income and principal beneficiaries
in the Mullane case were not members of either class, but strangers
appointed to represent their interests.

Mr. Heim suggested that some changes ,in Rule 23 would be
desirable to restore adversarial balance, and reduce implicit
economic terrorism. Rule 12v,(b)(6) and 5,6,motions should precede
certification, reducing the force for prompt certification. Draft
Rule 23(f) strikes the right balance on appeal rights. The
opportunity to appeal grant or denial of class certification may
impede pressure for settlement, but that is a good thing. Rule
23(c)-(2) notice provisions can easily be improved. "Settlement
classes" may deserve special treatment, if- there has not -been
earlier consideration of certification.

Judge Becker advised that draft Rule 23(f), creating a
permissive appeal opportunity, is good. Early Rule 12(b)(6) and 56
motions are good. Some actions have, class allegations as mere
throw-aways; this should not be enough to invoke all of Rule 26(e).
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,The draft Rule 23 cleans up a lot of things; much of it is good.
Perhaps the dual requirements of typicality and commonality should
be abandoned - the requirement of typicality adds little to the
requirement of commonality. More has to be done on notice. There
-should be some better provision to care for the class member who
does not get notice of the need to file an individual claim, to
participate in a recovery; the most workable procedure may be to
impose an obligation on class counsel to make inquiries -when a
known significant claimant fails to file a claim.

Judge Reed expressed approval of Judge Schwarzer's criteria
for approving settlement. He is very much concerned about the
settlement class, which increases ethical burdens on lawyers. The
draft Rule 23(f) appeal provision is a good idea, but care must be
taken to be sure that it is appropriately limited.

Judge Schwarzer advised that expectations for improving Rule
23 should be set at a reasonably low level. The'real problem of
mass torts is, federalism: federal proposals do not reach state
courts. It is not clear that there is any pressing need-to-amend
Rule 23, although the draft is elegant. There is some argument -for
amending subdivision (e). He would drop the 23 (f) appeal proposal;
entry of final judgments under Rule 54(b) and permissive
interlocutory appeals seem ' adequate' to bring important
certification questions to the courts of appeals. Committee notes
can provide a lot of guidance.

Mr. Weiss stated that Rule 23 is resilient, and grows to meet
new social needs. It is still growing. Any significant change
will stir up years of uncertainty and doubt. The Committee should
wait ten years, and then revisit the questions of mass torts.

Mr. Schreiber likes Judge Schwarzer's Rule 23(e) suggestions.
He observed that some problems arise when the Judicial Panel on
Multidistrict Litigation sends complex toxic tort cases to tyro
judges - although there is an understandable need to increase, the
pool of judges experienced in handling complex consolidated
proceedings, it may be wise to arrange the growth of experience in
more sensible stages. Some of the more practical problems that
should be considered include the need for multiple counsel to
represent subclasses or class members with conflicting interests;
the practice of "claims made" settlement funds; calculation of
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counsel fees, whether by lodestar or fraction of the amount

recovered for the class; and mass torts - including the question of

relying on statistical projection to resolve individual damages

issues, as Judge Real has just' done in- a case involving 10,000

claimants.

Mr. Thumann urged that at most minor amendments should be made

to Rule 23. The Committee draft improves the language of the rule,

but does not make any significant change. Why bother? The change

he would most favor would be adoption of the draft Rule'23(f)

appeal procedure, which provides an opportunity to get out from the

in terrorem effect of an improvidently certified class.

These summaries left almost no time for comment. It was

suggested that eliminating the typicality requirement might not

cause much loss, but also noted that Rule 23 has emerged from a

long background of interest-group litigation.

Respectfully submitted,

Edward H. Cooper, Reporter
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MINUTES'

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON CIVIL RULES

APRIL 20, 1995

The Advisory Committee on Civil Rules met on April 20, 1995,
at New York University School of Law. The meeting was, held in
conjunction with the April 21 and 22 Research Conference on Class
Actions and Related Issues in Complex Litigation, held by the
Institute of Judicial Administration at New York University School
of Law. Members of the Advisory Committee also attended the
Conference. The Advisory Committee meeting was attended by Judge
Patrick E. Higginbotham, Chair, and Committee Members Judge David
S. Doty, Justice Christine M. Durham, Francis H. Fox, Esq.,
Assistant Attorney'Gene'ral Frank W. Hunger, Mark 0. Kasanin, Esq.,
Judge Paul V. Niemeyer, Professor Thomas D. Rowe, Jr., Judge
Anthony J. Scirica, and Judge C. Roger Vinson,. Edward H. Cooper
was present as Reporter. Judge Alicemarie H. Stotler attended as
Chair of the Standing Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure,
and Professor Daniel R. Coquillette attended as Reporter of that
Committee. Judge Jane A. Restani attended as liaison representative
from the Bankruptcy Rules Advisory Committee. John K. Rabiej and
Mark D. Shapiro represented the Administrative Office. Thomas E.
Willging represented the Federal Judicial Center. Observers
included Professor Linda Silberman and Professor Samuel Estreicher,
Robert S. Campbell, Jr., Esq., Alfred W. Cortese, Jr., Esq., Fred
S. Souk, Esq., Laura S. Unger, Esq., and H. Thomas Wells, Jr., Esq.

Professor Silberman welcomed the Committee to the NYU School
of Law and to the Conference; the welcome was later repeated by
Professor Estreicher.

The Committee approved the draft Minutes for the meetings of
October 20 and 21, 1994, and February 16 and 17, 1995.

Judge Higginbotham opened the meeting by noting that this is
the last in a series of meetings designed to increase the
Committee's knowledge of class actions. The history of the 1993
draft was recalled: the Committee had approved it with a
recommendation that the Standing Committee approve publication for
public comment. During the meeting of the Standing Committee,
however, it was decided that the public agenda of civil rules was
so full that it might be better to defer action on Rule 23 for a
while; particular concern was felt about the impact of the
discovery and disclosure amendments then awaiting study and
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approval by Congress. Since then, rapid developments in the use of

Rule 23 to address dispersed mass tort litigation have provided the

occasion for further consideration of Rule 23. The settlement

plans worked out in different asbestos actions and the silicone gel

breast implant action are examples of these developments that have

not yet fully played out. Rule 23 was the subject of active study

at the Advisory Committee meetings in April, 1994, and February,

1995. Many members of the Committee also attended the March, 1995

Conference on the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure sponsored by

Southern Methodist University School of Law and the Southwestern

Legal Foundation in Dallas. Research help has been sought from the

Federal Judicial Center.

Congress has been examining the large social problems that

give rise to a substantial share of the litigation brought as class

actions. Although the Committee hopes to be able to coordinate

with Congress, and to inform its work just as the work of Congress

informs the Committee's efforts, Congress operates on a different

time line than the Committee. The Committee, moreover, must

maintain its independence and credibility - work on Rule 23 might

easily be perceived as arising from particular positions or

viewpoints on the larger substantive and social problems, and

everything possible must be done to defuse any such perceptions.

It is also important to continue to find ways to defeat the common

perception that Committee processes are closed to the public; the

widespread circulation of the current Rule 23 draft and the efforts

to bring experienced class action lawyers into Committee

deliberations have provided a beginning. The repeated focus on the

current draft at the Institute of Judicial Administration

conference also should help.
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Rule 23 Study

Thomas Willging provided a brief report on the progress of the
Federal Judicial Center study of Rule 23 to supplement the partial
draft report that was provided with the Committee materials and the
presentation to be made at the IJA Conference the following day.
He noted that data collection in the Northern District of Illinois
and the Southern District of Florida will be completed in May and
June. They hope to have a final report by the end of summer.
Among the preliminary findings of experience in the Northern
District of California and the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, he
noted that class certification is granted in'only about half of the
cases brought on for certification, and that defendants often are
successful in winning partial or complete dismissal under Rule
12(b)(6) or by summary judgment.

Legislative Activity

A report was provided by the subcommittee of Committee members
Doty, Vinson, and Wittmann, chaired by Scirica and reported by
Rowe, dealing with the procedural aspects of pending securities
legislation. It was suggested that the central issue at the outset
will be whether Congress shares the view of the SEC that private
actions are essential to protect the integrity of the securities
markets. If Congress disagrees with this view, it is likely to
make many substantive changes and blend procedural changes in with
them. If Congress shares this view, on the other hand, it may find
less sweeping means of addressing any abuses that it may find in
present patterns of private enforcement. At least some of theproblems that Congress is addressing deal with matters within the
reach of the Rules Enabling Act. The Committee can provide for
such matters as a threshold showing on the merits as a prerequisite
to class certification; permissive interlocutory appeal from
certification rulings; means of regulating races to file class
actions; and perhaps the specific pleading standards of Rule 9(b).
As to such matters, and others within the Committee's reach, itwill be important to discover whether the Committee and Congress
can and should find means of working together.
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Laura S. Unger described several of the 
concerns of Congress,

with particular emphasis on the perspectives 
of the Senate, where

she works. It does not seem likely that Congress 
will want to

defer to the SEC and the rules-committees, 
but the committees of

Congress would like to be able to gain the advantage of rules

committee knowlege and experience just as 
they gain much advantage

from working with the SEC. There is considerable frustration with

lax pleading, races to the courthouse, and the cost of discovery

while motions to dismiss remain pending unresolved. 
There is a

desire to find a way to force institutional investors, who

typically have the largest stakes, to opt in or out of securities

class actions. Such a system likely would encourage the

institutions to opt out of weak actions, greatly- reducing the

incentives to bring weak actions. At the same time, it would

encourage the institutions to opt into 
strong actions, preventing

them from getting a free ride on the efforts 
of others and perhaps

contributing valuable information to 
the progress of the action.

This concern with weak actions was 
echoed in the Committee.

It was noted that the problem is with actions 
that pass the hurdles

of Rule 11 frivolousness, motions to dismiss 
for failure to state

a claim, and motions for summary judgment, 
but that nonetheless are

quite weak.

Miscellaneous Rules
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Rule 23(e). A suggestion that Rule 23(e) should be amended to
develop -further the court's responsibilities in approving class
action settlements was met with the conclusion that this topic is
one 'of the central matters being studied in the ongoing study of
Rule 23. It will continue to be a major topic in developing
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possible revisions of Rule 23.
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Next Meeting

Rule 23 revisions will form the major item for discussion at
the fall meeting. The meeting probably will be set in October.
The period from October 19 to 21 has been ruled out. Every effort
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will be made to select the dates that create as few conflicts as

possible for presently known schedules of Committee 
members. The

site will be Tuscaloosa, Alabama.

In preparing for discussion of Rule 23, the Committee should

work throughout the summer in exchanges that focus on gradually

more specific proposals. This process will help to decide whether

any revision should be attempted, whether drastic changes are

desirable, or whether modest reforms are worthwhile and 
the limit

of prudent proposals. A docket of proposals will be prepared by

the Reporter, beginning with lists of topics that seem 
certain to

warrant further discussion and other topics that will warrant

further discussion only if Committee members believe that is

desirable. Some of the "no-discussion" items may include suggested

amendments that can be considered at the October meeting 
without

further correspondence over the summer. Once a list of topics for

summer discussion is created, more specific questions will be

framed for continued collegial exchange, for a self-study 
process

that will not attempt to reach any specific decisions. 
The thought

is that focusing for the first time on a detailed draft at a

meeting, without advance preparation, will not provide a solid

foundation for effective progress. Although it is hoped that a

detailed draft rule can be provided for consideration, 
perhaps even

for recommendation by the end of the meeting to the Standing

Committee for publication, the draft itself will be intended to

focus the results of the summer exchanges, not to preempt further
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detailed discussion and revision. Detailed language will
facilitate discussion, without freezing it.

Respectfully submitted,

Edward H. Cooper, Reporter
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MINUTES

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON CIVIL RULES

NOVEMBER 9 and 10, 1995

The Advisory Committee on Civil Rules met on November 9 and
10, 1995, at The University of Alabama School of Law. The meeting
was attended by all members of the Committee: Judge Patrick E.
Higginbotham, Chair, and Judge David S. Doty, Justice Christine M.
Durham, Francis H. Fox, Esq., Assistant Attorney General Frank W.
Hunger, Mark 0. Kasanin, Esq., Judge David F. Levi, Judge Paul V.
Niemeyer, Carol J. Hansen Posegate, Esq., Professor Thomas-D. Rowe,
Jr., Judge Anthony J. Scirica, Judge C. Roger Vinson, and Phillip
A. Wittmann, Esq. Edward H. Cooper was present as reporter.
Former Committee Chair Chief Judge Sam C. Pointer Jr., and former
member John P. Frank, Esq., also attended. Judge Alicemarie H.
Stotler attended as Chair of the Standing Committee on Rules of
Practice and Procedure; Professor Daniel R. Coquillette attended as
Reporter, and Sol Schreiber, Esq. attended as a member, of that
Committee. Judge Jane A. Restani attended as liaison
representative from the Bankruptcy Rules Advisory Committee. Peter
G. McCabe and John K. Rabiej, along with Karen Kremer, represented
the Administrative Office of the United States Courts. Thomas E.
Willging and Robert J. Niemic represented the Federal Judicial
Center. Professor Francis E. McGovern attended as an invited
speaker on experience with state-court class actions. Observers
included Frank Bainbridge, Esq., Sheila Birnbaum Esq., Robert S.
Campbell, Jr., Esq. (liaison, American College of Trial Lawyers),
Alfred W. Cortese, Jr., Esq., Robert Heim, Esq., Professor Deborah-
R. Hensler, Robert Klein, Esq., Barry McNeil, Esq. (Chair-elect,
ABA Litigation Section), Professor Linda S. Mullenix, Fred Nisko,
Esq., Professor Carol M. Rice, Evan Schwab, Esq., Fred S. Souk,
Esq., Melvin Spaeth, Esq., and H. Thomas Wells Jr., Esq. (liaison,
ABA Litigation Section).

Judge Higginbotham opened the meeting by welcoming the
Committee and observers to Tuscaloosa and the Law School.

The Minutes of the April 20, 1995 meeting were approved.

Judge Higginbotham reported on the September meeting of the
Judicial Conference of the United States. Shortly before the
meeting, the proposals to publish for comment revised jury voir
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**** *

Rule 23
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Civil Rule 23 formed the central focus of the meeting. Thematerials with the discussion draft suggested that four majorproposals should be discussed first: (1) The new Rule 23(f)
provision for permissive interlocutory appeals; (2) that Rule23(b) (3) be modified to require that a class action be "necessary"
for the fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy; (3)that Rule 23(b) (3) require consideration of the probable success ofthe class claim on the merits, and of the significance of evenprobable success; and (4) that Rule 23 be modified - most likelywith respect to (b)(3) classes only - to make clear theappropriateness of "settlement" classes. The meeting provided
opportunity for full discussion of each of these four proposals,and tentative decisions were reached as to the first three. Notime was available to discuss the more detailed changes that alsowere proposed in the discussion draft. The discussion draft posedtwo separate issues with respect to these changes. The first issueis whether it is wise topropose a number of significant changes intandem with a set of major changes. The choices to be made willnot be easy. If the Committee finds several aspects of Rule 23that bear useful improvements, it seems undesirable to defer thesematters for a period that is likely to extend several years intothe future. On the other hand, consideration of even two or threefundamental changes will continue to require careful attention andmuch hard work. If the Standing Committee, members of the benchand bar, Judicial Conference, Supreme Court, and Congress are askedto consider fundamental changes, there may be a risk that othersignificant changes will not receive the attention required toensure the best possible revisions. The second issue really is allthe other changes. None can be advanced without careful Committeereview. If it is decided that they 'should be considered on themerits with an eye to determining which merit a recommendation forpublication, the Committee must review them to support appropriatedeterminations.

Rule 23(f): Permissive Interlocutory Appeals

Draft Rule 23(f) would provide for permissive interlocutory
appeal from a district court order granting or denying classcertification. The draft is closely modeled on the language of 28U.S.C. § 1292(b), in an effort to invoke familiar concepts thatwill ease application of a new rule. It departs from § 1292(b),however, in important respects. First, it does not require
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permission toappeal from the district court, 
nor even an initial

request to the district court forpermission. 
Second, it does not

incorporate any of the limiting § 1292,(b) reguirements thathave

limited use of § 1292(b) in the class certification context - that

there be "a, controlling question of law as to which there is

substantiail ground for-difference of opinion and 
that an immediate

appeal from the order may materially advance the ultimate

termination of the litigation.," Although § 1292(b) has provided a

useful opportunity for appeal with respect to various Rule' 23

rulings,, the draft is intended to make appeals more readily

available,. The opportunity for more frequent review may be

particularly important if other substantial changes are made in

Rule 23. Particularly during the early years of any new Rule 23

provisions1 the opportun ity or appellate guidance by interlocutory

appeal can be invaluable..

The limits, built into the draft were noted repeatedly

throughout the discussion. Application for permission to appeal

must be made within 10 days of the order granting or denying

certification. District court proceedings are, stayed only if a

stay is ordered'by the district judge or the court 
of appeals - the

stay provision is modeled on §1292(b) to ensure there is no

confusion of meaning. The, district-court-first analogy to

Appellate Rule 8(a) also was noted repeatedly. The Advisory

Committee Note to this provision should observe 
that ordinarily an

application to stay district court proceedings 
should be made first

to the district court., he question was raised whether the rule

should provide a presumptive stay of discovery 
when a court of

appeals grants permission to appeal. It was agreed that it is

better to adhere to the general provisions of the 
§ 1292(b) model;

such problems seem to be worked out well in practice, under §

1292(b), and creation of a presumption might distort the stay

decision.

The first question addressed to the nature of 
the permissive

appeal was whether there should be an-opportunity 
to appeal as of

right, even broader than the former "death-knell" theory, that was

used -by some courts to permit appeal when a denial of class

certification seemed to threaten the practical termination of

litigation that could not be pursued to vindicate 
individual claims'

alone., The discretionary opportunity provided by the 
draft was

thought to be illusory. It was observed that at least in some
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circuits, certification for appeal under § 1292(b) frequently failsbecause the court of appeals denies permission to appeal;eliminating the need for district-court certification does notensure that the court of appeals will grant permission.

The response to the fear that a discretionary system ofinterlocutory appeal would prove illusory was the fear that a rightto appeal would lead to abuse. The Federal Judicial Center studyconfirms the belief that' there are many "routine" classcertification decisions' Ap'a'ls'' ' in''such cases are' likely to dolittle more than increase delay and'expense. Yet there will bestrong temptations to appeal certification decisions; defendantswill' be' particularly tempted to appeal orders that grantcertification. Perhaps worse,' the right to appeal certificationdecisions might lead a party to contest' a certification thatotherwise would be accepted by stipulation. It is anticipated -and the Advisory Committee Note would make clear - that permissionto appeal, although discretionary in the court of appeals, willrarely be given.

It was further' urged' that the draft provides significantlygreater protection'against improvident certification decisions than§ 1292(b) now provides. Removing the power of the district courtto defeat any 'opportunity to appeal is a significant change. Agrant or denial 'of certification can "make 'or break" thelitigation, and the'need for review at times will be "greatest insituations that are least likely 'to lead to district-court
certification. And the danger of delay is reduced not only by thedraft requirement that' permission to appeal be sought within 10days,'but also by the prospect that the courts of appeals' generallywill act quickly, likely within 30 days or so, in deciding whetherto grant permission.

An argument was advanced for restoring the requirement ofdistrict court permission to appeal, drawing from the observationthat a class certification decision may be provisional. When ajudge has reached a reasonably firm decision as to certification,appellate review often will be welcome, particularly-in cases thatpresent uncertain questions' of law.' -There is little'reason to'fearthat necessary appeals will be" thwarted 'by district courtintransigence. 
' And if the district judge has 'no voice in theappeal decision, there will be a tendency to defer certification
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rulings. These arguments were later renewed, with the added

suggestion that district-court discretion 
is particularly important

in cases-that have generated lengthy 
records on the certification

question. The district court's familiarity with 
the record will

support a better evaluation of the value 
of appeal. The response

was 'renewed also, this time with the added observations that

certification for appeal might be inappropriately'denied 
by a judge

bent on pursuing settlement following a grant of class

certification designed to encourage settlement,' or that

certification for appeal might be inappropriately 
denied by a judge

who has denied class certification because 
of distaste for the

underlying claim.

Discussion returned to the fear that the draft rule would

encourage too many efforts to appeal; 
it was suggested that appeals

would be attempted in the overwhelming 
majority of cases. It was

rejoined, however, that this prediction rested on experience 
with

the most complex and contentious of 
class actions. More routine

actions are not likely to involve such persistent efforts. The

explicit invocation of court of appeals 
discretion, moreover, is a

significant safeguard against feckless attempts to appeal.

Although adding "in its discretion" 
to an openly permissive appeal

provision may seem redundant, it is valuable as an explicit

reaffirmation of the sweep of appellate 
discretion. The phrase is

lifted bodily from § 1292(b); the Committee 
Note should state that

the scope of appellate discretion is 
as broad under proposed Rule

23(f) as it is under § 1292(b). Invoking this familiar concept

should allay concerns about the risks 
of improvident and disruptive

appeal attempts. It is expected, moreover, that most certification

decisions will depend heavily on specific case circumstances.

There will be little reason to grant appeal in such cases; the

major impetus for appeal will come 
in cases presenting unsettled

questions of law.

Further discussion led to the conclusion that the Committee

Note should discuss the possible importance of district court

contributions to the decision whether to permit interlocutory

appeal. District courts should be, encouraged 
to offer advice on

the desirability of appeal at the time of making certification

decisions. The advice would not be a condition 
of appeal, but

would be more or less persuasive according 
to the reasons offered

by the district court and the extent 
to which certification turns
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on case-specific facts developed at length in the district court.District courts can be quite helplful in "separating the wheat fromthe chaff" of intended appeals.< District court advice may help theparties as well as the court of appeals; a cogent statement ofreasons for refusing appeal may often discourage a party whootherwise would attempt an appeal.

It also was asked whether an appeal provision could reasonablybe discussed before deciding whether to propose any other changesin Rule 23. Until,'the CommiiLtee-ha-s' concluded its deliberations onRule 23, it will not be possible to know what the Rule will be.The scope of appeal, the nature of the issues that may be advanced,and the frequency or infrequency of "routine" certificationdecisions-, all depend on the nature of the rule itself. It wasresponded that the Committee may "decide to urge only the appealamendment. But'it'was further agreed that a decision to propose anappeal provision may appropriately be revisited, at the behest ofany Committee member, at the conclusion of the Rule 23deliberations.

A motion to approve proposed Rule 23(f) passed, 11 for and 1opposed as to particular (unspecified) features of the draft.

CERTIFICATION "NECESSARY"

The discussion draft proposed that to certify a Rule 23(b)(3)class, a district court must find that certification is "necessary"for the fair and efficient adjudication of, the controversy, notmerely superior to other available methods:

(3) the court finds * * * that a class action is5u~r L's '1-L1±~ Qravailhabll methods necessary forthe fair and efficient adjudication of the
controversy. * * *

The background of this proposal was described as the greatlevel of interest and concern that have come to surround use ofRule 23 to address mass torts, and particularly dispersed masstorts. The Committee has heard many views on this set of problemsthrough its activities focused on Rule 23. There has been a strongsense that much of the difficulty has been due to the substantivelaw, a difficulty beyond the reach of this Committee. There also
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has been much concern that certification of a class can give

artifical strength to claims that individually 
lack any significant

merit. The greatest concern focuses on claims that, if valid,

would generate substantial individual 
damage awards. Although many

of the claims may be brought as individual 
actions, the defendants

would defeat most. If all are aggregated in a single action,

however, even a relatively small risk of losing 
on the merits must

be weighed by the defendants against 
the crushing liability that

would be imposed by a loss on the merits. 
This calculation may be

further affected by a fear that the sheer weight of the

responsibility of denying any recovery 
to all members of a class

may increase the prospect that the 
class will win on an aggregate

claim that would be lost far more 
often if pursued in individual

litigation. The result is a great pressure to settle. The

pressure to settle also may be enhanced 
by the transaction costs of

litigating individual claims - if a defendant can purchase "global

peace" by settlement, much of the settlement cost may be 
offset by

saving the expense of individual litigations.

On the other side of the equation is 
the familiar phenomenon

of class litigation to enforce claims 
that are strong on the merits

but that would not bear the expense of individual litigation.

Consolidation of actions in the same 
court under Civil Rule 42, and

aggregation of actions in different 
courts under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1404,

1406, and 1407 is not a particularly 
effective means of addressing

this problem, even recognizing that the efficiencies of

consolidated proceedings may make it 
possible to pursue claims that

would not bear the risks and expenses of separate adjudication.

Class actions in such circumstances 
do far more than merely achieve

efficiency. The proposal is not designed to deter 
consolidations,

but only to limit class certification to settings in which

individual litigation is not a realistic 
alternative.

Changing this criterion of Rule 23(b)(3) 
certification from

superiority to necessity could emphasize 
the role of class actions

in addressing claims that do not bear the costs of individual

litigation. For such claims, class certification is necessary.

Certification is not necessary for 
claims that could reasonably be

pursued in individual actions. It may be that a single event or

set of events will give rise to claims 
of both types because some

victims suffer substantial injury, while 
many other victims suffer

only relatively minor injuries.
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Such is the purpose of the proposal. It is limited to (b)(3)classes. The questions the Committee addressed began with thecentral issues: is the change desirable? What might it mean -inpractice - is there force to the concern that "necessary" might

mean a lower threshold, not a higher threshold? Should the changebe broadened to include (b) (1) or (b) (2) classes?

The first response was that the proposal was a mere cosmeticchange that is not adequate to address any of the real problems ofRule 23.

The next response was that indeed the change seemed to lowerthe standard, making it easier to achieve certification. Theannotations to the proposal say that the test of necessity is apractical test, not an absolute one; is this something that cansafely be left to the-Committee Note, or should it somehow beworked into the language of the Rule? Another view of thisquestion was that there is no meaningful difference betweensuperiority and necessity; unless we can find and express adifference, we should not amend the language of the present rule.In any event, the concept of necessity is ambiguous.

And then the proposal was championed as a good thing. Theonly way to effect change is to modify the language of the rule.The problems indeed are clustered around (b) (3) and the "freeway"effect it has in generating claims that, but for classcertification, would not ever develop into litigation. If it werepossible to find the equivalent in formal drafting language, therule should caution against "willy-nilly" certification. The Noteshould say this. A clear and convincing preponderance of thefactors conducing to certification should be required.

The opposing view conceded that necessity implies a higherstandard than superiority, and argued that a higher standard isundesirable. To find that a class action is superior is to findthat it is a better means of proceeding. To change the standard isto require that a court deny certification even though a classaction would be better than - superior to - the realisticallyavailable alternative methods of proceeding. The change may seemto be loading the rule too much in favor of defendants. Theperceived problems would be better addressed through the proposedfactors that look to the probability and social benefits of success
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on the merits of the class claim.

Another concern about the necessity 
standard was expressed in

relation to employment discrimination claims. The statutory

amendments that have added damages 
remedies now bring these cases

into the ambit of (b) (3) classes. Class certification may be

necessary to ensure that all affected 
individuals recover damages;

a rule that emphasizes necessity 
may lead to certification of a

class that will generate many practical 
problems, and that would

not be "superior" to other available 
methods that often would not

be invoked. This result may be a good thing, but 
we need to think

about the problem before deciding 
on a language change.

The concern about the ambiguous relationship between the

superiority and necessity standards 
led to the suggestion that the

rule retain the superiority requirement 
and add necessity as an

additional requirement. This should make it clear that the

standard is being ratcheted up. This proposal was in fact adopted

after much further discussion.,

Attention then moved to the element 
of this requirement that

focuses on the "fair and efficient adjudication of the

controversy." It was observed that the meaning of this phrase

depends on the "controversy" that it refers to. If the controversy

includes claims that grow out of a common 
fact setting but that

would not give rise to individual litigation, the concepts of

fairness and efficiency may diverge. A class action may be

superior and indeed necessary precisely 
because there is no viable

alternative means of adjudication. 
It is more fair if the claim

deserves to be enforced. At the same time, class proceedings may

be "efficient" only in the sense that the alternatives are so

inefficient as to be unavailable. 
For that matter, certification

also may not be "fair" in light of 
the prospect that an aggregation

of worthless small claims may gain 
leverage that forces settlement

to avoid the costs of class litigation 
and the risk of a mistaken

judgment on the merits. This discussion did not lead to any

proposal for amending any of the three 
terms involved.

Another suggestion was that as a matter 
of drafting, factor

(C) should be reframed. "Desirability" somehow duplicates the

inquiry into superiority or necessity; 
it would be better to refer

to the consequences of concentrating the litigation in the
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particular forum. This suggestion was met, however, with theconcern that the longstanding language of Rule 23 should be changedonly when a change of meaning is intended. Any substitute fordesirability must be explained in the Note as a styling change, nota change of meaning, and even then there would be a risk that theNote would be overlooked and some change of meaning read into thechange of language.

These concerns provoked the observation that before addressingmatters of language, it is most important to determine what policyshould be embodied in the rule. Should we maintain present policy,or is it desirable to suggest some change?

One broad policy issue was found in the question whetheradoption of a higher standard for (b)(3) class certification wouldbe, or would be perceived to be, a pro-defendant choice. Theresponse was that the change cannot meaningfully be seen in thatlight. The purpose of this change is not to address the classesthat aggregate numerous small claims; if anything is do be doneabout such classes, it will be through other proposals. Instead,it addresses the classes that include plaintiffs who havesubstantial individual claims and who could pursue individuallitigation. In the last few years, defendants have often soughtcertification of such classes. The interests of the defendants,often spurred by liability insurers, are to achieve a globalsettlement that avoids the costs and uncertainties of individuallitigation. Making certification more difficult in these casescould at least as easily be seen as a pro-plaintiff change. As anadditional complication, the interests of the defendants mayoverlap with the interests of some members of the plaintiff classbecause a class adjudication can effect a more orderly and uniformdistribution of the assets available to satisfy the claims of allplaintiffs. A carefully structured class disposition can ensurethat all persons injured by a common course of conduct share in thejudgment, not simply those who got the earlier judgments. Thepurpose is not so much to favor plaintiffs or defendants as to finda procedure that most effectively recognizes the interests of all.

The Committee then was admonished that this proposal reflectsrulemaking at its worst. The Rules were, in the beginning,-relatively simple. People could understand them. They have becomecomplex. The cognoscenti understand them still. But there are
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800,000 lawyers who may need to understand them, and it is

counterproductive to continue along a course of trivial changes

that generate confusion far out of proportion to any incremental

benefit that might be achieved.

The policy issues were brought back 
into the discussion with

an illustration of a "single event" 
mass tort. An airplane crash

might generate 150 claims. Each claim could be tried separately.

A joint class proceeding may 'be more 'efficient, but is not

necessary. This is a real situation that causes 
real difficulty.

Individual actions in the federal -courts can be consolidated

without difficulty, given the array of consolidation devices. 
The

Note should comment on this alternative 
to certification. This

change is important. This argument was met by the contrary 
view

that class certification is suitable for the single-event mass

disaster. And in return it was accepted that perhaps in some

single-event settings a class action is necessary, because

consolidation will not accomplish all the appropriate results.

Class certification, for example, might help address settings in

which individual state-court actions 
cannot be consolidated with a

mass of federal actions.

A different perspective was opened 
by the observationthat the

proposed necessity standard seems calculated to underscore a

preference for individual litigation 
where individual litigation is

possible. It was answered that this is indeed thepurpose, that

many lawyers believe there is too much emphasis on moving cases,

getting rid of them, even though individual actions would be

better. This is the policy that should be addressed before

language is chosen.

This policy was then underscored by 
referring to the decision

in Matter of Rhone-Poulenc Rorer Inc., 51 F.3d 1293 (7th Cir.

1995). It was suggested that the result in 
the Rhone-Poulenc case

is right, and that Rule 23(b)(3) should be amended to make it

easier to support similar results in 
future cases. We need to find

a',way to make it easier to refuse certification. 
This view was

echoed in the statement that the issue is whether Rule 23(b)(3)

should be amended to discourage class 
certification.

The earlier suggestion was renewed by a motion that the

superiority language should be retained, 
and supplemented by adding
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a requirement of necessity. There.would be no change in the "fair*and efficient language," which refers to matters that dependheavily on the context ofspecific cases. This changemay indeedencourage certification of small-claims classes; whether there maybe offsetting changes that may discourage certification depends onthe additional proposals still to be discussed.

The virtuesof this proposal were urged to be twofold. Theexisting body of doctrine ,,that elaborates the superiorityrequirement will be retained, providing a familiar first step ofanalysis. The additional necessity requirement need be addressedonly if superiority is found. Necessity then will provide anadditional and higher requirement that will require , furtherevaluation of 'the same factors that bore on the superioritydetermination.

The objection was made that it seems undesirable to requirethis two-step process,. The proposal seems to be that necessity isa higher standard that always embraces superiority, and alwaysrequires something more. The finding of superiority will benecessary in all cases, but never sufficient for certification.Why not focus on necessity alone, explaining it as well as can be,without retaining-both requirements?

The motion to retain the superiority requirement and add anecessity requirement passed by vote of 8 to 4. This portion ofRule (b)(3) would read:

(3) the court finds * * * that a class, action is,
superior to other available methods and necessary
for the fair and efficient adjudication of the
controversy. * * *

State Class Actions

Professor Frances McGovern then addressed the Committee oncurrent experience with class actions in state courts. He spokefrom extensive experience with state-court class actions, includingexperience as a special master charged with facilitatingcoordination between state courts and the federal court supervisingthe consolidated federal cases arising out, of claims concerningsilicone gel breast implants. He has worked extensively with the
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MTLC committee established by the Conference of Chief Justices.

There has been an explosion in state class actions. Many of
them involve claims that are framed as "fraud" claims arising out
of the terms of various kinds of insurance and loan transactions.
The volume is remarkable. The procedures also are remarkable;
state judges achieve much greater uniformity of procedure than
federal judges, largely by adhering closely to the recommendations
made in the Manual for Complex Litigation. There are some major
problems.

Polybutelene pipe cases illustrate one type of state actions.
Chlorine attacks the pipe joints, causing them to leak. State law
governs, and individual claims ordinarily are too small to meet the
amount-in-controversy requirement for diversity jurisdiction. Some
individual claims have been tried to judgment. The defendants want
to settle. A Texas state judge refused to certify a nationwide
class for a $750,000,000 settlement. A federal judge denied
jurisdiction of an attempted class action. The result was that
class actions were filed in three states. A California judge took
on the task of persuading judges from the other state to go to
California to work out a settlement. When that did not work, he
conducted a settlement conference that came very close to a
settlement. The lawyers have been "sent back" to the other state
courts to attempt to conclude the settlement of all actions in all
states. It may work.

For some time, class actions have provided the "end game"
after a number of individual actions have been tried to judgment,
establishing a framework of information that facilitates just and
reasonable settlement on a class basis. But recently some lawyers
are attempting to bypass this process, putting the class action "up
front" 'before there have been many individual adjudications.

State judges increasingly are turning down sweetheart"
settlements that establish res judicata for the defendants in
return for deals that benefit the class lawyers more than the
class.

State class actions have become very important. And federal
Rule 23 is very important to what the state courts do. Most states
follow Rule 23, although there are variations in the extent of its
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adoption.

Deborah Hensler then stated that Rand is trying, to puttogether a project to get a good view on the frequency anddiversity of class actions. The methodology would be'differentthan that used by the Federal Judicial Center study, aiming atgenerating complementary information. A survey of' potentialplaintiffs would be an important element in'the study. A series ofcase studies, bas'ed on data collection from'sources outside courtfiles, would be attempted as the basis for a systematic measure ofthe -costs and benefits of class actions for plaintiffs anddefendants. This is a very ambitious proposal, which will-requiresubstantial'independent funding. It may' not be possible to mountas ambitious a project as'would be desirable. Although it takes awhile to make sure that the ' cases' studied'' are 'fairlyrepresentative, not "eccentric," results could be available in timeto inform this Committee's ongoing consideration of Rule 23.

PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS

Over the course of the past year, it'has been urged that Rule'23 should incorporate a test, akin to preliminary injunctionanalysis, that balances the probable outcome on'the merits againstthe burdens imposed by class certification. The discussion draftincluded this feature in two - perhaps redundant - ways, dealingonly with (b)(3) classes:

(3) the court finds * * * that the Probability ofsuccess on the merits of th claim [by orIabainst 
members of the class1 warrants' the burdens ofcertification, and that a class action is superior
* * *. The matters pertinent- to the- findingsinclude: * * * (E) the Probable success on' the
merits of the class claims issues, or defenses.

Discussion began by framing- the general issues: should anyconsideration of the merits be required? If so, what should be 'themeans of calibrating the strength of the claims to thecertification decision? Should the preliminary injunction analogybe used, or does it suggest an unnecessarily elevated standard ofsuccess? How would this approach affect the relationship betweenthe certification decision and other proceedings -'would 'it require
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substantially increased opportunity 
for discovery on the merits,

delay the certification decision, create difficulty X for

certification of settlement classes, increase the occasions for

interlocutory appeal? Although the provision may seem a boon 
for

defendants, may it generate offsetting problems by 
elevating the

stakes at an early stage' of the litigation for fear that a

preliminary finding of probable success may increase settlement

pressure and even affect a defendant's 
standing with the financial

community? So, in the end, is this an approach that may help

plaintiffs in cases that lead to a 
favorable preliminary appraisal

of the merits, and may harm plaintiffs when the preliminary

appraisal is unfavorable?

It was suggested that perhaps it would 
be more appropriate to

rely on analogy to temporary restraining 
order practice rather than

preliminary injunction practice. The difficulty with preliminary

injunction procedure was thought to be that it may be akin to

trying the case before certification. Civil Rule 65, indeed,

authorizes the court to combine the 
preliminary injunction hearing

with trial on the merits,. A temporary restraining order often

issues only after a hearing, but the 
hearing is expedited and there

is little or no discovery. The key is to find an abbreviated

procedure, a matter that invokes the procedural distinctions

between temporary restraining orders 
and preliminary injunctions,

not any supposed difference in the standards for preliminary

relief.

It was observed that with preliminary 
consideration of the

merits, lawyers inevitably will demand 
an opportunity for discovery

to support well-informed presentations 
on the merits. And, once

discovery is opened up, it will be difficult to limit its scope.

It will be difficult to resist this pressure, and it will be

difficult to keep the focus of discovery 
narrow. If the purpose is

to separate out claims that gain settlement 
power by certification

despite scant prospect of success at trial on the merits, an

abbreviated procedure, will not do the 
job. During the delay, it

may happen that some individual claims are tried; that' is not

necessarily an undesirable thing.

The fear that a probable success requirement would impede

certification of classes for the purpose 
of settlement was stated

to be a real problem. It also was noted that defendants often 
push
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for certification of a plaintiff class if they believe they havestrong cases, and that the probable success requirement could proveadverse to defendants in this way as well.

Concern with the effects on settlement classes was met by thesuggestion that a probable success requirement could be viewed fromthe perspective of settlement. If certification is made to supportfuture efforts to settle, the requirement means only that there isa, reasonable prospect that settlement will be achieved; sincesettlement will count as success on the merits. If certificationis made to support a settlement already reached, the measurement ofsuccess on the merits becomes one with the proceedings to determinewhether to approve the settlement. The defendant wantscertification, the plaintiff wants certification, and a probablesuccess element should not- be a problem if the rule is properlydrafted.

The probable success factor was urged to be a good token ofthe broader problems of class actions today.- Some class actionsare very good, as shown by the wide array of opinions gathered bythe Committee's efforts to reach out to the bench and bar foradvice. -Other class actions are simply means by which complaisantplaintiffs' lawyers offer res judicata for sale at bargain rates tointimidated defendants. The Federal Judicial Center study showsthat individual recoveries are small in most class actions.Account should be taken both of the prospects of meaningfulrecovery for anyone, and whether there-is enough real good in anyrecovery to justify the burden of class proceedings. Although theRhone-poulenc decisio'n in the Seventh Circuit' does not say soexpressly, it turns in part on an estimate of the probable meritsof the class claim, and also on the costs to the system even if theclass claim succeeds. The history of plaintiff failures at trialgenerated a particular fear that a single class proceeding mightreach a wrong result. Even if a right result should be achieved,great difficulties would be encountered in further proceedings totranslate the class judgment into individual judgments. Othercases involving minuscule individual recoveries, administered anddistributed at great cost, impose quite different burdens. "Fluid"class recovery in such cases involves elements of social policythat should be beyond the reach of the Rules Enabling Act process.

It was asked whether success on the merits should be measured
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by the representative parties' claims 
or by the class claim. The

response was that it is the class claim 
that is important, but that

the plaintiffs' individual claims may be strong evidence 
of the

strength of the class claim. The question is how many -class

members have claims sufficiently similar to the individual

representatives' claims to warrant certification.

This discussion led to more pointed suggestions as to the

nature of the showing that might be required. Rather than a

thorough appraisal of the merits, it was suggested that a "first

look" might be sufficient, or that the effort should be only to

ensure that the claims are not "bogus."

The first look approach was resisted 
on the ground that the

certification decision is very important. 
If the merits are to be

considered, it should not be done on the basis of half-a-dozen

affidavits. If there is to be discretionary consideration 
of the

merits at the certification stage, it should not be so open-ended.

The "bogus" claim approach met the response that few cases

involve bogus claims. Most contemporary criticism of Rule 23

arises from dispersed mass-tort cases, and these cases do not

involve bogus claims.

These observations returned the discussion to the opening

point. The class device should facilitate prosecution 
of strong

claims, but should not be misused to add 
strength to weak claims.

Many experienced lawyers say that, despite the difficulties of

making a rigorous empirical demonstration, 
a significant share of

class actions involve coercive use of the class device to force

settlement of claims that have little chance of success on the

merits but that promise overwhelming liability 
should the slender

prospect of success on the merits mature 
into reality.

The quest for alternative formulations led to additional

suggestions looking to a "significant probability 
of success," or

"sufficient merit to warrant certification." These and other

formulas led to the suggestion that before 
further drafting efforts

were made, the Committee should determine the general question

whether any consideration-of the merits 
might be appropriate.

A motion to add to the (b)(3) certification some consideration
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of the probable merits passed by 11 to 1.

Robert Heim, an observer, then told the Committee thatalthough he had been an early proponent of the preliminaryinjunction probability-of-success analogy, the Committeediscussions had persuaded him that this approach might impose anundue burden on plaintiffs. The burden would be particularlytroubling if appraisal of the probable outcome were to be madeearly in the litigation. Defendants too may have cause to fearthis approach, particularly as the preliminary appraisal might cometo influence, such subsequent matters as settlement negotiations,summary judgment, or even attitudes at trial. It would be bettersimply to adopt a low threshold that gives the court discretion tolook at the merits without embarking on an extended inquiry. Thisresult could be accomplished by adopting a new element in the Rule23(b)(3) calculus, requiring the court to find that the issuespresented by the facts and the law are not insubstantial [and havebeen sufficiently well developed through prior judicialexperience].

Immediate response to this suggestion was that perhaps thisinquiry should be reduced from an element of the certificationdecision to a mere place in the list of factors that bear on theelements of certification - the most obvious fit would be with thedetermination that certification is superior and necessary for thefair and efficient adjudication of the controversy. The questionis one of weeding out weak cases, and a simple role as one factorin the certification process will accomplish that task. It wassuggested that if this look at the merits should become only afactor, a balancing element should be incorporated, so that agreater prospect of success on the merits would be required whenthe burdens of certification are greater. Treating the inquiry asa mere factor in the certification determinations was urged toreduce the risk of untoward consequences. Indeed, it was urgedthat as a mere factor, this-inquiry could actually help plaintiffswin certification of classes on strong small claims, reducing theconcern that preliminary consideration of the merits may seem anunfairly pro-defendant provision. (And it was responded thatperhaps the bilateral impact of this approach is enhanced if it ismade an element of certification, not a mere factor.)

Another response was that it is dangerous to require prior
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judicial experience with the underlying 
claims. This element seems

to reflect concern with dispersed mass 
torts. There is no reason

to insist that there havebeen earlier 
litigation of related claims

before determining whether to certify claims that arise out.of 
a

single transaction - securities fraud actions offer a common

example. It was responded that the concern really, goes to the

newness of the kind of claim. Securities litigation often presents

issues of a kind made familiar- by much earlier litigation, that

arises out of distinct events but invokes common 
principles. ,So of

other kinds of class actions. But some class actions present

issues that are new and unfamiliar; 
it takes time for the claims to

mature through individual adjudication 
before courts can safely

consider class litigation. Premature class certification can

create many claims that otherwise 
"would not be."

The balancing approach reappeared, with 
the suggestion that a

"not insubstantial" test standing alone would not have much 
effect.

Insubstantial claims should be dismissed without regard to

attempted class certification. It also was urged that, "-not

insubstantial!",has a double-negative-ring 
that is not well-suited

to rule drafting. The effort to sort out claims that 
can proceed

as individual claims but not as class claims also seems to

intrinsically involve balancing. What is sought is a sufficient

prospect of success by- the members of the class to justify the

incremental 'costs, delays, risks, and settlement pressures that

flow from certification. Why not say this openly, recognizing 
that

the adverse consequences of certification 
vary from case to case,

and allowing only relatively strong claims to support a

certification that imposes relatively 
onerous burdens?

The difficulty of making a cogent appraisal of the likely

outcome returned to the discussion. 
A "determination" of probable

merits should not be required, but 
only a preliminary assessment.

But there is a danger that in many cases 
the assessment will not in

fact be preliminary. Any requirement in this dimension will put

real pressure on the judge. Findings will be made. Discovery will

be had. The determination may be tied to, or sequenced with,

summary judgment.

A separate question was raised about 
the risk that an adverse

ruling on theprobable success factor might spur a plaintiff to

mount a second action. The same representative plaintiff might
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allow the first action to meander along without certification, butseek certification of the same class in another court with anotheropportunity to persuade a different judge on the probable successissue. It would be a nice question whether the first'determinationshould preclude relitigation by the same'plaintiff, particularly ifthere is no final judgment in the first action. And the problemswould become much more tangled if the same lawyers simply found adifferent representative plaintiff to maintain a second action.Certification and defeat of the class claim brings some measure offinality. Denial of certification is less likely to do so. Thesequestions were met with the response that if there is a need tomake certification more difficult, the need should not be put asidebecause of the prospect that a plaintiff"who once fails to make therequired showing may try a second time to make the same requiredshowing.

Comparisons with present practice also were noted. Onecomparison is the finding in the Federal Judicial Center study thatin amajority of the class actions studied, motions to dismiss orfor summary judgment were made before a ruling on certification.Another was that evidentiary hearings now are required on only asmall fraction of class certifications, and that the hearings thatare had typically run from two hours to perhaps a single day.

Discussion of the probability-of-success factor resumed afteran overnight break. It was suggested at the beginning of themorning session that it would be difficult to be achieve'a finalformula, with confidence, at this meeting. There will be manyopportunities for' review, aided by comment, before the presentdiscussion draft can be transformed into a new rule. The Committeeshould seek to do the best it can for the moment, recognizing thatthe time has not yet come to take a proposal to the -StandingCommittee with a recommendation for publication and comment.Instead, the draft that emerges from this meeting can be reportedto the Standing Committee as an information item at its Januarymeeting, seeking their views as support for further considerationat' the April meeting of this Committee. If a proposal forpublication can be reached at the April meeting, and is approved'bythe Standing Committee in early summer, it would go out for publiccomment at the same time as a proposal presented to the StandingCommittee'in January.
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Turning to the actual approach to be taken, it was observed

that the "not insubstantial" claim approach involves a double

negative in one sense, but it reflects a common recognition that

goes beyond the surface logic of words. Lawyers understand that

however precise a line we might imagine between 
"substantial" and

"insubstantial," there is a big difference between requiring 
that

a claim be' substantial and requiring that a claim be not

insubstantial. Earlier discussion has shown many difficulties 
with

a balancing test. It seems more attractive to adopt a test that

allows a first look at the merits, but that often can be met

without a need for extensive discovery 
or formal hearings. The

test would be designed to screen out claims 
so weak on the merits

as to gain potential strength only by class 
certification. Even at

that, the certification. decision will be a major 
event, just as it

often is now. If the rule requires only a finding that 
the claims

are not insubstantial, it will be far different from requiring that

a means be found to weigh different measures 
of probable success on

the merits against different levels of certification-induced

burdens, risks, and pressures to settle. 
There even is a virtue in

the negative reference to "not insubstantial," 
moving away from the

dangers of early factfinding.

Initial discussion settled on a draft that 
incorporates the

"not insubstantial" requirement among the findings required for

certification of a (b)(3) class, and that adds "on the merits" to

make it clear that insubstantiality does 
not refer to the dollar

amount of individual or aggregate claims. 
The draft would add this

element to (b)(3):

(3) the court finds * * * that the class claims,

issues, or defenses are not insubstantial on the

merits, * * * The matters pertinent to the these

findings include * * * (E) the probable success on

the merits of the class claims, issues, or defenses
* * *

This approach was contrasted with the balancing 
approach that

dominated much of the earlier discussion. 
The balancing approach,

continued to find support, particularly if the rule were to

identify explicitly the continuing concern 
that certification of a

class can impose not only great expense but also a coercive

pressure to settle in face of a very small probability 
that a weak'
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claim may result in liability for large damages. This alternativewas offered as a proper matter for further discussion at futuremeetings. Indeed, the Committee may wish to provide an alternativediscussion draft in its informational report to the StandingCommittee.

This point of uncertainty was the occasion for one of thefrequent observations anticipating the later discussion whether theburdens of class proceedings may be so important as to justifyrefusal to certify claims that are likely to succeed on the merits.It was suggested that although this question is conceptuallydistinct from the probability-of-success question, it affords analternative approach to the concern that class proceedings may attimes be much ado about too little.

These uncertainties also provoked one of several discussionsof the frustration that inheres in a process of surveying manypossible changes, large and small, before finally determining whatpath to take. The Committee has not finally determined whether topropose any changes at all - the only commitment is to makethorough use of the information that has been gathered. If changesare to be proposed, there is no determination whether there will beonly a few small changes, a major overhaul of the rule, or asubstantial set that includes some important changes and a numberof smaller improvements. The frustration, however, is a necessaryprice to be paid for carefully reviewing each of manypossibilities, suspending judgment until all have been considered.

Returning to the probable-success issue, it was moved that theCommittee present two alternatives to the Standing Committee forinformation and advice. One alternative would be the "notinsubstantial on the merits" version set out at pages 19 to 20.The second alternative would not for the moment refer expressly tothe effect of certification in creating pressure to settle, butwould include an explicit balancing requirement and raise a higherthreshold than the "not insubstantial on the merits" version. Thisalternative would read:

(3) the court finds * * * that the Prospect of successon the merits of the class claims, issues or
defenses is sufficient to justify the costs andburdens imposed by certification * * *. The
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matters pertinent to the these findings include: 
*

* * (E) the probable success on the merits 
of the

class claims, issues, or defenses * * *

Retaining both versions for purposes of further discussion

will provide the opportunity for further consideration. 
They are

intended to be quite distinct.

Themotion to present both alternatives passed 
11 to 1,.

Benefits and Costs of Class Victory

The next, topic was a proposal, drawn from various state law

models, that a court have discretion to refuse certification 
of a

(b)(3) class if the benefits gained by success on the merits 
would

not be sufficient to justifythe costs of 
administering the class

action and distributing individual recoveries. This proposal is

distinct from the probability-of-success question 
because it can be

applied by assuming that the class will prevail 
on the merits. In

pure form, it would be administered by assuming 
that the class will

prevail and asking whether the victory will justify the costs

entailed in reaching the merits and implementing 
the judgment.

The discussion draft shaped this issue by adding 
a new item to

the list of-factors to be considered in determining 
whether a class

action is superior and necessary to the fair and efficient

adjudication of the controversy:

(F) the significance of the public and private values

of the probable relief to individual class members

in relation to the complexities of the issues and

the burdens of the litigation;

The first observation was that it is logically difficult to

fit this drafting form into the list of findings required in the

initial paragraph of (b) (3). It clearly does not bear on

predominance of common issues, or probable success. It fits, if at

all, only with the determination whether a class 
action is superior

to other available methods and necessary for 
the fair and efficient

adjudication of the controversy. This factor is likely to be

relevant only when individual claims are too 
small to justify the

cost of nonclass adjudication, so that a class 
action is necessary
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if the controversy is to be adjudicated, and so that it isdifficult to deny that a class action is superior to alternativesthat will not lead to any'adjudication of the controversy. Theremay be a better drafting solution if this factor is to be adopted.

In support of some such approach, it was urged that this issueis a major matter. Although the Federal Judicial Center studyshows median individual'recoveries'in class actions across a rangefrom '$300 to $500, -there are many illustrations of far smallerrecoveries. The "two dollar" individual recovery is trivial, andis responsible more than anything else for the "bad name" of classactions. The courts are asked to shoulder a considerable burden,to conscientiously administer cases that mean little or nothing toindividual class members but enrich class counsel.

Of course the contrary argument will be made that what isA important is not the perhaps trivial individual recovery butenforcement of the social policies embodied in the legal rules thatsupport the recovery. The malefactors must not be allowed toretain their-ill-gotten gains because they have managed to profitfrom small wrongs inflicted on many people, and because publicenforcement resources are not adequate to the task assumed by theclass-action bar. But courts must pay the price of administering
this form of justice, and the price is paid at the expense oflitigants who present individually important claims that also reston important social policies. The question whether to devise meansto punish all wrongdoers is a question of political and socialpolicy that should be left to other agencies'of government. Theyshould find the means to reach-a proper level of enforcement, notcivil rules adopted through the Rules Enabling Act process.

The median individual recovery figures of the Federal'JudicialCenter study were again advanced to show that although the typicalfigures are far below the level needed to support individual'litigation, the figures are not trivial. Across the four districtsin the study, median individual recoveries ranged from $315 to$528.

It was proposed that all of these concerns might better beaddressed by a more thorough revision of factors (D),' (E), and (F)in the Rule 23(b) calculus:
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(D) the likely difficulties, expenses, and burdens if
the controversy is resolved by class adjudication
rather than by separate individual actions;

(E) the likely benefits to individual class members if
the controversy is resolved by class adjudication
rather than by separate individual actions; and

(F) the public interest, if any, in having the
controversy resolved by class adjudication rather
than by separate individual actions

(F) {alternative} whether the predominant motivation for
class certification His counsel's interest in fees
rather than the benefits sought for class members

It was agreed that if there is to be a factor F, and if it is
to have the force suggested, its structure and placement are
important. Various committee members had attempted to combine
factors (E) and (F) of the draft version, and encountered
difficulty. These efforts commonly wound up in the direction of
asking whether the probable relief to individual class members is
sufficient to justify the costs and burdens of class litigation, or
more simply whether the probable relief is worth the effort. One
difficulty arises from the meaning of the relatively neutral but
open-ended reference in the draft to the "significance" of the
public and private values of class relief. Identification of
public and private values, and particularly of "public, values,"
involves a wide-open element of discretion that may be too broad.

Turning to the cost and effort dimension, the Committee asked
for a review of the attorney fee awards found in, the Federal
Judicial Center study. The response was-that median gross monetary
recoveries ranged in the four different courts from $2,000,000 to
$5,000,000; attorney fees ranged from 20% to 40% of class
recoveries, and the higher percentages ordinarily were associated
with smaller gross recoveries.

Attention then focused on the issue that many believed to lie
at the core of the F-factor issue. There are significant problems
in administering class actions that yield only trivial individual
recoveries - the "$2 recovery" became the symbol of this
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phenomenon. But there is a deterrence value in enforcing existing
social policy as captured in current law. The F factor seeks to
incorporate 'this value by focusing 'on the public value of the
probable relief, but may not capture the importance of deterrence
and forcing disgorgement of ill-gotten gains. The very elasticity
of the public value concept, indeed, virtually ensures that very
good judges will reach different results in cases that seem
indistinguishable. A focus solely on the insignificance of private
relief, however, leaves out the deterrence function.'

The need to pursue deterrence through privately instituted
class litigation was challenged. Congress can, if it wishes,
create a bounty system to encourage private enforcement of public
values. Qui tam actions embody precisely such a system. Thequestion is whether Rule 23 should continue to play a comparable
role. This function has been absorbed by Rule 23(b)(3) over many
years in which it was adapted to functions that never wereanticipated by its authors. There was no imperative command that
the rule be adopted. There was none that it be adapted as it has
been. It should be possible to reexamine the question whether it
must continue to function as an incentive to lawyers who at best
can pursue the public interest only by means of the inefficient,
costly, and pressure-ridden device of artificially aggregating vast
numbers of individually trivial claims. Why not cut back on this
outgrowth, leaving it to Congress to devise better means of
enforcement in the public interest where better means really are
desirable? Even the class action represents litigation with
parties. It began life simply as a procedural device to facilitate
effective determination of individual claims. It becomes quite a
different procedural device - and perhaps more a substantive tool
than a procedural device '-' when it is abused by fee-inspired
lawyers in the name of social policy. It is brought on behalf ofthe constituent members of the class, and it is they who are bound
by the judgment. It cannot be brought without defining a class ofreal people or legal entities. Why not focus solely on the
benefits to the class members, as parties? If there is meaningful
individual relief, class litigation makes sense. Lawyers who bring
such class actions will be rewarded, and the public interest is
served. But there are actions in which individual benefits are
trivial or nonexistent. Why should class actions be the means ofenforcing public values in such settings?
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,Quite apart from the direct costs of achieving public
enforcement by aggregating, trivial individual claims, it was
observed that this device -has contributed to a public sense of
cynicism about courts, lawyers, and the law..

A firstrejoinder was- that the image of the $2 recovery is
misleading. There are few such cases. What of a case with 20,000
claimants with $25 individual recoveries: is $500,000 too trivial
to ignore? How will a judge decide whether $25, or $200, is
important enough - whether the calculation also includes public
values, or -is limited toprivate values?

A second part of the responsewas that whatever may have been
intended when the 1966 ,amendments were adopted, the social-
enforcement function has become part of Rule,23. It is, in a real
sense, woven, into the fabric ofsocial justice. The idea is 'to
deter the conduct, in a manner somewhat analogous to punitive
damages. If the costs of administering individual remedies, are
untoward, the answer may lie insvbstituted relief in the models
often characterized as "fluid" or "cy pres" recovery.

Sheila Birnbaum was then asked to address the committee, She
began by noting that many practitioners are exposed to, class
actions across the full national scene. They are proliferating.
One new field of growing activity involves state-law attacks on the
drafting failures of insurance policies, loan forms, and the like,
framed as fraud claims but in fact- involving highly technical
matters. There, are no statistics, but actions like this are
common. And they enforce no meaningful social policies at all.
Anticipating the later discussion, she also addressed the use of
settlement classes. They often are proper; disagreement withthe
result in one or another prominent case should not disguise the
importance of settlement as a means of resolving problems that
otherwise may be-intractable. Choice-of-law problems provide one
illustration of the reasons that may support use of a settlement
class where a litigation class would not be possible. It is not
clear that the Rule 23 -draft does enough to support settlement
classes.

Further doubts were expressed about allowing courts to turn a
certification decision on assessment of the public values to be
served by a class victory. Rule 23 is what it has become. It is
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troubling. But the fact is that public enforcement agencies simplydo not have the resources to achieve comprehensive enforcement ofall our public laws against all significant violations. Rule 23enforcement has become a major feature of the enforcement system,and only political judgments can justify substantial alteration.In addressing securities class actions, for example, pendinglegislation seeks simply to address specific perceived abuses, notto retrench the central role of class actions in vindicatingindividually small claims for violations that, in the aggregate,have inflicted sufficient total injury to repay the private costsof class-action enforcement. These problems are too much politicalto be addressed through the Enabling Act process. Congress is theagency to correct them.

These doubts were repeated in a different voice. Discretionneeds anchors, it needs guidelines. Members of the Committee haveexpressed quite different views as to the proper interpretation ofthe draft (F) factor. It will be very difficult for districtjudges to administer, and the difficulty will generate costlyuncertainty. This approach almost invites the troubling responsethat class actions are being trimmed to the "just-the-right-size"formula: if the problems are too small, or too large, Rule 23assistance will be denied. When suit is filed, the parties andlawyers do not agree that it is a "$2" case. If attorney fees arethe problem, the Committee should address that problem directly.

Another problem was seen in the feature of the draft thatlimits consideration of the burdens of certification to (b) (3)classes. Various illustrations offered in the Committee discussionhave included (b) (2) classes in which injunctive or declaratoryrelief seemed to offer trivial benefits to individual classmembers. And in any event, it does not seem practicable toseparate consideration of the -probability of success from theimportance of success. As with the approach sketched on page 22,it would be better to restructure factors (D), (E), and (F)together. It also might be better to incorporate a directreference to cases in which attorney fees seem to be the motivatingfactor behind the litigation.

The suggested direct focus on attorney-fee motivation spurredthe observation that the private attorney general aspect of classactions is not of itself untoward. It is accepted in actions that
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yield significant benefits to individual class members. The

question is whether it 'should be accepted in actions 
that do not

yield significant individual benefits. 
Private enforcement can be

wise; the question is whether it is desirable absent significant

individual benefits.' The antitrust laws, for example, encourage

private enforcement by treble damages 
and attorney-fee awards, but

provide these encouragements only 
to people who can prove antitrust

injury.

So, it was suggested, the draft F factor may be too general.

How might it be narrowed, reducing concerns about open-ended

discretion and avoiding even the appearance 
of trespass on areas of

social-political policy? Would it help to seek something simpler

than a factor that bears on the also discretionary (b)(3)

determination whether a class action is superior and necessary?

The questions are first, what is 
the proper role of the committee

in reconsidering the ways in which 
Rule 23(b)(3) has evolved over

three decades of judicial'interpretation? 
Second, what, direction

should be taken? And, third, what language will best effect 
the

intended changes?

One approach would be to attempt 
to distinguish between the

deterrence that arises from a meaningfully 
compensatory remedy and

the deterrence that arises from the in terrorem function of

aggregating trivial claims. Not all deterrence is desirable,

particularly if it arises from the disproportionate burdens and

risks of pursuing judgment on the merits. Focus on the public

interest may legitimately recognize 
that there may be no public

interest in a particular proposed 
means of enforcement - the rule

even could be drafted to focus on "the public interest, if any * *

*." This leaves substantive concerns to 
substantive law, not the

mode of relief. This approach, however, does not directly address

the difficulty of' understanding just what public values are

involved in any particular proposed class action. It must be

remembered that all of this discussion addresses a situation in

which there is a strong claim on 
the merits but small individual

damages. What is the public interest then?

The difficulty of the values concept 
was finally addressed by

a proposal that the factor be redrafted 
in terms of public interest

and private benefit. On motion, the Committee cast 11 votes, with

no dissent, to adopt the following language as 
a working draft:
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(F) whether the public interest in - and the private
benefits of - the probable relief to individual
class members lustify the burdens of the
litigation;

The Committee Note to this factor would explain that the
burdens of litigation include not only the costs of class
litigation and the complexity of the issues, but also the in
terrorem effect of certification.

Settlement Classes

Discussion of settlement classes began with the reminder that
this topic has come in for renewed attention in conjunction with
dispersed mass tort actions. In re General Motors Corp. Pick-up
Truck Fuel Tank Litigation, 55 F.3d 768 (3d Cir. 1995) has surveyed
the terrain. Two asbestos cases are approaching appellate
arguments in the Third and Fifth Circuit. The issues are open for
debate and the law'is in flux. The first question is whether the
Committee should attempt to deal with these issues while the
litigation cauldron is boiling. This question does not imply that
the Committee should not consider the problem; to the contrary, the
Committee' already has begun the process, and should make a
deliberate decision whether anything useful can yet be done. But
it may be the course of wisdom to decide that the time for action
is not ripe. The risks of defendant-created plaintiff classes are
not new. But the risks are much affected by the way in which the
class is structured. An opt-outclass is less threatening; consent
is very important. An opportunity to opt-out knowing the actual
terms of a proposed settlement can be particularly useful to ensure
individual fairness. Other questions include the basic question
whether it makes sense to certify a class for settlement purposes
when the same class would not - and often could not - be certified

for litigation, and whether it is proper to permit a class that is
first proposed for certification at the same time as a proposed
settlement is presented for approval. Settlements that seek to
include "futures" claimants who do not yet have enforceable claims
present quite different issues. Great savings in transaction costs
can be achieved by means of settlement classes. And they may
facilitate claims administration structures that achieve a measure
of equality in the treatment of different claimants that could not
be achieved by any other means.
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The questions are large. The drafting chore may not be

difficult once the questions are answered. 
But finding the answers

remains difficult. The Committee has elected not to press 
forward

with the draft that would have collapsed the categorical

distinctions between (b)(1), (b)(2), and (b)(3) classes,

recognizing the special origins and 
legitimacy of (b)(1) and (b)(2)

classes and the risk of losing this history. - Is the tie to

litigation equally important to the legitimacy of class

certification, or can the real-world importance 
of settlement be

recognized in the text of the Rule? Notice and adequate

representation will remain crucial. 
The opportunity to opt out,

perhaps at the time of settlement as well as at the time of

certification, may remain equally 
important.

The gravity of these questions led to the suggestion that

perhaps settlement classes should 
not be treated simply as a factor

subsumed in the (b)(3) certification process, but 
should become a

new and separate Rule 23.3. The rejoinder was that any new rule

would have to duplicate many provisions 
of Rule 23; there should be

a way to make settlement classes a 
separate part of Rule 23.

It was urged that the decision whether 
to act now should not

turn on anticipation of the guidance to be provided by pending

cases. These cases will be controlled by 
the current language and

structure of Rule 23, and by the specific settlement events in

those cases. The first issue is whether the rule 
should address

settlement classes as a separate 
phenomenon; the mechanics should

be deferred until that decision is 
made. The question is whether

it is proper to view the requirements 
for certification differently

when certification is sought solely 
for purposes of settlement, not

for litigation. The Rule or the Note can emphasize 
the distinctive

importance of notice and adequacy 
of representation in settlement

classes.

One ground for resisting settlement 
classes is the danger of

sloppy thinking about the class definition. Another danger is

presented by cases in which the settlement 
is worked out before the

request for certification. Two parties negotiate a prepackaged

complaint, certification, and settlement, and then present it for

approval by a process that lacks any 
of the safeguards provided by

a true adversary proceeding. It is not really clear whether there

is an Article III case or controversy 
in this setting. There is
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some force to the view that the court is simply being asked to
peddle res judicata through the group of plaintiffs' lawyers who
made the lowest and most attractive bid to the defendants. How can
a court ensure that there was genuine adversariness in negotiating
the settlement? And how can it ensure that there was no
disqualifying conflict of interests among different people who are
lumped together in a single supposed class? There is a great
practical value in settlement classes, but also a great strain on
the system. How can adequate representation of class members be
ensured, and by whom? Perhaps the impending Third and Fifth
Circuit decisions will provide helpful guidance.

From a somewhat different perspective, it was urged that there
should not be any need to amend Rule 23 to support settlement class
certifications. All of the requirements for certification must be
met. But the question whether the requirements have been met can
be addressed from the perspective of settlement, not the problems
of adjudication. The Third Circuit General Motors Pickup decision
can be read to reject this view, and to insist that certification
is permissible only if the Rule 23 requirements would be met for
purposes of litigation. If the opinion is read that way and is
followed, then Rule 23 should be amended to restore the meaning
that should be found in its present text. The purpose of
certifying a settlement class is to provide benefits for class
members - present claimants - and to reduce the risks and
transaction costs for all parties. The court has an important role
to play by administering settlement through Rule 23; without this
judicial supervision, defendants in the dispersed mass tort cases
may attempt to establish nonjudicial claims-administration
procedures that settle individual claims by means that do not
inform claimants as well, and that do not protect individual
interests as well. Most settlements in these cases occur after
there have been individual judgments in individual actions; the
terms of settlement are informed by the results of actual
adjudications, and the exercise of judicial review is similarly
informed.

This defense of settlement classes focused attention on Rule
23(e). It was observed that it is difficult enough to provide
effective judicial review of settlements reached in actions
certified for class adjudication, in substantial part because the
parties cease to be adversaries when they join in seeking approval
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of a settlement, and suggested that these problems may be
exacerbated with settlement classes. The fairness hearing, urged
by some as adequate protection, does not: do the job. The best
lawyers :and best judges can work together to fashion a fair
settlement, present the alternatives effectively, and accomplish an
effective review. But not all can get it right. Once a settlement
is proposed, moreover, other class-action lawyers can undertake a
campaign to encourage opt-outs, promising to get a better deal.

The case-or-controversy theme returned to the discussion, with
the statement that it is essential that there be a bona fide
dispute between real parties. There is no authority in the
Enabling Act or Constitution to provide for settings that do not
involve a valid dispute presented for actual decision. A
settlement class divorced from a litigation class is illegitimate.
Courts may be doing it, but it should be off-limits.'

This view -of the "real dispute" issue was met by the
observation that many cases come to court this way. At the very-
least, there are nonclass individual actions pending,- ordinarily
many of them. Some of the individual actions may be consolidated
by nonclass means. A settlement class is sought because everyone
involved wants a global resolution, and for good reason. The
proposed settlement reflects many antecedent real disputes. It
should be enough that the settlement class meets Rule 23
requirements as applied to settlement, not litigation. And there
are objectors - there is always someone who comes forward to
challenge the settlement. Some settlement classes involve large
claims, some involve small claims. Settlement classes will
continue to occur unless the Committee acts to prohibit the use of
Rule 23 in dispersed mass torts. The settlement terminates claims
that were real cases ot'controversies; it simply moves them into a
class context.

The case-or-controversy discussion led to the question whether
a settlement class can be used to expand- jurisdiction, reaching
people who could not be forced into an adjudicated class. 'It was
suggested that "force" is not proper, nor even an opt-out approach,
but that an opt-in class should be proper.

The praises of settlement classes were then sung by reference
to the silicone gel breast implant cases. They could not be tried
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as a class. Choice-of-law problems would be insurmountable. In
addition, differences in the facts relevant to different defendants
would defeat a single action against all defendants. The critical
thing is to get understandable notice to plaintiffs who demonstrate
understanding by making informed choices. There are now thousands
of individual actions outside the class, and thousands more are
being filed every month. Asbestos litigation may provide even more
persuasive justifications. There are large numbers of plaintiffs
with clearly "real" claims. Manageability is very different for
settlement than for litigation. If individuals consent, the
settlement class should be appropriate.

Robert Heim observed that it is easy to be distracted by the
common concern for the settlement class action that first comes to
court as a prepackaged complaint, certification-by-consent, and
settlement. The fear of collusion is genuine, and it is fair to
worry whether courts can provide effective protection in the
process of reviewing the settlement. But defendants who face
massive litigation want to resolve the many problems that arise
from dispersed actions. It should not be controlling whether the
negotiations occur before or after the comprehensive class action
is filed. The court can gain help in reviewing the settlement by
making sure that effective notice is provided to class members. In
addition, there is a whole new group of class-action lawyers who
represent objectors, providing the adversary elements that
otherwise would be missing. Beyond that, it would be desirable to
appoint a guardian ad litem to provide independent representation
for the class; if it is congenial to achieve this function by
relying on the "master" label, that should be helpful.

The view was repeated that even prepackaged settlements come
to court as the fruit of much earlier litigation.

It also was suggested that more thought should be given to
adding to Rule 23(e) more detailed guidance on the process for
reviewing and approving proposed settlements. The Manual for
Complex Litigation provides guidance now. But perhaps Rule 23(e)
should be elaborated along the lines recently developed by Judge
Schwarzer.

The focus of the settlement discussion on dispersed mass torts
led to the question whether Rule 23 should be used to make it
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easier to resolve these problems. The easier it is to resolve

claims, the more claims there will be, and the more mass-tort-iclass

actions.

The prospect that ready access to settlement-class litigation

may increase the volume of litigation was discounted by the

observation that at least in asbestos litigation, the focus on the

detailed manageability of class litigation blinks the reality 
that

the alternative is no more individual than a class action. 
There

are lawyers -with hundreds or even thousands of clients, whose

relationship with their clients, is no more real than the

relationship between class lawyers and nonrepresentative class

members. And they too are said to be settling cases in batches, by

group settlements that focus, on a total sum that, as a practical

matter, is allocated among clients by the lawyer who represents

them.

The settlement-class topic was left unresolved. The Committee

is anxious to hear specific proposals that go beyond the 
tentative

beginnings in the discussion draft. The topic will remain on the

agenda for the April, 1996 meeting.

Federal Judicial Center Study

The Federal Judicial Center study of class actions was

referred to throughout the class-action discussion. Committee

members had-the nearly-final version of the report that was

prepared for this meeting. A brief summary of the report was

provided by Thomas Willging, and as to the app'eal portion 
by Robert

Niemic. The study, conducted in four districts, examined all

actions that involved a class allegation and that were terminated

between July 1, 1992 and June 30, 1994. The districts, chosen for

believed high levels of class action activity and geographic

dispersion, were the Northern District of California, the Northern

District of Illinois, the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, and the

Southern District of Florida. The total number of cases with class

allegations was 418. The data are representative only for those

courts over the study period.

The first summary observation was that the study shows that

class actions are commonly necessary means of enforcing the 
claims

that they involve. Among the four districts in- the study, the
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highest individual recovery figure was $5,331, an amount too small
to support individual litigation. (By way of contrast, a study of
litigation in the 75 largest counties by the National Center for
State Courts showed average recoveries of $52,000 in personal
injury actions, and $57,000 in fraud actions.)

The next observation was that despite the modest amount ofindividual recoveries, the aggregate recoveries showed that class
litigation is an effective deterrent instrument. After deducting
attorney fees, the median net settlements in certified Rule
23(b)(3) class actions ranged from $>800,000 to $2,800,000 in the
four courts; the median class sizes ranged from 3,000 to 15,000.

The entire study included 13 certified (b)(2) classes with nonet monetary distribution. Some had nonmonetary distributions suchas rebate coupons that could not be valued by the study. It seems
likely that if the court had been able to foresee the results in
the cases that did not involve significant injunctive relief, the
classes would not have been certified.

It is not possible to use the study to predict what effects
would follow from a requirement that the certification decision
consider the probable outcome on the merits. The present system
strongly discourages any consideration of the merits. But the
study does show that through motions to dismiss or for summary
judgment, judges commonly do look at the merits before
certification. A majority of the cases in all districts had aruling on dismissal before or at the same time as the certification
ruling, and many had summary judgment rulings.

The study found 28 cases, 18% of the total certified classes,
that -involved simultaneous certification and settlement. Asubstantial share of the classes were certified for settlement
only.

The class actions endured far longer than average litigation
in the same courts.-

Turning to appeals, 15% to 34% of the study cases had at leastone appeal. There was a higher rate of appeal in the cases thatwere not certified as class actions than in the certified cases.There was a dramatically increased rate of appeal in-the cases that
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went to trial - appeals on trial-related issues were taken in 12 of
these 18 cases, a very high rate for civil actions. The appeals
led to affirmance in about 50% of the cases, to reversal and remand
in about 15%, and to dismissal of the appeals in the remainder.

Few appeals dealt with class certification issues. The study
cases involved one § 1292(a)(1) appeal. The only attempt to win
mandamus review involved an attempt to remove the trial judge.

Respectfully submitted,

Edward H. Cooper, Reporter
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'CIVIL RULES ADVISORY COMMITTEE

APRIL 18 and 19,1996

The Civil Rules Advisory Committee met on April 18 and 19, 1996, at the Administrative
Office of the United States Courts in Washington, D.C. The meeting was attended by allmembers of the Committee: Judge Patrick E. Higginbotham, Chair, and Judge John L. Carroll,Judge David S. Doty, Justice Christine M. Durham, Francis H. Fox, Esq., Assistant AttorneyGeneral Frank W. Hunger, Mark O. Kasanin, Esq., Judge David F. Levi, Judge Paul V.Niemeyer, Carol J. Hansen Posegate, Esq., Professor Thomas D. Rowe, Jr., Judge Anthony J.Scirica, Judge C. Roger Vinson, and Phillip A. Wittmann, Esq. Edward H. Cooper was presentas reporter. Former member John P. Frank, Esq., also attended. Judge Alicemarie H. Stotlerattended as Chair of the Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure; Professor DanielCoquillette attended as Reporter, And Sol Schreiber, Esq., attended as liaison member, of thatCommittee. Judge Jane A. Restani attended as liaison representative from the Bankruptcy RulesAdvisory Committee. John'K. Rabiej and Mark D. Shapiro represented the Rules CommitteeSupport Office, and Karen Kremer of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts alsoattended. Thomas E. Willging represented the Federal Judicial Center. Other observers andparticipants are named in the appendix.

Judge Higginbotham welcomed the members of the Committee, other participants, andobservers.

The Minutes of the November, 1995 meeting were approved.'

RULES PUBLISHED FOR COMMENT IN 1995

Amendments of four rules were published for comment in 1995. Rules 9(h), 26(c), 47(a),and 48 drew substantial written comments. Hearings were held in Oakland, California; Atlanta,Georgia; and New Orleans, Louisiana. All members of the Committee had the complete writtencomments and transcripts of the hearings. Summaries of the written comments and the hearingtestimony also were provided. Action on these proposals came first on the Committee agenda.

Rule 9(h)

The proposal to amend Rule 9(h) would remove an ambiguity in the present ruleprovision relating to interlocutory appeals in admiralty. It is not clear whether appeal can betaken under § 1292(a)(3) when, in a case that includes both an admiralty claim and anonadmiralty claim, the court acts on a nonadmiralty claim by an order that would qualify for§ 1292(a)(3) appeal if it had involved an admiralty claim. The proposal resolves the ambiguityby permitting appeal. Public comment was sparse, but was approving. The Committee voted
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Rule 23

Discussion of Rule 23 began with an invitation to consider the draft by asking what can

be achieved by (b)(3) class actions that cannot be achieved by consolidation and other tools. The

1966 version of Rule 23 came into being as the Advisory Committee worked through concerns

Ifabout civil rights injunction class actions. What would the world look like if (b)(3) were

abrogated? Is (b)(3) desirable for single event disasters, such as airplane crashes? What of the

securities field, where private enforcement often takes the form of a (b)(3) class action? And

what of other fields of litigation that amass large numbers of small claims into a (b)(3) class?

One of the changes that emerged from the November, 1995 meeting was an addition to

(b)(3) of a required finding that a class action be "necessary" for the fair and efficient

adjudication of the controversy. The purpose was to serve a heuristic function by encouraging

courts to look beyond "efficiency," to emphasize the fairness of trying individual traditional cases

in, traditional ways. The combination of "necessary" with "superior" is awkward, however,

seeming to require denial of certification for want of necessity, even though a class action might

seem superior. In informational discussion with the Standing Committee in January, 1996,

moreover, some concern was expressed about the tangled history of "necessary" parties in Rule

19. The present draft suggests elimination of "necessary" from the required (b)(3) findings, and

substitution of a new subparagrah (A) that requires consideration of the need for certification as

one factor bearing on the findings of predominance and supeoiority.

Another of the November changes led to alternative provisions requiring consideration of

the probable outcome on the merits as part of the required (b)(3) findings. Increasing concerns

have been expressed about the impact of this requirement. One concern arises from the prospect

that a prediction of the merits must be supported by extensive discovery, protracting the

certification determination and adding great expense. Another concern arises from the effects of

the finding; however tentatively and subordinately it may be expressed, the prediction of the

merits may affect all future proceedings in the case and may have real-world consequences as

well. Impact on market evaluation of a company's stock was one frequently offered illustration.

Various responses are suggested by the new drafts -to require a finding of probable merit only

8
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if requested by a party opposing class certification; to eliminate the requirement that there be afinding, but to leave the probable outcome on the merits as one of the factors bearing onpredominance and superiority; to consider probable outcome on the merits only as part of anevaluation of the value of "Probable class relief"; or to adhere to present practice that, at leastnominally, prohibits consideration of the merits in determining whether to certify a class.
The November changes also included in the (b)(3) factors consideration whether thepublic interest and private benefits of probable relief to individual class members justify theburdens of the litigation. Class actions have become an important element of private attorney-general enforcement of many statutes. In considering the problem -of class actions that yield littlebenefit to class members, the problem is cynicism about the process that generates such remediesas "coupons", that may provide more benefit-to the defendants and class lawyers than to classmembers. Yet there may be indirect benefits to the public at large in deterring wrongdoing, andin some cases it may be desirable to force disgorgement of wrongful profits without regard, toindividual benefits. The question is in part whether it is wise to rely on private enforcementthrough Rule 23 rather than specific Congressionally mandated private enforcement devices-

and whether the question is different as to statutes enacted before Rule 23 enforcement hadbecome well.recognized than as to more recent statutes.

Settlement classes were discussed extensively in November, but without reaching evententative conclusions that could be embodied in a revised draft. One of the most difficult
questions is whether it is possible to provide meaningful guidance on the use of "futures" classesof people who have not yet instituted, litigation, may not realize they have been injured, andindeed may not yet have experienced any of the latent injuries that eventually will arise from pastevents. Classes of future claimants, can achieve orderly systems for administering remedies thatavoid the risk that present claimants will deplete or exhaust defense resources - includingliability insurance - and preempt any effective remedy for the future claimants. There areserious questions that remain to be resolved, however, and that will be addressed in actions nowpending on appeal.

Rule 23(f): Interlocutory Appeals

Specific discussion of the multiple drafts provided in the agenda turned first to theinterlocutory appeal provision in -the "minimum changes" draft, Rule 23(f). This provision hasendured with no meaningful changes through several drafts, and has encountered littlemeaningful opposition. Initial concerns about expanding the opportunities for discretionaryinterlocutory appeals have, tended to fade on close study of the limits built into the draft.

The most commonly expressed reservations were revisited. Courts of appeals haveactively used mandamus review in several recent cases, providing the needed safety valve forimprovident class certifications. If an explicit interlocutory appeal provision is added, every casewill generate an-attempted appeal. A heavy burden will be placed on appellate courts. The cost

9
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and delay will be substantial. No lawyer worthy of pursuing a class action will let pass an

opportunity to appeal.

The common responses also were revisited. The extraordinary writs should not be

subject to the pressures generated by Rule 23 certification decisions. Mandamus should remain a

special instrument. "The burden of applications for permissive appeals under § 1292(b) is not

heavy; court of appeals screening procedures are effective. Motions for leave to appeal will be

handled in the same way as other motions. And early review is desirable.

It Was noted that the Appellate Rules Advisory Committee is engaged in drafting an

Appellate Rule that would implement proposed Civil Rule 23(f). The initial proposal would

have amended Appellate' Rule 5.1 to include Rule 23(f) appeals as well as appeals from district

court review of final magistrate-judge decisions. On consideration, the Appellate Rules

Committee determined that it should attempt to Fc llapse present Rule 5.1 into Rule 5, so that

there will be one single Appellate Rule that includes all varieties of appeals by permission,

present tand perhaps future. It is hoped that the product will be available for consideration by the

Standing Committee at the same time as Rule 23(f).

One modest drafting change was suggested. The most recent draft refers to appeal from

an order "granting or denying a request for class action certification." Deletion of "a arequest for"

was suggested on the ground that it might be, redundant, or alternatively might effect an unwise

restriction by failing to provide for appeal in the particularly sensitive situation in which a trial

court has acted on its own motion to grant or deny class certification. The, deletion was approved

unanimously.

As revised, new subdivision (f) was approved unanimously.

Benefits and Burdens of Class Action

The next portion of the minimum changes draft to be discussed was (b)(3) subparagraph

(F). This draft simplifies the draft that emerged from the November meeting. The November

meeting generated a subparagraph (G): "whether the public interest in - and the private benefits

of - the probable relief to individual class members justify the burdens of the litigation[J " The

minimum changes draft renumbers this factor as subparagraph F, and eliminates any explicit

reference to the public interest: "whether the probable relief to individual class members justifies

the costs and burdens of class litigation." In this form, the factor emphasizes the importance of

the relief to individual class members -even a significant aggregate sum, when divided among

a large number of plaintiffs, may provide such trivial benefit that the justification for class

litigation must be on grounds other than the benefits to individual class members.

The origin of the probable relief factor lies in concern that Rule 23(b)(3) is an aggregation
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device that, separate from the special concerns reflected in (b)(l) and (b)(2) class actions, should
focus on the individual claims being aggregated. The traditional focus and justification for
individual private litigation is individual remedial benefit. Most private wrongs go without
redress. Class treatment can provide meaningful-redress for wrongs that otherwise would not be
righted, and the value of the individual relief can be important. But class actions should not stray
far from this source of legitimacy. Public enforcement concerns should enter primarily when
Congress creates explicit private enforcement procedures. As the note to one of the drafts
articulated this view, "we should not establish a roving Rule 23-commission that authorizes class
counsel to enforce the law against private wrongdoers." Focus should hold steady on the
objective cash value and subjective intrinsic value of the relief available to actual class members.

The "corrective justice" and "deterrent" elements of small-claims class actions were noted
repeatedly as a supplement to the focus on private remedies. It was urged that consideration of
the value of probable relief to individual class members does not foreclose consideration of these
elements as well. But it also was urged that indeed this factor should focus only on the value of
private relief. Any other view would put courts in the position of weighing the public importance
of different statutory policies, and perhaps the relative importance of "minor" or "technical"
violations as compared to flagrant or intentional violations.

Discussion immediately turned to the two central elements of the formulation. How is a
court to predict the probable relief? And what are the costs and benefits invoked?

One suggestion was that attention should focus in part on a determination whether the
motivating force of the class action is a desire for attorney fees.

"Probable relief' in the (b)(3) context is damages. The example that was used in much of
the ensuing discussion was an overcharge of a 2¢ a month imposed by a telephone company for
12 months on 2,000,000 customers. The aggregate damages of $480,000 are not trivial. But it is
not clear that such a class should be certified.

Discussion also wove around the question whether assessment of ."probable relief'
includes a prediction whether the class claim will prevail on the merits. In the November
discussion, the probable relief factor was held separate from consideration of the merits. The
calculation was to be made on the assumption that the class position would prevail on the merits.
If direct consideration of the probable outcome on the merits is eliminated, however, it is
possible to incorporate a prediction of the outcome on the merits in measuring the "probable
relief." Language reflecting that possibility is included in the note that accompanies the draft that
eliminates the more direct references to outcome on the merits.

Consideration of the substantive merits of the underlying claims through this factor, not
as an independent matter, led to the oft-discussed fear that consideration of the merits would lead
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to expanded discovery surrounding the certification decision. The comparison to preliminary
injunction proceedings was noted - they may entail much or little discovery - but found not
helpful because ofthe special factors that affect preliminary injunction decisions. A preliminary
injunction decision may be converted to trial on the merits when circumstances permit full
information to be assembled and presented before the need to restrain. It may rest on a small
fraction of the information needed for trial on the merits. The driving force is the need to
preserve the capacity to grant effective relief on the merits, not the calculus of class certification.

'It also was asked whether the present rule that certification decisions must be made
without reference to the merits is, in practice, a fiction. Explicit recognition of what many feel is
a common practice, left unspoken because consideration of the merits is supposed to be
forbidden, might lead to wiser reliance on the probable merits.

One effort to bring this role of the merits to a point was made by asking whether the rule
should refer to the probable value of the "requested" or "demanded" relief, so as to focus only on
the relief, not the merits.: This suggestion was quickly rejected.

Alternatives to considering the merits at the certification stage were suggested. One was
to require particularized pleading of the elements of each claim offered for class treatment.

Cases with multiple claims were discussed. If one version of a class claim would afford
substantial relief, that should be sufficient at least for initial certification. Recognizing that the
question of class definition is interdependent with the questions posed by multiple claims, it was
understood that the probable relief on all claims suitable to a single class could appropriately be
considered and weighed against the costs and burdens entailed by class treatment. At least
conceptually, it may be that certification is proper as to some class claims but not another claim
that would add greater costs and burdens than the probable relief on that claim.

The problem of weighing returned, with the question whether individual claims averaging
a few hundred dollars would justify class treatment. It was noted that the median individual
recovery ranges reported by the Federal Judicial Center study ran from something more than
$300 to something more than $500. What is to be weighed against the predicted recovery?
"Every possible argument will be made." Class proponents will argue public enforcement values.

John Frank addressed the Committee, urging that trivial claims class actions are a major
problem, providing token recoveries for class members and big rewards for attorneys.: "This
Committee is not the avenging angel of social policy." Congress can create enforcement
remedies, some administrative, some judicial, pursued by public or private enforcers.

Further Committee discussion suggested, first, that class actions are not filed on claims
that, as pleaded at the outset, would yield only trivial relief. The Federal Judicial Center Study,
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covering two years in four districts, found 9 cases out of 150 certified classes in which the
individual recoveries were less than' $100; only 3 of them involved individual recoveries less
thfiI$25, with the lowest figure $16. But-it was responded that very small claim cases do in fact
exist. At least in some parts of the country,'very small claims classes are filed in state courts and
removed. These cases require enormous administrative work. And they breed cynicism about
the courts.'

The question of claim size also led to the question whether the initial certification
decision should be subject to review as progress in the case'provides clearer evidence of the
probable relief. Initially plausible demands for significant relief may become increasingly
implausible as a case progresses. It was agreed that if there is quick and undemanding
certification, the certification decision should be open to reconsideration and subclassing or
decertification when it appears that the probable relief fails to justify the remaining costs and
burdens of class treatment.

A motion to adhere to the language of the "minimum change" draft passed by vote of 9 to
3. The question whether subparagraph (F) should include consideration of the merits in assessing
the probable value of individual relief was discussed further during the later deliberations that
voted to discard the explicit consideration of pro~bable merits that was adopted by the November
draft.

Need For Class Action

The November 1995 draft added a requirement to subdivision (b)(3) that a class action be
"necessary" as well as superior for the fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy. For the
reasons noted in the introduction, this concept has been difficult to explain. The draft considered
at this meeting suggested replacement of the "necessary" 'finding by adding a new subparagraph
(A) and rewording subparagraph (B). Proposed subparagraph (A) would add as a factor in
determining'superiority "the need for class certification to accomplish effective enforcement of
individual claims." Proposed subparagraph (B) would refer to "the practical ability of individual
class members to pursue their"claims without class certification and their interests in maintaining
or defending separate actions."

The first question was whether factor A is antithetical to factor F as just approved. Factor
A suggests that class certification is necessary if claims are too small to support individual
enforcement. 'Factor F suggests that class certification is undesirable if claims are too small. The
answer was that the two provisions are complementary. Factor A cuts'in two directions. If'
individual class member claims are so substantial as to support individual litigation, certification
may be inappropriate. If class member claims are too small to support individual litigation,
certification may be needed to provide meaningful individual relief. But if the individual relief
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that can be afforded by a class action does not justify the costs and burdens of class litigation,

certification should be denied.

The relationship between (A) and (B) also was questioned; in many ways, they seem

redundant of each other. The emphasis on the need for class certification for effective

enforcement, however, can go beyond the practical ability of individual class members to pursue

their claims without certification. Separate actions will not be brought by all members of a class

who seem practically able to do so, whether because individual actions in fact are not practicable

or because of inertia. Even if separate actions are brought, they may not prove as effective as a

class action that pools resources to mount a more effective showing. Class actions also may

prove more "effective" for reasons that are more, questionable, such as pressure to settle even

weak claims that are aggregated into the class. These values of class actions were defended as

the heart of (b)(3), the touchstone purpose of aggregation. But it was noted that small-claims

(b)(3) class actions have fared quite well since 1966 without any explicit element like proposed

factor (A).

The distinction between practical individual enforcement and efficient class enforcement

in some ways reflects the distinction between opt-in and opt-out classes. Even with individually

substantial claims, there is little reason to believe that the number of participating class members

will be the same if the class is certified only for those who opt in as if the class is certified for all

but those who opt out. (b)(3) exerts a pressure toward compulsory joinder by requiring an

election to opt out of the class. Factors (A) and (B), together with factor (C), allow explicit

consideration of the desirability of this inertial pressure to remain in a class for group litigation.

A motion to delete proposed factor (A) passed, 8 to 5. A motion to separate proposed

factor (B) into two parts passed unanimously. As restructured, factors (A) and (B) would read:

"(A) the practical ability of individual class members to pursue their claims without class

certification; (B) class members' interests in maintaining or defending separate actions;".

The discussion noted that the practical ability to pursue individual actions remains a two-

edged factor. It weighs in favor of class certification, all else remaining equal, if individual

actions are not practicable. It weighs against class certification, all else remaining equal, if

individual actions are practicable.

Another drafting change from present factor (B) also was noted. The 1966 rule refers to

the interest "in individually controlling" separate actions. The proposed language refers to the

interest in maintaining or defending separate actions. This language better reflects the full range

of alternatives that must be considered. An alternative to a proposed class action may be a

different class action, or a number of different class actions. Other alternatives may include

intervention in pending actions, actions initially framed by voluntary joinder, consolidation of

individual actions-including consolidation for pretrial purposes by the Judicial Panel on
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Multidistrict Litigation or transfers from separate districts for consolidated trial in a single court
or limited number of courts, and stand-alone individual actions. -Individual members of a
proposed class may not "control" many of these alternatives in any meaningful sense, but the
alternatives must be considered nonetheless.

Melvin Weiss then addressed the, Committee. He has been litigating class actions from a
time before adoption of the 1966 amendments. Plaintiff class lawyers were taught then that they
were to play the role of private attorney general That role is confirmed by the adoption of (b)(3)
classes. The size of individual class member recoveries was not thought important. The need for
private-attorney-general classes is growing.) ''Government enforcement resources are shrinking
absolutely, and are shrinking even more in relation to the level of conduct that needs to be
corrected. Telemarketing fraud abounds. 900 telephone numers are an illustration. Suppose
most members of a class are hit with6$L0 or $20 charges for calls to a 900 number, with only a
few whose bills run much higher. The government may eventually put a stop to a particular
operation, but that provides no redress for the victims.' Class-action lawyers do that. It is hard
work. It is risky work. Of course class counsel deserve to be paid. If the Committee wants to
say that a $2 individual recovery is trivial, it should say so. 'The matter should not be left to
open-ended discretion and open hostility to class'enforcement. In one action, the class won
$60,000,000 of free long-distance telephone- services; this is a !'coupon" settlement, but provides
a real benefit to class members. Class-action- attorneysgprotect victims. Some even are forced to
borrow to finance a class action. These social 'services should be recognized and appreciated. "it
would be ironic to cut back on class actions at a time When 'the rest of the' world is admiring
American experience and seeking to emulate it.

Peter Lockwood addressed the Committee, observing that factors (A) and (F) do not
provide any standards.' (A) seems to say the porridge is too hot, (F) that the porridge is too cold,
and the whole rule seems to say that courts should seek a nice serving temperature. It is difficult
to suppose that a Committee Note could say 'that a $200 individual recovery is sufficient to
justify a class action. This proposal is dangerously close to the limits of the Enabling Act,
trespassing on substantive grounds. lThe purpose of Rule 23 is to enforce small claims that are
legally justified. There cannot be any effective appellate review of trial-court 'application of these
discretionary factors. Anecdotal views of frivolous suits, settled by -supine defendants, do not
justify an unguided discretion to reject class certification. Factor (F) should be reconsidered.

Beverly Moore observed that factor (F) allows refusal to certify a class if individual
claims are small, even though aggregate class relief would be substantial and the costs of
administration are low. But certification should remain available if in 'fact efficient
administration is possible. If a defendant has a continuing relationship with'class members,' for'
example, it may be possible' to effect individual notice at very low cost by including it with a
regular monthly mailing. Distribution of individual recoveries may be accomplished in a similar
manner. Note should be made of this possibility,
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Committee discussions returned to the relationships between factor (A), the practical
ability of class members to pursue individual actions, and factor (F), the value of the probable
relief to individual members. It was noted that factor (F) involves balancing the complexity, of -
the litigation and the costs of administration in relation to individual benefits. Even the 24¢
individual recovery might qualify for class treatment if it is possible to resolve the merits and
administer the remedy at low cost. The practical ability factor encourages certification of small-
claims classes, just as the probable individual relief factor at times will limit certification of
small-claims classes. If it is apparent at the time of certification that the individual value of the
probable class relief is small, the certification decision must weigh the costs and burdens of a
class proceeding. There is no specific dollar threshold. Individual recoveries of $50 in a
"laydown" or summary judgment case may easily justify certification. Claims for $200 or $300
may not justify certification in a setting that requires resolution of very complex fact issues or
difficult and uncertain law issues. This approach means that an initial decision to grant
certification, relying on substantial apparent value or apparent ease of resolution and
administration of the remedy, remains constantly open to reconsideration and decertification if
the probable relief diminishes or the burdens of resolution and administration increase.

Prediction of the Merits

The November 1995 draft added a requirement that in certifying a (b)(3) class the court
make a finding on the probable outcome on the merits. Two alternatives were carried forward.
One would require only a showing that the class claims, issues, or defenses are not'insubstantial
on the merits. The other would adopt a balancing test, requiring a finding that the prospect of
success on the merits is sufficient to justify the costs and burdens imposed by certification.
Either required finding would be bolstered by a separate factor requiring consideration of the
probable success on the merits of the class claims, issues, or defenses. Many observers,
representing both plaintiff and defendant interests, reacted to these alternatives with the concerns
noted during the first parts of this meeting. These concerns were addressed in the, most recent
draft by limiting the requirement to cases in which an evaluation of the probable merits is
requested by a party opposing class certification.

It was urged that some form of explicit consideration of the probable merits should be
retained as part of a (b)(3) certification decision. A preliminary injunction decision requires
consideration of the probable merits in addition to the impact on the parties of granting or
denying injunctive relief. The public interest often is considered as well. There is a substantial
body of learning surrounding this practice in the preliminary injunction setting that can
illuminate the class-action setting. It is appropriate to require a forecast of the ultimate judgment
before unleashing a class action. There is much at stake; in some cases, the very existence of a
defendant is in jeopardy. The prospect that defendants may not want preliminary inquiry into the
merits of a plaintiff class claim can be met by requiring the proponent of certification to make a
demonstration on the merits, but allowing the opponent of certification to waive the requirement.
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Further support for required consideration of the merits was found by John Frank in
recent cases, such as In re Rhone-Poulenc Rorer Inc., 7th Cir.1995, 51 F.3d 1293, which
emphasized the fact that plaintiffs had lost 12 of the 13 individual actions that had been pursued
to judgment at the time of the class certification. The coercive settlement pressure arising from
certification even in face of such litigation results also was emphasized by the court. He urged
that it is a false terror to be concerned that stock market disaster will follow a finding of
sufficient probable success to warrant certification. We should find a way to junk bad cases
early.

Discussion of the Rhone-Poulenc decision led to the observation that the defendants had
just now offered $600,000,000 to settle all of the pending individual actions all around the
country. This offer shows that the class claims were far from weak. Courts may go too fast
about the task if consideration of the probable merits is approved.

Discovery concerns continued to be expressed. Consideration of the merits will lead to
merits discovery as part of the certification process, and it will be difficult to limit discovery in
ways that do not defeat the desire to avoid the burdens that would flow from actual certification.

Beyond the difficulties engendered by probable success predictions, the Federal Judicial
Center study shows that ample protection is provided by motions to dismiss or for summary
judgment. Consideration of factor (F), the individual value of probable class relief, will further
aid in avoiding trivial actions. If there is any need for added protection, it can be met by making
it clear that a court can act on Rule 12 and 56 motions before deciding whether to certify a class.

Without formal motion, it was concluded that the Committee had decided by
acquiescence to delete the November draft provisions requiring a finding of probable merit and
including probable success on the merits as a factor pertinent to the (b)(3) certification decision.

Attention then turned to the alternative of incorporating consideration of the probable
outcome on the merits in the factor (F) balancing of the individual value of probable class relief
against the costs and burdens of class litigation. The Committee materials included the
suggestion that this result might be achieved by including in the Committee Note to factor (F)
language something like this: "In an appropriate case, assessment of the probable relief to
individual class members can go beyond consideration of the relief likely to be awarded should
the class win a complete victory. The probability of class success also can be considered if there
are strong reasons to doubt success. It is appropriate to consider the probability of success only if
the appraisal can be made without extended proceedings and without prejudicing subsequent
proceedings. This factor should not become the occasion for extensive discovery that otherwise
would not be justified at this stage, of the litigation. Neither should reliance on this factor be
expressed in terms that threaten to increase the influence that a certification decision inevitably
has on other pretrial proceedings, trial, or settlement."
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Support was expressed for this approach, with the reservation that the draft focused only

on the negative. It should be integrated with the statement, agreed upon earlier, that certification
may be justified for small claims when there is a very strong prospect of success. Further support

was found in the con ing concern that aggregation of large numbers of individually weak

claims can create a coercive pressure to settle. Certification often is a major event, even a critical

event.

Consideration of the merits in this fashion also was supported on the ground that the

certification decision in a (b)(3)- proceeding must look ahead to the ways in which the case

probably will be tried. The predominance of common issues and the superiority of class

treatment depend heavily on the trial that will follow.

This "commentary-in-the-Note" strategy was, opposed on the ground that it would whittle

down the trial judge's~discretion. Even without any discussion in the Note, lawyers and judges

will seize on the idea that the value of probable relief depends not only on the amount that will

be awarded upon success on the merits, but also upon the probability of success. Factor (F) can

be used in this way, and can be found to support departure from the Eisen rule that forbids

consideration of probable merits at the certification stage.

Opposition also was expressed on the ground that the initial discussion of factor (F) had

assumed that it focused solely on the amount of probable relief, not the probability of defeat on

the merits. The problems persist whatever the level of emphasis in the text of the Rule or the

Note. Consideration of the merits will entail discovery on the merits, and an expression

evaluating the probable merits for certification purposes will carry forward to affect all

subsequent, stages of the litigation. Even if theNote, were to say that this process should not

justify any discovery on the merits, nefarious results would remain.

Consideration of the merits, moreover, suggests that certification can be denied because

of doubts' on the merits even though the case cannot be dismissed under Rule 12 or resolved by

summary judgment. Courts in fact require particularized pleading of class claims at a level that

supports vigorous use of Rule 12.

It also was suggested that the proposed Note language is not a "soft" compromise of a

difficult debate. The Committee should decide what it wants to do, and be explicit in the text of

the Rule.

Sheila Birnbaum urged that the suggested Note is a balanced attempt to go beyond the

limits of Rules 12 and 56, in a way that focuses on the extraordinary case. There should not be

discovery, but the merits should be open to consideration with factor (F).

Beverly Moore suggested that every defense lawyer will want to get into the merits at the
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certification stage in every case. The Draft Note reflects empirically invalid assumptions that
there are many frivolous cases and coercive settlements. That is not so.

Peter Lockwood observed that the draft Note fragment can only address cases that cannot
be resolved by summary judgment. He asked how is a court to determine that a case that is
strong enough to go to trial on a Rule 56 measure still is not strong enough to certify.

Robert Heim, who had initially supported consideration of the merits, but has moved
away from the November 1995 draft proposals, supported the proposed Note on factor (F). The
concern with discovery is overstated; there is substantial discovery on certification issues now.
And there are cases that are very weak. Judges have felt hamstrung by the Eisen prohibition of
merits review. The draft authorizes a "preliminary peek."

Alfred Cortese also supported the proposed note. Some claims justifiably earn
certification under (b)(3) because they have merit but cannot practicably be enforced
individually. Others should be weeded out.

The proposition that the draft Note would merely open a small door for consideration of
the merits was doubted. Once the door is open, legions will march through.

A motion to reject the draft Note discussion of incorporation of the merits in the factor
(F) determination was adopted, 8 votes to 5.

A motion was made to say nothing about consideration of the merits in conjunction with
the factor (F) determination. It was suggested that the Note has to say something, because in the
face of silence many courts will read factor (F) to support consideration of the probable result on
the merits. "Probable relief' intrinsically includes the probability of any relief. The motion to
say nothing was adopted, 7 votes to 6.

Settlement Classes

The November draft included in subdivision (b)(3) a new factor (H) that included as a
matter pertinent to the predominance and superiority findings:

(H) the opportunity to settle on a class basis claims that could not be litigated on a class
basis or could not be litigated by [or against?] a class as comprehensive as the
settlement class ***

Discussion began with the question whether this factor should be added. It was recalled
that the November meeting discussed settlement classes without reaching any conclusions.
There are a wide variety of settlement classes. It seemed to be the consensus in November that
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not enough is known to support intelligent rulemaking with respect to futures classes. The use of

settlement classes under subdivision (b)(l) also seems too complicated for wise rulemaking. But

for (b)(3) classes, the Third Circuit decision in the General Motors pickup truck litigation has

stirred the question whether a class can be certified only on the hypothesis that certification of

that class is appropriate for litigation., Many believe that the Third Circuit opinion permits

application of the subdivision, (a) prerequisites and the subdivision (b)(3) factors in a way that

permits certification of a class for settlement purposes even though the same, class would not be

certified for trial. Others are uncertain. Settlement classes have been found useful by many

courts. The, practice has evolved from initial hesitancy to regular adoption as a routine practice.

They have worked not only in the exotic cases that attract widespread attention, but also in

smaller-scale cases such as a class of 1,200 homeowners seeking post-hurricane insurance

benefits. The class probably could not have been certifiedfor trial because there were many

individual questions. Alclass that could not be certified for litigation because of dhoice-of-law

problems, general problems of manageability, the need, to explore many individual issues, or the

like, may profitably be certified for settlement. Subdivision (H) is, the law everywhere, with the

possible exception of the Third Circuit. But if Rule 23 remains silent, other courts may be

troubled by the, uncertainties engendered by some readings of the Third Circuit opinion. On the

other hand, it may be argued that courts are in the business of trying cases, not mediating

settlements. To certify for settlement a class that the court woild not, take to litigation is to take

courts into the claims-administration business. Just what is properly the stuff of judicial business

remains open to dispute.

The first response was that settlement classes are extremely important, for plaintiffs and

defendants alike, but that it may not be appropriate to adopt a rule that does not provide a list of

factors to help the trial judge. Many settlements, moreover, are important because they provide a

means of dealing with future claimants. In some situations settlement may not be possible, unless

all claimants, present and future, are included. In others, failure to provide for future claimants

may mean that by the time future claims ripen there will be no assets left to respond in judgment.

Futures classes would be left in the wilderness by this draft.

The next response was an observation by, John Frank that settlement classes have been the

most offensive part of the current class-action process. They offer a bribe to plaintiffs' counsel

to take a dive and sell res judicata. As a moral matter, do we want this in the judicial system? If

so, settlement classes should at most beallowed only if the same class would be certified for

litigation. And it should be made clear that all requirements of the rule apply to futures classes.

There also should be provision for increased judicial scrutiny of any proposed settlement.

Professor Jack Coffey's views on this subject are sound. The often-decried "coupon" remedies

all have been settlement classes.

The choice was put as a minimalist choice between doing nothing or taking a modest first

step. Factor (H) does-not speak to the futures settlements now pending on appeal in the Third
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and Fifth Circuits. It only says that the fact that a case cannot be tried as a class need not defeat
certification for settlement.

Another option was offered, suggesting that perhaps subdivision (e) should be amended
to include the list of factors for reviewing settlements recommended by Judge Schwarzer in his
Cornell Law Review article. Subdivision (e) also might provide that closer scrutiny is required if
a class is certified at the same time as a proposed settlement is presented. The Committee has
never explored this prospect beyond preliminary observations. Nor has it considered the question
whether independent counsel might be appointed to assist in evaluation of a proposed settlement.

Opposition to factor (H) was expressed on the ground that it might encourage judges to
certify classes simply in the hope that a settlement would clear the docket. It is unsavory to
certify a class that cannot ultimately be tried. How can we receive and certify a class that would
not be tried? A related fear was that the factor would encourage certification of litigation classes
in hopes that the certification would spur settlement.

Support for settlement classes was expressed on the ground that settlement can avoid
choice-of-law problems that defeat certification of a broad class. Article m requirements and
personal jurisdiction standards still must be met. A settlement class can make all the difference
in resolving massive disputes. The pending silicone gel breast implant cases and the Georgine
asbestos settlements come to mind. These settlement classes also can avoid problems of
individual causation that would defeat any attempt at class-based litigation. Certification of a
(b)(3) settlement class permits dissatisfied class members to opt out.

The view was suggested that cases that rest on a settlement reached before certification
are so-different that they should be addressed in a separate rule, perhaps as a new Rule 23.3.

It was suggested that perhaps settlement classes should be put in subdivision (e) by a
provision allowing the court to waive the requirements of (b)(3) for purposes of settlement. The
response was that the proposal is not that the requirements of (b)(3) be waived, but that these
requirements be applied with recognition of the differences presented by the settlement context.

Article m and personal jurisdiction questions were addressed briefly. There is a live
controversy between individual class members and the party opposing the class; the only
question is how many of these live controversies can be resolved by class treatment. Personal
jurisdiction concerns are mollified by the facts of notice and opportunity to opt out. In federal
courts, moreover, all class members ordinarily will have sufficient contact with the United States
to satisfy all due process requirements.

The opportunity to opt out of a (b)(3) class was again stressed as an important factor in
the settlement-class equation. Class members will opt out if the settlement represents a bargain
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to sell res judicata on terms favorable to the defendant. If class members choose not to opt out,

having notice of the class and the settlement, they are not hurt. If Rule 23(b)(3) is to be used for

mass torts, the choice well may lie between permitting settlement classes and adopting the

creative devices that have been used by some courts to substitute for litigated resolution of the

required elements of individual claims. The Fifth Circuit decision in In re Fibreboard deals with

the difficulties of these devices.

Further support for settlement classes was expressed with the view that most -settlement

classes "are not fixes. There are legitimate uses." Clients are better off, particularly when the

defendants have insurance. Settlement also has the advantage of treating alike people who,

although similarly situated, would be treated differently in separate actions. Choice-of-law,

differences in local courts and procedure, problems of proving individual causation, and the like

ensure disparate treatment if class disposition is not available.

Thomas Willging- reminded the Committee of the information provided by the Federal

Judicial Center study. Of 150 certified classes in the study, 60 were certified only for settlement.

30 of these 60 had consent to a settlement at the time of certification. 25, "mostly (b)(3) classes,"

did not, and indeed in 8 of these 25 there was opposition to certification. All of the 25 had at

least 2 months between the motion and certification.

A motion was made that Rule (b)(3) should not speak in any way to settlement classes.

The motion was defeated by vote of 5 for and 8 against.

Turning to the question of what should be said about settlement clases, the suggestion

was that a means should be found to say that the court should apply all the prerequisites of

subdivision (a) and the requirements of (b)(3) in light of the knowledge that the case was being

certified for settlement, not trial. An alternative suggestion was that subdivision (e) be amended

to provide that a trial court may, if the parties consent, certify a settlement class even though a

class action might not be superior or manageable for litigation.

The next suggestion was that a new subdivision (b)(4) be adopted, providing that if the

parties consent a settlement class can be certified even though the (b)(3) requirements are not

met. This suggestion met the response that (b)(3) is the right location if settlement bears on

application of the predominance and superiority requirements.
Further discussion of the (b)(4) alternative generated several draft proposals. One would

have added a new clause in subdivision (b)(3), at the end of the first sentence: "provided,

however,- that if certification is requested by the parties to a proposed settlement for settlement

purposes only, the settlement may be considered in making these findings of predominance and

superiority." It was concluded, however, that the prerequisites of subdivision (a) and the

requirements of (b)(3) could more clearly be invoked by adoption of a specific settlement class
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provision as a new subdivision (b)(4). After various drafting alternatives were considered,discussion focused on a draft reading:

(4) the parties to a settlement request certification under subdivision (b)(3) for purposesof the settlement, even though the requirements of subdivision (b)(3) might not bemet for purposes of trial.

As a separate paragraph of subdivision (b), paragraph (4) is controlled directly bysubdivision (a). Subdivision (a) also is invoked by the first paragraph of subdivision (b), whichrepeats the requirement that the prerequisites of subdivision (a) must be satisfied. In addition,the provision for "certification under subdivision (b)(3)" means that the predominance andsuperiority requirements of subdivision (b)(3) must be satisfied, following consideration of thepertinent factors described in (b)(3).

The phrase allowing certification even though the requirements of subdivision (b)(3)might not be met for purposes- of trial is intended to make it clear that the prerequisites of (a) andthe requirements of (b)(3) must be applied from the perspective of settlement, not triaL

A suggestion to delete the words "for purposes of trial" was rejected as inconsistent withthe need to make clear the differences between settlement classes and litigation classes.

The description of "parties to a settlement" is intended to require that there be a completesettlement agreement at the time class certification is requested. It was argued that provisionshould be made for a "conditional" settlement class certification, to be made in hopes that asettlement might be reached but acknowledging that the class must be decertified if settlement isnot reached. This argument was rejected on at least two grounds. The first was that no prudentlawyer would suggest certification of a settlement class unless agreement had already beenreached; if there seem to be cases in which certification is ordered before a settlement is }presented before approval, it is either because of bad lawyering or because the parties havechosen not to present an agreement actually reached. The second was that there are undue risksthat certification of a settlement class before agreement is reached may lead to coercive pressuresto settle, reinforced by the threat of taking an untriable class to trial.

A motion to adopt the proposed subdivision (b)(4) was approved unanimously.

A later motion to reconsider proposed (b)(4) to add "proposed," so that it would recognizea request for certification by the parties to "a proposed settlement." It was objected that thischange would encourage certifications that could coerce settlement, based in part on the fear thatthe certification might be carried forward to trial of an unmanageable class. Certification forsettlement purposes should not be available-merely because the parties "have an idea about asettlement." The motion failed with 2 supporting votes and 11 opposing votes.
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Subdivision (e)

The earlier discussions of subdivision (e) were revived with a suggestion that the special

master provision in (e)(3) of the November draft should be adopted. The biggest problem with

settlements is that they sidestep the adversary process, depriving the court of the reliable

information needed to evaluate a settlement. The idea of the draft provision is to ensure

independent review. There is evidence that some state-court judges are simply rubber-stamping

class settlements. Some means of independent investigation should be required at least for

settlement classes. Adversary process is provided only if there are objectors.

It was objected that this seemingly benign provision could have unintended adverse

consequences. There is a problem, but this solution may make things worse. If someone else is

appointed to investigate the settlement, responsibility may transfer from the judge to the adjunct.

The parties, indeed, may agree on the master, who may provide a less probing inquiry than the

court would provide. It is better to leave the responsibility squarely on the judge, who will

respond with careful inquiry.

It was suggested that instead of incorporation in subdivision (e), the use of special

masters might be noted in the Note to the settlement class provisions of new subdivision (b)(4).

Sheila Birnbaum observed that substantial protection is provided by the requirement of

notice of settlement. The parties want to ensure that the notice is sufficiently strong to protect

the settlement judgment against collateral attack. At the stage of settlement, it is the defendant

who pays for the notice; cost is not an obstacle to effective notice.

The key is adequate class representation. Special masters, or for that matter the class

guardians who were suggested in earlier discussion, are no better assurance than direct

supervision of the named class representatives. The problem, moreover, arises with other class

actions. Classes certified for litigation under subdivisions (b)(l), (2), or (3) may settle after

certification. The certification itself may result from stipulation.

John Frank spoke in favor of proposed (e)(3) as "better than a band-aid." It would

provide some added protection against the fear of class sell-out settlements.

H. Thomas Wells, Jr., suggested that present subdivision (e) settlement procedure is

adequate. If there are problems, they arise from inadequate implementation of the procedure.

It is possible to appoint a guardian ad litem for the class, and appointments have been

made when the need arises. Settlement classes can come into being quickly, usually after little

discovery. They are "packaged." It is hard for a judge to be an independent examiner. There

24
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ought to be an independent voice. But the "guardian" label should be avoided, because many
collateral consequences are likely to flow from the label.

Adoption of the draft paragraph (e)(3) was opposed on the ground that courts now have
power to rely on masters -or magistrate judges, or to appoint guardians or other independent
representatives to investigate a settlement. It may be appropriate to comment on these matters in
the Note to new subdivision (b)(4), but there is no need for an independent provision.

A motion to add proposed paragraph (e)(3) failed, 5 for and 8 against.

It was observed that hearings are held on subdivision (e) approval motions, and provide
the best means of review. There is no explicit hearing requirement in subdivision (e), however.
It was moved that an explicit hearing requirement be added. The rule would read: "A class
action shall not be dismissed or compromised without hearing and the approval of the court, after
notice of the proposed dismissal or compromise s~ha be has been given ** *.' The motion
passed with 9 supporting votes.

Maturity
It was moved that subdivision (b)(3) factor C be amended as proposed in the drafts,

adding "maturity" of "related" litigation "involving class members." The reasons for adding the
maturity factor are those discussed in November, and reflected in the draft Note. The motion
carried unanimously.

Subdivision (c)(1)

Subdivision (c)(1) now requires that the determination whether to certify a class must be
made "as soon as practicable" after commencement of the action. The draft completely revises
(c)(1). The question whether the "as soon as practicable" requirement should be deleted flowed
into the question whether it is desirable to propose every possible improvement in Rule 23 at one
time. The proposals already adopted will require extensive consideration and will draw much
comment during the succeeding steps of the Enabling Act process. There is much to be said for
not making the process more complicated than necessary to advance the most important changes.
On the other hand, it is not likely that Rule 23 will be revisited for at least another ten years. For
the last many months, it has been tacitly assumed that if a few substantial changes are proposed,
the many other changes in the draft would fall by the way. We must be careful about the number
of changes proposed.

A motion was made to revise subdivision (c)(l) to require determination whether to
certify a class "when practicable" after commencement of the action. Substitution of the full
draft revision was suggested as an alternative, but put aside because the changes were more
stylistic than substantive. The motion was adopted by consensus. It was pointed out that the
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substitution of "when practicable" would serve the same function as the proposal to add a new
subdivision (d)(l) expressly permitting decision of motions to dismiss or for summary judgment
before the certification question is addressed. The Note, to revised (c)(l) can point out that the
revision removes any support for the minority view that the "as soon as practicable" requirement
defeats pre-certification action on such motions.,

Subdivision (b)(2)

The draft would revise subdivision (b)(2) to resolve the ambiguity that has led some
courts to rule that it does not authorize certification of a defendant class. The motion failed by 2
votes for and 11 votes against.

Subdivision,(c)(2): (b)(3) Class Notice

The November draft includes at lines 156 to 161 a provision that would authorize
sampling notice in a (b)(3) class if the cost of individual notice is excessive in relation to the
generally small value of individual members' claims. A motion to adopt this provision was
resisted on the ground that it is inconsistent with the new (b)(3) factor (F) that allows refusal to
certify a class when the probable value of individual relief does not justify the costs and burdens
of class litigation. It was responded that to the contrary, this notice provision will implement the
purposes of factor (F) by reducing the costs and burdens of certification, making it feasible to
enforce claims that otherwise might not justify class litigation. Some concerns were expressed
about the requirements of due process. The motion failed for want of a second.

It was agreed that the proposed revisions of Rule 23 agreed upon at this meeting should
be submitted to the Standing Committee with a recommendation for publication for public
comment.

New Business

The American College of Trial Lawyers Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Committee has
recommended that the Committee take up the question whether the scope of discovery authorized
by Rule 26(b)(1) should be restricted. The recommendation is supported by a detailed
chronology of past Committee consideration of the many problems that surround the scope and
practice of discovery. This topic will be on the agenda for the fall meeting. Earlier discussion of
the proposal to amend Rule 26(c) emphasized the early and recent concerns that have tied the
scope of discovery to protective-order practice. The Committee has continually sought to
sidestep the fundamental question by attempting more modest approaches. The 1993 adoption of
mandatory disclosure in Rule 26(a) is the most recent example. The time has come to consider
the central questions once again. And thanks, are due to the American College of Trial Lawyers
for the careful supporting work they have provided.
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Standing Committee Self-Study
The most recent draft Self-Study prepared by the Standing Committee self-study

subcommittee was included in the agenda, along with a set of questions framed by the Reporter
for this Committee. Professor Coquillette, as Reporter of the Standing Committee, suggested
that the several advisory committees need not be concerned that the self-study will stimulate a
response that must be anticipated by advisory committee deliberations and advice. This
Committee took no action with respect to the draft self-study.

Adnmraly Rules

Proposals to amend Supplemental Admiralty Rules B, C, and E were added to the agenda
at the last minute. It was concluded that better advance preparation will be required to support
informed consideration of these proposals. They are carried forward to the fall agenda.

Next Meeting

It was agreed that the next meeting of the Committee will be held on October 14 and 15.
Judge Higginbotham, as chair, closed the meeting by noting deep appreciation and thanks

to John Rabiej and Mark Shapiro for their continuing and excellent support of the Committee.
He also expressed thanks to all Committee members for sustained, diligent, and successful work.

Respectfully submitted,

Edward H. Cooper, Reporter
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1 DRAFT MINUTES

2 CIVIL RULES ADVISORY COMMITTEE

93 October 17 and 18, 1996

4 Note: This Draft Has Not Been Reviewed by the Committee

5 The Civil Rules Advisory Committee met on October 17 and 18,
6 1996, at the Administrative Office of the United States Courts in
7 Washington, D.C. The meeting was attended by members Judge Paul V.
8 Niemeyer, chair, Judge John L. Carroll, Judge David S. Doty,
9 Justice Christine M. Durham, Francis H. Fox, Esq., Assistant
10 Attorney General Frank W. Hunger, Mark 0. Kasanin, Esq., Judge
11 David F. Levi, Judge Lee H. Rosenthal, Professor Thomas D. Rowe,
12 Jr., Judge Anthony J. Scirica, Judge C. Roger Vinson, and Phillip
13 A. Wittmann, Esq. Edward H. Cooper was present as reporter. Judge
14 Patrick E. Higginbotham, outgoing chair, also attended. Judge
15 Alicemarie H. Stotler, Chair of the Committee on Rules of Practice
16 and Procedure, was present. Sol Schreiber, Esq., attended as
17 liaison member of the Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure,
18 and Judge Jane A. Restani attended as liaison member of the
19 Bankruptcy Rules Advisory Committee. Judge Jerome B. Simandle
20 attended as representative of the Committee on Court Administration
21 and Case Management. Joseph Spaniol, consultant to the Committee
22 on Rules of Practice and Procedure, attended. Peter McCabe, John
23 K. Rabiej, and Mark D. Shapiro represented the Administrative
24 Office of the United States Courts; Mark Siska and Melanie Gilbert
25 of the Administrative Office also were present. Joe S. Cecil,
26 Donna Stienstra, and Thomas E. Willging represented the Federal
27 Judicial Center. Observers included Alfred W. Cortese, Jr., Steve
28 France, Charles Harvey (liaison, American College of Trial
29 Lawyers), Russell Jackson, Fred S. Souk, H. Thomas Wells, Jr.
30 (liaison, ABA Litigation Section), and Sam Witt.

31 Judge Niemeyer opened the meeting by welcoming Judge Rosenthal
32 as a new member, and announcing the reappointment of several
33 members.

34 Judge Higginbotham was greeted with expressions of great
35 praise and deep gratitude for the energy and dedication he brought
36 to leading the committee through several challenging projects
37 during his term as chair, and for the remarkable programs he put
38 together to reach out to all parts of the bench and bar in taking
39 the Committee' s class action study through to publication of
40 recommended revisions in Civil Rule 23.

41 The Minutes of the April, 1996 meeting were approved.

42 CHAIRMAN'S REMARKS

43 Judge Niemeyer opened the discussion of the Committee' s agenda
44 by developing issues of program and structure.

45 The work of the Committee meetings has been heavy, and
46 promises to continue to be heavy. To make best use of the limited
47 time the Committee can work together, several working committees
48 will be formed to enhance the work that can be done at full
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142 Rule 23 Report

143 Judge Niemeyer introduced the current state of the Committee's
144 class-action proposals. The process of studying Rule 23 began in
145 1991. The elaborate efforts made by the Committee to reach out to
146 concerned constituencies proved enormously beneficial in showing
147 what the issues are. Many of the issues proved to be larger than
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148 the grasp of the Rules Enabling Act process. A taste of these149 larger issues is provided by Parts I and II of the August 7150 memorandum that was written to introduce the proposed changes and
151 included in the agenda materials for this meeting.
152 Events inevitably continue apace outside the process of153 amending the rules. One current phenomenon involves increasing
,154 resort to state courts with actions on behalf of national classes.
155 The Supreme Court has recently granted review in a case that raises156 the question whether a state court can recognize a mandatory
157 national class on terms that deny any right to opt out while
158 seeking to bind all members of the class. A direct answer to this159 question may have dramatic effects on the development of mass tort
160 class actions, settlement -classes, and related matters.
161 Just before the Rule 23 proposals were presented to the162 Standing Committee, a letter signed by a large group of concerned
163 law professors urged that the Standing Committee not approve the
164 proposals for publication. The concerns raised by the letter are165 inlarge part addressed by the Committee Note, which had not been166 completed - and necessarily had not been madeavailable - when the167 letter was written. Several of these concerns may have abated, at168 least with respect to 'many of the signers, in the wake of actual
169 publication of the proposals and note.

170 The Rule 23 proposals can be grouped into five categories.
171 First are the modifications of the factors listed in Rule 23'(b) (3)172 as bearing on' the superiority of class treatment and the173 predominance of common issues. These modifications will generate
174 controversy, particularly the balancing of costs and benefits
175 introduced by factor (F). As a group, these changes can be read176 either to encourage or to discourage small-claim class actions. A177 more 'accurate assessment is that they increase trial court
178 flexibility, expanding discretion in ways that will further reduce
179 the scope of effective appellate review. Second, is the' (b) (4)180 settlement class. This has been the most misunderstood proposal.
181 In fact it retains all the requirements of subdivision (a), as well
182 as (b) (3), and - as a (b) (3) class - includes the requirements of183 notice and opportunity to elect exclusion from the class. Third is184 the change from the requirement that a certification decision'be
185 made as soon as practicable to a requirement that it be made when186 practicable. Fourth is the addition of an explicit requirement187 that a hearing be held before approving a proposed class
188 settlement. These two changes are not likely to be controversial.
189 Finally is the provision for permissive interlocutory appeal from
190 certification decisions. Although the appeal provision has often191 engendered doubts when first described, it has, not been difficult
192 to demonstrate its virtues.

193 Public comment is likely to focus on (b)(3) and (b)(4). All194 Committee members should encourage, interested students of Rule 23195 to participate in one of the three scheduled public hearings. And196 as many members as can attend should do so. It is important, in a197 process that naturally focuses on differences of opinion, to find
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198 out whether there is general support for the proposals, general

199 opposition, or a deep division of opinion.

200 Judge Higginbotham then described the course of the 
Rule 23

201 proposals since the April meeting of this Committee. The first

202 caution is to remember that the proposal package represents a

203 minimalist approach to change. 'The issues the Committee decided

204 not to address are far more complex, and in many ways more

205 important. There are good reasons for the decisions not to address

206 these larger issues. The proposals do not deal with classes that

207 seek to include and bind future claimants, including 
those who have

208 not yet'teven experienced the injuries, that eventually 
will make

209 them members of the, class. Early proposals that would have allowed

210 a court to deny the' right to be excluded, from a 
(b) (3) class were

211 not pursued. Several letters were written to the Standing

212 Committee to challenge a proposal that this Committee 
had not made;

213 the misdirection made it, easy to respond, but the misdirection 
also

214 can obscure the real issues. The letter signed by so many

215 academics was prepared without full knowledge of 
the process, and

216 should not be taken to' represent a widespread judg 
ent about the

217 merits of the proposals actually made. Much press attention

218 similarly was devoted to attacking a proposal that the! press

219 thought had been'made, but was not. And a good part of the initial

220 reactions has come from people concerned with pending 
litigation,

221 and the impact that the'proposals migh have on positions important

222 to the litigation. Th eAugust 7 memorandum in the agenda materials

223 was written to! ensure, public understanding of the proposals,

224 protecting against the risk ,of premature summaries, and to

225 underscore ', drafting options as well as to note some of the

226 proposals that iwere put aside. It was not published with the

1 227 proposals becauseit had not been before the StandingCommittee 
at

228 the June meeting.

229 The Standing Committee seemed to understand the 
message that

230 the amount of attention devoted to the Rule 23 proposals 
so early

231 in the procePs reflectsthe importance of the underlying issues.

232 'AttentionAand cnrovetsy should not defeat the proposals. Instead

233 close attention must be paid to all the public comments and

234 challenges. The Committee then must decide what is best, recommend

235 the best, and support it. The (b)(3)(F) proposal will draw a lot

236 of attention and comment. The Committee will benefit from it. And

237 it is important to adhere to the minimalist approach.

238 It seems likely that the next major developments in class

239 action doctrine will come in substantial part from 
developments on

240 the constitutional front. The Supreme Court review of the Alabama

241 mandatory class ruling will be an important beginning. It is

242 important to remember that the (b) (4) settlement class proposal

243 retains'the right to opt out. The proposal in fact protects the

244 right, to opt out better than many classes that are 
certified for

245 litigation and then settled after expiration of the 
opt-out period.

246 Under'the (b) (4) proposal, the settlement agreement 
must be reached

247 before certification; the decision whether to opt 
out can be made

248 with knowledge of the settlement terms. In litigation classes that
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249 settle after expiration of the opt-out period, the right to opt out250 is protected only if the terms of the settlement provide it.
251 Discussion of the Rule 23 proposals reflected the minutes of252 the Standing Committee draft minutes that were included in the
253 agenda materials. It was observed that although the Standing254 Committee approved the proposals for publication and comment, many
255 members expressed strong reservations about several features of the256 proposals. It will be important to find ways to make clear the
257 dependence of the (b) (4) settlement class proposal on (b) (3) class258 status. And it will be even more important to provide information
259 in the' Note that will help district judges know what, to do with260 proposed settlement classes. Consumer advocates will be up in arms261 about the (b) (3) (F) class; many of the objections again can be met262 by small changes that make it clear that many small-claims classes
263 will remain proper.

264 The law professors who expressed concern by writing the265 Standing Committee have been invited to file further comments and266 to appear at the public hearings. Their suggestions will be
267 important.

268 It was further suggested that there are three main sets of
269 class action problems today. First are federal.-state problems.
270 Plaintiffs are moving more and more to state courts, particularly
271 in the wake of the Supreme Court decision that seems to entrench
272 the full-faith-and-credit effects of state class-action judgments.
273 There are serious questions whether it is desirable to allow a274 single state to bind all states by certifying a national class.275 Second are classes involving future claimants. The proposals leave
276 this problem to be worked out in the courts. Third are attorney
277 fees; perhaps proposals should be made to guide judges toward278 better fee awards.

279 Further discussion of the federal-state relations problems
280 recognized the need to develop means of cooperation outside the281 rules. Means of liaison with state judges are important. The282 Conference of Chief Justices has a Mass Torts Litigation Committee.
283 All the district judges who have been assigned MDL cases meet284 regul rly, and discuss problems of relationships with state courts285 and state litigation. A special master has been appointed in the286 federal silicone gel breast implant litigation forthe particular
287 purpose of facilitating coordination among state courts and between288 state courts and federal courts.

289 The Committee was reminded that it had put aside proposals to290 amend Rule 23(e) by adding a check-list offactors to be considered291 in evaluating a proposed settlement.
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556 If the Committee is to undertake a broad- reexamination of
557 discovery, it will be important to follow the model that was used
558 with consideration of Rule 23. At the very outset, means mustabe
559 found to solicit the views and proposals of organized groups.
560
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563 Respectfully submitted,
564
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566 Edward H. Cooper, Reporter
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Professor Edward H. Cooper
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RE: Comment on Proposed Changes to Rule 23

DATE: August 7, 1996

I

These eight proposed changes in Rule 23 submitted for comment are modest, as measuredby an array of changes urged by numerous scholars, practitioners, law teachers, and myriad
organizations. They reflect the distilled judgment of the Advisory Committee after five years ofstudy. This study includes participation in national conferences, sponsored by the law schools ofN.Y.U., the University of Pennsylvania, and Southern Methodist University, as well as by theSouthwestern Legal Foundation. The study included extensive discussion at meetings of theAdvisory Committee at the University of Alabama School of Law, the Thurgood Marshall
Federal Judiciary Building in Washington, D.C., and other gatherings in New York, San
Francisco, and Tucson. Representatives of the Litigation Section of the American Bar
Association, the American College of Trial Lawyers, the American Trial Lawyers, and othersattended and participated in this dialogue. The Committee also sought the counsel of
distinguished lawyers with particular experience with class actions.

* The report was intended to be included in the August 1996 Request for Comment pamphlet, whichcontained the proposed amendments to Civil Rule 23. But it was not included in the pamphlet, because thereport had not been considered by the Standing Rules Committee during its deliberations on whether to [publish the proposed amendments to Rule 23. The report will be circulated to the Advisory Committee onCivil Rules and the Standing Rules Committee at their next meetings.
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We think it useful to describe the sense of the Advisory Committee regarding the present

forces for change. Review of the proposal may include an examination of the validity of the

Committee s vision of this dynamic.

Rulemaking has, at least since the Enabling Act of 1934, reached for transubstantive

application, an elusive goal when the line between substance and procedure is difficult to locate.

And the familiar dance of procedure and substance has unique purchase in the operation of Rule

23. The Advisory Committee is persuaded that the law of class actions today is largely a set of

legal cultures surrounding distinct areas of substantive law. For example, class actions in private

antitrust litigation, securities litigation,; employment discrimination, and mass disaster tort

litigation have common links but differ fundamentally as each resonates with its own body of

substantive law. Bluntly stated, the 'law" of class actions is more the child of substance than

procedure. The status of the passing on defense in antitrust litigation, of fraud on the market and

other reliance theories in securities suits, and of punitive damages in tort law dictate the course of

each of these class litigations. In short, the "law" of class actions travels more along substantive

than procedural lines, and today is better described as a softly defined legal culture than a

coherent body of case law expressed in filed, opinions.

Much follows from this reality, but we make only three brief points. First, those who

would solve a "problem" with class actions today must first make the case for the relevance of

the desired change in the rule, that the illness to be cured is not beyond the grasp of the civil

rules, because it is an illness of the underlying substantive law. The current controversy over

"mass torts' offers an example. We must ask how much of the difficulty is with the

indeterminacy of tort law. The large number of filings in a failed product case, for example,

generates pressure to aggregate. Yet as Professor Francis McGovern has taught, the number of

cases is often remarkably elastic. Whether this elasticity reflects an underlying uncertainty of tort

law and the system's insecure handling of science is not clear. We suspect that legal standards

blessing lawyer solicitation and soft rules governing theI admissibility of expert testimony are at

work. Nor do we yet fully understand the' negative effects of consolidating cases before a single

MDL transferee judge. Given these uncertainties, including what is sometimes called the

expressway effect, it may be that we are too quick to bring to bear the forces of MDL treatment.

These are difficult problems and only a sampler. The relevant point is that rules of procedure and

the process of rulemaking have a limited ability to solverthem. An assessment of these

proposals, including whether the Advisory Committee proposes too little'or too much, must

consider this context, keeping in the forefront the reality that these social issues-are beyond the

charge of the rulemakers.

Second, the above discussion illustrates that we need to encourage the development of a

coherent body of l aw by making greater use of the appellate courts. The debate over the

interaction of substance and procedure will benefit from the knowledge and judgment of these

institutions, often cut out of the process by settlement
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Third, rule change ought here to proceed with caution, in increments. We think it unwise
to attempt broad changes in Rule 23, given the large uncertainty of cause and effect laced
throughout this subject.

We turn to a brief summary of the Advisory Committee deliberations; our.summary is
designed to elicit comment on thelissues that generated much of the Committee debate.

III

Subdivision (b)(3)'

Most of the proposed changes affect subdivision (b)(3). Comment on these issues will be
helpful, including comments - if any there be -t,.that the Committee has in fact reached the best
accommodation. It will be even more helpful to have comment on issues that may have been
overlooked.

Subparagraph (A) is added to the illustrative list of matters pertinent to the predominance
and superiority findings required for certification of a (b)(3) class. This factor emphasizes the
practical ability of individual class members to pursue their claims without class certification. It
will confirm and encourage the use of class actions to enforce small. claims that will not support
separate actions, subject to new subparagraph (F). At the same time, it will encourage courts to
reflect carefully on the advantages of individual litigation before rushing to certify classes-
such as mass tort classes -that include claims that would support separate actions.

2

Closely related are the changes in subparagraph (B), which make it clear that the court
should consider not only solo litigation but also aggregation alternatives to a proposed class,
alternatives that do not involve "control" by individual class members.,

3

Subparagraph (C) is revised, among other'things, to include the maturity of related
litigation as a factor bearing on certification; this.factor has loomed particularly large in the early
years of litigating dispersed mass torts.

Together, subparagraphs (A), (B), and (C) are designed to encourage careful reflection on
the advantages and disadvantages of class litigation in relation to other modes of proceeding,
including'later certification of substantially the same class. They do not force any particular
conclusion in any specific action., Is this the right balance? Should there be tighter control, or
even less?
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Subparagraph (F) allows a court to consider as one factor, in the certification decision, the

balance between the probable relief to individual class members and the costs and burdens of

class litigation. This new factor is not intended to end the common practice of certifying class

actions to enforce individual claims that are too small to bear the cost of individual actions. Nor

is it intended to require that the amount of relief to any single class member be balanced against

the overall costs and burdens of litigating the class action. The aggregation of many small

individual recoveries may readily justify aggregate costs that overshadow any single individual

recovery. Subparagraph (F) is intended to permit a court to ask whether class litigation is

justified when the probable relief to individual class tnembers is insignificant in relation to the

costs and burdens of generating that relief. A fair estimate of the costs to the judicial system -

and the corresponding opportunity costs to other litigants who seek to. use the judicial system -

should be included in the calculation.

The Advisory Committee has not been able to develop more precise language to guide

district court discretion. The very reason for relying on district court discretion is the inability of

the drafting process to imagine and resolve the many different situations that litigants will bring

to the courts. Some have suggested that more drafting is needed to ensure the continuing and

important role of small claims class action actions. Specific suggestions will be welcome.

Some proposed drafts of subparagraph (F) would have required that 'the public interest in

$** $the probable relief to individual class members" be included in the balance. The public

interest factor was deleted because of concern that it seemed to invite judicial evaluation of the

wisdom of the substantive rules that might be invoked in class-action litigation. What are the

factors to be weighed and how ought they be captured in the rule?

5

Subdivision (b)(4)

Proposed subdivision (b)(4) deals with settlement classes. In providing for certification

of a class "under subdivision (b)(3)," the rule is intended to require that the predominance and

superiority requirements of (b)(3) must be satisfied. The purpose of adding subdivision (b)(4) is

to make it clear that the fact that certification is proposed only for the purpose of settlement, not

for trial, properly influences application of the prerequisites of subdivision (a) and the

requirements of subdivision (b)(3). The choice to rely on 'under" as better than "pursuant to',

was deliberate. See Bryan A. Garner, Guidelines for Drafting and Editing Court Rules p. 34

(1996). Early reactions, however, indicate that some lawyers may find it difficult to adjust to this

drafting choice. Several alternatives were considered by the Advisory Committee, and deserve

comment.
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The simplest alternative would be to revise (b)(4) to read:

the parties to a settlement request certification of a subdivision' (b)(3) class for
purposes of settlement even though the requirements of subdivision (b)(3) might
not be met for purposes of trial.

A lengthier variation on'the same approach would be:

the parties to a settlement request certification of a subdivision (b)(3) class for
purposes of settlement and the requirements of subdivisions (a) and (b)(3) are
satisfied for purposes of settlement, even though these requirements might not be met for
purposes of trial.

Still another approach would be to ''corporate settlement classes directly into subdivision -

(b)(3), perhaps like this:

(b) Class Actions Maintainable. An action may be maintained as'a class
action if the prerequisites of subdivision (a) are satisfied, and in addition:

(3) the court finds that the questions of law or fact common to the
members of the class predominate over any questions affecting
only individual members, and that a class action is superior to other
available methods for the fair and efficient adudicatio disposition
of the controversy. If the parties to a settlement request
certification., the court may for the purpose of certifbing a
settlement class determine that the prerequisites of subdivision (a)
are satisfied, and find predominance and superiority, even though
the court might not certify the same class or any class for purposes
of trial. The matters pertinent to the findings of predominance and
supeority include: ***

The importance of anchoring the settlement class provision in subdivision (b)(3) is
enhanced by the need to ensure compliance with the provisions of subdivision (c)(2) governing
notice and the right to request exclusionL Proposed (b)(4) applies only to classes certified for
settlement under (b)(3); the drafting question is the only question on this score.

Proposed subdivision (b)(4) applies only'when certification of a (b)(3) class is requested
by the parties to a settlement. It does not apply before a settlement agreement has been reached.
This limitation was adopted for several reasons. -Certification of a settlement-only class before
agreement has been reached might affect the terms of settlement and might even exert untoward
pressure to settle because of the class definition and the implicit expectation of settlement There
is some risk that if settlement fails, the class definition will be carried forward for litigation
purposes without adequate reconsideration. And the opportunity to opt out is enhanced by the
fact that the terms of settlement will be known at the time class members must decide whether to
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opt out. Settlement classes are not new. Class certification has followed settlement in a

substantial percentage of all class actions. Are these reasons sufficient to justify the limitation, or

should a less restricted version be considered?

Concerns are regularly voiced about the difficulties that confront a court faced with the

task of evaluating a proposed settlement. Should more specific terms guiding judicial review be

added to subdivision (b)(4), subdivision (e), or both?

6

Subdivision (c)

Subdivision (c) is amended by deleting the requirement that the determination whether to

certify a class be made "as soon as practicable" after commencement of the action. The change

to "when" practicable supports the common practice of deciding motions to dismiss or for

summary judgment before addressing the certification question. The change also supports

precertification efforts to settle and seek certification of a settlement class. The Federal Judicial

Center study and other information suggest that in practice, "as soon as practicable' has come to

emphasize practicality in ways that are better reflected by the "when practicable" term. Is there a

risk that the change will encourage undue delay in administering class actions?

7

Subdivision (e)

Subdivision (e) is amended to confirm the common understanding that a hearing must be

held as part of the process of reviewing and deciding whether to approve dismissal or

compromise of a class action. The Committee has not thought of any arguments against this

protection; is there some unexpected loss?

8

Subdivision (f)

Subdivision (f), drawing from the power conferred by 28 U.S.C. § 1292(e), proposes a

method of permissive interlocutory appeal, in the sole discretion of the court of appeals, from

orders granting or denying class certification. Proposed changes to Appellate Rule 5 would

establish the procedure for petitioning for leave to appeal. The Committee has repeatedly

reconsidered this proposal in light of numerous expressions of concern that any additional

opportunity for interlocutory appeal will lead to undue delay and burdens on the courts of

appeals. The concern seems to be that one party or another will always seek review, whether for

good-faith questions about the certification decision or for less worthy motives. The Committee

believes, building on experience with permissive interlocutory appeal practice under 28 U.S.C. §,

1292(b), that this fear will be, met in several ways. District court proceedings are to continue
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unless a stay is expressly ordered. The courts of appeals should be able to decide whether to
permit appeal quickly, and at little cost. Responsible practitioners should come to recognize that
most certification decisions involve routine matters of discretion that do not warrant application
for leave to appeal. Is this confidence misplaced?

IV

Matters Put Aside

The Committee considered many other proposals and put them aside. They are not likely
to be revived soon unless comment suggests serious ground for further present consideration.

Broad questions were considered as to the structure of Rule 23. Among them were the
desirability of requiring that (b)(1) and (b)(2) classes be found superior to other available
methods of adjudication; notice requirements; extending the opportunity to request exclusion to
(b)(l) and (b)(2) classes; denying an opportunity to opt out of a (b)(3) class; and creating opt-in
classes.

Extended consideration was given to a proposal that the merits of the class claims, issues,
or defenses be considered in determining whether to certify a (b)(3) class. Two alternatives were
considered. One would require only a showing that the claims, issues, or defenses are not
insubstantial on the merits. The other would invoke a balancing test reminiscent of the
preliminary-injunction test, asking whether the prospect of success on the merits is sufficient to
justify the costs and burdens imposed by class certification. In the end, this proposal was
overcome by fears that it would unduly enhance the burdens of litigating the certification
question itself, and that a merits finding made at the certification stage would exert undue
pressure on all subsequent stages.

Finally, the Advisory Committee declined to treat "futures" classes, unpersuaded that
there is as yet sufficient experience with this use of Rule 23 to justify addressing it in the text of
the Rule.
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REPORTER'S NOTE

March 18, 1997

The following pages summarize the written comments and oral testimony
on the proposals to amend Civil Rule 23 that were published in August, 1996.
The summaries inevitably are that- an attempt to present the core of the
observations. Inevitably there will be lapses of editorial judgment, but the
cumulative weight of the summaries should give a very good picture of the
information that was provided. There is much repetition; it is important to know
that the same observations were shared by many different people. And there is
much quoting - the words of the commenters and witnesses convey far better
than any translation the living force of the observations.

These summaries are organized around the eight distinct proposals for
change: Rule 23(b)(3) factors (A), (B), (C), and (F); 23(b)(4)(the settlement class
proposal); 23(c)(1)(the "when" practicable proposal); 23(e)(the hearing
requirement); and 2 3(f)(interlocutory appeal). There are two additional
categories: a number of additional proposals for change; and comments on the
Rules Enabling Act authority of the Committee and, ultimately, the Supreme
Court, to make the proposed changes.

These summaries, organized as they are, do not provide much of a feel for
the range of broader-based reactions. There are many who believe that Rule 23
is working well, and that it would be a mistake to undertake any revisions. There
also are many who believe that Rule 23 is a disaster, and who support the entire
package of proposals only as a modest beginning on a larger task. Many people,
spread across many different views of the specific proposals, are concerned that
efforts to address the problems of dispersed mass torts through Rule 23 may
distort the rule for all of its many other uses. Those views are very important,
but also very familiar to the Committee. That they have received relatively short
shrift in these summaries is an artifact of the attempt to present the information
in a focused way, not in any way an implicit suggestion that the Committee has
already devoted enough time and energy to these competing views.

The summaries also may fail to give a full sense of the incredible effort
that has been made by members of the practicing bar and of the legal academy to
help the Committee. A wealth of experience has been distilled and expressed in
ways that reflect great honor on all who have participated in this process. The
Committee has been greatly enriched. At times it is fashionable to belittle mere
"anecdotal" evidence. The comments and testimony in fact constitute a disorderly
but immensely valuable form of empiric information that must rank alongside the
finest forms of more formally rigorous empiric inquiry. The Committee owes a
great debt to all who have engaged in this process.
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(b)(3)(A) Comments

Rule 23 Comments: (b)(3)(A): Practical Ability

Alan D. Black. 96CV036: It would be a mistake to adopt (b)(3)(A), (b)(3)(F), or (f).

Together, (b)(3)(A) and (F) may be implemented by denying class certification because the
claims of too many members are too large, and also because the claims of too many members are too
small. Most classes include a broad spectrum of individual claims and recoveries (with compelling
illustrations from antitrust, unlawful taxes, and shabby medical insurance practices). Focus on
damages at the certification stage will lead to precertification discovery - often defendants have
better information about individual damages than do class representatives. Liability issues also will
be joined to the inquiry - in a securities case, for example, the "value line" of damages will depend
on determining what the defendant should have disclosed at what time.

(A)'s laudable concern with sweeping in unwilling class members who have large claims is
met by opting out and by present (A), or by the proposed (B) variation of present (A). The
Committee Note could be enhanced to suggest special need for careful class definition in-mass-tort
cases, and to emphasize the need to ensure a meaningful opt-out opportunity. If (A) is retained, the
Note should make it clear that it is proper to include large-claims members in the class: they may
prefer class litigation to reduce costs, or to. avoid retribution. If that is rejected, a bright-line test
should be adopted looking to whether a majority of class members can practicably pursue individual
actions.

Robert N. Kaplan. 96CV038: The statement is made on the basis of experience with antitrust and
securities class litigation. (b)(3)(A) and (F) "may unnecessarily dismember classes in antitrust and
securities class actions," excluding large and small,claims and leaving onlythe medium-sized claims.
No standards are set for too large or, too small, nor for, assessing the practical probabilities of actual
recovery. Defense counsel will engage in extensive discovery on who are class members, what is
the size of their claims, and their abilities to pursue litigation without certification. The discovery
will extend beyond representatives to "hundreds and thousands of absent class members." The
strength of the claims on liability and damages will belassessed. Parades of horribles will be
marched around the alleged costs and burdens. Large class members can protect themselves by
opting out; this shows the best judgment whether they are: practically able to pursue individual
litigation. Those who prefer to remain in the class should not be forced to engage in more costly
individual litigation. At the end, itmust be deideed wheter a class recovery of $1,000,000 justifies
defense costs of $2,000,000; whether i $0,600Q000 recover2yjuti ies $,OQO00 defense costs, and
so on.

Robert J. Reinstein. 96CV043: (b)(3)(A) should be rejected. Most class recoveries involve amounts
that would not support individual litigation. Even when individual litigation is practicable, most
claimants will not pursue it. The right to opt out 'is protection enough.

Public Citizen Litigation Group, 96CV044: Responds to most of the proposals one-by-one

(b)(3)(A) and (B) are useful in making explicit the need to consider the practical ability of
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individual class members to control-litigation. But it should be made clear that smaller class actions
are among the superior alternatives, and that the interest in a smaller class may be localized so that
it should be carved out of an otherwise national class (a carve-out class might be desirable for a
single state'that has particularly favorable law). Choice-of-law problems may require smaller
classes. The text of (B) should conclude "including their interests in maintaining or defending other
class litigation."'

Jonathan W. Cuneo, 96CV047: Focuses on (b)(3)(A) and (F). First, treating them together: Class
actions supplement government enforcement, compensate injured parties, and achieve uniform
results, These factors "are less objective and more suggestive than the current factors." They will
be used less as guiding considerations and more as threshold tests, and the use will be to deny
certification. They will "afford[] any judge who disapproved of a class action not merely a partial,
but a sufficient basis upon which to deny certification." The, feared "coercion" potential of class
actions "is wildly exaggerated." Recent developments in active judicial management reduce, any
potential for coercion; courts weed out weak cases early,,

(b)(3)(A) may be read to defeat any classr certification when some members could pursue
separate actions; or it may be read simply to exclud& them from the class. If there is no class, small-
claims members suffer. If the big-claim members are simply excluded, there is duplicate litigation.
Courts may be misled to the view' that certification is appropriate only for small claims. Large
corporations that have ongoing relationships with defendants will negotiate better deals. And there
are vagueness problems: how is practicalability to sue separately measured? Will other parties have
a say? This distracts attention from what will best resolyeithe disputes to what is merely possible.

Melvin I. Weiss, 96CV050:__Onlykthe (b)(4) settlement class deserves adoption. Otherwise the
proposals "significantly shift the bWilancedof advantage to defendants and threaten the viability of
class actions for small individual damages."

(b)(3)(A)'s focus on practical ability is unclear: does it invoke the monetary value of the
claim, the claimant's net worth, or both? Is an objective test appropriate? Should class members
be surveyed? There is no empirical evidence to show a problem that needs to be addressed. Those
who need the protection of individual actions can, opt out., Subclasses can be fashioned.

Richard A. Lockridae. 96CV05 1: There is no explanation of "practical ability": does it mean amount
of relief? The actual desire to pursue separate litigation? The degree of injury? What about wrongs
that inflict disparate injuries - some large injuries, and many small injuries that would not support
separate actions? The right to opt out protects the interest in individual litigation. This proposal
seems driven byconcern with mass torts; it would be better to adopt a specific mass tort rule.

Gerald J. Rodos. 96CV052: The statement is based on experience in antitrust and securities class
actions, and is limited to them.'

Doubts the need for major changes in Rule 23, but the proposals will make some. (b)(3)(A) is
confusing in conjunction with (F). It may mean that the large claimants required by (F) to justify
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certification will be excluded, defeating any certification. And it confuses the ability of large
claimants to pursue individual actions with their interest in doing so. It also seems to conflict with
the 1995 securities legislation, which emphasizes the importance of representation by class members
who have large claims.

Edwin C. Schallert, for Committee on Federal Courts. Assn. of Bar City of N.Y., 96CV053: The
(b)(3)(A) proposal "is flawed in that it presumes that the size and 'practical ability' for pursuit of aclaim correlates with a desire to individually pursue the claim." Securities and antitrust classes, forexample, frequently include members with large claims and/members with small claims; there islittle remedy, and much confusion, in inviting a class definition that carves out the large claims that
could be opted out in any event. There is a special risk of confluence between this factor and
proposed (F): the large claims will be defined out of the class, and the remaining claims-will be too
trivial to warrant certification.

Max W. Berger. 96CV055: The common law has a genius for getting things right. Class-action
practices have matured greatly in recent years. It is better not to interfere with rules amendments
now.

(b)(3)(A) is unnecessary. Courts already take account of the individual interest in pursuing
individual litigation. The proposal will expand precertification discovery and motion'practice aimedat measuring the size of individual claims.

Eugene A. Spector. 96CV057: (b)(3)(A), in conjunction with (F), threatens a Goldilocks rule thatallows class certification only if individual claims are "just right," not too big or too small. Courtsalready consider the ability of individual class members to pursue separate litigation. But they alsoconsider efficiency and the need for uniform decision, concerns that do'not ear in (A). The 1995securities law amendments emphasize' the desirability of relying on'representation by class members
with large claims, not excluding them.

National Association of Securities and Commercial Attorneys. 96CV059: Notes that many of theearlier draft proposals that they had opposed have been deleted.

(b)(3)(A) "overemphasizes a factor to which courts already- give consideration."
Distinguishing the practical ability to pursue individual litigation from the "interest" in pursuing itmay undermine important class-action interests to achieve economy and promote uniformity. Alitigant who is able to pursue individual litigation may much prefer the advantages of class litigation.
This risk is manifest in securities litigation; large-claim members should not simply be excluded
from the class, as the Note'suggests -indeed, there is an obvious tension with the purpose *of the1995 securities legislation to entice large-claim members to become class representatives. Large-claim members can protect their interests by opting out if they wish. '(And it is not clear why theNote refers to (b)(l) and (b)(2) class definitions.) Problems of adequate representation can 'beaddressed by subclassing. And there is a risk that (A) will join with (F), stripping out all the largeclaims and leaving only claims too trivial to warrant certification.
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Beverly C. Moore, Jr. (Editor. Class Action Reports), 96CV060: (b)(3)(A) "is complete nonsense."

Class members who prefer individual actions can opt out; they know how. Those who have high

claims but prefer the efficiencies of class action treatment should not be defined out of the class.

Alfred W. Cortese. Jr.. & Kathleen L. Blaner, 96CV063(Supp): This is desirable, and relatively

noncontroversial. "Combining large individual claims with the small, marginal claims of most class

members has a detrimental averaging effect - it lowers the value of the highest claims while at the

same time raising the value of marginal claims.", The Note should be changed. It actually

encourages small-claims classes; "that concern should not be relevant in the context of subsection

(A)." The suggestion that property claims might be split from personal injury claims also is

troubling; "[e]xcessive splitting of claims can be just as damaging as excessive aggregation."

Leonard B. Simon. 96CV073: Speaking from experience in securities, antitrust, and consumer cases,

the (A) proposal is bad. Virtually every class has some large claimants and somesmall claimants.

Is the whole class to be denied certification?, Are the large claimants to be excluded? Large

claimants are the ones most likely to receive, read, and respond intelligently to the opt-out notice;

they may find real advantages in remaining in the class. The Securities Litigation Reform Act of

1995 creates a presumption that the largest claimant is the best representative; it is contrary to this

presumption to force large claimants out of the class,

Stanley M. Chesley. 96CV078: This proposal overlooks the fact that litigants who are able to pursue

individual litigation may prefer the advantages of class litigation.

D. Dudley Oldham. 96CV083: The (A) "reformulation properly notes that class actions are not

appropriate when individual claims can stand alone."

FRCP Committee. American College of Trial Lawvers. 96CV095: The "practical ability" factor adds

"an important element" and "does not tilt the certification process in favor of either the plaintiff or'

the defendant." (But it does have an awkward interface with factor (F), which is disapproved.)

Lewis H. Goldfarb (Chrysler Corp.). 96CV099: Approves. Ties this to approval and suggested

expansions of the "maturity" factor.

Henry B. Alsobrook. 96CV103: Commends this support of "the traditional right of an individual to

control their [sic] litigation."

Sheila L. Birnbaum, 96CV107: The Draft Note focuses only on the alternative of "individual"

actions; it should reflect the interests that may point toward other alternatives broader than individual

cases. [This is discussed in the Note on Factor (B).] Attention also should be paid to other avenues

of relief, including state and federal regulatory agencies or public litigation. And account should be

-taken of a defendant's voluntary efforts to remedy the alleged wrong.

Arthur R. Miller. 96CV1 11: "The relevant inquiry * * * is not whether class members have the

practical ability to pursue their own claims, but rather, whether or not class members have an interest

in or desire to litigate individually." Those that do can opt out. Those that prefer group litigation
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should not be denied. In addition, it will be difficult to measure the parameters of "practical ability."
Does it involve only the size of the claim? The claimant's net worth, ability to retain counsel,
sophistication? Will discovery be taken to help identify which class members are which? And this
combines with proposed (F) to create "a 'Goldilocks' conundrum." It is particularly puzzling in
contrast with the 1995 securities law amendments that seek out the claimant with the largest claim
to be class representative.

Miles N.- RuthberR. 96CV1 12: Described with, the (B) provisions; approves the proposal, but wants
Note amended.

Robert Dale Klein, 96CV1 13: (A) and (B) "reaffirm the traditional preference for individual control
of litigation by real litigants. The provisions tacitly acknowledge that claims aggregation can
devalue substantial claims that could otherwise be tried individually, while adding weight to
insubstantial claims** *." They reinforce the 1966 Committee Note stating that ordinarily (b)(3)
is not appropriate for mass torts.

John P. Zaimes. 96CV1 15(Suun): (A) "will allow a judge to deny certification to class lawyers who
are simply attempting to aggregate individual claims to advance their own pecuniary interest, while
at the same time devaluing the claims of the individual."

William A. Montgomery (State Farm Ins. Cos.). 96CV122: The rule should be redrafted: "the
practical ability of individual class members to pursue their claims or otherwise obtain relief without
class certification." This would make it clear that the court should consider the availability of relief
through administrative proceedings, other public law-enforcement activities, or through voluntary
efforts by the defendant to curb an alleged wrong.

Donn P. Pickett. 96CV128: This is not too vague. It "provides a clear general admonition that
discourages, but does not forbid, certification when individual plaintiffs can as a practical matter
pursue their claims individually - and there is less reason than ever in this litigious society to
believe individual claims will not be pursued." The "Goldilocks" problem claimed to arise from the
conjunction of (A) and (F) does not exist. "How much more guidance can or should be given?"

Joseph Goldberg, 96CV141: (A) addresses a nonproblem. Those with large claims are able to
protect their interests by opting out. There is ample authority to "sculpt" a class by defining out large
claimants when, in an occasional case, that may be needed.

Paul D. Rheingold. 96CV145: In mass torts there are both big and small claims. The fact that some
class members can find lawyers "does not negate the value of a class action on occasion, especially
if it is a mature one."

Commercial & Fed. Litie. §. New York State Bar Assn., 96CV147: Opposes. Present factor (A)
supports consideration of the feasibility of individual litigation, together with the interest in such
litigation. This interest is balanced against the interest in efficiency, fairness, and consistent
judgments. The class that includes both large and small claims is a class example of conflicting
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interests, to be met by subclasses and other reassurances of adequate representation. Effective
protection for those with large claims is also assured by the opt-out opportunity. Inclusion of those
with large claims in the class also facilitates settlement; they can intervene to share control of the
action if they prefer that to opting out. Even those with large claims, moreover, may find individual
litigation costly and difficult, in part because defendants have vast resources for litigation. Finally,
the combination with (F suggests a search for classes of claims that are "just right."

Fed. Cts. Comm.. Chicago Council of Lawyers. 96CV148: Although (A) and (F) are calculated to
strike a "golden mean," (A) "will be quickly translated into whether plaintiffs' claims are valuable
enough to attract counsel on a contingency basis." But even large claims "may not be easily
susceptible toindividual proof, as where there is a pattern of fraud or discrimination." And some
classes may include both small claims and larger claims. These changed factors could be made more
palatable "by stating definitively that no single (b)(3) factor should predominate"; although this is
the generally understanding now; explicit statement in the rule might -discourage myopic focus on
the size of individual claims.

Charles F. Preuss (with Internat. Assn. Defense Counsel). 96CV152: "(A), (B), and (C) articulate
a preference for individual actions when an individual's claims are significant enough to be pursued
on their own. Permitting an individual to control his or her own case and allowing the case to
'develop sufficiently before deciding the issue of class certification will better ensure consistency and
enhance predictability inthe process." These and the other proposed changes are at least "a necessary
and positive step" toward redressing the abuse of class actions in medical products cases.

David L. Shapiro. 96CV153: A court may have difficulty accommodating the (A) and (F) factors.
Factor (A), moreover, overlooks the (B) concern with the interest in individual litigation - members
whose claims will support individual litigation may have no interest in separate litigation, but prefer
'!the more efficient class action procedure." "(A) seems at best supe'fluous, and at worst,
counterproductive."'

NicholasiJ. Wittner (Nissan North America). 96CV158: Tort claims are normally unsuited to class
treatment. (A) "avoids the ethical problem that results from the 'strong' claims increasing the value
of the 'weak' ones and the 'weak'claims decreasing the recovery for strong claims in a class
settlement.'

American Bar Assn.. 96CVI62: Supports the (A) and (B) proposals.

ABA Section of Litigation, 96CV162: (This Report was not adopted by the ABA): The (A) and (B)
changes "appear to have been developed to control the expanding use of the class action device to
accomplish aggregation of mass tort claims." They are helpful in protecting individual litigation by
plaintiffs with substantial claims. But the full implications for non-tort actions "may not be fully
realized." In a securities action, for example, the rule should not be used to require exclusion from
the class of all with large individual claims.

Steven'F. Gates (Amoco Corp.). 96CV168: Supports factors (A), (B), and (C) ask starting points in
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addressing the need for more fundamental revision of Rule 23. These proposals are recognized as
among the less controversial; it is suggested that these three factors and the interlocutory appeal
provisions should go forward now, while work is done on the more fundamental changes that remain
to be accomplished.

Federal Bar Assn.. 96CV170: Strongly endorses (A) and (B). "[T]he right to proceed individually
should remain unimpaired." At the same time, the opportunity to maintain class actions that
aggregate small claims is not impaired.

Washington Legal Found., 96CV171: "[Ajddition of this factor will help to return the courts to what
once was the underpinning of Rule 23: the presumption in favor of individual or smaller, rather than
aggregated, litigation." Opt-out practice may not be sufficient protection for the individual interest
in individual litigation.

National Assn. of Railroad Trial Counsel. 96CV175: (The full statement is set out here, in operative
part, for all of the proposed changes:) "The Executive Committee, which was properly empowered
to act for the NARTC, voted unanimously in favor of the recommended changes ***

California State Bar Committee on Federal Courts, 96CV179: "(A) assists in a reasonable weighing
process," and-is supported.

California State Bar Committee on Administration of Justice. 96CV180: supports.

TESTIMONY

Philadelphia Hearing

Allen D. Black, Tr. 24 - 29. 32-34: (A) is a mistake. Together with (F), it undermines the twin
purposes of (b)(3) - efficient litigation, and providing a remedy for small claims that otherwise
would go unredressed. A good illustration is provided by the Corrugated Container antitrust case,
which recovered more than $500,000,000 for individual class members whose shares ranged from
more than $10,000,000 to as little as $25 or $50. Would (A) defeat certification, or require that the
large claimants be fenced out of the class? That would be horrible. The FJC study found no
evidence of small-claims class abuse. The large claimants may prefer class litigation to avoid the
risk of retaliation by the defendant, and to avoid the costs and burdens of individual litigation.
Concern with the interest in individual litigation - already reflected in present factor (A) - can be
met by making sure that claimants are well informed about the right to opt out. To the extent that
concern is focused on future claims, the rule should address the problem directly within the
framework of whatever limits the Supreme Court may announce.

Roger C. Cramton. Tr. 93: (A), (B), and (C) "are modest improvements. I'm sort of indifferent."

Robert N. Kaplan. Tr. 148-151: This proposal, drafted with an eye to mass torts and consumer
actions, may cause much mischief in antitrust and securities litigation. It will open up discovery as
to absent class members - and often, in a securities action, you do not even know who the members
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are, as stocks are held in street names. How else can we assess the practical ability of class members

to pursue individual actions? And how can -we determine who has large claims, who small? And

how measure practical ability, and the cost, and '(under (F) the cost to defendants? The rules now

are well known. They should not be changed; if mass torts are to be addressed, perhaps there should

be a separate rule outside of Rule 23.

Gerald Rodos. Tr. 173-174: The Securities Litigation Reformr Act declares that the class member

with the largest claim is the best representative; it is inconsistent with that policy to suggest that

those with large claims may be excluded from the class, or that class certification should be denied

entirely.

Joel Gora. for ABCNYY. Tr. 264-266: (A) "'seems to discourage participation in class action, suits by

claims that are too large."' In conjunction with (F), it creates a goldilocks problem, suggesting "a

really narrow band *** where class action would be appropriate."

Alfred Cortese, Tr. 281-287: Urges that (b)(3) has taken on a form by judicial interpretation that is

quite, different from anything intended. "This is judge-made law. It was never written into the ruile.

It was essentially judicial legislation." Many factors have contributed to the development - the

indeterminacy of substantive law, "the revolution in communications technology, the advent of

lawyer advertising." It has spawned "vast silent and indefinite classes *** infrequently utilized as

unmanageable, and more commonly utilized to compel settlement by defendants as a form of, quote,

ransom, to be paid' for total peace." The factor' changes in (b)(3) are a beginning, but only a

beginning, of a cure.

Dallas

John Martin, Tr.57-58: Suggests that the example of a product defect that rarely causes personal

injury but causes widespread diminution in product value should be deleted. It is not at all clear that

there is any effect-on property value. The property value claims should not be suitable for class

treatment until trials of personal injury claims have made the liability issues mature.

D. Dudley Oldham. for Lawyers for Civil Justice. Tr. 127-133: Mass-torts should be taken out of

Rule 23. It is difficult to define mass torts in a rule, but the focus should be on "disparate claims

involving numerous individuals that need to be adjudicated on an individual basis." Factors (A) and

(B) focus on this important principle. Aggregation may be pursued by other means when it is

desirable, and has been successful.

Stanlev M. Chesley, Tr. 134-136:-"'Practical ability" would defea t certification in cases in which class

members have an interest and desire to litigate as a class. In the heart valve litigation, for example,

more than 90% of the class preferred class litigation because of the complexity and expense of

proving li ability. And we were able to win equitable relief, such as diagnostic research and medical

monitoring, that could not be won through individual litigation.

PatrickE. Maloney for Defense Research Institute. Tr. 146-153: Institute members -some 21;,000
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of them -probably have been involved in every class action that has been filed. The effort to
encourage trial courts to reflect carefully on the advantages of individual litigation is encouraged.
The Committee should find a way to say that Rule 23 is not intended for mass torts that involve
product liability or medical device litigation. The lawyers benefit more from class litigation than do
the clients. The Institute takes no position on the desirability of using class certification to foster
class settlement because members are divided. The use of a class to achieve final disposition of a
particular issue such as "general causation" is undesirable. There are so many individual issues of
specific causation that aggregate resolution of the general causation issue only confuses matters.

San Francisco Hearing

Charles F. Preuss (International Assn. of Defense Counsel). Tr. 81-86: In the medical products area
there are always individual questions whether the product caused the specific injury. Yet class
certification has grown, and indeed has become an end in itself. Defendants feel they must settle,
and judges mindful of crowded dockets are attracted to class actions as a means of resolving many
cases. The breast implant cases are a perfect illustration; no defendant could afford to defend them
all. "Articulating that claims should stand on -their own, is an excellent reaffirmation of the
preference for individual actions."

Leonard B. Simon. Tr. 91-9,4: There are large claimants in every class action. They do not want to
bear alone the costs of litigating many modem lawsuits. (A) and (F) have no benefits. And even if
there are modest benefits, they are outweighed by the costs of the additional layers of litigation they
impose. Together, they will require relitigation of many issues that have been resolved by 30 years
of Rule 23 experience and jurisprudence. The system works for antitrust, securities, and consumer
actions. It should not be changed because of the strains that arise from stretching Rule 23 to include
mass torts.

Miles N. Ruthberg. Tr. 164: The Notes to (A), (B), and (F) may encourage judges to certify class
actions where individual actions could not be brought. They may encourage more class actions. The
Note should make clear that common issues still must predominate, that the case must manageable.
It would be better not to make the amendments than to make them with a comment suggesting
broader use of class actions.

William A. Montgomery (State Farm Ins. Cos.). Tr. 184-185: (A) is an important change. But the
Rule should be modified further to permit consideration of the ability of class members with small
claims to pursue relief through alternative mechanisms. In a heavily regulated industry such as
insurance, the possibility of invoking regulatory aid should at least been considered. So too if the
defendant has undertaken curative action. Under the present system, there is the "gotcha"
phenomenon that when a company undertakes to cure a problem it has identified, it promptly is sued
in a class action.

Gerson Smoger for Association of Trial Lawyers of America. Tr. 189-201: ATLA opposes the
proposed amendments. It supports meaningful opt-out rights and the injured victims' right to control
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the fate of their own litigation. It opposes class litigation of mass torts; aggregation of claims, and
joint discovery, are fine - but that is mass tort litigation, not class litigation. The purpose of class
actions is the aggregation of small claims, not efficiency in disposing of individually large claims.
Personal injury and death claims are very important to the individuals involved, and they must retain

control - most of them will settle, of course, but there is a possibility of trial that makes meaningful
the right to control settlement.

Steven M. Koh. Tr. 215-219: In mass'tort cases, experience has been that individual plaintiffs can
find counsel for individual representation. A class action is unnecessary. Bifurcation does-not

generally work because "there is so much overlap between liability, proximate cause, comparative
fault, breach of a warranty **

Donn P. Pickett. Tr. 224-225: "There is a real value in allowing real litigants to pursue their claims
in the courtsi. * * * The value is accountability to the attorneys. The clients have a say and control
the litigation. The value is that when real parties make real litigation decisions, they often come out
in a way that I think is better for the overall resolution of the dispute."
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RULE 23 Comments: (b)(3)(B): Members' Interests

Melvin . Weiss. 96CV050: (b)(3)(B) is "a slight revision," but no need has been shown.

Alfred W. Cortese. Jr., & Kathleen L. Blaner. 96CV063(Supp): It is desirable to give heightened
focus on the interests of class members by separating new (A) and redesignating this modified
version of former (A) as a new (B). The Note statement that certification is not desirable when class
treatment is not as fair as individual actions, notwithstanding efficiency concerns, "offers great
promise of meaningful change resulting from this amendment."

D. Dudley Oldham. 96CV083: "(B) appropriately recognizes the individual's interests in pursuing
a separate action."

Patrick E. Maloney, 96CV090: For the Defense Research Institute. Agrees "with the Committee's
efforts to encourage courts to reflect carefully on the advantages of individual litigation." Mass torts
are not appropriate for class treatment.

Lewis H. Goldfarb (Chrysler Corp.). 96CV099: Approves. Ties to suggested expansion of the
"maturity" factor.

Henry B. Alsobrook, Jr.. 96CV103: "The Committee has rightfully recognized that a class action
may not be fair to individual litigants even though it may be more friendly to the judicial system."

Sheila L Birnbaum. 96CV107: Suggests at the outset that class actions are misused in ways that not
only defeat defendants' rights, but that also sacrifice the strong claims of some class members for
the benefit of other members whose claims are weak or nonexistent. Discusses factors A and B
pretty much together. The right to opt out does not always protect the interest in separate litigation,
particularly as to class members who do not retain counsel before the opt-out period expires. The
Note errs, however, in suggesting consideration of the need to marshal limited assets for fair
distribution - that need is more properly a concern of a "limited fund" class under (b)(1) or a
bankruptcy court. The suggestion "is an invitation to mayhem and runs directly counter to the
presumption against class certification where individual actions are maintainable."

Miles N. Ruthberg. 96CV1 12: Supports (A), (B), and (F), but believes the comments should be
changed. The Note comforts "lawyers who abuse the system by bringing class action suits that no
real plaintiffs care about." The Note suggests a class should be certified whenever claims are too
small for individual litigation, subject only to (F). "This invites the very abuses that the textual
amendments are designed to stop." The Note should state that a class need not be certified merely
because individual actions would not be feasible. Examples should be given that do not focus only
on the size of individual claims. Other factors that bear on the superiority of a class action include
the availability of comprehensive regulatory schemes, or the possibility that the defendant has altered
its conduct. It should be made clear that "classes have public value if, but only if, they are consistent
with the underlying substantive claims established by Congress." And the Note should not suggest
that it is appropriate to inquire into the defendant's assets and insurance; that is appropriate only in
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a "limited fund" situation.

Robert Dale Klein. 96CV1 13: (A) and (B) together "recognize that litigation class, certification
ordinarily is not appropriate when individual claims can stand alone, and reaffirm the traditional
preference for individual control of litigation by the real litigants. The provisions tacitly
acknowledge that claims aggregation can devalue substantial claims that could otherwise be tried
individually, while adding weight to insubstantial claims** " They reinforce the 1966 Committee
Note statement that (b)(3) ordinarily is not appropriate for mass torts.

Jeffrey J. Greenbaum. 96CVI 19: Comments on factors (A) and (B) jointly. They appear aimed at
mass-tort classes, and may be helpful in that setting. "I am concerned, however, that the full
implications of these changes in the non-tort context may not be fully realized." In a securities
action, for example, they might be read to require exclusion of large claims from the class, and -
with (F) - also to require exclusion of very small claims. The Note should make clear that this is
not the intent.

American Bar Assn.. 96CV162. and Section of Litigation Report: Approves. See the summary with
factor (A).

California State Bar Comm. on Fed. Cts.. 96CV179: Supports; the proposal recognizes that the
interests of class members may be served by alternatives other than simple one-at-a-time litigation.

California State Bar Comm. on Admin. of Justice. 96CVI 80: Supports.
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Rule 23 Comments: (b)(3)(C): Maturity

Public Citizen Litigation Group. 96CV044: (b)(3)(C) is supported.

Stuart H. Savett, 96CV048: (b)(3)(C) is proper, but only if it is stated in the Note that the concern
with maturity is limited to claims where the element of causation is susceptible to scientific proof.
The maturity concern should not apply to "an action involving, for example, a novel and complicated
fraud requiring expert testimony."

Melvin I. Weiss. 96CV050: (b)(3)(C) "may unalterably prejudice" class members. Defendants will
seek to stay discovery while certification is held in abeyance. Months or years could pass before the
claim matures. It would be better to certify the class and allow it to proceed, reserving the right to
decertify. And there is no index of maturity, nor any indication whether the court is responsible for
maintaining watch on the growing maturity of other actions. Nor does the rule speak to the prospect
that the related litigation may settle or drag on interminably.

National Assn. of Securities & Commercial Attorneys, 96CV059: (b)(3)(C) is desirable if the Note
expressly state[s] that the rule is limited to claims where the element of causation is susceptible to

empirical proof of a scientific nature." "Maturity" should-not be required "in an action involving,
for example, a novel and -complicated fraud requiring expert testimony."

Alfred W. Cortese. Jr.. & Kathleen L. Blaner. 96CV063(Supp): Maturity is a central concept.
"Mature litigation has clearly defined issues. The' evidence and proofs, particularly as to scientific
evidence, are better developed and more widely available. Mature cases have a' tendency toward
consistent outcomes."

Stanley M. Chesley. 96CV078: Maturity is a relevant' factor, but account should be taken of -the
differences in the causes of action set forth in related litigations. If the causes are far different from
those alleged in the class action, they are not relevant.

D. Dudley Oldham. 96CV083: "the Committee Notes correctly deduced that if individual litigation
continues to yield consistent results or if analysis demonstrates that knowledge has not yet advanced
far enough to support confident decisions on a class basis, then class adjudication is not appropriate
for that litigation."

Patrick E. Maloney. 96CV090: For Defense Research Institute. Certification of immature or novel
claims can coerce defendants into settlement. "When multiple claims have no track record before
juries, it is difficult for counsel and defendant to evaluate the chances of a successful defense.
Compounding the risk, the plaintiffs in these cases often claim serious injuries ***. "If the class
is certified, the question often becomes simply how much the defendant must pay to settle the class
action."

Bartlett H. McGuire. 96CV092: "This is a real step forward." It emphasizes the need to avoid
premature certification of mass tort claims before liability evidence has been developed.
FRCP Committee. American College of Trial Lawyers. 96CV095: Addition of "maturity"
"strengthens the present rule." The Note is right in suggesting that when trial is imminent in
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nonclass litigation, the court should consider "whether class certification would impair or assist

developing cases."

Lewis H. Goldfarb (Chrsler Corp.), 96CV099: The maturity factor would reduce frivolous class

actions. (C) should be expanded to authorize a court to defer certification pending the outcome of

government enforcement actions seeking similar relief for class members. Indeed, a stay should be

required.

Henry B. Alsobrook. Jr., 96CV103:"I wholeheartedly agree *** that class actions should not be

certified if there is pending mature litigation."

Sheila L. Birnbaum. 96CV107: Strongly supports consideration of maturity. Particularly in the

context of mass torts, "it may be extremely beneficial for a court to look at the results of a series of

individual trials before determining whether a particular controversy would be capable of classwide

proof." There is now "the rush to the courthouse that results from the economic incentive to be the

first to file a class action in order to become lead class counsel, or at least to be a member of the

Plaintiffs' Steering Committee." Often a single event, such as publication of a single study

suggesting an association between a product and a disease, will trigger the rush to file.

Arthur R. Miller. 96CV 11: This change is clearly directed toward mass torts, a topic otherwise not

addressed. It is not clear what is "related" litigation - what are the limits of relevance as measured

by subject matter, named parties, or format or locale? If certification is suspended, -when does the

issue become ripe - must the court monitor the related litigation? Is all action in the pending case

suspended? What is the impact of settlements in the related cases?

Robert Dale Klein. 96CV1 13: The maturity factor "should help avert a rush to class certification

before the development of any body of experience with actual trials and verdicts in individual

actions."

Jeffrey J. Greenbaum. 96CV1 19: It is wise to focus on the maturity of related individual litigation

for the purpose of not interfering by sweeping it into a class. It also is desirable to focus on the

maturity of the science supporting mass tort claims, but the draft Rule is not as clear as the Note.

It should be made clear that focus is on maturity of the "claim" as well as maturity of related

litigation.

James J. Johnson (Procter & Gamble Co.). 96CV135: The Rely tampon was withdrawn from the

market, despite the lack of any evidence that it caused toxic shock syndrome, after more than one

billion were sold. About 800 individual actions were filed. Class certification was denied.

Following individual litigation of some actions, showing that individual issues predominated, it was

possible to resolve the remaining claims. Class certification might have imposed crushing liability.

This experience shows the importance of the maturity factor. The related changes in factors (A) and

(B) also are good. (See also his San Francisco testimony, Tr. 141-143.)

William M. Audet, 96CV140: If maturity means that class certification must await the results of

individual cases, the courts will be swamped with individual cases and class members will be "left

in the dark" about the prospect of class litigation for two years or more before they get notice from

the court. It is unfair to force class members to take a back seat to individual actions.
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Paul D. Rheingold. 96CV145: This proposal seems to look only to the claim that is so mature as not
to need class certification. The real problem is the use of class certification to control all cases
nationally when the scope of the litigation is unclear. "Mass litigation needs a long period of time
to mature." The Castano cigarette class illustrates this.

Commercial & Fed. Litig. §. New York State Bar Assn.. 96CV147: "Maturity" should be described
in a separate subparagraph of (b)(3) and limited to mass torts. (1) The Note suggestion that the court
should take account of the progress of individual actions toward trial should be deleted. This
concern can be addressed through factors (A) and (B), and in any event the individual litigants can
protect their interests by opting out. (2) There is legitimate concern in mass tort cases, where further
work by "an independent outside agency" may produce new information bearing on the element of
causation. This concern is much less likely to appear in other substantive areas involved in (b)(3)
class actions.

Summit Bank, by Anthony J. Sylvester, 96CV159: It should be made clear that maturity "relates not
to the length of time that the particular cases may have been pending, but rather to the development
of clearly defined issues in similar litigation."

American Bar Assn., 96CV162: Supports.

ABA Section on Litigation, 96CV162: (The Report is not ABA policy.) The text of (C) should be
revised to include explicit reference to the problems that arise "when the science supporting claims
of dispersed mass injury has not sufficiently developed and remains 'immature."' In addition, it is
wise - as the text expressly allows - "to avoid interfering with the progress of related litigation
that may be well advanced toward trial and judgment."

ABA Tort & Ins. Practice §. 96CV162(Supp.): The text of (C) should be revised to include "the state
of existing knowledge undergirding the class claims" in the maturity concept. (The, focus is on mass
torts, apparently dispersed mass torts; there is no indication that TIPS would apply this test to single-
event securities litigation or other familiar class actions.)

Federal Bar Assn., 96CV170: Consideration of maturity is appropriate. "When a number of
individual suits begin to converge and the results of such litigation are consistent, 'the principle of
judicial economy clearly supports class action."

Washington Legal Found.,96CV171: Strongly supports. "[P]articularly in the mass tort context, it
may be helpful for the court to examine the results of a series of individual trials before deciding
whether a particular class claim would be capable of classwide proof."

California State Bar Fed.Cts. Comm.. 96CV179: Endorses, suggesting "that for purposes of clarity,
the amendment state that any litigation to be considered have actually commenced at the time of the
class certification hearing."

California State Bar Comm. on Admin. of Justice. 96CV180: Supports.
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TESTIMONY

Philadelphia Hearing

Barbara Mather. Tr. 69-72: There may not be many mass tort claims suitable for class proceedings.
But actual ,trials will help develop the issues that are actually going to be critical at trial, and will
provide. a good proxy for, the uniformity of claims. No number can be set for the number of
individualcases.oFully, developed,,records in a few cases might be enough; others might require
more. There are alternative devices that may help - Rule 42 consolidation, of central issues, or

exemplar trialst~hat provid~ealbasisfor settling oters. This provision Willhelp identify commonality
and predominance. I am no sur~e how it will work outside mass torts.

David Weinstein. Tr. 201-203: The maturity factor could have -an adverse effect on antitrust and

securities cases. It might suggest that in' the common situations that involve both individual
litigation and class litigation, the class litigation should be stayed pending determination of the
individual actions. That is a mistake.

Dallas Hearing

D. Dudley Oldham for Lawyers for Civil Justice. Tr. 130. 131-133: The maturity aspect is very well
stated for mass torts; although mass torts should be taken out of Rule 23 entirely, if they remain in
the rule it is better to wait until individual claims have been adjudicated and scientific knowledge
has been developed. And maturity is important even if mass torts are taken out.

Stanley M. Chesley. Tr. 136-139. 146: This is a new subjective concept that can be used as a tool
to deny certification. The other actions may involve quite different claims. The maturity element
seems to reflect a presumption that class litigation is not a good thing. Suppose there are a million
victims; a court might want 50 litigations before deciding that the claim is mature, forcing long
delay, and then discover that all 50 settle. Nor should courts attempt to delay while epidemiology
matures.

Bartlett H. McGuire, Tr. 162: This is an important consideration. Maturity can be measured by the

suggestion of the Manual for Complex Litigation, - "maturity is established when prior litigation
shows that plaintiffs' claims have merit."

San Francisco Hearing

Charles F. Preuss (International Assn. of Defense Counsel). Tr. 85: "[A]llowing the case to develop
before a decision is made is extremely important."

James R. Sutterfield. for International Assn. of Ins. Defense Counsel. Tr. 146-147: This should be
tightened up. It is not clear whether maturity refers to the scientific knowledge problem best known
from the breast implant litigation, or to the pendency of other class actions, or to the development
of individual actions.

Brian C. Anderson, Tr. 205-207: A classwide proof requirement should be adopted. But if it is not,
the maturity factor is a good place to expand the Note to comment on the importance of classwide
proof. The class-action court should look to the type of evidence actually presented in individual
cases. If it is largely plaintiff-specific, certification should be denied. If it largely focuses on the
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defendant, so that it will be the same for all plaintiffs, certification is appropriate. (Specific Note
language is suggested at 207.) Although liability and damages can be separated, when there is
common class-wide evidence on liability, most cases involve claims with elements that are largely
individual.

Steven M. Kohn, Tr. 216-218: Particularly in pharmaceuticals and medical device litigation, two or
three trials are not sufficient to flush out the complicated-scientific issues. It may take dozens of
trials. The DES and breast-implant litigation show that the wisdom gleaned from dozens of trials
is very helpful. Mass tort litigation often is instituted on the flimsiest scientific evidence. "And it
takes a period of time, sometimes two, three, four years, *** for true science to catch up with junk
science." It is a great injustice to certify a class too early; the pressure to settle is enormous. The
process of having individual trials also enables the parties to evaluate the claims for settlement. The
settlement process is very different when there have been a number of trials.
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Rule 23 Comments: (b)(3)(F) Probable Relief - Costs

John Leubsdorf. 96CV026: The proposed factor 23(b)(3)(F) should be deleted. It does not consider
the general deterrence values of enforcing the law through class actions. It suggests a misleading
comparison between benefits and burdens - the net benefits to plaintiffs always fall short of the
burdens, because transaction costs must be paid (and usually are paid by the defendants). It may
suggest that the court consider the likelihood of success on the merits in focusing on "probable
relief' to individual class members. It would be better to ask "how the benefits and costs of class
litigation compare with those of other available methods"; even this approach would leave the way
open to deny certification even though individual actions will not be brought, because the benefits
of law enforcement fail. (Roger Cramton agrees with the Leubsdorf suggestions, 96CV040).

John P. Frank. 96CV032: Strongly supports the proposal. Cases in which class members get little
or nothing are "not the judicial job." The desire for social regulation arises "because neither
Congress nor any administrative agency has entered the field * * These actions are not cases or
controversies; they are usually price controls which more suited agencies have not seen fit to
impose." As Justice Stone reminded us in U.S. v. Butler, 1936, 297 U.S. 1, 87, courts are not the
only agency of government with the capacity to govern. But if the desire for social regulation
through Rule 23 persists, the (F) proposal should be transformed into an opt-in class for s small
claims. Class members should be given "fair notice telling [them] what they can reasonably expect
-and then let them decide whether they wish to expend 32 cents for a stamp on their prospects. *
* * 'Opt in' would determine whether this trip is really necessary." Fluid recovery by such means
as "coupon settlements," generallbut small price rollbacks, or escheat, are not an answer for the
small-recovery class members. (The first seven pages set out the history of the (b)(3) opt-out class.)

Stephen Gardner. 96CV034: The part that bears directly on (F) appears at pp. 20 to 23. In most
consumer fraud matters, individual litigation is not feasible if the claim is for less than $110,000. The
proposal could "serve as justification for a court hostile to small consumer claims to reject a case that
should in fact be certified." "[Bly its very nature cost-benefit analysis is a slippery slope that is
subject to extraordinarily subjective, and non-legal, decisions." This is an "open invitation to social
engineering by trial courts," and in cases removed from state courts creates federalism concerns
when a federal judge second-guesses "the decisions of State legislatures.'" When individual relief
is small in relation to the costs of distribution, cy pres relief should be considered, "such as creditingamounts to an existing account class members have with the defendant." Earlier portions of the
statement also may bear on (F). It is urged that many consumer classes should be brought, as Mr.
Gardner does, in the form of (b)(2). actions for prospective relief, depending on fee-shifting statutes
for compensation. Many of these actions! are brought by "carrion feeders," anxious for fees; even
though there are real wrongs, causing real injury, "the problem aises at the settlement stage." The
concept of trying the case is foreign to mahy class counsel. Once they settle, and "once their fees
are sewn up," they become extremely pessimistic about the possibility of victory. These are the cases
that give class actions a bad name.
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Leslie A. Brueckner (Trial Lawyers for Public Justice). 96CV035 & Supp.: The (b)(3)(F) proposal
"is unworkably vague" and "virtually standardless." The August 7 statement suggests that individual
relief can be aggregated when it refers to comparison between the aggregate class relief and the
aggregate burdens of class litigation. The Committee Minutes reflect ambiguities about the role of
deterrent effect in applying factor (F). The Minutes are even more obscure on consideration of
probable outcome on the merits. Apart from this vagueness, the purpose to restrict small-claims
classes is clear. But that "flies in the face of one of the most important purposes of Rule 23: to
compensate victims and deter wrongdoing *** ." There is no evidence supporting the view that

some small-claims classes do not "further any social goal;" nor a proposal that could eliminate all
small-claiis classes. [Withsome' repetition:] (1) The proposal is vague. and standardless. It is not
even clear whether aggregate class benefits can be weighed against aggregate litigation costs and
burdens; " [clarification on this pointis obviously critical." The Committee has sent mixed signals
on the propriety of considering the deterrent effects of class litigation. ,And it has expressly declined
to say whether evalation of probable relief permits a prediction of the outcome on the merits.
"[T]he overall balancing test *** is extremely vague and virtually standardless." There is no
indication of the means for evalu ting probable relief, nor measuring the costs and burdens of class
proceedings. "The test is rendered even more unwork.ble by the fact that, in the usual case, a court
would be requiredto evaluate these , 6ctors shortly after the complaiint is, iled. ", (2) The man ifest
purpose to restrict the avilability fof saill-claims class actions, "flies in the face ,of one of the most
important purposes of Rule 23: to compensate victims and deter wrongdoing by aggregating large
numbers of small claims hat Would> not support individual liatigtpn. Hi t might mae sense
if there was some showing that the burldensof smalclaims cosumer class actions outweigh their
social utility. But no such showing h4s$been made."

Alan D. Black. 96CV036: (F) is a pandora's box, of issues. It invites discovery of the costs and
burdens of defense, including such matters as counsel fee arrangements. It does not address cases
that include & ijunweiv which nlaylbe more ini4ornt than the 'damages.' It is not cear hether
it addresses median, average, or individual representatives' recoveries. It is unnecessary because
most courts reject trivial claims plasses under the manageability criterion. The FJC study shows that
if the "$2" claims class exists, It is very rare. And the proposal can reach far beyond truly trivial
cases; it should be mace clear that reliefand costs should be measure on the same scale - either the
pro rata cost should be compared' to individual relief, or aggregate relief should be compared to
aggregate cost. The rule also seems, to invite 'consideration of the merits, although if that were
intended it is surprising that no note is made of the purpose to overrule Eisen. If (F) is retained, it
should ask "whether the claimed relief to individual class members is trivial." And if it is retained
in any form, the Note should give more guidance on procedure: is there to be a minitrial on liability
or damages?, Is yisceral instinct to control? It is wise not to use specific dollar examples, but the-
Note should say that certainly the threshold is well below the median recovery figures, ranging from
$315 to $528, reported in the FJC study.

Patricia Sturdevant. 96CV039: Personally and as General Counsel of the National Association of
Consumer Advocates. Strongly opposes (F). "The assumption that recoveries of one hundred or
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several hundred dollars are 'trivial' is entirely unwarranted." Such amounts can "make an enormous
difference in the quality" of poor consumers' lives. (Later, it is urged that individual recoveries
ranging from $3 to $50 also are legitimate in an example where the aggregate relief was
approximately five times the fee awards.) For every wrong there should be a remedy. "The major
problem we see is preying by business interests on our nation's citizens, particularly the elderly, the
poor, and members of racial minorities through overcharging them by using unlawful practices." In
addition to providing meaningful individual remedies, "the legitimacy of class actions derives- in
large measure from their value as a deterrent for unlawful conduct." Class counsel and
representatives act as private attorneys-general. Three California Supreme Court decisions are cited
for the proposition that: "Courts may and do refuse to allow classes to be certified where the
potential recovery to each individual is nominal and when a distribution would consume such
substantial time and expense that the class members are unlikely to receive any appreciable benefit."
"So long as consumer actions are not a vehicle for lawyers to make huge fees in the absence of
significant pecuniary and/or nonpecuniary benefit to class members, class actions should be deemed
appropriate **

Alliance for Justice, 96CV041: Poor people will be denied remedies and deterrence will suffer. I"If
enacted, this rule will send a message to financial institutions and utility companies that if customers
are overcharged-intentionally or not-there will likely be no consequences." Bank or utility
overcharges can be credited to customer accounts, providing an easily administered remedy. In rare
cases where that is not possible, cy pres or fluid recoveries are desirable. Concerns over "coupon
settlements" and the like should be addressed by increased court scrutiny of lawyer fees and the
terms of settlement.

Robert J. Reinstein. 96CV043: (b)(3)(F) is not supported by empirical evidence. Even the smallest
individual awards found in the FJC sample involved substantial aggregate awards. And no one
knows how this discretionary balancing test will be applied. Balancing tests are inappropriate; Rule
23 involves a process of writing into the rule categorical determinations of the circumstances that
do and do not warrant certification. Discretion is no more appropriate here than it would be in
setting the amount in controversy for diversity litigation. The prediction of probable relief likely will
require a minitrial on liability and damages - a matter the Advisory Committee explicitly declined
to address. And it is unclear whether the public interest should be considered, or distinctions drawn
between enforcement of federal claims and diversity actions, or aggregate recovery reckoned, or the
costs and burdens on the judicial system taken into account.

Public Citizen Litigation Group. 96CV044: (b)(3)(F) is strongly opposed. It "mandates some sort
of cost-benefit evaluation of the merits." There is no evidence of serious problems arising from
trivial class claims. There are no standards. Should the value of probable relief be discounted by the
likelihood of obtaining relief? Whlat are the costs to the courts to be considered - and why should
class plaintiffs alone suffer when court costs are high? (b)(3) classes exist to provide access to the
courts for persons with low-value claims, and to enforce social policies. At the least, the Note
should identify some cases that should have been denied certification on (F) grounds. There may
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be interference with substantive policies. Congress has amended the securities laws against the

background of current class-action rules; requiring a cost-benefit analysis may change the substantive

law. The Truth in Lending Act and Fair Debt Collection PracticesAct, moreover, impose a ceiling

on "statutory damages" in class actions at the lower of 1% of the defendant's net worth or $500,000,

see 15 U.S.C.,§§ l640(a)(2)(B), 1692k(aX)2)(B); theses statutes show that Congress encourages

small-claim enforcement. State substantive law in other consutmrer-protection areas may reflect

similar policies, and come to federal court. It is not good policy to focus the rule on the substantive

merits of individual claims for relief.

H. Laddie Montague. Jr., 96CV046- (b)(3)(F) -ignores the deterrent function. A substantial amount

of aggregate damages orqaffected: commerce should be sufficient to justify class treatment. Most

plaintiff classes are represented by contingent fee attorneys, -that Of itself protects, against the risk

of insubstantial cases. Theprobable reliief factor also will invite extensive discovery, since often it

is notknowable atthe'time, of certification what individual damages will be.

Jonathan W. Cuneo. 96CV047: (b)(3)(F) "is heavily biased against class actions. The amount of

individual claims,* $- *. will seldom be larger than the aggregate costs * "- *." Aggregate benefits

should be compared to aggregate costs. Even then, how much is enough? The Notesuggestioh that

the threshold should be higher when the issues are complex shows the bias against class actions,

which almost always involve complex issues. It also is subjectiv, and will defeat uniformity and

predictability in litigation And it does not accommodate nonmonetary relief: is that to be ignored?

If it is tombe~lweighed, how is a judge, to measure its value? This is essentially a mnerits, analysis that

accords extraordinary powers on any judge who disfavors class actions. Is discovery'to be illoYed

on probable relief? How will courts avoid premature adjudication that may distort individual actions

or the course bf the class action? "Cost-benefit evaluations are the stuff of legislatures,,and Agencies,

not courts."

Stuart H. 'Savett, 96CV048: (b)(3)(F) should 'be rejected. It defeats the traditional purpose of

aggregating small claims; it eliminates consideration of deterrence; it would lead to unwarranted

inquiry, into the merits; it would directly contravene such statutory provisions as the Truth in Lending

Act,,15 U.S.C. § 1640(a)(2)(B) (authorizing class actions, with'no minimum recovery requirement

for individual class members), the Social Security Act, 41 U.S.C. § 405(g) (allowing civil, actions

irrespective of the amount in controversy), and the Magnuson Moss Warranty Act, 15 U.S.C. §

2301 (d)(3) (permitting actions so long as individual claims total $25); it arguably violites the Rules

Enabling Act; and the "'sliding scale" suggested in the Note, requiring higher levels of indiidual

relief if the issues are complex, will create burdensome motion practice. If it remains,, it should

focus on "requested relief' or " demanded relief," not probable relief.,

John C. Coffee. Jr.. 96CV049: if (b)(3)(F) is retained at all, it should be revised: "(F) whether the

probable aggregate,,relief to all class members and the deterrent value,,of the action in assuring

compliance with law justifies 'the costs and burdens of class litigation.' The proposal seems to

compare the benefit to any single class member against the global costs of class litigation; that would
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defeat any class action. And it ignores the central role of class actions in creating incentives to
comply with the law.

Melvin I. Weiss. 96CV050: (b)(3)(F) "is perhaps the most insidious" of the changes. The purpose
of Rule 23 is to allow aggregation of claims that yield small individual recoveries. This ensures that
wrongdoers may not "lie, cheat and steal, often obtaining hundreds of millions of dollars of wrongful
profit, with impunity." This proposal "comes dangerously close to making substantive law." The
"probable relief' standard "is completely unworkable": how can it be applied "without some early
'sneak peek' at the merits"? And how can the merits be considered without precertification
discovery? And nothing "define[s] the parameters of the balance."

Richard A. Lockridge. 96CV05 1: This proposal "runs directly afoul of the bedrock of class litigation:
the ability of individuals or business entities with relatively small claims to band together to seek
redress." By looking to "probable relief," "the focus will shift to the merits of the case." The
apparent purpose "is to avoid massive litigation where plaintiff and defense attorneys are well
compensated at the expense of the class member's claims, i.e., useless coupons. It has been my
experience [in antitrust and securities litigation] that Isuch recoveries are rare." (In a supplemental
submission, Mr. Lockridge urges that if (F) is retained, it should be revised along the lines suggested
by Professor John C. Coffee, Jr.: "whether the probable aggregate relief to all class members and the
deterrent value of the action in assuring compliance with law justifies the costs and burdens of class
litigation."

Gerald J. Rodos, 96CV052: (b)(3)(F) "is directly contrary to the very raison d'8tre of class actions."
It will give defendants a field day. They will force discovery on probable damages. In securities
cases this will be a battle of experts testifying to the probable causes of market fluctuations and the
like. In antitrust cases plaintiffs may well not have any information on the amount of overcharges.Once information is compiled, there will be another battle on whether it is "big enough to warrant
class certification." The proposal is vague: do the burdens of class litigation include discovery costs
(and with document discovery, they may be great)? Counsel fees? What should be the relationship
between recovery and costs? Are individual recoveries of $1,000, $5,000, even $10,000 enough?
The FJC study figures suggest that very few class actions could survive even the $1,000 threshold.
"Unless the purpose of this proposed amendment *** is, to assure that the average case that is ~now
being prosecuted in the federal courts as a class action should in the future no longer be certified on
a class basis, then this proposed revision *** should be reected."` The purpose to remove truly
small cases could be accomplished by comparing aggregate relief to the cqsts land burdens of classlitigation.

Edwin C. Schallert. for Comm. on Fed. Cts.. ABCNY. 96CV053: The (b)(3)(F)proposal "is clearly
intended to eliminate small claim class actions regardless of their potential public policy benefits,
or the size of the aggregate recovery being sought." It would invite certification of a 1,000-member
class seeking a total of $1,000,000, but refusal to certify a 1 00,000-member class seeking a total of$2,000,000. It is antithetical to several statutes authorizing class claims, regardless of claim size,
for violations of the Truth in Lending Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1640(a)(2)(B), the Social Security Act, 41
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U.S.C. § 405(g), and the Magnuson Moss Warranty Act, 15 U.s.c. § 2301(d)(3)(requiring individual

claims that total $25). It invites attacks on nontrivial-claim classes by the Note suggestion that

higher individual relief levels should be demanded if the legal issues, or the proceedings, are

complex. The reference to "probable relief," moreover, invites consideration of the probable merits

in a backdoor fashion, particularly in light of the Advisory Committee's unexplained refusal to refer

to "requested relief' or "demanded relief." And there is no indication that courts in fact are deluged

with trivial class claims,

Max W. Berger. 96CV055: (b)(3)(F) is the most troublesome proposal, turning class actions upside-

down. An illustration of the need forrsmal-claims classes is an action settled with American Online,

Inc., over its practice of -adding 15 seconds to bills and then rounding-up to the nearest minute: a 46-

second connection, for-example, would be billed as 2 minutes. Individual claims were small. But

effective relief^wvas obtained, and the practice-corrected. There are few strike or nuisance suits, as

suggested by the FJC study. Courts-weed ouththose[ do get filed. Abusive practices such as

settlements that award little to, the class and ,much to class counsel have been rejected by the courts.

The alternative of government enforcement is increasingly inadequate.

Thomas D. Sutton. 96CV056 From, experience both as Legal Services representative for plaintiff

classes and later as naied representatiye in a class action, rges that (b)(3)(F)"wouldvitiatethe

salutary policies underlying class actions." It w6u'ld defeat certification in actions in which

individual damages were "only a few hundred dollars." "[T]he prospective recovery of each

individual class member Wouldlseldom, if ever, be larger than the aggregate 'costs and burdens' of

class litigation."' I was entitled to $150 in my class action, this is a not insignificant amount of

money to many people, but does not begin to compare to the class costs. The FJC study shows small

median recoveries. At a minimum, the Committee should imake clear that concern focuses on trivial

relief to individuals, and that recoveries of 4 hundred 'dollars or more is not trivial. It also should be

made clear' that injunctive or declaratory relief figuresMindeterminingwhether individual relief is

trivial. (Anotherdescription of the class, action in which lMr. Sutton was representative plaintiff is

provided in the statement of Allen D. Black, 96CV036.)

Eugene A. Spector. 96CV057:. (b)(3)(F) is contrary to the purpose of class actions to aggregate small

claims, and to prevent enrichnent of wrongdoers who inflict small injuries on many claimants. The

focus on probable relief willencourage arguments on the merits.

National Assn. of Securities & Commercial Attorneys. 96CV059: (b)(3)(F) should be limited "to a

comparison of the aggregate relief sought with those costs that are directly related to class litigation,

such as the expense of notice, administration and distribution of recoveries." As the draft rule and

Note stand, defendants will make the perverse argument that certification should be denied for the

very reasons that justify certification -'"the disequilibrium between the cost and complexity of

prosecuting the litigation and the expected benefit for each individual.' The FJC study shows there

is no empirical need for this proposal. And there is a great risk that the focus on "probable relief"

will lead
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Beverly C. Moore. Jr. (Editor, Class Action Reports). 96CV060: (b)(3)(F), if included at all, shouldbe incorporated with manageability in (D) - and, it should be made clear that cost/benefit analysis
bears on predominance, not on superiority. Class actions are valuable means of enforcing smallindividual claims efficiently - our study of many class actions shows attorney fee awards runningbetween 18% and 9I% of net aggregate class recoveries, far less than common contingent fees.
Many cases (described in a multipage footnote) show that modern technology makes it feasible todistribute by mail individual awards of as little as $10. And modern electronic technology canfacilitate "distribution" of far smaller amounts, when many class members continue to have accountswith the defendant (as if a telephone company makes minor overcharges). The focus should be onaggregate class damage recovery potential as compared to litigation costs This is, generally true, but
is particularly -true when it is not possible to identify individual victims., Much of the dissatisfactionarises from "coupon settlements," and much of the difficulty with those arises from the inability todetermine - even with, the help of "Coupon Professors" - how many coupons will be redeemed.Coupon settlements can be made more meaningful by requiring that the defendant continue to issuecoupons until a required number have been redeemed, or by establishing a market maker to clearcoupons through to people, who will use them. In other cases, 'a "second best"' fund should beavailable for the purpose of receiving disgorgement of wrongful profits.. Proposed (F) will generatelitigation for decades. It'will encourage preliminary contests on the imetits.
Alfred W. Cortese. Jr., & Kathleen L. Blaner. 96CV063(Supp): This proposal "does not forecloseaggregation of small claims altogether and is not intended to, trivialize small claim consumerlitigation. Nonetheless, Rule, 3 does not and should not have a substantive component or context
that directs courts to favor particular types, of litigation for class action status, and it is a usurpationof legislative policy-making, authority for courts to use Rule 23 to that end. *** The proposed
amendment thus directs courts to focus on the justice to be gained Theamnendmentinvokesdistrict court discretiOn, givin Qdirection to discretion that already exists., The
argument that Rule 23 should be used for deterrent effect "is not consistent with 'the underlyingpurpose of the Rule 23(b)(3) class, which is to provide a procedure for the efficient, aggregation ofclaims for compensatory damages, as opposed togiving expressionito6social'objectives not mandatedby Congress. ** * In fact, injecting conduct-deterrence into Rule 23(b)(3) classes may be beyondthe 'scope of the rulemaking authority.", This' pr'oosal isstrongly supported. But in recognition ofthe substantial opposition it has drawn, it may b beiterto proceed now with other proposals and
defer action on this (1y.

Michael D. Donovan, for National Association of Consumer Advocates: 96CV064: Consumer classactions' are a Vitally important means of correcting business' depredations. It is undesirable toundertake any amendment of Rule 23 now, while courts are continuing to work at resolving manyissues that arise under it. -

(b)(3)(F) is contrary to the purpose of class actions. It departs from the policy reflected inthe Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act, 15 U.S.C. § 2310, where Congress recognized the need-for classactions involving individual claims of $25 or more and aggregating at least $50,000. So it fails to
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reflect the Truth-in-Lending Act and Fair Debt Collection Practices Act provisions, 15 U.S.C. §§

1640(a)(2)(B), 1692k(b)(2), which apply statutory damages caps at the lesser of '$500,000 or 1% of

the violator's net worth. These acts imply rejection of the "just ain't worth it" approach. Section

3(a) of the Uniform Class Action Act refers only to the expense of "administering" the action, not

the costs incurred by the defendant. At most, it should focus only on notice and'distribution

expenses. It cannot properly be addressed to aggregation of claims for the amount-in-controversy

requirement; that is a matter for Congress. The possible abuses can be controlled under the present

rule, as shown b'y two California cases'that deny certification when distribution will be slow and

costly and class members are unlikely to receive any appreciable benefit. Most class actions are

meritorious.

William T. Coleman, Jr., Esq.. 96CV068: The proposal is sound. As one who was a member of the

Committee that created present Rule (b)(3), submits that it was not the intended purpose to "hand

a private attorney general's badge to any counsel who wants it." The Note should not say that the

public values of enforcing legal norms can justify the costs and burdens of class actions. Any private

attorney-general scheme should be created by Congress, not the Rules. And the Notes'suggest a

"sliding scale" that would make smaller claims more certifiable than larger claims. That is wrong.

The defendant still may face astaggering aggregate exposure, and deserves full due process

protections.

W. Pitts Carr, Esq.. 96CV069: "Frequently, neither the class representative or class counsel has

sufficient information at the outset of a case to determine the scope of recoverable damages." In a

recent state-court action, the class of soybean farmers was cheated by an elevator that artificially

overstated the foreign matter in the beans. Individual damages were minuscule; total class damages

were several hundred thousand dollars; actual recovery was ten times actual damages because of

punitive considerations. These factors could not be shown with any clarity at the beginning of the

case.

Brian G. Ruschel, Esq., 96CV070: In representing consumers overcharged by business, I can

advance only the minimum and most clearly provable amounts of the overcharges. The amounts in

some of my local-court class actions are as low as $30. We need class actions to deter these

defendants - even as it is, there is little enough deterrence given the infrequent number of class

actions. "Giving judges another easy, subjective and potentially intellectually dishonest reason not

to certify, removes risk for defendants." Already it is too easy to convince judges not to certify.

Leonard B. Simon. 96CV073: This proposal is contrary to the central purpose of class litigation -

if a car rental firm is overcharging, its customers $2, "there is every reason in the world to allow a

class action." The cost-benefit comparison is ambiguous and one-sided. How is the investment of

judicial time to be valued? Is the aggregate class benefit to be considered in relation to the aggregate

costs, the only thinkable approach? There enormous problems of proof as to the costs to the courts

or defendants: is discovery to be permitted? Expert witnesses? "If the Committee truly believes that

cases which yield less than $10, or $5, or some other amount are not worthy of class certification,

it should say so in simple and unmistakable prose."
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Michael Caddell, 96CV076: This proposal "will detract from the class action device by preventingnumerous small but legitimate claims from being heard." A class action provides an incentive to agroup of plaintiffs to spend more on litigation than individual claims would warrant, elevatingplaintiffs to a level more nearly equal to the defendant. There should be a class action remedy forconduct that inflicts small individual harm but costly public harm.

Stanley M. Cheslev, 96CV078: Certification decisions are made before it is possible to predictprobable relief. "From a practical standpoint, any argument made as to this factor would beextremely speculative." (He also questions the size of the median recoveries found in the FJC study."I have never been involved in a class action in federal court where monies in this range haveconstituted the only recovery.")

Samuel Issacharoff, Douglas Lavcock. & Charles Silver. 96CV082: (F) "redirects the class actioninquiry away from the collective and back to the individual claimant. In so doing, the Proposed Ruleimposes obstacles to small-claims class actions without any justification from current class actionpractice." The'substantive implications are troubling. There is a strong effort to deregulate. "Part
of the deregulatory environment must be the availability of courts to provide legal redress ex postin order to compensate for the consequences of the lack of oversight ex ante."
D. Dudlev Oldham, 96CV083: "(F) offers a plan for curtailing the practice of aggregating claimswhere individually only minimal dollars are at stake. *** In many instances, the value of recoveryto the individual class member is so negligible that it fails ,t offset the associated cost imposed onthe defendants and the judicial system."

Clinton A. Krislov, 96CV088: It is "inappropriate to engraft the suggestion to the courts that amerits-benefits weighing ought to be added to the rules, since this will be viewed to hold most small
amount mass claim class actions as dismissable, de minimis matters." This is an inappropriateattempt to move "in an outcome determinative direction." This is not a choice to be made by thisCommittee.

Patrick E. Maloney, 96CV090 & Supp.: On behalf of the Defense Research Institute. "Rule 23 isinefficient and burdensome because it often leads to the litigation of lawsuits that are not justifiedby the time and money required to" prosecute them." It interferes with the interest in individuallitigation. It can create unfair pressure for defendants to settle. The, private enforcement justification
fails because "the, motives that drive class action attempts at enforcement may not coincide -with the,public interest. * * * Courts should be required to consider whether there is some benefit thatjustifies private enforcement, but also whether there are less expensive and more efficient methodsof law enforcement."

FRCP Committee, American College of Trial Lawyers. 96CV095: Opposes the proposal. (i) Thereare no reasonable standards. This will be an ad hoc determination. There is no clue as to what mustbe shown as to probableyrelief or costs and burdens. (ii) This will encourage a preliminary peek atthe merits, most likely in a non-evidentiary setting, certainly before discovery and trial, and probablywould cause the court to form a preconceived view of the merits. (iii) Present concepts of
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superiority, manageability, and frivolous litigation provide adequate protection. (iv) There have been

some abuses in which nominal class-member benefits are paired with substantial attorney fees, but

the attempt to cure these abuses in proposed (F) would eliminate the class action remedy "entire

fields of commerce where [it] is the only viable procedure to arrest significant social wrongdoing."

And (F) may further amend proposed (A), limiting class actions to those that do not involve

substantial individual claims but do involve meaningful individual claims.

Reed R. Kathrein. 96CV096: The proposal "is a direct affront to *** equal access and justice,

and, indeed, undermines the very foundation of the class action. Clear legal violations that skim

resources away from many or injure the masses, in small amounts, yet allow the violators to make

rich and handsome profits, will go unremedied. To trivialize injury is to trivialize predicament * *

*. The long term implication for our society may be a bitter citizenry required to seek redress, indeed

vengeance, elsewhere."

Lewis H. Goldfarb (Chrvsler Corp.). 96CV099: Class action lawyers view class members not as

clients to be protected, but as, "merely a necessary ingredient of the production process, to be

acquired or bartered as the need arises." Indeed, class actions may be brought claiming diminished

market value for products that are not defective or that have been fixed, with the hope that

engineered publicity about the class action will cause the very market injury the action purports to

redress. Frivolous actions are such a problem that sanctions must be sought. Factor (F) "will inhibit

the prosecution of those cases in which the alleged injury is highly theoretical or de minimis and

whose only beneficiaries are the lawyers."

Sheila L. Birnbaum. 96CV107: Strongly approves the "just ain't worth it" factor. "There has been

an enormous growth in the number of 'nuisance' lawsuits *** Make no mistake, these lawsuits are

lawyer-driven, not client-driven. It is the lawyers, after all, who stand to profit from their creativity,

while the clients may gain next to -nothing." These are the suits that, if certified, are settled.

Certification forces the defendant to consider the litigation risk in the aggregate, taking into account

the prospect that the representative claims offered at trial will be the strongest claims in the class.

Litigation is uncertain. There is an irresistible pressure to settle that imposes "a due process burden

to be weighed against the significance of the individual plaintiffs' claims." The Note should not

focus on the "public value" of class enforcement; t'it is outside the scope of the Rules Enabling Act

for the Advisory Committee to confer upon class counsel the role of a private attorney general *- *

*." The 1966 rule aimed at procedural, efficiency; there was no suggestion that it was "intended to

be the protocol for deputizing posses of private attorneys general who file and pursue litigation on

behalf of plaintiffs who are not truly interested in the outcome of the lawsuit." When Congress has

considered consumer class actions, it has taken a restrictive approach designed to keep relatively

minor claims out of the federal courts; see the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act, which requires 100

named plaintiffs, 15 U.S.C. § 2310(d)(3).

John W. Stamper. 96CV108: It is difficult and costly to resolve class actions that survive preliminary

motions on the pleadings. Even a small possibility of a catastrophic loss exerts great pressure to

settle. "The proposed preliminary review of the merits should help address this problem," but it
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might be better to adopt stricter pleading standards that would avoid the problem of discovery tosupport a preliminary review of the merits. The pleading requirements should include a statementthat will determine whether the claims of all class members can be proved by substantially commonevidence.

Richard B. Wentz, for Mortgage Bankers Assn., 96CV109: (F) is the most important innovation inthe proposals. "The experience in the mortgage banking industry has shown that class membersrecover little, if any, benefit from class action litigation *. * $." The burdens on the courts will bereduced.

Arthur R. Miller. 96CVVI l: This "asks the court to weigh the probable amount of individualrecovery against the aggregate costs and burdens of class action litigation. How can it possibly be
equitable ** *?" This ignores the use of Rule 23 to force wrongdoers to internalize the costs of theirmisconduct. It "has wide-ranging substantive implications. *** It is not the role of the courts -orthe rulemakers to decide that some of the rights established by federal and state substantive law areunworthy of enforcement because the amounts to be recovered by each individual class member maybe small." This could effectively eviscerate a variety of substantive rights involving consumer andinvestor fraud or antitrust violations. If Congress has authorized recovery of $ 1, why deny a classof $1 claimants? The whole purpose of Rule 23 is to aggregate small and medium sized claimantsinto a unit. Beyond this central problem lie problems of implementation. The focus on probablerelief will lead to extensive collateral discovery and examination of the merits, the size of individualdamages, the ability of class members to proceed independently, and the costs and burdens ofdefense (including counsel fee arrangements).

Miles N. Ruthberg. 96CVI 12: Approves of (F). A class action is not "superior" "when the reliefsought does not warrant the costs and burdens of class litigation."
John P. Zaimes. 96CVI L5(Supp): (F) "will provide a powerful tool to judges to ferret out those
'lawyer-created' class actions designed only to create a large attorneys' fee recovery while providinglittle or no benefit to the actual class."

Jeffrey J. Greenbaum. 96CVI 19: Although this has been highly controversial, it is "a balancedapproach to a serious problem." There is a serious problem of public perceptions that class actionstoo often result in large attorney fees and no significant benefit to class members. It can be arguedthat Rule 23 should aim at facilitating efficient resolution of civil claims, leaving deterrence toattorney fee statutes and other means open to Congress. But it should be made clear that a class thatincludes nontrivial claims should not be fragmented by excluding claimants below a certain dollarthreshold.

Guy Rounsaville. Jr., for Wells Fargo & Co., 96CV120: This statement begins with a detaileddescription of Wells Fargo's experience with consumer class actions, including "California CreditCard Class Action Litigation." The judgment for 1982-1989 led to distribution of $6,000,000 to
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more than 1,000,000 customers whose addresses were known; they recovered an average of $5.31.

Existing customers got an average of $3.94 by crediting existing accounts. The remaining

undistributed damages were awarded to customers but to consumer action groups. By 1994 the

California legislature had authorized charges several times the charges held unlawful by the

judgment, but'by then Wells Fargo had escaped California regulation by moving its credit-card

activity to Arizona. There are other examples. Such actions are said to be a from of retroactive

government price regulation by litigation. The costs in attorney fees, direct administration, and time

of the parties are' enorrnous. And in these actions, at least, the small awards are not going to the

indigent -the first credit-card late fee class plaintiff was an attorney; the plaintiff in the action over

"forced placed auto insurance" had taken a loan to buy an imported luxury cart The class members

generally are "the economically stable or even affluent." For these actions, prospective relief is

adequate. John Frank's statement makes it crystal clear that the 1966 revision never was intended

to 'authorize anything like present consumer class-action practice.' It is proper to Xreconsider the

growth that hasI'6 urtred since. (F) is desirable, but if is broadly worded Ad clearer language is

needed; see the ptdposals of William Montgomery, 96CV122. There is nof 0 evidencethat consqumner

class actions dete'& undesirable activity, but ther` is clear, evidence that they do ter desirable

economic acti"ity h 'The FC study explictl y states that it did rot deterine whether he size of

pfectea be settlements it obsrd. The study thus des not refute the wideead

citici ism's Of ' c1s actio. ' ' I

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __JI M~tgomerv Estate Fatm Ins. VoS t a 2:St State Farm is defendant in many class

"constructively addresses he drain presently

r class actions that have been touted-

of the benefits of Rule, 23 litigation." The

unp tabiliy of trial and the costs of defense often give plaintiffs disproportionate leverage in

settlement negotiations, "which is wyhy almost no class actions' ever get tried." It is a'mistake to look

to the, amount of money made available to the 'class on settlement, for "ithe funds made available to

the 'class largely go uncollected." The attorney fees that may seem reasonable in relationi to the

potential class recovery in fact become very large in relation to the amounts actually claimed by class

members; the FJC study "did not capture or consider informationiabout actual payouts to class

members." {NOTE the response below.} We often find comments by members who opt out,

indicating that they want no part of what they consider unfounded litigation. Butthe Note should

not refer at all to facilitating enforcement of small claims, nor refer' tb "valid" small claims, nor

suggest that the median recoveries found by the FJC study illustrate per-se certifiable claim amounts.

The reference to "valid" claims, moreover, suggests a preliminary 'peek at the merits." The Note

also should suggest consideration whether there have been substantial complaints 'to, the defendant

or public agencies about the" activities underlying the complaint, whether the defendant has

undertaken voluntary corrective measures, and whether the class representatives have other

relationships to class counsel. References to "trivial" claims should be changed to "Ismall" claims.

The suggestion that "public values"' may be considered also is troubling -as the Committee

Minutes express the view, class actions should not be used to, substitute for explicit public

enforcement remedies. The deterrence function is a substantive matter beyond reach of the Enabling
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Act. {NOTE: Thomas E. Willging, by note of January 22, 1997, 96CV151, responded to theobservations about the FJC Study findings. In more than 90% of the cases, the full amount of thesettlement was in fact paid out to class members and for attorney fees; the failure of some classmembers to file claims simply increased the payout to other class members. Thus comparison of feesto the settlement amount presents an accurate picture. The median recovery figures, however, arenot "actual" because they were reached by dividing the total settlement by the number of notices sentout; to the extent that some class members did not file claims, those who did file claims got more.This is a "potential" recovery.} [Supplement: Mr. Montgomery filed a supplement. (1) Respondingto the Willging memorandum, he states that the FJC recovery figures were based on settlements in"distribution cases" that included 44 securities class actions and only 18 others. Securities cases willbe changed in the future by 15 U.S.C. § 77z-1(6), which requires that fees bear a reasonablerelationship to the amount of damages actually paid to class members. Coupon settlements andothers that precluded ready. calculation of amounts were not included. In small-stakes consumerclasses, it is not customary to settle on terms that simply divide a total settlement among whatevernumber of class members may file claims; that would lead to enormous payments to the few whodo file. Pro rata distribution "does not address the problem of nominal interest in small-stakesconsumer class actions." (2) He cites Berley v. Dreyfus & Co., S.D.N.Y. 1967, 43 F.R.D. 397, as anillustration of a court's desirable refusal to certify a class because the defendant had already offeredto refund its customers's purchase price. This is a nonlitigation alternative to class certification. (3)An opt-in class is not a necessary alternative to (F). Instead, (F) should be modified to includeconsideration "whether a substantial number of individuals seek actively to pursue claims on behalfof the proposed class." The Note could suggest that the lOO-representative threshold of theMagnuson-Moss Act, 15 U.S.C. § 2310(d)(3), is a good sample. (4) The ABA has now endorsed
the deterrent value of class actions. But this remains wrong.]

Brian C. Anderson, 96CV125: (This part of the statement is not focused on factor (F), but seems tobear on it.) Participation in more than 50 clas's actions, most of them claiming economic damagefrom defective consumer products, shows that most "have not sought real justice on behalf of realpeople. Instead, these actions have been created by lawyers for the sole purpose of making money.The discovery proces has invariably revealed that the named plaintiffs in whose name the lawsuitwas brought have rusatlvely clite knowled e of, or interest in, the claims advanced. Further, thenamed plaintiffs have usually come into Whe case' at the suggestion of the lawyers, rather than theother way around." Many are brought without any capful thought. But the requirement that the
court approve dismissal makes it more difficult to pull the plug. The difficulty of winning dismissalcombines with the exceedingly high stakes to encourage qsettlements "that seem to reward theplaintiffs'lawyers handsomely and provide only nominal value to the putative class'members."
Gerson H. Smoger. for ATLA. 96CV126: ATLA policy oh class actions includes opposition toconsideration in the certification determination of the probable relief to be granted or the costs andburdens of class litigation.

Donn P. Pickett. 96CV128: "Class actions in which individual class members receive nominal
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recoveries and the attorneys millions of dollars are not beneficial to society." An example is

provided by a settlement I unsuccessfully opposed; class lawyers netted almost $35,000,000 for little

more than one year's work, while class members got coupons good only for products (even though

the class included those who bought service as well as those who bought products). The criticism

that the proposal does not give enough guidance is not well taken. "It is the nature of Federal Rules

that they provide general guidelines to be applied in individual cases." (F) "gives judges focused

discretion * * *. How much more guidance should or could be given?"

William S. t Wells* 96CV130: Settlements often are extorted by improvident certification. Classes

often are certified wre the only real benefit is to the attorneys A more fundamental reassessment

of (b)(3) is needed As part of this process, (F) could be amplified to allow dismissal prior to

certification "based ona showing that, as in many consumer class claims, the costs of adequate

notice andclaimsprocessing are substantial relative to the damage$ to which a typical class member

would be entitled. In appropriate cases, proceeding as a class action pursuant to Rule 23(b)(2) could

be allowed instead." Counsel feesinha (b)(2) action wouqlbe based on effort, not supposed class

benefit.

Rona Jay Smolow 96CV12: "Class actions are supposedto be for the consumer - the little guy."

This amendment would 1 encourage!courtsto deny certification because the costs and burdens on the

defendant would outweigh the benefits to individual class mebers: That is a bad idea.

James N Roethe (Bank of Aera (1) The history of Rule 23 -shows no intent to effect

deterrence. "The lComlmittee's recognition of deterrence as la factor which can! support class

certification woud invllve the Committee in a legislative function which is improper under the

Rules Enabling Act." Most (but not all) plaintiffs lawyers bring class actions, for fees, not deterrence.

(2) Many class actions result in recoveries far less than the median figures found by the FJC. I have

been party to settlements with smill individual recoveries butlarge fees because of the huge cost to

tiy the ,case and the large risk-weighted exposure even when there is a high probability the defendant

will win at trial. (3)3 Of the arguably meritorious class claims for small individual damages, most

involve "systems errors', or' "honst mistakes',"'not inentional Misconduct or fraud. Similar mistakes

that benefit consumers If course go unbalanced. Thyre ardequate mechanisms to reach the cases

of actual fraud or serious misconduct. ,i(4) A) should be amned to set a specific dollar limit- say

$100 per typical I'dhcual class mer-below hich certification will be denied.

James J. Johnson (Procter & Gamble Co.). 96CV3 Te importance of (F) is illustrated by

litigation challenging the ",99 44/100% pure,' trademIa e With Ivory Soap. Today, the soap could

accurately advert'sed[5 100% pure. But the claim was that it is not 99.44% pure. There was no

legal basis for the claim. But the filing was laccompanied by adamaging press release. Rather than

face-further damaging 1ublicity, encase was settled for a minal amount. Even then, defense costs

included about $i50,bO in attorney fees an settlement costs and hundreds of hours of time for

internal lawyers and business people. Had the case reached a certification decision, (F) "would have

quickly honed in on the fact that th * * litigation had weak legal claims and speculative damages,

layered on top of an already elaborate system of claims review and challenges." The alternative
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means of control are many. Many products must adhere to FDA requirements for advertising.Television networks monitor advertising. And competitors provide "aggressive and well financedadversaries with high economic stakes in accurate advertising." There is no need for additionalclass-action regulation. (See also his San Francisco testimony, Tr. 138-141.)
David 0. Haughev, 96CV137: Has been a member of several classes. In one he submitted a claimthat was rejected because his share of the class settlement was less than $10; the court had orderedthat to preserve the fund, claims for less than $10 not be paid, with the full amount of the fund paidto those with larger claims. This seems upside down. It would be better simply to order minimumpayments- perhaps $10- "to anyone who has gone to the trouble of submitting a valid claim atthe request of the proponents.",-,

William M. Audet, 96CVI 40: Courts now look at the merits before deciding on certification - oftenby 12(b)(6) motions; defendants invariably brief the merits in opposing certification. This proposalwould require the plaintiff to prove the case on the merits without an opportunity for discovery, andwould be the death knell for a number of cases. The reference to, "probable" relief is particularlytroubling. And the rule will suggest that classes of claims "of a few hundred dollars or less shouldnot be, certified."' The messagetwill bethat it is good businessoto defraudinany people of a fewdollars. each. If this proposal is adopted, we may as well abolish Rule 23. p
Joseph Goldberg, 96CV141: (F) the apparent desire to weed out "trivial" claims is overstated. TheFJC study found no problem on this front. There may be occasional cases too trivial to have beenbrought, but there are notvenough to warrant disrupting settled law. The mechanism proposed isinappropriate - surely it is not intended to compare individual recoveries against the aggregate cost,but the proposed language and comments offer little guidance. The proposed comparison willnecessarily complicate and prolong the certification decision, and increase its costs. "It willinevitably infuse substantial merits inquiry into the class certification." It seems unimaginable thatdefendants will welcome extensive merits discovery in the recertification stage.

Paul D. Rheingold, 96CV145: "This introduces subjectivecriteria into the decision making whichgo undefined. Worse yet, it implies to the judge that there is a category of mass tort suits where theindividual injuries are too small to justify class status." But the Albuterol class litigation involvedclaimants whose settlements ranged from $2,000 to $20,000, surely deserving of class status. Andhow can we know what the burdens were, even retroactively?
Commercial & Fed. Litig. 6. New York State Bar Assn., 96CV147: Would "support a clarificationof the Rule permitting courts to determine, as they have in the Past, whether the likely aggregatecosts directly attributable to class-wide litigation are likely to reduce the aggregate relief sought tosuch an extent that even talkng into consideration, the deterrent value of the action, certification isnot warranted." To a substantial extent, courts do this now in'focusing on manageability. But it alsomust be recognized that th6 present proposal has it backward. It would encourage courts to weighindividual benefit against class transaction costs, when the purpose of certification is to supportlitigation of small claims that present complex issues. The proposal also ignores the deterrence
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purpose of Rule 23. "The unexamined consequence would be the likely proliferation of wrongful

conduct that causes only de minimis injury to each individual but reaps a substantial aggregate

windfall to the wrongdoer." And it should be made clear that this proposal does not support

consideration of the merits; consideration of the merits would be self-defeating, a duplication of trial,

an additional de facto discovery device, and an opportunity to lay the groundwork for inconsistent

testimony impeachment at trial.

Fed. Cts. Comm.. Chicaao Council of Law-ers. 96CV148: (A) and (F) together seek a "golden

mean." But (F) "would authorize district courts to drive a stake through the stereotypicalt$2.00 class

claim (although not - interestingly enough - the $2.00 settlement class, which is held to different

and weaker standards under the new subsection (b)(4) ** *)." (F) does not focus on the ''public

interest in forcing the defendant to disgorge unjust profits earned from unlawful or tortious

skimming of skmall amounts of money from a large group of people ** *." At the least, it should

be made clear that no, one of the listed factors should predominate in (b)(3) certification decisions.

Charles F. Preuss (with Internat. Assn. of Defense Counsel). 96CV152,: The proposed changes are

a necessary ,and positiye step toward redressing the abuse,of class actions in medicalflproducts

litigation. "Consideration of costs and benefits, of class litigation * * * will benefit plaintiffs,

defendants and the court system' alike."a

David L. Shapiro. 96CV153: (F) will "achieve massive overkill." Class actions are important to

"internalize[] to a wrongdoer the true costs of the wrong - of effecting the goal of deterrence." The

need' for a class action does not depend on the magnitude of individual harms, nor event the

complexity of the issues, "but rather on such issues as the alternative means of internalizing the costs

of the defendant's wrongful activity and the social value of internalizing those costs (that is, the need

for effective deterrence.)" The Committee was concerned that any reference to the "public interest"

would trespass into thexrealms of substance. "I find myself at a loss to understand why, if this is so,

it is any less of a substantive intrusion specifically to authorize denial of certification to a small

claims class because it is not warranted by the potential relief to any individual. The Advisory

Committee approach addresses the public interest by denying its relevance** *." "[T]he problem

is far more complex than the simplistic language of subdivision (F) would suggest, and is freighted

with major considerations of substantive policy." If Rule 23 is to be revised in any way, (F) should

be dropped.

Steve Ackerman. 96CV154: "(A) [sic for (F)] unfairly compares individual recovery to aggregate

costs. The better approach is to compare total class recovery to aggregate costs. Why should alarge

corporation committing a fraud be insulated from accountability because individual damages to the

victims are small.,"

Jeffrey Petrucellv. 96CV157: "This change would permit wrong-doers to get off the hook, rather than

providing a deterrent effect and some small relief for class members."

Nicholas J. Wittner (Nissan North America). 96CV158: This threshold requirement "is absolutely

essential to address the problem of protracted litigation involving frivolous and trivial cases. These
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cases are, a big problem for us and the entire automobile industry. We see them routinely when weannounce product recalls or service campaigns." There is no need for deterrent effects-the classaction is filed after, and because of, the self-corrective measures. This is so important that it is notenough to list it as a factor; it should be'a required finding, along with predominance and superiority,in the introduction of (b)(3). (Later, he urges that class actions seeking recall -should not bepermitted if there is a government agency with authority to order a recall.)
Litigation Comm., American Corporate Counsel Assn..,bywTheodore J. Fischkin, 96CV161: Thislogical development of the superiority requirement "is a reasonable means of curing an abuse thatbrings disrepute upon the courts and the profession. * * *' [I]t is at least sometimes true that classactions are little more than 'lawyers' lawsuits' ** *. This-unfortunate condition is most likely toarise where the monetary claims are trivial.:" "Deterrence and retribution are functions of thecriminal law," not class actions. Courts will recognize any virtue beyond lawyer fees that supportscertification. Lawyers' lawsuits "are themselves a social evil."
American Bar Assn., 96CV162: Opposes "unless the' Rule-would further provide for theconsideration of the deterrent effect of accumulating small recoveries'.

ABA Section on Litigation. 96CV162: (This Report is not ABA policy.) Public confidence in thejudicial system is undermined by class actions that generate large attorney fees and nominalrecoveries or coupons for class members. -But (F) is supported only if modified to requireconsideration of the litigation's probable deterrent value. The-deterrent impact of aggregating smallindividual claims can be important. And the Note should state clearly that there is no intent toeliminate small claims from a class that is certified as to larger claims.
ABA Tort & Ins. Practice §, 96CV162(Supp.): The TIPS task force members, could not reachconsensus; TIPS cannot support ,(F). There is an Enabling Act objection "that factor (F) embodiesa value judgment about the worth of small claims class actions, and provides federal, judges withvirtually unbridled discretion to reject this type class action." This is a normative value judgment
for Congress. Other members endorse the proposal, because the judge should be able. to determine
whether recovery of attorney fees is, the primary or sole purpose of the action, "with little or no
foreseeable compensating benefits to class members." Objectors add fivespecific concerns: (1) Itis difficult to reconcile the focus on large claims in factor (A) with the elimination of smal claimsthrough factor (F). (2) There is no reference to the public interest. (3),Judges are ill-equipped toperform this relatively unguided cost/benefit analysis. Administration lmay require a greater analysisof the merits than is otherwise permissible in the certification decision - Iindeed, some memberssee (F) "as a clumsy rendering of the 'preview of the merits' concept, and an unfortunate way of re-capturing this issue for the defense." (4) It is not clear that the justice system is burdened byexploitative small-claim class actions. (5) The Note spreads "more confusion and less, illuminationon the intent and implementation of this proposal"; one member strongly objects to the reference tothe coercive effects of class actions.

James A. O'Neal & Bridgetl M. Ahmann, 96CV1 65: "As class action litigation has increased, so has
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the potential for abuse." Some classes provide minuscule benefits for class members and windfalls

for the attorneys." These actions burden the courts "and also add to the public's cynicism about bbth

the courts and the legal profession." Some courts have engaged in this type of cost-benefit analysis

under the "superiority" criterion in (b)(3), but it is beneficial to make this explicit.

Dennis C. Vacco. 96CV166: (This statement is initially filed as that of Dennis C. Vacco, Attorney

General of New York; it is expected that other states will join.) This proposal overlooks the ifact that

small individual injuries may cumulate to substantial aggregate economic injury. It also overlooks

the deterrent effect that Rule 23 has on market practices. And there are no standards limiting the

reach of the purpose to eliminate small claims.

Howard M. Metzenbaum, for Consumer Fedn. of America. 96CV167: The proposal should be

rejected. It undermines court access, by victims whose claims are too small to support individual

actions. It removes an important deterrent against misconduct. But if the Committee goes forward,

it should make it clear that the relief to the class as a whole must be considered, as should be the

value of 'any deterrent effect. Even then, the rule "could result in highly subjective, inequitable

determinations." How can a court guess what probable relief will be at the certification stage? How

is it to value deterrent effect?

Stephen F. Gates (Amoco Corn.). 96CV168: Although more fundamental changes are needed in Rule

23, factor (F) is strongly supported.' Kit "should serve as a signal that litigation which benefits class

counsel more than it benefits the class members is an abuse of the system and cannot satisfy the Rule

23 criteria ** c." Current practices "encourage the pursuit of speculative claims for marginal

damages on behalf of a largely disinterested class of plaintiffs. *** These claims would rarely be

brought on ,an individual basis because they are too speculative and too marginal to sustain. When

brought as a nationwide class action, however, seeking tens or hundreds of millions in damages, they

are transformed into substantial monetary threats that a business cannot take lightly." Even this

change, however, will not meet the problem that class action abuses "impose extreme costs on

corporate defendants that are unjustified and destructive to the corporation, its shareholders, and the

public at large."

Federal Courts & Practice Comm.. Ohio State Bar Assn., 96CV169: A Resolution that "endorses the

proposed amendments to Rule 23(b)(3) *

Federal Bar Assn., 96CV170: Endorses (F). "It is almost trite but there are individual claims which

are so minute that recourse to litigation in the federal system serves only to waste judicial assets and

create the perception * * * that such actions benefit only the attorneys who invoke the Rule to

maintain them."

Washington Legal Found. 96CV171: Horror stories abound of classes that yield insignificant

recoveries while generating multiple-million. dollar fees. "These claims are discovered,

manufactured, and pursued by the only constituency that stands to profit from them -the attorneys

that dream them up. * * * [A] hypothetical 'lawsuit' is first invented and only then is an 'injured

client,' often a friend, relative, paralegal, or repeat plaintiff, sought to fit the theory of the case." The
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costs entailed both for class attorney fees and for defendants "ultimately cost[] consumers andShareholders far more than any benefit to class members." The value of the proposed reform shouldnot be undercut by the Note's reference to the public value of small claims cases. "There is, in fact,little if any such public value to pursuing aggregated claims for small amounts of money * *Moreover, it is not the function of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure to transform class actionplaintiffs' lawyers into private attorney generals charged with enforcing abstract principles of the lawin the absence of injury." "Those who suggest that public policy supports expanding the use of classactions based on some 'public value' should direct their comments to the Congress ** *." "Classaction litigation*** involves private disputes between individual litigants." They exist, for the sakeof efficiency and fairness; when individual claims are insignificant, courts should have power todetermine that the claims do not warrant the costs and burdens of class litigation.
Bradford P. Simpson & B. Randall Dong. 96CV173: Believe that (b)(3) should remain largelyunchanged. "We are particularly troubled by any implication that 'small claims' class actions maynot be certified under the proposed amendments."

Robert G. Bone. 96CV176: The Committee has adopted an ill-conceived theory of small-claims classactions. These actions serve to deter, to force-a wrongdoer to internalize the cost of is misconduct.The value of relief to individual class members is not relevant; "[o]nce, deterrence is accepted aslegitimate, it is no longer clear that any amount is too trivial, or that individual (as opposed toaggregate) relief is relevant at all." The Committee, in Note and Minutes, seems to indicate a beliefthat adjudication is proper only when it serves the purpose of providing meaningful individualremedies. "[This yiew IS controversial" Deterrence may be the main goal of the substantive law.Often Congress has expressly authorized the private remedy being pursued. The Committee has anobligation to provide reasoned argument to answer the view that "the point of adjudication is toenforce the substantive law." The Committee "must point to support for its position in currentprocedurl practice and deal with arguably contrary evidence.'l Genh the political realities, it is notrealistic to impose on Congress' the burden of authorizing small claimant class actions for very small
amounts. If the Committee believes the implication lof the !24-cent telephonelovercharge examplein its minutes, "factor (F) is misleading insofar as it focuses on individuai relief." The factors thatbear on the usefulness of deterrence include consistency of class action with the legislative
enforcement scheme; whether nonadjudicative enforc'ment mechanisms - such as administrativeproceedings - exist; the costs and burdens of class proceedings; and the likelihood that others willrepeat the kind of conduct involved, or will be stopped by othei means. if (F) is not abandoned, theNote should not say that the justification of classdtreatment fails if individual relief -is slight.
Calif. State Bar Comm. on Fed. Cts.. 96CV179: Parts of the proposal are vague and ambiguous. Itis endorsed "if it is amended to allow the court 'to consider, in addition to 'probable relief to
individual class members,' the following factors: (1) the value of the)action as a mechanism for theenforcement of public norms, and (2) the value of aggregate relief to individuals. The Committeealso believes that the amendment should be clarified to eliminate any doubt that 'relief' includesmonetary and non-monetary remedies."
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Calif. State Bar Comm. on Admin. of Justice, 96CVI 80: Supports if it is modified to read: "whether

the probable relief to individual class members justifies the costs and burdens of class litigation or,

whether there may be a deterrent effect of aggregating numerous small claims."

-TESTIMONY

Philadelphia Hearing

Allen D., Black, Tr. 29 - 34: This shares a, problem with (A) by assuming that the court can

characterize the size: of the claims with one number. Infact most classes have small claims, medium

claims, and large claims. There isno reason to deny certification of a class that includes $4,000

claims because the average of other claims is $100,000 or $50. And there are procedural problems.

To consider the probable relief to class members, the court must have a hearing, and the issues must

include liability to some extent '"becausse oftenyou" can't figure out even ballpark damages without

knowing liability." A hearing means discovery. Discovery would extend to the costs of defense -

"what are you paying your lawyers, and for what?" And if the defendant has adopted a scorched-

earth policy, can the class object that there are better ways of litigating at lower cost?

David Vladick. Tr. 73-78: For Public Citizen Litigation Group: There is no identification by the

Committee of the problem addressed by (F), and no guidance as to the types of small claims classes

that should not be certified`. There are maiiy cases with a high aggregate value, or a value in

deterring unlawful behavior; often deterrenceisgthe principal goal. There is ground for concern with

settlements that yield little to class members and much to lawyers-and we have opposed many

settlements cdnfjust 'those grounds. There is a serious ground for concern, and a need for close,

supervision, if potentially valuable claims are traded for coupons.

Beverly C. Moore, J., Tr. 89-92:,,Properly applied, cost-benefit analysis is appropriate. But it should

be clear that even a sixteen-cent individual recovery cGn justify class treatment if the remedy can be

distributed at a cost of two cents;,itjis the case with a sixteen-cent remedy and higher distribution

costs that should not be certified. "Coupon" settlements can make sense, particularly if, it is not

possible to identify individual class members. In one settlement, the defendant agreed to continue

to distribute point-of-sale coupons until $6,00000 had been redeemed. If you cannot do that, there

should be some form of "aggregate class damage Cy Pres Fluid Recovery remedy," but that demands

legislation. The problem with l)i is not the Concept but that we already have it. This principle is

applied as a matter of "manageability." We do not need another layer, particularly when there is

nothing in the Note to explain what it means. At a minimum, the Note should make it clear that the

sixteen-cent remedy may justify class treatment when the costs are less than sixteen cents.

Roger C. Cramton. Tr. 93-94: Strongly opposes for the reasons stated by Alan Black and David

Vladick; and associates with the coimments by John Leubsdorf.

John C. Coffee. Tr. 109-113- The inquiry into probable relief is likely to entail a look at the merits.

There is no principled basis for looking at the merits for small claims cases and not looking at the

merits in other cases. The balance seems to compare individual benefits with aggregate costs. And
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the rule misses the importance of general deterrence. The antitrust treble damages remedy, and the
securities law implied remedies, are intended to deter. The proposal, moreover, is a "double hit" for
securities cases, following right after the Securities Litigation Reform Act. This factor should focus
on aggregate claimed relief, and should include the deterrent value of the action. We do not need
a rule that seems to say that there is an "effective right to steal one dollar from a million people."
Eugene A. Spector. Tr. 142: Agrees with the views expressed by Professor Coffee, next above.
Robert N. Kaplan, Tr. 148-151: Addresses concerns largely in terms of (A), but intermixes concern
with (F). Consideration of probable relief, as well as measurement of the (A), factors, will open up
a whole new area of discovery that has not characterized antitrust and securities class actions, and
that should not be added.

H. Laddie Montague. Tr. 154: Subscribes to the remarks of Professor Coffee and Robert Kaplan,
summarized above.

Jonathan Cuneo, Tr. 164-170: Associates with the remarks of Allen D. Black and Robert N. Kaplan.
The deterrent effect of class actions in antitrust and securities enforcement "can hardly be
overstated." There is a study of the bread industry that shows just how important this is. The
proposed new (b)(3) factors will "add an entirely new layer of complexity to that already very
difficult litigation." The draft Note "threatens to become preeminent. Instead of becoming merely
a consideration, I think it threatens to become preclusive." It is wrong to focus solely on individual
recovery as a measure of importance. An antitrust violation that steals $4 from every person in the
United States has caused a billion dollars of injury; an action that recovers half of that would be a
reasonable thing.

Gerald Rodos. Tr. 170-173. 176-177: The amendments are not written for mass torts alone, but apply
across the board. They would apply to antitrust and securities actions, where there are well-
established applications of Rule 23 that would be affected. I agree with the views expressed by
Allen Black, Robert Kaplan, and John Coffee. It is not a solution simply to add consideration of
aggregate relief, because it still can take months and expert testimony for the court to get a sense of
what aggregate relief may be.

Stuart Savett. Tr. 177-185: In securities and antitrust litigation, there are no Rule 23 problems to beaddressed by (F). I concur with Professor Coffee. There should be a remedy when someone takes
ten or twenty dollars each from a million people. The notion that the class members do not want thelitigation brought is "absolutely incorrect." The Antitrust Division and the SEC bring enforcement
actions only in the big and glamorous cases. Private enforcement is the only effective remedy. Anddefense efforts to broaden the class definition upon settlement are not improper when the defendants
add something; often there is nothing to be lost for the plaintiffs, because limitations would bar anew action. There is a problem of public perceptions of small-claims class actions, but the answeris not to change class actions. The answer is to educate the public.

Edward Labaton. Tr. 185-188: Associates with Professor Coffee and the written report of the
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Association of the Bar of the City of New York. Professor Kaplan, writing about the 1966

amendments, observed that "The moral justification for treating [people with small claims] as null

quantities is questionable." That is the rationale for rejecting (F). It would be a mistake to try to

codify the rules further. "[T]he great beauty of the Federal Rules is that they leave a tremendous

amount of discretion to federal judges. They are not written as a code. I think the federal judges

have acted wisely on the whole *

David Weinstein, Tr. 193-196: From experience in antitrust, securities, and consumer class litigation.

Adopts the comments of 'Gerald Rdods, Stuart Savett, and Edward Labaton. (F) "is imposing upon

a vast array of different kinds of class actions, expensive, unnecessary and potentially very long

proceedings to deal with what is virtually a small subset * * *." The problem of very small

recoveries is addressed now as a matter of discretion in applying the superiority requirement. "We

should not be legislating more and' more defined standards." To be sure, mistakes are made from

time to time, but it is ironic to adopt a rule that, in an effort to spare the burdens of class litigation,

"will cause the expenditure of a great deal of time, effort and money in connection with determining

an issue about whether or not there's a lot of money-involved."

William T. Coleman. Jr.. Tr. 204: Rule 23(b)(3) has been made into something very different from

the intent of the Advisory Committee. These are supposed to be procedural rules.. It is for Congress

to create priyate attorney general provisions. [M] any of these lawsuits are filed mainly because a

lawyer * * is tryingto make a fee." "[lf you were injured and it was settled and it was five or ten

dollars, we live in a society where most civilized people don't bring lawsuits."

Thomas 'Sutton, Tr. 2 151222: Endorses Professor Coffee's testimony. At the least, aggregate benefits

should be compared to aggregate costs; at its least dangerous, the proposal is ambiguous in this

respect. The deterrent effect also should be reckoned. And benefits of injunctive or like relief

cannot be ignored in striking the balance.

Michael Donovan Tr. 222-240: The proposal compares apples with pistachios. "[I]f the individual

brick is smaller than the building, which it will always be, then the class action should not be

certified" under (F). That is wrong. It will deny access to justice. Many statutes enacted after 1966

have assumed the existence of the private attorney-general enforcement system provided by Rule

23(b)(3). "They were enacted as an overlay on top of the Rule 23 jurisprudence. *** [W]-hat

Congress has done is that it said, look, Rule 23 exists out there as an Attorney General statute." The

aggregation question in mass tort cases should be dealt with as a matter of jurisdiction, not by Rule

23. Several clients involved in consumer class actions are here to verify the importance of Rule 23

as a path to justice.

Shirlev Sarna. Tr. 240-242: State attorneys general are coming, to recognize the importance of class

actions. (F) should include consideration of "the deterrent effect, the' public interest effect."

Professor Coffee's testimony is persuasive.

Robert Reinstein, Tr. 244-250. 255-256: The evidence of trivial class actions is anecdotal; the FJC

study did not find it. They seem to be very rare. It is a mistake to attempt to write a rule to address
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such a small problem at such great risk. (F) requires two predictions - what relief will be, and what
the costs and burdens will be. These predictions are difficult. If I were defending, I would assert
that there will be no relief because the plaintiffs will lose on the merits; and I would offer expert
testimony that in any event damages are minimal. Although this is only one factor to be considered,
it is very ambiguous, involves much discretion, and invites erroneous judgments. The same.
problems of prediction and excessive preliminary litigation arise if it is made clear that aggregate
relief can be considered. The rule will be asserted to resist virtually every plaintiff class. And (F)
does not say anything about the private attorney general function. Congress expects its laws to be
enforced in this way; it knows that the Justice Department and the SEC do not have adequate
enforcement resources. The private attorney general concept inheres in Rule 23; it was the driving
motive behind' civil rights enforcement through subdivision- (b)(2), and (b)(3) cannot be
distinguished.

Joel Gora. for ABCNY. Tr. 264-268: In conjunction with (A), (F) presents a "goldilocks" problem
"that undercuts the basic mission of the class action, which is *** to deal with the large scale small
claims case." Relief of $500 or $5 still gives an important sense of relief. There may be cases that
seem "like a bit of a ripoff of the system," but they cannot drive the rule. There are intangible
benefits in many small settlement situations in consumer case, subscriber cases. The cases that really
have no benefit can be addressed by means that do not change the rule, that do 'not ask the district
court to consider the probable relief in each case. 'This factor "will require the kind of preliminary
mini-hearing on the merits that-can become quite disruptive of normal litigation."

Leslie Brueckner, for Trial Lawvers for Public Justice. Tr. 269-272: "[Tihe infamous factor, (F)""threatens legitimate class actions." The seeming comparison' of individual benefits to aggregate
costs and burdens goes much rtoo far. Even if it is' made clear that aggregate benefits are considered,
there is no recognition of deterrence. The rule seems to invite consideration' of the merits. And there
is no clear indication of what is to be considered in evaluating the costs and burdens.
Deborah Lewis (Alliance for Justice), Tr. 280-281: (F) will prevent any effective remedy for the
victims in consumer cases. The deterrence function of Rule 23 is very important. If there are rare
cases of abuse by attorneys, the size of individual claims 'is not "a very good surrogate for the
integrity of the attorneys for the abuse in this situation."

Alfred Cortese. Tr. 281-288: (After decrying the transformation of (b)(3) by judges into a device
never intended, and approving factors (Al,(B), and (C) as a beginning, also approves (F):) "Not
every injury is compensable. And the problem here is that the aggregation prievents justice. It
creates mass injustice because it prevents the cases from being tried ** *." The amendments work
toward certifying the case that can be tried not that they all will be tried, but that they can be tried.
These are standards, not bright lines, and they appropriately confide the determination to thediscretion of the district judges. The focus on deterrence is inappropriate: "That's a congressional
consideration." Deterrence crosses "the line between substance and procedure or legislative
functions and procedural functions."
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Dallas

Stephen Gardner. Tr. 4-22: (This testimony interlaces (F) and (b)(4); much of it is summarized with

(b)(4).) The testimony is based on experience with consumer class actions. Factor (F) will

exacerbate the problems. "[l]t's asimple fact that many consumer class actions are brought for no

other purpose than to get attorneys' fees for class counsel, with relief for individual consumers at

best a land gap [sic for lagniappe] that is thrown in by class counsel to give an aura of legitimacy to

their fee request." But this'is the only means to provide relief on small claims, including- in Texas

-claims for up to $10,000 each that cannot economically be brought as individual actions. (F)

"will turn federal judges into socioeconomic arbiters. Cost benefit'analysis has been used at a federal

agency level. *** [It has shown itself to be an extraordinarily subjective and extraordinarily

nonlegal decision-making process that *** would turn trial judges into not judges but economic

professors who are second-guessing legislative intent." Congress has passed many statuteslthat

provide for small damages. These actions not only provide relief, but also deter bad conduct. Judges

should not be allowed td' nitpick these intended remedies. Of course attorneys should be allowed

reasonable fees in good class actions, but there should be a connection with the work. A quick

settlement of a very large class claim may not deserve even a 5% share.

Richard A. Lockridge. Tr ,22-25: Rule ,23(b)(3) has done what its drafters said it would do. Most

of the egregious cases are in state courts, and the Committee cannot do anything about them. if there

are problems in mass torts, the courts of appeals seem topbe taking care of them. To the extent these

proposals are addressed to mass torts, they will cause [problems in other areas. The cost-benefit

analysis should be approached very, very carefully.

Charles Silver. Tr. 44-48: The proposals seem to endorse the tort reform political agenda by taking

small claims cases out of Rule 23. And also by allowing for quick and cheap settlement under (b)(4)

if they stay in Rule 23. In the Texas "double rounding" case total class damages were uncertain, but

it was agreed to work from $50,000,000 as the figure. The settement was $36,000,000. Individual

injuries were $10 to $12. The press criticizes such cases as providing insignificant individual

recoveries and large fees.' But the case was intensely litigated, at great expense and risk to class

counsel. It is a model of what a small-claims class should be and do.

John Martin. Tr. 51-58: Approves the package of changes, based on experience as general counsel

of Ford Motor Company. Offers as an example an ignition switch supplied by'an outside supplier

and installed in some 26,000,000 vehicles. It presents an infinitesimal risk of fire damage, and a

slightly larger risk of smoke without fire. The NationaltHighway Traffic Safety Administration has

investigated it, and Ford undertook a voluntary recall of perhaps a third of the vehicles. 99.9%-plus

of owners will never encounter a problem, but there is a class action on behalf of all. The "private

attorney general concept" does not justify this. "[L]Iawyers who tend to take themselves very

seriously overestimate the impact of litigation on business behavior. *** [Flor most consumer

product manufacturers, the people running these businesses run them on the basis of facts, and

litigation and the outcome of litigation is so uncertain it's not something that can be taken seriously

into account in relation to other factors that are measurable and are so much more significant, issues
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like warranty expense, like campaign cost, customer satisfaction, customer loyalty."
Donald H. Flanary Jr.. Tr. 104-111: There should be a cost-benefit calculation, and it should
consider the amount of individual recoveries as well as the aggregate class recovery."[J]f it's acomplex case and the cost of preparation, the cost of defense, the cost of tying up the courts has norelationship to the individual value of the claims, I think that there should be some measure."
Defendants are not going to run up the costs of defense as a means of defeating certification.
Stanley M. Chesley, Tr. 139-140. 146: This is a subjective factor that will be used to defeat
certification. Usually it is very difficult to deternine the probable relief and the costs of the litigation
at the time of certification. It is impossible to know whether the case will be settled -and
settlement rather than trial makes a dramatic difference in the cost.

San Francisco Hearing
Patricia Sturdevant (National Association of Consumer Advocates), Tr. 8-14: (F) would defeat al
of the many consumer class actions our members bring. Class actions are "supremely appropriate"
when they aggregate many small claims into a large aggregate. (F) improperly looks to the size ofindividual claims rather than the aggregate. Attorney fees are high because defendants make these
cases costly, and also because congested court calendars may set trial five or six times before the
case actually is tried. And "to a low-income person, a few dollars or a few hundred dollars is ofenormous significance, both economically and because! it gives that person a feeling that he or shehas a stake in the system." The problem is not class actions, but "that big business preys on low-
income consumers." "[I]t's only the class action lawsuit that enables low-income consumers toobtain economic justice. It's a very powerful vehicle. It has accomplished social change. It has
challenged unlawful practices in a variety of contexts, including finance company fraud, insurance
packing, overcharges on credit cards * * *." Administrative agencies do not in fact provide the
redress that in theory they should. And the present rule provides ample means for refusing toapprove settlements that benefit class counsel at the expense of the class.

Beverly C. Moore, Jr., Tr. 14-20: The cases that have given small-claims classes a bad name in thepress do not deserve the treatment they have received. The "insurance case from Texas" that yielded
$5.75 class-member benefits involved $70,000,000; attorney fees were only 18% of the total. And
across a database of 500 or 600 cases that have generated $15,000,000,000 of recoveries, the averagecounsel fee share has been 18%. In the last few years, particularly in securities fraud cases, thesettlements include a provision that small claims will not be honored -the cut-off point may be $3,$5, or $10. Counsel who settle these cases have ample means to prevent the 8-cent check from being
issued; how that happened in the. Melon Bank case that John Frank mentioned is a mystery. The.
Bank of Boston case that has generated so much concern, with a $8.76 individual recovery and acharge to that class member of many times that amount as his share of class counsel fees, was aclerical error that affected only that one class member. Counsel fees were 28% of the total benefitrecovered for the class. And in another case that has been claimed to be brought over automobile
defects that were cured by the manufacturer, the manufactureri did not compensate class members
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for the costs of repairs, and the class action simply seeks compensation for repair costs paid by class

members.

Nicholas J. Wittner (Nissan North America), Tr. 20-28: (F) is so important that it should not be a

mere consideration bearing on predominance and superiority. It should be a threshold requirement

for any (b)(3) action. Speaking from experience in the automobile industry, the class action has

become a racket, a form of legalized blackmail, with humongous classes that cannot possibly be

certified brought and settled for nominal relief and huge fees. These actions sully the reputation of

the legal profession. Examples are provided by two class actions brought after Nissan announced

a safety campaign to recall all vehicles with potentially defective seatbelt buckles and replace the

buckles without charge. One action was dismissed because the representative plaintiff owned a

vehicle that did not involve one of the buckles, a matter that would have been shown by simple

examination of the buckles in his car. Even that action cost tens of thousands of dollars to dismiss.

The other one lingers on, and is not subject to ready dismissal by summary judgment - injury is

properly alleged as a diminution of vehicle value, even though the vehicles will all be fixed without

charge and suffer no loss of value. With (F), we should be able to win dismissal of the class claim,

after focused discovery.

Lewis H. Goldfarb (Chrysler Corpi.. Tr. 37-45: (F) would be a big help. Chrysler is the target of

three times as many class actions now as it was three years ago. Although some are legitimate, at

least 2/3 of them are frivolous. The misuse of Rule 23 has-corrupted the legal profession, providing

"a battering ram for nationwide cartels of self-serving lawyers to shake down large corporations for

multimillion dollar legal fees in order to secure cents-off coupons and other comparable trinkets for

unknowing clients." Allowing a court to review the, alleged harm on the pleadings "would obviate

months, sometimes years of litigation before we even get to class certification." I mean, what we're

faced with typically when we do a recall or when the government closes a case, there is a lawyer

coming to us and saying, 'Look, we don't care about the merits of the case. The local judge is going

to certify this class. We found an expert that has concluded that your fix is no good. And if you

agree to pay us a reasonable attorney's fee, we can come up with some bells and whistles that some

judge will sign off on as providing some benefit to class members, and we'll all be happy. You'll

buy your res judicata; we'll get our attorney's fees. And, you know there is no harm, no foul. And

we are faced with that over and over again."

C.C. Torbert, Jr.. Tr. 63: Favors the proposal.

Arthur R. Miller, Tr. 63-81: Those who framed the 1966 amendments had no idea of what would

come. The changes are due more to an explosion of substantive federal law than to any flaw in Rule

23. Any revision is a very delicate matter. It is important to seek empiric information, and to be

wary of the cosmic anecdote. Any rule change should seek to minimize litigation points, matters

"that simply invite lawyer squabbling." Reliance must be placed on judicial discretion. (F) "is

pernicious. To say to people, 'you just ain't worth it" is a terrible message ** *." It is virtually

impossible to write a rule that distinguishes between class actions brought simply to benefit the

lawyers and those brought on a legitimate claim. All that can be done is to urge and train judges to
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use Rules 12(b)(6) and 56, to use Rule 16 to manage to case. "If you've got a scent, a hint, a whiff,
you've got to get those lawyers into chambers and look them in the eyes, read them, feel them,
strangle them, if necessary." Nothing works one hundred percent of the time. "If need be, you use
court-appointed attorneys to protect third-party interests." If 6,000,000 people have been injured,
we should insist on proscription of the practice. Looking back to 1966 from 1997, it has all been
worth it, "knowing what I know*** about the complexity of our society, about the risks generated
in our society, about the inequalities in our society, knowing that the administrative process is not
an effective form of remediation, the Texas Department of Insurance was going to do nothing about
the illicit rounding up in Sandeo, you're the only game in town." Rule 23 "has, in a wide variety of
contexts, from civil rights to consumers, been a very powerful social instrument." "Junk (F). Junk
it. It's bad philosophy. It's bad social engineering." If anything, it would be better simply to adopt
a surgical bright line-if the indicate relief is less than $10 per class member, no certification. The
present proposal "is a litigation point of monumental proportions." "If Congress gives people a right,
it is not, it seems to me, appropriate rule making to qualify that right based on the fact that an
individual's stake in that right is not very high." Opt-in will not work as a substitute; many people
will not opt in. Deterrence has always been a rather fundamental aspect of the litigation process.
"Those people in Texas will be protected against rounding up." What may seem the petty costs of
modern life can be important to, many of those less advantaged.

Charles F. Preuss (International Assn. of Defense Counsel). Tr. 85-86: "The costlbenefit analysis *
* * is extremely helpful to theclass action process." It may show that it is appropriate to pursue a
dollar claim on behalf of a million people.

Leonard B. Simon. Tr. 86-94: Class actions work fine in the core securities, antitrust, and consumer
areas. The long experience and settled jurisprudence should not be upset because of problems that
have arisen from the extension 'to mass tort cases. -Many modern cases are so complex that
individuals cannotilitigate ther alone, even for substantial stakes. (F) is wrong, on policy grounds.
And it also is wrong because it is unmanageable. It will take longer to get rid of cases than it takes
by proper use of Rules 12(b)(6) and 56, of Rule 23 as it now stands, and of Rule 11. Under (F),
every class action will begin with debate whether it is worth it. "The creative minds of the lawyers
on both sides will conjure Iup enormous amounts of useless material, which needs to be. studied."
"Look at the debate over the two dollar rounding up. Who knows is that worth it? Is that worth it
to District Judge Jones? Yeah. District Judge Smith? No. So we're going to take the cases up oninterlocutory appeal to the circuits. *** That is, with all due respect, a crazy way to run a judicial
system, to be making judgment calls like that in every case." The average District Judge will think
a $500 inidividual-claim case isn't worth the case. The claim that these cases never go to trial "is
bunk.; Our firm tries a large class action a year. *** Most of the cases settle. The Federal Judicial
Center says most litigation settles. So there really is no difference." There are no standards, no
guidance, under (F).

Samuel B. Witt, Tr. 96-98: "The question is: Should the class counsel and representatives be able
to claim standing to 'enforce public values, absent the private remedial benefit that traditionally
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justifies private adversary litigation? I don't think so." As summarized with the opt-in comments,

suggests that an opt-in class might be used in place of (F) - rather than deny any class certification,

the district court would certify only an opt-in class.

John W. Stamper. Tr. 126-130- (b)(4) "is what courts and parties have been doing and what, in all

probability, they are going to continue to do, because it's practical and it's efficient, and it is often

necessary and desirable for everyone to resolve cases at'an early stage." The choice-rof-law'issue can

be resolved by subclassing'if there are such differences of law as to require this for fairness. At other

times, it may be fair to reach the same settlement as to all class members despite some differences

of law. "But you can do that in the context of the settlement and recognize that manageability from

a trial standpoint would be a different question." The concern that plaintiffs' counsel has no leverage

is not' well founded. They know 'what' they are selling., If tihre' is real value to the' potential

individual claims, the' threitof indiividual claims gives leverage. And beyond that, the courts are in

factlooking verycarefullyaTV settlements.

Richard Wentz for Mortgage Bankers Association, Tr. 130-137: Our members have experienced a

five-' to ten-fold increase in class litigation in the last three years. The actions "tend to be very arcane

and very technical. They do not involve what Professor Miller called 'cheating' at all. What they

involve is interpreting a whole array of new, federal statutes that govern the lending industry. These

statutes are very complicated. The administrative agencies charged with enforcing them are' still

trying to figure out what they mean.' While we'are all trying' to figure out these laws; we get

barraged with lawsuits, many of them' simply try to rewrite the mortgage' contracts. Consumers do

not feel they are benefited by these actions. To the contrary, we get many opt-out le~tters recdgnizing

that the actions are frivolous and add to the costs borne by consumers. We strongly endorse (F).

James R. Sutterfield. for International Assn. of Ins. Defense Counsel; Tr. 146: Supports the proposals

as a package. Not sure that it could be supported without (F) and ierloct&y appeal. MWre needs

to be done.

Jeffrey J. Greenbaum. Tr. 154-157: There is a serious problem of public disrespect for the judicial

system, and it arises 'in part from the $2 recovery cases. People believe these cases as just for the

lawyers. I am a member of a class that has 1,000,000 members and has settled for $425,000; if more

than 100,000 members apply for distribution, there will be a lottery to award $4.25 each to 100,900.

These settlements occur not only when the class attorney thinks the claim will be dismissed, but also

when there is a difference of opinion as to the value of the case.

Stuart Baird. Wells Fargo. Tr. 165-173: Strongly endorses (F). Class actions against the bank are

increasing, They involve consumer charges that were fully disclosed; 'that have been targeted by

class actions against many other financial institutions; that have not been the subject of significant

consumer complaints. The underlying legal standards are very vague, making it difficult to achieve

dismissal, summary judgment or denial of class certification. In California, for example, thelaw

came to be that credit card late fees could not exceed "cost," but there was no definition of cost. The

legislature eventually remedied this problem by statute, but too late - the class actions had driven
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every major credit-card issuer out of the state. Five class actions were brought against Wells Fargo
on various credit card charges. They resulted in $14,000,000 of class relief; $1,700,000 inadministration costs for the bank; $9,400,000 in plaintiff attorney fees; and more than $5,000,000
of defendant attorney fees. All of this for claims of violating a law that was unworkably vague. The
comments to F should be strengthened. The language is inconsistent, speaking of trivial or slight
claims, and of substantial claims. It would be better to refer to substantial or not substantial claims.
And a bright line should be written into the rule - not Professor Miller's $10, but $300. It is "just
not worth it to society, to the judiciary, and probably, most importantly,- to the class members, if they
don't have a claim that exceeds that." Deterrence is not a proper subject of class litigation, and was
not contemplated by the 1966 amendments. Penalties should be enacted by the legislature. Class
actions for prospective injunctive relief, on the other hand, are appropriate. The aggregated total of
individual claims distorts the process; it does not justify class litigation, but simply distorts the
process by coercing settlement of weak claims. "We're not talking about being able to act in awrongful fashion and not having anything done about it. There are many things that can be done to
address wrongdoing by a corporate defendant in our culture. One of them is we're supposed to have
faith in the free market system, which regulates itself. But beyond that, if litigation is the issue, there
is this prospective relief, which is much more efficient * * .

William A. Montgomery (State Farm Ins. Cos.), Tr. 178-185: (F) is good, but the Note should berevised. State Farm, by virtue of its size, attracts many class actions. More than 50 are pending now.
Most are consumer class actions. Settlements typically employ a claims procedure, "so while alldefined class members are bound by the judgment, if they don't opt out, only those who submit
claims recover under the settlement. And even where very extensive individual and published notice
is given, and even where the claims procedure is simple and routine, very, very few, in our
experience, of these class members; come forth and submit claims. *** A fair presumption is that
the matters complained about are simply insignificant td the consumers on whose behalf the case isbrought. The primary beneficiaries of most consumer class actions are class counsel ** *" The
general introduction of the published Note, p. 46, touts small-claim litigation; "this apotheosis ofsmall claims class litigation ignores reality." It sh6uld be deleted. The commentary should
encourage consideration of the number of complaints made by consumers, of the relationship (if any)
between the class representative and counsel, and of any curative steps already taken by the
defendant. (F) should reach beyond the "trivial" claims described in the Note, without setting adollar figure, "small" claims should trigger the (F) inqu,.iry. It should not be suggested that public
norms are relevant. The "Texas rounding" case may be one 'that should not be a class action if, ashas been asserted, the state regulators had approvedithe, rounding up practice. The suggestion that
(F) should focus on the aggregate class relief ignores the level of interest of 'most of the proposedclass.

Joseph Goldberg, Tr. 186-189: Based on experience as plaintiff class counsel in antitrust andsecurities, Rule 23 works. There is a well developed body of law. Cases that are certified shouldbe; cases that are not certified generally should not be certified. (F), as a solution to a non-problem,
will not work. The costs and burdens of even a large antitrust pricefixing action are great; it does
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not seem to be intended to eliminate all class actions, but the proposal does not make the distinctions

that must be made. "Even if there were enough trivial cases to warrant aconcern, I don't see how

this proposed change' is 'really going to affect it."

James N. Roether (Bank of America). Tr., 225 -227. 229-232; Bank of America is now involved in

65 class actions. The process is being abused. Some of the commentary may weaken (F)'by limiting

it to cases that involve only a few dollars for individual class members. There should be a bright-line

approach, although the precise numberis'not clear- perhaps individual relief of $50 or $100. This

gives ease of administration. And it helps avoid the problem of classes"in which the only real relief

goes to the attorneys. We have looked' at our settlements, and find that often two-thirds of the costs

involved 'g to the attorneys, one-hird to the, class. In one class action against credit card rates that

we refused to setth 'and won on 'th merits, oher banks'' ttled; I got 25 cents as, a class member. Not

much 'went to anyone iindividal!y. that is the klind of case, that should be stopped.'

Clyde Platt.. Tr.I234-247: fJThis1 testimonyinterweaves concern'about", (F) with rejection of an opt-in

class alternativesIn practice,'(F)is 'less likely ito-be'merely a factor 'that bears on determination of

superiority anddmore likely to become athreshold requirement. The superiority inquiry assumes that

there is anlalternative meansof adjudication. For smhll claims there is no alternative means. (F) "is

more of a revolution than- the modest, restriction spoken to in the Committee,'s Note." Some

meritorious cases:v~ill'become forfeit. An example is provided by medical insura~rice co-pay cases

arising from te practice of insurers who negotiate discount 'provider rates but do not reflect the

discount in the 20% co-pay obligation of the insured. We have been winning summary judgments

on liability in tse cases. The indi vidal clasg mnemer benefits maybe quite smail, depending on

the size of the medical -bfls and discounts involved. 'T6'the extent there is a problem with counsel

fees, a'diredt approatch'toncsi',f'es 1i appropriate. Injunctive relief that prevents repetition of the

conductois impostant' ;but that is not al We'are after; and f ppo certification

when 'damages are'' 'ou in ad'diti'ok WI d' nction. 'If we have an opt-in 'c1as,' We may not have

a class; why notallow opt-out, 'as" dŽ ' bHeprposalwill, delay certificatiqn until thee is a

determination of cprbabe'lrIef. Ii reeniy flt a check as a member of a ass; it was for$58.13.

The word "trivial" did n't come to mind when I received it. But how would" ,f) treat it?

Joseph Tabacco. Tr. ,248-256 Rule'23 ,is not broke; don't try to fix it. Class action lawyers do not

all become millionaires. Itis a risk/reward ratio; because of the risk, there must be a reward, or we

will not have aggregation of claims.' (F) will have unintended consequences. 'In securities litigation,

it is necessary to define damages over a period starting with the time of the fraud and ending when

the truth was revealed. In arecent case, following a bifurcated trial determination of liability, my

expert testified to $140,000,000 damages; the defense experts testified there were no damages. "So

are we going to get into that type of presentation in the first six weeks or first three months of a

securities class action, because suddenly there is this new subpart in the, rules? You may have

created, by this analysis, the unintended consequences of, in effect, mini trials ." Whether or

not you intended (F) to apply to securities actions, it is part of Rule 23, and Rule 23 applies to

securities class actions. ""The potential for satellite litigation is much, much greater." And it is no
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cure to substitute opt-in classes.

William M. Audet. Tr. 256-266: What else are we to do for the people who have nowhere to gowithout Rule 23? A $50 claim or a $5 claim is worthy if the aggregate is sufficient; if it adds up to$10,000,000 or $15,000,000, I can take it. But not for less. A lot of people are pleased to get $5.I would prefer to keep these small-claims cases in state court; it is the defendant who remove, andwho will be arguing to the federal court not to certify because of (F). Opt-in won't work; it is hardenough now to persuade people to step forward to claim actual awards. Public agencies are simplynot doing the task of public enforcement; private enforcement remains important.
John L. Cooper, for Federal R.Civ.P. Comm.. Amer. Coll. Trial Lawyers, Tr. 266-271: TheCommittee does not support (F). There may be abuses, but they arise out of paying lawyers millionsof dollars for engaging in abuses. Control ofthe fee process is a better answer. Here in N.D.Cal.we have a judge who invites bids to represent a plaintiff class - economics are at work here. Buteconomics also are at work in the real world. It may be that most class members do not want to belitigants simply because a few cents have been added to the price of a two-dollar widget bypricefixing or fraud. But they also do not want to be victims of fraud or pricefixing. Unless thereis class-action relief, there is an enormous economic incentive to "do it as long as you can until youget caught." Then you stipulate to an injunction, and go away free.* Legislation more and morerecognizes the public importance of private enforcement by providing statutory attorney fees. Classactions work fine the way the system is now.

Alfred W. Cortese, Jr., Tr. 280-287: Approves (F) and mingles it with discussion of opt-in classes.The main problems arise with litigation on behalf of classes that cannot be identified. Rule 23 is nota matter of social policy, it is procedure. It is to ensure trial of cases that could not be tried in otherways. That does not mean that it is a private attorney general function. "Three is a particularfunction of courts, jurisdictionally and for reasons of justiciability, particularly the federal courts arenot appropriate vehicles for the enforcement of these social policies, unless they are significant."It is only the damages cases that present significant problems. "We've got a certain amount offeeding the monster going on here. *** Lots of companies** * know they're buying res judicata;they know they're buying the monster, but they've got to do that because they can't try these cases."
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John Leubsdorf, 96CV026: The (b)(4) settlement proposal should be withdrawn for further work.Settlement classes pose many dangers. Defendants may select plaintiff counsel and representatives;class counsel may have individual clients that are excluded from the class and receive better terms;large numbers of class members may receive nothing; the right to opt out may be denied; classmembers may be enjoined from suing in other courts, restricting opportunities for collateral attack;the law of a single state may be forced on all class members; "a new set of procedures and remedies"may be substituted for legal remedies. Consequences will include diminished ability to chooseamong competing lawyers to seek the most effective class representative; stronger pressure to acceptinadequate settlements, lest the suit must be dismissed because the case cannot be tried as a class
action; and greater difficulty in controlling lawyer fees by advance restrictions. The effects of theseproblems cannot be forecast - they will sweep across more and more areas of the law. And assettlement classes proliferate, litigators will tend more and more to seek out certain states that seemfavorably inclined. The drafting should be changed to make it clearethat the parties not only must"request" certification, but also must show that they meet the, requirements of (b)(3). There is aspecial problem of adjusting this proposal with the securities law procedures that require notice andopportunity for rival representatives to appear and claim the right of representation. The securitieslaw procedures, indeed, should be considered for all classes.

Improvements in the settlement class provision would include: (1) Bar consideration ofsettlement until the certification decision has been made. (2) Require that class lawyers, as well asrepresentative members, fairly and adequately represent the class. (3) Appoint a lawyer to challengeany proposed settlement, providing reasonable discovery ''concerning the settlement" and paymentout of the class recovery. (This is not a guardian for the class but an objector.) (4) Require noticeof any settlement to include comprehensible information about the essential terms. (5) Amend Rule23(c)(2) to provide a right to opt out of any class, no miatterwhether certified as a (b)(1), (2), or (3)class if 'significant money damages are claimed or awarded."
John McBrvde. 96CV027: This proposal "will tend to defeat safeguards built into Rule 23 againstimproper class action activity."

Susan P. Koniak. 96CV03 1: The (b)(4) proposal makes worse the already nefarious use of settlementclasses. It should be withdrawn. Adopts the suggestion of Professor Coffee about (b)(3)(F).
The suggestions for reform are set out in the conclusion: (1) The Rule should forbidsettlement of a class that cannot be tried. (2) It is legitimate to certify a class for settlement withoutan initial litigated dispute over the ability to try the class claim, but if certification is uncontested thecourt must provide special

scrutiny of the settlement, the representation of the class, and the process of negotiating thesettlement. (3) The Rule should ensure that class notices are understandable to ordinary people, andare printed in normal type. (4) The Committee should consider ways of making more meaningfulthe requirement of adequate representation. Class counsel should be forbidden to representindividual clients simultaneously with the class. (5) An explicit duty should be imposed on allcounsel seeking approval of a class settlement to brief, fully and fairly, the potential objections tothe settlement, weaknesses in the terms proposed. and potential conflicts of interest of class counsel.
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(6) Professor Leubsdorf's suggestion should be adopted by requiring appointment of an advocate for

the class who is responsible for challenging the settlement and class representation.

These suggestions are supported by an exposition of the dangers of present practice and the

risks created by the proposals. Present law is not, at least in the books, as contrary to the Third

Circuit view as the Committee Minutes and draft Committee Note suggest. Settlement classes are

subjected to special scrutmy. The proposal authorizes the "malignant form of settlement class" that

cannot possibly be tried. It is particularly dangerous to require that settlement be reached before

certification is sought. Defendants can select compliant plaintiff's counsel, who has no bargaining

power arising from the prospect of trying the class claims. Even if counsel has no conflicting

interests arising from representation of individual clients, and can rise above the prospect of fees

from a successful settlement, there is 'a fear that rejection of the best negotiable deal maydead

defendants to find otherclass counsel who will accept'an even less attractive deal. If counsel has

present clients, there is a conflict over advising them on opting out, and a risk that an alternative

settlement will take them anyway. Objectors, moreover, cannot be counted on. -Counsel should not

advise 'counsel Otbstay in a bad settlement class so she can object. Objections are costly, and not

likely to succeed. It is better to raise ihe shadow of objection, accept a role as cooperating counsel,

and, surrender; this is nh a theoretical risk, lit an actual event. Courts, moreover, accept virtually

every proffered class settlement; they are 'not motivated to look for abuse, and "find class settlements

all but irasistible and'spend precious little energy ferreting out abuse."

"Large-scale problemns! that defy ready disposition by traditional adversary litigation," offered

in the Committee Note as a justification' for settlement classes, instead raise questions whether such

matters are properly ins court at ali. Choice-of-law problems are problems because we are a

federation of states, and because large-stale problems are properly governed in various parts by the

laws of differeit states. If subclassing is required to reflect the different positions and interests of

"class" members, that is [no reason for ignoring the differences by fostering a spurious settlement

class.

Although the Committee Note professes to take no position on futures classes, the proposal

will support and encourage settlements that include claimants who do not yet even know that they

have been injured. Of course settlement is easier, but it is irresponsible or even reckless to reopen

this prospect without careful safeguards.

John P. Frank, 96CV032: "Settlement classes should not be allowed at all; if we are to have them,

they should be subject to the same criteria as litigation classes." Effective judicial review requires

great amounts of time that often are not available. There is a great risk of collusion. The collusion

hazard was greatly increased Jeff D. v. Evans, 1986, 475 U.S. 717, overruling the rule of Pandrini

v. National Tea Co., 3d Cir.1977, 557 F.2d 1015, 1021, that required determination of legal fees

separately and after settlement. The Pandrini rule "reduced the bribery potential." One effect of the

current practice that negotiates a settlement first, then seeks certification, is the emergence of dueling

classes: the statute of limitations is suspended by filing the first action, so rival counsel can emerge

to file parallel actions and solicit opt-outs by promising more favorable settlements.

Stephen Gardner, 96CV034: The coupon settlement in the General Motors pickup truck litigation

is a clear example of the problem. "[Nlothing in the settlement addressed the animating principle

of the lawsuit: that these General Motors pickup trucks pose a serious - but remediable - safety
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hazard." It was a settlement class. Compensation for counsel was not in any way based on money
paid to the class. And "the trial bench is in many instances absolutely failing its independent duty
to scrutinize any settlement * * * Trial judges are under pressure to 'administer their dockets
effectively; this approach "fails miserably with respect to class actions * ** trial courts fall back on
the hoary precept that settlements are to be viewed with favor and bend over backwards to find ways
to approve them." Appellate courts often exacerbate the problem. The abuse of discretion standard
of review should be replaced by plenary appellate review of any decision approving a settlement.
Uncertifiable settlement classes should be outlawed, not encouraged. The best rule would require
certification before any discussion of settlement. If a settlement is reached before certification, at
least there should be a two-step process. The first notice and hearing should say nothing of the terms
of the settlement. If certification is approved, there should be a second notice and hearing to review
the fairness of the settlement. At least if there is a combined hearing, the court should conduct a
plenary hearing into certification and reach fairness issues only after determining the nature of the
class to be certified. And approval of a settlement class could be made conditional on approval of
the settlement, "providing no res judicata effect if the settlement itself is rejected." Coupon
settlements should be rejected; they reward, not punish, the wrongdoer.

Leslie A. Brueckner, 96CV035 & Supp.: Appears on behalf of Trial Lawyers for Public Justice.
Opposes both (b)(4) and (b)(3)(F) proposals.

Under (b)(4), "precisely because the participants in the settlement negotiations would know
the case could not be litigated as a class action, the settlement negotiations would be truly perverse."
The defendant in a mass-tort action hopes to pay significantly less than through individual litigation;
it does not fear class counsel, because there is no realistic threat of trial. Class counsel gets no fees
unless there is a settlement. The courts will be flooded with "legally questionable class actions."
The prospect of settlement even before a complaint is filed is particularly disturbing - defense
counsel can pick their own adversary. The right to opt out is not a meaningful protection, and is
useless for "future" victims. - Nothing should be done until Georgine is decided. But the (b)(4)
proposal should be abandoned no matter what the Supreme Court does. It would vastly increase the
potential for abusive settlements. A mass-tort defendant wants to settle on terms that cost less than
alternative modes of proceeding; class counsel wants to settle to win a fee. "But the class members
would get far less than they deserved." Attorneys interested in a fee would simply file classes
unlikely to be certified for trial. Settlements reached before filing will enable defendants to shop for
the best bargain, and pressure "even the most ethical attorney" to accept a poor offer lest someone
else accept an even worse offer. There are no adequate safeguards. The right to opt out is essential
to due process; but "in reality few class members are in a position to exercise their opt-out rights in
a meaningful fashion, Future victims have no means of opting out. Notice is often ineffective. It
may be difficult to determine whether the class is too broad, particularly in the settlement context.
Conflicts of interest will be equally difficult to evaluate. And district judges are provided no
guidance.

Patricia Sturdevant. 96CV039: Personally and as General Counsel, National Association of
Consumer Advocates. As pointed out by 150 law professors, this proposal "(1) contains no limiting
guidelines or principles, (2) it fails to address serious constitutional and statutory problems, and (3)
it formalizes what until now has been an extremely controversial practice and invites collusion." "It
is unnecessary to amend Rule 23 at all to obtain the positive benefits of appropriate settlement
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classes." And nothing should be considered until the Supreme Court has decided Amchem:Prods.
v. Windsor.

Judith Resnik. Margaret A. Berger. Dennis E. Curtis, & Nancy Morawetz. 96CV037: This statement
accepts the desirability of settlement classes, and suggests the need to improve proposed (b)(4) in
many ways. It is tightly written; this attempt to summarize the many observations is inadequate, and
serves -only as an introduction to a statement that should be read in full.

There is special danger in encouraging settlement before certification when there has been
no determination that the representatives are adequate, without notice to many class members, and
in some instances without the development of information by discovery. This setting invites the
criticisms that are so cogently advanced by many. A judicial hearing after settlement is no substitute
for preSettlement supervision "Although it would be unwise to preclude'any opportunity to settle
before seeking certifcation, the practice should not be encourage.

The first principle to be recognized should be that settlement is appropriate in class actions,
as it is in other actions. It is appropriate even if the class claim could not be tried. There is much
value in aggregation for pretrial purposes recognizing that pretrial work commonly will lead to
settlement-- even when it is understood that if pretrial disposition is not possible, the class must
be decertified.

The second principle is that judges have special duties to ensure adequate representation of
absent class members. The problem is difficult because there are many plaintiffs, many of whom
have individual lawyers; many differing relationships between clients and lawyers, and many
different views by lawyers of their responsibilities to their clients, many different roles played by
lawyers in the class action, and complex relationships among the lawyers; and great difficulties in
supervision of counsel by clients.

The third principle is that judges should seek to ensure that as many distinctive class-member
interests as. possible are actually represented during the settlement negotiation process, not later.
This may make it harder to achieve settlement, but it is an important guaranty of any settlement that
is achieved.

Robert N.. Kaplan. 96CV038: As to (b)(4), there may be problems in mass tort litigation, but
"[s]ettlement classes have been routinely-utilized in antitrust and securities litigation for many years,
without any adverse effect. *4* * This proposed rule would recognize what has been aroutine

practice in those litigations."

Roger C. Cramton. 96CV040: This too is tightly written, and summary is perilous. The essence is
a plea to abandon (b)(4) settlement classes, and in any event to adopt into subdivision (e) the
settlement-review criteria advanced by Judge Schwarzer. The proposals "are not a 'cautious
increment' but an unwise initiative."

It is unwise to, attempt rule changes while the settlement class issue is pending in the
Supreme Court.

The (b)(4) proposal violates the Rules Enabling Act. Settlement classes will "promulgate
new substantive law," displacing existing state or federal law. Rules devised by the parties, not any
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legislature, will govern. Wholesale schemes of reparation will be substituted for judicial procedure;
systems comparable to bankruptcy, without its safeguards and procedures, are created. Such vast
administrative schemes require legislation, not rulemaking. Managerial judges will be so involved
in crafting settlements that impartial review is impossible. Defendants will choose plaintiffs'
representatives. The right to opt-out will not be protected in meaningful ways. The parties will shop
for a court willing to approve their deal. Side settlements for the benefit of current clients will be
made in some cases. "A class action settlement with these features would have been unthinkable to
lawyers and judges of a decade or so ago."

The proposal, moreover, has no limiting principles. Subdivision (a) is not alone enough.
Although the proposal formallyrequires tha the predcniminance and superiority requirements of (b)(3)
be met, in fact " [c]ase load management and judicial convenience displace the certification standards
listed in 23(b)." In practice, whatever the theory, settlement classes will be unhooked from the tests
of (b)(3).

The proposal "does not support the kind of rigorous and careful scrutiny of attorney
incentives that certification of a settlement class demands." A prepackaged settlement leaves no
incentive for the defendant to challenge the class definition or adequacy of representation; to the
contrary, there is every incentive to sell the deal already cut. Opt-out rights are scant protection-
notices often are incomprehensible, and may not be taken seriously; future claimants cannot protect
'themselves. The important issues suggested as justifications for settlement classes -choice of law,
manageability, broad-based resolution of large controversies - are too important to be left to the
open-ended discretion proposed.

Constitutional concerns are raised. There may not be a true case or controversy when the first
judicial event is a proposal by all parties for approval of a settlement. An action that cannot be tried
may not be a case or controversy. The constitutionality of resolving future claims is a matter now
in litigation, and should not be resolved so quickly. Due process standards of adequate
representation may not be satisfied when the only lawyers who can represent the class are those who
have already struck a deal with the defendants.

Many have written at length on the ways in which packaged settlement classes invite
collusion. Even with the best of intentions, would-be class lawyers who know they have nothing
unless there is a settlement agreeable to the defendants are hard-pressed to provide adequate
representation. They know that if their deal fails, another lawyer may strike an even less favorable
deal.

Whatever comes of the (b)(4) proposal, Judge Schwarzer's proposed check-list of settlement-
approval factors should be added to subdivision (e).

The several suggestions made by John Leubsdorf (96CV026) all are sound.

Roier C. Cramton. 96CV040 (November 23, 1996 letter): Taking issue with testimony by Melvin
Weiss at the Philadelphia hearing, and with comments by Francis Fox, urges that class counsel has
a fiduciary duty to absent class members that requires disclosure to the court of possible weaknesses
in a settlement. A duty of candor is owed to the court in ex parte proceedings, and also in cases
involving persons under the court's protection. "In a class action involving absent and passive class
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members, the court is a guardian for the class, and the lawyers for the class are trustees of the

interests of all members of the class. The lawyer for a class owes fiduciary duties to its absent

members and therefore has a duty to inform the court about aspects of the settlement that may-not

be in their interesL" "The settling parties should be required to disclose to the court all relevant facts

concerning the negotiation of thesettlement and its terms so that the court may make an informed

determination that the settlement is in the best interests of the class." "For example, the court should

be told *** whether class representatives are getting special treatment, whether side settlements

have carved some similarly situated persons out of the class on terms different than those applied

to class members, whether the resulting negotiation sacrifices the claims of a group of class members

to provide larger awards to another group, etc."

In addition,* Rule 23(e) should require specific findings in every case in which a settlement is

approved, and "in appropriate cases"' should require appointment of an advocate to oppose

settlement.

Alliance for Justice. 96CV041: Many problems are reduced by requiring that all classes meet the

standards of certification for trial. A single wrong may affect many people in different ways, so that

they have divergent~interests and cannot be included in a single class; a toxic spill, for example, may

cause property damage to some, small present physical injury to others, great physical injury on

some, and unknowable future physical injuries on many. A class that would not be certified for trial

includes people of suchl different, positions that they are not similarly situated. The opt-out

alternative is not real. For "future" claimants it is not even possible. There is a danger of collusive

settlements, and judges cannot be effective guardians. Settlement classes will be certified in contexts

that exert a hydraulic pressure, to settled. Unusual cases such as the asbestos cases "require their own

solution, perhaps a legislative solution, They should not justify a change of rules that would affect

the vast majority of other cases."

Public Citizen Litigation Grou). 96CV044: (b)(4) on settlement classes "offers no guidance,

standards, or criteria. The emphasis on precertification settlement "creates a breeding ground for

settlement classes in which the defendants have chosen the class counsel." Rule 23 should be

restructured to encourage participation of class counsel who champion class interests; this proposal

has the opposite effect. It will mean either that settlement is reached even before a complaint is filed,

or that the original'complaint will be replaced by an amended complaint after settlement is reached.

Defendants willhave enormous leverage because th& case cannot be litigated as a (b)(3) class - and

this is particular problem in the current litigation climate, where defendants often face multiple class

actions filed by different class counsel in different forums. They will engage in a reverse auction,

selecting class counsel who provide the most favorable settlemeiit. The requirement that settlement

predate certification does not protect the class. It is in any event irresponsible to propose a rule that

will encourage settlement of futures claims without at least making it clear that the Committee is not

endorsing futures class actions, "which raise fundamental due process concerns regarding notice and

opt out, *** and serious justiciability problems." I

H. Laddie Montaaue. Jr.. 96CV046: The (b)(4) settlment proposal "is the most significant and

constructive." Settlement classes are valuable. Often class certification is resisted because the

parties cannot agree on such matters as individual causation or damage formulas. Settlements that

resolve these disagreements are good for all concerned, including the courts. Many safeguards are
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possible. The distribution plan should be presented with the settlement. Class members must be
allowed to opt out. And defendants who, agree to settle cannot claim coercion.
Stuart H. Savett, 96CV048: (b)(4) should be adopted.' Settlement classes are an important means
of speedy and efficient resolution. There are adequate protections'. "I strongly recommend
approval."'

John C. Coffee, Jr., 96CV049: If (b)(4) is retained at all,, it should be limited by adding the
requirement that "the court finds that there is no realistic Possibility that the same or similar claims
could be successfully asserted (on either an individual or class basis) in any other court or forum."It is not proper to authorize settle off claims that might be asserted in
other ways; the reason defendants are willing to settle is that it costs less to settle ona class basis.This is particularly true as to future claimants. The court is' in a poor position to evaluate fairness.
Judith Resnik & Jack Coffee. 96CV049: The detailed, proposal should be appended to these (b)(4)
notes. It is a draft settlement-class rule and Note, reflecting an attempt to preserve the values of
settlement classes while reducing the risks. At the outset, they repeat their view that by requiring
a consummated settlement agreement, ihe' present proposal 'focuses on the most dangerous setting
of all. 'It invites "small collectives of plaintiff and defendait lawyers" to negotiate before'filing,
without any judicial determination that the representatives are adeq uate, without -notice to anyone,
and often without development of information sufficient to'support an informed settlement. Often
is it impractical to 'opt outS' 'kh settlements are seldom reshaped in any meaningful way during the
proes roval. Irning to their propsal, 'they distinguish between two
settings: the first is a "litigatidn" class, tentatively-certified with the recognition that it is likely to be
useful for discovery' and settilment; this clas$ may-b'e sought by plaintiffs alone, and the standards
for certification are& less searching than the standards for the second type of settlement class. The
second type is sought jointly by a plaintiffs', steering committee and one or miore defendants. For
both, types, the proposal emphasizes the need to include more participants the importance of
developing a comprehensiv&e information base, and more exactingjudiial'scrutiny.mo Ite o
stated that the court has a fiduciarylduty to class members, There is heavey emphasis on considering
divergent interests within the class and the possible need to create subdasses. The need to consider
alternative modes of aggregationr is stated explicitly., Use of special counsel, guardians ad litem, "orother additional procedures," Is encouraged. format on, is required in conjunction with
requests for approval of a' settlement, including the means by which plaintiffs'slawyers came to
engage in negotiations; the reasons for any differences in treatment of class members; "the means
by which the remedial provisions'shall be accomplished,";_ and detailed information about
compensation for all attQ'meys involved, including special counsel, and' about compensation forguardians ad litem, court experts, objectors, or others. The Note observes, that "close scrutiny" is
required when "futures" classes are involved.

Melvin I; Weiss. 96CV050: Tie (b)(4) settlement proposal "does have merit." The parties have far
greater control of their destiny when they negotiate a settlement than when -at great expense-
they risk the hazards of jury trial. But there is also great risk that settlement will be auctioned off
to the lowest bidder, as was attempted in Georgine. The court should be'required to examine the
"ethical underpinnings" of the settlement, and should "allow limited discovery to test the strength
and weakness of asserted claims. Judicial oversight of the negotiation process can eliminate any
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concerns of collusion." And notices to the class should be comprehensive and comprehensible.

Edwin C. Schallert. for Comm. on Fed. Cts., ABCNY. 96CV053: The (b)(4) settlement-class

proposal advances the core purposes of Rule 23. Settlement classes can ameliorate problems with

choice of law, proof problems, and "the very scope of certain kinds of cases." The proposal codifies

the practices of many courts. There are substantial concerns with collusive or inadequate

settlements, but the Note points to the various devices that can be used to protect against these risks.

Fed.Cts.Comm., Assn. of Bar of City of NY. 96CV053(Supp): Supports the proposal as confirming

present practice that "has emerged as an important method for achieving many of the core purposes"

of class actions. The risk of "unexamined and even collusive settlements" "is considerably

overdramatized." The risk exists for litigation classes as well as settlement classes. There are a

number of protections. The requirements of Rule 23(a) must be satisfied, as well as the superiority

and manageability requirements of (b)(3) (although these matters should be made more explicit in

the text of the rule). Notice and the right opt out provide the central means of protection. Courts

have inherent power to monitor settlement negotiations, including the powers to establish protocols

for negotiation, to utilize special masters, and to appoint different counsel to represent conflicting

interests. The benefits; outweigh the risks. (n. 5 states that the Consumer Affairs Committee of

ABCNY opposes (b)(4). It will encourage plaintiffs' counsel to conpromise class claims. It

contains insufficient guidelines for trial judges. The right to opt out is not sufficient protection in

consumer class actions; future claimants must have a right to opt out at a meaningful. time. Full, fair,

and comprehensive representation of the essential terms of the settlement must be set out in the class

notice. Courts should be required, to ensure that persons with, similar claims receive similar

treatment, and that class representation is adequate against the risk of conflicting interests.)

National Assn. of Securities & Commercial Attorneys. 96CV059: (b)(4) settlement classes are

desirable. If defendants risk a binding certification for trial at the settlement stage, regardless of the

outcome of the settlement process, they will be unwilling to settle until there has been a contested

ruling on a trial-class certification. Concerns with collusion and disabling conflicts of interest relate

primarily to futures, classes; the proposed rule "does not diminish the ability of courts to respond in

an effective and flexible manner wheni faced with these or other concers." Steering committees,

guardians ad litem for the class, limited discovery by objectors, -extended opt-out periods,

administrative determinations of settlement payouts in the future, and like means can address these

concerns.

Beverly C. Moore. Jr. (Editor. Class Action Reports). 96CV060: (b)(4) is desirable "though not for

the reasons that most commentators will state." The Third Circuit properly disapproved the

inadequate settlements in Georgine and General Motors Corp. Pick-up Truck. But it is wrong to

allow a class settlement only if the same class could have been certified for litigation. Settlement

discussions will precede certification in any event, and will be shaped by the risk that certification

will be denied. As important, to insist that a settlement class meet the tests for a litigation class will

lead to two unfortunate results. One result will be that judges make findings favorable to a litigation

class, creating undesirable precedent for real litigation classes. The other result will be denial of

certification in such settings as large personal injury mass tort actions, where settlement classes may

be desirable. The proposal "should be accepted, so as to require federal judges to do their duty of

disapproving proposed inadequate settlements under Rule 23(e), which judges have heretofore
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usually declined to do."

It remains an issue "to devise some amendment to Rule 23(e) to make judges disapproveinadequate settlements under that provision."

John D. Aldock, 96CV061: As national counsel for the 'Center for Claims Resolution, is'petitionerin Georgine. A summary of the facts found by Judge Reed in Georgine is provided; the SupremeCourt Brief for Petitioners in Georgine is attached as an appendix. Supports the (b)(4) proposal. A.Settlement classes promote settlement. Settlement of "many cases" at once multiplies the benefits"of settlement; uniform treatment of class members is ensured; and the particular expense of litigatingon a class basis is spared. Settlement classesthaVe' fbeen us ed for at least 25 years. They embrace notonly mass torts but also securities, civil rights, and antitrust disputes. Many kinds of cases cannotmeet the standards for certification for litigation; requiring that they be resolved individually, or insmall groups, will create enormous burdens. And in cases involving individual claims too small tosupport individual litigation, the alternative to a settlement class is no remedy at all. If a defendantcannot agree to' a settlement class, there is a strong incentive not to stipulate to a litigation class. B.The supposed risks of settlement classes are overstated. All the elements of 23(a) and (b) must bemet, and the court must approve under (e). In Georgine, the 'objectors were afforded extensivediscovery and there'was a five-week fairness hearing. The hearing reviewed the course of
negotiations, the allegations of collusion, 'and the' adequacy of representation. Class counsel hasnegotiating leverage arising from the costs of single litigations as an alternative to class settlement.Looking at the terms of a' proposed settlement provides better evidence of adequate representationthan the speculation made before a result has been reached. Class members can protect themselvesfar better because they know the outcome before deciding whether 'to opt out. Courts need not beconcerned about drawing state cases to federal courts- the cases are there now. Settlement isproper judicial business, asllemphasized by Civil Rule 16.1 C./Other available means of resolvingmulticlaimant disputes are far worse. 'In asbestos litigation, individual tort actions face great delay,high transaction costs, capricious verdicts, and settlements that force surrender of any opportunityto recover for future' aggiavated 'injury. ! In reality, moreover, the vast majority of asbestos cases areresolved by group skttleinents of hundreds 'or thousands of'cases;ithe plaintiffs' lawyer unilaterallyallocates the proceeds There is no judicial supervision of the amount of the group settlement, nor

of the allocation, nor of the reasonableess of attorney fees.
Alfred W. Cortese, Jr.. & Kathleen L. Blaner, 96CV063(Supp): "Under the Third Circuit standard,most, if not all, of the mass tort settlements over the last twenty years would not have passed muster.** * The same holds true'for other t'ypes of damages claims for which Rule 23(b)(3) class statusoften is sought, such as consumer fraud acihs. Since there6is no realistic possibility of a fair trial,class certification serves as a vise pressuriig the parties to settle.' Although using the class actionrule as a device to coerce settlement is unfair' and should be discouraged, the ability to settle claimsas a class at times may be the only 'viable alternative for 'resdlving massive numbers of widelydispersed, 'disparate individual claims. Ini rare instances, the availability of class settlements can bean essential safety valve even though the same claims could not be certified for class adjudication."It may be wise, however, to await the Georgine decision.

Alan R. Dial 96CV067: Hearings should be postponed until the Supreme Court has decided the"Georgine" case.
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Eric D. Green, 96CV072: Supports the proposal so enthusiastically as to recommend consideration

of extension to (b)(l) and (b)(2) classes as well. (1) The proposal "will clarify uncertainty about the

legitimacy of settlement classes, increase fairness and efficiency in mass tort litigation, reduce

transaction costs, increase compensation to deserving plaintiffs, decrease ruinous exposures and

bankruptcy to defendants, and provide a reasonable and fair tool ***." It is made necessary by the

Third Circuit decision, in Georgine. (2) The objection that there are no limiting principles in the

proposal is unpersuasive. All the present class-action protections remain unchanged. Shifting the

focus to state courts, "where-problem cases may be more numerous," does not provide helpful

guidance for federal court practice. The prospect of settlement bears on all the factors that must be

considered under (b)(3), and the newly proposed factors make further improvements in this process.

Appellate review under (f) adds still further protection. Any attempt to spell out detailed limitations

and criteria would be premature - it is better to clearly authorize settlement classes and gather

experience as it, develops. (3) The "'case or controversy" objection cannot be made in the abstract;

it may be real in specifi cases, but must be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. "Article III does not

require that a case or controversy be triable in any particular format." Justiciability as to futures

claimants turns on 'the extent to-which state law requires present injury, allows recovery for fear of

injury,land the like. Adequate representation must be assured. (3) The fear of collusion, and a "race

to the bottomn"i as would-be class counsel vie for representation and fees, is not unique to settlement.

Defendants may shop for class counsel who will be less threatening as trial counsel. The threat of

collpsions is not necessarily increased by the prospect that the Same class cannot be certified for trial.

Experience in miany mass tort classes shows that the threat of, multiple, individual actions, or small

grloups of aggregated actions, with perhaps multiple punitive awards, is a greater threat to defendants.

Denying the possibility of class settlement may seriously harm class members. Class lawyers are

likely to be th9 Mostexpenrenced,lknowledgeable, and passionate law yrs, the ones who initially

developed the 1evidence, and law a, nd made the claims into viable class claims. And a properly

conducted fairess hearing is adequate protection. (4) A guardian ad litem cana be used as an

efftqtye tool to gather, informationjcommunicate with classmembers, engage in discovery as to the

substance of the settlement and the negotiations thatled up to it+ review;,attorney fee arrangements,

and tie rest. A guardian could be an even more effective tool if appointed before final negotiation

of the settlement, [but negotiation dynamics may preclude this. (5) Settlement classes must be judged

in relation to the real-world alternatives. "In many cases, the 4ternative will mean no effective

recovery at all to the absent class members ***. Experience in mass torts teaches that bankruptcy

is not an effective approach to these problems."

Michael Caddell, 96CV076: Was lead or co-lead counsel in two state-court polybutylene class

actions that settled; (b)(4) is "a positive step toward assuring the continued use of settlement

classes." (a), (b)(3), and (e) provide adequate protection. By requiring that there be a settlement

agreement the rule protects against pressure to settle an otherwise -uncertifiable case. The result is

efficient and fair. And if a litigation class cannot be certified, the alternative to a settlement class

often is individual litigation that cannot be brought, leaving no remedy.

Stanley M. Chesley. 96CV078: "As a practical matter, the proposed amendment addresses a need

and facilitates settlement. * *[* lilt must be remembered that every proposed settlement must be

approved by a court. *** [A] court can easily conduct a 'collusion' inquiry should allegations

arise."
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Linda Silberman & Marcel Kahan. 96CV079: The comments are based on their article on theMatsushita decision in the Supreme Court Review. They urge five specific suggestions, in additionto endorsing the proposals made by Judge Schwarzer in 80 Corn.L.Rev. 837: (1) A preliminaryfairness hearing on the settlement before notice is sent to class members. (2) Require disclosure ofany parallel litigation, and invite participation by plaintiffs in any other action; if counsel for aparallel class has contributed to the value of the claims, the fees from the settled case should beshared. (3) The benefits of global settlement must be explicitly weighted against the risks of"plaintiff-shopping" and "forum-shopping" for collusive settlements. (4) There be a substantialnexus between the court approving the settlement and the claims or parties, so as to reduce forumshopping. (5) That the settlementinclude onlyclaimsthatvare "transactionally related."
Samuel Issacharoff, Douglas Lavcock. & Charles Silver. 96CV082: Settlement should be
encouraged, but the FJC study shows there is no pressing need to further encourage settlement ofclass actions. They settle now at about the same rate as other litigation. The chore is to find anacceptable half-way house; the (b)(4) proposal does not satisfy. There are special problems whenthere are parallel class actions. Fee arrangements exacerbate the problems because the lodestarmethod "discourages plaintiffs' attorneys from maximizing the value of class members' claims."There is little overt collusion, but inadequate representation does occur. Coupon settlements are the
most notorious examples; even counsel for the plaintiff class in the airlines pricefixing case nowrecognizes the inadequacy of the settlement. But cash settlements also can raise questions - asshown by the inadequate funding for the proposed breast implant settlement, and the exhaustion ofthe Johns-Manville settlement. Questions also can be raised about "limited fund" settlements thatallow shareholders to keep a considerable portion of a defendant's value. Plaintiffs' attorneys oftenundervalue class claims "because they are operating under inappropriate incentives." "The mostsignificant current concerns arise where the claims of absent class members are sold off to benefitan inventory of claims by individuals with prior relations to class counsel, or, more compmonly, tobenefit plaintiffs' counsel incommensurately to the benefit realized, by the class'" Rule 23 mustprotect against these threats. A settlement-only class deprives counsel of the threat of litigation,greatly weakening the class bargaining position. Defendants will settle "only to avoid greater lossesto plaintiffs who have viable individual lawsuits." [This may mean to suggest the, argument that thepositions of strong-claim plaintiffs are sacrificed for the benefit10of weak-claim plaintiffs andcounsel.] It can be appropriate to allow a conditiongl stipulation to class certification for settlementpurposes that does not bind the defendant if Ithe settlement falls t rough, this would encouragesettlement negotiations, without committing the defendant to litigation on a class basis. The dangerspersist, however, and any version of (b)(4) should address the problems 'explicitly.

Frederick M. Baron, 96CV085: "For corporate defendants long hungry for a way to cap their
liabilities, backroom settlement class negotiations have rendered legislative tort reform efforts anobsolete means to that end." (b)(4) grossly exaggerates the agency problem because it tends tocollapse the adequacy of representation inquiry into an evaluation of the settlement: if the settlementseems fair, it is concluded that representation was adequate. "'But * * * post hoc review of asettlement's terms by a court can never substitute for zealous, unconflicted representation by theactual negotiators." As the court said in In re General Motors Corp. Engine Interchange Litig., 7thCir. 1979, 594 F.2d 1106, 1125 n. 24, the integrity of the bargaining process is important because thecourt's only control is rejection of an inadequate settlement; the court cannot undertake the task of
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bargaining for better terms. The fairness hearing, moreover, provides grossly inadequate

information. "Finally, * ** a court's interest in clearing its dockets can and does cloud the judgment

of otherwise fair-minded judges." 'And there is a further difficulty with future tort claims. Apart

from the single event'mass tort, any comprehensive solution must encompass future claimants.

(b)(4) will-permit settlement of future claims cases unless it is altered to expressly forbid them.

Future claims settlements violate the Constitution, but it is not clear that the Court will even resolve

that question iii the Georgine case.

Clinton A. Krislov. 96CV088: "The issue of whether mass-tort/large-damage personal injury suits

should be tried or settled as class actions binding on smitten future claimants (with or without

permitted opt-outs) is a substantive due process issue." The choice will be made by the Supreme

Court; it is not for this Committee.

G. Luke Ashley. 96CV091: "The addition of subdivision (b)(4) properly makes clear that, in proper

circumstances a party can waive objections to the structure of a proposed (b)(3) proceeding in the

settlement context."

Bartlett H. McGuire. 96CV092: The proposal is good. "In complex cases, the parties can sometimes

develop creative settlement structures to resolve issues that would be horrific to try." These

settlements need not be rejected merely because individual issues would predominate at trial, and

perhaps make the class unmanageable.

John L. Hill Jr.. 96CV094: Classes have been certified for settlement for years without inquiring

whether Rule 23 requirements are met. The proposal is sound. It will help defendants who wish to

"achieve peace regarding somewhat varied individual claims." Without this rule, parties will be

temptedKto stipulate to class certification, but face the risk that the certification will carry forward

if the proposed settlement is not approved. Without this rule, parties will feel coerced to' offer more

in settlement to ensure approval. Without this rule, futures settlements will be prohibited. And

without this rule, certifications made for the purpose of settlement will set bad precedent for litigated

class certifications.

FRCP Committee, American College ofTrial Lawyers. 96CV095: Despite, possible advantages of

efficiency and economy, there is a substantial potential for abuse of settlement classes. There is a

risk of collusion between class counsel and defendants. Prepackaged settlements can be arranged

by defendants with sympathetic class attorneys pre-selected by defendants, and then presentedto a

court chosen by all these lawyers as one likely to approve. "Futures"' claims remain a problem that

is not addressed. "There are frequently issues of the adequacy of notice on opt-out provisions." The

proposal raises Enabling Act concerns.

Lewis H. Goldfarb (Chrysler Corp.). 96CV099: Settlement classes should meet all the requirements

of (b)(3), but further comment is inappropriate while the Georgine case remains' in the Supreme

Court. It is tempting for a defendant to buy res judicata by settling unfounded claims, but "the more

you feed this monster, the greater its appetite grows. Succumbing to this temptation also infuriates

our customers when they learn that they've been used by the class action lawyers."

Hon. James G. Carr. 96CV104: This comment arises from Judge Carr's experience with a class

action in which he had granted summary judgment in favor of the putative plaintiff class
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representative on the merits as a prelude to considering certification, He then learned that a Texasstate court had granted preliminary approval to a settlement of the same class claims, and directednotice and planned a hearing on the question whether to grant final approval to the settlement. JudgeCarr concluded in his case that the due process rights of his would-be class representative weredenied by the failure to provide notice before the preliminary approval, because of the realisticconsequences of even preliminary approval. His answer under current law was that if he shouldcertify the class in his court he would deny res judicata effect to any final judgment in the Texasaction, and would impose on the defendant the costs of notice to the class. His suggestion is that ifsettlement classes are to be approved, the defendant should be required to certify whether any otherclass actions have been filed. Notice would be given to the representatives for any overlapping class,and an opportunity to be heard, before even preliminary approval of the proposed settlement. Thecompeting class representatives can provide information about the merits and weaknesses of theproposed settlement. (In his case, counsel for the representative plaintiff asserted that he had rejectedthe same settlement that was accepted - along with a $2,000,000 fee award -,by counsel for theclass in Texas.)

Lawrence W. Schonbrun. 96CV105: (Based on experience as an objector in a number of class-actionsettlements.) "An! overworked judiciary *** too often finds it easier to follow the maxim, 'bettera bad settlement than a good trial."' Coupon settlements have produced "a long string of settlementswhose terms look favorable to plaintiffs on the surface -but only on the surface." "[T]he partiesoften provide the judge with purported expert projections, forecasts and guesses as to how manyclass members will avail themselves of the coupons being offered, the idea *** being to legitimatethe size of the fee they have negotiated with the defendant. *** And in many cases, very littlemoney is actually paid out." The problem is greatly exacerbated by the practice of separatelynegotiating for fees to be paid by the defendant, not out of the class recovery; even though theyfollow the form of negotiating the settlement before the fee, therelis an irremediable conflict ofinterests. (This problem is described further with the notes on attorney fees.)
Sheila Birnbaum. 96CA107: The proposal merely confirms common practices, dispelling thecontrary Third Circuit developments. Although further action should await the Supreme Courtdecision, comment seems appropriate now. "Settlement classes are different creatures from trialclasses." Defendants voluntarily waive a number of due process rights, such as the right to demandstate-by-state application of the law. This waiver is the reason why certification of a settlement classcannot support conversion into a litigation class; the Note should make that point clear. Rule 23(a)still must be satisfied. The fear that the parties and court will approve inadequate settlements fromthe desire to avoid litigation has been unfounded; courts do review settlements carefully. The fearof "collusion" includes the argument that defendants will shop for quiescent "low bidders" to reacha settlement. This is a hypothetical danger, not reality. If there is any merit to the class claim,dueling class actions are often filed; any class attorney willing to sell -out would face strongopposition from other firms who would object to the settlement or pursue parallel opt-out litigation.Some counsel file class actions on a "settlement speculative", basis, merely to test whether a cheapsettlement can be won without much work. This concern can be addressed in the Note by "anadmonition that courts should not entertain proposed settlements unless the litigation of the matterhas generated a sufficient factual record to allow a meaningful review of the adequacy of whateversettlement is proposed. *** [B]efore approving a proposed settlement class, a court should have
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'lived with' the case (or related litigation) long enough and have before it sufficient record evidence

to determine whether the settlement is fair. Further, * * * the Note should urge courts to restrict

attorneys"fee awards- in purported class actions that settle at an early stage, particularly those that

yield only minimal awards for the individual class members.

John W. Stamper. 96CV108: The settlement class proposal is consistent with widespread practice.

One special use may be to facilitate classes in which the common issues are settled and"ADR

mechanisms are adopted to resolveI individual issues,, an eemerging practice that deserves more

development. In my experience - mostly confined~to defense of securities class actions ,-there

has not been a problem of collusion. The problem is that it is easy to obtain certification of marginal

claims; "[t]he problem is not that the settlements are not genuine but rather that the claims are not."

Finally,, the righttoy optout protcs any class member "who would be sufficiently motivated to file

and litigatean, individual claim *

Arthur R. Miller. 96CV 1l -This modest proposal "merely recognizes an existing fact of life -

settlementclasses serve important purposes in today's complex litigation." Of course they raise

claims of'abnse. But defendants' may not have as much bargaining power as the critics fear, since

the alternative is dozens of smaller class actions or hundreds of individual actions. "Indeed, the

seemingly pervasivhemonitoring of cases by other interested lawyers serves as an effectivedeterrent

to the success of such tactics,'' And the perceived problems can be minimized through diligent

examination of prqiosed[settleients. "Indeed, mostcircuits have longstanding, well-established

criteria to make ,'that determination." The requirement that the terms of settlement be defined before

certificationincreases the,,courts objectivity in reviewing the, settlement. Objecting class members

"almost always appeari" The court can permit "limited confirmatory discovery to test the strengths

and weaknesses of asserted claims, and class members can opt out,* * *." Courts also can appoint

representatives for absent class members, limit the right of class counsel to represent clients in

related individcua litigation, and! appoint masters to review settlements when the court has played a

role in settlement negotiations. Adequacy of representation should be reviewed as well.

MilesN. Ruthbera. ,i96CV112: Strongly supports (b)(4) ,as codification of the law that prevails

outside the Third Circuit. Settlement classes are indispensable' for voluntary resolution, of mass

litigation., The solution to any perceived abuses is careful supervision. Defendants are protected

because they must,consent., Plaintiffs are protected by judicial insistence on the 23(a) requirements,

review of, the settlement, and the right to opt out. The amendment is useful no matter what the

Supreme Court does in the Georgine case. But the, Notes to (b)(3) revisions should be amended to

reflect the (b)(4) proposal. The nptes to (b)(3)(A) and (B) speaklof individual litigants' interests, but

these go to control of litigation and can be protected by notice and opt-out rights. The suggestion

that, certification can be deferred pending the maturity, of a new tort case, lest settlements be ill-

informed, can be misconstrued as standing in the way of voluntary settlement of less than mature

torts; that would needlessly postpone recovery for plaintiffs. And the Note should state expressly

that a certificationiforlsettlement is not precedent forcertifying a litigation class.

Roger Dale Klein. 96CV1 13: "The availability of the consensual settlement-only class device has

been and continues' to" be essential to the ability of defendants to limit and manage their product

liability risk.' It is not a cure forthe ills of unrestricted claim agglomeration, but it is a balm. The

amendment 'owould restabilize the real world practice of consensual settlement classes." Under the
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Third Circuit approach, defendants have powerful reasons to refuse proposed class certification and
settlement, for fear that the settlement will not survive but the certification will survive. A
settlement class is better than other means of agglomeration such as consolidated mass trials, sample
or test cases that are extrapolated to other cases, common issues trials, or separate trials with the
prospect of nonmutual preclusion. "None of these more common aggregative techniques is in any
way subject to the scrutiny and restraints on class action litigation *** " At least the settlement
class gives the defendant an opportunity to win "global peace."

John P. Zaimes. 96CV1 15(Supp): Settlement classes could be an important, tool, but also could bea powerful tool for abuse by class lawyers, "Additional safeguards are necessary to avoid settlements
of questionable or meritless claimis~ and to avoid classwide settlements which may advance the
interests of defendants and class lawyers, but eliminate the legitimate claims of individual class
members."'

John L. McGoldrick (Bristol-Myers Squibb), 96CVl 16: The Committee has heard much evidenceand should speak out without waiting for the Georgine decision. The proposal "simply makes good
practical sense. There are numerous multiple-claim disputes - mass torts come to mind - that lendthemselves neither to class, action litigation under Rule 23, nor,'to individual litigation with its
heightened transaction costs and collective action problems. Without the possibility of class
settlement; however, there is no way short of class certification and a trial on the merits for the
judicial system to satisfy the numerous individual claims" and achieve res judicata. Trial courts -
with the help of objectors can protect against, collusion. The self-interest of defendants in
achieving the durable protection of res judicata, and in hot encouraging future isuits, will work
against collusion. And defendants should be free to waive the protections of commonality,
typicality, and other related Rule requirements that exist to protect defendants.

Jeffrey J. Greenbaum. 96CV119: This is a good compromise. The potential for collusive settlements
can be minimized by court review of the settlement; the expl cit hearing requirement in proposed (e)
is a help. It would be wise to redraft to make it even more clear that there is a right to opt out. And
the Note should "be clarfied to elaborate, onhow the court is expected to apply the (b)(3) factors of
predominance and superiority in the settlement context and to highlight that particular care should
be given to defining the scope ,of class membership*"

William A. Mont2omery (State Farm Ins. Cds.). 96CV122: "For the same reasons advanced by other
supporters of this change, we believe that it is important affirmatively to recognize the propriety of
certifying classes for purposes of settlement;'

Gersoh H. Smoger. for ATLA. 96CV126: (1) A trial class cannot bind individual class members with
respect to individual damages issues; a settlement class should not be permitted to do this. (2)
Claimants who have not yet suffered injury, or who do not have reason to recognize present injury
or to connect it to the defendant, must be allowed a reasonable opportunity to opt out after they have
suffered injury and have reason to know of its existence and causation. (3) Representative plaintiffs
often are ignored by class counsel, and were chosen because they were the first to appear, or are
believed pliable, or were simple random choices. (4) Mandatory settlements on a limited fund theory
have been misused, and are particularly strange when a single defendant seeks a limited-fund class
for punitive damages while accepting an opt-out class for compensatdry damages. The combination
seems to imply that funds 'are limited for one purpose, but not another. (5) The supposed need for
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finality for corporate wrongdoers cannot justify the expansion of class actions to mass torts. The

right to individual choice of jury trial, and individual control of litigation, should be preserved. As

the Court observed in Fuentes v. Shevin, 1972, 407 U.S. 67, 90 n. 22, " jp]rocedural due process is

not intended to promote efficiency ... it is intended to protect the particular interests of the person

whose possessions are about to be taken."

John F. Klbba, 96CV131: Opposes. There is no problem with weak settlements now. But the

settlement-only class means counsel has no leverage. There is a risk of settlements engineered to

ensure recovery of attorney fees. All a defendant need do is convince class counsel and the court that

the settlement is a good one.

Ronald Jay Smolow. 96CV132: A settlement class that does not at least arguably meet the

requirements of 23(a) and (b) makes no sense. Georgine is wrong because the parties should have

the right to stipulate to class certification as part of a settlement. "It is, I would suggest, improper

for the court to, involve itself in the settlement negotiations and second guess whether the defendant

is correct or incorrect in its decisionmaking as to whether the case meets Rule 23 criteria." And

when certification and settlement are proposed, courts should be concerned with fairness and with

protection of the rights of absent class members.

Richard A. Koffman. 96CV133; The fear of abuse expressed by Professors Koniak and Resnik "is

not supported by actual experience." They provide no examples of abusive settlements. The

overwhelming majority of class counsel take their ethical responsibilities seriously. Without a

settlement class, many class members would achieve no recovery because a litigation class could not

be certified.

James N. Roethe (Bank of America). 96CV134: If settlement classes different from trial classes are

to be permitted, the Rule should clearly set out the differences so there is no risk that a settlement

class certification will transmute into a trial certification when a settlement fails.

Ron M. Feder, 96CV136: Opposes all of the proposals, and particularly (b)(4). "I particularly object

to any provision that denies the individual the right to consult and employ counsel and any provision

which would deny relief to potential class members who have not yet developed an injury. The

proposed Georgine was an abomination." National class actions should not be allowed to destroy

state-by-state resolution of personal injury and commercial claims."

David C. Vladeck, 96CV139: Writes to Judge Levi to follow an exchange at the Philadelphia

hearing. The choice-of-law problem cannot be resolved by treating a decision not to opt out as

consent to application of the law chosen by the court. Class notices have not explained choice-of-

law problems, and it is difficult to imagine a. notice that explains such complex problems.

Settlement under one law, moreover, may sacrifice the interests of claimants from states whose law

gives a more valuable claim for the benefit of claimants from states whose law gives a less valuable

claim or no claim at all. The problem is better solved by subclasses that correspond to the strength

of different state-law claims. "[W]e [the Public Citizen Litigation Group] simply do not have

enough faith in the notice and opt out process to say that they cure all ills."

Paul D. Rheinpold. 96CV145: The proposal does not address the impracticalities of opting out.

Often notice is given too quickly. And there are penalties for opting out, such as mandatory
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arbitration or delay for trial. "The pernicious practice has developed of defendants exposed to masstort liability approaching willing plaintiffs' counsel to set up a settlement class to get rid of claimscheaply and yet to give fees to counsel." "[TMhe great abuse today is in settlement classes. One ofthe best means of control is to ensure that the facts of the action would have qualified the matterotherwise as a (b)(3) class."

Commercial & Fed. Litia. a. New York State Bar Assn.. 96CV147: This proposal "is necessary toconfirm the legitimacy of an already common and useful practice." It,is proper to limit certificationto cases in which settlement has already been reached, so as to avoid the risk of undue settlementpressure. There are problems with "futures" claimants, but "there is nothing inherent in, the proposedrule that would permit courts to provide anything less than vigorous protection for the rights of thoseand all other class members." But theNote should state that the court must take particular care toconsider the ability of counsel to represent all members of the settlement class, includingconsideration of the need for subclasses. The court should consider also the desirability 'ofappointing a guardian ad litem for different subclasses, or formation of "a broad and representativecommittee to either approve or re-negotiate a proposed settlement ontbehalf of a class." But "[of]course it should be emphasized that the need for multiple counsel is in most cases unnecessary andshould be balanced with the desire to ensure an adequate settlement fund * * 8 which fund mightotherwise be decimated by attorneys' fees." And (c)(2) and (c)(3) should be revised to refer to (b)(4)to make clear the right to opt out.

Fed Cts. Comm.. Chicago Council of Lawvers. 96CV148: "It is notable that the only proposal likelyto expand the availability of class certification is one that the defense bar currently endorses ***This will encourage the quick "sell-out" variety of class. The Steering Committee has well statedthe corrupting influence that this will have on class-action practice. "The new (b)(4)-class removesthe brakes and guardrails of subsection (b)(3). It provides no standards to guide, district courtdiscretion * * *. It also tips the balance in favor of quick, cheap settlements'**." And it omitsthe opt-out procedure; although the Note states that there is a right to opt out, the text of the rule doesnot state the right. "Any rule that fosters-class settlements ought to provide a lot of protection forunnamed class members," yet this proposal lessens protections "by encouraging negotiation bypersons whose adequacy has not yet been established. Objectors, historically, have had a tough rowto hoe, once a settlement is tentatively approved. The drafters of this, proposal have not addressedthe objectors' needs at all." And there is no apparent need for, this proposal "courts have longallowed settlement classes under current Rule 23, subject to the normal conditions of certification."
Howard M. Downs. 96CV149: The comment is supported by an appended article: -Downs, FederalClass Actions: Diminished Protection for the Class and the Case For Reform,-1994, 73 Nebr.L.Rev.646; see also Downs, Due Process by Adequacy of Representation (Identity of Claims) -and theImpact of General Telephone v. Falcon,, 1993, 54 Ohio St.L.J. No. 3. Adoption of (b)(4) would haveseveral bad effects. (1) The basic protections of typicality, adequacy of representation, and conflict-of-interest are diminished even though formally the requirements of Rule 23(a) continue to apply.(2) If different class members could invoke different state laws to govern their claims, there is aconflict of interest between those whose state law is more favorable and those whose state law is lessfavorable; a settlement is likely to compromise the conflict by way of a "generalized composite,""esperanto" law. Protection requires representatives from each state, or at least each group of stateswith similar law. (3) Court approval will not protect the class. The settlement presentation is not
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adversarial. There is little discovery, a scant record on the merits, and not much inquiry by the court.

Conflicts of interest are not explored; dissents are not reported; named representatives often do not

participate in shaping the settlement. Even if named representatives voice preferences, their views

may be ignored. (4) The protection afforded by notice and opting out is inadequate because the

notices are inadequate. "Adequacy of representation and absence of conflicts is not described in any

detail in the notice." Objections to the settlement are not disclosed. Often the plan of distribution

is not described. The deficiencies in the present rule cannot be met by Note suggestions that

particular care should be taken by the court. Use of proposed (b)(4) in mass torts will be

inappropriate.'

David L. Shapiro. 96CV153: (1) Although there may be standing and ripeness problems with respect

to such matters as future claimants, Article m permits some settlement classes. Even when

settlement is reached before suit is filed, Article Ell permits a federal court "to play a role that only

a court can fulfill in such a case." Court approval is necessary to bind the class. We accept

negotiated guilty pleas, and consent decrees. The judicial role in a settlement class "consists

primarily of evaluating and, if appropriate, approving the settlement after full opportunity for

hearing." (2) The benefits of a settlement class may outweigh the costs. The settlement class that

now is proposed for the blood solids litigation is a good illustration. There are real fears of such

dangers as the "reverse auction," sacrifice of class interests for the benefit of individual actions

simultaneously pursued by class counsel, and the strong bargaining position of a defendant who

knows that class trial will not happen. "But these fears may well be overstated." There is little

empirical evidence of the reverse auction. The defendant's bargaining position is weakened by the

risk of such alternatives as multiple state-wide class actions, or "the defendant's nightmare of one-

way nonriutual offensive issue preclusion." Settlements reached before filing, moreover, reduce the

probability that the judge will be involved in negotiating the terms and thus enhance the prospect of

objective judicial, review. The very prospect that the settlement can be rejected without forcing a

class trial may increase the objectivity of judicial review. (3) The text of the proposal is far too brief;

the Note is "disturbingly vague or confusing" on some points. The Note, moreover, is-not law in the

way that the Rule is. The text is not clear "whether certification is contemplated under (b)(3)," or

whether the (b)(3) limitations apply. It would be far more clear to incorporate settlement classes into

(b)(3); the suggestion in the April, 1996 Minutes is a start. (4) The Rule should address "the special

difficulties that arise when a settlement class is certified at the outset of litigation." These include

the risks that there have been no adversary proceedings, no discovery, no submission of material

from objectors; that lawyers will be torn between the interests of the class and the interests of

individual clients; that dramatic differences in applicable state laws will be overlooked, overvaluing

some claims and undervaluing others; and that lawyers will be awarded disproportionately large fees.

Perhaps these risks should be addressed in subdivision (e); the suggestions of Leubsdorf and

Schwarzer are good. Thought should be given to provisions for appointing an advocate for absent

class members; limiting or even prohibiting representation by class counsel of clients who are

maintaining individual actions; and limiting the ability of a judge who has taken any part in

settlement negotiations in the review and approval process.

Jeffrey Petrucelly, 96CV157: The proposals "would foster collusive settlements."

Reporters Comm. for Freedom of Press. by Jane E. Kirtlev. 96CV160: (b)(4) will encourage "the

already increasing use of confidential settlement proceedings and agreements to which the First
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Amendment and common law right of access do not attach." Courts generally hold that the right of
access does not extend to settlement negotiations or agreements. And increasingly, courts "are
approving confidentiality orders that restrict the release of information about the terms of settlement
agreements." "Secret settlements are particularly troublesome in cases of heightened public
scrutiny," including class actions. This amendment would permit denial of access to settlement
proceedings or documents. "Our concern is that a dispositive tool not be overused for the purpose
of clearing the court's docket, particularly at the expense of public access." Confidentiality orders
have a great potential for abuse," but often are signed on a-routine basis.

Litigation Comm.. American Corporate Counsel Assn., by Theodore J. Fischkin, 96CV161: The
proposal "would further the highlynimportant policy of promoting voluntary settlement of disputes."
"It would be anomalous if this strong substantive policy could be frustrated by a procedural rule.Since the Georgine decision threatens to do Just that, it is properly overruled by the proposed
amendment."

American Bar Assn.. 96CV162: Supports, "provided that adequate due process protections are
provided for the parties."

ABA Section on Litigation. 96CV162: (This report is not ABA policy.) This "is a good compromise
that allows the continued use of this [settlement class] device, despite recent adverse decisions, while
reducing the potential for abuse." Courts and practitioners have found settlement classes useful, and
have use them with increasing frequency. The-potential for collusive settlements can be reduced
through the court's examination of the fairness of the settlement, and by opting out. Ruie 23(c)(2)
and (c)(3) should be amended, however, to confirm the right to opt-out for (b)(4) classes by referring
to (b)(4) wherever (b)(3) is mentioned. And the Note should state more elaborately "how the court
is expected to apply the (b)(3) factors of predominance and superiority in the settlement context and
to highlight that particular care should be given to defining the scope of class membership."
Tort & Ins. Practice 4. ABA, 96CV162(Surv.): Although a task force majority support the change,
there are sufficient reservations by others that TIPS cannot support (b)(4) as written. Many members
believe te proposal embbdies existing practice; some doubt this, finding little authority to permit
class settlement "where there may be a substantial, even unrebutted, challenge to certification."
Others fear collusion, and the lack of bargaining power when all parties know the settlement class
would not be certified for litigation. Some think there should be (b)(4) language requiring
heightened scrutiny of the settlement agreement. But there is concern that the inherent tendency to'
approve settlements will defeat heightened scrutiny. There also is concern that settlement classes
will supersede state tort and contract law. Some believe that settlement classes are inappropriate for
mass-tort litigation, and particularly for "classes of future claimants with exposure-only latent
injuries." Settlements accomplished prior to filing suit are particularly dangerous. The supporters
respond that adequate protection lies in judicial review of the settlement, the opportunity to opt out,
the ability of objectors to present challenges, and the court's power to appoirnt a special master.
Finally, some believe "that settlement as to a class so diverse as to be unlitigable on a class basis
differs fundamentally from a settlement as to a litigable class." The more diverse the class
membership, and the more complex the settlement, the more difficult it is to represent all class
members - especially intense judicial review of the settlement, going well beyond present usual
practice, is necessary.
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A. MarkWeisburd. 96CV164: Thedproposal cannot be justified. (1) There are due process difficulties

with adequate representation. If -the class includes members whose individual claims would be

governed by different laws, the settlement is bound to trade off the stronger claims for the benefit

of class-members with weaker claims; the conflict of interest defeats adequate'representation. (2)

Although the Note says that all the -subdivision (a) prerequisites must be met, it is clearly intended

to apply a "weaker standard" to (b)(4) settlement classes than to (b)(3) litigation classes- "surely

there is a serious risk that (b)(4) will be read as giving a green light to less searching examinations

of all the factors relevant to the certification decision." (3) (b)(4) "seems extraordinarily vague, and

difficult to reconcile with (b)(3). How does it mesh, for example, with the purpose of proposed

factor (F) tot discourage classes framed more" for the benefit of counsel than the benefit of class

members? (4) "The 'most fundamental problem * * * is that it is difficult to imagine [(b)(4)] being

used in good faith. After all, it is intended for use in circumstances in which a defendant presumably

would have an excellent chance of preventing class certification entirely." The defendant's motive

for settling, then, must be "concernt] about suits by class members despite the weakness of the, class

claim***" -

James A. O'Neal & Brid2et M. Ahmann. 96CV165: The (b)(4) proposal provides necessary

guidance. The recent Third Circuit decisions have thrown the often-utilized settlement class device

into a state of uncertainty. The Third Circuit view is directly contrary to the overwhelming weight

of current case law. It also discourages settlement. The concerns of abuse and collusive settlements

are met by insisting on the prerequisites of subdivision (a), the notice requirement and the

opportunity to opt out, and the requirements for hearing and court approval.

Dennis C. Vacco. 9-6CV166: (This statement is submitted by Dennis C. Vacco, Attorney General of

New York, but may be amended to add other states.) The controversial settlement-class practice,

recently rejected by the Third Circuit, has a high price. The proposal will exacerbate existing abuses

by changing the leverage in negotiations - since there is no fear of trial, class counsel may well be

those most willing to join with defendant in a deal that provides attractive fees but few class benefits.

The rule 23(a) requirements are not enough. The mandatory hearing on the settlement is not enough

either; the Georgine case shows that even extensive hearings cannot ensure due process. The right

to opt out, is not meaningful for future class members, unless there is a right to opt out when a

claimant becomes ill. If there are to be settlement classes, several requirements must be provided.

(1) Notice must be in plain language. It must include thee essential terms of the settlement,

information aboutdistribution, a description of opt-out rights, the procedures for filing a claim, the

procedures for objecting, the amount of attorney fees, the source of class counsel fees, and any other

disclosures needed to support informed decisions. (2) The opt-out right should be made explicit,

including the right of future claimants to opt out after their injuries develop. (3) Heightened scrutiny

of the settlement should be required. The court should inquire into such matters as parallel

representation by class counsel of non-class clients; settlement agreements for non-class clients

negotiated "in conjunction with" the class settlement; more favorable settlements for non-class

claimants than for, class members; and class definitions limited to members who have not filed

individual actions by a specified date.

Howard M. Metzenbaum. for Consumer Fedn. of America. 96CV167: The proposal authorizes a

settlement class "without-having to meet the standards for class certification in Rule 23(b)(3).",* It

invites collusion between class counsel and defendant against the class interests. Class members are
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not likely to be adequately represented, and few will have the resources to hire, an attorney to fileobjections. Even those who are not aware of the litigation or whose injuries are not yet manifest maybe barred. The proposal should be withdrawn.

Federal Bar Assn.. 96CV170: "The proposed amendment reflects a practice adopted in several recentcases." Because some courts have rejected the practice, "codification of the practice is warranted."
Washington Legal Found.. 96CV171: Comments now, but believes it prudent to defer action untilthe Supreme Court has decided the Georgine case. This proposal simply recognizes the current stateof the law "in all but the Third Circuit." It is powerfully supported by the policy favoring settlement.The theoretical objections are mostly theoretical, not practical. Superiority, predominance, andmanageability are all different in' the settlemiient context than in the litigation context. The corefairness notions of Rule 23(a) still apply.

Bradford P. Simpson & B. Randall Done. 96CV173: "[S]pecial emphasis should be added to theproposed Rule to ensure that no collusion occurs. It is imperative that this rule retains an opt outprovision."

Robert G. Bone 96CV176: Settlement classes may at times be appropriate. They can reducetransactions costs, speed recovery, achieve more equitable distribution of a limited fund, and achievean administrative-type solution to large-scale compensation problems that the parties would (hadthey known of the coming injuries) have agreed to ex ante. But there are well-known risks in agencyproblems, trading off strong class-member claims to benefit the weak claims, and adverse selectionthat dilutes individual recovery in claims resolution facilities. An ideal rule would provide guidanceon how to balance these costs and benefits in particular cases. It would also suggest procedures toreduce the costs, such as appointment of guardians attention to subclassing, and careful review ofattorney compensation. The modest approach taken in (b)(4) does not provide the needed guidance.And the text of the rule should make "much clearer" the application of the Rule 23(a) prerequisitesand the (b)(3) constraints. It also should make clear how much effect the prospect of settlement hason the (b)(3) requirements of predominance and superiority - it does not seem likely that theCommittee intends great departures. The requirement that the parties reach settlement beforerequesting certification "only exacerbates the agency problems." The Resnik-Coffee proposal is agood start. Specific findings should be required on the (b)(3) requirements, and also on "suchmatters as subclassing, guardians ad litem, special masters, and the like." It is good to requirefindings whether any subclasses might do significantly better outside the class action; the suggestedappointment of a steering committee will at least help address the informational difficulties, butparticipation by others also might be invited. It is critical to require disclosure of informationimportant to assessing the fairness of the settlement. All of these things should be supplemented,however, by adding to the rule an explicit reference to the potential benefits of class settlements.And the Note should provide examples at least of good settlements, in some detail; although it isdelicate, examples of real-world bad settlements also would be helpful. The examples should bemore complex, and the discussion more extensive, than the "Illustrations" commonly provided in theALI Restatements.

Committee on U.S. Courts. State Bar of Michigan. 96CV178: "[S]trongly opposes the proposal onboth theoretical and practical grounds." Analytically, the proposal eliminates the need to satisfy anyof the (b) class categories; by definition, common questions will not predominate and a class will
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not be superior to other available methods of adjudication. "An action that does not meet any of the

subsection (b) requirements simply does not present a group of claimants sharing a community, of

interest * * *." On a practical level, -the proposal "will create undesirable, and even perverse,

incentives. Especially in mass tort cases ** *,the rule would provide an open invitation to collusive

settlements." And the rule provides no guidelines to distinguish a "good" settlement class from a

bad one. This is not a proper occasion for attempting to affect the rights of absent parties.

California State Bar. Comm. on Fed., Cts.. 96CV179: The proposal would assist settlement"in order

to promote efficiency,, consistency, fairness, and ease of, administration and distribution of award

burdens." The requirement that there be an agreement ,will protectagainst early coerced settlements.

It will help treat similarly situated persons alike in ways that ,iannot be achieved by litigation of

separate actions in different courts with different' choices 'of law. It is endorsed, "withthe

recommendation that the Note say explicitly that it is intended to overrule the Georgine approach.

California State Bar. Comm. on Admin. of Justice. 96CV180: A majority of the Committee voted

to support the amendment, recognizing that a majority of courts 'take te approah it proposes, but

the Committee took no position pending the decision of the Supreme Court in the beorgine

litigation.

Kenneth W. ,Behrend. 96CV181: The Committee should endorse the Third Circuit Georgine holding,

and should provide that a class-action .settlement binds only members Who opt into he 'class.

Present practice creates a juggernaut for settlement. 'Notice often fails even to reach class members,

and is confusing even when it does arrive,. The' lists 6f class members may include "thouisands of

persons who are indifferent or even frivolous or who have not been advised of their alternative rights

by their own counsel." Judicial scrutiny of settlements 'shuld be more exacting. Ordinarily the

certification decision should be made before there are any settle ment negotiations. Injunctions that

purport 'to preclude settlemeit class members from prsuing their own litigation, in their own courts

and under their own state law, deny due process. Class representatives should not be able to bargain

away the rights of class members under their own states' laws.
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TESTIMONY

Philadelphia

Professor Susan Koniak. Tr. 8 - 24: The Rule should be amended to make it clear that a class can be
certified only if it could be certified for trial. And it should be further amended to make sure that
there is adequate representation and the settlement is fair. The proposed rule invites collusion. A
class that cannot possibly be certified for trial is "malignant." Indeed it is not a class at all; if it
cannot be tried, there is no justification for lumping these people together as if a class. The pressure
to settle is too great when, absent settlement, the class lawyer surrenders the class. A class that
might be certifiable for trial but is created for settlement is "benign" in the sense of a benign tumor -
it needs attention, but we may have to live with it. Often it will be not entirely clear whether the
class would be certified for trial - the parties are not contesting certification, and there is no other
source of sufficient information to support an informed determination. But the plaintiffs do have
leverage in negotiation. And this test may be met if certification is possible for issues, although not
for resolution of liability to class members - if reliance must be proved oni an individual basis, still
the underlying misrepresentation issues might justify class trial and thus certification that leads to
settlement. And there should be procedural protections - Professor Leubsdorf s proposal to appoint
an advocate for the class is wise. To be sure, it cannot be said that all settlements of class claims that
could not be tried are corrupt, but that is not the standard for rulemaking. The kind of information
that is not revealed to the court includes such matters as the terms of parallel settlements of
individual cases that are much more favorable than the terms of the class settlements. The integrity
of the judicial system is compromised by allowing these deals. The choice-of-law justification for
settlement classes does not work; "those laws are: important. They are state laws." Subclassing is
important to protect different rights - the difficulty of subclassing does not justify a nontriable
settlement class. And the vague notion of "large-scale comprehensive solutions" to widespread
problems seems to refer to the futures class, which presents special problems. A victim "wakets]
up on day, you know, 10 years later, and they find out that some lawyer settled their claim and they
are dying and they can't go to court and they don't even know what happened."

Melvin I. Weiss, Tr. 35 - 44: Lawyers in this field practice diligently, ethically, at arm's length.
Judges have become comfortable with the oversight role. "[S]ettlement classes should be something
that you consider very seriously because that's what we do. That's the way these cases are resolved,
overwhelmingly." Defendants care about more than just the amount paid. Class-based settlement
provides certainty, or at least better predictability. It provides uniformity of treatment; the
importance of uniformity is illustrated by a number of life insurance policyholder classes, in which
the insurers are anxious to deal uniformly and fairly with their entire customer base, and in which
state regulators are breathing down their necks. Class settlement also accelerates resolution of the
problems. Class members are well protected by the information provided and the right to opt out.
If it is argued that there is no meaningful right to opt out because individual relief is not available,
it is argued that there should be no remedy at all. The appointment of an advocate for the class "is
a disaster waiting to happen." Experience with advocates shows that it adds another costly level of
procedures; "I mean, once you hire an advocate, the advocate has to advocate." Does the advocate
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have to make every argument? Can the advocate use a business judgment approach, be sensible?
Advocates have said that they cannot deal with counsel for the class, because their obligation is to
raise all arguments on behalf of the class. As advocate for the class, the class lawyer cannot be
totally candid about the problems with the case; the judge is there to provide overall supervision.
As to hearings, there should be and are hearings whenever a class action is dropped, unless it is
dropped without prejudice and no money is being paid to anyone. Yes, at times class lawyers will
be influenced by the prospect that settlement class would not be certified for trial - defense lawyers
also will be influenced. "That is why we have Rule 23. That's why lawyers can't just drop cases,
settle cases, take payoffs. They have to go through a process." The rule works effectively and fairly;
it should not be trashed because there are occasional problems that cannot be addressed effectively
by any rule.

Steven Glickstein, Tr 62 - 65: A-settlement class involves a purely consensual arrangement - the
settlement cannot be crammed down an unwilling party's throat. Class members have an opportunity
to opt out on the basis of full information -about the settlement. And the settlements are not
uncontested; to the contrary, there are active contests, often mounted by members of the plaintiffs'
bar who fear loss lof future cases in the area. And the district judge "cares about the absent class
members, District judges are' holding hearings, and making excruciatingly detailed findings. And
the result is not always approval of the settlement. In the Shiley heart valve litigation, the district
judge listened to the objectors and made us adjust the settlement to meet their objections.

David Vladick. Tr. 78-83. For Public Citizen Litigation Group: The settlement class identified by
(b)(4) inyolves cases with the highest potential for abuse. Often the case could be certified for trial
on liability issues, even if other matters such as reliance of damages must be litigated individually.
"[T]he problem with (b)(4) is that it transfers a litigation device into a settlement device." There is
no effectiye way to protect the rights of absent class members in lass settlements of cases that could
not be tried as class cases. "[T]here-is nothing adversarial about that settlement." What is wrong
is the cases that are brqught'only, for the purpose of settlement - those that Professor Koniak
describes as "malignant.", No one ever argued thatthe Georgine case could be tried as a class.

Beverly C. Moore. Jr.. Tr. 83-89: Favors (b)(4). Georgine, Castano, and Rhone-Poulenc all could
be tried as class actions. What is needed is proper structuring, including an exclusion of certain
states from certain claims and having a few subclasses. Statistical proof can be used to set individual
damages, as in Cimino and the Ferdinand Marcos action. The problem with some settlements, as
Georgine [is discrimination againstssome class members, or against all class members in favor of
individual clients. The solution is not to prohibit settlement classes but to exercise Rule 23(e)
authority. 4 Traditionally judges did not want to review settlements closely because they wanted to
clear these cases from their dockets. But that is changing. Objections are being made, and
settlements are being changed in response. If we deny settlement classes, judges will make spurious
findings that support certification as if for litigation, distorting the class action jurisprudence.

Ro2er C. Cramton. Tr. 94-109: This proposal exceeds the power of the Committee and violates the
Enabling Act. Reliance on waiver is misplaced. Waiver implies consent, and even as to present
claimants the notice process is inadequate; consent is fictional. The Manual for Complex Litigation
recognizes this. The reasons given for (b)(4) are all wrong. The choice-of-law suggestion seems to
abandon Erie, Klaxon, and VanDusen. It would allow self-appointed lawyers to agree to substitute
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a new national law" for authentic state law. Manageability concerns are equally spurious.Management in these cases involves the judge becoming involved in the settlement process, and thenreviewing the settlement for fairness and reasonableness. "It looks unjudicial." The desire toestablish wholesale schemes for reparation involves Article m judges in legislation. The presentlanguage, moreover, "is meaningless. It provides no standards, no possibility for the developmentof a coherent appellate law." Because of notice problems,. "consent" cannot justify any of thesupposed advantages. The objectors who show up, moreover, are "bottom feeders. That is, theywere not named as class counsel and what they really want is a share of the action, a special deal ontheir clients' cases and so on** *." They may abandon their objections once the sweetener isprovided. Settlement classes, if allowed at all, should be limited to those in which the judgeconcludes that the class probably would be certified for trial, and makes a conditional certificationfor settlement. And Rule 23(e) should be strengthened along the lines suggested by JudgeSchwarzer, requiring specific findings on the matters of general concern. There must be adequatediscovery on the merits of the settlement, and it must come early enough to support informed
objections. The negotiation process must be open for inquiry; the theory of many judges thatprivilege and work-product protection can be invoked against, the class members who are clients ofclass counsel is outrageous. Everything must be made available to the objectors. "Otherwise, it isa cover-up." When plaintiff and-defendant join in urging approval of the settlement, it is lik6 an exparte proceeding, in which Model Rule 3.3(d) imposes a professional obligation to bring forth allrelevant facts, Counsel appears notvas an advocate but as trustee for a class. The written documentssent to class members should provide intelligible information; simply providing a telephone bankis not enough. Although there is case law on Rule 23(e) procedures and requirements, it is notterribly well developed, is no uniform among the circuits, and often is not paid much attention by
trial judges.

John C. Coffee, Tr. i 13-121: There is a basic conflict of interest when the class attorney has no stakein, and does not care about, related class actions or individual cases; there is every economic motiveto settle them in the class action if that can be done. And the fact that the case cannot be tried in thisclass form weakens bargaining leverage. The "reverse auction" is a further problem, arising fromthe fear that if the settlement is not made sufficiently attractive the defendant will shop for anotherclass attorney who will strike a more favorable deal. Future claims also present problems, with therisk of divesting claims of much greater value than they receive in the settlement class. There is alegitimate place for settlement classes. Originally it comes from the fear of a defendant who wantsto settle that agreeing to certification will carry forward to trial if the settlement falls through; thepurpose of a settlement class was to achieve a kind of contingent certification. And there may becases now in which there is no present possibility of an effective remedy in any other form. Globalsettlement may be necessary to get complete relief. What we should look for is the case in whichno one is injured, no one is made worse off, by the settlement. One factor may be the risk that whena future claim matures there will be no defendant, and no insurance, to satisfy it. Itwould be bestto put all of these things in a long commentary on (b)(3), not as express text. The cigarette classaction, for example, could be evaluated to determine whether there are better remedies in individualactions, or awaiting further development of state law. Rhone-Poulenc may have been a good casefor a settlement class - plaintiffs had lost almost all of the individual actions that had been tried,suggesting that individual actions are not viable.
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Judith Resnik. Tr. 121-138: The focus is that there should be "litigating" classes in addition to

settlement and trial classes. The starting point is that the civil rules are organized to dispose of cases

by settlement or by adjudication without trial. Class actions should fall into the same approach. A

group can constitute a class for pretrial purposes, even if not for trial. This is accomplished now by

other means, such as multidistrict transfer or other consolidation with plaintiff steering committees.

Class actions have a virtue that is not present in many other modes of aggregation, such as

multidistrict litigation transfer: Rule 23 provides a structure and. roles for judges and litigants,

"pushing them to the visible arena." Ethical obligations are created by certification in ways that do

not arise from steering committees or like devices. The rule should not be limited to settings in

which a settlement agreement has been reached before the request for certification; to the contrary,

it is better to have the court consider adequacy of representation at the outset, and to open up the

process by making it visible, The certification should state clearly that it is for pretrial proceedings

or settlement, and may not extend through to trial. The concern that leverage is lost because the class

cannot be tried overlooks other sources of leverage - the prospect of trying other classes or

individual actions, and the costs of discovery in this action or in other actions. To the extent that

defendants today would resist certification for any purpose without having an agreement' in hand, for

fear that the certification will carry forward for other purposes, a well-crafted rule can encourage

certification before there is an agreement. Rule 23(e) should be tightened up to insist on careful

exercise of the power and obligation to review settlements. There are other problems not addressed

by the rule, arising from the layers of lawyers and the other costs that should be spread across related

litigation. Document depositories and the exchange of information across districts are only

beginning to be addressed. Clients who have individual lawyers as well as class lawyers may face

multiple 'attorney fees.

Stephen Burbank. Tr. 139-142: (b)(4) does not seem to raise Enabling Act problems under current

interpretations of the Act, because they set very loose standards. We should take seriously the

prospect that there may be limits beyond those stated in Sibbach and Hanna. Rulemaking should not

extend to rules that predictably and unavoidably affect rights under the substantive law.' The (b)(4)

proposal does not seem to do that. More generally, however, there is a special problem. Rule 23

may not have been intended to affect substantive rights, but it has. Does that mean that the Supreme

Court cannot undo or temper what it has done, because that is to modify the substantive effects it has

wrought? That would put the Court in an impossible position.

Eugene A. Spector. Tr. 143-144; Plaintiff-class attorneys take seriously their responsibilities to

members of the class.

Robert N. Kaplan. Tr. 150-151: Settlement classes are used in securities and antitrust litigation.

They are arm's-length negotiations; I had one that negotiated for a year and a half before a settlement

master. Discovery is used to probe the merits while settlement is being considered. Problems that

may exist in mass tort classes should not wash over to other kinds of classes.

H. Laddie Montague. Tr. 154-162: In antitrust class actions, there are certain parts of the plaintiff's

class definition that always are attacked by defendants claiming that impact and injury are not

common to class members, and so on. This can become a battle of experts at the certification stage.

And, before any determination whether the case can be tried as a class, the parties agree to settle.

This resolves every issue that would be litigated. Although defendants will want the class defined
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as broadly as possible, for maximum protection, plaintiffs can resist - and I have. The practical
problem is that a defendant fears that a class defined for possible settlement will carry over for trial
if the settlement fails. Perhaps there should be some safeguards, but the courts have been able to
develop them without rule provisions. Concern with the distribution among plaintiff class members
should be addressed by the terms of the settlement and approved as part of the 23(e) process.
Settlement is very constructive.

Edward Labaton. Tr. 189, 192-193: Settlement classes work well in securities litigation. There may
be problems in other contexts. To insist that the case be- one that could be tried for the same class
does little, because "lawyers are imaginative enough to find a way to say that we could have tried
this case. *** [P]eople would work around that relatively quickly."

William T. Coleman. Jr., Tr. 211-212: Settlement classes are now in the Supreme Court. It is
understandable why defendants' should want them.

Michael Donovan, Tr. 227-228: The Supreme Court decision in the Georgine case will provide
guidance. It is not necessary for the Committee to jump the gun.

John Leubsdorf. Tr. 256-264: The proposal addresses a problem that does not exist. The problem
is not that courts are refusing to approve desirable class-action settlements. The problem is that they
are approving settlements that should not be approved. The settlements recently rejected by the
Third Circuit "were awful settlements," to be rejected for many reasons. The problem arises from
a failure in the adversary system. A small group of people, plaintiffs, plaintiffs's lawyers, and
defendants get together and agree on a settlement. (b)(4) will make that easier. It encourages people
to package a settlement before certification is requested, and presents the certification for the first
time with a defendant whose interest is in supporting certification. And it dilutes the protection
arising from the requirement that the case be capable of trial as a class action. If there is to be any
change, it should be to increase the safeguards against bad settlements. First, only in the most
unusual circumstances should settlement negotiations be permitted before certification, before it has
been determined that the plaintiffs and their lawyers can adequately represent class interests.
Second, the rule should require that the lawyers be adequate to protect class interests -it is the
lawyers, not the representative class members who ensure adequacy. Third, whenever there is a
significant amount of money at stake the court should appoint an official objector; several lawyers
have testified that they would consider it-improper to present information that might destroy the
settlement - it is because "lots of lawyers do think that way" that we need official objectors.
Fourth, there should be a more adequate notice requirement. Fifth, the right to opt out should exist
whenever significant monetary relief is involved; it should not be defeated by a (b)(2) certification.
Finally, if a "futures" class is certified, notice of the opportunity to opt out should be in a form
"reasonably likely to permit an informed decision by a person to whom it's addressed."

Leslie Brueckner. for Trial Lawyers for Public Justice, Tr. 272-280: (b)(4) focuses on the
precertification settlement, which creates the greatest risk of abuse. This requirement of settlement
before negotiation is not in any way a protection for the class. The right to opt out is not much
protection "given the complexities of notice, class actions that are certified where the actual identities
of class members are not known." Approval hearings "tend to be *** dog and pony shows **
There is no real adversary process except in the very rare instance when a plaintiff's lawyer or public
interest group manage to muster the resources to mount massive objections." More often, a few
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individual objectors appear and are bought off. As a public interest group, we commonly are denied
standing to object unless we have a class-member client; and the defendants then offer an individual
settlement so attractive that our duty to our client requires that we accept. The policies in favor of
settlement do permit settlement of a class that could not be certified for trial. But the court needs
to look at it "very, very carefully. * * * [Y]ou need special protections for the class members, and

you cannot rely on objectors ** *." The proposal does not provide the necessary special protections.

Deborah Lewis (Alliance for Justice). Tr. 281: Opposes, for basically the same reasons as Leslie
Brueckner. "[T]he opt out provision has to carry the heavy load of protecting-against'the potential
dangers of ithis proposal of collusiveness, of the conflicts within the class, and *** the opt out

provision just can't provide that kind of service*** for really just for the opt out provision to serve
this function, we would have to have advice of counsel to understand both the notice and the
proposed settlement, and whether or-not the settlement will make them whole. And that would be

just prohibitively expensive for the poor absentee, class members."

Dallas

Stephen Gardner. Tr. 4-22: (This testimony interlaces observations about (b)(4) and factor (F); most

of it is summarized here.) Consumer class action experience provides the framework for this

testimony. Settlement classes foster abuse; this proposal, and factor (F), "will exacerbate rather than

address the problems." The very concept of trying a class action is so foreign to the weltanschauung
[Tr: bel tan shong] of many plaintiff class2 lawyers that settlement becomes the sine qua non.

Counsel who begin with high praise for their cases "become suddenly and extraordinarily pessimistic
about the legal and factual merits of their very lawsuit once the case has been settled and their fees

have been sewn up." These are triable classes. The claims are very, very good. The problem is

quick and dirty settlements. "The problem is they've never intended' to seek relief for the class. *

* * [T]he relief to be obtained in too many cases focuses on fees and not on relief for the class."

Coupon settlements are a good illustration. '"If a case is bad, it ought to be lost, it ought not be

settled, and particularly so with class actions. *** [Ylou do not discourage abusive filing of class'

actions by making them easier to settle when they do not have a basis for settlement." If there are

choice-of-law problems, perhaps there should not be nationwide class; California lawyers resist
nationwide classes that risk trading down the strong California consumer law claims for the

advantage of weaker claims under the less favorable law of other states. There is no need for (b)(4);

settlement classes can work even under the Third Circuit formula. The problem that defendants may

not 'stipulate to certification when they fear a settlement will fail and that they may be forced to try

the c5lass action can be met in part by getting certification rulings before settlement discussions begin,

and in part by liberal use of the power to "recertify, decertify, uncertify." Most consumer classes

could be brought just as, well in the form of (b)(2) classes; injunctive relief can be as effective as
minor damages awards. (b)(4) offers "an unstructured, unregulated approach to settlement classes."
The Committee should wait.

Richard A. Lockridge. Tr.25-27: (Testifying from experience as plaintiff class lawyer in antitrust and

securities actions.), The (b)(4) proposal is beneficial. There have been problems with settlements
that seem to result from less than arm's-length bargaining, but "a slightly heightened level of judicial
scrutiny would help resolve that." Courts could look to whether there has been an agreement on
attorney fees; it would be better to have no agreement at all, but if there is an agreement courts
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should look at it carefully, and recognize that the fee agreement makes the settlement more suspect.It also supports the settlement to show that documents have been reviewed, and at least somedepositions have been taken.

Samuel Issacharoff. Tr. 28-40: Rulemaking is premature. It is better to let these problems work outthrough the process of adjudication. Judicial experience with settlement classes is "hesitant andunknowing." The Georgine decision will begin the process of further judicial development. (b)(4)represents an impulse to facilitate settlement classes that is quite problematic. "For example, thereare problems when you have groups of plaintiffs who have preexisting relations to plaintiffs' counselthat other groups of plaintiffs don't have. We've seen this in some of the cases. * ** There areissues for concern where you havefuture claimants * * *"' Perhaps there should be a distinctionbetween tort cases and "the more economic harm contract type of cases and how we assess thequestion of manageability under (b)(3).'" The courts should be looking for middle ground;, the ThirdCircuit Georgine decision may be too harsh. Defendants who recognize that they have done wrongshould be able to settle and avoid the cost of further litigation. But "the evidence of collusion isreal." Courts can examine the processes by which settlement was reached: how arm's-length werethe negotiations? What were the relations between various types of class members and classcounsel? What kind of notice was there - particularly notice to rival groups? "[F]ederal judges areextremely able people with extremely limited resources and, * * * have no capacity to enter into anindependent examinations of the facts presented to them because they do inot know the record, theydo not know the evidence." IThere is a very limited capacity to intervene, particularly with (b)(l)settlements. There is an incentive for judges to clear their roles. ' "And what this panel's proposaldoes is to say to the federal judges the fact that they come before you with something called asettlement should pretty much take care of the issue." This is particularly, problematic as Rule 23is extended into areas "very far removed from what was originally contemplated when Rule 23 wasput into effect." "I am a disbeliever in rule making in this area. I' think that the committee shouldbe leery of -presuming its competence simplyi by the way of very smart people thinking aboutproblems in the abstract and instead should tru tVto the federal, courts to develop these responses ona case-by-case basis."

Charles Silver. Tr. 41-43: Follows Professor Issacharoff's testimony, stating that one of the problemsis that the standard of comparison in evaluating a class settlement is other class settlements. Evenif courts await until there has been enough individual case litigation to make the class claim mature,the comparison will largely be to individual case settlements rather than individual case trials. Andthe database of settlements is tainted because the incentives are, inadequate across the board. n Thereal focus for the Committee should be attorney fees. (Noted separately.)
John Martin. Tr. 56-57: Approves the whole package, but has some reservations about (b)(4). 2 Thereshould be very careful analysis of proposed settlements; the added hearing requirement in (e) is good.
John Henderson. Tr. 67-73: As defender in class actions, welcomes the (b)(4) proposal. Settlementclasses are needed. They are the best way to resolve mass personal injury torts, that otherwise wouldtake many years to decide. Concern that plaintiffs will lack leverage because the case cannot be triedis misplaced. There is a real prospect that absent settlement, some form of class action - or actions
- will be certified for trial. Plaintiffs' lawyers are interested in settlements, and there are formaland informal ways to participate and protect against' sweetheart deals. And federal judges look
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carefully at the settlements; there is no need to add particular scrutiny requirements.

Fred Baron, Tr. 80-95: Opposes all uses of class actions in mass torts. They are not needed. Rule

42 consolidation and § 1407 transfer are sufficient. And settlement classes are particularly bad.

Whenever we t ryto settle-large numbers of-individual cases, the first demand is that we create a

nationwide class and deliver peace for ever and ever and ,ever. These' cases involve very

individualized injuries that would be resolved differently under different laws; they could never be

certified for class litigation. Allowing settlement certification invites the friendly deal. Rigorous

scrutiny by theowurt should&solve these problems, but it does not. A settlement class would be

proper if there were a genuine right to opt out that could be explained to each class member and

made good by each class miember. The opportunity to object does not give much leverage; it is very

expensive. "' Our firm spent more-than a million and a half dollars objecting to the Georgine

settlement. That is not the way these situations should be handled. We presented reams of evidence

that there were dual track negotiations, settling present cases on, condition that the future cases be

settled on a class basis, Te only way, to defeat this kind of competition amnong attorneys is to deny

the opportunity for class certification. If a future claimants' class is to exist and it' should not

there must be an effective 'right to opt out as a matter of due process. The HlY settlement is good,

because it carries an effective opt-out right. For future claims, as in asbestos, it would have to be

a "back end opt-out." Bankruptcy is a better alternative when tWere is a real risk that there will not

be sufficient assets in the future to compensate the futured'injuries. l1 If changes are to be made, there

should be clear, opt-out ,rightsin any mass torts case; no futures Glasses; compensation for successful

objectors; more scrutiny of settlement classes. And, all of this should await the Supreme Court

decision in Georgine.

Alan:Dval. Tr. 111-113: The Committee should provide another opportunity for public comment

after the Supreme Court decides the Gebrgine case.

JohnL. Hill Jr. 116-17: Settlement classes should be allowed. "[W]e're wise enough to know

how to solve problems of unfairness, problems of fraud, problems of collusion, that sort of thing.

That's what lawyers with fiduciary duties are for, that's what our ethics are for, that's what our trial

courts are for, that's what discretion is for." In mass tort cases, settlements provide relief that is

quicker and easier, and do not "just bury our courts with case after case on an individual basis."

Clinton A. Krislov. Tr. 117-126: The rule should provide a roadmap of procedures forthe trialjudge

to follow in reviewing a settlement. Counsel for any competing class should be informed and invited

to appear. The objector's role is very difficult. "You never get paid if you don't change the

settlement in some way. You will probably never get listened to, and it's very difficult. You're the

least wanted person there. You are the one who is messing up this train which is headed in a

direction and you're trying to derail it, and so nobody really loves having you'there." The concept

of a guardian ad litem for the class is "rarely effective. *** I'm not sure *** whether it's the

incentive' or the logistics. There is a real benefit to having counsel in there, whether it's with ***

the best of intentions, the most aggressive of intentions or the incentive of actually getting paid as

well." When there are competing objectors, it is better to form a group and select lead counsel to

pursue the objections. It is less effective to allow several objectors to proceed independently. To

be'successful, an objector has "to find something that is fundamentally wrong with the settlement.

And typically the 'it ain't enough,' 'it out to have been more' and 'somebody else added in a case
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that we're in' and 'we could have done it better,' those typically get rebuffed pretty quickly. Youreally have to come up with something that is tight, to the point and a really fundamental problem.Usually you don't have much of an opportunity to do anything as an objector because if you get thenotice, there's very little - there's no discovery on file usually. You have to go through somethingthat is sort of conceptually on the face of the deal." In addition, the Committee should do somethingthe change the rule in several circuits that denies appeal standing to a class-member objector whohas failed to intervene. There is no risk in the real world that hundreds of dissatisfied class memberswill hold up the settlement by appealing; one or two is, the highest real number. Heightened scrutinyshould be required; some courts have approved settlements that the class was against.
Stanley M. Chesley, Tr. 140: Settlement is-good ,and the proposed amendment "addresses a need andfacilitates settlement." The fear of collusion can be met by court inquiry -the allegations have beenmade, inquiries have been had, and collusion is very rarely found.
Bartlett H. McGuire. Tr. 159-161: (b)(4) "makes sense** * for all of the reasons discussed in youradvisory committee notes. And it would overturn the Third Circuit's decision in Georgine, whichis good." But it would be wise to defer final action pending the Supreme Court decision in Georgine.

San Francisco Hearing
Eric Green. Tr. 28-37: (b)(4) is a desirable clarification of the law. It does not require certificationof a (b)(3) settlement class, but only authorizes it. Consideration should be given to authorizingsettlement classes also under (b)(1)(B). There are sufficient pr'ocedural protections to answer all ofthe concerns raised by the 120 academics arrayed on the other side of this issue. As guardian adlitem for the plaintiff class in the Ahearn settlement, I observed an extremely detailed and vigoroussettlement hearing that lasted 9 days. There was substantial discovery ahead of time. As guardian,I had full authority to conduct whatever discovery I wanted into the settlement; I had an 800 number;I had contact and correspondence with hundreds of class members; I scrutinized all aspects of thesettlement, including the ethical aspects and the alternatives. ESpecial masters also may help in theprocess. The other requirements of Rule 23 all must be satisfied, and provide adequate protectionfor class members. Although my experience His in mass to~rtsI believe that settlement classes alsomay be important in some consumer class cases. There may be differences between personal injuryand economic harm cases. And there may have been some bad settlements; the coupon settlementsseem dubious. The proposal authorizes courts to consider any problems ofjusticiability, jurisdiction,or the like. The future classes problem is a red herring; it is at matter of state-law authorization forfear of cancer, for emotional distress, for medical monitoring, or like relief. This proposal does notaddress those issues. The academic critics have shifted focus to abuses in state courts; the federalrule should not be defined by state-court problems. It might be a bit better to allow certificationbefore a settlement agreement is reached, but as a practical Fatter that is not going' to happen veryoften. It might help to appoint a guardian for the class before the settlement agreement is reached.But the practicalities of negotiating make that difficult. IIn some of these cases, the effectivenegotiation process has been going on for years; it is only the final stages that involve theconcentrated series of meetings all around the country. And a guardian who seeks to participate in

the negotiations had "better be a superb negotiator and a very experienced person, so as not toinadvertently, through poor negotiation or unfamniliarity with the issues or whatever, because of somenotion that the guardians got to add value somehow to the dea or to justify himself or herself, disrupt
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the process."

Lewis H. Goldfarb (Chrysler Corp.). Tr. 43-44: It is a very close question, but we oppose (b)(4),-
although "settlement classes' have been beneficial to us" - "because we're trying to wean ourselves
from that temptation.,* *** It is, in many cases, in our interest to sign onto a settlement that may not
meet Rule 23.

Elizabeth J. Cabraser. Tr. 45-52. 56-58: There are real concerns about the corruption of procedures
in settlement, but (b)(4) is desirable. It will confirm the legitimacy of a valuable practice that has
grown up to become, before the Third Circuit decisions, an accepted part of federal jurisprudence.
The supposed'polarization between trial and settlement classes is overdrawn; many of the settlement
cases could in fact be tried, at least in part, utilizing the procedures of (c)(4)(A) and (B). Yes, there
are concerns that arise when the negotiators have an interest in, settling for the largest possible class
and tie courts have a need to resolve large numbers of cases. But evaluation for compliance with
23(a)' and appropriate notes to (b)(4), will support good resolution of the problems by lawyers and
judges. The Manual for Complex Litigation also helps. The factors suggested by Judge Schwarzer's
article, and by the cases, should be adopted in the Note. -They include similar treatment of people
similarly situated, and the adequacy of notice. It is easier to give good notice now than ever before,
and less expensive, although it remains quite expensive with large classes. And the media have
become interested, giving free - if not, always accurate- coverage. Ironically, what happens in
the largest classes may be that the court hears from the interests of everyone but the class members
"who would simply like to have a fair recovery in their lifetimes." It would be better not to limit
(b)(4) to cases that are settled before certification. The greatest concern is with cases that are settled
before they are brought. This is a particular problem when we bring a case, knowing that we may
have to try it but hoping it can be settled, and litigate it for years, and then someone else who has not
gone throug lthis process, who does no~t know the case and would not know how to try it, packages
a settlement in another court, packages a settlement. That should be stopped.

Arthur R. Miller. Tr. 69. 80: We need the settlement class as a practical of late 20th Century
litigation phenomena. "It can be a very powerful force for good, when constrained, when guarded."
There may be Enabling Act problems. "I certainly would limit the (b)(4) to a situation in which you
have an adversary proceeding, anterior to any settlement. But you're on the knife's edge."

Samuel B. Witt. Tr. 96: Obviously (b)(4) will not be resolved until Amchem is decided. "My
question for you is whether you reopen public comment after the Supreme Court gives us its
thoughts on that, to allow this debate to go forward in the context of what they're saying."

John L. McGoldrick. Tr. 105-106: There are very different purposes for trial certification and
settlement certification.' "There is no reason why they should have the same standards." Without
settlement classes, defendants and plaintiffs and courts will march "through long years of litigation,
that nobody wants or needs." Permitting settlement classes will not encourage added filings on
nonsubstantial claims; settlement classes are the law now, outside the third circuit.

Sheila L. Birnbaum Tr. 110-118: Speaking from experience in mass torts, (b)(4) should be limited
to cases where a settlement has been' reached. This does not mean that people simply begin all
litigation by negotiating a settlement and then -filing for class certification. Instead, there are cases
all over the country, being tried and being settled. The settlement class resolves the mass tort. And
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mass tort classes do not exist in a vacuum. There are aggregations by consolidation, by MDL
transfer, by consolidated discovery. - "But if you don't allow for the ability to settle cases globally
with 23(b)(4), then you will have mass chaos on your hands in the courts." This is something that
exists everywhere but the Third Circuit. Notice is given, and given broadly - defendants want res
judicata, and protect it by broad notice. There will be no need for (b)(4) after the Supreme Court
decision only if the Court says expressly that settlement is different from trial for certification
purposes; that choice of law and predominance do not apply; that the 23(a) requirements do apply;
that the settlement must be proved-fair; that there is a case in controversy. Georgine was settled over
a 20- to 30-year history of litigation. The rules give the judge all the power needed to review
fairness, including special masters. The, settlements that go on now occur on an aggregated basis,
but without judicial review. Class 'settlements, r'eviewed by a court, may give a more equitable
resolution. A bad settlement will be challenged by objectors; more and more lawyers have learned
the opportunities in objecting. There is no need to provide more guidance in the Note; the Manual
for Complex Litigation does that. And there are appellate courts. It is not fair to suggest that district
judges and circuit judges are closing their eyes to fairness because they want to get rid of these cases.
They are there to protect the class. "These court cases, even without class actions, ** * need to be
settled globally, you cannot take that tool away. It's just a tool. And that's why it should only be
used when the parties are prepared to settle the case, because it is only then that the defendant is
willing to give up some rof the due process rights that they might be asking for to get the global
resolution of the problem.' There are real cases ouitthere before the settlement.

John Aldock. Tr. 118-126: Is counsel for the Center for Claims Resolution, 20 companies in the
asbestos litigation. Negotiated the Georgine settlement. The critical issue about settlement classes
is the need to compare class settlement to "individual" litigation, to the realities of the alternatives.
The supposed problems with settlement classes are not new; they were identified by Judges Friendly
and Wisdom, and resolved. The findings of fact in the district court in the Georgine case have not
been challenged. They shOW that in individual'litigation, atorney fees account for more than two-
thirds of the amounts expended. Contingent fees are 33% to 40%, in cases that are no longer
contingent. In most jurisdictions it takes more than three years, to resolve a case. Jury verdicts are
erratic: "People who arenit sick make millions. People With cancer get nothing." In Cimeno, "the
nonmalignants got more than the long cancer." Individuallitigation affords no protection to the
futures. Those who have presenticlaims settle b'y giving: a full release -if they develop worse
diseases in the future, thee is no claim left. And bipolar litigation has not occurred for 20 years.
The cases are tried inar groupconsolidation s. 'Asbest$'*lawyers don't have clients any rmore.
They have inventories. They tayl about the m as their inventories. They are retailers and wholesalers.
The cases brought in Texas were brought by a North Carolina lawyer, who has brokered them three
times, and they're now li'g1'1 filed in Texas. The fee isbeiirig shared so many times, nobody even
knows who is getting it. Te idea that these people have clients and that the clients are making the
litigation decisions is a fix." It is hard to jbelieve that thp'.,clients are even consulted in the group
settlements, that they evqln know that their cases are being settled. And there is no, judicial
superivision of the amount of the group settlement, normof the allocation among individuals, nor of
the fee. In a settlement class, the judge looks at all of these things. And the settlement ensures that
people are treated the same. "Call it administrative justice.s call it whatever you ant. it is fair; it has
more protections; it proteqtsthe futures." Extensive notice was given in Georgine; the futures know
they have been exposed to asbestos, and worry about, and want peace of mind.
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Jeffrev J. Greenbaum, Tr. 153-154: (b)(4) will add honesty to the system. Cases will settle, whether
(b)(4) or there or not. The proposal will allow direct focus on the settlement class. And it is right
to insist that there first be a settlement agreement; otherwise, some judges will make a "conditional"
certification for settlement purposes that intimidates counsel into settling for fear that the
certification will persist through trial.

Miles N. Ruthberj. Tr. 160-161. 162-164: We were concerned about settlement classes when writing
the Harvard Developments Note in 1970, and people are still concerned. Even then we were talking
about subclassing, guardians ad litem, and so on. Settlement classes are a good thing, but they
require active supervision a lot of hard work -7by the court. If the Supreme Court affirms the
Third Circuit in Georgine, it will be essential to amend the rule. Even if it reverses, it will help to
have a clear rule. But it would be a mistake to attempt to write into the rule, in subdivision (e) or
elsewhere, more detailed guides for approving settlement. Subclasses may work in one context, but
be a bad idea.in another. Guardians ad litem or special masters may work in some cases, but not in
others. A comment that the judge must -be actively involved would be appropriate.

Stephen B. Rinawood (Kaiser Aluminum). Tr. 174-178: Approves the package of proposals, but
focuses on (b)(4). Mass tort claims generally are inappropriate for class trial. (b)(4) is a judicially
manageable safety that conis" a useful, iongstanding process. Settlement classes avoid
huge, unfair transact'ion cost. inass members are bett erprotected than they would be in a litigation
class. "More is known up front, clan be evaluated in the context of a fairness hearing, scrutiny in the
certification process." Defendants get predictability.

Gerson Srnoger for AlmA. jTr.4 189-201. Much of the focus of this plea for individual control of
individual actions in mass torts, not class treatment, is focused on (b)(4). For a class, there must be
a meaningful opt out, which requires "true notice," "notice where somebody really knows." Class
treatment loses sight of Who is actually being represented. It is the individual injured who must
determine what a fair settlement is, "and the victim is' out of this play. He's no longer a constraint
***. The representative plaintiffs often are the first people who walk through an attorney's door."
This is in part a matter of I ecjuc of resreoetiatiorij butdt is more. "When we- get to the level of
settlement class, we' m puyg m iore power in' the i'iividual attorney to settle that case and thd
courtto monieor that * * Tahe rea quality of the represntative plaintiffs is not viewed at all, and
nobody even gives consideton to that, and then we've asking somebody, to make decisions on
behalf of a e'itrmous namer of victims who are hurt." (b)(4) can never work in a mass tort. The
one thing that has to happen in a mass tort is that "at the end of the day, the attorney has to go to
those individua client with serious inurs and say, 'is this a good settlement, and is this what you
want. * * They are cbntrolling the fate of litigation that is very significant to their lives."

Robert Dale Klein, Tr.209-215: (b)(4) simply brings Rule 23 into the real world. It "reaffirms
economic reality and necessity." Settlement classes are better than the alternative devices also being
used.i Aggregation is accomplished by many devices outside Rule 23. Rule 42 consolidations "bring
all of the, downsides of class actions under 23 with none of the protections,' if you're a defendant, or,
for that matter, if you're a member of the plaintiff group." Massive consolidated trials that
extrapolate "ea few supposedly illustrative or representative - and I use those terms in quotes-
plaintiffs" are masking devices. We also see several trials; you win some, and then lose one, and in
the next case the loss is used as collateral estoppel. Rule 23 cannot solve this, but (b)(4) "does help
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address and provide a way out for corporate defendants who have to deal with this mess day-in and
day-out." "The threshold for consolidating cases for mass trials has slipped below the horizon of due
process fairness in too many courts." These are pseudo-classes. Even with opt-outs from a (b)(4)
settlement class, defendants can identify and count the opt-outs, and gain predictability, calculability.

James N. Roethe (Bank of America), Tr. 232-234: Settlement should be available. The Note
suggests that you have to meet all the requirements of (a) and (b)(3), albeit in the context of
settlement, but it should be made clear that if a settlement falls through "there is not some admission
or presumption raised that a class is appropriate."

William M. Audet, Tr. 258: (b)(4) "is a good idea, to be consistent with what the courts have been
doing over the last ten years."

John L. Cooper. for Fed.R.Civ.P. Comm.. Amer. Coll. of Trial Lawyers. Tr. 271-274: There are
opportunities for collusion. The defendant wants to buy a cheap retroactive insurance policy through
a class action settlement Perhaps an opt-in settlement class would work; that addresses the problem
of a retrospective insurance policy. Examination of a settlement for collusion may work, but it
requires close attention by the judge and the issue may not be presented; objectors may not appear.
The real protection is advocacy; if the case has been litigated long enough before settling, that is
protection.

Lawrence B. Solum. Tr. 274-279: If we already have settlement classes, would we make the system
fairer by eliminating them? Settlement can be fair because it provides a party's entitlement, or
because it is a fair negotiated compromise, or because it results from a fair process. The alternative
to settlement in a (b)(3) class is litigation as a class; the alternative in a (b)(4) class is some form of
nonclass, disaggregated proceeding. The standard that a settlement must be fair, adequate, and
reasonable provides little guide. The Fifth Circuit factors like fraud or collusion, complexity,
expense, stage of the proceedings, also do not provide real criteria. (b)(4) "by its very nature, is
adding cases in which there are differences among class members." So it raises the question whether
a settlement may systematically provide more fairness to some members than to others by moving
some members closer to their entitlements and other members further away. Should such a
settlement be approved? Can we ask whether the net benefits to the class as a whole substantially
outweigh the harm to some subgroup? Or should such a settlement simply be disapproved? This
problem needs to be thought through and addressed.
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Rule 23 Comments: (c)(1) Certify when practicable

Robert J. Reinstein. 96CV043: The (c)(1) change is desirable, making it clear that the certification
decision can be postponed while considering motions to dismiss or for summary judgment.

Public Citizen Litigation Group. 96CV044: (c)(1) is supported. It conforms to current practice. It
could be drafted more simply: "The court shall determine by order whether an action brought as a
class action is to be so maintained."

Stuart H. Savett. 96CV048: (c)(l) reflects "practice by the overwhelming majority of the circuits."
It is desirable.

National Assn. of Securities & Commercial Attorneys, 96CV059: (c)(1) is desirable, making it clear
that motions to dismiss or for summary judgment can be resolved before a certification decision.

Alfred W. Cortese. Jr., & Kathleen L. Blaner. 96CV063(Supp): "This change is consistent with and
complementary to the Advisory Committee's recognition that the class action ripens and evolves
with time." Relaxing the pressure to certify quickly will reduce untoward pressure to settle.

Stanley M. Chesley, 96CV078: This proposal is counterproductive. "It is not common practice in
most class actions to decide motions to dismiss and motions for summary judgment prior to
certification." Early decision of such motions defeats closure. And certification commonly occurs
before much discovery, making summary judgment premature.

FRCP Committee, American College of Trial Lawyers. 96CV095: Supports for the reasons given
in the Note.

Richard B. Wentz. for Mort2aae Bankers Assn., 96CV109: "This improvement will allow courts to
dispose of many meritless cases before the parties have expended huge sums on class-related
discovery."

Miles N. Ruthberg. 96CV1 12: Strongly approves. The current system forces premature class
certification decision. "This forces a life or death decision to the very front of the case before
adequate discovery or development of the claims and defenses to be tried." Although courts
commonly make conditional certifications, this seeming qualification is no real comfort. Defendants
are denied due process when the litigation focuses on individual representative claims that do not
share the fatal defects in the claims of other class members. Nonrepresentative class members are
denied due process when their valid claims are defeated by defects in the claims of representative
members.

Jeffrey J. Greenbaum, 96CVI 19: Supports the proposal because it "simply conforms the rule to
current practice." Precertification decision of motions to dismiss or for summary judgment is
efficient and should be clearly authorized by the rule.

Donn P. Pickett, 96CV128: The present "as soon as" requirement "often pressures the District Court
into a premature consideration of the superiority factors. In addition, it tends to ease the burden on
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plaintiffs to authorize court reliance on assumptions regarding superiority rather than evidence." The
change will allow certification decisions when the evidence is ripe. And it will make even more
meaningful the opportunity to seek interlocutory appeal.

James J. Johnson (Procter & Gamble Co.). 96CV135: The proposed revision will support
precertification summary judgment, a good thing.

William M. Audet. 96CV140: "As soon as practicable" now means delays of six months or a year
to certification; this is too long. Class members hear of the case in the media and then hear nothing
from the court, leaving them doubting and uncertain. If the rule is changed, it should be to force
earlier, not later, certification.

Commercial & Fed. Litia. 4. New York State Bar Assn.. 96CV147: Supports. This will make it clear
that dispositive motions can be granted before the certification decision. Precertification rulings can
spare the cost of class notification',and avoid undue pressure to settle.

Fed. Cts. Comm.. Chicago Council of Lawvers. 96CV148: "This rule would, we expect, encourage
defendants to trump class certification by filing preemptive summary judgments on the merits." This
runs counter to -the rule that the merits calnot be considered in making a certification determination.
in some cases, such as pattern-or-practice employment cases, evidence on the merits can take years
to develop, and it is unfair to place the burden of merits discovery on the plaintiff before a class has
been certified. The dangers could be mitigated "if the new version of section (c) provides expressly
that dispositive motions prior to 'class certification are disfavored when there has been little or no
merits discovery **

Litigation Comm.. American Corporate Counsel Assn., by Theodore J. Fischkin. 96CV161: Present
practice is sound, and "serves the sensible purpose of eliminating some nonmeritorious cases before
the parties must undergo the heavy burden and expense of conducting class litigation." The
amendment is desirable because it confirms this practice.

American Bar Assn.. 96CV162: Supports.

ABA Section on Litigation. 96CV162: (This Report is not ABA policy.) This change conforms to
present practice, and validates the efficient present practice of passing on motions to dismiss or for
summary judgment before ruling on certification.

ABA Tort & Ins. Practice §. 96CV162(Supp.): Unanimously endorses; this codifies current practice,
and provides flexibility that supports precertification disposition of motions to dismiss or- for
summary judgment.

Stephen F. Gates. 96CV168: Reducing the pressure for immediate certification "should reduce the
pressure to settle by allowing greater factual and legal development of the case before the
certification decision must be made." This is an improvement.

Federal Bar Assn.. 96CV170. "The practical effect of the present practice has already effectively
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translated the language of the rule into 'when."' The proposal is endorsed.

California State Bar Fed. Cts. Comm.. 96CV179: The proposal "reflects the reality of what is

occurring at the trial level." It furthers the purposes of the settlement-class proposal, and confirms
the practice of ruling on motions to dismiss or for summary judgment before the certification
decision. It is endorsed.

California State Bar Comm. on Admin. of Justice. 96CV180: "This is the right approach. The

determination of class certification is an important matter, and there is no particular reason that it
should be made under pressure."

TESTIMONY

Philadelphia Hearing .

Barbara Mather, Tr. 67-69: E.D.Pa. requires certification questions to be brought on within 90 days.
This leads to theoretical arguments about what the issues will be at trial. Deferring decision until
the record is better developed will give a much better idea of what the issues will be, and can be very
helpful. And decertification is not the answer. "In the absence of discovery, our experience has been

that class action decisions, once fixed, tend to be very difficult to reverse. *** Plaintiff's counsel,
the claimants who have been notified, and the Judge, are all reluctant to upset expectations that are

created when the notice goes out."

Roger C. Cramton, Tr 94: Opposes because of the association with settlement classes.

Dallas Hearing

Henry B. Alsobrook. Tr. 73-77: The horrendous amount of discovery that is allowed before class

certification is a burden. The Committee should do something about it; judicial education efforts
are not likely to be enough. There should be only some kind of limited discovery on class

certification issues. But if the proposal to allow certification "when" practicable, not "as soon as"
practicable will encourage more nonclass-certification discovery, then it should be opposed.

Stanley M. Chesley. Tr. 140-141: The proposal is counterproductive. It is-not common to decide
motions to dismiss or for summary judgment before certification; there is no benefit to courts or
parties, because only the individual litigation is resolved. And little discovery is done before
certification. Nor will the change encourage precertification negotiations, which are rare.

Bartlett H. McGuire, Tr. 161-162: This change gives a degree of flexibility that some courts have
thought they did not have and would be very useful.

San Francisco Hearing

Donn P. Pickett, Tr. 219-221: This proposal does more good than-the Committee-may realize. The
present "as soon as" language is used by plaintiffs "to advance the critical certification determination
to a premature level." It is not true in my experience that plaintiffs prefer that the, certification
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decision be delayed until there is a settlement, so the settlement can bear the costs of notice. The
plaintiff attorneys I have dealt with are well financed. "The cost of notice is not a deterrent to them.
The advantage in certification is enormous." The Note should not hint that this is a minor change.
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Rule 23 Comments: (e) Hearing & Other Suggestions

William Leighton. 96CV030: Appears as an "objector" to a class settlement. The settlement is
characterized as one in which "the putative defendants have written a complaint against themselves
and, for $3,200,000 [paid to attorneys for the plaintiff class] have settled it on their own terms."

Rule 23(e) should be amended to require findings that: the action was brought within the
limitations period; plaintiffs have standing as class members; the court has certified the class after
affording class members an opportunity for hearing; the court has jurisdiction; reciprocal discovery
has been undertaken before the settlement agreement was reached; there are no agreements between
attorneys for plaintiffs and attorneys for defendants with respect to attorney fees; the damages for
the plaintiff class are a sum certain; the settlement amount is fair, reasonable, and adequate; the
judgment binds only class members served with the judgment; and the judgment does not contain
an injunction against class members served with it. There must be entry of a final, appealable
judgment. It must be clear that objectors can appeal.

William Leighton, 96CV030: This is a supplemental statement. The need to amend 23(e) is shown
by the refusal of a judge to allow Mr. Leighton to appear to object to the proposed settlement of a
securities class action. It seems to be suggested that one aspect of the amendment should be to
recognize standing to appeal "by a nonparty, such as a prospective witness." (Apparently Mr.
Leighton wanted to object to allowance of fees to class counsel because of his view that class
counsel had violated its duties to the class - of which Mr. Leighton was a member - in a different
and apparently unrelated class action.)

Stephen Gardner. 96CV034: Notice of settlement should be improved, requiring at least these things:
the number of class members; the total class relief; individual relief; total fees to be awarded or
sought, and the method of calculating fees; reversion of unclaimed funds to the defendant, if that is
to happen; options available to class members, including at least opting out and objecting; and an
address to write for further information.

Public Citizen Litigation Group. 96CV044: The (e) proposal to require a hearing is sound, but should
go further. (1) Clear provision should be made to support objectors by requiring that the settling
parties provide an evidentiary basis for the settlement, and their arguments in support of it, at least
45 days before the time for filing objections. (2) It should be made clear that the discovery rules
apply at this stage. Present practice often leads to last-minute evidentiary ambushes of objectors by
materials filed after the objections and just before the hearing. (3) Preliminary hearings on proposed
settlements should not be closed; subdivision (e) should require that all preliminary hearings be held
on the record with notice to all known interested parties. (4) A nonexclusive list of factors should
be provided for consideration in evaluating proposed settlements, drawing from Judge Schwarzer's
Cornell article.

Stuart H. Savett, 96CV048: The hearing requirement added to subdivision (e) should be adopted.
But the Note should make clear that hearing and notice are not necessary where the purposes of (e)
are not implicated - as if there is a precertification dismissal, or an involuntary dismissal.

Melvin I. Weiss. 96CV050: The notice and hearing requirement in subdivision (e) should not apply
when there is no prejudice to absent class members, as with precertification dismissal.
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Edwin C. Schallert. for Comm. on Fed. Cts., ABCNY. 96CV053: The hearing requirement added
to subdivision (e) is sound, but the Note should observe that no hearing is required if there is no
prejudice to- class members and no consideration has passed. This practice has been approved as to
precertification dismissals.

National Assn. of Securities & Commercial Attorneys, 96CV059: The (e) hearing proposal is
desirable, but the Note should make it clear that it applies only when the concerns of this subdivision
are involved. If no consideration is paid, there has been notice of the action to induce reliance, and
dismissal is without prejudice, there is no need for a hearing. So there is no need for a hearing if the
dismissal is involuntary.

Alfred W. Cortese, Jr. & Kathleen L. Blaner. 96CV063(Supp): "To the extent that the amendment
is understood as codifying existing practice, it is unobjectionable." But it does not authorize the
court to remake the deal struck by the parties.

Leonard I. Garth. 96CV065: As written, this rule seems to require a hearing and notice to all class
members in any action that includes class allegations. Class allegations are routinely added in all
the pro se prison conditions complaints we receive.' Probably the Committee does not intend to
require hearing and notice; this could be made clear by limiting subdivision (e) to "a class action that
has been certified.' If the Committee does mean to require notice and hearing before dismissal of
every action that includes a class allegation, the proposal 'is wrong.

Stanley M. Chesley. 96CV078: Often the action is not dismissed upon settlement. The court retains
jurisdiction to administer the settlement. "The language change appears to require another notice
and hearing at the time of he dismissal subject to settlement."'

Clinton A. Krislov. 96CV088: Criticisms of class settlements arise from inadequate representation
of, the class.. Defendants exert tremendous leverage. Often there are many parallel class actions.
Within the federal system, the MDL system works well, although it tends to select the forum most
convenient for the defendant. But there is no device to coordinate state actions. Parallel actions
creates "the unfortunately perfect structure for a 'Dutch auction' by which the defendant shops the
deal around among the cases. * * * The leverage is real and powerful." Objectors typically are
rebuffed. Even when they produce "Vast improvement in the settlement, the courts favor original
counsel and allocate the lion's share of the fee to them." Rule 23(e) should be strengthened. One
improvement would be to require "the inclusion of the views of all counsel, including objectors' and
competing parallel case counsel as well." Another improvement would be to resolve the conflict
among thee circuits by clear rules for appeal standing. The minority view that any class member has
standing to appeal approval of a settlement works. But it may be better to follow the middle ground
that allows appeal standing for any objector who participated in the trial-court proceedings.

FRCP Commitsee. American College of Trial Lawyers, 96CV095: The proposed amendment is
desirable. It is customary to hold a hearing. The hearing helps dispel confusions often caused by
class notice. But "the lack of standards or criteria in Rule 23 to guide a district judge in evaluating
a proposed settlemenr" are a matter of concern.

Jeffrey J. Greenbaum, 96CV1 19: Although this is a good idea, it should be made clear that notice
to the class and a hearing are not required for "a voluntary or consensual dismissal prior to class
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certification." Precertification dismissals present reduced risks, and assurances can be required that
obviate any danger of collusion.

Donald E. Klein, 96CV146: "[Aifter a successful Motion to Dismiss or Motion for Summary
Judgment by Defendant(s) must there be a further hearing pursuant to Rule 23(e) before the action
can be dismissed?"

Commercial & Fed. Litig. §. New York State Bar Assn.. 96CV147: Supports, but the Committee
should make it clear that the rule applies only when there is a risk of prejudice to the class. There
is no need for notice or hearing if there is an involuntary dismissal, nor if there is a voluntary
dismissal on terms that do not prejudice the class. This is the present practice, and it should be
confirmed.

David L. Shapiro, 96CV153: The specification of matters considered in a fairness hearing should
be expanded, even if the settlement class proposal is abandoned.

Summit Bank, by Anthony J. Sylvester. 96CV159: Notice of dismissal or compromise should be
required only if certification has been granted. Members of an uncertified class are in no way
prejudiced by settlement or compromise. The would-be class representative should not be burdened
with notice costs absent certification.

American Bar Assn., 96CV162: Supports.

ABA Section on Litigation, 96CV162: (This Report is not ABA policy.) The express hearing
requirement is particularly important in light of the settlement class proposal. But notice and hearing
should not be required when an action brought as a class action is dismissed voluntarily or by
consent before a ruling on certification. "With respect to pre-certification dismissal, the court can
usually require sufficient assurances to protect against collusion."

ABA Torts & Ins. Practice . 96CV162(Supp.): The revision requires notice before dismissal, and
a hearing. This embodies present practice in most, although not all, federal courts. It is generally
a good thing. Neither the present Rule nor the proposed amendment require notice and hearing for
a precertification dismissal; there is no need to amend further to clarify this. But the Note might well
refer to this.

Federal Bar Assn., 96CV170: "Subdivision (e) should be adopted. This amendment will conform
the rule to the present practice of holding hearings to protect the rights of the class members."

Certificate Clearing Corp.. 96CV172: (Certificate Clearing Corporation is engaged in the business
of making an independent market for the exchange of coupons arising from coupon settlements. In
a settlement in In re BMW MS Litigation, 91CH 04192 (Ill.Cir.Ct. Feb. 9, 1993), the plaintiff
requested that a secondary market device be adopted. The settlement called for $4,000 coupons good
toward automobile purchases or leases. 7% of the class redeemed their coupons. A few transferred
their coupons independently. More than 50% sold their coupons to CCC.) (1) Notices of pendency
and of settlement are often incomprehensible; some class members even think they are being sued.
(2) Class counsel should be responsible for making efforts to locate class members after a first
mailed notice is returned by the Post Office. (3) The objection process is made as difficult as
possible by class counsel and defense counsel. More time should be allowed. Access to information
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about the settlement ne~eds to be improved. Discovery is critical,, (4) Usually the defendant winds
up as administrator of a coupon settlement, and can effectively defeat use of the coupons if it wishes.
Class counsel, having been paid, takes no interest. 'Coupon settlements are incompatible with the
judicial process. Coupons have a finite life. The judicial process can be manipulated by the
defendant toleave every issue unresolved until after the coupon expires." A third-party administrator
could be appointed to solve these problems.

California State Bar Comm. on Fed. Cts.. 96CV179: '"[Ijt is unclear whether hearing provides
superior review of a settlement proposal if the proponents seek to waive the hearing or no objectors
intend to appear at the hearing. In such an event, however, the administrative burden on a court to
hold a hearing if none of the parties object or-appear at the hearing is likely minimal at best." The
mandatory hearing requirement would likely best serve and protect the parties' interests. The
proposal is endorsed.

California State Bar Comm. on Admin. of Justice. 96CV180: "Most courts already follow this
procedure, buftihis protection should be mandatory."

HEARINGS

Philadelphia Hearing

Roger C. Cramton. Tr. 94: The hearing requirement is meaningless; it exists now in the decisions.
What is needed is to amend (e) to specify matters that must be considered, specify procedures for
objections, and require findings on the relevant matters. (This is summarized with his testimony on
the (b)(4) proposal.)

William Leighton. Tr. 144-148: As a citizen affected by class actions, believes that Rule 23(e) should
be amended to include the elements listed in his written statement. And notes settlements that have
proved to be improvident, while cutting off the rights of class members to seek effective relief.

Dallas Hearing

Stanley M. Cheslev. Tr. 141-142: The proposal is "burdensome and unnecessary." After settlement
is approved, the court typically retains jurisdiction to administer the settlement. Does the proposal
require a second hearing after the settlement has been implemented? Notice for a second hearing
would be expensive - for example, one publication notice in USA Today costs $26,000.
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Rule 23 Comments: (f) Appeal
Stephen Gardner. 96CV034: Defendants almost always will seek to appeal. Plaintiffs almost never
will. "[IMhe rule as written does little to advance a plaintiff's situation, but does provide significant
dilatory opportunities for defendants." Appeal should be permitted only on denial of certification. An
order granting certification "is only harmful to the defendant if the plaintiff prevails at trial and on
appeal, both on certification issues and on the merits."

Allen D. Black. 96CV036 & Sum,.: The interlocutory appeal provision of proposed (f) will lead to
development of certification law based on the "most extreme cases" that are accepted for review.
There also is a risk that defendants will attempt to appeal virtually every certification. "There simply
is no explosion of frivolous or trivial litigation, as some have claimed. This is confirmed by the
empirical study commissioned by this Committee." "My friend,-Bill Coleman, disagrees vehemently
with that conclusion; but his testimony is supported by no facts or even any anecdotal examples."

Robert N. Kaplan, 96CV038: The (f) appeal proposal is not needed in securities or antitrust litigation.
It will only increase class discovery and the costs of litigation.

Patricia Sturdevant. 96CV039: Personally and as General Counsel, National Association of Consumer
Advocates. Defendants will always appeal. Plaintiffs almost never will appeal. This proposal "would
favor defendants over plaintiffs, encourage dilatory appeal by the party of greater economic power and
unnecessarily delay proceedings." California follows a more balanced approach - plaintiffs can
appeal denial of certification, which is a "death knell," but defendants cannot appeal grant of
certification.

Robert J. Reinstein. 96CV043: The interlocutory appeal provision of (f) runs counter to the federal
policy against piecemeal appeals. No persuasive case has been made for it. Even if existing methods
of interlocutory review are somehow inadequate, the amendment does not set out any helpful
standards.

Public Citizen Litigation Group. 96CV044: The subdivision (f) appeal proposal is desirable, but it
should be expanded by providing that the district court may, in granting or denying certification, state
whether interlocutory appeal is appropriate.

H. Laddie Montague. Jr.. 96CV046: Interlocutory appeals under proposed (f) are undesirable. The
proposal has no guidelines, and ignores the views of the trial judge. A defendant has nothing to lose
in seeking appeal. Will plaintiffs be given equal sympathy - is the "death knell" appeal to be
revived? And the appeal may upset the trial court's power to revise its certification ruling pending
appeal.

Stuart H. Savett. 96CV048: Interlocutory appeals should be rejected. Mandamus and § 1292(b) are
used extensively now. Proposed subdivision (f) would encourage routine appeal attempts. Concern
with mass tort cases should not extend to other areas.

Melvin I. Weiss. 96CV050: The interlocutory appeal provision in subdivision (f) is not necessary;
mandamus and § 1292(b) are used when needed. Defendants will routinely make appeal applications
after certification, driving up the litigation costs. And there are no guidelines to inform the decision
whether to permit appeal or stay proceedings.
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Richard A. Lockridoe. 96CV051: Present opportunities, for appellate review are sufficient. Th-is
proposal "will only increase litigation expenses." The focus of proposed 23(b)(3)(F) on "probable
relief to individual class members will bring the merits into the certification decision, and appeals will
become complicated by reconsideration of the merits as well as other certification issues.

Gerald J. Rodos. 96CV052: The interlocutory appeal provision is not needed. Mandamus and §
1292(b) are adequate. There is no support for the Note suggestion that an order granting certification
may force a defendant to 'settle as see the FJC study, p. 90. The burdens of briefing the petition,
and then the merits, will be substantial. And there may be significant additional consequences.
Defendants who now oppose certification will make more and more arguments, hoping to preserve
points for appeal'and"to provide grounds for encouraging permission to appeal. And both the FJC
study and my experience suggest that about half of the classes that are certified result from agreement

-by defendants. This is because-class-action law is~well settled in securities and antitrust cases. But
defendants who hope to change the settled law will be encouraged'to seek reconsideration of appeals
decisions that have gone largely untested for 10 or 15 years. To do that, the must resist certification.

Edwin C. Schallert. for Comm. on Fed. Cts.. ABCNY. 96CV053: Interlocutory appeal opportunities
should not be expanded in the manner proposed by new subdivision (i). Adequate means of review
exist in § 1292(b) and mandamus. The proposal will"encourage routine motions for interlocutory
appeals" by disappointed defendnts and plaintiffs alike.

Irvine R. Segal For the American College of Trial Lawyers Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
Committee. 96CV054: (further testimony to be prepared for the January hearing): Strongly supports
the interlocutory appeal proposal. "Given the complexity and dynamics of typical class action
procedure, -appellate review of class certification by a trial court is, as a matter of pragmatic fact, a
genuine remedy only if the appeal is taken at or shortly after certification." This proposal may allow
review inicircumstances that do not fit comfortably into § 1292(b), even if the district court is inclined
to certify an appeal. Proposed Appellate Rule 5 will govern the procedure.

Max W. Berger. 96CV055: A special interlocutory appeal provision is unnecessary, and "will lead to
the routine petitioning of every class certification decision."

National Assn. of Securities & Commercial Attorneys. 96CV059: The (f) appeal provision is
undesirable. The merits will be briefed twice, first in seeking permission to appeal and then on appeal.
Any stay pending appeal is undesirable - discovery, for example, will be necessary whether or not
a class is certified. Ample means of appellate review exist now.

Alfred W. Cortese, Jr. & Kathleen L. Blaner. 96CV063(Supo): Strongly support the amendment,
suggesting that the reference to restraint be removed from the Note. "As a practical matter, erroneous
class certification imposes irreparable injury unless remedied before the case proceed further."
Michael D. Donovan. for National Assn. of Consumer Advocates. 96CV064: Interlocutory appeals will
be sought by all defendants, and ordinarily stays. will be granted. Plaintiffs will almost never appeal
in consumer actions. "Therefore, the rule as written does little to advance a claimant's situations, but
does provide significant dilatory opportunities for defendants." California allows appeal from denial
of certification on the ground that it effectively terminates the action.
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William T. Coleman, Jr., Esq.. 96CV068: (f) is desirable. The determination whether to certify a class
"is the whole ballgame." It should be reviewable.

Leonard B. Simon. 96CV073: "[A]lthough the inability to appeal is often quite frustrating, allowinga substantial number of interlocutory appeals would be even worse." The proposal will encourage
interlocutory appeals, and requests for stays, delaying still further the already slow pace of class
actions.

Stanley M. Chesley. 96CV078: "'The proposed rule is inherently unfair, unnecessary, and defeats the
primary purposes of the class action, i.e., efficiency and expediency." The 10-day period is arbitrary.
As a practical matter, appeal will ensure a delay of the action for 12 to 18 months. The parties and thecourt will not want to move forward with the action while the appeal remains pending.

Patrick E. Maloney, 96CV090 & Sump.: For Defense Research Institute. Now there is no effective
means for interlocutory review of class certification rulings. "[T-he certification order often ends thelitigation as a practical matter." All litigants "need a method to obtain timely and meaningful reviewof class certification orders." (f) "provides substantial relief." (The supplemental statement repeats
these observations.)

G. Luke Ashley, 96CV091: Interlocutory appeals may "lead to a more rational and principled
predominance and superiority analysis" than some courts have provided. It is a good thing.

Bartlett H. McGuire. 96CV092: Appeal provides a~safety valve that "will be particularly important asthe courts try to implement the chances to Rule 23" now proposed.

John W. Martin. Jr., 96CV093: Appearing as General Counsel of Ford Motor Company. "[W]hole-
heartedly" endorses the present proposals, including particularly (f). The Note should be revised. Thesuggestion thatinterlocutory appeals should be granted "with restraint" should be removed. There willbe little need for review in circuits where district courts- generally observe the requirements of Rule
23, but more frequent review is appropriate when there are frequent departures. Nor should the Note
suggest a bias against granting stays.

John L. Hill. Jr.. 96CV094: The opportunity to appeal should encourage more rigorous district-court
decisions, and deter the use or threat of certification as a tool to leverage settlements. The Note should
not discourage use of the appeal device.

FRCP Committee, American College of Trial Lawyers. 96CV095: Interlocutory review may be theonly means of meaningful appellate review. This proposal provides comfort both to plaintiffs anddefendants.

Lewis H. Goldfarb (ChryslerfCo ). 96CV099: The certification decision "often determines theoutcome of the case - very few defendants can afford the risk, however small, of trying a class
action." "This reform is too important for the Committee to qualify by suggesting in the commentary
that such appeals 'should be granted with restraint."'

Sheila L. Birnbaum 96CV107: "[A] defendant evaluates 1,000 individual cases very differently thanit evaluates a class with 1,000 members." If there is a judgment for the class, the defendant cannot
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withstand the risk of appeal'- particularly for public companies, whose stock is adversely affected

by uncertainty. Defendants often are forced to settle after certification and before trial because they

cannot support the risks of class litigation. Interlocutory review is now difficult or impossible in many

circuits; mandamus cannot be relied upon. The restrictive statements in the Note are troubling; it

should merely describe the change, and leave development of the standards for appeal to the courts.

And itwould be better to provide an automatic stay of district court proceedings pending appeal; "[tihe

sheer expense of class action discovery is enormous; it is exponentially more costly than discovery

in an individual case ***

Richard B. Wentz. for Mortgage Bankers Assn.. 96CV109: "In much class action litigation, the case

realistically will be won or lost at the class certification stage." Interlocutory appeal will help avoid

the risk of loss at trial or of settlement coerced by the risk. It will help develop a body of precedent.

But the Note suggestion that leave to appeal should be granted sparingly should be deleted.

Henry B. Alsobrook Tr.. 96CV103: This "is a step forward in judicial administration."

John W. Stamper. 96CV108: Permitting review of the certification ruling "may reduce the risk, which

Judge Friendly identified long ago, of blackmail settlements."

Arthur R. Miller. 96CV1 11: The proposal "contains no guidelines, limitations, or restraints and

completely ignores the views of the trial judge ." Requests for review will become automatic.

Appellate review "may be appropriate in rare and unusual cases. When it is, currently available

devices for obtaining review are adequate, and the courts of appeal have not ben reluctant to use them

recently."

Miles N. Ruthberg. 96CV1 12: This "is an important and much-needed amendment for plaintiffs and

defendants alike." Denial of certification can be the death knell for the plaintiff. Grant of certification

"skyrockets the stakes for defendants. Most cannot endure the risk of an enormous adverse judgment

* *. * even where that risk is small * * *. In these cases, Rule 23 certification is nothing more thanr a

vehicle for extracting money from defendants without regard to any appropriate liability exposure.

I can personally confirm that some courts deliberately wield certification power precisely in order to

pressure settlement - irrespective of whether the case could ever be fairly tried as a class action."

(Adding see Valentino, 9th Cir.1996, 97 F.3d 1227, 1234.) The prospect of conditional certification,

or later decertification, is scant comfort in the real world of inertia. Mandamus is not sufficient.

Section 1292(b) review "requires the blessing of the very district court that issued the questionable

ruling in the first place. If the ruling was designed to pressure settlement - as some clearly are - the

district court is unlikely to relieve the pressure by putting the issue to the court of appeal." The courts

of appeals can protect themselves against any threatened deluge. But the Note should not "undercut

this otherwise elegant solution" by suggesting that review should be granted with restraint, or that this

is a modest expansion of appeal opportunities.

Robert Dale Klein. 96CV 13: Irreparable harm is done by the time final-judgment appeal can seek

review of an improvident class certification. The defendant's position in the financial markets has

been weakened, extraordinary litigation expense has been incurred, numerous marginal claims have

appeared that must be resolved even if the class is decertified, and the class notification process has

served as a lawyer advertising program. Or the appeal has been mooted by capitulation to settlement

terms that would never have been won in individual actions.
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John L. McGoldrick (Bristol-Meyers Sguibb), 96CV116: Prefaces endorsement of the need for
interlocutory appeal by describing the abuses of Rule 23. Rule 23 often means "that companies that
have committed no legally cognizable wrong, find it necessary to pay ransom to plaintiffs' lawyers
because the risk of attempting to vindicate their rights in a class action is simply not a sensible
business decision. Corporate decisionmakers are confronted with the implacable arithmetic, of the
class action." "American companies often feel forced to decide-after shaking their heads in disgust
at the legal system - to pay what amounts to blackmail in order to settle meritless lawsuits." If they
decide to fight, often it is not because it makes economic sense but because they need to defend other
stakes-the hard-won gains from a strong affirmative action pro~gramnare threatened if they settle an
employment discrimination action,, or a strong reputation for-product quality is, damaged, by a
settlement. Section 1292(b) appeals and mandamus in fact provide review in only a small fraction of
cases; the numbers found by Anderson show 15. interlocutory appeals and 3 mandamus petitions that
reached the merits in the last 10 years. Some district judges deny certification because they do not
appreciate the enormous practical impact of, certification. And, worse, some deliberately, use
unreviewable certifications to force settlements. Counsel often shop for favorable courts and judges.
"[W]hether a company will deem it economically rationalt6, defend its rights in court, or- decide it
economically necessary to pay an extortionate settlement, may well dependon the outcome of the class
certification question.". A realistic possibility of review also may spur district courts to take
certification decisions more seriously. The opportunity for review is not a one-way street; plainitiffs
too have sought review, and may benefit from it.

Jeffrey J. Greenbaum, 96CV1 19: This is a substantial improvement. Plaintiffs denied certification may
face crippling costs of trial before winning a finaljudgment. Defendants confronted with certification
may face potentially ruinous liability for weak claims. The pressures on defendants are increased in
the increasing iyumber of cases that certify mass, torts'. (f) "isan important step to achieve fundamental
fairness." And it reduces the pressures that may distort mandamus review practice. But the Note is
too restrictive in many respects. The references to restraint n granting review, anrd to amere "modest
expansion" should be deleted. -The suggestion that review almovst ,always will be denied when
certification turns on case-specific factors als ,is unwise - substantial justice may require review
even in such circumstances. The invitation to district judges to express theirviews on-the wisdomr of
appeal "appears to' reintroduce unnecessarily tlWe often insurmountable certification provision of a*,i
* § 1292(b) ** *." Finally, 10 -days is too short in the unusual circumstance that justifies a motion
for reconsideration because the trial court has overlooked a, controlling fact or point of law. The,
period should run from the order granting or denying certification or from, an order denying
reconsideration.

Guy Rounsaville, Jr., for Wells Fargo & Co., 96CV120: "The certifiability of the class is the, whole
ball game in any 'opt out' class action ** *. Because certification is, as a practical matter, the critical
event in class actions, defendants should be given the option to appeal as specified in the proposed
revised Rule."

William A. Montgomerv (State Farm Ins. Cos.). 96CV122: This is an advance, but the rule should
provide an automatic. stay of proceedings pending appeal.

Brian C. Anderson, 96CV125: " [lhe most important proposed amendment is Rule 23(f)." Trial courts
vary widely in their understanding of Rule, 23; precedent can be found for almost any proposition.
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"This encourages the filing of ill-conceived 'long-shot' class actions***. The appellate process

serves to both correct erroneous rulings in individual cases and promote clarity and uniformity in the

handling of future cases. Currently, however, it is almost impossible to obtain appellate review on an

interlocutoiy basis * * *." Few defendants or plaintiffs are able to persist to final judgment iii order

to win review of the certification or refusal to certify; this "is not a realistic option for most litigants."

A LEXIS search shows only 15 decisions since January 1, 1987, granting § 1292(b) review (3 were

plaintiff appeals), and only 11 petitions for mandamus (4 filed by plaintiffs) -but 3 of which were

successful. These amount to fewer than 2% of all class certification rulings during this period. The

Note should be revised to delete the discouraging references to review "with restraint," "modest"

change, reluctance toreview case specific factors, and the like. "It is premature for this Committee

to instruct the Courts of'Appeal, at the outset of this proposed new era of enhanced appellate

opportunity, asito when they should and should not entertain appeals."

Gerson H. Smoker. for ATLA. 96CV126: ATLA policy "opposes any court rule that would establish

special appeal procedures for class actions, or which would confer special rights on parties with

respect to appeals from orders granting or denying certification of a class."

Donn P. Pickett. 96CV128: Interlocutory appeal will provide guidance to plaintiffs who fail to win

certification, and protection to defendants faced with certification of a class with potential billion

dollar damages. It will "creat[e] more law in a crucial area of jurisprudence. The current reliance on

mandamus provides none of those benefits." The rule will work all the better in conjunction with the

change to "when practical" in subdivision (c). But the Note should not assert that review will almost

always be denied when decision turns on case-specific matters of fact and district court discretion.

Interlocutory review can! be helpful even in such cases,

Richard S. Paul. 96CV129: The need for (f) is demonstrated by Xerox' experience with certification

of an antitrust class despite the manifest inability of the class members to establish injury on a

classwide basis. The Fifth Circuit denied mandamus, observing however that it was not convinced

that the class could prove classwide impact and that a § 1292(b) certification could have permitted

efficient review. The district courtlthereafter repeated its earlier refusal to certify a § 1292(b) appeal.

"Condemned to either proceed to trial or settle by the enormous leverage of class certification, Xerox,

wholly apart from the merits of the case, was compelled to settle."

Richard A. Koffman, 96CV133: Overwhelmingly plaintiffs oppose and defendants support. This is

clear proof that this proposal favors defendants. That is because it will occasion delay. Class actions

take long enough now. Mandamus and § 1292(b) are protection enough.

James N. Roethe (Bank of America). 96CV134: The Note should not urge restraint, and should not

discourage stays pending review. The courts of appeals are capable of determining whether to grant

leave to appeal. Appeal may be the only way to avoid the unjust results arising from pressure to settle

"even the most marginal class action."

James J. Johnson, 96CV135 & Suvp.: "[TMhe amendment permitting interlocutory appeal * ** will

be very helpful in those cases where the class action device exerts its greatest pressure - where a class

has been certified. *** [Sluch decisions can often be outcome determinative for the case."

William M. Audet, 96CV140: This will invite delay-of the individual case, and impose burdens on the

courts of appeals. Section 1292(b) is opportunity enough for review; when it is a close call, district
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judges are ready to certify the ruling for appeal.

Joseph Goldberg, 96CV141: Review is not difficult, but not impossible. This can frustrate plaintiffs
denied certification as well as defendants faced with certification. But the change will increase the
number of appeals sought and taken. The effect will be significantly increased costs and significant
delay, clogging both trial and appellate courts. And increased appeals may distort class certification
law; appellate courts will tend to see the most egregious cases, and depend on "judges with less
immediate experience in administering classes." The proposal should not be adopted.

Paul D. Rheinmold, 96CV145: "I am not addressing the right of appeal, which I feel to be a good idea."

Commercial & Fed. Litig. §, New York State Bar Assn., 96CV147: Approves, with changes in the
Note. Denial of certification can be dispositive of plaintiffs' claims; grant may be perceived to force
settlement, regardless of the merits - "[w]hether or not this is ever true, *** certification is clearly
a significant factor for defendants in determining whether to settle an action." But the Note should say
that the decision whether to grant review should be informed by the factors incorporated in § 1292(b)
- ordinarily the court should require either a novel issue or law or a risk that the certification decision
is dispositive. The Note should drop the suggestions that permission should be granted with restraint,
and that permission ordinarily should not be granted to review decisions that rest on case-specific
matters of fact and discretion. And the time for application should be changed to ten days after the
certification decision or after the order denying reconsideration.

Fed.Cts.Comm., Chicago Council of Lawyers. 96V148: It is difficult to square a proposal for more
frequent appeals with the deferential standard of review applied on appeal. There is no empirical
support for the implicit view that district courts are prone to err in certification decisions. Indeed,
district courts may become less responsible if the locus of responsibility is shifted to appellate courts.
"[Plarties opposing class certification will face irresistible client pressure to pursue appeals whenever
class certification is granted." When certification is denied, however, there is little likely benefit from
appeal because appellate courts are not likely to force certification on an unwilling district court. If
the proposal is adopted, the "restraint" language from the Note should be incorporated in the text of
the rule.

Charles F. Preuss (with Internat. Assn. Defense Counsel), 96CV152: Providing for immediate
appellate review of the certification decision "will benefit plaintiffs, defendants and the court system
alike.''

James F. Mundy for Pennslvania Bar Assn.. 96CV155: Supports the proposed amendments, except
for (f). "[W]e wish to convey our opposition to the amendment in the absence of explicit guidance
when such discretionary appeals should be entertained and our concern over the disruption such
piecemeal appeals may cause to the proceedings in the district court. Perhaps these concerns could
be alleviated with appropriate identified standards."

Nicholas J. Wittner (Nissan North America). 96CV158: "The current mechanisms of review are either
too limited or too late, and are a big part of the 'blackmail settlements' problem." The Note references
to "restraint," and to case-specific matters of fact and discretion, should be deleted. The proposal will
generate better appellate guidelines for certification. Post-trial appeal is inadequate,, because
defendants faced with even a small risk of a ruinous defeat at trial are under immense pressure to
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settle.

Litigation Comm.. American Corporate Counsel Assn.. by Theodore J. Fischkin. 96CV161: There is
a risk that this opportunity for appeal will be unduly restricted; the Note reference to restraint should
be deleted. And to ensure that leave to appeal is granted when needed, standards should be added.
Factors that support'appeal include: <(1) Certification of a nationwide class. (2) "The need to resolve
a novel or unsettled question or an important conflict in district court decisions." (3) "A departure
from the accepted and usual course of judicial proceedings of sufficient magnitude to warrant exercise
of the supervisory 'powerslof the Court of Appeals.'* If the certification decision is' a mere recital of

-Rule 23 terms, without rigorous analysis and,(etailed findings, appeal is appropriate.

American Bar Assn., 96CV162: Supports.

ABA Section on Litigation. 96CV162: (This Report is not ABA policy.) The proposal "is a substantial
improvement over current practice." Plaintiffs denied certification face litigation expenses grossly
disproportionate to their individual claims. Defendants confronted by certification may face ruinous
liability, particularly with the, growing tendency to certify mass-tort claims. The proposal properly
balances the need for procedural protection against the, danger of unreasonable delay. But the short
time period for appeal may create difficulties when there is good reason for seeking reconsideration
in the district court. The rule should be changed to make the 10 days "'run from the order granting or
denying class certification or denying reconsideration of such a determination."

ABA Torts & Ins. Practice I. 96CV162 (Supp.): Almost unanimously endorses this proposal "as a
sound rule.making solutionto the burgeoning problem of using mandamus as a back-door method to
obtain interlocutory review * * *." It also is sound' to encourage district judges- to express their views
on the desirability of appeal. But'appeal also-should be available from orders "modifying or revoking
or refusing to modify or revoke a certification previously granted." This language is borrowed from
the injunction appeal statute, 28 U.S.C. § 1292(a)(1), because "certification orders have injunction-like
potential for inflicting irreparable harm on parties before final orders permit review." (The dissenter
believes' that reconsideration by the district court, appeal under § 1292(b), and mandamus provide
adequate safeguards.)

Federal Bar Assn.. 96CV170: Opposes. "The Circuit Courts of Appeals are presently inundated with
cases-.** Adding an additional class of appeals (even permissive appeals) under these circumstances
seems counterproductive in an environment where it is unlikely that additional judgeships will be
created and vacancies go unfilled."

Washington Legal Found., 96CV171: "For all practical purposes, the decision on certification
effectively determines the outcome of a class action lawsuit. Once' a class is certified, very few
defendants are willing or able to take the risk of allowing the case to go to trial, no matter how weak
the merits of the claims or how strong the defenses to it." Interlocutory review is now difficult. The
use of mandamus is criticized, and many courts are very reluctant to use it. But the Note should not
urge restraint in granting review. And there should be an automatic stay once review is granted, to
avoid the often high costs of potentially unnecessary discovery.

Bradford P. Simpson & B. Randall Donge 96CV173: Strongly oppose. If it goes forward, it should be
revised to allow pretrial discovery and other procedures to continue during the request for permission
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to appeal and during any appeal granted. "Without such a change this rule simply becomes a tool fordelay in the repertoire of defense counsel."

Pharmaceutical Research & Mfrs. of America. 96CV174: Members have focused on the need to adoptinterlocutory appeals. "In some types of cases involving class action claims, the decision to certify,or not to certify, a class is crucial to the rights of both parties to a fair hearing of the case. Defendantsfaced with certification of a plaintiff class sometimes face overwhelming pressure to settle, regardlessof the perceived merits of the plaintiff's case. These 'potentially ruinous liability' cases placedefendants in the untenable position of deciding to settle to avoid the risk, no matter how small, of anadverse judgment or to proceed to trial in the. face of the threat of a judgment beyond the company'sresources. 'The history of recent litigation involving more than one category of products demonstratesthat such fears are not unfounded." The Note should not defeat the purpose of the proposal by urgingthat leave to appeal be granted with restraint. "[A]ppeflate courts can distinguish between cases thatdo, and do not, justify the allocation of the resources of the appellate court."

California State Bar Comm. on Fed. Cts.. 96CV179: Supports as a reasonable amendment. Plaintiffsmay otherwise have to choose between trial and surrender if certification is denied, and defendantsmay be forced to surrender if certification is granted.

California State Bar Comm. on Admin. of Justice. 96CV180: Supports.

TESTIMONY
Philadelphia Hearing

Allen D. Black. Tr. 33-35: Certification decisions are made by district courts that are exposed to thefull range of class actions. Discretionary appeal decisions will be made by courts of appeals inegregious cases at each end of the spectrum. The result will be a distorted body of class certificationlaw, based on nonrepresentative cases. And every class certification decision, one way or the other,will result in an application for an appeal.

Melvin I. Weiss. Tr. 42-44: Agrees with Allen Black, just above. Courts manage to find ways tohandle bad cases when they appear, even if that means stretching mandamus a bit.

Max W. Berger. Tr. 51-52: The rule should say that stays should be granted pending appeal only inextraordinary circumstances. Securities class actions are subject to long delays already under theSecurities Litigation Reform Act. Additional delays in discovery pending appeal would make thelitigation stale before it even gets under way.

Steven Glickstein Tr. 53-62: Appeal is important to a plaintiff, who may abandon the litigation ifcertification is denied. It is important to a defendantwho may face ruinous exposure and settle - "so,once again, that class certification decision evades appellate review." In may situations there is littleappellate guidance; this proposal will help generate a body of guiding decisions. Appeal is cleanerthan mandamus, which has a "lot of baggage." The change will be of benefit to plaintiffs as well asdefendants - if the court says the class is proper, that helps the plaintiff. The risk of a distorted bodyof law based on egregious cases is not real; the courts of appeals will-take not only egregious cases,but also those that raise novel or important questions.

Barbara Mather, Tr. 65-67: This is the first real opportunity to appeal. Section 1292(b) does not do
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it, and mandamus is not the right way to go. Even when egregious cases come to the courts of appeals,
the courts will write balanced, thoughtful opinions; there is no reason to fear development of a skewed
body of precedent.

H. Laddie Montague, Tr. 162-164: A class certification can be conditional, and can be altered inany
event. It is difficult to understand why there should be a special opportunity to appeal certification
decisions that is not available for other important rulings on in limine motions, discovery, motions to
dismiss, or motions for summary judgment.

Gerald Rodos Tr. 174-176: The appeal provision is unnecessary. It will further prolong the pretrial
phase in securities class actions, following reform legislation that already has lengthened the process.
Oneproblem is the Note statement that certification alone may force a defendant to settle; theFJC
study found no evidence of that.

Edward Labaton, Tr. 189-193: If (f) is to be adopted, it should incorporate the standards of § 1292(b),
requiring a debatable controlling issue and that immediate review would materially advance the
litigation. If it is felt that a district judge may have a particular interest in not having an appeal, that
problem can be addressed by dispensing with district-court certification., The problem with an open-
ended rule of discretion is that in 70% to 90% of cases there will be an automatic attempt to appeal.
This is an opportunity to delay the case and harass the other side.

David Weinstein. Tr. 196-201: The provision "is standardless." This is not an area for common-law
development of standards. The final judgment rule is wise. Defendants often believe that denial of
class certification is the only chance they have to avoid defeat on the merits; an interlocutory appeal
opportunity will be viewed as one more chaice.. And often there will be a stay -experience with
multidistrict litigation shows that the mere filing of a motion with, the Judicial Panel commonly causes
the trial judge to stay proceedings while the Panel decides whether the case is to be transferred. The
"same kind of human dynamic" will operate when there is an application for leave to appeal a class
certification decision.
William T. Coleman. Jr.. Tr. 209-211: There should be an automatic right to appeal grant or denial of
certification. Many of these cases are settled, because the amounts of money are so large.

Robert Reinstein. Tr. 250-255: It is likely that the courts of appeals will seldom grant review. But the
theory that class certification coerces settlement has not been proved; the FJC study looked and could
not find this effect. And (f) sets no standards; at the least, it should incorporate the § 1292(b) criteria
that look for substantial ground for difference of opinion and materially advancing the ultimate
disposition. And any erosion of the final judgment rule is a matter of concern.

Joel Gora. for ABCNY, Tr. 268-269: Section 1292(b) appeals generally deal with issues of law. These
class-certification appeals are "an enormous mix, class question questions, a fact or law, of various
subclasses, of prospects of recovery and the like. To make every one of those extremely individualized
issues, the subject of potential appeal is going to add, we fear, yet another burden and obstacle, to the
class action mechanism."

Alfred Cortese, Tr. 288-289: More opportunity for appeals will help generate a body of law applying
certification standards.

Dallas
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Charles Silver. Tr. 41. 48-50: Opposes the proposal. Texas has appeal as a matter of right fromcertification rulings. But most appeals are taken by defendants. Perhaps that is because a plaintiff canwin reversal of a certification denial only by prevailing on all of the elements needed for certification,while a defendant can win reversal of a certification by prevailing on only one. Whatever the reason,the Committee should not act on the mistaken assumption that the appeal opportunity will actuallyprove "symmetrical" in its impact on plaintiffs and defendants.

John Martin. Tr. 55-56: Interlocutory review is one of the most significant of the proposed changes.It should not be qualified in the Note by suggesting that review should be granted with restraint. Andthe language discouraging stays pending appeal should be deleted.

Claudia Wilson Frost. Tr. 59-68: Texas has interlocutory appeal as a matter of right. A survey of 25cases reported since the appeal procedure was adopted shows that 15 appeals were by defendants, therest by plaintiffs. The plaintiffs sought review not only of certification denials, but also of issues asto the scope of the class, or the certification of an opt-out class. There is a floodgate concern, and theNote may seem to caution restraint, but it would be helpful to provide more guidance on the standardsfor granting review and the standard of review. But not prepared to give any suggestions for thestandard of review other than abuse of discretion. With that, "an interlocutory appeal is a verydesirable thing." The economics and risk involved deter many defendants from persisting throughfinal judgment and appeal; they settle instead.

Henry B. Alsobrook. Jr.. Tr. 77-80: It would be better to provide appeal as a matter of right, and~toprovide a stay pending appeal. Denial of certification, as a practical matter, operates as a stay. Butif certification is granted, "we get into the horrendous expense of carrying on with the litigation formaybe years, hopefully not but could be years, before a decision is reached by the court of appeals ** *." Defendants want a binding determination of the certification issue by'a court of appeals as earlyas possible.

John L. Hill, Jr.. Tr. 113-116: Experience as former Chief Justice of Texas demonstrates the value ofinterlocutory appeal from class certification decisions. The right to a stay of trial-court proceedingsalso is important. The proposal will, "go a long way toward preventing the use of class actions as a' toolto extort settlements."

Stanley M. Chesley. Tr. 142-144: Interlocutory appeals will defeat the primary class-action goal ofefficiency and expediency. There may be a delay of 12 to 18 months. Even though jurisdictionremains in the district court and there is no formal stay, as a practical matter district judges are notanxious to waste time and money on litigation that may not proceed as a class.

Patrick E. Maloney. for Defense Research Institute. Tr. 152: "[Tlhere should be some meaningful wayof appealing from a certification issue so that the parties don't waste all that time. between thecertification and either not appealing because there's so much expense involved and it forces asettlement, and I don't believe the delays are an issue that we should have to consider in terms offairness."

Bartlett H. McGuire. Tr. 161: (f) is "a very helpful safety valve."

San Francisco Hearing
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Elizabeth J. Cabraser, Tr. 52-56: Appellate review is available when needed now, through § 1292(b)

and mandamus. A new procedure will be overused. It is difficult to believe that defense counsel will

be able to persuade defendants not to seek review because a class certification presents only routine

issues. "It will become used in every case, including securities antitrust, civil rights, employment

discrimination cases, in which the jurisprudence of class certification is well established." If there is

to be any provision, it should be limited to cases in which new issues are most likely to arise, that is

to say mass torts. New and startling developments in other substantive areas can be resolved through

the existing means of review.

C.C. Torbert. Jr.. Tr. 58-63: Although appeal as a matter of right might be better, the interlocutory

appeal proposal will be a useful device. Class certification is the main event; once certification is

granted, it is likely to turn simply into the question of who is the best negotiator.

Arthur R. Miller. Tr. 67-68: Although not arguing against the proposal, urges caution. It could become

an attractive nuisance' As drafted, 'it applies not only to mass torts, but to civil rights, consumer

actions, insurance actions. Perhaps it should be limited.

Charles F. Preuss (InternationalAssn. of Defense Counsel), Tr. 86: "The appeal is a very valuable tool.

And I think that that is a necessary tool' at this stage, until we see how these proposed changes work

out.''

Samuel B. Witt, Tr. 96: The sooner the better, as Judge Hill testified in Dallas. The Note should not

suggest restraint, and should not discourage stays pending appeal.

John L. McGoldrick. Tr. 106: "Quick, not terribly stingy review is very sensible, because many of

these cases turn on whether it's certified or not. It is the issue *

Sheila L. Birnbaum, Tr. 109-110: There should be appeal of right when a class is certified. But leave

to appeal is better than the current situation. "Rmember, the district court gets involved in this. They

can't help it. I mean, it's natural. It's not a bad thing. *** I would rather have three judges early on

decide this issue rather than one district court judge." When review has been available by § 1292(b)

or by mandamus, the courts of appeals have been decertifying mass tort classes.

Richard Wentz for Mortgase Bankers Assn.. Tr. 137-138: The Note suggesting restraint should be

rethought. Frequently we are sued by many lawyers on the same issue at the same time, and have to

fight class certification in many forums. District court decisions denying certification are not much

help in resisting the same certification request in another court. Appellate rulings would help.

James R. Sutterfield. for International Assn. of Ins. Defense Counsel. Tr. 146: Supports the whole

package of proposals, but not sure whether it could be supported without (f) and the small-claims

class. More needs to be done.

Jeffrey J. Greenbaum. Tr. 149-153: Class certification is outcome-determinative. It is the ball game.

It creates insurmountable pressure to settle. Interlocutory appeal is important not only in mass torts,

but also in securities and antitrust and other areas. But the comments should not take away what the

rule gives. There is no need to speak of restraint; the appellate courts know which case they are going

to hear. There may be a flood of applications during the first years after the rule is adopted, but
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lawyers will learn and will seek an appeal only when there is a good chance that it will be granted.
The Note also should not disparage appeals based on-case-specific matters; individual justice isimportant, not merely resolving novel issues of law. And it is unwise to encourage district courts toexpress opinions on the advisability of appeal. That has been an insurmountable hurdle in § 1292(b)procedure. Most lawyers have problems in persuading a judge that an issue should go up on appealnow. "And I think a lot of judges may not see that clearly, and I think you should. allow three objectivepeople to make that decision." Finally, the time limit should include a period for reconsideration bythe district court before appeal time expires.

Miles N. Ruthberg, Tr. 161-162: The appeal proposal is in many ways the most important part of thepackage. "Sometimes, very fine federal judges give in to the temptation to stretch and certify a classprecisely because it has the effect of encouraging-a defendant to settle." Twenty years ago, it wasplaintiffs who wanted to appeal, who supported the death-knell theory. In the long run, all sides arebetter served by the opportunity for appeal. "I think the appellate courts will be able to exercise theirdiscretion efficiently and quickly." But the comments suggesting restrained or modest use should bedeleted; the appellate courts will take care of themselves.

Joseph Goldberg, Tr. 186-189: Is involved in a large pricefixing class action in which the defendantsought mandamus review of the order granting certification. There was full briefing; after ten monthsmandamus was denied on the ground that there was no abuse of discretion. The proceeding was veryexpensive. "Encouraging interlocutory appeals I think is only going to add to clogging the courts."

Brian C. Anderson, Tr. 201-205: Interlocutory, appeal will help relieve the inconsistency of classcertification practices reflected in district court decisions. As it is now, "skilled counsel can cite a casefor pretty much any proposition." Present review opportunities are not adequate. A Lexis search ofthe last ten years revealed fifteen successful § 1292(b) reviews, eleven applications for mandamus, andthree grants of mandamus. It is not only defendants who seek review. Of the § 1292(b) petitions, threewere filed by plaintiffs and one by intervenors. Of the mandamus petitions, four were brought byplaintiffs. Six of these 18 reviews were in the last year; that does not mean that a nine-year problemhas been solved.

Donn P. Pickett. Tr. 221-224: With certification decisions made "when' practicable there will be aneven better to support interlocutory review, and (f) will work still better. The beauty of the proposalis that it is neutral, favoring neither plaintiffs nor defendants. It gives the appellate court "purediscretion," unencumbered by the technical requirements of § 1292(b). The Note seems to take awayfrom the discretion by describing a modest provision to be used with restraint, and hardly ever in casesthat turn on case-specific matters. It is better to leave it all to the appellate court, on the model ofcertiorari. These notes are, in practice, used to create side debates.

William M. Audet. Tr. 257: Section 1292(b) deals adequately with the problem if there is a badcertification order.
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FRCP Committee. American College of Trial Lawyers. 96CV095: The (b)(4) settlement class
proposal may "constitute creation of substantive law and in doing so, violate the Rules Enabling
Act."

Sheila L. Birnbaum. 96CV107: In discussing the proposed 23(b)(3)(F) factor, urges that the Note
be modified to delete references to the public values of class-action small-claims enforcement. "[I]t
is outside the scope of the Rules Enabling Act for the Advisory Committee to confer upon class
counsel the role of a private attorney general, which is exactly what the Draft Note appears to do."

Arthur R. Miller. 96CV1 11: Dissatisfaction with class actions reflects a myopic focus on a particular
procedural vehicle. Mass problems and mass litigation arise from contemporary social phenomena
that are far beyond the scope of the rulemaking power. Aggregation will occur in one way or
another; the question is what means are best. The subfactor (F) proposal would permit courts to
refuse to enforce some substantive policies when the benefits to individual class members do not
seem to justify the costs and burdens of class litigation. That modifies substantive rights and is
beyond the limits of the Enabling Act.

Miles N. Ruthbere. 96CV1 12: This is a plea that as now administered, Rule 23 defeats substantive
rights. The proposed amendments are necessary to restore a proper balance. Courts do not insist on
"unity of proof." The claims of representative plaintiffs may be stronger than the claims of other
class members, imposing liability that denies the due process rights of defendants. Or the claims of
representative plaintiffs may be defeated by defenses that do not apply to other class members,
defeating the due process rights of the class. "[T]he underlying substantive claims are effectively
altered ** * Under the Enabling Act, Rule 23 "cannot be allowed to create or alter the underlying
substantive claims. * * * Deterrence, to the extent intended by Congress, is appropriate; over-
deterrence, given the resulting social and economic costs, is not. Unfortunately, experience has
shown that trial courts too often stretch Rule 23 to accommodate class actions - even when it
means altering legal rights by glossing over differences in proof and coercing defendants to settle
cases that never should have been brought."

William A. Montgomery (State Farm Ins. Cos.). 96CV122: The suggestion in the Note on factor (F)
that class actions serve a deterrent function "is beyond the scope of the judiciary's authority under
the Rules Enabling Act." [Mr. Montgomery states in a supplemental statement that "[t]he class action
device is not intended broadly to expand or modify substantive rights by creating an open invitation
for self-appointed 'champions' of public interest to pursue their goals through glass litigation. * *
* [M]odifying Rule 23 to incorporate a deterrent effect concept would contravene the constraints
imposed by the Rules Enabling Act."

Paul D. Carrinaton, 96CV138: This comment is twenty single-spaced,

small-typed pages constituting the body of an article co-authored by Professor Carrington and Derek
Apanovitch. The footnotes are omitted. It is tightly written. Even this lengthy summary does less
than justice to the message. And the message is important: it is urged in many ways that proposed
Rule 23(b)(4) is invalid, and that in any event it would be folly to pay the price that must be paid for
attempting to push it through the Enabling Act process.
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The discussion is focused almost entirely on settlement classes in mass tort litigation. It is
based on the assumption that common issues need not predominate in a (b)(4) action. This
assumption is not necessarily at odds with the fact that a (b)(4) class must satisfy the requirements
of (b)(3). It may be meant to urge thatcommon issues predominate in a (b)(4) class only in, the
artificial sense that the many individual issues are improperly swallowed up by the settlement.- Many
of the arguments might seem to suggest thata (b)(3) class action can never be settled, but it is
implied repeatedly that settlement of a (b)(3) litigation classmay be legitimate. Many of the
arguments rest on the impact that a settlement class has on rights created by state law; to that extent,
they do not address the use of settlement classes in federal-claim cases such as ,the frequently offered
antitrust and securities law examples.

The shortest statement of the argument appears at p. 7 of thi's draft: Proposed, (b)(4), and the
district-court practice, it would legitimate, are not procedure but "radical tort reform.', Some version
of, this proposal may be desirable, but the judgment must be made by Congress, not through the
Enabling Act. "'The attainment of global peace in mass torts is a legislative purpose of formidable
complexity."

Ten substantive consequences of the (b)(4) proposal areenumerated. (1) Unless all class
claims are governed in all aspects by the law of one state,,the settlement class "necessarily overrides
differences in state lawv." Congress might have power to do this, although even a statute "might be
denoted as a randomized preemption of state law vulnerable under the Due Process Clause of the
Fifth Amendment."' (2) The proposal supersedes state choice-of-law principles, binding on federal
courts throughlErie and Klawon. (3),The class creates an ticial contract between class members
and class counsel; notice and opt-out procedure does not justify this, since the, typical class-,action
notice "is so uninformative to the avere citizen*** as tp make most other contracts,,of adhesion
liook likecarefuly negotiated bargains." The danger of the fictional contract is niinimized when
there is 4 trial.d 1ut a ettlement' class, "not identified by the predominance of common questions,"
burdens class counsel with conflicts of -interest. "It is beyond the experience or expectation of
reasonable citizens lthat the ;failu re to respond to what lopks like a piece of junk mail constitutes
assent to, the, employment 'of sf.selected counsel to represent te nail recipient in an action
involving seridusprsonal injury or death." (4) The fictional contract radically modifies ordinary
attorney-client relations, because ordinary client control of settlement is displaced. "Moreover, an
ordinary lawyer has+a duty,,to reject a compromise providing generous fees but modest relief for the
client." (5) A lawyer who betrays duties owed to a client is subject to state-law sanctions. If it is
intended that (b)(4) insulate against such state-law sanctions, there is another displacement of
substantive state law. (6) There isl no standard to support meaningful evaluation of the substantive
individual claims surrendered by the class settlement., It may be possible to prudently evaluate
individual claims when cpmmon issues predominate, asllin a (b)(3) litigation class. But it is not
possible "[w]hen common questions do not predominate, as in proceedings under proposed ***
(b)(4)," absent information on the merits of each case - "a process that would defeat the purpose
of the exercise." The property rights class members have in their claims are modified. (7) Typically
the defendant has no interest in the allocation of the global settlement among class members. "The
result is that the cost of defending againstfalse or excessive claims falls on the class." (8) "[T]he
right to individual control and management of one's own personal injury claim is itself a substantive
right, indeed perhaps a constitutional right. *** A legal system that no longer has time for
individuals has seriously modified the quality of justice." (9) The defendant's ability to pay is a
significant factor in judging the fairness of settlement. The ability is connected to the defendant's
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other substantive rights and duties. In many settlement mass-tort classes, (b)(4) will become "a
voluntary bankruptcy process for use by solvent debtors." It lacks, however, any of the complex
standards and procedures addressed by bankruptcy law. (10) The Committee Note will encourage
courts to go still further in fashioning global peace for defendants by settling the claims "of future
plaintiffs, including those yet unborn."

The next portion of the article urges that working all of these substantive effects through a
judicial process "would *** be in violation quite possibly of every constitution in the world," and
surely violates our Constitution.

Constitutional concerns are tied tightly to practical political concerns. The "rulemaking
process has been embattled in recent years." Those engaged in the process should remember Ron
Degnan's advice- at the beginning of the process that led to adoption of the Evidence Ruiles and the
subsequent intervention by Congress: reaching for too much may cost them everything.

"The disability of Article mII judges for the practice of democratic politics was recently
illustrated by the action of the Judicial Conference of the United States derailing the proposal to
restore the size of civil juries to twelve." (The many faces put on the relative disability of Article
I judges do not reflect great esteem for the probable workings of Congress - at p. 11, for example,

it is noted that "[ejxperience with civil procedure fashioned by factional democratic policies**
was generally adverse.")

The Supreme Court itself will be transformed if it should ill-advisedly take on the role of
"making laws evoking a high level of political partisanship and lobbying activity." It will not long
rely on the Judicial Conference or Judicial Conference committees "to keep it informed about the
social, economic, and political consequences for which it is asked to take responsibility."

"Paragraph (b)(4) is politically controversial, supported by some factions and opposed by
others. That is a solid,,proof of its substantivity in the pragmatic sense." The strong reactions of
opposing forces reflect that "the proposal has important effects extrinsic to the process by which
courts decide cases or controversies in accordance with law." That makes the',question one for
Congress. The Civil Rules Committee "has never recommended a rule to which there was stout,
principled oppositionr by persons aggrieved by the prospective tsubstantive consequences of the
pending proposal." (There Ifollow a series of examples suggesting that at times the Reporter, the
Committee, or the Court have overlooked Enabling Act limits by recommending and adopting rules
with substantive effects.)

The 1966 adoption of (b)(3) was meant to address the problem of one-way intervention in
the former "spurious' class action. There was little concern regarding its validity because "no one
favoring the addition of paragraph (b)(3) envisioned the uses to which that text would be put. **
Assuredly, no one in 1966 considered the possibility of an action being certified as a class action for
the sole purpose of approving a settlement under that subdivision, thereby conferring a res judicata
effect on an essentially nonjudicial resolution: of the claims~of thousands and even millions of non-
parties." It is well within the aim of procedural law reform to facilitate aggregation of claims for
smaller harms. But it' was necessary to reject thel improper extensions into such things as fluid
recovery, or requiring the defendant to pay for class notice.

In the 1980s the Committee "was unanimous in the view that Rule 23 was too politically
freighted to bear treatment by the apolitical process associated with Article Im institutions." The
innovations that have been made in adapting Rule 23 to mass torts appear to be the work of only a
few prominent members of the federal judiciary. The Third Circuit, even in rejecting such an
attempt in the Georgine case, suggested that perhaps' the Enabling Act process should address the
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question. "In making that suggestion, the court was inattentive to the statutory and constitutional
limitations on the rulemaking power."
David L. Shapiro. 96CY153: Carrington and Cramton have addressed the Enabling Act issues; their
arguments need not be repeated., Rule 23 presented Enabling Act difficulties in its original form, and
the difficulties were exacerbated by the 1966 amendments. The highly controversial present
proposals, and particularly the factor (F) small-claims proposal, "may well constitute the last push
needed to plunge the rule over the ,Enabling Actprecipice." These concerns "argue strongly for
leaving these difficult questions for resolution either by federal legislation where that is appropriate,
or by state authorities where state law governs under Erie."
ABA Tort & Ins. Practice . .96CV162(Suop.): In expressing the views of Task Force members who
oppose factor (F), argues that "(F) embodies a valuejudgent about the worth of small claims class
actions, and provides federal judges withvirtuallyubridled discretion to reject this type class
action." This exceeds the Advisory Committee's authority by making a normative policy decision
about these class actions thatdisa matter for Congress.
Rooter C. Cranston '(November 23. 1996 Letter): Urges the views advanced in the May, 1996 letters
to the Standing Committee from Professor Carrington, and-from Professors Miller and Shapiro. (1)
Consent is a, weak basis for substituting-settlement deals for substantive rights. (2) Federalism
concerns weigh against private deals between a class lawyer and a defendant that displace state tort
and contract law (3) Separtionof-powers concerns weigh against substitution of vast claims-
administration systems for court-adinistered justice

`,UBLI C HEARINGS
?,, Philadelphia Hearing

Stephen Burbank. Tr. 139-142: (b)(4):does not seem to'lraise Enabling Act problems under current
interpretations of the Act, because they set very loose&standards. We should take seriously the
prospect that there maybe limits beyond those stated in Sibbach and Hanna. Rulemaking should not
extend to rules that'predictably iad unavoidably affectrights under the substantive law. The (b)(4)
proposal does not seem to do -that. -More generally, however, there is a special problem. Rule 23
may not have been intended to affect substantive rights,! but it has. Does that mean that the Supreme
Court cannot undo or temper what it has done, because that is to modify the substantive effects it has
wrought? That would put the Court in an impossible position.

San Francisco Hearing
Eric Green. Tr. 36-37: Experience with Evidence Rules 413, 414, and 415 supports the view that it
would be better for the Committee to address settlement-class issues than for Congress to do so. But
has not studied the question of Enabling Act authority.
Arthur-R. Miller. Tr. 79-80: Both (b)(4) and (b)(3)(F) may violate the Enabling Act. "This back-
room deal, 'Hey, let's get together, start the class, and then here's the settlement,' I mean, that's a
real article 2072 problem. But that lies in writing the rule properly, or relying on the inherent good
sense of district judges working with counsel under the Canons of Ethics ** *. I certainly would
limit (b)(4) to a situation in which you have an adversary proceeding, anterior to any settlement. But
you're on the knife's edge., I think modern rule making is always going to keep this Committee on
the knife's edge."
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Preliminary Consideration of the Merits

Bartlett H. McGuire. 96CV028. 96CV092: This comment is the draft of an article captioned "The
Death Knell for Eisen: Why the Class Action Analysis Should Include an Assessment of the Merits."
The title describes the suggestion - the Committee should not have abandoned the proposals to
require preliminary consideration of the merits as part of the (b)(3) superiority analysis. Unlike the
proposals most recently considered by the Committee, this proposal would make consideration of
the merits simply one of the list of superiority and predominance factors, as a new (b)(3)(D):

(D) whether there is a substantial possibility, as determined after a preliminary assessment
of the merits of the claims (which may include a preliminary hearing and a review of
related litigation), that the claims of the class and the class representatives will
succeed on the merits;

The article suggests that the Eisen statements that prohibit preliminary consideration of the
merits were mere dictum, and not authorized by the structure of Rule 23. The decision in the
Coopers & Lybrand case that rejected "death-knell" appeals from orders that deny certification is said
to be inconsistent with Eisen, since the Court reasoned that a class certification decision is not
collateral to the merits but instead is entangled with the merits.

Perhaps more important, there are many settings in which the class certification decisions of
lower courts regularly consider he probable outcome on the merits. Cases that turn on the maturity
of mass-tort claims deny certification before there has been substantial litigating experience, and -
as in the asbestos cases - approve certification after there has been enough other litigation to ensure
complete discovery and good information about probable determinations of liability and typical
damages awards. Determination of mandatory "limited fund" class certifications require asses/sment
not only of the defendant's assets but also of the probabiity of adverse judgments'onthe merits in
sufficient amounts to exceed the assets. Motions to dismiss or for summary judgment are resolved
before certification, effectively denying certification after an adverse determination of the merits.
Certification of a settlement class and approval of the settlement necessarily involve: an appraisal of
the merits. And in other settings as well, clandestine consideration of the merits is common.

The 1979 Department of Justice bill, I.R. 5103, 96th Cong., 1st Sess., called for a showing
of sufficiently serious questions going to the merits to make them fair grounds for litigation, drawing
from one articulation of the preliminary injunction standard. District courts have suggested other
phrases; the most apt is Judge Weinstein's "substantial possibility of success." This requires less
than a 50% chance of success, but more than is required to defeat summary judgment or dismissal.
The determination is easy to make with mature mass torts, or in actions that follow government
litigation. As to small-claim litigation, on the other hand, there is not likely to be any substantial
experience with related litigation; the finding would be based on initial disclosures, some limited
discovery controlled by the court, and evidentiary hearings. The fact that claims are small and are
not likely to be pursued by other means would be a reason to lower the threshold.

The concerns that have deterred the Advisory Committee are overblown. The preliminary
inquiry into the merits need not engulf the process, and the fruits of discovery will remain useful
whether or not certification is granted. A discovery-assisted assessment of the merits will, moreover,
reduce the risks of untoward settlement. The indication of probable outcome on the merits will be
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useful, not a hindrance, as the case progresses.

(The summary of his Dallas testimony, 96CV092, is similar. The testimony is set out at
Dallas transcript, 163-169. The task of assessing the merits without undertaking a preliminary trial
is a matter of case management, of control by the trial judge. The preliminary assessment may
provide some guidance for settlement; if the result a determination that it is a strong claim, the
settlement is likely to reflect the strength of the claim. Today, many lawyers- say that settlement
discussions do not reflect the merits; "going to a jury is a crapshoot, and everyone can get stung and
the sensible thing to do is settle this on the basis of the amount in controversy with a discount of
some kind * * * we never even talk about the merits." The court should look for a "substantial
possibility of success," or "substantial evidence.")

96CV033: Brenda Fontaine. President. and Alan M. Porten. Vice-President. Class Actions
Notification. Inc.: A request toitestify at the November 22 hearing that suggests that they will be
advancing suggestions for making more effective notice in (b)(3) and (b)(4) class actions. This may
be superseded entirely by their testimony.

William T. Coleman. Jr., Esq.. 96CV068: Was present "at the creation"' of present (b)(3), and urges
several changes to correct the "unmitigated disaster" that courts have worked by failing to adhere "to
the clear language of the Rule and the Committee Notes." (1) Any class-action complaint must be
pleaded with particularity. (2) If certification is denied, the court should follow the approach used
with discovery disputes: themoving attorney should be required to pay the expenses caused by the
motion unless "there was substantial justification for each element of the failed motion." (3) A
"classwide proof' requirement should be added, in line with several appellate decisions that require
consideration of the way in which the case actually will be tried. The movant "must show that the
evidence likely to be admitted a trial regarding all elements of the claims asserted by the certified
class will be substantially the same as to all class members." This conforms to the original intent
that certification "would be available only where the evidence applicable to all putative class
members' claims would be virtually identical." (4) The superiority requirement should be clarified
to exclude almost all actions that simply "piggyback" on parallel public enforcement proceedings.
If the claims "could be resolved through federal or state administrative processes, class certification
usually should be denied."

Gerson H. Smoger, for ATLA. 96CV126: ATLA policy on class actions includes, ¶ 5, opposition
to any rule that would permit consideration of the merits among the criteria for certification.
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Mass Torts

D. Dudley Oldham. 96CV083: Single-event mass torts may be appropriate for class treatment.
Dispersed mass torts are not. Rule 23 should be amended to exclude them.

Patrick E. Maloney. 96CV090 & Supp.: For Defense Research Institute. Rule 23 is not appropriate
for dispersed mass torts. Rule 23 often permits distant courts and attorneys to deprive plaintiffs "of
the personal control of their claims which they deserve." The Supplement adds: "We wish the
Advisory Committee would announce affirmatively that dispersed mass torts are not appropriate for
resolution under the rubric of Rule 23(b)(3)."

G. Luke Ashley. 96CV091: Takes exception to the Note references to mass torts. The Seventh
Amendment jury-trial right requires that "only one jury *** determine all issues necessary to

fashion a judgment," and that ajury resolve individual issues of causation and damages. Individual
issues thus necessarily predominate. Individual issues also may predominate as to some seemingly
basic liability issues - a duty to warn of product dangers, for example, may arise only as to products
made after a particular time, yielding different answers for different plaintiffs, or may depend on the
differing circumstances of different plaintiffs. Punitive damages determinations are inextricably
intertwined with issues of liability and compensatory damages. "The suggestions in the commentary
that class certification in mass tort context would now be more appropriate are totally unwarranted
and should be eliminated."

William S. Wells. 96CV130: There should be probable liability rulings as a preliminary to class
certification, based on a minitrial proceeding and'- if warranted by the minitrial - trial of a test
case. An administrative tribunal may be needed to handle claims assessment. A workers
compensation model should be considered as a means of funding damage payments.

Nicholas J. Wittner (Nissan North America). 96CV158: The Committee Note should reaffirm the
1966 caution against using class actions in mass torts.

William T. Coleman. Jr.. Phil.Tr. 204: As a member of the Advisory Committee when Rule 23(b)(3)
was created, assures that "what the courts have done * * * was far beyond what we have ever
intended." The Note said that mass torts would not be covered. The Committee was thinking of
things like a plane crash. Once you move beyond those, there are different state laws; it is a mistake
to attempt to try a few issues in isolation and send the rest of each case elsewhere to be completed.
We have gotten away from the requirement that most issues should be common. A federal judge has
attempted to resolve the choice-of-law problem by taking one rule of negligence for all claims. The
"conglomerate rule of law *** wasn't what was meant when Rule 23 was adopted."

Arthur R. Miller, San F. Tr.68: Perhaps the time has come to abandon pure transubstantive rules and
write a mass torts rule. The Committee should think about it.

Samuel B. Witt. San F. Tr. 95-96: The Committee should think further about mass tort class actions.
"General causation does not determine the specific causation necessary to find an individual
defendant responsible. And that's the defect in the system that needs to be focused."

SheilaL. Birnbaum, San F. Tr. 106-118: Speaking only to mass torts, states that even cases that have
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no merit cannot be tried. The Copley case, involving a contaminated drug, is a good illustration.
It started trial but then settled. There were five representative plaintiffs. Each may have been injured
in adifferent period of time, with different facts. Trial means adducing much evidence, that does not
apply to other plaintiffs. "Everything gets mixed together. There is no way to separate it. Each
plaintiff gets [sic] credence to every other plaintiff on the, causation issue ** *. People look at class
actions differently.' They respond to' it differently." When you calculate the chances of trying a case,
you cannot do it. `So the playing field changes'when you certify a class. It's inevitable; it's innate.
You can'thelp it. What charge do you give in a national class on a mass tort"? In the Copley case,
on discovering that not all states adhere to Restatement Second of Torts § 402A, the judge decided
to give the jury six separate instructions based on the laws of the states of the representative
plaintiffs)' Such cases should not be certified.

,,ge 428
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Alfred W. Cortese. Jr. & Kathleen L. Blaner, 96CV063(Supp): Approves the recommendations for
class-wide proof. "A number of federal courts have adopted similar requirements." This will ensure
the efficiencies class actions are intended to provide.

John Beisner. 96CV086: Proposes addition to (b)(3) of a new element in addition to predominance
and superiority: "(ii) that the evidence likely to be admitted at trial regarding the elements of the
claims for which certification is sought is substantially the same as to all class members." "The real
problem *** is that the judicial system increasingly allows litigants to bring and pursue meritless
class actions whose stakes are so high that defendants have no choice but to accede to the
extortionate demands * * *. [Slome courts * * * are paying mere lip service to * * * commonality."
The issue is not only whether there are common questions, but also whether there are common
answers. "Either the class defendant is liable to all members of the class, or it is liable to no class
members." Unless the court considers carefully the variations in evidence relevant to individual
class member claims, "there is a significant risk that named plaintiffs whose claims may be strongest
may be advanced to mask the relative weakness of other class member's [sic] claims." The
amendment would prevent class members from escaping the burden of proving their claims that
would exist in individual litigation. It also would require the court to think at the certification stage
about how the case would be tried as a class action. (His Dallas testimony, Tr. 97-104, repeated the
theme. Courts are forgetting that individual litigation is the bedrock, that the class action is a narrow
exception. There is a need to resurrect the commonality requirement, to focus on how the case will
be tried, to consider whether a jury can fairly be asked to return a common verdict. Although
common questions, superiority, and predominance are required for (b)(3) classes, "trial courts are
increasingly missing that need to look at evidence." Subclasses and issues classes are not a sufficient
answer.)

John W. Martin. Jr.. 96CV093: Testifying as General Counsel of Ford Motor Company. The
proposals all are desirable, but they do not go far enough to cure the many abuses of class actions.
As one additional measure, (b)(3) should require that "the evidence likely to be admitted at trial
regarding all elements of the claims asserted by the certified class is substantially the same as to all
class members." The emphasis is on "all elements." Classwide proof "lies at the heard of the
commonality, typicality and predominance requirements." If there are substantial variations, the
class will be unfair to the defendant or unfair to class members: the claims of the representative
plaintiffs may excite sympathy and unfairly imposes liability for the benefit of all, or may fail for
reasons that should not defeat the claims of all others. If an attempt is made to accommodate
substantial individual variations, on the other hand, the class will become unmanageable.
"Unfortunately, some district courts have failed to give any serious consideration to the proof that
would be presented at trial *** [L] awsuits have been certified that can, as a practical matter, never
be tried in a manner that respects the due process rights of the defendant and the unnamed class
members." (This suggestion is renewed in his testimony, Dallas Transcript 58.)

Sheila L. Birnbaum, 96CV107: Urges incorporation into the first paragraph of (b)(3) of a new
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element in addition to predominance and superiority: "(ii) that the evidence likely to be admitted at,
trial regarding all elements of the claims asserted by the certified class is substantially the same as
to all class members." This reflects the "classwide proof)' requirement articulated in such cases as
Blue Bird Body Co., 5th Cir.1978, 573 F.2d 309, 321-322, and Walsh v. Ford Motor co.,
D.C.Cir. 1986, 807 F.2d 1000, 1017, 1018. This will defeat the attempt made by some class counsel
to rely on proof of individual claim elements as to representative plaintiffs to take the place of proof
as to other class members who may not be able to make the showing. Individual reliance in a fraud
case must be shown as to each class member.,' "[T]his tactic is invalid because it seeks to permit
individual class' members to recover without ever being required toprove their claims. Allowing
claims to be tried to a 'yes-or-no' liability verdict as to all class members without ever confirming
that the evidencepresented actually appliesto and proves all class members' claims 'alters
substantive rights."', Trial courts hayebeon certifyingIclasses without determining whether the
representative pan. prove ,"all elements, of ,all.,claims at issue using only proof simultaneously
applicable to all plass members," and have been reversed. , Se Valentino, 9th Cir.1996, 97F.3d
1227, 1234; Castano,i 84 F.3d at 740, 744-745; American Medical Sys., 6th Cir.1996,75 F.3d 1069,
1083-1086. Tria courts need to envision howqthe class claims would be tried.+ Absent essentially
uniform,,across-the-board" proof, the proceeding, eitherwvill sink into an unmanageable morass of
individualized proof "or class members will effectively bei excused from proving their claims.
Neither result is consistent with fundamental due prpcess principles " *

Miles N. RLthbert. 96CV1 12: "Unity of proof' sho Uid be required. The common issues must be
susceptible toclass- wide proof. Due process, is denie 1 when the claims of individual representatives
do not really reflect other claims - whether b"ecause stronqer, harming the defendant, or weaker,
harming other class'members. '[Thlhe underlying sbsate aims are effectively altered and/or
individual issues of pro6of render any tril of the casenmanageabIe. " "Rule 23 should not be
stretched to accommodate actions in a way that alters substantive rights by excusing proof of all the
elements of a claim, or allowing putative class members to avoid defenses. This is how defendants
are railroaded into high stakes settlements that have little or nothing to do with proper liability
exposure." (His San Francisco testimony, Tr 154-160p echoes the theme: courts have -been
increasingly tempted ",to see common issues where he really aren't sufficient common -issues to
justify a class. And when that happens, that has a sbstantive impact, because, instead of trying a
case with allutde elepn nts that Congress has laid outS the case threatens to go to trial focusing, only
on a piece of the claim, and that distortsthp substantiye law," Mass torts demonstrate this problem.)

Brian C. Anderson. 96CV125: Classwide proof shoud be required, demanding that trial evidence
of matters certified for class treatmnent be substantially the same as to all class members. Many
courts require this now, as part of the cornm_ naity, typicality, and predominance requirements.
Recent appellate decisions underscore the requilr;emie t some district courts may prove reluctant.
If this is not made a separate and explicit requwement, at least it should be -added to the Note. A
good focus would be the factor (C) Y'matirit" part ofthe Not - in looking at other trials, the court
could inquire whether the evideice of individu cla msd was highly individualized. (Specific Note
language is suggested at p. 13. The same suggestion is repeated in his San Francisco testimony, Tr.
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205-207.)

Richard S. Paul, 96CV129: Proposes adding a new factor (b)(3)(G): "whether plaintiffs have
demonstrated their ability to prove the fact of injury as to each class member, without making
individualized inquiries as to class member injury." The need is illustrated by an antitrust class
action against Xerox that was certified despite the lack of any showing that classwide impact could
be proved.

James N. Roethe (Bank of America), 96CV134: ndorsesithe proposals of John Beisner, 96CV086,
and John W. Martin, Jr., 96CV103. "[O]nce a class is certified, the pressures on the judge at trial
to eliminate the requirement for individualized proof establishing each element of a cause of action
with respect to each class member, is often overwhelming." It should be required that the- evidence
likely to be admitted at trial regarding the elements of the claims is substantially the same as to each
class member. Suppose, for example, a case in which it is alleged that a bank trust department
purchased a real estate investment for thousands of personal trust accounts. Recovery by each trust
class member will depend on individualized proof of the trust's investment objectives, time- to
liquidation, total assets, percent invested in this purchase, participation in the investment decision,
and so on. The common questions are overwhelmed by these particular questions. For these cases,
coordination or multidistrict proceedings are the proper approach, not class certification. (His San
Francisco testimony is similar, Tr. 229.)

James J. Johnson, 96CV135(Supp.): Since 1966, "the defining characteristics of Rule 23(b)(3) class
actions [have been] abandoned. In the beginning, common questions, of law and fact had to clearly
predominate." No more. Yet class actions cannot "fairly resolve claims which raise individualized
issues of fact and law." "The advertising claims that Procter & Gamble has faced as class actions
involve highly individualistic questions of fact that cannot be resolved fairly on a class basis. The
claims turn on issues such as individual reliance, deception, intent, and interpretation ***. Efforts
to resolve these claims on a class basis obscure crucial factual differences."

Stephen F. Gates (Amoco Corp.). 96CV168: Supports the present proposals, but urges more far-
reaching changes to end the present abuses of class-action procedure. One of the revisions that
deserves consideration is "requiring class-wide proofs."

American Council of Life Ins.. 96CV177: (Noted here; there are no specific suggestions for reform,
apart from support for the proposals advanced by Sheila Birnbaum, 96CV 107, described in part
above.) The statement is "a brief review of the recent devolution of this country's legaltclimate
which has resulted in a predatory legal system consuming legitimate business." Lawyers solicit
class-action plaintiffs in the want ads, by 800 numbers, and on the internet. Excessive compensatory
and punitive damages are common; in calendar 1994, more than $200,000,000 of punitive damages
were awarded in Alabama alone, and many more dollars were paid in settlements reached in the
shadow of these awards. "Insurers, threatened with 'betting the company' on one unpredictable jury
verdict, have entered into huge class action settlements.; one article discusses seven class action
settlements by life insurers totaling at least $700,000,000.
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William T. Coleman.- Jr.. Phil. Tr. 204: Summarized with mass torts. "Rule 23 should be made

clearer as to what you really mean by common questions of law and facts." Trial of a few issues,

followed by separate treatment of most issues in most individual cases, is a mistake.

G. Luke Ashley. Dal.Tr. 153-158: Experience with the Cimeno case demonstrates the inability of

courts to handle mass torts through class-action procedures. The attempt to separate particular issues

for class-wide disposition violates the right to jury trial. The Phase I jury, for example, was asked

to set a multiplier to set all future punitive damages award as a multiple of individual damages
findings, without any hint as to what the damages findings would be. Causation was resolved by

looking to the amount of each defendant's product in each workplace, without recognizing that

asbestos disease is a response thing in which increased- exposure increases the prospect that an

individual will contract an asbestos disease. This problem "has Constitutional dimensions in

gasoline products doctrine." The suggestion in the Note that the proposed changes will make it more

appropriate to certify a (b)(3) class in mass tort settings is wrong.

Samuel B. Witt, San F. Tr. 94-95: John Beisner's common evidence suggestion "makes eminent

good sense." And it leads to the question whether mass torts belong in the system at all; when

individual evidence of specific causation is required, mass tort class actions do not make sense.
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Robert Dale Klein, 96CV1 13: The proposal does not address the problem of issues classes. Issuesclasses often are used to create otherwise impossible aggregations that become a settlement club. Inalmost any setting, some tiny common issues segments can be identified for this purpose. !'[Tlheissues typically have been so denuded of operative fact as to render them abstract; consequently, anycommon issues determinations are more advisory in nature-than based on the facts of any 'real'case. And there are no judicial economies, only expensive piecemeal litigation that drags on foryears.
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Patrick E. Maloney, 96CV090 & Supp.: For Defense Research Institute. "[M ore strict pleading

requirements and evidentiary standards should help trial courts in their determination of certification

issues."

John W. Martin. J., 96CV093: Testifying as General Counsel of Ford Motor Company. The class

plaintiff should be required to plead with particularity under Rule 9(b), "to spell out with specificity

the factual and legal basis for" the class claims. Mere boilerplate allegations are too readily accepted

now. The extraordinary burden and financial risks imposed by class actions justify this requirement.

(Earlier in his testimony, Mr. Martin spells out the considerations that must be weighed by general

counsel for a large corporation when a class action is filed, and observes that his company has

determined to bear the costs and run the risks of defending against unfounded class claims because

of the rapid proliferation of unfounded actions. He also speculates as to the reasons that may be

feeding the sharp increase in class actions brought against his company.) (The same suggestion is

made briefly in his oral testimony, Dallas Transcript 58.)

John W. Stamper, 96CV108: A particularized pleading requirement might be better than the

preliminary look at the merits included in proposed factor (F). A pleading requirement would not

present the discovery issues that arise from a preliminary look at the merits by other means., And it

would, for example, support a determination "whether the claims of all members of the class can

truly be proven through substantially common evidence."

Brian C. Anderson. 96CV125: "Many of these putative class action lawsuits are not well thought-out

by the lawyers who file them. I have read hundreds of class action complaints *** and find myself

seeing the same boilerplate language over and over again. There seems to be a canned 'fill-in-the-

blank' class action complaint floating around among the plaintiffs' bar * * * T. [The allegations

concerning why the case deserves class treatment are invariably boilerplate, with only minimal effort

made to link the factual allegations of the particular case to the requirements of Rule 23." The

proposed package of amendments will help. But more aggressive measures are needed to curb the

abuses. " IMhe Rule could be amended to require all complaints containing class action allegations

to be pleaded with particularity **

Nicholas J. Wittner (Nissan North America), 96CV158: heightened pleading standards should be

adopted.

William T. Coleman, Jr., Phil. Tr. 207: We should require "that the complaint should really lay out

just what are these common facts and common cause of action. Too often we get a very scoundrel

{sic - "skeletal?" I complaint, and that is way after discovery."
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Opt-in Classes

John P. Frank. 96CV032: Urges that if the 23(b)(F) proposal is not adopted as proposed, at least it
should be carried forward in a revised opt-in form. When the returns to individual class members
are likely to be small, notice to the class should fairly describe the prospective recovery. The class
would include only those members who cared enough to invest a 32-cent stamp to opt in. "There
is no excuse at all for the doers of good in these small bore cases to do their good if the assumed
beneficiaries don't want it."

National Assn. of Securities & Commercial Attorneys, 96CV059(Supp): An opt-in mechanism has
no advantage, and indeed is not a class action at all. It does not achieve the efficiency and economy
of litigation. It denies finality to defendants, and denies relief to plaintiffs. In Phillips Petrol. Co.
v. Shutts, 1985, 472 U.S. 812-813, the Court recognized that opt-in procedures would impede the
prosecution of small claims. The Court also observed that those with large claims who prefer
individual litigation can opt out. Before 1966, the spurious class action was an oddity; one-way
intervention denied defendants res judicata protection on success, but exposed them to enhanced

-liability on defeat. A class action does not depend on consent, but rather on adequacy of
representation; see Hansberry v. Lee, 1940, 311 U.S. 32, 41-43. Rule 23(b)(1) and (b)(2) classes do
not require notice or consent., In the Shuits case, ,the Court characterized as a "rara avis", the class
member who is unwilling to opt out,,but whose claim is so important to him that his consent cannot
be presumed absent an optout. As Professor Kaplan noted in his, commentary on the 1966 rule, many
small-claims plaintiffs will not choose to opt in because of ignorance or timidity. In the
circumstances of (b)(3) classes, it is fair to treat silence as consent.

Alfred W. Cortese, Jr., & Kathleen L. Blaner, 96CV063 & Sunp.: Urges that opt-in classes be
adopted to replace present (b)(3) opt-out- classes. The change is justified by "the fundamental
indeterminacy of the substantive law applied in Rule 23(b)(3) class actions; three decades of sorry
experience with (b)(3) classes; the revolution in communications technology; the advent of lawyer
advertising; and perhaps most important, recognition that the (b)(3) class action has been stretched
so far beyond its intended and reasonable limitsthat it has become an instrument of injustice, which
now inflicts enormous unintended, adverse consequences on plaintiffs, defendants, courts, and
society as a whole." Support is found in the 1972 report of the American College of Trial Lawyers
Special Committee on Rule 23. That Report suggested several revisions. One would add to the
(b)(3) factors consideration whether the likelihood that damages to be recovered are so minimal as
not to warrant they intervention of the court; a related factor would allow consideration whether the
probability of sustaining the class claim or defense is minimal. It also was urged that in many cases,
it would be better to fashion equitable relief than to venture into small individual damages awards
-the illustration is a "cy pres" reduction of future odd-lot trading charges rather than millions of
small refunds to class members. Rule 23(c)(l) would be amended to require special findings of fact
and conclusions of law when certifying a (b)(3) class. The opt-in recommendation was twofold: the
court could initially limit the class to those who opt in, or could include all those who do not opt out
in the class but then exclude any member who does not file a statement of injury and loss. Finally,
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the party opposing the class would be allowed discovery against members of the class before a

determination whether to certify the class. (The supplement adds that an opt-in class would remove

the in terroremr effect of certifying an opt-out class with an unknown number of claimants. It is noted

that a 1977 survey for this Advisory Committee found two-thirds of responding federal judges

favored return to opt-in for (b)(3) classes.) (His San Francisco testimony, Tr. 280-287, urges careful

thought whether opt-in classes should be adopted across-the-board, or only for (F) type cases. There

is a risk that with opt-in classes available, a judge may' certify an opt-in class when no class should

be certified at all.

Leonard B. Simon, 96CV073(Supp): It would be wrong to move to an opt-in class structure. Former

Reporter Kaplan explained the purpose of the (b)(3) opt-out structure: for "'small claims held by

small people,"' "'ignorance, timidity, unfamiliarity with business or legal matters"' will deter opt-ins.

"'The moral justification for treating such people as null quantities is questionable. For them the

class action 'serves something like the function of an administrative proceeding where scattered

individual interests are represented by the Government."' Small claimants are protected by the opt-

out structure. Defendants also would be harmed by the lack of res judicata protection. The

economies of scale won by class certification are lost when substantial portions of the class are

excluded. "I have no doubt that many class members will miss their opportunity to opt in."

Experience with claims forms supports this prediction. Sizable, numbers of class members come

forward in virtually every class action after the claim period has passed, "complaining that they did

not receive or did not understand the notice and wanted to file a late claim." "If sizable numbers of

class members miss three or more notices under the current system, one can expect even larger

numbers to miss their one opportunity to opt in under a new system.' Opt-in is not a cure to the

problems of small, claims any more than proposed factor (F) would be. "Indeed, if the small claims

are 'worth it,' asking for opt ins is least 'defensible in this context, as notice is less likelyto get

through on the first try, and persons with small claims are less likely to take the, trouble to opt in in

the face of a legalistic notice and claims form."

Lewis H. Goldfarb (Chrysler Corp.). 96CV099: Most abuses would be eliminated if the opt-out class

were dropped in favor of opt-in classes. "The only reason these suits are allowed to continue is

because of the absurd presumption in Rule 23 that all members of the alleged class would choose

to participate unless they affirmatively act to opt out, * * * Imposing an opt-in requirement would

also reduce the membership of the class action bar. It would require that lawyers have real clients

truly interested in pursuing a cause of action * * *. [it would do away with all res judicata and

settlement class issues. Most importantly it would eliminate the coercive element inherent in Rule

23 * An opt-in rule would have to address such issues as "the accuracy of solicitations to

potential class members."

Lawrence W. Schonbrun, 96CV 105: (Written as an objector to a number of class-action settlements.)

Class actions too often yield high attorney fees 'at the 'expense of advancing the rights of the

members of the class." The default mechanism for (b)(3) should be changed from opt-out to opt-in.

This would curtail abuses and protect the goals of class litigation. "An opt-in proceeding eliminates
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the ability of class action attorneys to force settlements down the throats of, believe it or not, haplessdefendants when sued on behalf of hundreds, thousands or millions of unnamed members of a class.These are persons who have demonstrated no interest or connection with the litigation and would,more than likely, be appalled if they realized the amount of attorneys's fees being obtained in theirname."

Guy Rounsaville, Jr., for Wells Fargo & Co., 96CV120: Support John Frank's opt-in proposal. Itis clear that the opt-out procedure was never intended to apply to classes with thousands of members."The 'opt out' procedure is predicated on the fiction that all class members are presumed to wantlitigation. In fact, the opposite presumption is more likely true, and makes for better social, judicialand economic policy. * * * We should presume rational consumers, aware of the true costs of suchlitigation, would not want it."

Donn P. Pickett. 96CV128: "The simple, but meaningful change of converting all Rule 23(b)(3)classes from opt-out to opt-in so that a certification order binds only those putative class memberswho choose affirmatively to enter the action * * * will promote the resolution of real disputesbetween live parties, restore accountability and eliminate many of the existing abuses of the classaction mechanism."

William S. Wells, 96CV130: In cases with an unfavorable cost-benefit ratio, the class could belimited to those who provisionally opt in and then do not opt out in the event of settlement "orpending adjudication." This could foster reality-based settlements.
James J. Johnson (Procter & Gamble Co.). 96CV135: An opt-in procedure should be considered for(b)(3) damages actions. "Requiring putative class members to affirmatively assert their interest inparticipating in the litigation moves class actions from the shadow world of the abstract to theconcrete ***. Defendants can more accurately define their potential liability and respond directlyto the specific allegations made. * * * Just as important, it will help reduce, if not eliminate, thecreation of frivolous claims that threaten to result in churning huge attorneys fees ***"

Nicholas J. Wittner (Nissan North America). 96CV158: The opt-out provision of (b)(3) should bereplaced by an opt-in requirement. "This would be a simple and elegant solution to the ethical andpractical problems inherent in current 23(b)(3) litigation."

Stephen F. Gates (Amoco Corp.). 96CV168: "Far-reaching changes are needed." "[C]lass actionabuses are pervasive and, fair or unfair, reflect poorly on the civil justice system and federal courts."The current proposals are only a start. The Committee also should consider the opt-in process urgedby several commentators during this public comment period.

Washington Legal Found.. 96CV171: "Many of the current abuses of the class action system" -which include not only the familiar litany, but also "legitimate and relatively high damage claimsaggregated into a single, massive class action that defendants cannot possibly risk defending - growdirectly out of the opt out provision. It is this provision that enables lawyers to file a class action onbehalf of hundreds of thousands, or even millions, of people who know nothing about the lawsuit
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and who would not wish to participate if they did learn of it. The presumption inherent in Rule 23

that all members of the alleged class would choose to participate unless they affirmatively opt out

is simply wrong, and it is probably the single greatest, cause of the proliferation of frivolous and

oppressive class action lawsuits." An opt-in requirement would be agreat improvement Collateral

issues must be addressed, but are relatively easy. Thus there is an issue as to the accuracy and

efficacy of solicitations to potential class members.

Alfred Cortese. PhilTr. 289-290: An opt-in procedure "would solve gall the problems." (b)(3) classes

have become "engines of destruction."a

BeverlyVC. Moore. Jr* S.F.Tr. 15; The opt-in procedure is an attempt to undo the 1966 adoption of

Rule 23(bj(3). It is a mistake. "People just don't have an incentive to opt in when there is no pot

of money there for them to get a share of, especially if the claims are relatively small."

Arthur R. Miller. S.F. Tr. 74-75: Opt-in "is not effective. Somebody earlier said the incentive

structure isn't there. Look, we can't ignore the fact that no matter how widely you distribute notice,

in this era of junk mail and people's reaction to junk mail, and people's reaction to advertising, that

you are likely to give effective enough notice to a wide portion of your class members * * *." If a

class member does not want to be a litigant, the safety valve is at the distribution back end.

"Remediation, or distribution of a remedy, is a serious problem. But it is not a problem that should

be fed back into the certifiability of the class." The number who might opt in to the Texas insurance

rounding up settlement might be low. 'Keep in mind that we live in a country in which linguistic

facility is not evenly distributed."

Samuel B. Witt. San F. Tr. 97-98: "If you're going to maintain an (F) requirement, why don't you

just require those people tooptin." "Shouldn't you make it clear that if you have an opt-in class, that

there should be no opportunity for a sequential class, so people could just kind of pick and choose?

Obviously, one way to do it is to simply differentiate the kind of claims that might be appropriate

for opt-in and opt-out, and that, of course, is John Frank's approach. * * * The benefit of opt-ins is

that it permits the value of a class action for settlement or trial purposes to be determined based on

real and identifiable claims." "I think opt-ins would work for the same reason that (b)(3)(F) would

work, and that is, the federal system is structured to process cases of a level of relative seriousness,

which is measured primarily in dollar value, so that there has to be a methodology, it seems to me,

for identifying, either through a judge's discretionary evaluation of costs and benefits, or the

measured decision of a plaintiff to participate in the cases that are appropriate for a class."

Clyde Platt. San F. Tr. 234-247: Disapproval of (F) and rejection of an opt-in alternative are blended

in this testimony. "Can't they just as easily opt out as opt in?" "Isn't it fundamentally contrary to

the notion of aggregation to presume that members of a class who have been affected by the same

course of conduct are not plaintiffs?"

Joseph Tabacco. San F. Tr. 250-252: Opt-in is not the answer. People will react to an opt-in notice

the way they react to sweepstakes promotions. "Because most people, until you actually mail them

the check that they can cash in the bank, don't do anything. It doesn't mean that they're not litigants;
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it doesn't mean that they won't be mad about being ripped off." The question should be whether
there really is a controversy, whether there really has been an injury.

William M. Audet. San F. Tr. 256-266: We need small claims actions to provide individual relief,
and to enforce social policies that public agencies are not enforcing. An opt-in alternative will not
work. It already is hard to convince people to make claims when there is an actual class award, "let
alone to step forward to be a, quote, 'participant' in the litigation." Perhaps it would be sensible to
make class members register. "If we have an opt-in class, what do we do? Let's say 50 percent ofthe people pt in. Does that mean that the company gets to keep the other 50 percent? *** And do
I have to convince those people, 'Please, opt in. You won't have to litigate it. You won't have to
appear before the judge. You won't have to take depositions." When the claim is small, I prefer to
distribute recovery directly to all identified class members without asking for claim forms.
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Gerson H. Smoker. for ATLA. 96CV126: The ATLA Policy on Class Actions includes, ¶ 3, the

policy that a right to opt out should be allowed "during a reasonable period of time following the date

[a class member is] injured, could reasonably discover [the] injury, and could reasonably discover

the causal link between the conduct of the wrongdoer and [the] injury."

David L. Shapiro. 96CV153: If the Supreme Court clarifies the nature of opt-out rights in Adams

v. Robertson, the Committee should consider the possibility of providing for opt-out from (b)(l) ,and

(b)(2) classes, as well as the possibility of denying opt-out from (b)(3) classes.

John Leubsdorf. Phil.Tr. 263-264: The right to opt out should extend to any case that involves

significant monetary damages. It should not be defeated by certification under (b)(2). It "really

doesn't make any sense, that when more relief is being sought for, the opportunity to opt out is less."

Samuel Issacharoff, Dal.Tr. 28-32- The Committee should reconsider (b)(1). It is being used in mass

tort cases as an inferior substitute for bankruptcy. The central idea of an interpleader to a limited

fund is attractive, but the (b)(1) cases in federal courts do not in fact involve thatsituation. We may

need to recognize, that (b)(l) is inconsistent with due process. Bankruptcy has more disciplined

investigative proceedings. Judges can hold hearings to determine whether a defendant faces such

massive liability as to make all of its assets a limited fund in relation to its exposure, but bankruptcy

courts provide better protection than "the prearranged, presettled (b)(1) classes."

Fred Baron, Dal.Tr. 91-92.95: Settlement classes are appropriate only if there is a clear and effective

right for each individual class member to opt out, on the basis of an intelligent choice. For future

members there must be a back end opt-out; the asbestos cases show many examples of victims who

do not have any knowledge of injury. Indeed, there must be clear opt-out rights in any mass torts

class.
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Attorney Fees

John P. Frank, 96CV032: Something should be done about the ruling in Jeff D v. Evans, 1986, 475
U.S. 717. Settlement of the class claims and approval of attorney fees should not be resolved at the
same time. Simultaneous negotiation of class recovery and fees increases the conflict of interest
between counsel and class, and exacerbates the risk of collusion between class counsel and
defendants.

Stephen Gardner. 96CV034: The best way to avoid excessive fees is to pay counsel in consumer
'class actions on a lodestar basis. Most are brought under statutes that provide for fee- shifting in any
event. Rule 23 should be amended to provide for afee award only after actual distribution of all
relief to class members; often the ostensible amount is not actually distributed, and the fee award is
a much larger fraction of the amount distributed than the amount seemingly agreed upon., (And
means should be found to increase, actual distributions by providing for automatic distribution
without requiring that claims be filed, or by~making any claims process easy for claimants. Adequate
notice should be ensured.) Class recovery should be, determined without taking, any account of
"coupons" or other noncassh recovery. It would be better to prohibit any discussion of fees until a
binding agreement has been reached' as to all class relief. It would be better to submit the fee matter
to the court, but negotiation can be accepted. The maximum amount of possible fees should be
disclosed in notice of the proposed settlement. Successful objectors should be entitled to apply for
fees. (The same themes are touched in his Dallas testimony, Tr. 4-22.)

Lawrence W. Schonbrun. 96CV105: The problems of settlement are exacerbated by the practice,
developed in the early 1990's, to bypass the traditional award of attorney fees from the class recovery
in favor of a fee separately negotiated with - and paid by - the defendant. These fees are not
linked to hours worked or to the amount recovered. It is argued that this method does not reduce the
class recovery, but that cannot believed. No one would allow the attorney for a single plaintiff to
settle the plaintiff's claim, and then accept a handsome fee from the defendant. The "official line"
that settlement is reached before any discussion of fees is misleading. The settlement is made
contingent on reaching agreement as to fees. "Class action lawyers routinely file affidavits declaring
that neither side breathed a word about the quantum of attorneys' fees until after the class relief had
been on. The common term is that no 'discussions' took place, which of course leaves open the
possibility of other forms of signaling." All counsel seek to persuade the judge to rubber-stamp the
agreement. None of their artful arguments are valid. And a few even have had the skill to persuade
appellate courts that objecting class members lack standing to appeal, on the theory that any
reduction of the fee award will simply revert to the defendant without benefitting class members.

Sheila Birnbaum, 96CV107: In conjunction with settlement classes, suggests that the Note to (b)(4)
"should urge courts to restrict attorneys' fee awards in purported class actions that settle at an early
stage, particularly those that yield only minimal awards for the individual class members."

Paul D. Rheingold. 96CV145: The proposals do not address "Serious fees and ethics problems." The
GM pickup truck coupon settlement and other cases "have pointed up the unseeming [sic] problems
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with ceding control to lead counsel; unethical conflict of interest positions; and excessive fees."

Nicholas J. Wittner (Nissan North America). 96CV158: Provision should be made for a fee'award

to a person successfully opposing a certification request.

Certificate Clearing Corp.. 96CV172: (This firm makes markets for the exchange of coupon

settlements.) Defendants effectively become administrators of their own liabilities under coupon

settlements. Class counsel, having been paid, loses interest. One remedy is to create mechanisms

that create incentives for class counsel, "such as holding back half of the attorney's fees until the

settlement is over or make the attorney's fees contingent on the redemption rate of the coupon."

William T. Coleman. Jr., Phil.Tr. 208: Perhaps there should be discretion to award attorney fees to

a defendant who successfully resists class certification. Litigation of the certification issue can take

a long time, and be very expensive

Charles Silver. Dallas Tr.43-44: Attorney fees should be tied to a percentage of the aggregate

recovery.
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Stephen Gardner, 96CV034: "In some instances, where the liability appears relatively clear, it isentirely appropriate to permit the trial court discretion to order that the defendant pay these costs ** *." (In his Dallas testimony, Tr. 18, he stated that he does not believe that there is any due processproblem with this proposal.)

Richard B. Wentz. for Mortgaage Bankers Assn., 96CV109: Rule (c)(2) should be amended "torequire plaintiffs to bear the initial costs of class notification** *. A defendantt should not be forcedto pay these costs before any finding of liability.'t

Gerson H. Smoger. for AThA. 96CV126: "Notice requirements have- almost uniformly beenabridged in recent years in the name of expediency, and notice itself has been conducted in such afashion that many prospective claimants do not even realize that they have received "notice' of theexistence of a civil action in which their rights to have their complaints adjudicated in court may betaken away."

David L. Shapiro. 96CV153: The Committee should -revisit the costs of notice in small-claimsactions. It is ironic that staggering notice costs may well defeat small-claims classes where the needfor notice is minimized by the fact that individual class members are quite unlikely to pursueindividual litigation nor to care about the opportunity to request exclusion. "Nothing in the
Constitution *** requires such an outcome." Sampling notice, or publication, are often sufficient.It is easy to amend (c)(2) by simply deleting "including individual notice to all members who canbe identified through reasonable effort."

Certificate Clearing Corp.. 96CV172: (This firm engages in making markets for the exchange ofcoupons issued to settle class actions.) "Notices of pendency generally create more confusion thanclarity. *** [C]lass members cannot decipher the contents of the notice, or worse, simply throw thenotice into the garbage. In CCC's experience, countless class members do not understand the termsof the notice or the nature of their award. *** By simply demanding that notices be structured inclear and concise terms, class members will be in a much better position to assess their options toobject to the case, to accept the terms of the settlement, or to opt-out of the settlement class." "Often,class members that receive notice think they are being sued." Better mailing practices also shouldbe used - in two described cases, 40,000 and 18,000 mailed notices were returned. In the first,normal postal procedures were used and located half the missing class members. No effort wasmade in the second.

Shirley Sarna. Phil.Tr. 242-244: From the perspective of the New York Attorney General's office,the "understandability of notice" should be addressed, at least by a Note stating that this is animportant concern. "There's a very long distance between what is now typical at a notice and whatmight be achieved." 800 numbers may help, but "that benefit is reduced dramatically if the noticeitself is so impenetrable that it doesn't even alert the reader that other follow-up questions need tobe asked."

John Leubsdorf. Phil.Tr. 263-264: There should be a more adequate notice requirement. And for
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future claimants, there must be a notice of the opportunity to opt out at a time and in a form that is

reasonably likely to pennit informed decision by the class member.

James N. Roethe (Bank of America). San F. Tr. 227-228: "The notices that come out are really sort

of absurd. As a lawyer, I receive these notices at my home about class actions that I am supposedly

a member of, and I have trouble figuring out what it's all about. It takes me two hours, three hours."

"I'm confident that we can prepare notices that would be about half the length and said the same

thing, if we really tried **

William M. Audet, San F. Tr. 262-263: We can improve on notice. We should adopt simplified

notice. Perhaps there should be notice forms. if notice goes out earlier, small recoveries will

increase.

Lawrence B. Solum, San F. Tr. 274: "Neither opt-out nor opt-ins represents sort of the fully informed

consent of the parties. We know that's true because we know that there is such a big difference,

depending on which way you cast the default rule." The pre-1966 scheme also would make a

difference.
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Multiple Related Class Actions

Stephen Gardner. 96CV034: There is a problem with multiple class actions seeking the same relief
for the same illegal conduct. The problem will be increased by the Matsushita Electric Industrial
Co. decision, which will encourage more state filings. There is no mechanism similar to ,§ 1407 to
bring together multiple state actions. The "Good Old Boy system frequently prevails" in state courts.
Proposed Rule 23(b)(4) "stretches these problems to the point of crisis" by fostering settlements
reached by defendants with whichever competing class counsel offers the most attractive deal. The
Committee should explore the possibility of amending the federal removal statutes "to permit * *
* removal of an uncertified state court class action if identical class actions are pending in other state
or federal courts."

Defense Research Institute, 96CV090 (SupM): "[A]mong the most pressing problems facing our
nation's civil justice system relate to handling of class actions in some of our state court systems.
** * [S]ome type of relief, through procedural rule amendment or federal legislation, is appropriate."

Lewis H. Goldfarb (Chrysler Corp.), 96CV099: More and more class actions are being brought in
state courts, often in sparsely populated and remote areas. Representative plaintiffs are recruited
from the defendant's state so as to defeat diversity removal. Some state judges seem to regard
certification of a nationwide class as a civic duty, and at times have certified a class ex parte even
before service on the defendant. Such actions are filed even after a federal action has been filed.
"[O]ne class action reform that must be enacted is to limit the reach of any state's courts to the
citizens of that state." Reform of Federal Rule 23 "will be for naught if the state courts remain a
haven for the abuse of the class action process." One cure would be to limit state class actions to
citizens of the forum state; the Committee should recommend legislation. (Similar remarks appear
in his San Francisco testimony, Tr. 39, 42.)

Hon James G. Carr. 96CV104: This suggestion is described at length with the (b)(4) materials. It
is that before even preliminary approval and notice to the class of a proposed settlement, the court
should require notice to the representatives in any parallel class action, and provide them an
opportunity to challenge the proposed settlement.

Stephen Gardner, Dallas Tr. 10: Suggests that the Committee should urge Congress to provide a
means to remove to federal court class actions that are now locked into state court by joining one
diversity-destroying party.

Samuel Issacharoff. Dal.Tr. 32: A real problem, beyond the Committee's competence, and perhaps
beyond the judicial power, is rival state court proceedings. The rival claims of jurisdiction by two
different state systems need to be addressed; perhaps the Committee could recommend consideration
by Congress.

Sheila L Birnbaum. San. F. Tr. 117-118: National classes in state courts are unconstitutional when
they seek to "bind plaintiffs in other jurisdictions who don't want to be there, who get no individual
notice, in most instances." There should be legislation, perhaps allowing removal in any state action
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that purports to involve a national class. This problem will grow; as federal courts are taking a closer
look at class certifications, plaintiffs will go to state courts in increasing numbers.
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Note: A number of regulatory-deference suggestions have been made in commenting on factors (B),
(C), and (F) of subdivision (b)(3). In various forms, the common threads are that class certification
should be postponed or denied if a government agency has jurisdiction to provide relief from the
practices challenged by the would-be class action. The government power diminishes the interest
in individual actions or relief, and may make the class claim not mature.

Alfred W. Cortese. Jr. & Kathleen L. Blaner. 96CV063(Supp): It should be required that a class-
certification decision "be deferred until after the conclusion of any federal regulatory action based
on the conduct challenged in the litigation." There is a serious risk of inconsistent results, premature
findings not based on fully developed evidence or science, "and duplicative and overly harsh
remedies." The worst risk is that the class action will stampede regulatory officials to make findings
and take actions "that would never have been taken in the absence of the litigation. The disastrous
breast implant controversy is an excellent but chilling example of the harm that can be done when
premature class action litigation is allowed to affect the regulatory process."

Stephen F. Gates (Amoco Corp.), 96CV168: The Committee should consider more fundamental
changes in class action procedure to defeat present abuses. Among them would be a rule "deferring
class action certification until the conclusion of regulatory action."

William T. Coleman. Jr. Phil. Tr. 205. 208: If the federal government is already addressing a
problem through regulatory measures, "there's no reason why you need a lawsuit." Too often these
class actions simply follow government regulatory initiatives.
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D. Dudley Oldham, 96CV083: These remarks reflect consultation with members of Lawyers for

Civil Justice, a coalition of three defense bar organizations. Rule 23 needs further study, looking to

greater reform that "would certainly encourage more innovative solutions needed to address the most

egregious abuses of the class action device."

Richard B. Wentz, for Mortgage Bankers Assn., 96CV109: (1) Add a provision expressly permitting

a discovery stay on certification or class-wide issues pending detennination of motions to dismiss

or for summary judgment. (2) Amend 23(e) to permit dismissal by the parties at any time before

certification; no one else will be prejudiced. (3) Prohibit bonus payments to class representatives,

in the model of the Securities Litigation Reform Act.

Paul D. Rheingold. 96CV145: The proposals do not address the most pressing problems of mass tort

classes. (1) One is "futures" claimants. "Class actions need not seek to control the rights of persons

who have yet to make a claim (let alone be injured), but in seeking to work out global settlements,

resolution of the rights of the futures has often been attempted." I heartily endorse the 3d Circuit

decision in Georgine. (2) The proposals also do not address conflict of laws problems, which present

great problems for national tortclasses. See my treatise, chapter 21, and also §§ 3.70, 3.78. (3) We

need a separate mass torts rule.

Other

Kathleen Sweeney Ford, 96CV075: (This comment is addressed without further specification to

"Proposed Changes in Federal Rules." If it includes the pending Civil Rules proposal, it must be

addressed to some facet of the only published proposal - Rule 23 changes.) "Why bother? Here,

in Florida, the local districts propound their own rules contrary to the spirit and intent of the existing

Federal Rules. There is no Federal Court in Florida where an attorney can walk in knowing that this

federal court will follow the Federal Rules."

John L. Mc ,(This testimony is representative of much testimony. It is

summarized here, rather than with one or another of the specific proposals, because it is not directly

anchored in any of them. It is a worthy representative.) It is wonderful to say that "abuse",is what

the other side is doing to you. But, despite its virtues, the class action device "is not working right."

"The implacable arithmetic" forces settlements. I never tell a client that there is better than a 90%

chance of winning on the merits, no matter how weak the claim. When the chance of losing is

multiplied by tens of thousands of claims, or even more, there is an exposure. "It turns a case, which

is often put to a jury, often - let me speak as I feel - with hired gun experts who do not represent

the center of whatever learning it is that is being addressed by the jury - that becomes a lottery.

And when business people look at that question, face that lawsuit, the accounting debits and credits

will push one to a Harvard Business School decision, which is: Ransom is the smart answer." The

"maturity" factor proposed in (b)(3)(C) is a help, but it does not solve the problem. "The arithmetic

is there." Mass torts are the worst, but the problem appears in other contexts. Motions to dismiss

and other defensive precertification devices still often entail great litigation expenses. "And that's

the reality of it." At times we choose to fight. "But if we do that, we usually have to spend a very

long period of time with very high transaction costs, with the same level of uncertainty and that

arithmetic hovering." "Discretion, respectfully, does not solve the problem ** *. There are, in the
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federal judiciary, people who, reasonably cavalierly, it seems to me, will certify, or at least hold out
the threat of certification as a bludgeon. It's real."
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Introduction
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23, an outgrowth of an equity rule, was promulgated in

1938 as part of the first Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 1 The current version of the rule

creates a procedure designed to permit representative parties and their counsel to prose-

cute or defend civil actions on behalf of a class or putative class consisting of numerous

parties. Rule 23 was last amended in 1966. The Judicial Conference Advisory Committee

on Civil Rules is currently considering proposals to amend Rule 23.

The Rule 23 Debate in Historical Perspective
Creating a workable procedural standard for class actions has challenged rule makers

since the first draft was published in 1937.2 The 1966 amendments to Rule 23 sparked a

"holy war"3 over the rule's creation of opt-out classes. Opinions became polarized, with

class action proponents seeing the rule as "a panacea for a myriad of social ills" and op-

ponents seeing the rule as "a form of 'legalized blackmail' or a 'Frankenstein Monster."' 4

Apparently anticipating debate about the 1966 amendments to Rule 23, Professor

Benjamin Kaplan, then reporter to the advisory committee that drafted those amend-

ments, was quoted as saying that "it will take a generation or so before we can fully ap-

preciate the scope, the virtues, and the vices of the new Rule 23 ."5 Respect for Professor

Kaplan's caution may have dampened any advisory committee interest in revisiting Rule

23 6 Now, a generation has passed and the current advisory committee has returned its

1. Fed. R. Civ. P. 23, Advisory Committee Note to 1937 adoption (West ed. 1994). The U.S. Supreme

Court adopted the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure on December 20, 1937, and ordered them to be reported

to Congress at the beginning of the January 1938 session. Fed. R. Civ. P. at 8 (West ed. 1994).

2. See James W. Moore, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure: Some Problems Raised by the Preliminary

Draft, 25 Geo. L.J. 551, 571 (1937) ("It is difficult, however, to appraise the various problems involved and

state a technically sound and thoroughlyworkable rule" for class actions.).

3. Arthur R. Miller, Of Frankenstein Monsters and Shining Knights: Myth, Reality, and the "Class Action

Problem," 92 Harv. L. Rev. 664 (1979).
4. Id. at 665.
5. Marvin E. Frankel, Some Preliminary Observations Concerning Civil Rule 23, 43 F.R.D. 39, 52 (1967)

(paraphrasing Professor Kaplan).
6. See, e.g., Edward H. Cooper, Rule 23: Challenges to the Rulemaking Process 1 (Apr. 21, 1995)

(unpublished draft paper presented-at NYU Research Conference on Class Actions and Related Issues in

Complex Litigation, on file at the Research Division, Federal Judicial Center) (an unspoken barrier shielded

Rule 23 from Advisory Committee scrutiny for many years). A later version of Professor Cooper's paper has

been circulated and is expected to be published in a spring 1996 symposium on class actions in the NYU Law

Review.



attention to the hotly debated policy issues underlying the procedural framework of Rule
23. This report to the advisory committee addresses many of the empirical questions un-
derlying those, policy issues.

After -the 1966 amendments, the emergence of mass torts as potential class actions has
added fuel to the debate because of the high stakes inherent in that-type of litigation. But
the issues remain similar. 7 Broadly stated, three central issues permeate the debate. First,
does the aggregation of numerous individual claims into a class coerce settlement by
raising the stakes of the litigation beyond the resources of the defendant? 8 Second, does
the class action device produce benefits for individual class members and the public-and
not just to the lawyers who file them? And, finally, do those benefits outweigh the bur-
dens imposed on the courts and on those litigants who oppose the class?9

In 1985 a Special Committee on Class Action Improvements of the American Bar As-
sociation's 'Section of Litigation articulated a list of recommended revisions of Rule 23
and called it to the attention of the advisory committee.10 The ABA special' committee
found that "the class action is a valuable procedural tool" and recommended changes so
that such actions would not "be thwarted by unwieldy or unnecessarily expensive proce-
dural requirements."' Recommended changes included collapsing the three categories of
class actions into one, expanding judicial discretion to modify the notice requirements,
authorizing precertification rulings on motions to dismiss and motions for summary
judgment, and permitting discretionary interlocutory appellate, review of rulings on class
certifications 2

In March 19914,the Judicial Conference of the United States acted on a report of its Ad
Hoc Committee on Asbestos Litigation. The Judicial Conference requested "the Standing
Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure to direct its Advisory Committee on Civil
Rules to study whether Rule 23, of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure should be
amended to accommodate the demands of mass tort litigation."13 Given these develop-
ments, the advisory committee drafted a proposedxrevision of Rule 23, based primarily on
the ABA special committee's 1985 recommendations. Professor Edward H. Cooper, re-
porter to the advisory committee, circulated this draft to "civil procedure buffs," includ-
ing academics, lawyers, interest groups, and bar organizations.14 Many of the responses

7. See, e.g., Roger H. Transgrud, Mass Trials in Mass Tort Cases: A Dissent, 1989 U. 111. L. Rev. 69, 74
(raising issues of fairness to litigants and coercion of settlements in mass torts).

8. See, e.g., Staff of the Subcomm. on Securities, Senate Comm. on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs,
103d Cong., 2d Sess., Private Securities Litigation 7-8 (May 17, 1994) [hereinafter Senate Staff Report].

9. Id.; see also Janet Cooper Alexander, Do the Merits Matter? A Study of Settlements in Securities Class
Actions, 43 Stan. L.,Rev. 497 (1991) (regardless of the merits of the claims on which they are based, settle-
ments in securities class actions produce returns of only about 25% of the potential loss).

10. American Bar Association Section of Litigation, Report and Recommendations of the Special Com-
mittee on Class Action Improvements, 1 0l F.R.D. 195 (1986) [hereinafter ABA Special Committee Report].
The House of Delegates of the ABA authorized the Section of Litigation to transmit the report to the Advi-
sory Committee but neither approved nor disapproved its recommendations. Id. at 196.

11. Id. at 198.
12. Id. at 199-200.
13. Judicial Conference of the United States, Ad Hoc Asbestos Committee Report 2 (March 1991).
14. Memorandum from Professor Edward H. Cooper to "Civil Procedure Buffs" (Jan. 21, 1993) (on file at
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questioned the need for change and suggested that changes might upset settled practices
and make matters worse.15

Legislative proposals to modify Rule 23 have paralleled the rule-making policy de-
bates over the past twenty years.16 As a recent example, in December 1995, Congress
overrode a presidential veto and adopted legislation designed to alter substantive and pro-
cedural aspects of securities class actions.17 This legislation had bipartisan support and
was an outgrowth of hearings and anextensive staff report in 1994.18 Among other provi-
sions, the statute tightens pleading requirements for securities class actions and directs
district judges 'to stay discovery and all other proceedings until there is a judicial ruling
on any pending motion to dismiss; for failure to satisfy those heightened pleading re-
quirements.' 9 The statute also modifies the notice requirements applicable to the filing
and settlement of securities class actions20 and limits attorneys' fees to "a reasonable per-
centage of the amount of any damages and prejudgment interest actually paid to the
class.' 21

The 1995 FJC Study.
The Federal Judicial Center conducted the- present study in 1994-1995 at the request of
the advisory committee&.n general, the committee asked the Center to provide system-
atic, empirical information about how, Rule 23 operates. The study was designed to ad-
dress a host of questions about the day-to-day administration of Rule 23 in the types of
class actions that are ordinarily filed in the federal courts. The research design focused on
terminated cases and did not encompass the study of mass tort class actions, which ap-
pear to occur relatively infrequently and remain pending for long periods of time.

This report describes the results of the study and addresses many of the issues in the
continuing debate about class actions,,including those raised by the ABA special com-
mittee's recommendations. The principal issues are:

* What portion of class action litigation addresses the type of class to be certified?
* Are jkidges reluctant to rule on, the merits of claims before ruling on class-certifica-

tion?

the Research Division, Federal Judicial Center). A copy of the 1993 version of the Advisory Committee's
proposed Rule 23 is attached as Appendix A. A copy of the November 1995 draft of proposed Rule 23 is
included as Appendix B.

15. Cooper, supra note 6, at 1.
16. For example, the 95th and 96th Congresses considered proposals to amend Rule 23 at the behest of

the U.S. Department of Justice, Office for Improvements in the Administration of Justice. See S. 3475, 95th

Cong., 2d Sess. (1978), and H.R. 5103, 96th Cong., 1st Sess., Tit. I (1979). For further discussion of this
proposal, see Stephen Berry, Ending Substance's Indenture to Procedure: The Imperativefor Comprehensive

Revision of the Class Damage Action, 80 Colum. L. Rev. 299 (1980) (evaluating H.R. 5103 to determine
whether it satisfies the goals of improving the efficiency of'small damage claim actions while protecting the
interests of defendants and absent parties).

17. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, Pub. L. No. 104-67, 109 Stat. 737 (1995).
18. See Senate Staff Report, supra note 8, for a discussion of the issues raised at the hearings.
19. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, 15 U.S.C.A. § 77z-1(b) (West Supp. 1996).

20. Id. § 77z- 1 (a)(3), (a)(7).
21. Id. § 77z-I(a)(6).
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* Does filing of a case as a class action or certifying a class coerce settlement without
regard to the merits of the claims?

* How well does thenotice process work and who bears its costs?
* In what ways do class representatives and individual class members participate in

the litigation?
* In cases that settle, how do the benefits to the class compare to the benefits to the

class attorneys? How extensive is the class action plaintiffs' bar?
*How well does the appellate process work and how might discretionary interlocu-

tory appeals of rulings on class certification affect the fairness of the process?
Such questions-and more-are incorporated in Professor Edward Cooper's April

1995 report to the advisorycommittee and conferees at New York University Law
School's Research Conference on Class Actions.22 Our report parallels Professor Coo-
per's report in that we have presented study data and analyses to correspond with his
questions as closely as possible.23 Where relevant, we present general background on the
state of the law, often focusing on recent decisions in the circuits where study cases were
filed.

Study Design and Methods
We selected for analysis as class actions closed cases in which the plaintiff alleged a class
action in the complaint or in which plaintiff, defendant, or the court initiated class action
activity, such as a motion or order to certify a class. This report presents empirical data
on all class actions terminated between July 1, 1992, and June 30, 1994, in four federal
district courts: the Eastern District of Pennsylvania (E.D. Pa., headquartered in Philadel-
phia), the Southern District of Florida (S.D. Fla., headquartered in Miami), the Northern
District of Illinois (N.D. Ill., headquartered in Chicago), and the Northern District of
California (N.D. Cal., headquartered in, San Francisco).24

We identified class actions meeting these selection criteria by a multistep screening
process that included reviewing electronic court docket records, statistical records main-
tained by the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts, and published opinions. We then
reviewed all cases that were candidates for inclusion in the study.25 For each case meet-
ing study criteria, we examined court records and systematically entered appropriate case
information into a computerized database. These data were then analyzed by the same
attorney researchers who collected the data. In addition, we reviewed data about class

22. Cooper, supra note 6.
23. Our headings and subheadings generally follow the structure of Professor Cooper's paper, but occa-

sionally we have adapted the titles or rearranged the parts to present the data more clearly.
24. Cases in the study represent a termination cohort, i.e., a group of cases that were selected because they

were concluded within the same time period. Termination cohorts sometimes present problems of biased data
if recent filing trends show fluctuations. Because of the limitations of class action filing data we have not
been able to test filing trends as thoroughly as we would like. On the other hand, we have no reason to be-
lieve that the use of a termination cohort presents serious problems for these data. See Appendix D, Methods.

25. See Appendix D for details about the identification of class actions.
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actions from the Federal Judicial Center's 1987-1990 district court time study;26 those
data are summarized at relevant parts of this report. 27

We generally used the median (midpoint) to describe the central tendency of the data.
We used this statistic because the mean (average) in many instances was inflated by a few
extraordinarily large or small values ("outliers").

Nature of the Data
Several perspectives regarding-and limitations of-the data deserve special mention at
the outset. The four districts were not selected to be a scientific sampling of class actions
nationwide. Rather, we selected the four districts because available statistical reports on
the frequency of class action activity in those districts indicated that we would have the
opportunity to examine a relatively large number of cases in those districts. This high
volume would allow us to observe a variety of approaches to class actions. Similarly, the
selection of districts from four separate geographic regions would enable us to observe
any regional differences in approaches and the selection of districts from four circuits
would enable us to observe variations in case law. Because this study did not employ
random sampling or control or comparison groups, our results cannot and should not be
viewed as representative of all federal district courts nor should causal inferences be
drawn from the data. On the other hand, we have no reason or data that would lead us to
believe that these districts-are unusual or that they present a picture that is radically dif-
ferent from what one would expect to find in other large metropolitan districts.

Each district should be viewed as a separate entity and the data from the four districts
should be viewed as descriptive-four separate snapshots of recent class action activity.
Generally, data from the four districts should not be aggregated. Occasionally, when the
number of cases on a given subject is quite small, we discuss combined data from the
four districts for descriptive purposes only, but no inference should be drawn that these
data are necessarily representative of all courts.28

26. See Thomas E. Willging, et al., Preliminary Report on Time Study Class Action Cases (Feb. 9, 1995)
(unpublished report on file with the Information Services Office of the Federal Judicial Center). The time
study report includes national data derived from judges' records of the time they spent on the 51 class actions
in the study. See infra § 2(d) and Table 19. See Appendix D for details about the time study.

27. The current report supplements Willging et al., supra note 26, and supersedes our preliminary pres-
entation of data to the advisory committee concerning the first two districts studied. See Thomas E. Willging
et al., Preliminary Empirical Data on Class Action Activity in the Eastern District of Pennsylvania and the
Northern District of California in Cases Closed Between July 1, 1992, and June 30, 1994 (rev. Apr. 13, 1995)
(unpublished preliminary report on file with the Information Services Office of the Federal Judicial Center).

28. For example, when discussing subject matter (nature-of-suit) categories of cases in relation to infre-
quent events, we present the data in figures with a caution that no overall conclusions can be drawn from
them.
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Summary of Findings
Overall, we identified 407 class actions in the four districts. Of those, 152 were certified
as class actions, 59 of which were certified for settlement purposes only.

1. Individual Actions and Aggregation. Across the four districts, the median level of
individual recoveries ranged from $315 to $528 and the maximum awards ranged from
$1,505 to $5,331 per class member. Without an aggregative procedure like the class ac-
tion, the average recovery per class member or even the maximum recovery per class
member seems unlikely to be enough to support individual actions in most, if not all, of
the cases studied.

Occasionally, other aggregative procedures were used in conjunction with a class ac-
tion. District court consolidation of related cases occurred more frequently than multidis-
trict litigation (MDL) consolidation.

2. Routine Class Actions. Securities (b)(3) cases in the four districts exhibited a num-
ber of standard characteristics that suggest routineness in the way in which they are liti-
gated and adjudicated. Such cases did not necessarily last longer than nonsecurities class
actions, were about as likely to be subject to some form of objection to certification, and
did not necessarily yield more dollars to individual class members. Securities cases were,
however, more likely to'be certified, to be subject to representativeness objections, to in-
volve larger class sizes than nonsecurities cases, and to contain boilerplate allegations.
Finally, numerosity objections were unlikely to occur in securities cases, but more likely
to occur in other cases.

We did not find the above pattern of routine litigation practices in nonsecurities cases
in which only a Rule 23(b)(2) class was sought. Nor did we find such a pattern in (b)(2)
civil rights cases, a subset of the nonsecurities cases. Accordingly, we concluded that we
cannot generalize about whether these types of (b)(2) cases represented routine applica-
tions of Rule 23.

Comparing class and nonclass settlement and trial rates as possible indicators of routi-
neness, the settlement rate for other nonprisoner class actions was comparable to the set-
tlement rate for nonprisoner civil actions, but no consistent pattern was detected across
the four districts. The settlement rate for securities class actions was higher than for non-
class securities actions in three of the four districts. Trial rates (jury and bench), however,
were generally about the same for all nonprisoner civil cases whether or not they were
filed as class actions.

Despite similarities with nonclass cases in settlement and trial rates and despite some
standardization of arguments and certification decisions in securities cases, class actions
as a group do not appear to be routine cases according to two other measures. In three
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districts, class actions took two to three times the median time from filing to disposition
(15-16 months compared to 5-6 months). In a national time study, certified and noncer-
tified class actions on average consumed almost five times more judicial time than the
typical, civil case. 'Both, these measures suggest that class actions are not routine in their
longevity or in their demands on the courts.

The most frequently, certified class was the Rule 23(b)(3) or "opt-out class," which
occurred in roughly 50% to- 85% of the certified classes in the four districts. The second
most frequently certified class was the Rule 23(b)(2) or "injunctive class," which oc-
curred in 17% to 44% of the certified classes. Rule 23(b)(1) "mandatory" classes were
certifiedin a total of fourteen cases in three districts.

A securities case was the most likely case type to be certified as a (b)(3 , class, while
civil rights cases of various types were most, likely to be certified as (b)(2) classes. Cer-
tification 'under, more than one 23(b) subsection occurred in about 10% of the certified
classes.The most frequent multiple certification-combination was (b)(2) and (b)(3).

3. Race to File. Multiple filings of related class actions might indicate a race by coun-
sel to the courthouse, perhaps to gain appointment as lead counsel. We found the follow-
ing multiple filings: intradistrict consolidations, MDL consolidations, and related but un-
consolidated cases. At ,least one form of multiple filing occurred in 20% to 39% .of the
class actions in the four districts.

On a related issue, it did not appear that many class action complaints were filed
quickly for the ostensible purpose of preserving discoverable information.

4. Class Representatives. We did not find any evidence of professional class action
plaintiffs. Very few persons functioned as a class representative in More than one case

and none served in that capacity in more than two cases in the study. There were, how-

ever, changes in class representatives in 8% to33% of certified class actions. Ma~ny of the

changes appeared to signify-a significant shift in the litigation or the removal of a person
in response to arguments of opposing partiesor objections of nonrepresentative parties. A

substantial minority (26% ,to 46%) of all certified class actions in which the court ap-
proved a settlement included separately designated awards to the named class representa-
tives. The median award per representative was under $3,000 in three courts and $7,560
in the fourth.

5. Time of Certification, Counsel filed motions to certify-or courts issued show
cause orders for sua sponte certification-in the four districts within median times of 3.1
months to 4.3 months after the filing of the complaint. Judges ruled on motions to certify
within median times of 2.8 months to 8.5 months after the date of the motion.

Parties often filed motions to dismiss or for summary judgment and judges generally

ruled on those motions in a timely fashion, often dismissing a cape in whole or in part.
These rulingson the merits often preceded rulings on class certification, with the rate of

precertification rulings on motions to dismiss being higher than the rate for summary
judgment motions (although there were some precertification rulings on summary judg-
ment motions in all four districts).

Overall, approximately two out of three cases in each of the fourdistricts had a ruling
on either a motion to dismiss, a motion for summary judgment, or a sua sponte dismissal
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order.' Approximately three of ten cases in' each district were terminated as the direct re-
sult of a ruling on a motion to dismiss or for summary judgment.

As to the timing of such rulings, defendants generally had an opportunity to test the
merits of the litigation and obtained prompt judicial rulings on motions to dismiss. Not
surprisingly, testing the factual sufficiency of claims via summary judgment took
longer-sometimes more than a year-than obtaining rulings on motions to dismiss.

'6. Certification Disputes. Across the four districts, 152 (37%) of the 407 cases- filed
as class actions were certified as such. Fifty-nine (39%) of the certified cases were cer-

'tified for settlement purposes only. About 40% of the latter cases were settlement classes,
that is, cases in which the parties submitted a proposed settlement to the 'court before or
simultaneously with the first motion to certify a class.

In three of the four courts, opposition to certification was indicated in over half of the
cases in which class certification'was raised. Most arguments centered on traditional is-
sues relating to the typicality, commonality, and named plaintiffs' representativeness.
Opposition infrequently addressed the subtype of Rule 23(b) class to 'be certified; ap-
proximately 15% of judicial rulings granting class certification addressed the type of class
certified. (See also sections 21and 9' of this Summary.)''

7. Plaintiff Classes. Defendants almost never sought certification-of a plaintiff class
and were successful in having a plaintiff class certified in only one instance. In half of the
152 certified cases, defendants acquiesced in a plaintiff class either by failing to oppose a
motion to certify or by stipulating to certification.

8. Defendant Classes. Across the four districts, there were a total of four motions re-
questing'certification'' of a defendant class, three filed by plaintiffs and one filed by defen-
dants. One defendant clas w'as certified, at plaintiffs' request, in a civil rights 'case.

9. Issues Classes And Subclasses. There were no issues classes in any of the-four dis-
tricts. Subclasses were infrequent, appearing in ten 'cases, five of which were securities
cases.' '' 

The ability of the namned laintiff toi'represent the class was frequently disputed be-
cause of a potential 'conflict of inierest with other class members. But disputes regarding

'the typicality of ciass' representatives claims were less frequent.
10. Notice. Notice of class' certification or notice of settlement or voluntary dismissal

was sent to class members in at' east 'three-quarters or more of the certified'class actions.
Notice' was delayed 'in 'a 'substantial number of 'cases. While the reason for the delays
could not be determined, one' conseqelzne of the delays was to postpone notice expenses
until the case had been resolved and such expenses could be shifted to the defendant. In a

'dozen cases, half of 'which'were settlement dlasses, neither notice to the class nor 'hearing
on settlement approval appeared !to have taken place.

Parties and judges provided individual notice in almost all certified (b)(3) actions in
which notice' was issued. In at! least two-thirds of' the cases in each district, individual no-
tices were supplemerited'by OPblication n a newspaper or other print medium.

The median number of recipients of notice of certification or settlement (or both)-was
substantial, ranging'fromr'approximiately''3,000 individuals in one district to over. 15,000
in another. In many cases plaintiffs and defeidaits shared the cost of notices. Across the
four districts, the median cost of notice in'the limited number of cases with data available
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exceeded $36,000 for notice of certification or settlement or both. Litigation related to

notice issues occurred in less than one-quarter of the certified cases in which notice was

communicated to the class.
Settlement notices generally did not provide either the net amount of the settlement or

the estimated size of the class. A class member typically did not have the information

with which to estimate his or her individual recovery. Also missing from most notices

was information about the amount of attorneys' fees, costs of administration, and other

expenses. Usually, however, notices included, sufficient information about plans to dis-

tribute settlement funds, procedures for filing claims, opt-out procedures, and the timeta-

ble for filing objections and participating in hearings.
11. Opt Outs. At the settlement stage, the percentage of cases with at least one mem-

ber opting out was considerably higher than at the certification stage. The occurrence of

at least one member opting put of a settlement ranged from 36% to 58% of the cases

compared to 9 9to 21% 0vith at least one member opting out of a certification before set-

tlement.
Across all four districts, the median percentage of members who opted out of a settle-

ment was either 0.1% or 0.2% of the total membership of the class; 75% of the opt-out

cases had 1.2% or fewer of class members opt out. Settlements with small average indi-

vidual recoveries had a higher number of cases with one or more opt outs than cases with

larger average individual recoveries.
12. Opt Ins. None of the certified class actions required that class members file a

claim as a precondition to class membership. Many casesin the study used a claims pro-

cedure to distribute any settlement fund to class members. Claims procedures were used

routinely in securities class actions. The effect of combining a claims procedure with an

opt-out class appeared to be that a class member who did not opt out or file a claim was

nonetheless precluded from litigating class issues in the future.,
13. Individual Member and Nonmember Participation. Attempts to intervene in

cases filed as class actions occurred relatively infrequently. Following rulings rejecting an

attempt to intervene, three prospective intervenors filed appealschallenging that decision,

but none was successful. Prospective intervenors also filed three appeals addressing other

issues-again without success. In addition, objecting class members filed appeals of set-

tlements in two major consumer class actions.
Overall, about half of the settlements that were the subject of a hearing generated at

least one objection. Nonrepresentative parties participated by filing written objections to

the settlement far more frequently than by attending the settlement hearing. Courts ap-

proved approximately 90% or more of the proposed settlements without changes in each

district. In a small percentage of cases, the court conditioned settlement approval on the

inclusion of specified changes.
14. Settlement. In each district, a substantial majority of certified class actions were

terminated by class-wide settlements. Certified class actions were two to five times more

likely to settle than cases that contained class allegations but were never certified. Cer-

tified class actions were less, likely than noncertified cases to be terminated by traditional

rulings on motions or trials. The vast majority of cases that1were certified as class actions
had also been the subject of rulings on motions to dismiss or for summary judgment,
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most of which did not result in dismissal or judgment. But noncertified cases were not
simply abandoned; in each district,'they were at least twice as likely as certified class ac-
tions to be disposed of by motion or trial (mostly by motion). Overall, about half of the
noncertified cases were disposed of by motion or trial.

As to the relationship between class certification and settlement, many cases settled
before the court ruled on certification. At the other end of the spectrum, a sizable num-
ber-a majority in three of the districts-settled more than a year after certification.'

Special masters were never used to evaluate settlements and in only one case was a
master used to facilitate settlement. Magistrate judges were used occasionally to evaluate
a settlement and more frequently to facilitate settlement.

15. Trials. The number of trials in study cases was small; a trial, began' in only 18 (4%)
of the 407 cases in the four districts combined.- Plaintiff classes and individual plaintiffs
did not fare well at trial. Except for one default judgment that led to a class settlement, no
trial resulted in a final judgment 'for a plaintiff class. Of the three trials that found for in-
dividual plaintiffs, one judgment was vacated and remanded for dismissal, one judgment
was vacated with a resulting $1 damage award for the plaintiff on remand, and one de-
fendant's appeal was dismissed. Five of the 18 trials led to settlement during or after trial,
including the default judgment case ufentioned above, two certified cases that settled after
partial judgments for the class, and two noncertified cases.

16. Fee-Recovery' Ratios. Net monetary distributions to the class regularly exceeded
attorneys' fees by substantial margins. In cases where benefits to the class can readily be
quantified, the "fee-recovery rate" (fee awards as a percentage of the gross settlement
amount) infrequently exceeded the traditional 33.3% contingency fee rate." 

When a settlement created a fund for distribution to the class, three of the four districts
calculated fees using the percentage of recovery method far more often than the lodestar
method. Not surprisingly,"courts generally used the lodestar method in cases where the
class settlement produced nonquantifiable benefits. Judges appeared torattach special im-
portance to actual benefits won for the class when'calculating fees, either by using the
percentage of the recovery method, considering fee objections'," or adjusting the lodestar
calculation.

Four or fewer appeals per district involved attorneys' fees issues. All fee-related ap-
peals related to plaintiffs' counsel fees, including'challenges to the amount of' the award,
denial of the fee request, or reduction of the fee request. For the four districts combined,
only one of the fee-related appeals resulted in vacating a fee award. The other appeals
ended in fee-award affirmance (two cases), appeal dismissal (two cases), reversal of de-
nial of fees (one case), vacating the trial court's reduction of fees (one case), and re-
manding for reconsideration (one case).

17. Trivial Remedies; Other Remedies. We did not find any patterns of' situations
where (b)(3) actions produced nominal class benefits in relation to attorneys" fees. Nor
did we find any (b)(2) cases that appeared to result in clearly trivial injunctive- relief ac-
companied by high fees.- The fee-recovery rate, as described above, exceeded 40% in
11% or fewer of settled cases, half of Which included nonquantifiable benefits such as a
permanent injunction. In the balance of cases with high fee-recovery rates, the settlement
produced relatively small payments to the class as well as to attorneys for the class.
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In five cases in two districts, a portion of the settlement funds was distributed to a
charitable or other nonprofit organization.

18. Duplicate or Overlapping Classes. We found five duplicative or overlapping
classes in related cases that were not consolidated with similar litigation pending in fed-
eral and state courts. Our review of the files indicated that those cases generated few
difficulties for the court.

19. Res Judicata. No data were available.
20. Appeals. The rate of filing at least one appeal ranged from 15% to 34%. Noncer-

tified cases were more likely to have one or more appeals than certified cases. Cases with
trials showed even a higher rate of appeal. Few appeals led to altering the decision of the
trial judge at the appellate level or on remand. Class certification before appeal, however,
may have been one of the factors that led to settlement in cases that settled on remand.

Plaintiffs filed 75%o to 85% of the appeals and were rarely successful in reversing or
vacating trial court decisions. On the other hand, defendants rarely filed appeals; their
appeals also did not lead to a high rate of reversal or vacation. Among, appeals resulting
in full or partial reversal on appeal, most reversals significantly changed the direction of
the case. For appeals in cases that had been previously certified, reversal and remand
generally resulted in a class settlement, although there were only seven such reversals in
the study. On the other hand, reversal and remand in thirteen cases not previously cer-
tified generally did not lead to a successful outcome for the plaintiffs.

Parties rarely sought appellate review of district court decisions that dealt with the me-
chanics of the class action process, such as certification or class settlement. Litigants ap-
pealed certification decisions in seven study cases. Two cases involved certified classes.
In one, the certification of a class was affirmed and, in the other, class certification was
vacated. In the other five cases, putative class representatives appealed the denial of class
certification. Three of these five appeals were unsuccessful. The fourth resulted in rever-
sal and remand that led to class certification and the fifth resulted in dismissal with no
class certified.

21. Class Action Attorneys. In 156 cases, 160 different law firms served as lead, co-
lead, or liaison counsel, with more than 1 firm appointed in most cases. Twelve of these
law firms served as lead or co-lead counsel in 4 or more cases. In total, these 12 firms
appeared 95 cases, 63% of the certified cases in the study.
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Findings
(1) Individual Actions and Aggregation 29

(a) Average recovery per class member

Background. In this opening section, we report data on one alternative to class actions,
namely, the filing and consolidation of individual cases. The ultimate question in this
subsection is: How many members of certified classes would have maintained individual
actions absent the class action? We cannot answer that question in exactly those terms,
but even the highest level of recovery per individual class member that we found appears
unlikely to support separate individual actions.

Data. Across the districts, the median level of the average recovery per class mem-
ber 30 ranged from $315 to $528; 75% of the awards ranged from $645 to $3,341; and the
maximum awards ranged from $1,505 to $5,331 (see Figure 1). Even assuming that an
individual member might recover a higher award in a separate trial, the multiplier would
have to be ten or more for an individual to meet the minimum jurisdictional amount for a
diversity case. Cases seeking injunctive relief and cases brought under federal statutory
authority could be brought as individual actions. However, without a substantial multi-
plier of individual damage awards, none of the awards would likely induce a private at-
torney to bring the case on a contingent fee basis or an individual to advance sufficient
personal funds to retain an attorney to file the action. Nor is it clear how many, if any,
individual actions would be supported by the hope for a statutory fee award (see infra §
16(b)).

The median net settlement per class member in the relatively few securities cases
ranged from $337 to $447 (see Figure 2). The comparable medians for nonsecurities
classes ranged from $275 to $1,472 (see Figure 3). Given the small numbers of cases
with monetary settlements in each district, no firm conclusions can be drawn about the
differences between securities cases and all other cases. It does appear, however, that
neither level of recovery would have been likely to support individual actions.

29. See generally Judith Resnik, From "Cases" to "Litigation," Law & Contemp. Probs., Summer 1991,

at 5 (describing a trend toward aggregation).
30. We calculated the average recovery per class member by starting with the gross settlement amount,

deducting expenses, attorneys' fees, and any separate awards to the named class representatives, and dividing
that net settlement amount by the number of notices sent to class members.
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Discussion at the advisory committee's November 1995 meeting raised a question
about the incidence of the "two-dollar" individual recovery31 To address that question,
we examined all class actions in the four districts that were certified solely under (b)(3)
and that-produced an average distribution per class member of less than $100 (see Table
1). There were nine such cases in the four courts. These data did not include any two-
dollar cases, but they do tend to bridge the gap between the anecdotal evidence and our
quantitative evidence. The absence of such nominal recoveries in the four districts sug-
gests that the anecdotal cases on which the discussion was based, which, presumably
arose in other districts, may represent outlier cases at the bottom of the range of class ac-
tion recoveries.

For these nine cases with monetary awards below $100 per member, the average
award to the class was $2.63 million and the median award was $2.55 million (see Table
1). For those same cases, fee awards were generally based on a percentage of the gross
recovery. Those percentages clustered around 30% and five of the nine awards were ex-
actly 30% of the total recovery. The average size of the class was 45,055 and the median
size was 45,920 members. Eight of the nine cases were securities cases. (See also infra §
17(a) for a discussion of (b)(3) cases in which the relief was relatively trivial in relation
to attorneys' fees and for a discussion of nonmonetary relief in such cases.)

(b) Consolidation and related cases
Background. In the previous section, we concluded that individuals would be unlikely to
file individual cases to recover damages. In this subsection, we look at the extent to
which separate~ cases were filed in relation to the same transactions. An important dis-
tinction, however, is that the separate cases discussed in this subsection generally were
filed as class actions and not simply as individual claims. Here, we look for "relationships
... between aggregation and numbers of individual actions arising out of the same trans-
actional setting."3 2 We also address how often "individual actions proceed in the same
court, or in different courts, without any attempt at aggregation.'5 3 We found what ap-
pears to be a modest amount of interdistrict and intradistrict consolidation and also found
a smaller number of cases that the court declined, or was without authority, to consoli-
date.

On occasion, a court may, find that "[c]laims identical or similar to those made in a
class action may be the subject of other litigation, either in the same court or in other fed-
eral or state courts."34 Individuals who have no interest in being class members may file
their own separate suits, either before or after certification. Under Rule 23(b)(3)(B), the
court must consider the pendency of other litigation concerning the controversy, in both
state and federal courts, 'by or against members of the class ?5 Further, under, Rule

31. Advisory Committee on Civil Rules, Minutes at 22-23, Nov. 9-10, 1995.
32. Cooper, supra note 6, at 25.
33. Id.
34. Manual for Complex Litigation, Third, § 30.3, at 234 (Federal Judicial Center 1995) [hereinafter MCL

3d].
35. Id. § 30.15, at 219 & n.691 (citing Califano v. Yamasaki, 442 U.S. 682 (1979) (need to consider

whether proposed nation-wide class would improperly interfere with similar pending litigation in other
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23(c)(A)(4) common issues of fact or law may be carved out for class certification 36 on
both an intradistrict3 7 and on a nation-wide38 basis. Federal courts use Federal Rule of
Civil Procedure 42(a)39 for intradistrict transfers and the MDL statute for interdistrict
transfers.40 There is no clear authority for a federal court to consolidate cases filed in state
court with actions filed in federal court.

Data on consolidations. In all four districts, interdistrict consolidation of cases in
which there was class action activity was relatively infrequent. The Judicial Panel on
Multidistrict Litigation consolidated between 3% and 6% of cases with cases from other
districts. The median time from filing the complaint in a case to MDL consolidation
ranged from approximately four months in three districts to approximately six months in
the other district (seeFigure 4). Due to the small number of cases for different nature-of-
suit categories, w& are unable to, observe any distinct patterns or draw any reliable infer-
ences about, say, antitrust, securities, or civil rights cases. In this small subset of-cases,
the most common nature-of-suit categories were antitrust cases followed by securities
cases (see Table 2).

District courts consolidated similar cases within their own districts more often (14% to
20%) than the judicial panel consolidated cases across district lines. The median number
of cases within each consolidation ranged from,two to four (see Figure 5). Among in-
tradistrict consolidations, the most frequent nature of suit was securities (see Table 3).

courts)).
36. Id. § 33.262, at 324 & n.1067 (citing Wadleigh v. Rhone-Poulenc Rorer, Inc., 157 F.R.D. 410 (N.D.

111. 1994) (negligence liability for infected blood), mandamus granted, class certification denied, In re
Rhone-Poulenc Rorer, Inc., 51 F.3d 1293 (7th Cir., 1995) (district judge ordered to decertify the plaintiff
class), cert. denied, 116 S. Ct. 184 (1995); In re Copley Pharmaceutical, Inc., "Albuteral" Prods. Liab. Litig.,
No. MDL 1013, 158 F.R.D. 485 (D. Wyo. 1994) (negligence, breach of warranty claims for contamination of
bronchodilator), defendant's motion to decertify plaintiff class denied; In re Copley Pharmaceutical, 161
F.R.D. 456 (D. Wyo. 1995)). 1 -

37. See, e.g., Sterling v. Velsicol Chem. Corp., 855 F. 2d 1188 (6th Cir. 1988) (opt-out class of water
contamination victims in vicinity of a landfill); Jenkins v. Raymark Indus., 782 F.2d 468, 473 (5th Cir.r 1986)
(district-wide class of asbestos-injury claimants to resolve specific issues).

38. See, e.g., In re School Asbestos Litig., 789 F.2d 996, 1009 (3d Cir.) (nation-wide 23(b)(3) class of
schools seeking compensatory damages associated with the presence of asbestos-containing building materi-
als), cert. denied, 479 U.S. 852 (1986).

39. Fed. R. Civ. P. 42(a) states:
(a) Consolidation. When actions involving a common question of law or fact are pending be-
fore the court, it may order a joint hearing or trial of any or all of the matters in issue in the
actions; it may order all the actions consolidated; and it may make such orders concerning
proceedings therein as may tend to avoid unnecessary costs or delay.

Rule 42(a) permits partial or complete consolidation of related actions pending in the same district for
both pretrial and trial purposes. See Lloyd v. Industrial Bio-Test Labs, Inc., 454 F. Supp. 807 (S.D.N.Y.
1978) (securities case Where the court granted the defendant's cross motion for consolidation); Wellman v.
Dickinson, 79 F.R.D. 341, 348 (S.D.N.Y. 1978).

40. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1407(a) (1988), the Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation is authorized to
transfer civil actions pending in more than one district involving one or more common questions of fact to
any district for coordinated or consolidated pretrial proceedings upon its determination that transfer "will be
for the convenience of the parties and witnesses and will promote the just and efficient conduct of such ac-
tions."
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Data on nonconsolidations. We also looked at how often courts do not consolidate
cases even though they are related to other litigation pending in federal and state courts.
On the federal level, nonconsolidation of related cases occurred in 5% to 23% of the
cases in the four districts (see Figure 6). Securities was the most common nature of suit
among the nonconsolidated cases (see Table 4).

On the state level, we identified nonconsolidation with pending state litigation infre-
quently, ranging from ,1% to 3% of the study cases (see Figure 6). Among this small
group, securities and other civil rights cases were the most common nature of suit (see
Table 5).

Nonconsolidation of related cases can present difficulties for courts, especially during
discovery. Other problems arise when multiple actions result in conflicting or overlapping
classes that may produce, among other things, inconsistent adjudications. For details
about the types of difficulties we found in eight cases that were not consolidated with re-
lated litigation pending in federal and state courts, see Tables 6 and 7. While the noncon-
solidations presented difficulties for the court, they did not appear to be insurmountable.
Of the eight cases, half were eyentually disposed of via a class settlement approved by
the court. Three of the remaining cases were terminated via a judicial ruling'on a motion
to dismiss, a stipulated,, voluntary dismissal, and a judicial ruling on a mntion for 'sum-
mary judgment.

(2) Routine Class Actions

(a) What was the relationship, if any, between the "easy applications" of Rule 23
and the substantive subjects of dispute?
Background. Some have maintained that class actions in certain nature-of-suit categories
are-often "easy applications" of Rule 23. These cases are considered easy or routine be-
cause they frequently involve complaints with boilerplate allegations, similar class cer-
tification arguments, and standard settlements. In particular, some have viewed securities
class actions as fitting'into such standard molds 1 To test these premises,'we compared
study cases in different nature-of-suit -categories. Since the number of filings in most
categories was small, we limited our analysis, where appropriate, to securities cases, non-
securities cases, and civil rights cases (a subset of nonsecurities cases).

Data on Rule (b)(3) cases. First, we compared indicators of routineness in cases filed
as' Rule 23(b)(3) class actions 42 starting with duration of the 'case from complaint to
closing. Despite the perceived complexity of securities cases, they did not take much

41. In re Activision Sec. Litig., 723 F. Supp. 1373, 1374 (N.D. Cal. 1989) ("all too familiar path of large
securities cases," including "lugubrious" pleading contests and "massive" discovery). A recent report found
courts reacting to what some view as boilerplate shareholder allegations of officer/director fraud: "The in-
creased Uudicial] application of Rule 9(b) may stem from the courts' thinning patience with nearly identical
'boiler-plate' securities fraud complaints." Edward M. Posner & Karl L. Prior, Motions to Dismiss Share-
holders' Suits Against Officers and Directors (ALI-ABA Course of Study: The Prosecution and Defense of
Shareholder Litigation against Directors and Officers, Washington, D.C.), May 28-29, 1992, at 91, 109.

42. These include cases filed under Rule 23 (b)(3) alone or in combination with one or more other subdi-
visions of 23(b).
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longer to settle and close than nonsecurities class actions. Study data for the four districts
showed the median time period from filing the complaint to closing ranged from twenty-
four to twenty-eight months for settled securities class actions. In comparison, median
time periods for settled nonsecurities class actions were shorter in two districts (with me-
dians of eleven and thirteen months) and longer in two others (with medians of thirty-six

and fifty months) (see Table 8). 3 In particular, the median case lengths for (b)(3) civil
rights actions were about the same as, or longer than, for settled securities cases in the

three districts where civil rights cases settled.
Do these results indicate that securities cases are "routine"? To respond to that ques-

tion, we looked at the rate at which (b)(3) classes were certified, finding somewhat'dis-
tinctive results for securities and civil rights cases. A (b)(3) class was certified in 94% to
100% of the securities cases where a motion or sua sponte order on certification was filed.
In contrast, for nonsecurities actions, the certification'rates were 64% to 93% in the three
districts with sufficient numbers of cases for meaningful comparison (see Table 9). Inter-

estingly, the certification rate for (b)(3) civil rights cases was 100% in each of the three
districts with (b)(3) civil rights class actions, but these constituted only two or three cases
per district. Although these data ate not sufficient to support broad conclusions, high rates

of certification within the securities and civil rights categories could indicate that these

are easy applications of Rule 23, at least with respect to the certification decision.
We next examined the bases for opposition to class certification and again found some

distinctive patterns among securities cases- In two districts, disputes over certification in

securities cases were about as frequent as for the other major nature-of-suit categories ,in
those districts. In the other two courts, objections to certification were filed about 1.5
times as often in nonsecurities casest' as in securities, cases. 45 Of special note is that ob-

jections on the basis of numerosity were absent from all (b)(3) securities cases in three
districts and were present in only 25% of the certification disputes in the fourth district. In
nonsecurities cases, however, numerosity generally was raised more frequently, In two
districts, it was at issue in 33% and 50% of the certification disputes; the other two dis-
tricts had only two or three such cases. These limited results could be viewed as indicat-
ing relatively "easy" sailing toward satisfying the numerosity requirement in securities
cases.

However, another observed difference was in arguments concerning the representa-
tiveness of the principal plaintiffs. In all or nearly all securities cases in the four districts,
defendants disputed the ability of named plaintiffs to represent the class, often basing
their arguments on alleged conflicts or purportedly unique facts applicable to the repre-
sentatives (see infra § 6(b)). Generally, these objections occurred less frequently in pon-
securities (b)(3) cases (see Table 10). Representativeness disputes were often harder
fought battles than numerosity disputes and frequently involved complex issues and facts.

43. In addition, Figure 10, discussed infra, presents medianmduration periods for settled and nonsettled
securities cases combined and compares class actions to nonclass civil actions.

44. Certification objections were filed in 58% and 59% of nonsecurnties class actions in these two dis-
tricts.

45. Certification objections were filed in 35% and 40% of securities class actions in these two districts.
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The relatively high rates of certifying securities classes, however, indicates that these
challenges were quite often overcome; for example, the class representative in some
cases was replaced by one who was more "representative" (see infra § 4(b)).

We'also compared the amounts distributed from settlement funds in certified b(3)
cases where the court approved a settlement. As might be expected, securities cases had
median netfmonetary distributions to the class ($1.7 million to $3.0 million) far greater
than in nonsecurities cases ($1.1 million or less). Comparing median attorneys' fee
awards for securities and other class actions showed similar disparities in all but one dis-
trict.,These figures are misleading, though, unless viewed in light of class size because
securities classes are generally large. We considered class size by computing the net set-
tlement per class member-' dividing the total net monetary settlement amount by the
number of notices'sent -to class members (see supra § 1(a)). The median net settlement
per class member for securities cases exceeded that in nonsecurities cases in only one of
the three districts with sufficient case counts to allow for comparison (see Table 11).

Discussion. In sum, the following general characteristics were found in many securi-
ties (b)(3) cases in the'four districts: They did notnecessarily lastjlng'er~than most non-
securities class actions; were about as likely, or somewhat less, likely, to be subject to
somehform of objection to certification; and did not necessarily yield more dollars to indi-
vidual class members. In addition', securities, casesv'were more likely to be certified and
subject to 'epresentativeness objections. 'Finally, numerosity objections were a rarity in
securities'cases, but 'a relatively frequent occurrence in other cases.,Large class sizes in
securities cases often made them distinctive when compared, with most nonsecurities
classes.

In addition, and somewhat understandably, the securities complaints contained more
frequent use of boilerplate allegations when compared with the wide variety of other
types 'of (b)(3) class actions. This appeared to be a factor of the governing law, the sub-
ject matter 'of the' complaints, and -the' frequency with which securities cases were filed.'
Securities claims generally followed a, recognizable pattern based on federal securities
statutes and case precedent, whereas claims not dealing with securities often covered
ground not as frequently traveled or charted new territory.

Data on Rule (b)(2) cases. We also compared similar indicators in nonsecurities cases
in which only a Rule 23(b)(2) class was sought. In those cases that settled, the median
time from complaint to closing ranged from fifteen to sixty months, not notably different
from (b)( 3) cases given the relatively small number of cases involved (see Table 12 com-
pared to Table 8)L The rate of (b)(2) certification ranged from 50% to 95% (see Table 13).
In three of the districts, the (b)(2) certification rate was lower than for nonsecurities (b)(3)
cases; in the fourth district it was higher (see Table 13 compared to Table 9). Looking
just at the subset of (b)(2) civil rights cases showed a range of certification rates of 67%
to 100%, with no notable patterns observed (see Table 13). We also found no recogniz-
able patterns in the frequency of defendant opposition to motions to certify a (b)(2) class
(see Table 14). We did, however, observe that the median fee award was considerably
smaller for (b)(2) class counsel when compared to fees in nonsecurities (b)(3) cases (see
Table 15 compared to Table 11). Given the disparate nature of these data, it is not possi-
ble to generalize about whether (b)(2) cases are easy or routine applications of Rule 23.
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(b) How did class actions compare to other types of cases in terms of the type of
outcome and the stage of the case at which the outcome occurred?

Background. In this subsection, we look at the routineness of class actions from a differ-
ent angle, namely, how do class actions compare to other types of civil cases. Two related
assertions are commonly made about class actions: that such cases generally settle and
that they are rarely tried46 The underlying assumptions-sometimes explicitly stated47

are that the settlement rate for class actions is higher than that for other types of civil
cases, and the trial rate is lower. In this section we will address that assumption by com-
paring the settlement and trial rates in the class actions we studied with such rates in non-
class action civil cases. The comparison group consists of all nonclass civil cases that
were terminated in the four study districts during the same time period.

Data. Differences in data collection Make it difficult to compare settlement rates in
class actions and nonclass civil cases.48 Allowing for such differences, it appears that the
settlement rates for nonprisoner class actions were within approximately + 16% of the
settlement rates for nonprisoner nonclass actions (see Figure 7). It also appears that set-
tlement rates were higher for securities class actions than for all nonclass securities cases
in all but one district (see Figure.8).

The rate of trial (jury and bench) was about the same for class actions and nonclass
civil cases in one district and the class action rate was slightly higher in two districts. In
the fourth district, the trial rate for class actions was 5.5% and the rate for nonclass civil
cases was 3.2% (see Table 16). In securities cases, there were too few cases to treat as
other than anecdotal information. Because of the Judicial Conference Advisory Commit-
tee on Civil Rules's interest in the subject, we include the information for descriptive
purposes only (see Table 17).

In comparison with nonclass civil cases, class actions are not routine in terms of their
longevity. Overall, the median time from filing to disposition for class actions was two to
three times that of other civil cases in three of the four districts, and in the fourth (S.D.
Fla.), class actions took about four and a half months longer at the median (see Figure 9).
The patterns were similar for securities cases, but the gaps'between class and nonclass

46. See, e.g., Elliott J. Weiss & John S. Beckerman, Let the Money Do the Monitoring: How Institutional

Investors Can Reduce Agency Costs in Securities Class Actions, 104 Yale L.J. 2053, 2098 (1995)
("Defendants' and plaintiffs' attorneys agree to settle virtually all class actions that survive motions to dis-

miss and motions for summary judgment."). Cf. Joel Seligman, Commentary, The Merits Do Matter: A

Comment On Professor Grundfest's "Disimplying Private Rights Of Action Under The Federal Securities

Laws: The Commission's Authority," 108 Harv. L. Rev. 438, 448 (1994) ("A substantial portion of securities

class actions have been resolved by judicial dismissal on the basis of a defendant's motion.").
47. Alexander, supra note 9, at 524 ("Though empirical data are hard to come by, it seems clear that secu-

rities class actions are resolved by adjudication significantly less often than are other ¢ivil cases.").
48. As noted in Figures 7 and 8, the settlement rate for class actions was based on our observations, de-

rived from the case files. Settlement rates for nonclass cases were derived from data provided by each court
to the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts, upon termination of a case. We used the categories

"dismissed: settled," "dismissed: voluntarily," and "judgment on consent."' The differences between Admin-

istrative Office data and our data for the same set of class actions suggest that differences between class and
nonclass cases may simply reflect the differences in data collection methods.
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securities cases were generally not as long as the corresponding gaps in nonsecurities
cases (see Figure 10).

Discussion. Examining trial and settlement rates might lead one to conclude that class
actions are routine, not very different from other cases terminated in the same courts
during the same time span. But the length of time from filing to termination and, as we
will see in infra § 2(d), the amount of judicial time required by class actions distinguish
them from other cases.

(c) What was the frequency and rate of certification of (b)(1), (b)(2), and (b)(3)
classes and how did these rates correspond with substantive areas?
In this subsection, we examine the frequency and rate of certification of (b)(1), (b)(2),
and (b)(3) classes (and combinations thereof) and address how the rates correspond with
different nature-of-suit categories.

Background. Under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23 a case may be certified pursu-
ant to subdivisions (b)(1)(A), (b)( I)(B), (b)(2, or (b)(3). 9 Determining which subdivi-
sion under Rule 23 to use is not always clear.50 There may also be instances where a class
action may qualify under Rule 23(b)(3) as well as under (b)(1) or (b)(2).

49. Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(b) states in relevant part:

(b) Class Actions Maintainable. An action may be maintained as a class action if the prerequisites of subdivi-
sion

(a) are satisfied, and in addition:
(1) the prosecution of separate actions by or against individual members of the class would create a

risk of

(A) inconsistent or varying adjudications with respect to individual members of the class which
would establish incompatible standards of conduct for the party opposing the class; or

(B) adjudications with respect to individual members of the class which would as a practical matter
be dispositive of the interests of the other members not parties to the adjudications or substan-
tially impair or impede their ability to protect their interests; or

(2) the party opposing the class has acted or refused to act on grounds generally applicable to the
class, thereby making appropriate final injunctive relief or corresponding declaratory relief with
respect to the class as a whole; or

(3) the court finds that the questions of law or fact common to the members of the class predominate
over any questions affecting only individual members, and that a class action is superior to other
available methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy. The matters pertinent
to the findings include:

(A) the interest of members of the class in individually controlling the prosecution or defense of
separate actions;

(B) the extent and nature of any litigation concerning the controversy already commenced by or
against members of the class;

(C) the desirability or undesirability of concentrating the litigation of the claims in the particular
forum;

(D) the difficulties likely to be encountered in the management of the class action.

50. "The problem is that all class litigation, even litigation for damages, has the potential to affect a de-
fendant's standard of conduct. For instance, a suit for nuisance damages may be won by some claimants and
lost by others, thereby creating 'incompatible standards of conduct' for the defendant. Hence, damage ac-
tions, which are normally construed as (b)(3) actions, may also fall within the language of (b)(l)(A), and the
court may deny notice, giving opportunity to appear or to opt out. The confusion from such amorphous lan-
guage has resulted in inconsistent case law on what exactly constitutes a (b)(l)(A) class action and games in
which the category is manipulated to avoid the time and expense of giving notice." Howard M. Downs, Fed-
eral Class Actions: Diminished Protection for the Class and the Case for Reform, 73 Neb. L. Rev. 646, 673
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If a (b)(3) class is sought and approved, class counsel is required to provide notice to

all class members and an opportunity to opt out. The (b)( 1) and (b)(2) subdivisions do not
require notice of class certification and do not ordinarily allow opting out. "Because of
the notice requirement and the frequent necessity of having to deal with individual dam-
age claims, greater precision is required in (b)(3) actions than in those brought under
(b)(1) or (b)(2).''51

If a proposed class action qualifies or fits the criteria of more than one of the (b) sub-
divisions, do parties or judges indicate a preference for class certification pursuant to
Rule 23(b)(1) or (b)(2) over Rule 23(b)(3)?52 Some believe that the increased burden of

mandatory notice and other requirements53 deter parties from seeking (b)(3) certification.
Similarly, some courts have expressed reluctance to certify a (b)(3) class when an action
also met the requirements of either a (b)(1)54 or (b)(2) class.55 One commentator recom-
mends that "[fi]f the court determines that both provisions [(b)(2) and (b)(3)] apply, then it
should treat the suit as having been brought under Rule 23(b)(2) so that all class members
will be bound"56 because "[t]o hold otherwise would allow the members to utilize the

opting out provision in subdivision (c)(2), which in some cases would thwart the objec-

tives of representative suits under Rule 23(b)(2)." 57

Data. Of the 138 certified classes for which information was available, 84 (61%) were
(b)(3) classes, 40 (29%) were (b)(2) classes, and the remaining 14 (10%) reflected an
equal number of (b)(1)(A) and (b)(1)(B) classes (see Figure 11). Below, we, look at the

(1994) (footnotes omitted).
51. MCL 3d, supra note 34, § 30.14, at 217 & n.681 (citing Rice v. Philadelphia, 66 F.R.D. 17 (E.D. Pa.

1974)).
52. See, e.g., Patrykus v. Gomilla, 121 P.R.D. 357 (N.D. Ill. 1988) (civil rights case certified under Rule

23 (b)(2) and (b)(3)); National Treasury Employees Union v. Reagan, 509 F. Supp. 1337 (D.D.C. 1981) (civil

rights case certified conditionally under Rule 23(b)(1)(A) or (b)(2)); Bertozzi v. King Louie Int'l, Inc., 420 F.

Supp. 1166 (D.R.I. 1976) (securities case certified pursuant to Rule 23 (b)(1) and (b)(2)); Alaniz v. California

Processors, Inc., 73 F.R.D. 269 (N.D. Cal.), modified, 73 F.R.D. 289 (N.D. Cal. 1976) (employment discrimi-

nation case certified under Rule 23(b)(2) and (b)(3)), affd sub nom. Alaniz v. Tillie Lewis Foods, 572 F.2d

657 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 439 U.S. 837 (1978).
53. Additional requirements include: (1) notice must be individual to all members who can be identified

through reasonable effort; (2) absent class members have the right to exclude themselves from the class and

from the binding effect of the judgment; and (3) absent class members have the right to enter their appearance

through counsel. Rule 23(c)(2).
54. See, e.g., Robertson v. National Basketball Ass'n, 556 F.2d 682 (2d Cir. 1977) (antitrust case where

the court found a Rule 23(b)(1) preferable to a (b)(3) class so that opt-out privileges would be unavailable).

55. See, e.g., Hummel v. Brennan, 83 F.R.D. 141 (E.D. Pa. 1979) (a labor action where the court certified

a Rule 23(b)(2) class rather than a Rule 23(b)(3) class to insure that one litigation would dispose of the issue;

court also indicated that procedural safeguards are unnecessary when a class is homogeneous, and that any

unfairness caused by members' inability to opt out was outweighed by the preventing of repetitious suits).

See also 1 Herbert Newberg & Alba Conte, Newberg on Class Actions § 4.20, at 4-74 n.232 (3d ed. 1992).

56. 7A Charles. Alan Wright et al., Federal Practice and Procedure § 1775, at 491 & n64 (2d ed. 1986 &

Supp. 1995) (citing Bing v. Roadway Express, Inc., 485 F. 2d 441, 447 (5th Cir. 1973) ("Although [the] suit

could have been brought as a (b)(3) action, (b)(2) actions generally are preferred for their wider res judicata

effects."); McGlothlin v. Connors, 142 F.R.D. 626, 640 (W.D. Va. 1992); Tustin v. Heckler, 591 F. Supp.

1049, 1 Q68 (D.N.J. 1984)).
57. Wright et al., supra note 56 at 491-92 (footnotes omitted).
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frequency and rate of certification of (b)( 1), (b)(2), and (b)(3) classes among the different
natures-of-suit categories. We present nature-of-suit information in response to the ques-
tion raised, but with the caveat that the numbers are often so small, that no general con-
clusion can be drawn from them.

Rule 23(b)(i)(A) and (b)(1)(B). Two of the four districts (E.D. Pa. and N.D. Ill.) cer-
tified a total of seven (b)(1)(A) ciasses.58 Similarly, two districts (N.D. Ill. and N.D. Cal.)
certified a total of seven (b)(1)(B) classes.59

Rule 23(b)(2). The four districts had a total of forty cases with certified (b)(2) classes.
One district accounted for just over half of these cases. Civil rights cases of various types
accounted for 50% of the (b)(2) classes. This is consistent with the advisory committee's
note that describes various actions in the civil rights field as prototypes of a (b)(2) class,60

without suggesting that subdivision (b)(2) is limited to civil rights cases. The second
largest nature-of-suit category was ERISA, accounting for five of the forty cases (12.5%).

Rule 23(b)(3). The largest number of certified classes-eighty-four (61%)-,were in
the (b)(3) category. N.D. Ill. had the most, twenty-six (31%), followed by, E.D. Pa.
twenty-four (28%), N.D. Cal. twenty-three (27%o), and S.D. Fla. eleven (13%). In the four
districts combined, 64% of the certified (b)(3) classes were in securities cases (over 80%
of certified (b)(3) classes in S.D. Fla,, 74% in N.D. Cal., 62.5% in E.D. Pa., and 50% in
N.D. Ill.).

Multiple Certifications. Multiple certifications were found in sixteen cases.6 , Three
courts each had five cases and one court had one case (see Table 18). The most frequent
combination was (b)(2) and (b)(3), occurring in five cases, including two ERI$A actions,
two civil rights actions, and one other statutory action. The second most frequent combi-
nation was (b)(1)(A) and (b)(2), occurring in three cases, one each of other statutory ac-
tion, civil rights, and other personal property damage cases. The remaining eight cases
contained a variety of certification combinations and involved securities, civil rights,
ERISA, and constitutionality of state statute actions.

(d) How much judicial time did class actions take and how did that compare to
other civil actions?
Background. Yet another measure of the relative routineness of class actions is the
amount of judicial time required. Using data from a sample of cases in the Federal Judi-
cial Center's most recent District Court Time Study 62 we compared the judicial time ex-

58. The nature-of-suit categories wereother personal property damage (1), civil rights (1), and Employ-
ment Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) (1) in one district and securities (1), civil rights (1), ERISA
(1), and other statutory actions (1) in the other.

59. N.D. Ill. certified five cases with the following nature-of-suit categories: ERISA (3), securities (1),
and constitutionality of a state statute (1). N.D. Cal. certified the remaining two cases, which were securities
actions.

60. Fed. R. Civ. P. 23 advisory committee's note (citing Potts v. Flax, 313 F.2d 284 (5th Cir. 1963); Bai-
ley v. Patterson, 323 F.2d 201 (5th Cir. 1963), cert. denied, 376 U.S. 910 (1964); Brunson v. Board of Trus-
tees, 311 F.2d 107 (4th Cir. 1962), cert. denied,373 U.S. 933 (1963), as some examples).

61. Includes three cases with combinations that included at least one (b) subdivision and an unspecified
class type.

62. In the Federal Judicial Center district court time study (Willging et al., supra note 26), district and
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pended on class actions with that of civil cases (including class actions) filed within the
time study sample period.

Data. Based on case weights derived from time study data, the average class action

demands considerably more judge time than the average civil case. We found this when
we looked at the data for all subject matter (nature-of-suit) categories combined and
when we looked at the data by nature-of-suit category. Case weights are scaled in relation

to the weight of an average case, which is rated as a "1." Note that the case weights are

based on data from all cases (including class action cases) in the entire time study sample.
Case weights are based on average judicial time expenditures and take into account a

wide range of cases and judicial activity, from summary dismissals to extended trials.
If class actions were treated as a separate category for case weighting purposes (which

they are not), the hours demanded for the class action cases in the district court time

study would justify a case weight of 4.71,63 higher than any civil case type except death

penalty habeas corpus (6.15). Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations (RICO)
(3.02) is the next closest civil case type. As compared to criminal cases, an average class

action case would require about as much judge time as an average case dealing with ex-

tortion, racketeering, and threats (4.62) and would require less time than the average
criminal prosecution for bankruptcy or securities fraud (5.30). Note that these are aver-

ages that take into account all judicial activity in the sample cases, including trials and
sentencing when applicable.

The case weights for the three nature-of-suit categories that were most prevalent in the

class action study are: securities, commodities,'and exchange, 1.96; other civil rights
(filed originally in federal court), 1.61; and prisoner civil rights (not U.S. defendant),
0.26.64

The average amount of time required for the average class action of each of the above
three types is more than three times the average amount required for the average civil

case of the same type. Securities class actions required 3.2 times the judicial time spent
on all securities cases; other civil rights cases, 3.3 times as long; and prisoner civil rights
cases, 5.03 times.

Certified class action cases consumed considerably more judge time than cases filed as
class actions but never certified. Still, noncertified cases required more judicial time than

magistrate judges maintained records of the time they spent on a random sample of 8,320 civil cases filed in

86 U.S. district courts between November 1987 and January 1990. Fifty-one of those cases (0.61%, an inci-

dence of 6.1 class actions for every 1,000 cases filed) contained class action allegations. For a more complete

description of the time study methods and a listing of case weights for all nature-of-suit categories, see

Memorandum from John Shapard to Subcommittee on Judicial Statistics of the Committee on Judicial Re-

sources I (July 20, 1993) (on file with the Research Division, Federal Judicial Center) [hereinafter Shapard

Memorandum].
63. Shapard Memorandum, supra note 62, at 6-7. The 4.71 case weight for class actions was derived by

aggregating the time required for all class action cases in the sample and comparing that time to the time

required for the average case. See Memorandum from John Shapard to Mark Shapiro, Rules Support Office,

Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts (February 8, 1994) (on file with the Research Division, Federal

Judicial Center).
64. Shapard Memorandum, supra note 62,
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the average civil case. In the eleven certified class actions in the time study-, judges spent,
on the average, eleven times more hours than they did in the average civil action. In the
noncertified cases, judges spent twice the number of hours they spent on the average civil
case (see Table 19).65

The above datadindicate that class actions,, on the average, are far from routine. How-
ever,'some types of cases filed as class actions but not certified appear to be fairly routine.'
For'example, other civil rights cases that were filed but not certified as class actions con-
sumed less than one-third of the judge time consumed by all other civil rights cases.
Likewise, securities cases that were filed but not certified as class actions consumed less
than two-fifths of the judge time consumed by all securities cases. The low time demands
of some of these noncertified cases may be accounted for by their consolidation into other
cases that were not part of the time study.66 In addition, the civil, rights cases 'may have
included some filings with frivolous class action allegations (e.g., by a pro se litigant who
is not authorizeddto represent' a cfass) combined with frivolous claims, leading to a'
prompt dismissal. 

(3) Race to File
Background. Critics of the use of the class action rule, especially in the securities field,
claim that lawsuits frequently are filed without an adequate investigation, immediately
after a triggering event, such as a precipitous decline in a stock's value.67 Reportedly, the
purpose of such practices' is to gain an advantage in the competition to be appointed lead
counsel for the class. Some commentators wonder whether the claims of speedy filings of
class actions might be explained by less venal considerations, such as an effort to pre-
serve evidence, especially in tort cases. 68 We can supply only a modest amount of infor-
mation relevant to the ultimate issue. We looked for multiple filings of class action claims
and for information about efforts to preserve evidence, as indicated by a motion to expe-
dite dis'overy or to preserve evidence.

Data on multiple filings. A race to 'the courthouse' might be inferred from multiple
filings 'of related claims. If so, the frequency and size of intradistrict consolidations (see
Figure 12), the frequency and size of multidistrict litigation consolidations (see supra §
1(b) andTable 2), and the frequency with which we found related cases (see infra § 18
and Figure 13) represent potential races to the courthouse. The cumulative number of
such cases is considerable: 32%, 22%, 20%, and 39% of the cases in the four districts had
one or more of these three forms'of multiple litigation (see Figure 14). Looking only at
cases that led to either multidistrict or intradistrict consolidation indicates that from 13%

65. The calculation of the above hypothetical 4.71 case weight for class actions included both certified
and uncertified cases. The average number of judge hours per case was approximately eleven for all class
actions, but the amount of judge time for certified class actions was approximately three times that.

66. If a non-time study case became the lead case, judges were instructed not to count the time spent on
the consolidated cases.

67. See Senate Staff Report, supra note 8, at 16-29; see also, e.g., Greenfield v. U.S. Healthcare, 146
F.R.D. 118 (E.D. Pa. 1993), affd sub nom. Garr v. U.S. Healthcare, 22 F.3d 1274 (3d Cir. 1994).

68. Cooper, supra note 6, at 28.
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to 22% of the cases involved multiple filings of cases that a district judge or the Judicial

Panel on Multidistrict Litigation found to have common questions of law or fact.69

Data on expedited discovery. We also gathered information about whether class action

complaints were filed for the ostensible purpose of expediting discovery or preserving

discoverable information. Generally they were not, at least as measured by the frequency

of requests for expedited discovery or preserving information in class litigation.

In seven cases in the four districts, plaintiffs moved for expedited discovery,70 typi-

cally for the purpose of gathering evidence to support a motion for a preliminary injunc-

tion. Courts granted all but two of those seven requests. Otherwise, we found no evidence

to support the claim that any early filings of class actions were for the purpose of expe-

diting discovery or preserving information.

(4) Class Representatives
Call for research. In this section we address issues related to the selection and supervi-

sion of class representatives. Examining the full range of questions raised concerning

class representatives would call for interviewing lawyers and class representatives about

their relationships and, perhaps, going back to case files or other records to examine

depositions and other discovery information concerning named representatives. Most of

that research is beyond the scope of this study. We urge other researchers to pursue the

issues raised and we stand ready to provide information to support such an effort.

Background. To assure that a class is adequately represented, the court has wide dis-

cretion in selecting the named representative and class counsel 71 While the selection of

the representative may be less critical than the appointment of counsel, the class repre-

sentatives should be free of conflicts of interest with the class72 and should present claims

and raise defenses that are typical of the class claims and defenses.73

(a) How many "repeat players"?

Background. One of the questions asked was if there are "professional" representatives

who appear repeatedly, atileAst in particular subject areas.

Data. We found few multiple appearances of named plaintiffs in the four districts.

Pooling all the names of class representatives into one file with 353 names of class repre-

sentatives from 141 cases, we identified duplicate appearances by four individuals and

one corporation. In each instance, the representative appeared in two separate class ac-

tions. None of the class representatives appeared in more than two cases in the study. In

no instance did the same name, arise in two districts.74

69. Fed. R. Civ. P. 42(a); 28 U.S.C. § 1407 (1988).

70. Plaintiffs so moved in three (3 %) of 117 cases in E.D. Pa., three (3 %) of 102 cases in N.D. Cal., and

one (1 %) of seventy-two cases in S.D. Fla. In N.D. Ill., there were no such cases.

71. MCL 3d, supra note 34, § 30.16.
72. Id. See generally Downs, supra note 50, at 651-58.

73. Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(a)(3). See also General Telephone Co. v. Falcon, 457 U.S. 147 (1982); Howard M.

Downs, Federal Class Actions: Due Process by Adequacy of Representation (Identity of Claims) and the

Impact of General Telephone v. Falcon, 54 Ohio St. LJ. 607 (1993).

74. But note that our data only include class actions that were terminated in four districts during a two-
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One of the five sets of duplicate appearances involved two securities actions, two sets
involved one securities action and another statutory -action (ERISA, RICO, and "other"),
one set involved an antitrust action and a civil rights action, and the fifth set involved an
ERISA action and an "other statutory action."

(b) Did judges add or substitute representatives?
Background. The, court has a continuing duty to insure that class representatives "remain
free of conflicts and . . . 'vigorously pursue' the litigation in the interests of the class, in-
cluding subjecting themselves to discovery."75 The court may have to. replace a class rep-
resentative if "the representative's individual claim has been mooted or otherwise sig-
nificantly affected by intervening events, such as decertification, or where the representa-
tive has engaged in conduct prejudicial to the interests of the class or is no longer inter-
ested in pursuing the litigation."76 We examined the frequency with which representa-
tives 'were changed in certified class actions.

Data. Changes in class representatives occurred in a considerable percentage of cer-
tified class actions in the four districts (21%, 8%, 21%, and 33%, representing ten, one,
ten, and eleven cases, respectively) (see Figure 15). These differences in the rate of
changes did not seem to have any direct relationship with the. frequency of objections to
certification based on the representativeness of the named plaintiffs in (b)(3) or (b)(2)
cases (see Tables 10 and 14). Nor did the differences appear to have any direct relation-
ship with the longevity of cases in those districts. The three districts, with rates from 21%
to 33% had approximately the same median times from filing to disposition (see Figure
9). Perhaps some unexamined feature of the local legal culture among the bar or bench in
N.D. Cal. might help to explain the higher frequency of changes in that district.

For almost half of the changes, no reasons were evident in the case file. In three cases,
the changes were to replace a deceased class representative. The remaining cases-also,
almost half of the changes-were instances in which the change in representative ap-
peared to reflect a significant change in the litigation. Seven changes involved explicit
recognition that the representatives' claims were atypical of the class claims; five changes
responded to situations affecting the ability of the class representative to continue to rep-
resent the class (e.g., conflict of interest; a redefined class did not irclude the representa-
tive); and three involved voluntary withdrawal from or opting out of the class. One
change added representatives of a subclass of stock option holders.
(c) Did named representatives attend the approval hearing?
Background. Class representatives' "views may be important in shaping the [settlement]
agreement and will usually be presented at the fairness hearing."77 While representatives'
views may be entitled to "special weight," they do not have veto power over a proposed
settlement.78

year span.
75. MCL 3d, supra note 34, § 30.16, at 221 (footnote omitted).
76. Id. at 221-22.
77. Id. § 30.44, at 242
78. Id.
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Data. Attendance of representative parties at the settlement approval hearing was un-
even across the four districts. In E.D. Pa. (where records of the settlement hearing were
most complete) one or more class representatives attended'the settlement approval hear-
ing in 46% of the certified, settled class actions (see discussion at infra § 13(b) and Fig-
ure 53). The rates in the other districts varied from 11% to 28%.

(d) What was in it for the class representatives?

Background. "The propriety of 'incentive' awards to named plaintiffs has been rigorously
debated. While a number of courts have approved such awards on the basis that'class rep-
resentatives take on risks and perform services, others have denied preferential allocation
on the grounds that the named plaintiff may be tempted to settle an action to the detri-
ment of the class or come to expect a 'bounty'for bringing suit."79 A notice of proposed
settlement should "disclose any special benefits provided to the class representatives.*"80

Data. A substantial minority of all certified, settled class actions in which the court'
approved a settlement included designated awards to the named class representatives.81 In
the four districtslthe percentages that included such awards were 26%, 46%, 40%, and
37% (see Figure" 16). The median amounts of all awards to class representatives in the
four districts were $7,500'in two districts, $12,000 in the third, and $17,000 in the fourth
(see Figure 17). In many cases, there was more than one representative. The median
award per representative in three courts was under $3,000 and in the fourth was $7,560
(see Figure 18). The median percentage of the total settlement that was awarded to class

-representatives was less than or equal to eleven thousandths of one percent (0.0 11%) in
all four districts.

(5) Time of Certification
Introductory Data. Across the four districts we found a total of 286 cases with either a
motion for or against class certification or a sua sponte show cause order regarding cer-
tification in the'four districts. Of these cases, 93 (33%) were unconditionally certified, 59
(21%) were'certified for settlement purposes only, 76 (27%) were denied certification, 6'
(2%)' were deferred, and 52 (18%) had no action indicated. In the following sections we
discuss the process whereby decisions'about certification were made.

(a) Timing of motions and certification decisions

Background. In this subsection, we-examine the point at which motions to certify are filed
and the length of time that elapses before the court rules to see if there is "any pattern to
the point at which the first certification decision is made." We also examine (see infra §

79. 2 Newberg & Conte, supra note 55, § 11.38, at 11-80 to 11-82 and cases cited at nn. 209-11. See also

Downs, supra note 50, at 692 ("Cases in the late 1970s and early 1980s abhorred such preferences, but recent
cases permit such practices more freely." (footnote omitted)).

80. MCL 3d, supra note 34, § 30.212, at 228.
81. The data, of course, include only information that was available in the court file, the settlement, the

notice to the class, or the motion for approval of the settlement and does not include any undisclosed prefer-
ences to class representatives. See Downs, supra note 50, at 692-93 (reporting that often the preferences are
not disclosed to the class in the notice of settlement; also, finding that 37% of the cases studied in N.D. Cal.
contained such preferences).
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5(b)) "the effect of local rules requiring that a motion to certify be made within a stated
period."82 Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(c)(1) directs the court to determine "as
soon as practicable" after the commencement of a case whether an action is to, be main-
tained as a class action.

Data. How soon do counsel file motions to certify-or courts issue sua sponte orders
regarding certification? Median times in the four. districts ranged from 3.1 months to 4.3
months after the filing of the complaint. Seventy-five percent (75th percentile) of the
motions or orders, were filed within a range of 6.5 months at one end to 163 months at
the other (see Figure 19),

How soon do courts rule on motions to certify after they have been filed?84 Three dis-
tricts' median times ranged from 2.8 months to,4.1 months. The other district had a me-
dian time of 8.5 months. In 75% of the cases,, courts, ruled on class certification within
7.6, 15.8, 10.2, and 8.4 months after the filing of a motion'to certify (see Figure 20).
(b) Local rules on the timing of certification motions
Background. As noted above, Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(c)(1) directs the court
to determine class status "as soon as practicable," but the rule provides little specific
guidance. To fill that gap and encourage early resolution or settlement, three of the four
districts specify,, by local rule, a definite time within which the plaintiff must file its mo-

J tion for certification unless good cause is shown to extend the time. E.D. Pa. and S.D.
Ha. require the filing of a motion to certify Within 90 days,85 and N.D. Cal. requires the
filing of such a motion within 180 days. 86 N.D. III. has no local rule addressing the timing
of motions to certify.

Data. In the previous section, we saw that in 75% of the cases the time from the filing
of the complaint to the filing of a motion to certify ranged from more than 6.5 to more

82. Cooper, supra note 6, at 30.
83. In the time study,64% of the motions or orders in fifty-one class action cases were filed within 100

days of the filing of the complaint. Preliminary Time Study, supra note 26, at 8-9.
84. For one standard of promptness, see 28 U.S.C. § 476 (motions pending for more than six months need

to be included in a district court's semiannual report under the Ciyil Justice Reform Act). Note that the data
reflectonly those cases that contained bohththe certification motion filing date and the date of the court's ril-
ing.

85. U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, Local Rule 27(c) (Aug. 1, 1980) states, in
relevant part:

Within ninety (90) days after the filing of the complaint in a class action, unless this period is extended on
motion of good cause appearing, the plaintiff shall move for a determination under subdivision (c)(l) of
Rule 23, Fed. R. Civ. P., as to whether the case is to be maintained as a class action.

U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Florida, Local Rule 23.1(A)(3) (Feb. 15, 1993) states:
Within 90 days after the filing of a complaint in a class action, unless this period is extended on motion of
good cause appearing, the plaintiff shall move for a determination under' subdivision (c)(l) of Rule 23,
Fed. R. Civ. P., as to whether the case is to be maintained as a class action.

86. U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California, Local Rule 200-6(c) (rev. Nov. 1, 1988)
states:

The party seeking to maintain an action as a class action shall file a motion for determination whether it
may be so maintained pursuant to Rule 23(c)(1) within six months of the filing of that party's first plead-
ing, or at such later time as the assigned judge may order or permit.
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than 16.3 months in the four districts. In E.D. Pa., the median time for filing a motion to
certify was slightly longer than called for by the local rule, and in S.D. Fla., the median
time was more than a month longer (see Figure 19). In N.D. Cal., the median time was in
compliance with the 180-day limit, but the time for filing a motion to certify was longer
than 180 days in at least 25% of the cases. N.D. Ill., which has no rule addressing how
soon after the complaint a motion for certification must be filed, had the third shortest
time span (8.2 months) between the two filings for 75% of the cases (see Figure 19). At
the other extreme, N.D. Cal., with a 180-day filing requirement, had the longest time span
between the filing date of the complaint and the filing date of the motion to certify (see
Figure 19).

We found no relationship between the local rule and the time within which judges rule
on motions to certify once filed. For example, judges took more time to issue 75% of
their rulings (between seven and fifteen months) in the two districts with rules requiring
early filing of motions to certify than in the district with a rule requiring filing within 180
days (see Figure 20).

Further, the time lo settlement of the case did not appear to have any relationship to
the local rules or the absence of a local rule. Our data revealed that neither the length of
time from the court's ruling on certification to settlement of the case nor the length of
time from filing of the case to settlement appeared to be influenced by the presence, ab-
sence, or provisions of a local rule. For example, in one district with a 90-day rule, 75%
of the cases took approximately three-and-one-half years from the filing of the complaint
to settlement, a figure higher than that of N.D. Ill., which has no rule. Cases in N.D. Cal.
(180-day rule) were disposed of more quickly than cases in one jurisdiction with the 90-
day rule (see Figure 21). On the other hand, E.D. Pa. (90-day rule) disposed of 75% of its
cases approximately one year faster than the other three courts.

The time from ruling on certification to settlement followed similar paths. However, 'it
must be noted that there was a substantial amount of missing data regarding settlements
in two districts, and our conclusions are based solely on the limited available data. Over-
all, courts settled 75% of their cases in a range of fourteen to thirty-eight months after
certification (see Figure 22; see also infra § 5(c)). Again, early filing practices did not
correspond with quicker resolution of cases. It took over three years for one district with
an early filing rule to dispose of its cases. But E.D1. Pa. again settled its cases more
quickly after certification than the other three courts.

Data on the time from filing to termination in two districts with the ninety-day certific-
ation rule showed termination of 75% of the courts' cases in just over two years. Termi-
nation rates were the same for the other district with the early certification rule and the
district with no rule. Data showed that 75% of those cases were terminated in 34.1
months (see Figure 23).

Discussion. There has not been substantial compliance with the presumptive time lim-
its of the local rules. However, it should be noted that each local rule has a clause "unless
extended for good cause." Moreover, delays in judicial rulings on motions to certify can
thwart the apparent intent of the local rules. Finally, prompt settlement of the case ap-
pears to be affected by many factors other than a rule regarding the starting point of the
class certification process. In all three of these areas one might reasonably expect other
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factors, such as the workload of the court or the number of judicial vacancies, to affect

the court's output. Lack of compliance with the rules in the first instance suggests that in

many cases judges and litigants do not see such rules as necessary to the management of

the litigation before them.

(c) Decisions on merits in relation to certification

Summary. In this rather lengthy subsection we present data on the frequency and type of

rulings on motions to dismiss and motions for summary judgment. We also address the

key issue of the timing of such rulings in relation to rulings on class certification. Many

assume that class action litigation'proceeds directly from certification of a class to settle-

ment without judicial examination of the merits of the claims. The data presented in this

sectioriindiicate otherwise Parties often filed motions to dismiss or for summary judg-

ment'and judges generally ruled on those motions in a timely fashion, often dismissing a

'case in 'whole or in part. These rulings on the merits often preceded rulings on class cer-

tification.
Background. As noted above, Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(c)(,l,) directs the

court to determine "[a]s soon as practicable" whether an action is to be maintained on

behalf of or against a class. The rule is silent on the timing of rulings on class certification

in relation to rulings on motions to dismiss or for summary judgment. The proposed

amendmentrto Rule, 23 that the advisory committee on civil rules circulated in January

1993 contained a new provision in 23(d)(1)(B) authorizing a court to "decide a motion

under Rule 12 or 56 before the certification determination if the court concludes that the

decision will promote the fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy and will not

cause undue-delay."87

Some argue that it would bermore economical for a court to rule on the merits of a

putative, class action before committing resources to certifying and managing the case as

a class action and before imposing an obligation to notify the class.88 For the same or

similar reasons, the advisory committee is currently considering a procedure that would

require a preliminary assessment of the merits as part of a (b)(3) certification decision

(see Appendix B, § 23(b)(3)(E)). As the data below show, many judges in the four dis-

tricts have not seen themselves as lacking authority to rule on a motion to dismiss or to

issue a sua sponte dismissal order before ruling on class certification. Nor, apparently, did

judges in a prior empirical study of (b)(3) class actions show any reluctance to rule on the

merits before ruling on certification. 89 Having explicit authority to so rule, however,

might influence any judge who has felt constrained to avoid ruling on such motions prior

to class certification.

87. Appendix A, § 23(d)(1)(B); see also Appendix B, § 23 (d)(1).

88. Note, The Rule23(b)(3) Class Action: An Empirical Siudy, 62 Geo. L.J. 1123, 1145 (1974) ("A judge

concerned with the most efficient use of court time may be reluctant to consider certification and notice with-

out some belief that the case is strong on the merits.") [hereinafter Georgetown Empirical Study].

89. Id. at 1144 ("In the preliminary stages of litigation, the court showed no reluctance to dismiss or grant

summary judgment to defendants on the merits without consideration of the class issues."). The study exam-

ined all Rule 23(b)(3) class actions filed in the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia between July

1, 1966, and Dec. 31, 1972.
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Federal courts of appeals have taken divergent views on whether a ruling on a motion
to dismiss or motion for summary judgment may precede a ruling on class certification.
Some courts have interpreted the U.S. Supreme Court's ruling in Eisen v. Carlisle & Jac-
queline90 to mandate that the determination of class status is to be made before the deci-
sion on the merits.91 The reasoning of such courts is that Rule 23(c)(1) requires that a
class action seeking damages be certified before a determination on the merits in order to
prevent one-way intervention or opting out by class members, who would know the out-
come of the ruling on the merits.92 Other courts have approved precertification rulings on
the merits, reasoning that a party filing a pretrial motion to dismiss or for summary judg-

ment may explicitly or implicitly waive the protection. 93 As noted above, of the courts of
appeals for the four district courts involved in this study, the courts of appeals in the
Third and Ninth Circuits have approved the practice of issuing precertification decisions
on the merits, the Seventh Circuit has generally disapproved the practice,94 and the Elev-
enth Circuit has-no published ruling on this point. Based on the rulings in each circuit we
would expect that there would be few, if any, precertification 95 rulings on the merits in

N.D.,III. and that E.D. Pa. and N.D. Cal. would have more such rulings.
Data. In three districts in the current study-putting aside N.D.Ill., which we will dis-

cuss separately below -the rate of precertification95 rulings on motions to dismiss ex-

ceeded 70%. In cases in which there were rulings on both motions to dismiss and motions
to certify, approximately 80% of the motions to dismiss were decided before the motions
to certify (see Figure 24)96 In all four districts, the rate of precertification ruling on mo-
tions for summary judgment was lower than the rate of precertification rulings on mo-
tions to dismiss (see Figure 25), but this may be a function of the differences between
motions to dismiss and motions for summary judgment. One would expect, for example,
that the need for discovery would delay the filing of summary judgment motions. In all
courts, more than 20% of the rulings on summary judgment preceded the Iclass certific-
tion ruling, and in N.D. Cal., 67% (ten of fifteen) ̂ of the summary Judgment rulings pre-
ceded the class certification ruling (see Figure 25).

90. 417 U.S. 156 (1974).
91. Id. at 177-78: See, e.g., Nance v. Union Carbide Corp., 540 F.2d 718, 724 n.9 (4th Cir. 1976) (quoting

Peritz v. Liberty Loan Corp., 523 F.2d 349 (7th Cir. 1975)), vacated, 431 U.S. 952 (1977).
92. Hudson v. Chicago Teachers Union, 922 F.2d 1306, 1317 (7th Cir.), cert. denied,501 U.S. 1230

(1991). See also Peritz v. Liberty Loan Corp., 523 F.2d 349, 353-54 (7th Cir. 1975).

93. Katz v. Carte Blanche Corp., 496 F.2d 747 (3d Cir.) (en banc) (explicit waiver; use of "test case"

procedure before certification ruling), cert. denied, 419 U.S. 885 (1974); Wright v. Schock, 742 F.2d 541 (9th

Cir. 1984) (implicit waiver where defendant "assumes the risk" of a limited effect of its summary judgment

motion).
94. See cases cited supra notes 92 & 93. But see Roberts v. American Airlines, Inc., 526 F.2d 757, 762

(7th Cir. 1975) (dictum that defendants by filing a motion for summary judgment before a ruling on class

certification "assumed the risk that a judgment in their favor would not protect them from subsequent suits by

other potential class' members"), cert. denied, 425 U.S. 951 (1976).
95. We use the term "precertification" to mean before a ruling on certification, whether or not the ruling is

to grant or deny certification.
96. These data do not include rulings on motions to dismiss that terminated the case without the need for a

ruling on class certification.
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The data partially support the expectation that N.D. Ill. would have fewer precertifica-
tion rulings because of case law in its court of appeals disapproving that practice. In fact,
N.D. Ill. had the lowest rate of precertification rulings, on motions to dismiss (twenty-
eight of forty-six, or 61%, see Figure 24) of the four districts but the second highest rate
of precertification rulings on motions for summary judgment (eleven of twenty-seven, or
41%; see Figure 25). Nevertheless, NID. Ill.-judges issued a substantial number of pre-
certification rulings on both types of motions, which suggests that the law of the circuit
regarding precertification rulings has not been the only factor affecting the district judge's
decision about when to rule on motions to dismiss or for summary judgment.97

As discussed in the last subsection, three of the local rules regarding the
tirining of motions to 'certifya class, E.D. Pa. and S.'D. Fla. require filing a motion to cer-
ify a class Within 90 days and' N.D. Cal. requires filing within 180 days.98 Still, in-E.D.
Pa, the percentage of precetification rulings Was substantia for motions to dismiss
(Tihty-onp of forty, or 78% see Figure '24), though riot for iotions'for summary judg-
ment (eight of twenbty'six, or' 31; see Fi'gure25). In N.D. Cahi the percentage of precer-
tification ruings, was' higher for bot motions' to dismiss (twentyLsix of thirty-two, or
F1iguee) Ff, o r sumhry judgment% (ten of fifteen, or 67%; see

'gain, as discussed in the last subsection, compliance with the rules did not appear to
have been strict. Whether the local rules had an effect seemed doubtful. Assuming that
there is any effedt of the local rules,, one might expect that requhing a prompt motion to
certify ,w'uld9 have more impact on the generally slower and more deliberate summary
judgmenti p ikce'ss anon motions 't dismiss. As 'one might "expect, under the 180-day
deadlin~e for f~iing otflitios to certify in N.D. Cal., rulings on 'sumnary judgment more
often precededl rilifgs on certification than inder the 90-day deadline in ED) 'Pa. But the

m~y ray moul abbli the nature of summary judgment than about the' effects of the

Whether a motion to dismiss 'was ruled' on before or after a motion tto certify did not
appear to be related to the grounds cited in the ruling on dismissal. At both stages, such
motions generally referred to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6) or 12(b)(1) (see
Table 20),l which were the most frequently cited grounds in motions to dismiss generally
(see Table 21). Note, however, that, in all districts but N.D. Ill., a motion to dismiss for
failure to state a claim (Rule 12(b)(6)) was far more likely to be ruled on before certifica-
tion. In N.D. Ill., such a motion was almost equally likely to be ruled on before or after
certification. Perhaps the law of the circuit has some influence.

97. Note that Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(a) allows the filing of a motion for summary judgment "at any time after
the expiratioh of 20 days from the commencement of the action . . . :'and Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b) calls for the
filing of a motion "before pleading." Neither rule sets a standard for when such motions should be decided.

Note also that case law in at'least two other circuits has concluded that the parties may waive their right to
a ruling on certification or may assume the risk that a precertification ruling on the merits may not haye class-

wide effect. See discussion at supra notes 93 & 94.
98. See supra notes 85 & 86.
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In our preliminary report to the advisory committee,99 we discussed the greater likeli-
hood of a motion being denied before rather than after a ruling, on certification. We ob-
served what appeared to be a pattern of denying precertification motions to dismiss more.
frequently in E.D. -Pa. and in the time study sample of cases. This phenomenon also oc-
curred to a minor extent in N.D. Ill.', but not in N.D. Cal. or S.D. Fla. (see Table 22). If
'there is any relationship between the timing of certification and the denial of motions to
dismiss, it might be subject to local variations. Note also that the disproportionate denial
of Orecertification motions compared to postcertification motions also extended to sum-
mary judgment rulings in E.D. Pa., but not in the other courts (see Table 23).

(i) Outcomes of rulings on dismissal and summary judgment and impact on the litigation
Background. In this subsection we present data about the outcomes of motions to dismiss
and motions for summary judgment and in the following subsection we will present data
as to the timing of the filings and rulings on such motions. Critics'of the class'action de-
vice, especially critics of shareholders' securities class actions, frequently referred to
such cases as "strike suits."100°.While it is difficult to find a definition of a strike suit that
crisply distinguishes it from most other types of litigation,101 two essential 'ingredients
seem to be the, frivolity of the allegations and the difficulty 'of obtaining a ruling oril the
merits. The ultimate test of the strike' element seems to be whether, settlem ents are seen as
being coerced because the defendants do not have a cost-effective opportunity to' litigate
the merits (see infra § 14(a)).102

The timingand outcome of rulings on motions to dismiss and motions for summary
.judgment are relevant to the question of whether the class action device is used as a strike
suit. Examining such rulings should illuminate whether and when litigants in class' ac-
tions have an opportunity to address the merits or,frivolity of a claim. Motions to'dismiss
generally test the sufficiency of the underlying legal theory of the case as applied to the
facts alleged in the complaint, regardless of whether or not those facts can be proved.
Motions for summary judgment generally test the'sufficiency of the factural basis for each
element of the claim for relief, as shown through affidavits, depositions, and other docu-
mentary materials. In general, if a claim forrelief survives a motidn to dismiss, its legal
claims are probably not frivolous. Likewise,,if a claim survives a motion for summary
judgment, its material factual allegations are probably not frivolous.

99. See Willging et al, Preliminary Report,supra note 27, at 31-33.
100. See, e.g., Senate Staff Report,supra note 8, at 18 ("Each of the corporate executives described what

they characterized as 'strike suits' that were filed against their companies,, generally following an adverse
earnings announcement and resulting stock price drop,").

101. See, e.g., Tim Oliver Brandi, The Strike Suit: A Common Problem of the Derivative Suit and the
Shareholder Class Action, 98 Dick. L. Rev. 355, 357 n.1 (1994) ("The term 'strike suit,' coined in the 1930s,
refers to a derivative action whose nuisance value gives it a settlement value independent of its merits.");
Carol B. Swanson, Juggling Shareholder Rights and Strike Suits, in Derivative Litigation: The ALI Drops the
Ball, 77 Minn. L. Rev.' 1339, 1341 n.5 (1993) ("'Strike suits' are 'those based on reckless charges and
brought for personal gain."') (quoting Robert C. Clark, Corporate Law § 15.2 (1986)).

102. Georgetown Empirical Study, supra note 88,tat 1136 (evidence that defendants gained dismissal or
summary judgment indicates that'they did not feel "forced to settle even if the plaintiff's claim is weak"). We
discuss the issue of whether class actions lead to coerced settlements infra ,§ 14(a).
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The timing of rulings on such motions is relevant to the cost of obtaining a ruling on
the merits. If rulings can be obtained promptly, whether before or after class certification,
parties opposing the class have an opportunity to resolve the claims on their merits with-
'out being forced to settle.

Data on outcomes. Overall, approximately two out of three cases in each of the four
districts had rulings on either a motion to dismiss, a motion for summary judgment,'or a
sua sponte dismissal order (see Table 24); In three of the four districts, more than one out
of six cases included both' rulings on dismi sal and summary judgment, and in the fourth
approximately one case in nine had both types of rulings (see Table 24).103

Of the cases in which a motion to dismiss was filed, rulings were issued in from 73%
to 8 1% of the cases depending on the, district. That rate of ruling approximates the rates
found in three studies of motions to dismiss in general litigation.104 Rulings in which all
or; part' of the complaint was dismissed amounted to 47%, 49%, 76%, and 77% of the
rulings in E.D. Pa., S.P, Fla., N.D. Ill.,, and N.D. Cal., respectively (see Table 25). Over-
all, about half of the cases in each district included rulings dismissing all or part of the
complaint.

The vast majority of motions for summary judgment were, as is typical, 105 filed by
defendants (see3Figure 26 and Table 26). In two districts, rulings on such motions were
issued~approximately 85% of the time and in the other two districts about 60% of the time
(see Figure 27), data that are comparable to and, overall, somewhat higher than the rate of
rulings in a study of general civil litigation. 106 Such motions were granted in whole or in
part inmore than half of the rulings (54%-68%) in three of the four districts studied. In
the fourth, suchr motions were, granted in whole or in part 39% of the time (see Table 26).

Combining all' dismissals and summary judgment rulings, for all cases in the four dis-
tricts, we find that, approximately two of five cases were dismissed in whole or in part or
had summary jidgment granted in whole or in part in two districts and that approximately
three out of five cases were so treated in the.other two districts (see Figure 28). But note
that granting dismissal or summary judgment does not necessarily end the litigation be-
cause an amended complaint may be filed or the summary judgment may be partial or
may not apply to all parties.

What effect do these rulings have on the litigation as a whole? In examining each class
action file we identified the event or events that resulted in terminating the litigation. The
effects of motions in each of the districts were strikingly similar: Approximately three out

103. An unknown number of those cases had multiple rulings on motions to dismiss and on motions for

summary judgment filed on behalf of various defendants. To keep the demands of the study manageable we

limited our motions study to identifying the filing of the first motion of a given type and examining the out-

come of the first ruling on each type of motion.
104. Thomas E. Willging, Use of Rule 12(b)(6) in Two Federal District Courts 6-8 (Federal Judicial

Center 1989) (finding a rate of 83% and reporting rates of 77% and 56% from two other studies).
105. See Joe S. Cecil & C. R. Douglas, Summary Judgment Practice in Three District Courts 5 (Federal

Judicial Center 1987) (defendants filed 59%, 71%, and 80% of the motions for summary judgment in the
three district courts studied).

106. Id. (finding that about two-thirds of the motions for summary judgment produced rulings).
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of ten cases in each district were terminated as the direct result of a ruling on a motion to
dismiss or for summary judgment (see Table 27; see also Table 39).

(ii) Timing of rulings on dismissal and summary judgment
Data on timing. Qne general standard of promptness is that motions should be decided
within six months or a reason given for the delay.107 Looking at the time from the filing
of the first motion to dismiss to the first ruling on, dismissal, the median time for rulings
on motions to dismiss ranged from 2.6 months to 7.4 months. Three of the four courts
had a median response time of less than four months (see Table 28). Because the median
time is a measure of the central tendency (i.e., the middle of the data) and we wish to dis-
cuss a wider range of the data, we also calculated the time by which 75% of the motions
had been decided and found that they were resolved in 4.7, 13.7, 8.6, and 5.4 months (see
Table 28).

The timing of rulings on- summary judgment follow a similar pattern, but involve gen-
erally longer time spans than the rulings on motions to dismiss. The median time from the
filing of the first motion for summary judgment to the first summary judgment ruling was
less than four months in two courts and more than seven months in the other two courts
(see Table 29). Seventy-five percent of all motions for, summary judgment were resolved
in 7.9, 15.4,16.8, and 5.2 months in the four courts (see Table 29). The two slower courts
were also slower in ruling on motions to dismiss.

Discussion. In analyzing the issue of whether large numbers of class actions are strike
suits, our data yield mixed results. On the one hand, motions to dismiss are filed and
granted more frequently in class action litigation than in ordinary civil litigation. ' 08 Such
data indicate that a relatively large number of cases are found to be without legal or fac-
tual merit, or both. Comparison with data from a 1974 study of (b)(3) class actions indi-
cates, however, thattthe rate of dismissal and summary judgment is lower in the current
study than it was during 1966-1972 in one federal district court.109

On the other hand, defendants generally appear to have had an opportunity to test the
merits of the litigation and obtain a judicial ruling in a reasonably timely manner, par-
ticularly for motions to dismiss. Testing the factual sufficiency of claims via summary
judgment, however, may take more than a year for some rulings in some courts.,

107. 28 U.S.C § 476 (1990) (motions pending for more than six months need to be included in a semian-
nual report under the Civil Justice Reform Act).

108. In an empirical study of the use of Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6) in two federal district courts, that rule
was found to account for the disposition of 2% to 4% of all cases in the sample. Willging, supra note 104, at
7-9. Motions were filed in 13% of the cases in the sample and approximately 23% of the rulings resulted in a
total disposition of the case. Id. An earlier study by the Center found higher rates of filing (40%) and disposi-
tion (65% compared to 52% in the later study), as well as a higher rate of granting of motions (40%) in a
sample of cases in six federal district courts. Id. at 5-6 (citing Paul Connolly & Patricia Lombard, Judicial
Controls and the Civil Litigative Process: Motions (Federal Judicial Center 1980)).

109. Georgetown Empirical Study, supra note 88, at 1136 (showing that 55% [44 of 81] of class actions
were disposed of favorably to defendants by dismissal or summary judgment). Excluding four voluntary di s-
missals which we would not have counted as rulings on dismissal, the rate is 49% (40 of 81), compared to our
rate of approximately 33%.
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For at least one-third of the cases in our study, judicial rulings on motions terminated
the litigation without a settlement, coerced or otherwise. The settlement value of other
cases was undoubtedly influenced by rulings granting. motions for partial, dismissal or
partial summary judgment and by rulings denying such motions. Such merits-related
influences on settlement value, however, seem not to fall within the broadest definition of
a strike suit.

(d) Simultaneous motions to certify and approve settlement
Background. The question is how frequently do courts approve settlements which include
the initial certification of a class? As a general principle, settlement negotiations in class
actions are deferred until the court has ruled on class certification. However, on occasion,
parties'will enter into settlement agreements before a class is certified. Because of their
advantages courts have sometimes approved settlement classes.' 10 But settlement classes
generally warrant closer judicial scrutiny than settlements where the class certification
has been litigated.11'1

Data. Across the four districts, a total of 152 cases were certified in some form or
fashion. Of this total 93 cases (61%) were certified unconditionally and 59 cases (39%)
were certified for settlement purposes only. Of those 59 cases; 28 (47%)- approximately
18% of all certified class actions-contained information or docket entries indicating that
a proposed settlement was submitted to the court before or simultaneously with the first
motion to certify.

The twenty-eight cases with simultaneous motions to certify and approve settlement
were filed in three districts. One district had fourteen cases or 50% of all cases, eight of
which were securities cases. The next district had seven cases (25%), four of which were
other statutory actions. The third district also had seven cases (25%), four of which were
civil rights actions (see Table 30). In twenty-four of the twenty-eight cases (86%), the
court approved the settlement without changes. In the remaining cases, the court ap-
proved the settlement but with some changes. (See also infra § 14(b).)

Are there differences in the two types of classes certified for settlement purposes, that
is, cases certified with or without a simultaneous settlement? Our data were especially
limited in this area because information was missing for numerous cases, and as a result
no reliable conclusions can be drawn from them. We found that the (b)(3) class was the
most frequently certified class in both types of scenarios. The (b)(2) class was the second
most frequently certified class (see Table 3 1). These results parallel our finding that the
(b)(3) class is the most frequent type of class sought and certified. (See supra § 2(c).)

(e) Changes in certification-rulings
Background. In this subsection we look at the frequency with which courts change the
definition of the class or the direction of their certification rulings. The Manual for Com-
plex Litigation, Third, indicates that "[wihether a class is certified and how its member-

110. See, e.g., Weinberger v. Kendrick, 698 F. 2d 61 (2d Cir. 1982); In re Beef Indus. Antitrust Litig., 607
F.2d 167 (5th Cir. 1979). Cf. Plummer v. Chemical Bank, 668 F.2d 654 (2d Cir. 1982); In re Franklin Bank
Sec. Litig., 574 F.2d 662 (2d Cir. 1978).

111. MCL 3d, supra note 34, § 30.45.
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ship is defined can often have a decisive effect not only on the outcome of the litigation
but also on its management. It determines the stakes, the structure of trial and methods of
proof, the scope and timing of discovery and motion practice, and the length and cost of
the litigation." 112 The Manual also warns that "[u]ndesirable consequences may follow
when an expansive class, formed on insufficient information, is later decertified or re-
defined." 1 13

Data. Of 152 certified cases, counsel in 23 (15%) cases filed either a motion to recon-
sider the court's decision or a motion to decertify the class. The courts' responses to these
motions varied.114 In 9 (39%) of the 23 cases the court affirmed its certification ruling. In
5 (21%) of the 23 cases the, court denied reconsideration of the matter altogether (see Ta-
ble 32).

Of the districts' noncertified cases, in only 4% did counsel file a motion to reconsider
the court's decision. The court denied the reconsideration motion in 72% of those cases.

-In the remaining 28% of the cases, the court either took some other action or did not rule
on the request.

(6) Certification Disputes
In this section we first address the questions: How much time is spent contesting certific-
ation? Are there correlations between the subjects of litigation and certification disputes?
Is much effort devoted to contesting the choice between (b)(1), (b)(2), and (b)(3) classes,
and does this correlate to the subject of the litigation?115

(a) How many certification contests were there and how much time did counsel
spend opposing certification?
Background. Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23, class certification is left to
the sound discretion of the district court.1 16 Because judicial discretion is not immutable,
disputes inevitably arise. At this stage, the court does not have the responsibility of adju-
dicating the merits of the class or individual claims (see supra § 5(c)).

Data. In three of the four study courts, defendants opposed certification in slightly
over 50%117 of the cases with a motion or sua sponte order regarding class certification.
Defendants opposed 40% of the motions or orders in the other district (see Figure 29).

We have no reliable measure to estimate the time counsel spend contesting certifica-
tion. Some have suggested that the length of the brief is an adequate indicator, but it is far
from clear that more pages equates to more time, especially when the subject matter has
become routinized (see supra § 2(a)). Notwithstanding this, because of the expressed in-

112.Id.§ 30.1,at212.
113. Id. § 30.11, at 215.
114. Outcomes included: denying reconsideration, affirming certification, reversing certification, modi-

fying certification deferring reconsideration, taking no action, and lastly, taking some other form of action.
115. Cooper, supra note 6, at 30.
116. Zeidman v. Ray McDermott & Co., 651 F.2d 1030, 1038-39 (5th Cir. 1981); 7B Wright et al., supra

note 56, § 1785.
117. This percentage is lower than the time study figure, which was 60%. See Willging et al., supra note

26, at 10.
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terest in time spent on certification contests, we looked at brief lengths and at whether
there appeared to be a relationship between the length of the opposition brief and the out-
come of the certification dispute, that is, whether the case was certified.

We found that inat least 70% of cases where opposition to certification was indicated
counsel in the four districts submitted opposition memoranda (see Figure 30). Further, in
cases for which information was available, 75% of the opposition brief lengths ranged
from twenty-seven pages or less in one district to sixty-one pages or less in another, with
median lengths ranging from twelve pages to twenty-six pages. Briefs supporting certific-
ation in disputed cases were somewhat longer; 75% ranged from thirty-five pages or less
in one district to seventy-six pages or less in another, with median lengths 'ranging from
eighteen to forty pages (see Figure 31).

A relationship, although modest, appeared to exist between opposition brief lengths
and whether a case was eventually certified. In 75% of the cases in three districts, oppo-
sition brief lengths were longer in certified cases (with differences of three pages in one
district, 9.5 in the second, and thirty-one in the third).

How does the length of judicial opinions in contested cases that were ultimately cer-
tified (certified dispute cases) compare to contested cases that were not certified
(noncertified dispute cases)? Should we expect to find lengthier opinions in certified
cases? The length of opinions in certified-dispute cases were somewhat lengthier than
those in noncertified cases, but not dramatically so. We found that in 75% of the certified
dispute cases, opinion lengths ranged from thirteen to twenty-four~pages- as compared to
three to nineteen pages for noncertified cases (see Figure 32) .1l8

Opposition to certification was indicated in twenty-seven different nature-of-suit cate-
gories in the four districts. In twelve of these different case types, opposition to certifica-
tion appeared only once. Not surprisingly,' because of the amount in controversy in many
securities cases and because of their overall prevalence in the four districts, in two of the
four districts opposition was most prevalent in these cases. In the third district, the num-
ber of securities and prisoner civil rights cases were the same and in the fourth district
most opposition arose in other civil rights cases (see Table 33). When we combined civil
rights cases-otherlciyil rights, jobs, accommodations and welfare-they accounted for
the most opposition in two districts (see Table 34). In another district, opposition was
found equally in prisoner civil rights, securities, and other civil rights cases.

(b) Was there a relationship between disputes over certification and the nature of
suit?
Data. Most of the contested cases included arguments about three of the four traditional
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(a) issues: typicality, representativeness, and com-
monality. Disputes addressing representativeness and typicality occurred with almost
equal frequency. Arguments about the other traditional issue, the size of the class
(numerosity), occurred less frequently (see Figure 33). Most disputes, except numerosity,

118.-Time study data revealed that the average amount of judicial time spent on certification rulings was
about five hours. The average ruling was approximately seven pages. The median length was one page but
some were as long as twenty-five to thirty-five pages. Willging et al., supra note 26, at 13.
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arose in securities, civil rights, and labor cases. Numerosity disputes arose most fre-
quently in civil rights and labor cases. Looking at each type of dispute separately, we
found:

Representativeness disputes. Disputes regarding the ability of the representatives to
adequately represent the class occurred most often, appearing in 89 of the 141 cases
(63%) in which there was opposition to certification. Most of these disputes arose in se-
curities (27 cases, or 30.3%), civil rights, (23 cases, or 25.8%), and labor (15 cases, or
16.8%) cases.

Typicality disputes. Disputes addressing the typicality of the class representatives'
claims arose in eighty-seven cases (61%) and similarly appeared most often in securities
(twenty-six cases, or 29.8%)-, civil rights (twenty-four cases, or 27.5%), and labor
(thirteen cases, or 14.9%) cases.

Commonality disputes. Disputes about the presence of common issues of law and fact
appeared in seventy-four cases (52%) and again were generally found in securities
(twenty-one cases, or 28.3%), civil rights (nineteen cases, or 25.6%), and labor (twelve
cases, or 16.2%) cases.

Numerosity disputes. Numerosity disputes arose less frequently than the other types of
disputes, occurring in forty-nine cases (34%). Such disputes generally appeared in civil
rights (twenty-one cases,,or 42.8%) and labor (six cases, or 122%) cases.
(c) How much effort was devoted to the choice between (b)(1), (b)(2), and (b)(3)
classes and did the effort vary by nature of suit?
Background. One of the assumptions set forth in the September 1985 report of the
American Bar Association's Section of Litigation Special Committee on Class Action
Improvements is that, disputes over the type of class to be certified are frequent and
problematic." 9 As a result of these disputes, the committee indicated that "[tWhe trifurca-
tion created by present subdivision (b) places a premium on pleading distinctions with
important procedural consequences flowing to the victor." 120 Further, the committee rec-
ommended eliminating the three subsections of subdivision (b) "in favor of a unified rule
permitting any action meeting the prerequisites of Rule 23(a) to be maintained as a class
action if the court finds 'that a class action is superior to other available methods for the
fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy."' 121

119. ABA Special Committee Report, supra note 10, at 203 ("With such procedural consequences at
stake, it is no surprise that enormous amounts of energy and money are often devoted to the characterization

'battle, and difficult questions command the attention of the courts as the parties struggle at the outset of a
case to decide whether the presence of an 'individual issue' defeats a claim to (b)(1) status .... "). See also
Tober v. Charnita, Inc., 58 F.R.D. 74 (M.D. Pa. 1973); Contract Buyers League v. F & F Inv., 48 F.R.D. 7
(N.D. Ill. 1969).

120. ABA Special Committee Report, supra note 10, at 204.
121. Id. The Committee Note of Proposed Rule 23 (see Appendix A) suggests that the rationale behind

the collapsing of categories or proposing a unified rule was simplification:
This structure has frequently resulted in time-consuming procedural battles either because the
operative facts did not fit neatly into any one of the three categories, or because more than one
category could apply and the selection of the proper classification would have a major impact
on whether and how the case should proceed as a class action.
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A central feature of the preliminary draft proposal of Rule 23 circulated by the Advi-

sory Committee on Civil Rules in January 1993 was the merger of current subdivisions

(b)(.1), (2), and (3) into a unitary standard.' 22 This standard would have applied a single

set of certificatioh factors to all cases and 'allowed trial judges discretion indesigning

class actions suited to the needs of particular cases, including "the power to certify 'differ-

ent class actions for different parts of the same case," less stringent forms of notice for

(b)(3) classesj some form of notice in a (b)( 1) or (b)(2) classaction, and an, opt-out right

in (b')(1) or (b)(2) class actions.123 "This new power over opt-out should make 'it easier

for trial judges to experiment with novel opt'-out structures. For example, ajudgermight

certify a mandatory class for liability and an opt-out class for damages on the theory that

the da mage plhase triggers a weightie'r litigan -autonomy interest than liability ,oi on the

theory that [permitting, an] opt-out for damages is necessary to protect high toes plain-

tiffs from e,~ploi tation." 2

r Not everyone agrees that there should be a collapsing of categories as set forth in the

1993 draft proposal.Some argue that the elination of the Rule 23(b) categories would

(1) have ramifications both for the opt-out provisions and the notice requirements of the

existing rule and (2)" impiact, the legitimacy lent by the traditions, established by (b)(1)

classes arid the moral tones established ty thee civil' rights casesi uses of (b)(2) classes.

Additionally' others believe that the current subdivisions have historical roots that enable

the'courts, to draw upon the jurisprudence developed from those cases. A change in the

rule could very well lead to unpredictable results.

If the language of the 1993 draft proposal were adopted? courts would be able to allow

class members to opt out of (b)(1) and (b)(2) classes, and might deny members the op-

portunity to'iopt out .of a (b)(3) class, thereby preventing individuals from pursuing indi-

vidual litigati'on. Additionally, "[elliminatiIg the three categories is likely to create

greater, procedural complexity because the court must: then determine in every case

whether notice and,,'opt out requirements should apply, and "if so, under what condi-

tions."12 5 "This subjective standard . . . would invite protracted procedural battles about

what the'patties consider to 'be 'superior,' "fair' and 'efficient.' IThe standard's inherent

subjectivity would also practically assure that different judges applying their own views

of superiority, fairness and efficiency would render decisions that litigants ,would inevita-

bly find to be inconsistent and confusing.''"26
Some courts have experimented with their application of Rule 23 and have employed

judicial discretion in applying the subsections of Rule 23(b), more flexibly. 127

122. Cooper, supra note 14.
123. Robert G. Bone, Rule 23 Redux: Empowering the Federal Class Action, 14 Rev. Litig. 79,83 (1994).

124. Id. at 84 ni5 (citing John C. Coffee, Jr., The Regulation of Entrepreneurial Litigation: Balancing

Fairness and Efficiency in the Large Class Action, 54 U. Chi. L. Rev. 877, 925-30 (1987) (analyzing various

conditions on opt out)).
125.iLawyers for Civil Justice et al., Comments on Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23, at 1, 2 (Apr. 22,

1993) (unpublished report) (on file with the Research Division, Federal Judicial Center).

126.Id. at 7.
127, See, e.g., Bell v. American Title Ins. Co., 277 Cal. Rptr. 583 (Cal. Ct. App. 1991); Boggs v. Divested

Atomic Corp., 141 F.R.D. 58 (S.D. Ohio 1991).
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Data. We examined the'extent to which the parties and the courts address' the class-
type issue and found that in all four districts the parties infrequently address the issue. In
the 122 cases for which information was available, the parties' arguments-iin 95 cases
(78%) did not address whether one type or another should be certified. In 20 cases (16%)
the portion of the briefs devoted to such arguments was less than 25% of the size of the
briefs. In the remaining 7 cases arguments regarding class type were less than 75% of the
size of the briefs in 6 cases and between 75% to 99% in the remaining casey M

Courts address the type of class to be certified less frequently than the parties.'28 In the
140. cases for which information was available, in approximately 85% of the cases the
court did not address the class-type issue at all. However, in the 27 cases where counsel
did raise the class-type issue, the courts in 21 of those cases (77%) addressed the issue.
Of those 21 rulings; 20 devoted less than 25% of the opinion. to the' class-type issue and 1
devoted 50% to 74%.

Discussicin. Data collected from the four districts do not support the American Bar
Association's'eailier stated assumption that disputes over the type of class to be certified
are frequent.' We cannot tell from these data whether the disputes over the type of class in
this minority 'of cases might be problematic. Whether or not having disputes over the type
of class in 22% of the opposition briefs, and in about' 15% of the judicial opinions sup-
ports a proposed rule change is clearly a question forthe special commnittee.

(7) Plaintiff Classes

(a) Did defendants ever seek and win certification of a plaintiff class?
Data.' Defendants almost never sought certification of a plaintiff class. In less than 1% of
the motions filed was the defendant seeking such certification. Our data uncovered one
such motion in a tort (personal property-other fraud) case which was subsequently cer-
tified. In approximately 79% of the cases with certification motions, plaintiffs, were
seeking to certify a plaintiffs class. In over 12% of the remaining cases, (see Figure'34,
other category), the parties generally stipulated to a plaintiff class or settlement class.

(b) How frequently did defendants acquiesce in certification of a plaintiff class by
failing to oppose or by stipulating to class certification?
Data. In half of the, 152 certified cases, defendants acquiesced in certification of a plain-
tiff class by either failing to oppose the motion' or sua sponte order for certification or by
stipulating to class certification. Our data did not reveal defendants' basis or -rationale for
acquiescing.

128.. Cf. Georgetown Empirical Study, supra note 88, at 1143 ("Orders granting certification seldom spe-
cif[y] which category of rule 23 (b) ... [is] involved.").
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(8) Defendant classesl29
Background. The core questions are: How common are defendant classes? Are there
identifiable but narrow settings in which they are most likely?' 30 Case law and commen-
tary give us more information than the empirical data in the study, which simply confirms
that use of defendant classes is rare. Defendant class actions have been long recognized
as a valid procedural device "whereby an entire class of defendants can be bound, to a
judgment although some individual members did not participate in the litigation but were
represented by named class representatives."' 31 It appears on its face that Rule 23 allows
for the certification of both, defendant and plaintiff classes.132 However, certification of
defendant classes is presumed to be uncommon.' 33

Though, perhaps uncommon, case law and commentary show that defendant classes
have been used in various types of cases. The most common use is reported to be "in suits
against local or state enforcement officials challenging the constitutionality of state law or
practice."'134 Defendant classes have also been employed "in patent infringement cases in
which a cpmmon question.of patent validity is litigated against a defendant class of al-
leged infringers." 135 Case law also reveals that, defendant classes have been upheld in
civil rights,' 36 criminal justice,' 37 mental health,' 38 and securities cases.139

129. Note, Defendant Class Actions, 91 Harv L. Rev. 630, 637 (1978):
The traditional defendant class action is limited to the resolution of issues that are perfectly common to all
the class members. As such, it is essentially a device that permits the offensive assertion of collateral es-
toppel on the common issues against non-parties, rather than a method of conducting a unitary proceeding
that determines the rights and liabilities of each class member represented in the suit.

130. Cooper, supra note 6, at 30-31. Professor Cooper also asks a number of questions about how defen-
dant classes work. Given the paucity of data on the subject, we are unable to respond meaningfully to those
questions.

131. Robert E. Holo, Defendant Class Actions: The Failure of Rule 23 and a Proposed Solution, 38
U.C.L.A. L. Rev. 223, 223 (1990).

132. Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(a) provides that "[olne or more members of a class may sue or be sued as repre-
sentative parties.

133. See DeAllaume v. Perales, 110 F.R.D. 299, 303 (S.D.N.Y. 1986) ("Although Rule 23 provides for
defendant as well as plaintiff classes, certification of a defendant class is rare.").

134. 1 Newberg & Conte, supra note 55, § 4.50, at 4-196.
135. Id. at 4-197 (citing Dale Elecs., Inc. v. RCL, Inc., 53 F.R.D. 531 (D.N.H. 1971); Research Corp. v.

Pfister Associated Growers, Inc., 301 F. Supp. 497 (N.D. Ill. 1969); Technograph Printed Circuits, Ltd. v.
Methode Elecs., Inc., 285 F. Supp. 714, (N.D. Ill. 1968)).

136. See, e.g., Callahan v. Wallace, 466 F.2d 59 (5th Cir. 1972); Doss v. Long, 93 F.R.D. 112 (N.D. Ga.
1981); Florida Businessmen for Free Enter. v. Florida, 499 F. Supp. 346 (N.D. Fla. 1980), aff'd sub, nom.
Florida Businessmen for Free Enter. v. Hollywood, 673 F.2d 1213 (11th Cir. 1982).

137. See, e.g., Gerstein v. Pugh, 420 U.S. 103 (1975); Marcera v. Chinlund, 91 F.R.D. 579 (W.D. N.Y.
1981).

138. See, e.g., Institutionalized Juveniles v. Secretary of Public Welfare, 78 F.R.D. 413 (E.D. Pa.), rev'd
on other grounds, 442 U.S. 902 (1978); Kendall v. True, 391 F. Supp. 413 (W.D. Ky. 1975).

139. See, e.g., In re Alexander Grant & Co. Litig., 110 F.R.D. 528 (S.D. Fla. 1986). The plaintiff success-
fully sought certification of a defendant class in an action charging violation of federal securities and RICO
laws; court indicated that the "certification of defendant classes has gained considerable acceptance in securi-
ties fraud litigation." Id. at 533. See also In re Itel Sec. Litig., 89 F.R.D. 104 (N.D. Cal. 1981) (court indi-
cated that the existence of a plaintiff class often enhances the likelihood of certification of a defendant class).
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Data. Our data support the earlier assertion that defendant classes are not common. In
the four districts, there were a total of four motions requesting certification of a defendant
class, three filed by plaintiffs and one filed by defendants. Of the 152 certified cases in the
four districts, N.D. Ill. was the only one with a certified defendant class. Certification had
been sought by the plaintiffs in a civil rights case. After reviewing that case file we were

'-unable to determine whether the defendant was a willing representative for the class, nor
could we ascertain the extent of compensation for such an undertaking.

(9) Issues Classes and Subclasses
In this section we address the questions: How frequently, and in what settings, are issues
classes [i.e., cases in which some but not all of the issues are certified for-class treatment] -

-used? Subclasses? How diligent and sophisticated is the inquiry into -possible conflicts of
interest within'a class . . .?140 We found no' issues classes and few subclasses. We also
found that the ability of the representative to represent the class was frequently disputed
on the ground that the named plaintiffs had a potential conflict of interest with other class
members.

Background on issues classes and subclasses. Rule 23(c)(4) authorizes'the court (1) to
allow a class action to be maintained with respect to particular issues, or (2) to divide the
class into appropriate subclasses.141 Subdivision (c)(4). is helpful in assisting the courts
with the ability to restructure complex cases in order to meet the other requirements for
maintaining a class action, such as the superiority and manageability requirements. 142

All four of the districts, E.D. Pa.,143 S.D. Fla., 144 N.D. il1lJ45 and N.D. Cal.,146 have
case law reflecting the courts' willingness to certify an -issues class if the other Rule 23
requirements are fulfilled.

140. Cooper, supra note 6, at 31. On this topic, Professor Cooper also raised a series of questions about
how issues classes work. Given the absence of issues classes in our study, we cannot address those questions.

141. See 7B Wright et al., supra note 56, § 1790, at 268.
142. Id.
143. Halderman v. Pennhurst State School & Hosp., 612 F.2d 84, 109 (3d Cir. 1979) (finding certification

of the class for purposes of determining liability entirely proper in an action seeking injunctive relief against
the continued maintenance of state school and hospital facility catering to persons suffering from mental re-
tardation); Samnuel v. University of Pittsburgh, 538 F.2d 991, 995 (3d Cir. 1976) (finding decertification of a
class action in a case attacking a state-wide residency rule to be in error when'the court could have used Rule
23(c)(4)(A) and (B) to better manage the class); McQuilken v. A&R Dev. Corp., 576 F. Supp. 1023,1028,
1032 (E.D. Pa. 1983) (utilizing Rule 23(c)(4)(A) to limit the issues in a class action to recover damages to
'class members' property by construction activity); Griffen- v. Harris, 83 F.R.D. 72, 74 (E.D. Pa. 1979)
(holding that in light of Rule 23(c)(4)(A) the district court should reconsider its prior ruling on class certific-
ation, in an action challenging the Department of Housing and Urban Developmenit administration of rent
supplement program, as it pertains to damages); Swarb v. Lennox, 314 F. Supp. 1091, 1099 (E.D. Pa. 1970)
(ordering class certification for a limited class with limited issues in a case involving the- legality of the Penn-
sylvania judgment by confession practice), aff'd, 439 U.S. 1012 (1979).

144. Appleyard'v. Wallace, 754 F.2d 955, 958 (11th Cir. 1985) (reversing the district court's decision to
deny class certification in a suit brought for the denial of Medicaid benefits; court- should have considered
Rule 23(c)(4)); In re Nissan Antitrust Litig., 577 F.2d 910, 913 (5th Cir. 1978)- (affirming district court's
decision to separate out certain issues for class treatment in an antitrust action), cert. denied 429 U.S. 1017
(1979).
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Additionally, case law also reveals that subclasses have been used in E.D. Pa.,147 S.D.
Fla., 148 N.D. Il1.,149 N.D. Cal.150 and in a variety of substantive case types.

145. Denberg v. United States, 696 F.2d 1193, 1207 (7th Cir. 1983) (finding that although the district
court did not have jurisdiction over the action challenging decision of the Railroad Retirement Board to deny
benefits to husbands of retired railroad workers, it was appropriate for the district court to utilize Rule
23(c)(4)(A) in order to separate out particular issues for class treatment), cert. denied, 466 U.S. 926 (1984);
Barkman v. Wabash, Inc., No. 85-C-611, 1988 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 421, at *2, 8 (N.D. Ill. Jan. 19, 1988)
(finding the use of Rule 23 (c)(4)(A) appropriate in a securities action); Skelton v. GMC, 1985-2 Trade Cas.
(CCH) ¶66, 683 (N.D. Ill. 1985) (holding that the common issue appropriate for class-wide treatment in a
warranty case is the issue of whether a design or manufacturing defect breached the implied warranty of mer-
chantability). But see In re Rhone-Poulenc Rorer, Inc.,51 F. 3d 1293, 1297 (7th Cir. 1995) (reversing district
court's decision to certify a class action as to the issue of negligence only in a product liability/negligence
suit because district judge "exceed[ed] the permissible bounds of discretion in the management of federal
litigation"), cert. denied,No. 95-147, 1995 U.S. LEXIS 6153 (Oct. 2, 1995).

146. Valentino v. Carter-Wallace, Inc., No. C94-2867, 1995 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 9938, at * 1-2 (N.D. Cal.
Mar. 15, 1995) (certifying pursuant to Rule 23(c)(4)(A) specific common issues for class treatment in a prod-
uct liability/negligence suit); Arnold v. United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc., 158 F.R.D. 439, 453 (N.D. Cal.
1994) (excluding plaintiff's deterrence claims for class certification in a case under the Americans with Di s-
abilities Act); In re Activision Securities Litig., 621 F. Supp. 415, 439 (N.D. Cal. 1985) (certifying defendant
underwriter class with respect to particular issues); In re Gap Store Sec. Litig., 79 F.R.D. 283, 308 (N.D. Cal.
1978) (certifying defendant class of underwriters as to particular issues); I.M.A.G.E. v. Bailar, 78 F.R.D. 549,
559 (N.D. Cal. 1978) (bifurcating issues in a civil rights action pursuant to Rule (c)(4)(A)). But see In re
Dalkon Shield IUD Prod. Liab. Litig., 693 F.2d 847, 855 (9th Cir. 1982) (holding that "the few issues that
might be tried on a class basis in this case balanced against issues that must be tried individually, indicate that
the time saved by a class action may be relatively insignificant"), cert. denied, 459 U.S. 1171 (1983).

147. Samuel v. University of Pittsburgh, 538 F.2d 991, 996 (3d Cir. 1976) (holding that the district court
abused its discretion by not investigating into the possible usefulness of subclasses before decertification was
ordered); Williams v. Philadelphia Hous. Auth., No. 92-7072, 1993 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 8826, at *29 (E.D. Pa.
June 30, 1993) (certifying a subclass in a case against the Housing Assistance Program); Troutman v. Cohen,
661 F. Supp. 802, 813 (E.D. Pa. 1987) (certifying subclasses for class action involving challenges to the
Medical Assistance Skilled Care Regulations); Pennsylvania v. Int'l Union of Operating Eng'r, 469 F. Supp.
329, 391 (E.D. Pa. 1978) (certifying subclasses for a discrimination class action); Santiago v. City of Phila-
delphia, 72 F.R.D. 619, 629 (E.D. Pa. 1976) (certifying subclasses in a civil action class action); Dawes v.
Philadelphia Gas Comm'n, 421 F. Supp. 806, 826 (E.D. Pa. 1976) (certifying subclasses in an action chal-
lenging certain policies and practices of the Philadelphia Gas Works); Sommers v. Abraham Lincoln Fed.
Sav. &Loan Ass'n, 66 F.R.D. 581 (E.D. Pa. 1975) (certifying subclasses in a Sherman antitrust class action);
Dorfman v. First Boston Corp., 62 F.R.D. 466, 476 (E.D. Pa. 1973) (certifying two subclasses in a securities
class action).

148. Appleyard v. Wallace,754 F.2d 955 (1lth Cir. 1985) (vacating district court's decision to deny class
certification and suggesting that the court should have considered using Rule 23(c)(4)). But see Mathews v.
Diaz, 426 U.S. 67, 71 (1976) (finding that the district court in the Southern District of Florida lacked juris-
diction over the class action involving the Social Security Act and the class and subclass as certified were too
broadly defined).

149. Williams v. State Bd. of Elections, 696 F. Supp. 1559, 1560 (N.D. I11. 1988) (certifying subclasses in
a civil rights class action); Technograph Printed Circuits, Ltd. v. Method Elec., Inc., 285 F. Supp. 714, 725
(N.D. Ill. 1968) (certifying subclasses in a patent class action).

150. American Timber & Trading Co. v. First Nat'l Bank, 690 F.2d 781, 786 n.5 (9th Cir. 1982) (finding
subclassification appropriate in a usury class action suit); Valentino v. Carter-Wallace, Inc., No. C94-2867,
1995 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 9938, at * 1 (N.D. Cal. March 15, 1995) (certifying subclass in product liabil-
ity/negligence class action); Sullivan v. Chase Inv. Serv., Inc., 79 F.R.D. 246 (N.D. Cal. 1978) (certifying
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Data on issues classes and subclasses. Our results uncovered no issues classes in the
four districts. The cases that were certified appeared to encompass all the issues in ques-

tion. We had, for example, no mass tort cases where issues of fault and general causation
might be suitable for class treatment, leaving other issues, for example, proximate cause

or damages, to be determined on a case-by-case analysis. Finding no issues classes is not

surprising from a judicial economy standpoint because issues classes can create addi-

tional litigation and courts are likely to use issues classes only when the advantages out-

weigh the disadvantages of promoting additional litigation.15'
Our data revealed a total of ten subclasses in the four districts. Each district except for

one certified three subclasses. Securities cases had the largest number of subclasses-
five. Four of the remaining five subclasses were found in civil rights cases (see Figure

35). In these cases subclasses were often used to separate out different class members
who either purchased stock under different circumstances than the rest of the class or

were discriminated against by a defendant during a different time than the class period.

Our data showed that judgeshave used subclasses but not issues classes. It appears

that courts, or at least the ones in the four districts, were more comfortable in certifying
subclasses in cases where members held divergent or antagonistic interests. Allowing
such subclasses in effect brings to closure all issues in a class, thereby terminating the

entire litigation.
Background on conflicts of interest. As a general principle, class representatives' in-

terests should not conflict with the interests of the class.' 52 Pursuant to Federal Rule of

Civil Procedure 23(a)(3) "[o]ne or more members of a class may sue or be sued as repre-
sentative parties on behalf of all only if . .. (3) the claims or defenses of the representa-
tive parties are typical of the claims or defenses of the class . . . ." In some instances a

party's claim of representative status will only be defeated if the conflict goes to the very

subject matter of the litigation.153

subclasses in class action against brokerage houses). But see Betts v. Reliable Collection Agency, Ltd., 659

F.2d 1000, 1005 (9th Cir. 1981) (finding that the district court had no authority to create a subclass in a Sec-

tion 1983 class action violation); Mendoza v. United States, 623 F.2d 1338, 1349-50 (9th Cir. 1980)

(affirinihg district court's decision to deny plaintiffs' subclass motion), cert. denied, 450 U.& 9,12 (1981);

Wilkinson v. FBI, 99 F.R.D. 148 (N.D. Cal. 1983) (denying subclass in constitutional class action challenge

for failure to satisfy the numerosity requirement).
151. For a discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of issues classes, see 7B Wright et al., supra

note 56, § 1790, at 271.
152. But see Zinberg v. Washington Bancorp, Inc., 138 F.R.D. 397, 407 (D.N.J. 1990) (the court found

that the "[flact that the named plaintiff in a securities fraud action purchased her stock through a broker who

was her stepfather and who resided in the same household with her did not produce a conflict of interest be-

tween her and other members of the class nor show that she had access to inside information not available to

the general public, and did not preclude finding that her claims were typical of those of members of the

class.")
153. 7A Wright et al., supra note 56, § 1768, at 327 & Supp. 1995 (citing Michaels v. Ambassador

Group, Inc., 110 F.R.D. 84 (E.D.N.Y. 1986) ("any conflict of interest arising between members of proposed

class in an action for alleged violations of Securities Exchange Act section 10(b), from different times of

purchase and sale, was minimal when compared to substantial questions common to all members of class,

and any conflicts were too peripheral to mandate denial of class certification motion"); United States v.

Rhode Island Dep't of Employment Sec., 619 F. Supp. 509, 513 (D.R.I. 1985) ("[Tihe fact that the class
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Data on conflicts of interest. In the majority of cases where typicality of the class was
disputed, defendants generally contended that plaintiffs' claims were distinct from those
of the class they sought, to represent, or were subject to a defense unique to the represen-
tative, Arguments addressing actual conflicts of interest between. the representative and
class members occurred infrequently. Such argumentsmwere raised in general terms and i
usually addressed the possibility of conflicts between class representatives and absent
class members or alleged conflicts in plaintiffs' proposed class definition.

Under Rule 23(a)(4), a representative party is expected to fairly and adequately protect
the interest of the class. In some instances, defendants might, allege that a representative
cannot satisfy the requirements of Rule 23(a)(4) if a potential conflict of interest exists
with the other class members. The ability of the representative to represent the class was
oftendisputedion the ground that the named plaintiffs had a potential conflict of interest
with other class members.'The general types of conflicts found in, our study included but
were not limited to:

L. Cases generally alleging inadequacy of representation due to antagonistic interests of the
class representatives to class members whose rights and interests they purport to represent
(e.g., named plaintiffs wanted to withdraw their pension contributions whereas other mem-,
bers wanted to wait for monthly retirement benefits).

2.Cases-where the conflict centered around some class members not being entitled to the
same relief.

3. A case where the dispute centered around the competition between lead counsel and another
plaintiff's lawyer to represent the class. Lead counsel for the class submitted a proposal to
continue to serve-as lead counsel that included a $325,000 cap on costs and expenses to, be
reimbursed from the fund. Plaintiff's counsel argued that the cap committed counsel to seek
an early settlement and represented a powerful incentive to settle the case and that lead
counsel had bought an interest in the litigation and that interest conflicted with the class.

4.A case where counsel sought to act simultaneously as the class representative and as class
counsel. A potential conflict of interest existed between her duty as representative to the
class and her economic interest in attorneys' fees.

Courts addressed these conflicts in a variety of ways, sometimes substituting class repre-
sentatives (see, supra § 4(b)), sometimes denying class certification, and sometimes over-
ruling the' objection.

(10) Notice

(a) What types of notice, in what time frame, have been required in (b)(1), (b)(2),
and'(b)'(3) actions?'
Background' Two different situations may call for notice: class certification and settle-
ment. Regarding notice of certification, Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(c)(2) man-
dates that, "[uln any class action maintained under subdivision (b)(3), the court shall di-
rect to the members of the class the best notice practicable under the circumstances, in-

representative may be entitled to back pay in an amount different from that owed other class members does
not automatically destroy the adequacy of her representation, nor create any conflict among class members
going to the 'very subject matter of the litigation."')).
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cluding individual notice to all members who can be identified through reasonable ef-
fort." In (b)(1) and (b)(2) actions, district judges have discretion to provide notices when-
ever they deem it necessary "for the protection of the members of the class or otherwise
for the fair conduct of the actions."l54 The Manual for Complex Litigation, Third indi-
cates that notice of certification "may at times be advisable for (b)(1) and (b)(2)
classes."155

Regarding notice of settlement, Rule 23(e) provides, without exception, that "notice of
the proposed dismissal or compromise shall. be given to all members of the class . . .

Courts and commentators have concluded that "notice of [voluntary] dismissal or com-
promise is mandatory in all cases under Rule 23." 156

Rule 23 does not specify a time within which notice must be sent, but the Manualfor
Complex Litigation, Third suggests that "notice should ordinarily be given promptly after
the certification order is issued." 157 In some instances, class members or their representa-
tives and, perhaps, defendants may have found it to be in their interests to delay notice,
for example, when a settlement 158 or disposition of the liability issues is imminent. If the
class prevails on liability, the ruling might have the effect of shifting the burden of paying
the cost of notifying the class.159 If the case settles, the parties can use the settlement
agreement to specify their allocation of notice costs. If the class does not prevail on li-
ability, however, the ruling will not bind class members who did not have notice of class
certification. 160

In its 1985 study, the ABA Section of Litigation's Special Committee on Class Action
Improvements observed that Rule 23 imposes notice requirements exceeding those de-
manded by the Constitution and that Rule 23(c)(2) "frequently obliges a court to require
the class representative to advance huge sums of money as a precondition to further
prosecution of the action."161 The proposed amendment to Rule 23 that the advisory
committee circulated in 1993 would give the district judge discretion to require
"appropriate notice" (see Appendix A, Proposed Rule (1993) 23 (c)(2)). In making that
decision, the judge would be directed to take into account a host of factors, including "the
expense and difficulties of providing actual notice to all class members, and the nature
and extent of any adverse consequences that class members may suffer from a failure to
receive actual notice."162 In this subsection we will present data on the current practices

154. Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(d)(2). See 7B Wright et al., supra note 56, § 1786, at 196.
155. MCL 3d, supra note 34, § 30.211, at 224. The purpose of the notice is to "help bring to light

conflicting interests or antagonistic positions within the class . . . and dissatisfaction with the fairness and
adequacy of representation." Id. Similarly, Newberg and Conte assert that notice in such cases is "frequently
advisable." 2 Newberg & Conte, supra note 55, § 8.05, at 8-18.

156. 7B Wright et al., supra note 56, § 1797, at 365 & n.48.
157. MCL 3d, supra note 34, § 30.211, at 224.
158. Id. at 224-25.
159. 2 Newberg & Conte, supra note 55, § 8.09, at 8-33.
160. Failure to give adequate notice may mean that members of the class will not be bound by the judg-

ment. 7B Wright et al., supra note 56, § 1789.
161. ABA Special Committee Report, supra note 10, at 208 (citing Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacqueline, 417

U.S. 156 (1974)).
162. Cooper, supra note 14.
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in the four districts, relate those practices to the current rules,, and discuss the relevance of
the data to proposed reforms.

Data. Notice of class certification or of the settlement or voluntary dismissal ofa class

action was. sent to class members in at least 76% of the certified class actions in, each of
the four districts (see Figure 36). Although notice of certification before settlement is not
required in (b)( 1) and (b)(2) actions, the majority of such cases included some. notice (see

Table 35). Generally the noticein those cases was notice of settlement, but a sizable mi-

nority included -personal notice of class certification.'16 3 As noted aboye, Rule 23(e) calls
for notice of'settlement in all certified class actions. In six settled (b)(2) class actions,

however,, no notice to the 'class or hearing regarding the settlement was indicated on the,
record.164

Inithe'(b)(3),certified class actions, notice of certification or settlement 'was sent in all

but six of the cases in the study. 165 As we discuss below in this subsection, notice ap-
peared to have been delayed in sixteen certified (b)(3) actions in which the first notice
was a notice' of settlement. Our data do not reveal reasons for the lack of notice, but there

are any number of possibilities, ranging fro es about the cost Of notice to the
partiest inadvertence or neglect. In five of the six cases, the failure to notify the class of
the certification rappears to have deprived class hembers of an opportunity to participate
in the action before a, settlement or a ruling, on the merits166 and may as well have de-

priveld the defendants of a final judgment of class-wide effect.167 For further discussion of
notice in settlement classes, see infra § 14(a).

Discussion. Failure to ,provide notice to the class in these cases seems to violate Rule

23(c)(2)7s mandate that notice be providedpromptly in all cases. The omission may be

the result of a conscious litigation strategy. In the words of one commentator, postponing,
notice may represent "litigation strategy and ingenuity," designed to obtain a ruling on
the nerits before providing notice)168 In this way, class representatives might avoid the

13. In all four districts notice was issued in 37 cases certified in whole or in part under (b)(l) and (b)(2).

Data was available regarding the event associated with notices in 31 cases. Of those, 23 were notices of set-

tlement 'and eight were notices of certification. Only two of the eight cases with notices of certificatiori had

been certified in part under (b)(3). All eight cases included personal notice and four of those also included

notice by publication. See also discussion of (b)(1) and (b)(2) classes infra § I 1(b).

164. In four of the cases injunctive relief was included in the final order and in one of those cases a

$10,000 payment to the named plaintiff was part of the settlement. In one of the other two cases, the court

simply noted that the parties "settled out of court." The other case was dismissed "for statistical purposes"

while the parties worked out the details of their settlement, with the parties to report to the court if there was

any difficulty reaching settlement.
165. One of the six cases was terminated by remand to the state court. One was dismissed by stipulation

without any damages or other remedy indicated and without any indication of court approval. The other four

cases, one of which was certified as both a (b)(2) and a (b)(3) class, had been terminated by dismissal or

summary judgment.
166. One of the purposes of the notice is to give the absent class member an opportunity to "enter an ap-

pearance through counsel." Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(c)(2).
167. See supra note 160.
168. 2 Newberg & Conte, supra note 55, § 8.09, at 8-33.
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burden of paying the cost of notice169 and both parties might avoid the expense and in-

convenience of providing two sets of notices to the class. Delays in notice could also, of

course, be the result of any number of other factors, such as the need to gather informa-

tion about the class, inadvertence, neglect, the press of business, or any of the myriad rea-

sons for delays in litigation.
Data: To examine the extent of delays in notice, we looked at the length of time be-

tween class certification and the first notice to the class (other than a notice of settlement).

We found some variation. In the fastest of the four districts on this point, the median time

span was 2.2 months between certification and notice,'but 25% of the cases in that district

took more than 16.3 months (see Figure 37). In the other districts, the median times were

3.3, 3.8, and 8.3 months (see Figure 37). In all four districts at least 25% of the certifica-

tion notices were issued more than six months after the class was certified. We have no

direct data on the reasons for those delays.
The time from ruling to notice of settlement may shed additional light on the extent to

which settlement avoids the need for the class representatives or their attorneys to ad-

vance'the costs of notice.' In 27 (38%) class actions that were certified and later settled

(i.e., excluding settlement classes), the first notice sent to the class was a notice of the

settlernent. Overall, 16 (59%) of those 27 cases had been certified as (b)(3) classes. The

median elapsed time between certification, and notice was almost three years in one dis-

trict, more than a year in two other districts, and about three months in the fourth. The

number of cases in which such time gaps occur is a relatively small proportion- less than

13%-of all certified and settled class actions. Nevertheless, the numbers are sufficient to

show that the practice occurs and that the time gap between certification and notice of

settlement can be quite wide.'
Discussion. The combined effect of finding no notice at, all in six certified (b)(3) ac-

tions and finding delayed notices in sixteen certified (b)(3) cases that eventuallysettled
suggests that the lack of a precise timetable or guideline in Rule 23(c)(2) has' in' some
cases allowed the parties to postpone or avoid notice. Such omissions thwart the' intent of

the advisory committee that class members be notified promptly of the class certification
so that they can effectively exercise their rights to participate or opt out of the action)7 0

Omitting notice also has the effect of avoiding the preclusive effect of a judgment for a

defendant against a class.
These practices may be an effort to achieve informally, without a rule change, the re-

sult that the ABA Section of Litigation's special committee also sought, namely, recog-
nition of notice costs as potential barriers to access to the courts and flexible allocation, of
the cost of providing notice. Addressing the merits of a case before certification might
provide a mechanism for allocating the costs of notice.

169. Id.
170. See, e.g.,'Frankel, supra note 5, at 41 ("But it seems obvious that if notice is to be effective-if class

members are to have a meaningful opportunity to request exclusion, appear in the action, object to the repre-

sentation, etc.-the invitation must go out as promptly as the circumstances will permit."); 2 Newberg &

Conte, supra note 55,'§ 8.09, at 8-32 to 8-33.
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(b) In what form was the notice issued, who paid the cost, and does the cost of
notice discourage legitimate actions?
Background. Rule 23(c)(2) requires individual notice in (b)(3) actions for class members
"who can be identified with reasonable effort." Others are to be given "the best notice
practicable under the circumstances." The Manual for Complex Litigation; Third states
that "[p]ublication in newspapers or journals may be advisable as a supplement."l 71 As
discussed (see supra text accompanying note' 161), Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacqueline17 2 re-
quires that class representatives be responsible for the cost. The Manual for Complex
Litigation, Third points out that "Wt]he manner of giving notice can encourage or discour-
age the assertion of certain claims, or, can be so costly and burdensome as to frustrate
plaintiffs' ability to maintain the action." 173 Commentators have asserted that the effect
of Eisen "is to make the initiation of class actions more burdensome, particularly when
they are brought under Rule 23(b)(3) and thus require individual notice _to all identifiable
class members "174

Data. The data indicate that the parties and judges follow the dictates of the Eisen line
of cases by providing individual notice in almostall certified (b)(3) actions in which any
notice was provided (see Table 36).175 In at least two-thirds of the cases in each of the
districts, the individual notices'were supplemented by publication in a newspaper or other
print mediuip. -Other forms of notice, such as broacasting or use ok electronic media,
were rarely or never used. A number of cases involved posting of notices at government
offices', a form of noti'c that was particularly prevalent in (b)(2) actions.

The median number of recipients of notice of certification or settlement or both was
substantial, ranging from a median of approximately 3,000 individuals in one district to a
median of oyer 15,000 in another (see Figure 38). In all districts he nmbe of notices
sent to individuals equaled or exceeded the estimated number of class 'members. Gener-
ally, parties estimated the size of the class during the certification prqcess, before notices
were sent.

Data on the costs of implementing notices were difficult to obtain. Whether the data
are representative of all cases in the four districts is doubtful. In three of the four districts
we were unable to obtain cost data for half or more of the cases. Across the districts, in
the cases for which data were available, the median costs of distributing notices exceeded
$36,000 per case and in two of the districts the median costs were reported to be $75,000
and $100,000 per case. 176 In at least 25% of the cases in each district, the cost of notice

171. MCL 3d, supra note 34, § 30.211, at 225.
172.417 U.S. 156 (1974).
173. MCL 3d, supra note 34, § 30.211, at 226.
174. 7B Wright et al., supra note 56, § 1788, at 234.
175. In only one case was it clear that notice other than individual notice was used. In that case, notice

was communicated'to an estimated 1 million Sears Auto Center repair customers by newspaper publication
and by posting notices at all Sears repair centers.In another case, the file was incomplete, but there was no
record of notice other than by publication.

176. These costs refer to notice of certification or settlement or both, depending on what type or types of
notice were issued in each case.
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exceeded $50,000 per case and in two of the districts, such costs exceeded $100,000 per
case. These data are best viewed as a collection of anecdotes and estimates.

Who paid the costs? The short answer is that both plaintiffs and defendants paid. The
practices varied in the four courts, but overall defendants paid more than plaintiffs in two
courts, slightly less than plaintiffs in one, and considerably less in the fourth. Defendants
paid all or part of the costs in 62%, 27%, 58%, and 46% of the cases in E.D. Pa., S.D.
Fla., N.D. Ill., and N.D. Cal., respectively. The data are consistent with the data on the
timing of notice (discussed supra in §, 10(a)). Delays in issuing notice apparently led to
shifting the cost of notice from plaintiff to defendant. Our data cannot tell us whether the
delays reflected a desire to avoid notice costs or some other motivation.

Do these requirements discourage the pursuit of class actions as the editors of the
Manual for Complex Litigation, Third and Professors Wright, Miller, and Kane assert?
The available-data on costs suggest that the costs in some cases are high enough to deter
litigants or law firms from pursuing class actions, especially where a number of small
claims are spread among a large number of class members. Costs of notice may also, in-
duce plaintiffs to define a class more narrowly than if costs were not a factor. The larger
the class, the costlier the notice. The data on lack of notice in some cases and delays in
others suggest that the impact of the cost is sufficient to give parties an incentive to avoid
notice, but we do not have direct data showing that the cost of notice is the source of ihat
problem.

(c) How much litigation of notice issues occurred?
Data. In each of the four districts, litigation of notice issues occurred in less than one-
quarter of the cases in which notice of certification or settlement was communicated to a
certified class (see Figure 39). Overall, twenty-one objections were filed in 18 cases,
fourteen by class members, two by class representatives, three by defendants, and two by
others.

The most frequent type of objection, occurring eleven times, was to the content of the
notices, that is, the failure to include information about an item the objector deemed im-
portant. Three of those eleven objectors complained specifically about the lack of infor-
mation concerning attorneys' fees. Others had more general complaints that the informa-
tion in the notice was inadequate to inform class members. Six objections complained
that the notice had not been received in a timely manner, sometimes arriving after an opt-
out period had expired or the hearing on settlement approval had been held. Two objec-
tors complained about the exclusion or inferior treatment of a subgroup. (Objections to
the substance of the settlement that were presented at the settlement approval hearing will
be addressed in § 14(c), infra.)

Courts responded to all but six of the twenty-one objections. Seven were heard and
rejected, six were heard and accepted in whole or in part, one was withdrawn, and one
was handled through correspondence from the plaintiffs' attorney.

Discussion. Overall, the number of objections as well as their tenor and force was not
great. Whether that is a sign that the process is working or not is hard to judge. Objec-
tions to notice do not appear to represent a significant mechanism for addressing or cor-
recting the types of errors and omissions discussed supra in § 10(b) or infra in § 10(d).
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(d) Did the notices of proposed settlements contain sufficient detail to permit in-
telligent analysis of the benefits of settlement?
Background. The Manual for Complex Litigation, Third recommends that a notice of
proposed settlement include a description of the essential terms of the settlement, infor-
mation about attorneys' fees, disclosure of any special benefits for class representatives,
specification of the time and place of the hearing, and an explanation of the procedure for
allocating and distributing the settlement.177 A combined notice of certification and set-
tlement, as the first notice to the class, should include information about opt-out rights
and deadlines as well as sufficient information to allow the recipient to make an intelli-
gent choice about opting out. A notice of settlement that is the second notice-that is
where the class has already been given notice of certification and the opportunity to opt
out-should communicate sufficient information to support an intelligent appraisal of
whether to accept or oppose the settlement and whether to file a claim.

In either of the above instances, the putative or actual class member would need
sufficient information to assess the impact of the settlement on the member's personal
situation. The ultimate question in a rational, economic analysis would be: What can I
expect to recover? The class member needs to know this to compare actual losses and
determine whether to participate in the settlement or oppose it. To estimate a personal
recovery, one needs to know at least the net dollar amount of the settlement and the esti-
mated size of the class with which one can expect to share the net settlement. 178 Newberg
and Conte state that it is "unnecessary for the settlement distribution formula to specify
precisely the amount that each individual class member may expect to recover." 179 Courts
have not demanded precision but have called for estimates of monetary benefits, fees and
expenses, and individual recoveries.180

Language in a notice should be clear and direct.181

Data. We examined the settlement notices in all of the certified settled cases to deter-
mine whether they communicated the type of information described above. Settlement
notices in the cases did not generally provide either the net amount of the settlement or
the estimated size of the class. Rarely would a class member have the information from
which to estimate his or her individual recovery. In only five cases, all of which were in

two districts, did the notice include information about the size of the class. As to. the net
amount of the settlement, in one district a third of the notices included such information,

177. MCL 3d, supra note 34, § 30.212, at 228. Cf. 2 Newberg & Conte, supra note 55, § 8.32, at 8-105.

178. An estimate of the individual shares in the settlement or the percentage of damages to be compen-

sated would, of course, serve the same purpose.
179. 2 Newberg & Conte, supra note 55, § 8.32, at 8-107.
180. Grunin v. International House of Pancakes, 513 F.2d 114, 122 (8th Cir.) ("the notice may consist of a

very general description of the proposed settlement, including a summary of the monetary or other benefits

that the class would receive and an estimation of attorneys' fees and other expenses"), cert. denied, 423 U.S.

864 (1975); Boggess v. Hogan,410 F. Supp. 433, 442 (N.D. Ill. 1975) ("the notice should . . . include the best

available information concerning fees and expenses together with an estimated range of unitary recovery").

181. See, e.g.,Avery v. Heckler, 762 F.2d 158, 165 (1st Cir. 1985) (affirming "a judicial decision that

favors plain and direct English" in a proposed notice). See generally 2 Newberg & Conte, supra note 55, §

8.39 (discussing the language and content of notice, emphasizing the need for clear, objective language).
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in two districts, a fifth did, and in the fourth district, a tenth. Notices included information
about the gross amount of the settlement in 64% to 90% of the cases (see Figure 40).

Missing from most disclosures was information about the dollar amount of attorneys'
fees, costs of administration, and other expenses. In only one district did more than half
of the notices include the dollar amount of attorneys' fees; at the other end of the range,
in one district only 10% of the notices included such information (see Figure 41). In all
four districts, however, more than two-thirds of the notices included information about
either the percentage or the amount of attorneys' fees (see Figure 41). If the fees are cal-
culated as a percentage of the gross settlement and not as a percentage of the net amount
(practices differ), then information about the fee percentage and the gross amount of the
settlement would suffice because a class member could calculate the fees by multiplying
the gross settlement by the percentage to be allocated to fees. Information about the costs
of administration and other expenses, including the attorneys' legal expenses for discov-
ery and other pretrial activity, are infrequently included in the notice of settlement (see
Figure 42) 182

Notices generally included sufficient information on the nonmonetary aspects of the
settlement. In each district, more than 75% of the notices presented information on a plan
of distribution for the proceeds and also included information and forms for submitting a
claim. When equitable relief was included in the settlement, it was generally summarized
in the notice. Opt-out rights, where applicable, were stated in the vast majority of notices
and all notices in all four districts specified the date and time for a hearing on approval of
the settlement.

Discussion and call for research. Notices did not appear to include sufficient informa-
tion for an individual class member to appraise the net value of a settlement to the class
or to calculate an expected personal share in the settlement. Is it reasonable to expect that
additional information could be provided? It appears that much of the needed information
was available at other stages of the litigation and might have been calculated or estimated
in the notice of settlement. For example, the exact size of the class might not have been
determined until after notices had been sent, yet the parties frequently offered estimates
of class size in seeking certification. The Rule 23(a)(1) requirement that "the class be so
numerous that joinder of all members is impracticable" demands that the parties and the
court consider the size of the class. Moreover, in cases where notice of certification had
been sent before a settlement, informnation about actual class size was available based on
the number of notices sent and opt outs received.

What about attorneys' fees? The parties might argue that information about attorneys'
fees was not available until after the settlement has been approved and the court entered
an order awarding fees. This is technically true. An estimate, with caveats, may have
been the most that could have been presented. But courts generally awarded attorneys'
fees in the amount requested by the plaintiffs183 and those requests were generally sub-
mitted to the court before the settlement approval hearing. Including the amount of the

182. The median percentage of the gross settlement devoted to administrative costs was 2% across the
four districts.

183. See discussion and data at infra § 16(d).
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fee request in the notice might call for earlier calculation of the estimated fees. Where the
fees are a percentage of the settlement, the actual calculation-or a clear statement of the
formula- would avoid any problems a class member might have in applying the formula.

Notices generally' included the technical information about distribution plans,.claims
procedures, opt-out rights, hearings, and objections: Counsel in these cases often fol-
lowed routine formats for developing notices and presenting settlement approval infor-
mation to the court. 184 Because the practice appears to be routinized, one would expect
that counsel would follow any explicit guidelines 'established through the rule-making
process.

Having read the notices in these cases presses us to make an additional observation.
Many, perhaps most, of the notices present technical information in legal jargon. Our im-
pression is that most, notices are not comprehensible to. the lay reader. A content analysis
of the samples could test this impression. For any researchers who wish to take up this
call for further research, we can make available a file of most or all of the notices we en-
countered in the four districts. Courts and commentators have agreed that notices should
communicate the essential information in "plain English."'185

(11) Opt Outs

(a) Number of opt outs and relationships with subject areas and size of claims

Background. The questions in this section are: How frequently do members opt out of
(b)(3) classes? Is opting out related to specific subject areas or size of typicalindividual
claims? The background question, which our data cannot answer directly, is: Why do
class members opt out?

The choice of opting out may arise in two distinct contexts: after certification but be-
fore settlement or after a settlement has been proposed. As the discussion of notice indi-
cates (see supra § 10), notice of certification was often deferred until after a settlement
had been reached. We examined the rates of opting out at each stage separately and in
combination-and noted some characteristics of cases with large numbers of settlement opt
outs.

Data. At the certification stage, the percentage of certified (b)(3) class actions with
one or more class members opting out was 21%, 11%, 19%, and 9% in the four districts
(see Figure 43). The number of cases in any single nature-of-suit category was too small
for meaningful analysis. Because the advisory committee has asked for data on nature of
suit, we present the information (see Figure 44), but with the caveat that differences
among the categories cannot support any generalizations.

At the settlement stage, the percentage of cases with one or more opt-out members
was considerably higher than at the certification stage. Those percentages ranged from
36% in two districts to 43% in the third and 58% in the fourth (see Figure 45). Again, the

184. 2 Newberg & Conte, supra note 55, § 8.32, at 8-105 ("[Rjule 23(e) notices are becoming standard-
ized in format. . ."). For sample forms, 'see id. at Appendix 8-2. See also MCL 3d, supra note 34, § 41.4.

185. See supra note 181.
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number of cases in each nature-of-suit category does not support detailed analysis of dif-

ferences (see Figure 46).
Combining the opt outs at the certification and settlement stages yields percentages of

certified (b)(3) class actions with one or more opt outs ranging from 42% to 50% in the

four districts (see Figure 47). These percentages are somewhat lower than the percentage

of opt outs observed in the Georgetown study.186

How many class members opted out in these cases? In all four districts, the median

percentage of members who opted out was either 0.1% or 0.2% of the total membership

of the class and 75% of the opt-out cases had 1.2% or fewer class members opt out.

Again in all four districts, 75% or more of the cases with opt outs had fewer than 100

total opt outs. This left seven cases in the study with more than 100 opt outs. 187 Two

cases had 2,500 and 5,203 members, respectively, who opted out. In both of these cases,

objectors who were represented by attorneys appeared at the settlement hearings, a sign

that they might be planning further litigation. 188 Overall, three of the seven cases with

more than 100 class members who opted out were securities class actions.189

Data regarding opt outs at the settlement stage suggest that there may be a relationship

between the average net amount of the settlement and the presence of one or more opt

outs (see Figure 48). The number of cases is too small to yield definitive results and other

factors certainly may have affected the decision to opt out, but the direction and magni-

tude of the relationship in all four districts was similar. The data suggest the possibility

that the smaller the average individual portion of the settlement the larger the number of

cases in which one or more parties opt out.

186. Georgetown Empirical Study, supra note 88, at 1161 (58% of cases in national study had one or

more opt outs).
187. In five of those seven cases, objectorsor class members other than the official representatives ap-

peared at the settlement approval hearing. Objections filed in the seven cases included objections to the attor-

neys' fees (five), insufficiency of the settlement amount to compensate for losses (three), insufficient deter-

rence (two), disfavoring particular groups in the class (two), and a host of miscellaneous objections, including

a single allegation of collusion among the parties.

188. The case with 5,203 opt outs was the General Motors Pick-Up Truck Litigation. In re General Mo-

tors Corp. Pick-Up Truck Fuel Tank Prods. Liab. Litig., 55 F.3d 768 (3d Cir.), cert. denied, 116 S. Ct. 88

(1995). In that case many of the objectors were represented by a public interest organization, the Center for

Auto Safety, or by government attorneys; the settlement approval was reversed on appeal. In the other large

case, 2,500 (16%) of 15,818 class members opted out of a securities class action settlement of $4,119,000

after objecting, through an attorney, that the amount of the settlement was insufficient. Hooker v.

Arvida/JMB, No. 92-7148 (N.D. III. filed Oct. 27, 1992). No appeal was filed in that case and there was no

indication in the case file of further litigation, but the presence of the attorneys and the large number of opt

outs indicate the possibility of further litigation by the opt-out members.

189. One of those cases was described in the previous note. In another, In re Oracle Sec. Litig., No. 90-

931 (N.D. Cal. filed March 29, 1990), 115 members (0.0007%) of a class estimated at 164,000 opted out. The

only objections filed in that case were to the amount of attorneys' fees. The other securities case, Mogul v.

Nikken, Inc., No. 92-946 (N.D. Cal. filed March 4, 1992), involved a class of independent distributors of a

networking marketing program, not a public securities offering; 360 (0.01%) members of a class of 28,533

opted out. In that case no objections were presented at the hearing and there is no indication of an independ-

ent action by the opt-out members. The settlement included a mandatory (b)( 1 )(B) class for refunds for prod-

ucts and an opt-out (b)(3) class for claims based on economic loss arising from the marketing program.
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Discussion. Intuitively, one might expect one of two relationships between the netmonetary award and the decision to opt out. For very large awards, say in a products li-ability case involving serious personal injuries, one would expect the opt-out rate to in-crease as the size of the expected award increases because individuals with more seriousthan average injuries would be able to obtain representation and- pursue a larger individ-ual award. None of the cases in the study, however, had median awards of that magnitude
(see supra § 1(a)). The largest average net individual award was $5,331 and the greatmajority of the awards were below $1,000 (see supra § 1(a)).

For the type of awards in this study-none of which seem high enough to support in-dividual lawsuits on a contingent fee basis (see supra § I(a))-one might expect thatclass members would have more incentive in the larger cases to remain in the class andrecover an award in the thousands of dollars. As the size of the net average settlementdecreases, members have less incentive to file a claim, If totally dissatisfied with theamount of the recovery, some members may choose to protest by opting out. Withoutadditional research, we cannot know whether this happened in our study, but the data inFigure 48 are compatible with such a scenario.
Comparison of the opt-out rates in this study with those in the Georgetown study,published more than twenty years ago, showed no increase in the rate of opting out. 190The levels of opting out reported in the Georgetown study, in fact, indicate that optingout may have declined considerably.' 91

(b) Opt outs in (b)(1) or (b)(2) classes
Data. As a practical matter, putative class members do not opt out in (b)(1) or (b)(2)classes, with one minor exception. 192 In addition, there were four settled class actionswith opt outs that were certified under either (b)(1)(B) (one case) or (b)(2) (three cases)as well as (b)(3). At least in those cases, the certification of a class on mandatory groundswas not used as a way to evade the opt-out requirements of Rules 23 (b)(3) and 23 (c)(2).We also looked for cases that had not been certified under (b)(3) yet appeared to bedamage actions. In four cases, classes were certified under (b)(1) or (b)(2), but not (b)(3),and damages were awarded on a class-wide basis. None of the cases, however, appeared

190. See discussion of Georgetown Empirical Study, supra note 88. This portion of the Georgetown studywas based on a national study of selected class actions, more than half of which were securities and antitrustcases. Id. at 1157-59.
191. In the national portion of their study, the Georgetown authors reported that in 31 of the 36 cases forwhich information was available, 10% or less of the class opted out. Id. at 1161. In the instant study morethan 75% of the class actions in each district had fewer than 1.2% of the class opt out. Only two cases in theentire study had opt-out rates above 10%.
192. In one case certified as a (b)(l)(B) class for settlement purposes only, the case file included threeletters from class members indicating their desire to opt out of the settlement. That settlement consisted of anagreement from a corporate entity to provide supplemental funding if needed to satisfy the terms of a loan toan employee stock ownership plan and did not include a monetary distribution. One objection to the settle-ment was to the scope of the language in the release given to defendants. There is no indication that the opt-out letters from these class members had any effect, because the class was defined as a mandatory class andbecause there was no monetary settlement. The effectiveness of the notice of opting out would be tested if theopt-out members filed suit against the defendant, but there was no evidence that this occurred.
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to represent distortions of the mandatory class categories to evade (b)(3) opt-out require-

ments.193

(12) Opt Ins

(a) Opt-in classes

Background and Data. The question raised is whether devices are employed to create

what are essentially opt-in classes, by such means as defining the class to include only

those members who file claims. The Georgetown study found that judges in three cases

required an opt-in procedure and found that it reduced the class size by 39%, 61%, and

73 %.194 In that study the opt-out procedure generally reduced class size by 10% or less.

Plaintiffs' attorneys raised concerns that the opt-in procedure excluded unsophisticated

consumer class members.195 Along similar lines, Newberg and Conte report a small

number of opt-in cases that were approved under state court rules.196

None of the certified class actions in this study defined the class as requiring the filing

of a claim as a precondition to becoming a member of the class, but many used a claims

procedure that, as a practical matter, limited the number who shared in the common fund

(see infra § 12(b)).197 Combining an opt-out class with a claims procedure appears to

have the effect of precluding further litigation by class members who do not opt out or

file claims.

(b) Claims procedures

Background and data. A large number of cases in the study used a claims procedure to

distribute the proceeds of a settlement fund to class members. Only those class members

who filed claims shared in the benefits of the settlement, but all class members-as

defined in the class certification order-who did not affirmatively opt out were bound by

the judgment. Unfortunately, the parties generally did not report the number of claims

received; thus, our data on claims received are too incomplete to present.

193. In all four cases, notice of settlement was provided to the class, but opt-out rights were not provided

in the notice. Three of these cases were ERISA cases involving relatively small retirement funds, each of

which appeared to qualify as a limited fund. The fourth case involved a class of claimants who had filed

complaints with a state fair employment commission and whose complaints had not been processed. The

relief consisted of an order that the commission process the complaints for all who wished and that they pay

$350 to those who chose that remedy. Thus, one might conclude that the injunctive relief was the primary

remedy.
194. Georgetown Empirical Study, supra note 88, at 1148-5 1.

195. Id. at 1149-50.
196. 3 Newberg & Conte, supra note 55, § 13.22.

197. We encountered a few cases filed as statutory opt-in class actions under 29 U.S.C. § 216(b) (1988) of

the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) and under 29 U.S. C. § 626(b) (1988) of _the Age Discrimination in

Employment Act (ADEA), both of which employ an opt-in procedure. Notice of filing a complaint is sent to

all potential class members at the outset and they are given an opportunity to file a written consent to join the

class. We did not include these cases in the study because they did not invoke Rule 23 and their structure did

not match well with our study design. A separate study of FLSA and ADEA cases might provide data that

would be useful for assessing the viability of a Rule 23 opt-in procedure.
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Claims procedures were used in 80% of certified, settled class actions in one district;77% in another; 45% in the third; and 42% in the fourth (see Figure 49). Claims proce-dures were a standard modus operandi in securities class actions, being used in between80% and 100% of these cases in the four districts (see Figure 50). Other types of casesthat typically generate monetary awards also used claims procedures. For example, allthree antitrust settlements in the study did so, as did three of the five employment dis-crimination cases. On the other hand, only four of twelve ERISA cases and one of eleven"other civil rights" cases established such procedures. An advantage of using a claimsfund is that once the total number of claims is known, the entire fund can be distributedon a pro rata basis.198

(13) Individual Member Participation
(a) Participation before settlement

(i) Attempts by class members to intervene
Background. The question is how frequently do nonrepresentative class members seek tointervene before the settlement stage? Intervention by putative class members can pro-ceed under either Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 24(a) (intervention of right whengranted by statute or when necessary to protect an interest of the prospective intervenor),Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 24(b) (permissive intervention when a statute providesfor conditional intervention or there are common questions of law or fact), or FederalRule of Civil Procedure 23(d)(2) (court may require that notice be given to class mem-bers to allow them "to signify whether they consider the representation fair and adequate,to intervene and present claims or defenses, or otherwise to come into the action"). Themain purposes of allowing intervention in class actions are to assure "that the class isadequately represented" and "to enable those class members on the outside of the litiga-tion to function as effective watchdogs.' 99

Data. Attempts to intervene in cases filed as class actions occurred relatively infre-quently in the study, in 11%, 0%, 9%, and 5% of the cases in the four districts (see Figure51). Overall, judges granted about half of the requests (see Figure 51). The most fre-quently cited basis for intervention was Rule 24(b) (permissive intervention) (see Figure52). Rule 23(d)(2) was cited in only three cases. The authority cited for intervention didnot appear to make a difference in the outcome of the application (see Figure 52).Data on intervention activity was spread among a wide assortment of nature-of-suitcategories and no meaningful conclusions can be drawn about differences among thecategories (see Table 37).
(ii) Attempts by nonmembers to intervene
Data. In all four districts, a total of six nonmembers of an alleged class attempted to in-tervene in the class actions. Aside from representing special interests, there was no pat-

198. For an illustration of a formula for allocating the fund according to the proportion of each claimant'sdamages, see 3Newberg & Conte, supra note 55, § 12.35, at 12-85 to 12-86.
199. 7B Wright et al., supra note 56, § 1799, at 438-39.
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tern to their applications.20 0 Courts granted two of the six applications. All four of those

that were denied intervenor status participated in the case at a later stage. In each case the

would-be intervenors objected to the settlement and in three cases they filed an appeal,

each of which was unsuccessful 301 In addition to appeals from the denial of an applica-

tion to intervene, three proposed intervenor-plaintiffs filed appeals on the plaintiffs' side

from a denial of an injunction, a denial of class certification, and a summary judgment for

the defendant. All three decisions were affirmed on appeal.

(b) Class member participation in settlement by filing objections and attending

settlement hearings

The question raised is: How fquently do n ffanesoentative class members appear to

contest settlement, and with what effect?202 Objections may be presented by any class

member who has not opted out'of the litigation, any settling defendant, or any share-

holder of a settling corporation 203 Generally, a written objection must be filed before the

hearing, and an objector need not appear at the hearing to have an objection considered

by the court.04
Data. Our data permit us to document the objections raised by class members and

other objectors and, within limits, to document their attendance at settlement approval

hearings. Except in E.D. Pa., however, we were generally unable to obtain transcripts of

the settlement approval hearings, so our report of attendance in the other three districts is

based on clerical entries that seem likely to undercount the participation of class members

and objectors.205 With this caveat, court files indicate that nonrepresentative parties were

200. Two involved local labor unions, one of which successfully intervened on behalf of its members in a

Title VII action (Stender v. Lucky Stores, No. 88-1467 (N.D. Cal. filed April 22, 1988)) and the other of

which was denied intervention on the side of a class of abused and neglected children who were served by

union members. The other successful intervenor was permitted to intervene in a securities class action for the

limited purpose of maintaining an interpleader action. Sullivan & Long, Inc. v. Scattered Corp., No 93-4069

(N.D. Ill. filed July 7, 1993). Two other unsuccessful attempts are described in the next footnote.

201. In one case, a bankruptcy trustee for a corporate defendant sought to insure that the corporation did

not waive its claims against accountants and other professionals. The trustee later filed objections to the at-

torneys' fee request and filed an appeal from the fee award, serving as the nominee of several class members.

That appeal was pending at the time of our data collection. Weiner v. Southeast Banking Co., No. 90-760

(S.D. Fla. filed March 22, 1990). In another case, a pro-life coalition sought to intervene as a defendant in an

abortion rights case against a defendants' class of state attorneys general. The court denied the application

and the denial was affirmed on appeal, Keith v. Daley, 764 F.2d 1265 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 474 U.S. 980

(1985). See also discussion of appeals infra at §§ 13(c) & 20(a).

202. Cooper, supra note 6, at 33.

203. 2 Newberg & Conte, supra note 55, § 11.55, at 11 -132 to 11-133.

204. Id. § 11.56, at 11-137.
205. But, in a recent article, the author asserted that an empirical study of terminated class actions in N.D.

Cal. from 1985 to 1993 showed that "class representatives did not participate in 100% of the cases:' Downs,

supra note 50, at 691. Our study, however, found that one or more class representatives attended nine of 32

settlement approval hearings in N.D. Cal. and that the nine hearings were held between June 18, 1992, and

December 17, 1993. The difference appears to be that we counted as an appearance any notation on the

clerk's minute entry that one or more class representatives were present. Professor Downs did not count such

entries as indicating presence because, in his experience, clerks place in the minute entry what the lawyers

say in court. Thus, the minute entries may simply represent instances where a lawyer for the class announced
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recorded as attending the settlement hearing infrequently, with 14% in E.D. Pa. being thehigh mark and the other three districts showing 7% to 11% rates of participation (seeFigure 53). Attendance of representative parties was also mixed. Again, E.D. Pa. had thehighest rate, 46%, and the other districts varied from 11% to 28% (see Figure 53; see alsosupra § 4 (c)).
Participation by filing written objections to the settlement was far more frequent thanparticipation by appearing at the settlement hearing. Generally, objectors filed their ob-jections in writing before the hearing. Typically, the parties addressed the objections inthe final motion for approval of the settlement. Overall, about half of the settlements thatwere the subject of a hearing generated at least one objection. The percentage of cases inwhich there was no objection ranged from 42% to 64% in the four districts (see Table38).
The most frequent type of objection was to the amount of attorneys' fees, as being dis-proportionate to the amount of the settlement; in 14% to 22% of the cases in the four dis-tricts, objectors raised this point (see Table 38). The next most frequent objection relatedto the insufficiency of the award to compensate class members for their losses. Next inline were objections that the settlement disfavored certain subgroups. A wide variety ofobjections were grouped in a miscellaneous category. Many of the miscellaneous objec-tions raised serious concerns that were difficult to categorize. 206

How did the courts respond to the objedtions? Approximately 90% or more of the pro-posed settlements were approved without changes in each of the four districts. In a smallpercentage of cases, the court approved the settlement conditioned on the inclusion ofspecified changes. Overall in the four districts, judges made changes in nine settlementsbefore approving them. In seven of these cases, objections had been raised and thechanges may have been responsive to those objections, but our data do not permit us toexamine that relationship systematically.207

an appearance "on behalf of [a class representative]" who was not present. Telephone conversation with Pro-fessor Downs (Jan. 2, 1996). Whatever view one takes of the N.D. Cal. data, the data derived from transcriptsin E.D. Pa. appear to be the most reliable data available.
206. For example, in In re General Motors Corp. Pick-Up Truck Fuel Tank Prods. Liab. Litig., 55 F.3d768 (3d Cir.,1995), cert. denied, No. 94-2137, 1995 U.S. LEXIS 5538 (Oct. 2, 1995), an extensive number ofcomplaints were filed and heard at the settlement hearing, including complaints that the settlement did notproperly address safety concerns. In two ERISA cases, pensioners raised questions about the effect of thesettlement on their retirement benefits. In one case, shareholders raised a claim that the recovery was exces-sive and would diminish the value of their stock. Schlansky v. EAC Indus., No. 90-854 (N.D. Ill. filed Feb.13, 1990),. At least three miscellaneous objections raised questions about the scope of the release and at leastfour raised questions about the substantive terms of the proposed settlement.

207. In one case the connection between the objection and the changes in the settlement was clear. Ob-jectors complained that certification of a mandatory class was inappropriate and that parties should be givenan opportunity to opt out. The court's approval of the settlement 'included an opportunity to opt out.McKenna v. Sears Roebuck, No. 92-2227 (N.D. Cal. filed June 12, 1992). In another instance, the changeconsisted of lowering the percentage of attorneys' fees awarded and changing the formula for calculation offees and expenses, but it was unclear whether the change was responsive to a specific objection. Nathanson,IRA v. Tenera, No. 91-3454 (N.D. Cal. filed Oct. 2, 1991). In another case, the court's action in initiallyrejecting a settlement appeared to arise sua sponte. The court determined that a settlement of the derivativeaction had not been properly approved by disinterested members of the corporate board and, for that reason,
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Similar results were obtained for specific objection to the amount of fees requested.

Overall, in twenty-one cases, objections to the amount of attorneys' fees were filed. In

nineteen of those twenty-one cases the court awarded 100% of the request and in the

other two the court awarded less than the full fee request.208 (For a comprehensive dis-

cussion of the courts' treatment of attorneys' fees in the study cases, see infra § 16.)

Our study was not designed to trace the responses to each objection, but our general

impression is that the parties summarized and discussed most objections in a motion for

settlement approval. The parties generally filed such a motion after the deadline for filing

objections had passed, shortly before the settlement approval hearing. Many of the set-

tlement approval orders, which were typically prepared by the parties for the judge's sig-

nature, specifically addressed objections.
Discussion. Objections represent an outside source of information about the substance

of the settlement and its impact on class members. The settling parties at this stage have

little or no incentive to present negative information about the settlement, so objections

from class members and others may be a crucial source of information about defects in

the settlement.
In approximately half of the settlements, there was some level of participation by non-

representative class members and others. The process channels participation into written

filings that the parties review, filter, and present to the court. The objections, in the form

received, are generally appended to the parties' filings for the court to read.

Appearances at hearings are infrequent and changes in the settlement as a result of

objections are even less frequent. But, there are no data from other studies to suggest

what one should expect.209

(c) Nonrepresentative class member participation by filing appeals

Data. As noted in supra section 13(a)(2), three prospective intervenors filed appeals from

the denial of their application to intervene. Prospective intervenors, together with one or

more named plaintiffs, also filed appeals addressing other issues in three cases, one in-

volving-the denial of an injunction, another the denial of class certification, and the third,

the granting of summary judgment for the defendant. In all three instances the trial

court's judgment was affirmed.
In addition, objecting class members filed appeals in two major consumer class ac-

tions. One of those appeals, the General Motors Pick-Up Truck Litigation, resulted in a

decision that vacated the order certifying a settlement class and remanded the case to the

district court for further proceedings. In the other case, a class member filed an appeal

the court disapproved that settlement. Because settlement of the class action was contingent on court approval

of the derivative settlement, the class action settlement was disapproved until the parties reached a proper

settlement of the derivative action. In re Oracle Sec., No. 90-931 (N.D. Cal. filed March 29, 1990).

208. In E.D. Pa., 58% of the fee request was awarded in one case and 100% in the other five cases in

which objections to fees were filed. In N.D. Ill., 94% was awarded in one case and 100% in the other four

cases with objections. In the other two districts 100% of the requested fees were awarded in all cases with

objections to fees.
209. The Georgetown study did not examine participation or objections. Georgetown Empirical Study,

supra note 88. See also supra note 205.
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from the district court's approval of a $3 million attorney fee award in a case in which the
class remedy was to provide $50 coupons toward the purchase of specified automotive
equipment to replace prior purchases of similar equipment.210 That appeal is pending.

(14) Settlement

(a) Did certification coerce settlement of frivolous or nearly frivolous claims?
Background. Earlier (see supra § 5(c)(i)), we observed that one indicator of a "strike suit"
is the power of the filing of a case to coerce a settlement without regard to the case's
merit or lack thereof.21 ' In this section we carry that discussion further by examining the
relationship between class certification and the settlement of cases. The central, question
is: Does the act of certifying -a class coerce settlement of frivolous or nearly frivolous
claims? We cannot address this question directly with our data because we have no way
of knowing, from the written court file, what factors influenced the parties to settle and
whether class certification played so dominant a -role as to be considered coercive. Such
questions might be addressed by other methods, such as interviews.

One indirect, limited approach is to compare the outcomes of certified class actions
(other than those certified for settlement purposes only) to cases in which certification
was denied or not ruled on. If it is the class action device that coerces settlement, one
would expect that certified cases would achieve settlements more frequently than cases
that are not certified as class actions. Viewed from, another angle, certified class actions
would be less likely to be disposed of by noncoercive means, such as rulings on the mer-
its via motions or trials. Such merits-related dispositions are the traditional ways for liti-
gants to avoid being coerced to settle. These two tests overlap because cases that settle
have by definition not been disposed of by rulings on the merits.
(i) Outcomes of certified classes compared with outcomes for noncertified cases
Data. Table 39 compares the various motion, trial, and settlement outcomes of all cer-
tified and noncertified class actions. Cases certified for settlement purposes only were not
included in the above analysis because generally the settlement in those cases was
reached before the court ruled on certification. Thus, the settlement could not be said to
be a product of a certification ruling.

Across the four districts, a substantial majority of certified class actions were termi-
nated by class-wide settlements. In the four districts, the percentage of certified class ac-
tions terminated by a class settlement ranged from 62% to 100%, while settlement rates
(including stipulated dismissals)212 for cases not certified ranged from 20% to 30% (see
Table 40). Certified class actions were more than two times more likely to settle than
cases that contained class allegations but were never certified (see Table 40).

210. McKenna v. Sears Roebuck Co., No. 92-2227 (N.D. Cal. filed June 12, 1992).
211. See discussionsupra § 5(c).
212. Stipulated dismissals were not included as class settlements because a stipulation of dismissal doesnot satisfy the Rule 23(e) requirement of obtaining court approval for a class settlement. On the other hand, astipulation of dismissal is an acceptable way of indicating a nonclass settlement.
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The converse proposition-that certified class actions are less likely to be terminated
by traditional rulings on motions or trials-is also true. For the most part, this finding
follows directly from having a high percentage of settlements that terminated the litiga-
tion. Combining the motion and trial categories in Table 39 yields a range of nonsettle-
ment dispositions from 13% to 37% for certified class actions compared to a range of
45% to 62% for cases filed as class actions but never certified as such (see Table 41). In
each of the four districts, noncertified cases were at least twice as likely as certified class
actions to be disposed of by motion or trial. These data confirm empirical data from an
earlier study of class action activity in N.D. Cal.213

What do those data tell us about whether settlement was coerced? Without examining
the options available to the parties, whether those bptions were pursued successfully or
unsuccessfully, one should not rush to conclude that the cases settled simply because they
were certified. For example, if a case settled after a ruling on summary judgment or in the
face of a trial date, that settlement might be seen as primarily the product of the ruling or
the setting of the trial date. In the following section we will look at the data on these al-
ternatives.
(ii) Frequency of rulings on motions to dismiss, motions for summary judgment, trial
dates scheduled, and trials held in certified class actions
Data. The vast majority of cases that were certified as class actions were also the subject
of rulings on motions to dismiss, motions for summary judgment, or the setting of a trial
date. Approximately a third of those cases in one district, 50% in two districts, and more
than 80% in the fourth were the subject of rulings on at least one motion to dismiss (see
Figure 54). The percentage of cases with rulings on motions for summary judgment
ranged from 30% to 67%, with the middle two districts showing 43% and 44% (see Fig-
ure 55). Finally, trial dates were set in percentages ranging from 17% to 56% in the four
districts (see Figure 56).

Overall, from 72% to 94% of the cases certified as class actions received either a rul-
ing on a motion to dismiss, a ruling on a motion for summary judgment, or the setting of
a trial date (see Figure 57). Looked at from the other side, at most 6% to 28% of the cer-
tified class actions in the four districts could possibly have settled without a ruling on the
merits or the setting of a trial date.

Of the three factors discussed, the effect of setting of a trial date seems somewhat am-
biguous and difficult to interpret because we have no way of measuring whether the date
was firm or realistic enough to have an impact on settlement. Local practices may have
clerks enter the settings in a semiautomatic fashion. But even eliminating the setting of a
trial date as a factor does not change the data very much. More than two-thirds of the
certified class actions in the four districts had rulings on either a motion to dismiss, a mo-
tion for summary judgment, or both (see Figure 58).

213. Bryant G. Garth, Studying Civil Litigation Through the Class Action, 62 Ind. LJ. 497, 501 (1987).
Garth and his colleagues found a 78% settlement rate for certified class actions compared to a 15% settlement
rate for cases filed as class actions but not certified. Seventy percent of the uncertified cases were disposed of
by motion to dismiss or by summary judgment.
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Discussion. The data indicate that certified class actions receive considerable attention
from judges or their staff in the form of ruling on motions and setting trial dates. Data
from the time study214 reinforce this finding. Judges spent about eleven times more time
on class actions than on the average civil case in the time study (see supra § 2(d)). Judi-
cial rulings and active case management, including the setting of trial dates and holding
pretrial conferences (see Table 19), cannot be said to eliminate the possibility of coerced
settlements, but their prevalence in this study of class actions greatly diminishes the like-
lihood that the certification decision itself, as opposed to the merits of the underlying
claims, coerced settlements with any frequency. The data show that a district judge ex-
amined the merits of the great majority of cases and that the parties pursued some, if not
all, of the litigation alternatives available to them. One might reasonably conclude that
rulings on motions and the case management practices limited the ability of a party to
coerce a settlement without regard to the merits of the case.

Another perspective on the relationship between certification and settlement is to view
certification as a "settlement event," that is, an event that would "affect substantially the
potential value of a settlement," "clarify uncertainty about the value of the case," and "let
lawyers gauge the approach of the judge."'2i 5 From this angle, the certification decision
can be expected to have a direct impact on settlement, just as a ruling on summary judg-
ment or an arbitration award might have. The impact, though, seems to arise from im-
plicit judicial recognition of the plausibility of the claims and the multiplication of those
claims by the size of the class. In other words, the impetus to discuss settlement may flow
from an assessment of the total liability the litigation might impose.
(iii) Timing of settlements in relation to class certification
Background. Another indicator of the relationship between certification and settlement is
the timing of the two events. If settlement occurs before or simultaneously with certifica-
tion or long after certification, the possibility of any connection between the two seems
remote. Unless settlement follows reasonably promptly after certification, the settlement
would not seem to be directly related to the certification. While simultaneous settlement
and certification might be seen as anticipating the probability of certification if no settle-
ment was reached, there is no judicial ruling that can be said to coerce settlement. (For
discussion of the effect of the filing of the complaint on settlement, see supra § 5(c).)

Data. The time from certification to settlement varied widely (see Table 42). The me-
dian times in the four districts ranged from 9.2 to 18.9 months. The majority of the cases
in one district settled before certification and in the other three districts, 15%-37% of the
-cases settled before certification. In three districts, at least a quarter of the certified class
actions settled within two months after certification..A large number of these cases were
settlement classes which were certified simultaneously with the preliminary approval of a
proposed settlement. At the other end of the scale, at least a quarter of the cases in all four
districts took more than a year after certification to settle. In three districts, this quarter of
the cases took approximately two to three and one-half years or more. /~~~~~~

214. Willging et al., supra note 26.
215. Garth, supra note 213, at 504.
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Discussion. The data on timing of settlements did not support any inference of a rela-
tionship between certification and settlement. Many cases settled before the court ruled
on certification and a sizable number, a majority in three of the districts, settled more than
a year after certification.

(b) Notice
Background. When certification is first sought at the settlement stage, the question raised
is: How effective is the attempt to ensure compliance with notice and certification re-
quirements? As noted in section 10(a), supra, Rule 23(e) requires notice of settlement or
compromise in all class actions, regardless of the type. Thus, all cases certified for set-
tlement purposes would be expected to have a notice of the certification combined with a
notice of the settlement and communicated to the class.216 In section 10(a), however, we
found that six settled (b)(2) classes received no notice of settlement. Our analysis in this
section overlaps with that analysis. We also found in section 10(a) that five certified
(b)(3) classes received no notice of certification before being disposed of on the merits
(four) or by stipulation (one). We also found a tendency to delay notice after certification
until a settlement was reached, perhaps to shift the costs of notifying the class to the de-
fendant or a settlement fund or perhaps for other reasons, such as to gather information
about the class.

Settlement classes are difficult for the court to evaluate because of the lack of an ad-
versarial proceeding on class certification.217 Complicated issues, such as conflicts be-
tween class counsel and counsel for individual plaintiffs or the need to protect future
claimants, may challenge the court.218 The approval process generally involves two steps:
a preliminary evaluation of fairness and a later review, after notice, at a fairness hear-
ing.219

Data. In two districts, notice of settlement was disseminated to the class in all class
actions certified for settlement purposes. In the other two districts 13 of 16 (81%) and 12
of 15 (80%) settlement classes included notice to the class (see Figure 59). Overall six
cases in the latter two districts did not include notice of the approval of a settlement class.
In all of those cases, the court explicitly approved the proposed class settlement without
requiring any changes. In none of the six cases did the file indicate that the classes were
(b)(3) classes or that class damages were included in the settlement. All involved some
form of injunctive relief. Nevertheless, Rule 23(e) requires notice to the class prior to the
settlement of these cases so that class members have an opportunity to review the pro-
posed settlement and participate in the review process.

In those same settlement class actions, the court issued a preliminary approval of the
settlement in more than 80% of the cases in three districts and in 50% of the cases in the
remaining district (see Figure 60). Overall there were twelve settlement classes, eight in
one district, that did not appear to include a preliminary approval ruling (see Figure 60).

216. When a settlement is presented to a court that has not ruled on certification, generally the court's
order preliminarily approving the settlement includes a ruling on class certification.

217. MCL 3d, supra note 34, § 30.45, at 243-44.
218. Id. at 244.
219. Id. § 30.41, at 236-38.
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Three of these cases involved class damages and all three of those cases had a subsequent
fairness hearing. Seven settlement classes had neither evidence of preliminary approval
nor of a later fairness hearing (see Figures 60 & 61). None of those seven cases was cer-tified as a (b)(3) class and none involved money damages.

Discussion. A handful of cases in the study had no notice to the class of a class-wide
settlement, generally for injunctive relief. Most of these same cases did not have either
the preliminary approval of the judge or a hearing to examine the fairness of the settle-
ment. All had the final approval of a judge. Rule 23(e) and the guidance of the Manual
for Complex Litigation, Third make it clear that more is expected for a settlement class.Without notice to the class and the reaction of class members to the settlement, the judge
might not have sufficient information to assess whether the settlement is fair and rea-sonably responsive to the interests of the class.

Nor does the fact that the cases involved injunctive relief and not money damages di-minish the need for notice and a hearing. Injunctive relief sometimes weighs more heav-ily in the lives of class members than a modest share in a pecuniary settlement. For ex-ample, one of the settlements was on behalf of a class of persons who use wheelchairs,
crutches, or similar aids and wish to attend sporting events at a specific facility. The in-junctive relief provided that defendants would better accommodate such persons and stopdenying floor level seating to the class. One assumes that some class members have a se-rious interest in the shaping and implementation of this relief and that notice to the classwould assist the court in affirming or rejecting the rather vague proposed remedies. No-tice and a hearing might generate information about whether the proposed remedy ad-dressed all the barriers faced by class members.

Another example from this set of cases involved injunctive relief on behalf of a class
of mentally retarded individuals who were misplaced in facilities for the mentally ill. Thesettlement provided for identifying all misplaced individuals and for funding 100 appro-
priate placements in community settings across the state. Class members, their family
members, attorneys, or caseworkers would presumably be able to contribute information
about whether the settlement would be'likely to meet their needs.

In proposing a settlement class, the parties usually intend to bar future claims. Ironi-cally, the lack of notice and a hearing leaves the settlement open to collateral attack byclass members who were not notified of its provisions.220

Why might a court and the parties bypass notice and a hearing in this context? While
there may be darker motives, a plausible reason may have been to save time and money,
either for the parties or the court, or both. Individual notice to a huge class'might forestall
a worthwhile settlement because neither side can afford the notice costs. And, of course,the economy could be false if class members later successfully challenge the settlement.

That some courts and parties evaded the clear mandate of Rule 23(e) in this handful ofcases raises the question of whether bypassing notice and a hearing might in some cases
be meeting a need of class representatives or the court or both. If so, a rule allowing trun-cated notice (e.g., to a sample of class members or by posting at offices or locations

220. 2 Newberg & Conte, supra note 55, § 11.23, at 1 i-32.
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where the problems arose) on explicit findings of financial hardship and high cost-benefit
ratios might warrant the advisory committee's consideration.

(c) Attendance of nonrepresentative parties at settlement approval hearings
This topic was discussed in supra section 13(b).

(d) Provisions favoring named representatives
This topic was discussed in supra section 4(d).

(e) How often did magistrate judges or special masters evaluate settlements?
Background. The proposed revision to Rule 23(e) "clarifies that the strictures of [Federal
Rule of Civil Procedure] 53(b)Zdo not preclude the court from appointing under that Rule
a special master to assist the court in evaluating a proposed dismissal or settlement."'221

Rule 53(b) provides that a special master is to be appointed only in jury trials involving
complicated issues, in nonjury trials upon a showing of some exceptional condition, or, if
a magistrate judge is to be appointed, upon the consent of the parties P22

The proposed revision to Rule 23(e) also authorizes referring settlement or dismissal
proposals to magistrate judges for evaluation. Currently, in civil litigation generally, dis-
trict judges assign a variety of duties to magistrate judges.223 These judicial officers per-
form duties that range from resolving discovery disputes to presiding, with the consent of
the parties, over civil trials.

The principal reason for these proposed rule changes is to clarify that the court has the
authority to appoint an independent master to investigate the fairness of dismissal or set-
tlement proposals in any certified class action. The advisory committee cited some exam-
ples of when an independent evaluation might be necessary: when the named parties and
their counsel have ceased to be adversaries with respect to the proposed dismissal or set-
tlement, when the parties are required to disclose weaknesses in their own positions in the
course of the evaluation of the proposal, when the parties are required to provide infor-
mation to assure that the proposal does not directly or indirectly confer benefits upon
class representatives or their counsel inconsistent with fiduciary obligations owed to
members of the class, or when other conflict-of-interest issues must be resolved.224

Data on Special Masters. Of 126 proposed settlements in certified cases, a settlement
was assigned to a special master (other than a magistrate judge) in only 2 cases.225 One
assignment was for the purpose of facilitating settlement and the other was to review a
consent decree that incorporated a settlement. Neither assignment involved reporting to

221. Cooper, supra note 14, at 23.
222. Fed. R. Civ. P. 53(b). See also Wayne D. Brazil, Special Masters in Complex Cases: Extending the

Judiciary or Reshaping Adjudication?, 53 U. Chi. L. Rev. 394, 395-98 (1986) (discussing historical use and
purpose of special masters); Jonathan R. Macey & Geoffrey P. Miller, The Plaintiffs' Attorney's Role in
Class Action and Derivative Litigation: Economic Analysis and Recommendationsfor Reform, 58 U. Chi. L.
Rev. 1, 57-58, 58 n.173 (1991) (discussing courts' justifications for appointing special masters).

223. 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(3) (1976).
224. Cooper, supra note 14, at 22.
225. There were no referrals to review dismissal.
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the judge on the merits of settlement. Moreover, courts appointed masters in only 3 casesin the study as a whole, counting all appointments for whatever purpose.226
Data on Magistrate Judges. The study found that referrals to magistrate judges forsettlement purposes 227 were somewhat more frequent. By far, the greatest rate of magis-trate referrals occurred in N.D. Cal. (47% of certified cases with proposed settlement; 14of 30 cases). 228 In the other three courts, the comparable rates were 5%, 23%, and20%.229 Typically, the magistrate judge's role was to facilitate settlement, not to reportand recommend to the district judge on the merits of a proposed settlement, although thisoccurred in some cases.
Discussion. The premise underlying the proposed rule change is that some judges areuncertain about their authority to appoint masters, especially for run-of-the-mill class ac-tion settlements or dismissals.230 The rarity of appointment may indicate that districtjudges are reluctant to spark Rule 53(b) disputes within the litigation. The data may alsoindicate district judge confidence and pleasure with the effectiveness of referrals to mag-istrate judges. The differences in magistrate judge referral rates among the four districtsmay indicate variations in district referral practice generally, rather than propensity orreluctance to refer class action settlements.231
Another view is that the data reflect a general reluctance to assign matters to nonjudi-cial officers, who might be perceived as having the potential to create more problemsthan they solve. For example, the large numbers of parties in a class action make conflictof interest checks difficult for the master, possibly exacerbating the problems of potentialand actual conflicts of interest that, it is argued, inherently exist in the class action setting.Others argue, however, that these "inherent" conflicts are themselves one reason to ap-point a master, one who can, to some extent, serve as an additional guardian against col-lusive settlements or other alleged abuses.
The study's finding of generally low referral rates might suggest a need for the pro-posed rule change. Since class actions often involve time-consuming and complex issues,clear authorization for the use of masters and magistrate judges could potentially con-serve district judge time and help expedite settlement and dismissal decisions.

226. In the third case, a master reviewed requests for attorneys' fees.
227. There were no referrals to review dismissal.
228. Although the proposed rule change would not affect cases until after certification, it is interesting tonote that the rate of referral was lower for noncertified cases (37% or 7 of 19 cases). District judges eventu-ally approved settlement in 20 of the 21 cases referred to magistrate judges.
229. The numbers of cases referred were small (2 of 43, 3 of 13, and 8 of 40, respectively). Rates of refer-ral were similar for noncertified cases.
230. See La Buy v. Howes Leather Co., 352 U.S. 249, 256 (1957) (construing narrowly exceptional cir-cumstances required to enlist services of special master).
231. For example, looking at other phases of class actions, the magistrate referral rate in N.D. Cal. wasalso significantly higher than the average rates in the other three districts with respect to the following phasesof litigation: discovery management, resolution of class issues, claims resolution, fund administration, andcounsel-fee application review; however, the district's rate of referral for pretrial case management was com-paratively low and its rate of referring class certification issues was about average compared to the other threedistricts.
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(15) Trials

(a) How often were trials held and with what results in what types of cases?

Background. The Judicial Conference Advisory Committee on Civil Rules asked us to

determine how often class actions were actually tried on the merits and what results came

from those trials. To this end, we identified the frequency and outcomes of trials by na-

ture-of-suit code and by other case characteristics, such as certification status and Rule

23(b) subdivision.
Data overview. A trial began in only eighteen cases in the four districts combined. The

trial rate in class actions in each of the four districts was not notably different from the

3 % to 6% trial rate for nonprisoner nonclass civil actions (see Table 16). A little less than

half of the eighteen trial cases were certified as class actions.232 Given the small number

of trials, we did not attempt to stratify trial outcome data by district.233 Instead, we ag-

gregated data for the four districts (see Tables 43 and 44); however, inferences about the

universe of trials in class actions nation-wide cannot be made from these aggregated re-

sults.
Plaintiff classes and individual plaintiffs did not fare well at trial. Except for one de-

fault judgment that led to a class settlement,234 no trial resulted in a final judgment for a

plaintiff class. Of the three trials that found for individual plaintiffs, one judgment was

vacated and remanded for dismissal, one judgment was vacated with a resulting $1 dam-

age award for the plaintiff on remand, and one defendant's appeal was dismissed. Five of

the eighteen trials led to settlement during or after trial, including the default judgment

case mentioned above that was settled during an appeal, two certified cases after partial

judgments for the class, and two noncertified cases.

Some have theorized that trials are more common in (b)(2) actions, because they often

pursue still developing legal theories, and less common in (b)(3) actions where large

sums are often at stake.235 This did not appear to be the case in the small number of trials

we studied. Four of the eighteen trials were in cases filed as (b)(2) class actions without

any (b)(3) claims. Three were certified; one was not. An additional three noncertified

civil rights actions did not specify a 23(b) type, but they also could have been of the pure

(b)(2) variety. Thus, as many as seven of the eighteen trials involved (b)(2) issues with no

232. The percentage of certified class 'actions in which a trial began ranged from O% to 14% in the four

districts (see Figure 56).
233. We did, however, gather data on the percentage of class action cases in which a trial date was en-

tered on the docket (see Figure 62), the percentage of certified cases in which a trial date was entered on the

docket (see Figure 56), the timing of the first entry of the trial date (see Figures 63 and 64), and the timing of

the scheduled trial date (see Figures 65 and 66). The four study districts entered a trial date within two years

of the filing of the complaint in over 40% of the cases for which trial dates were entered (see Figure 64). One

district set a trial date in all of its cases within the first two years of the case. See supra § 14(a)(ii) for a dis-

cussion of the effect of setting a trial date on settlement.

234. In one certified case, the plaintiff class won a default judgment after the defendant failed to appear

on the first day of the jury trial.
235. Cooper, supra note 6, at 33.
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(b)(3) issues. The same number of other trials involved classes seeking large dollar re-coveries: five (b)(3) securities classes 236 and two (b)(2)/(b)(3) Title VII classes.237
The remaining four trials concerned a certified class's (b)(3) contract claim, an uncer-

tified b(3) ERISA claim, and (b)(2)/(b)(3) tort claims in cases in which the case file did
not indicate that large dollars were at stake. No prisoner cases went to trial. More specific
information on the eighteen trials is presented below.

Data on Jury Trials. Ten of the eighteen trials were before a jury (see Table 43). All
but one resulted in decisions for the defendant or in settlement by the parties. The ver-
dicts generally survived appeals, except for one reversal in part of a directed verdict.

Among the eighteen trials, cases involving (b)(3) claims had a higher rate of trial by
jury than cases without (b)(3) claims. Seventy percent of the trial cases with (b)(3) claims
went to jury trial; compared to 25% of the cases filed under (b)(2) alone.238

(i) Certified cases with jury trials
Six of the ten jury trials involved class issues in certified cases. The class was not suc-
cessful in four of these cases, including three securities cases and one contracts case.
These four verdicts for defendants survived appeal. The fifth of the six jury trials in cer-
tified cases was a jury/bench combination in a protracted Title VII case that eventually
settled, but only after nonfinal judgments for one large subclass on the issue of defen-
dant's liability and for the defendant on its liability to a second subclass. In the sixth cer-
tified case, the plaintiff class won a default judgment; the court of appeals dismissed the
appeal of that ruling after the parties settled.
(ii) Noncertified cases with jury trials
Four of the ten jury trials were in cases not certified as class actions. In one securities
case, the parties settled during the trial. In two civil rights cases, individual plaintiffs lost
at trial; the resulting appeal in one case was dismissed and in the other case the court of
appeals reversed in part and affirmed in part the trial court's directed verdict. In the fourth
noncertified case, a jury/bench trial combination resulted in injunctive relief and damages
for the individual plaintiff on Title VII claims and partial summary judgment for the de-
fendant on an ADEA claim; resulting cross-appeals were dismissed.

Data on Bench Trials. Eight of the eighteen were bench trials (see Table 44). Defen-
dants were found not liable in four of these cases. Three were not certified and involved
individual claims concerning civil rights, personal injury, and ERISA issues, with no re-
sulting appeals in two cases and an affirmance in the third. In the one certified case, the
court found defendants not liable for civil rights violations, both with respect to the class
and with respect to individual plaintiffs. No one appealed.

236. These five were jury trials, generally involving fraud issues, with all but one of the classes certified.
237. Both were combination jury/bench trial cases, one certified and the other not.
238. Seven out of the ten trials in cases with (b)(3) claims (alone or in combination with (b)(1) or (b)(2)claims) were jury trials, compared to one jury trial out of four trials in cases with (b)(2) claims and no (b)(3;claims.
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Courts found for individual plaintiffs in two bench trials239 but the court of appeals

vacated those judgments. Finally, two cases settled during, or immediately after, the

bench trial: one a certified civil rights action and the other a noncertified contracts case.

(b) How did class action trial rates compare with trial rates for all. other civil cases

within the district?

As discussed supra, in section 2(b), the rate of trial (jury and bench) for class actions and

other civil cases was in the 3 % to 6% range in the four districts (see Table 16).

(16) Fee/Recovery Rates
Overview. An overarching question concerning attorneys' fees is whether, in addition to

conferring benefits on attorneys, class action outcomes confer substantial benefits on

class members. The major questions posed in this section are: What were the ratios of

attorneys' fees to recoveries? What methods other than lodestar have courts used to

regulate fees? To what extent have methods of fee regulation taken into account the

benefit to the class?

(a) What were the ratios of attorneys' fees to recoveries?

Background. Professor Cooper has referred to the "cynical belief' that "many class ac-

tions serve only to confer benefits on class counsel."240- To address this issue, we com-

puted a "fee-recovery rate" (attorneys' fee awards241 divided by gross monetary settle-

ment242) for certified class actions where the court approved a settlement 3 43 This rate is

meaningful only in "distribution cases," cases where some form of monetary benefit was

available for distribution to class members after payment of attorneys' fees and expenses,

notice costs, and other administrative expenses. Interestingly, in two districts 82% of cer-

tified cases that settled were distribution cases, but the comparable figure in the other two

courts was 53%244

239. In one case involving personal property damage claims, the trial court awarded $75,000 to the indi-

vidual plaintiffs with no award to the certified class. In the other, a civil rights case, no class was certified.

240. Cooper, supra note 6, at 34. Some argue that class counsel at times receive large fees from settle-

ments that provide nominal benefits or only speculative benefits to the class. See MCL 3d, supra note 34, §

30.42, at 239-40. See also Senate Staff Report, supra note 8, at 73-74.

241. Fee awards exclude sanctions and out-of-pocket expenses.

242. Gross monetary settlement includes any cash payments or quantifiable benefits to class members,

separate payments to class representatives, donations to charities or public interest groups, attorneys' fees and

expenses awarded by the court, and administrative costs of the settlement.

243. No case that went to trial and did not settle resulted in a final judgment or verdict in favor of a class.

See supra § 15(a).
244. In the balance of certified and settled cases, the class received some form of equitable relief, cou-

pons, price reductions, or other benefits that the court could not quantify, that the parties did not quantify, or

that led to unresolved disputes concerning value in the litigation or on appeal. We refer to these as "no distri-

bution cases." In the General Motors Pick-Up Truck Litigation, the principal settlement (vacated on appeal)

consisted of distribution of $1,000 coupon certificates to an estimated 5-6 million class members. Objecting

class members placed economic value on the coupon distribution that differed significantly from defendant's

estimates. In re General Motors Corp. Pick-Up Truck Fuel Tank Prods. Liab. Litig., 55 F.3d 768, 807 (3d

Cir.), cert. denied, 116 S. Ct. 88 (1995). The fee award, vacated on appeal, was $9.5 million. Id. at 822.
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Data and Discussion. There were no fee awards to, and few fee requests by, counselother than plaintiffs' counsel.245 In most cases, net monetary distributions to the classexceeded attorneys' fees by substantial margins. The fee-recovery rate infrequently ex-ceeded the traditional 33.3% contingency fee rate. Median rates ranged from 27% to30%. Most fee awards in the study were between 20% and 40% of the gross monetarysettlement (see Figures 67 and 68).46
Some distribution cases also included other class relief that the court did not quan-tify.247 This occurred about a third of the time in two districts and about 17% and 25% ofthe time in the other two courts. To the extent that monetary value can be associated withthat relief, the data presented in this subsection understate the value of gross settlementand thus possibly overstate fee-recovery rates.
The fee-recovery rate calculations discussed in this subsection do not include cases

with no net monetary distribution to class members (no distribution cases), because thosesettlements contained only equitable or other nonquantifiable relief. Fees and costs com-prised all or a large percentage of the settlement funds in those cases.248

Sometimes litigants settled on liability issues but left each class member's claim to be determined indi-vidually, such that the total amount to be distributed to the class was not known at the time of the fee award.For example, under the claims resolution procedure in one settled case, class members who filed valid claimscould receive 100% of the medical insurance benefits due to them for certain medical services. The settle-ment did not place a dollar limit on claim recoveries. Fee awards totaled $3.7 million.
245. Defendants' counsel unsuccessfully requested fees in one case each in three districts; case files didnot contain the amounts sought.- Parties other than plaintiffs or defendants requested fees in two cases in onlyone district. The first was a $300,000 fee application by nonlead counsel relating to legal services performedbefore the court appointed lead counsel pursuant to a competitive bidding process. Although the court de-clined to award the requested fees from the settlement fund, the order stated that nonlead counsel might beentitled to fees on the basis of quantum meruit. In the other case, counsel for an objecting class member un-successfully requested $131,000 in fees.
246. In one district, N.D. Cal., the median fee award to class counsel was $1.5 million, with an averagefee award of approximately $2.5 million. In the other three districts, the median and average fee awards weresmaller-with medians ranging between $0l.6 million and approximately $ 1 million and averages from justunder $0.75 million to approximately $1 4 million (see Figure 69). However, the N.D. Cal. average fee awardwas within the range of the other three districts if one excludes the district's largest fee award ($ 13.9 million).N.D. Cal. also had the highest median ($5.1 million) and average ($10 million) gross monetary settle-ment. In comparison, the other three districts' median settlement amounts were between just under $2 millionand approximately $ 3 million, with average amounts between $3.2 and $4.7 million (see Figure 70). ForNJD. Cal., even if the largest settlement ($ 73.6 million) is excluded, the district still had a comparatively

large mean settlement amount ($7.2 million). However, some perspective is, offered by looking at the dis-trict's average gross monetary settlement per notice sent, which was only slightly above the comparable aver-age for the other three districts combined.'
247. For example, in one case, class counsel valued the settlement's "noncash" benefits at $8.3 million inaddition to the $9.9 million monetary distribution. In another case, the defendant supplemented the $487,000monetary distribution by agreeing to implement practices designed to increase the representation of women

and African-Americans in its workforce.
248. See supra note 244. Typically, the only payments defendants made in these cases were to attorneys,class representatives, and noticing companies. We will refer to these payments collectively as "settlementcosts." Fee awards as a percentage of these settlement costs were 96%, 91%, 88%, and 80% on the averagefor the four districts (see Table45). The median percentage of gross settlement amounts attributable to costsof administering the settlement (primarily notice) was 2% across the four districts in the 29 cases for which
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(b) How were fees calculated?
Background. In most study cases-as in most class actions generally-the court awarded
attorneys' fees under the century-old common fund doctrine.249 Traditionally, in deter-
mining fees in common fund cases, courts included the size of the fund as a principal
factor and frequently based awards on what the court considered to be a reasonable per-
centage of the fund 350 In the early 1970s, courts began moving away from this approach
toward the lodestar method, under which the fee award is calculated by multiplying the
hours reasonably expended times the reasonable hourly rates.251 In the 1980s, however,
the pendulum swung again and courts began to reconsider the lodestar method.252

In federal courts today, a threshold question in determining fees in common fund cases
is "whether the jurisdiction requires use of the lodestar method or whether it requires,
permits, or has yet to rule upon the propriety of a percentage fee award.'"253 In recent
years, the trend has been toward the percentage of recovery method&254 For example, the
Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit has required the percentage method in common
fund class actions.255 The Third,256 Seventh3 57 and Ninth258 Circuits authorize either the
lodestar or the percentage method.

data were available. In these cases, the median amount of such expenses was $100,000.
249. The principle governing the doctrine is that "persons who obtain the benefit of a lawsuit without

contributing to its cost are unjustly enriched at the successful litigant's expense." Boeing Co. v. Van Gemert,
444 U.S. 472, 478-79 (1980). See also Mills v. Electric Auto-Lite Co., 396 U.S. 375, 392 (1970). See gener-
ally Alan Hirsch & Diane Sheehey, Awarding Attorneys' Fees and Managing Fee Litigation 5-48 & 75-88
(Federal Judicial Center 1994).

250. A basic premise of the percentage of recovery method is that a common fund is "itself the measure
of success .. . [and] represents the benchmark from which a reasonable fee will be awarded." 3 Newberg &
Conte, supra note 55, § 14.03, at 144. See also Camden I Condomiaium Ass'n v. Dunkle, 946 F.2d 768, 774
(llthCir. 1991).

251. Lindy Bros. Builders, Inc. v. American Radiator & Standard Sanitary Corp., 487 F.2d 161, 167 (3d
Cir. 1973). The Supreme Court never formally adopted the lodestar method in a common fund case. MCL 3d,
supra note 34, § 24. 121, at 189.

252. The latest swing away from lodestar received momentum from a footnote in a 1984 Supreme Court
decision that distinguished between calculation of fees under fee-shifting statutes (where "a reasonable fee
reflects the amount of attorney time reasonably expended") and under the common fund doctrine ("where a
reasonable fee is based on a percentage of the fund bestowed on the class"). Blum v. Stenson,465 U.S. 886,
900 n. 16 (1984).

Additional momentum came in 1985 when a Third Circuit task force, formed to examine court-awarded
attorneys' fees, recommended the percentage of recovery method for common fund cases. Court Awarded
Attorneys' Fees, Report of the Third Circuit Task Force, reprinted in 108 F.R.D. 237, 255-56 (1985)
[hereinafter Task Force Report]. The Task Force Report discussed criticism by courts, commentators, and
members of the bar. Criticism included that lodestar has proven to be difficult to apply, time-consuming to
administer,-inconsistent iniresult, and capable of manipulation to reach a predetermined result. Id. at 246-53.

253. MCL 3d, supra note 34, § 24.121,-at 188 (footnotes omitted).
254. Id. at 189.
255. See Camden I Condominium Ass'n v. Dunkle, 946 F.2d 768, 774 (11th Cir. 1991) ("Henceforth in

this circuit, attorneys' fees awarded from a common fund shall be based upon a reasonable percentage of the
fund established for the benefit of the class.").

256. For example, in evaluating which method the district court could use, the Third Circuit stated re-
cently that "the court may select the lodestar method in some non-statutory fee cases where it can calculate
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Proponents of the percentage method believe that it encourages early settlements andprovides benefits to efficient counsel who under a lodestar approach might be penalized,rather than rewarded, for their efficiency.259 The percentage method also saves the courtfrom the cumbersome task of closely scrutinizing lodestar fee petitions to determinewhether the hours claimed were reasonably spent for the benefit of the class.260
At the same time, the percentage method has been criticized because, when strictlyapplied, it can result in windfalls to class counsel in cases with very large settlements.Conversely, class attorneys can be penalized if they take on challenging cases that yieldsmall monetary recoveries. 261 The method has also been criticized because it encouragesearly settlement and, thus, might deny the class a potentially more generous recovery thatfurther litigation could bring.262

In a relatively small number of study cases, the court awarded fees pursuant to fee-shifting statutes, such as the one governing civil rights claims, 263 rather than under the

the relevant parameters (hours expended and hourly rate) more easily than it can determine a suitable per-centage to award." In reGeneral Motors Corp. Pick-Up Truck Fuel Tank Prods. Liab. Litig., 55 F.3d 768,821 (3d Cir.), cert. denied, 116 S. Ct. 88 (1995).
257. See, e.g., In re Continental Ill. Sec. Litig., 962 F.2d 566, 572 (7th Cir. 1992) (fee award simulating"what the market in fact pays not for the individual hours but for the ensemble of services rendered in a caseof this character" would be appropriate); Florin v. NationsBank of Georgia, 34 F.3d 560, 565 (7th Cir. 1994);Harmon v. Lymphomed, 945 F.2d 969, 975 (7th Cir. 1991). Although permitting either method, the SeventhCircuit has expressed a preference for the percentage method. In re Continental Illinois, 962 F.2d at 572-73.258. Six Mexican Workers v. Arizona Citrus Growers, 904 F.2d 1301, 1311 (9th Cir. 1990) (allowing useof either percentage or lodestar calculation method in common fund case). See also In re Washington Pub.Power Supply Sys. Sec. Litig., 19 F.3d 1291, 1295 (9th Cir. 1994). In Paul, Johnson, Alston & Hunt v.Graulty, 886 F. 2d 268, 272 (9th Cir. 1989), the Ninth Circuit held that the percentage method is particularlysuited for cases with multiple claims where it would be difficult to identify what fees directly relate to theclaims that created the fund.

259. "Objections to the lodestar method were based on the . . . premise that attorneys pad their hours andotherwise engage in unethical activities to enhance their fees, and that key decisions pertaining to settlementare affected by counsel fees." Downs, supra note 50, at 667. See also 3 Newberg & Conte, supra note 55, §14.03, at 14-3 to 14-7 and cases in nn. 17-20; Kirchoff v. Flynn, 786 F.2d 320, 324 (7th Cir. 1986) (lodestarcreates an incentive to run up hours in relation to the stakes of the case); In re Oracle Sec. Litig., 131 F.R.D.688, 693-97 (N.D. Cal. 1990) (same). For additional problems identified with the lodestar method, seeMonique Lapointe, Note, Attorneys' Fees in Common Fund Actions, 59 Fordham L. Rev. 843, 847-61(1991).
260. See Skelton v. General Motors Corp.,860 F.2d 250, 253 (7th Cir. 1988), cert. denied,493 U.S. 810(1989).
261. Cooper, supra note 6, at 34.
262. Some critics maintain that settlement sometimes occurs when class counsel determines that the casehas reached its point of diminishing returns from the fees perspective, with class counsel viewing the addi-tional attorney time necessary to obtain a larger class recovery as not cost beneficial. See generally John C.Coffee, Jr., The Unfaithful Champion: The Plaintiff as Monitor in Shareholder Litigation, Law & Contemp.Probs., Summer 1985, at 5, 41-44 [hereinafter Coffee, Unfaithful Champion]. See also John C. Coffee, Jr.,The "New Learning" on Securities Litigation, N.Y.L.J., Mar. 25,1993, at 5 [hereinafter Coffee, New Leam-ing]. For a discussion of conflicts of interest that these situations create between class counsel and the class,see generally MCL 3d, supra note 34, § 30.16.
263. See, e.g., Civil Rights Act of 1964,42 U.S.C. § 1988 (1988) (public accommodation and employ-ment discrimination cases). Such statutes specifically authorize recovery of attorneys' fees by the prevailing
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common fund doctrine. Although over the past decade the percentage method has gained
favor in common fund cases, lodestar remains the accepted method in fee-shifting
cases.264 Given that the common fund doctrine applies in most class actions, we will con-
centrate our discussion on that doctrine.

Data and Discussion. For all certified and settled cases in the study, lodestar was used
more frequently than the percentage method in only one district, E.D. Pa. (see Figure 71).
Even in that district, however, the percentage method was used nearly as much as lode-
star. By contrast, N.D. Cal. determined fees by percentage of recovery 6:1 over lodestar
and N.D. IlI. nearly 2:1 over lodestar. It appeared that the percentage method was the ex-
clusive method in S.D. Fla. (see Figure 71).

Interestingly, S.D. Fla., which did not use lodestar, had the lowest average rate (24%)
while E.D. Pa., which used lodestar the most, had the highest average fee-recovery rate
(30%) (see Figure 68). The differences were not as pronounced for median fee-recovery
rates, which ranged from 27% (S.D. Fla.) to 30% (N.D. Ill.) (see Figure 68).265 Factors
other than selection of fee-calculation method, of course, may have contributed to these
results. Moreover, similar differences in mean and median fee-recovery rates were found
when we looked only at cases using the percentage of recovery method (see Figure 72).

The four courts differed in their approaches to fee calculation depending on whether or
not the settlement created a fund for distribution to the class. In certified cases with net
monetary distributions to class members (distribution cases), the percentage method was
far more prevalent than lodestar (see Figure 73). As one would expect, in settlements
where the only benefits to the certified class were those that could not be easily quantified
(no distribution cases), courts generally used lodestar or relied on consensual fee deter-
minations (see Figure 74).

We will first discuss distribution cases. In the three districts where the appellate courts
have authorized either fee-calculation method, lodestar was used in less than 10% of the
distribution cases in two districts but in a third of the cases in ED. Pa. 66 (see Figure 73).
In all four districts, judges determined fees using the percentage method in 45% or more
of the distribution cases. Percentage of recovery appeared to be the sole method used in

party. Whether the award is mandatory or permissive depends on the terms of the particular statute and appli-
cable case law. MCL 3d, supra note 34, § 24.11. The availability of statutory fees is driven by public policy,
encouraging private enforcement of substantive rights under the law. Statutory fee cases often produce only
nominal damages or declaratory judgments-the kind of results that usually cannot be quantified. See gener-
ally Lapointe, supra note 259, at 865-67 (discussion of the differences between statutory fee and common
fund cases).

264. Blanchard v. Bergeron, 489 U.S. 87, 94 (1989) (indicating that lodestar approach is the centerpiece
of attorneys' fee awards in a statutory fee case (citing Hensley v. Eckerhart, 461 U.S. 424 (1983))); Pennsyl-
vania v. Delaware Valley Citizens' Council for Clean Air, 478 U.S. 546, 565 (1986); Blum v. Stenson, 465
U.S. 886, 897 (1984). See generally Hirsch & Sheehey, supra note 249, at 19-44.

265. Generally, the study could not measure the degree to which higher fee-recovery rates reflected high
quality work done, efforts to pursue challenging but deserving claims, or other factors. See discussion of fee
adjustments and multipliers infra § 16 (c).

266. The mean and median fee-recovery rates in E.D. Pa. distribution cases using lodestar were 30% and
28%, respectively, compared to 28% and 27% using the percentage method.
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S.D. Fla 67 In N.D. Cal., judges used it in 78%268 of the distribution Cases, compared to
about 60%269 in N.D. Ill. and 45%270 in E.D. Pa.271 (see Figure 73).

In no distribution cases, lodestar was the dominant method in two districts (see Figure
74). In the other two districts, findings were less informative because, in all but a few
cases, the parties consented on fees or the method used was not apparent from case files.
In all four districts, nine cases were determined by lodestar and three by percentage of
recovery (see Figure 74).272 It appears that in many cases the court opted for lodestar
when it could not quantify the value of class benefits, making a percentage of recovery
calculation problematic.

Civil rights claims were generally more prevalent in no distribution cases;273 In part,
this explains the higher lodestar usage in no distribution cases; lodestar is the appropriate
method when the court applies a fee-shifting statute.274

The Percentage Method. Median fee-recovery rates for distribution cases ranged from
27% to 30% when the percentage method was used, consistent with precedents in the
four districts' respective courts of appeals (see Figure 72). For example, recently the
Third Circuit cited an E.D. Pa. decision that noted that fee awards have ranged from 19%
to 45% of the common fund.275 In recent decisions, the Seventh276 and Eleventh 277 Cir-
cuits have discussed benchmarks or ranges of 20% to 30%. In addition, the Eleventh Cir-
cuit has instructed district courts to apply the twelve Johnson factors278 and other perti-
nent factors279 in determining the fee percentage. The Ninth Circuit has indicated that

267. In S.D. Fla., all percentage method cases involved securities claims.
268. In N.D. Cal., over 80% of the percentage method cases involved securities issues. None involvedcivil rights claims.
269. In N.D. III., 60% were securities cases; 10% involved civil rights.
270. In E.D. Pa., nearly 90% were securities cases; no cases involved civil rights.
271. In one case each in two districts, the court applied both the lodestar and percentage of recoverymethods (see Figure 73). These cases are included in the percentages cited above. In addition, we could notdetermine the method the court used in about 20% of the distribution cases where generally the parties stipu-lated to a fee award and the court approved all or most of the stipulated amount.
272. In 50% or more of the cases, parties stipulated to fees or the fee method was otherwise unknown.
273. Civil rights cases represented 44%, 0%, 19%, and 40% of cases with no net monetary distribution tothe class, compared to 6%, 11%, 1 %, and 9% of cases where the class received net monetary distributions.
274. See supra note 264.
275. In re General Motors Corp. Pick-Up Truck Fuel Tank Prods. Liab. Litig., 55 F.3d 768, 822 (3d Cir.),cert. denied, 116 S. Ct. 88 (1995) (citing In re SmithKline Beckman Corp. Sec. Litig., 751 F. Supp. 525, 533

(E.D. Pa. 1990)).
276. See Florin v. NationsBank of Georgia, 60 F3d 1245, 1248 (7th Cir. 1995) (quoting In re UnisysCorp. Retiree Medical Benefits ERISA Litig., MDL No. 969, 1995 WL 130679, at *12 (E.D. Pa. Mar. 22,

1995) ("'the benchmark in common fund cases is 20%-30%"').
277. Camden I Condominium Ass'n, Inc. v. Dunkle,946 F.2d 768, 774-75 (1 Ith Cir. 1991) (noting thatpercentage method is "better reasoned" for common fund cases and that the "majority of common fund feeawards fall between 20% and 30% of the fund"). In addition, the Eleventh Circuit stated, as a general rule,that 50% may be established as an upper limit. Id.
278. Johnson v. Georgia Highway Express, Inc., 488 F.2d 714, 717-19 (5th Cir. 1974).
279. The other factors include "the time required to reach a settlement, whether there are any substantialobjections by class members or other parties to the settlement terms or the fees requested by counsel, anynon-monetary benefits conferred upon the class by settlement, and the economics involved in prosecuting a
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25% should be the "benchmark" 280 for such awards, subject to adjustment upward or

downward to account for any unusual circumstances involved in a case.281 When federal

district courts across the country use the percentage of recovery method for common fund

cases, most select a percentage in a range from 25% to 30% of the fund.282

Other Methods. To prevent a windfall to plaintiffs' counsel in cases where the settle-

ment fund is unusually large, some courts have used the lodestar method283 or a sliding

scale percentage method with the percentage to be awarded decreasing as the size of the

fund increases (sliding scale percentage method).284 Only one case in the study had a

gross monetary settlement amount greater than $50 million385 The fee-recovery rate in

that N.D. Cal. case was 19%, below the Ninth Circuit benchmark of 25%.286

In another case, as part of a bidding process for lead class counsel, the court selected a

fee structure that included the sliding scale percentage method. In addition, the fee per-

centage under this structure would be discounted by 20% if the case settled within the

first year of litigation (an early settlement discount). That is, in addition to the sliding

scale based on settlement amount, the class would also receive a discount on fees if the

case settled early.287 Such discounts generally are intended to keep class counsel from

class action." Camden I, 946 F.2d at 775. See discussion of fee enhancements infra § 16(c).

280. "A benchmark is a single percentage figure used over and over again', regardless of the type of litiga-

tion or the size of the recovery." Lapointe, supra note 259, at 867, n.165.

281. See Six Mexican Workers v. Arizona Citrus Growers, 904 F.2d 1301, 1311 (9th Cir. 1990) (25% of

$850,000 in damages: a percentage award "should be adjusted or replaced ... when special circumstances

indicate that the percentage recovery would be either too small or too large in light-of the hours devoted to

the case or other relevant factors"). See also Paul, Johnson, Alston & Hunt v. Graulty, 886 F.2d 268, 272 (9th

Cir. 1989) (25% of a $4,736,000 recovery); In re Pacific Enterprises Sec. Litig., 47 F3d 373, 379 (9th Cir.

1995) (an award of 33% was justified because of the complexity of the issues and the risks). See discussion of

fee enhancements infra § 16 (c).
282. MCL 3d, supra note 34, § 24.121, at 189 (25%-30% range). See also Hirsch & Sheehey, supra note

249, at 68 (20%-30% range).
283. In re Washington Public Power Supply Sys. Litig., 19 F.3d 1291, 1297 (9th Cir. 1994) ("the 25%

'benchmark' is of little assistance" in a case where the settlement fund was large ($687 million)).

284$ See Task Force Report, supra note 252, at,256. See also Florin v. Nationslank of Georgia, 60 F.3d

1245 (7th Cir. 1995) ('fee awards usualy fall in the 13 percent-20 percent range for funds of $51-$75 mil-

lion, and in the 6 percent-10 percent range for funds of $75-$200 million"). See also Coffee, New Learning,

supra note 262, at 7 n.13 and accompanying text. But, it has been noted:

A percentage is a relative concept and one court's award of twenty-five percent of a $19.3

million recovery does not mean that the percentage continues to be reasonable when applied to

a $4.7 million recovery. Thus, the notion that a percentage falling within a certain range is rea-

sonable is inherently misleading.

Lapointe, supra note 259, at 868 & n.170.
285. Stender v. Lucky Stores, Case No. 88-1467 (N.D. Cal. filed April 22, 1988).

286. The parties stipulated to attorneys' fees and the court awarded the full amount of the fee request.

287. In re Oracle Sec. Litig., 132 F.RD. 538, 541 (N.D. Cal. 1990). The selected fee structure was as

follows:

Recovery Time for Resolution
(in millions) 0-12 months 13 or more months
Up to $1 24% 30%

$14$5 20% 25%
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settling prematurely, under the theory that early settlement is likely to be advantageous to
class counsel but detrimental to the class.288 Some ascribe to this theory in particular with
respect to cases with large potential recoveries where, as, described above,289 the sliding
scale percentage method would decrease the fee percentage as the size of the fund in-
creases. To offset any incentives for attorneys to settle early and obtain fees at a higher
percentage pf.a smaller settlement, the early settlement discount has been introduced as a
disincentive to premature settlement.

(c) How was benefit to the class taken into account?
Overview;In determining fee awards, the courts often included consideration of the ex-'
tent to which the class beniefited from the settlement. We looked for the following as in-'
dicators: (1) 'use of the percentage of recovery method, (2) any adjustments to the lodestar
amount based on 'results'achieved, and (3) whether the court'considered any fee objec.'
tion~s.

Using this somewhat limited data-gathering technique, it was apparent that the court
took class benefits into account in at least 80% of the distribution cases in two districts
and at least 68% and 51% of the time in the other two districts (see Figure 73) 290 In the
balance of the distribution cases, case files did not provide sufficient information on fee-
award rationale, often because awards were based, on. consent of the parties or unadjusted
lodestar calculations. Given this, we generally could not determine whether or not the
courts considered class benefits in their fee decisions for these cases. To the extent that
they did, the percentages cited above are understated.

-Background on fee adjustments and multipliers. One method courts have. used to take
class benefits and other considerations into account has been to apply enhancements or
reductions to fee awards.291 In common fund cases, the trend had been that fee enhance-
ments, 'where not otherwise prohibited, should be reserved for the rare case in which the
standard fee-calculation method will not adequately compensate the professional.

$5415 16% 20%'
$15 or more 12% 15%

288. See supra note 262 and accompanying text.
289. See supra note 283.
290. This is in contrast to Professor Downs' findings that "class attorneys received substantial awards ...

with little or no judicial scrutiny." Downs, supra note 50, app. at 710-11 (Chart D).
291. When 'counsel request fee enhancements, arguments generally are that the case was especially

difficult, that the ultimate results produced exceptional benefits for the class, or that performance was other-
wise superior. Counsel also sometimes asks for adjustments to reflect the novelty of the issues presented, risk
of nonpayment, and delay in payment (loss of use of money). See Hirsch & Sheeheyisupra note 249, at 69-
70; 3 Newberg & Conte, supra note 55, § 14.03. See also Johnson v. Georgia Highway Express, Inc., 488
F.2d 714, 717-19 (5th Cir. 1974) (twelve factors to be used in determining attorneys' fees);,Kerr v. Screen
Extras Guild, Inc., 526 F.2d 67, 70 (9th Cir. 1975), cert. denied,425 U.S. 951 (1976); Pennsylvania v. Dela-
ware Valley Citizens' Council for Clean Air, 478 U.S. 546, 562-66 (1986) (Delaware Valley I) (in the con-
text of fee-shifting statutes, Johnson factors are subsumed within the lodestar amount absent extraordinary
circumstances).
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One method used to enhance fees has been to apply a multiplier to the lodestar

amount.292 In the past, the Seventh Circuit suggested limiting multipliers to a 200% in-

crease in the lodestar. 293 The majority of courts, however, had not imposed such limits .94

Data and discussion on fee adjustments and multipliers. In two cases, the lodestar was

enhanced by a multiplier. In each case, the multiplier was approximately 2.5 times the

lodestar amount, resulting in a $765,000 (34%) fee award, on a $2.2 million gross settle-

ment in one case and a $9.5 million fee award in the General Motors Pick-Up Truck set-

tlement recently vacated on appeal.295
The dearth of enhancers or other adjustments in study cases might be related to the

frequent use of the percentage method where the selected percentage itself can incorpo-

rate. the factors that previously res iied'ieeia.djustmeflts. Similarly, there is a trend, and

in fee-shifting cases a mandate, to incorporate those factors into the lodestar components.

Also, it is possible that, prior to 1994 appellate decisions affecting two of the study

courts, Dague had a chilling effect on enhancements in common fund cases 296

(d) What percentage of the fee amounts requested were awarded and how often

were objections' and appeals filed concerning fees?

Data and Discussion. We looked at how frequently the court awarded fee amounts less

than counsel requested. Again, we found differences depending on the calculation

method used. In'the'three districts that used the lodestar, courts granted lodestar amounts

less than requested in 22%, 17%, and 33% of the cases. By contrast, when these same

three courts used the percentage method, they reduced fee requests in 43%, 9%, and 16%

of certified case settlements, respectively. The fourth district did not use lodestar and ap-

292. In a decision that might have affected the use of multipliers in study cases, on June 24, 1992, the

Supreme Court barred risk multipliers (fee enhancers that account for counsel's risk of nonpayment) in

statutory fee-shifting cases. City of Burlington v. Dague, 505 U.S. 557 (1992). The decision, however, did

not address specifically whether risk multipliers remain available in common fund cases. The effect of Dague

on study cases (i.e., cases terminated in the four districts between July 1, 1992, and June 30, 1994) is unclear;

the relevant appellate courts did not begin to interpret the decision in the class action context until March

1994.
The Seventh and Ninth Circuits concluded that Dague does not extend to common fund cases. See Florin

v. NationsBank of Georgia, 34 F.3d 560, 564-65 (7th Cir. 1994) (op. dated Sept. 8, 1994); In re Washington

Public Power Supply System Sec. Litig., 19 F.3d 1291, 1300 (9th Cir. 1994) (holding~that district court erred

by refusing to award risk multiplier to lodestar calculation) (op. dated Mar. 23, 1994). On the other hand, a

recent Third Circuit opinion, interrupting Dague, could be read to prohibit the use of multipliers for lodestar

enhancement in common fund class actions. In re General Motors Corp. Pick-Up Truck Fuel Tank Prods.

Liab. Litig., 55 F.3d 768, 822 (3d Cir.), cert. denied, 116 S. Ct. 88 (1995).

293. Skelton v. General Motors Corp., 860 F.2d 250, 258 (7th Cir. 1988), cert. denied, 493 U.S. 810

(1989). But see In re Superior Beverage/Glass Container Consol. Pretrial, 133 F.R.D. 119, 132 (N.D. Ill.

1990) (awarding multipliers ranging from 1.5 to 2.5, depending on each attorney's contribution). See also In

re Continental Ill. Sec. Litig., 750 F. Supp. 868, 896 (N.D. III. 1990) (no multiplier allowed), rev'd, 962 F.2d

566, 569 (7th Cir. 1992). These three cases were not in the study.

294. See Richard B. Schmitt,Shareholders Suits Pay Attorneys Less, Wall St. J., Feb. 1, 1991, at Bi , col.

4.
295. In re General Motors Corp. Pick-Up Truck Fuel Tank Prods. Liab. Litig., 55 F.3d 768, 822 (3d Cir.),

cert. denied, 116 S. Ct. 88 (1995).
296. See supra note 292.
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parently. did not reduce percentage method requests. Regardless of the method, the vast
majority of awards were 90% to 100% of the request.

-Class members, or other interested parties, did not object to fees very often; objections
were filed with respectto five out of thirty-four (15%) fee awards in one court, three of
eleven (27%) in another, fiveof thirty-four (15%) in the third, and seven of twenty-eight
(25%) in the fourth district. An objection was filed in only one lodestar case (representing
11% of lodestar cases in that district and 6% of lodestar cases in the~four districts corm-,
bined).,In contrast, rates of fee objection wereahigher in cases using, the, percentage
method297 (see- Figure 75). Since objections were filed in percentage method cases,4.5
times as often as under lodestar,,these results could, be read to indicate thatobjections' are
more likelyunder the percentage method. However, one must also consider ,that notices
of proposed settlement identified fee-related amounts29,8 in 33%oofthe lodestar' cases,
compared to 78% of percentage method cases., That 'is, for all four districtps combined,
class members in percentage cases were given information about fee amounts 2.4, times
as often as in lodestar cases. Even considering this, however, there appeared to. be less
propensity to object under lodestar for somereason. Note, however, that one cannot ex-
trapolate these, data on a small number of cases to all class, actions nationwide; factors
other than those discussed here may have caused these results.'

Appeals were filed in 15% to 34% of study cases (see inftra § 20). For three of the four
districts, 3% to7% of these appeals (four or fewer per district) involved attorneys' fees
issues,299 often accompanying appeals on otherissues, In the,f oufth district, three fee-
related appeals constituted 25% of the court's class action appeals: All fee-related appeals
were challenges to the award, denial, or reduction of 'plaintiffs' counsel fees. In total, for
the four districts, there were ten such appeals. One of these 'cases, the General Motors
Pick- Up' Truck Litigation, resulted in vacating a "settlement class" settlement that in-
cluded $9 6 million in fee awards. The other appeals ended in' fee-award affirmance (two
cases), appeal dismissal (two cases), reversal of' denial of fees (one case), vacating the
trial court's reduction of fees (one case), and remanding for reconsideration (one case).
The other two appeals were pending (see Tables 5 ito 54).

(17) Trivial Remedies; Other Remedies

(a) How frequently did certified (b)(3) classes lead to relief that is relatively trivial
in comparison to attorneys' fees?
Study' results did not show recurring situations where (b)(3) actions produced nominal
class benefits in relation to attorneys' fees. (See also supra § 1(a) for a discussion of the
averagerecovery per individual class member and of cases in which the average individ-
ual recovery was less than $100.) We gauged this by determining, for each certified case
with (b)(3) recovery, what percentage of the gross monetary settlement was paid to class

297. The rate reflects the number of percentage method cases with at least one fee objection divided by
the number of percentage method cases.

298. These notices described the proposed settlements and either stated the amount or range of fees pr the,
percentage of the settlement fund to be allocated to fees, subject to court approval.

299. Not including appeals on sanctions.
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counsel. This fee-recovery rate exceeded 40% in 1 1% of settled cases in two districts and

in less than 5% of settled cases in the other two courts (see Figure 67)300 In half of these

cases, case files provided information that helped explain the "high" rates. For example,

in some cases, monetary relief was accompanied by nonquantifiable (b)(2) benefits, such

as a permanent injunction for the benefit of the class. In other cases, the settlement pro-

duced relatively small payments to the class as well as to attorneys for the class.301 (For a

more detailed discussion of fee-recovery rates, see supra § 16(a).)
In the four districts, in twelve cases that were certified solely under Rule 23(b)(3), at-

torneys' fees were awarded but no objectively quantifiable monetary relief was awarded

to the class.-Table 46 summarizes the relief and the attorneys' fee awards in those cases.

Assessing whether the relief is trivial inf ltions6 the fees calls for subjective judgments

that we leave to the readers. The fee awards in these cases were generally the product of a

stipulation (eight of nine cases for which information was available). In one case, the

General Motors Pick-up Truck Litigation, the court of appeals cast doubt on the justifica-

tion for the stipulated fees when it vacated the settlement. Judges reduced substantially

two of the four fee requests that were not stipulated by the parties.

(b) How frequently did certified (b)(2) classes lead to injunctive relief that is rela-

tively trivial in comparison to attorneys' fees?

We looked at the percentage of certified (b)(2) cases that resulted in injunctive relief

without any substantive monetary distribution. We found variation among the districts,

with the percentage ranging~from 0% (zero of three cases) in one district to 71% (five? of

seven cases) in another302 In just over half of these cases, attorneys' fee awards were

around $50,000 or less, with injunctive relief ranging in scope from a nationwide nondis-

crimination policy in a federal agency ($53,000 in fees), to a local .housing authority's

rewiring of dwelling units ($:6,600 'in fees). It appears that many would agree that the

300. The "fee-recovery rate" exceeded 40% in the following numbers of cases' two of eighteen certified

settled cases with net monetary distribution in each of two districts, one of twenty-three cases in the third

district, and zero of nine cases in the fourth.
301. In the case with the highest fee-recovery rate (71%), a $34,000 monetary class recovery and $83,000

fee award were accompanied by a prothonotary' s agreement to place future interpleaded funds in separate

interest-bearing accounts. The second highest rate (63%) involved a $3.6 million fee award, $ 300,000 in

notice costs and a $1.8 million net cash distribution to a certified class of approximately 2,000 stockholders

that incurred stock losses.# The third highest rate (around 47%) was related to a $ 82,000 net monetary distri-

bution to a class of terminated members of a health plan, with attorneys' fees of $76,000. The fourth largest

rate (45%) was based on a $21,000 net monetary' distribution and $17,500 in fees related to bank customers

that received improper forms. Two other cases had high rates (just over 40% in each). One was a securities

case, where the court'used the percentage of recovery method but did not place a value~on other nonclass

benefits valued by class and settlement counsel at- $8.3 million. The other was a lodestar case with a net

monetary settlement of $200,000 where no noneconomic benefits were apparent in the case file,. There also

may have been other factors, not apparent in case files, that affected the rates at which fees were awarded.

302. The percentages of certified (b)(2) settlements that resulted in injunctive relief without any substan-

tive monetary distribution were as follows: 71% (five of seven settled certified (b)(2), cases) in one court, 44%

(seven of sixteen cases) in anotherdistrict, 20% (one of five cases) in the third court, and 0% (zero of three

cases) in the fourth.
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breadth of the results obtained was not trivial in'comparison to the size of the fee award
in these cases.

Cases with fee awards greater than $150,000 resulted in the following relief:
* improving treatment and placement opportunities for developmentally disabled

Medicaid recipients ($682,681);
* entering into a consent decree concerning abortion and family planning services

($224,810 in fees); and
* readjudicating claims for survivor and disability benefits ($167,500).

The comparatively high level of fees makes it more difficult to assess their appropriate-
ness after the fact. Given the breadth and complexity of these cases, however, many
would consider the relief to be nontrivial (see Table 47).

(c) How often were recoveries distributed to charities or the like?
Nine percent or less of approved'settlements included distribution of settlement funds to a
charitable or other nonprofit organization. 303 This occurred in a total of five cases in two
districts (see Table, 48). One example is a settlement fund that donated $150,000 to the
Chicago Bar Foundation for specific programs on domestic abuse, juvenile justice, and
mentoring.

(18) Duplicative or Overlapping Classes
Background. The core questions are: How common are duplicate or overlapping classes?
What difficulties were posed by such classes? Case law and commentary provide us with
more information than the empirical data in the study. It is clear that multiple actions that
are similar or identical and brought in different forums can be problematic. Such prob-
lems include the de facto surrender of jurisdiction by a court's yielding priority to another
action and intercourt and intersystem consolidation .3 These multiple actions can result
in conflicting or overlapping classes that may produce inconsistent adjudications, dupli-
cation of effort, and confusion for class members, litigants, and judges.305 "When such an
overlap occurs, the individual's claims become subject to an 'irrational resolution by a
race to judgment,"'30 6 and "[e]ven if absent class members are permitted to opt out of any

303. The number of approved settlements with charitable distributions were as follows: three of thirty-
four court-approved settlements in one district, two of twenty-seven settlements in another, zero of thirty-four
in the third, and zero of eleven in the fourth.

304. See, e.g., Garcia-Mir v. Civiletti, 32 Fed. R. Serv. 2d (Callaghan) 509 (D. Kan. 1981) (court denied
certification because of the danger of overlapping classes and of wasted judicial effort; the court found that
there were cases pending in another district involving the same class members and issues; the case was
eventually transferred to the other district).

305. George T. Conway III, The Consolidation of Multistate Litigation in State Courts, 96 Yale L.J. 1099,
1101 & n.1 1 (1987) (quoting Kennedy, Class Actions: The Right to Opt Out, 25 Ariz. L. Rev. 3, 81 (1983):
"Among the hypothetical parade of horribles which can be projected is the scenario in which fifty competing,
national, multistate opt out class actions are brought on the same claims and all members remain silent in
response to the fifty notices.").

306. Id. at 1121 & n.12 (citing Miller & Crump,Jurisdiction and Choice of Law in Multistate Class Ac-
tions After Phillips Petroleum Co. v. Shutts, 96 Yale L.J. 1, 70 (1986): "Professors Miller and Crump observe
that a race to judgment among competing class actions would encourage litigants to engage in unseemly tac-
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or all of the parallel lawsuits, no guarantee exists that the actions of many individual class

members choosing to opt out will resolve the conflict or eliminate the overlap.'807 Prob-

lems arising from competing classes may benefit by consolidation of the actions in one

court 308

Data. We found that overlapping classes generally arose in related cases that were not

consolidated with similar litigation pending in federal and state courts (see supra § l(b)).

Our data uncovered five cases with what appeared to be duplicative or overlapping

classes. The data showed that those cases generated few difficulties, if any, for the court.

In several instances, the federal court avoided parallel proceedings by issuing a stay

pending the completion of trial in related state litigation. Aside from our search for file

references to related and consolidated, cases, we did not inquire int the existence of

competing class actions.

(19) Res Judicata
Callfor Research. There are no data from the field study on this topic. It would be inter-

esting to pursue the, extent'to which opt-out plaintiffs or objecting class members filed an

action" on the 'same issues that were addressed in the class action. Our' data would permit

identification of counsel in those cases and a follow-up questionnaire or interview might

well uncover interesting and useful data.

(20) Appeals
Background: Proposed Revision to Rule 23. Under the final judgment rule,309 orders

granting or denying class certification are interlocutory and generally not appealable until

the entry of a final judgment; 3 0 however, in certain cases courts have allowed interlocu-

tory appeal under the limited exceptions of 28 U.S.C. §§ 1292(a) and (b) ?11 Generally,

tical behavior. 'For example, defendants could forum shop by delaying or accelerating particular actions.

Plaintiffs could collude with similarly aligned parties-in stalking horse litigation, diverting their opponents'

attention or seeking collateral advantages such as the cumulative benefits'of inconsistent discovery rulings."'

Id. at 1101 n.12 (quoting Miller & Crump, supra, at 24 (footnotes omitted))).

307. Id. at 1101.
308. Subclasses will often be necessary when independent actions are brought on behalf of classes that

overlap or conflict with- classes represented in other actions. For example, in the settling Antibiotics cases,

well over 100 actions were filed, including several brought on behalf of nationwide classes. To avoid obvious

conflicts, and to ease administrative chores, the consumer classes were redefined on a geographical basis,

with states named as representatives of statewide consumer classes. 2 Newberg & Conte, supra note 55, §

7.31, at 7-93 to 7-94 (citing West Virginia v. Chas. Pfizer & Co., 314 F. Supp. 710 (S.D.N.Y. 1970), aff'd,

440 F.2d 1079 (2d Cir.), cert. denied,404 U.S. 871 (1971)). "Similarly, nonsettling Antibiotics actions were

upheld as statewide classes after being transferred for coordinated pretrial proceedings." Id. at 7-94 (citing In

re Coordinated Pretrial Proceedings in Antibiotics Antitrust Actions, 333 F. Supp. 278 (S.D.N.Y. 1971),

nonsettling actions transferred, 320 F. Supp 586 (J.P.M.L. 1970).

309. Federal "courts of appeals . .. shall have jurisdiction of appeals from all final decisions of the district

courts." 28 U.S.C. § 1291 (1988).

310. Coopers & Lybrand v. Livesay, 437 U.S. 463, 471 (1978) (order decertifying a class is not appeal-

able under 28 U.S.C. § 1291); Gardner v. Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., 437 U.S. 478, 480 (1978) (not

appealable under 28 U.S.C. § 1292(a)(1)). But see Gary Plastic Packaging Corp. v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce,
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[c]lass action certification rulings involye some factual analysis and thus do not
qualify as "a controlling question of law as to which there is substantial ground
for difference of opinion .... " [28 U.S.C. § 1292(b).] In short, there is little
likelihood of immediate review of class action rulings even though such rulings
may be crucial and controlling in the future conduct of the case.3 12

Pendent appellate jurisdiction over an otherwise unappealable order is available only to
the extent necessary to ensure meaningful review, of an appealable orderP13 Granting a
petition for writ of mandamus for certification review is rare.314

The proposed revision to Rule 23 would add a provision that authorizes immediate
appellate review of class certification rulings by leave of the court of appeals. As de-
scribed in the draft committee note, this provision is intended to afford an opportunity for
prompt correction of error before the parties incur significant litigation or settlement,
costs.315 The underlying theory is that class certification rulings very often have make-or-
break significance for the litigation, with denial of certification sometimes leading to
quick dismissal of the case and with granting of certification at times seen as forcing de-
fendants to settle. (See supra § 14(a).) The draft committee note anticipates that orders
permitting immediate appellate review will be "rare." Others speculate about whether
losing parties will seek interlocutory appellate review of nearly every decision on cer-
tification.

In 1986, the Special Committee on Class Action Improvements of the ABA Section of
Litigation recommended a code change that would be similar in effect to the proposed

Fenner & Smith, Inc., 903 F.2d 176 (2d Cir. 1990) (class representative's failure to prosecute its individual
claims created a final judgment; denial of class certification merged into that judgment), cert. denied, 498
U.S. 1025 (1991).

311. Forbush v. J.C. Penney Co.,994 F.2d 1101 (5th Cir. 1993) (interlocutory appeal reversed denial of
class certification); Gay v. Waiters & Dairy Lunchmen's Union, 549 F.2d 1330 (9th Cir. 1977) (ruling on
class certification that is integral to a preliminary injunction ruling, also appealed, may be reviewed pursuant
to 1292(a)). See also Castano v. American Tobacco Co., No. 95-30725, 1996 WL 273523, at *1 (5th Cir.
May 23, 1996) (certifying class certification ruling for interlocutory appeal, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1292(b)).
But see Hoxworth v. Blinder, Robinson & Co., Inc., 903 F.2d 186, 208-09 (3d Cir. 1990) (class certification
not reviewable under pendent appellate jurisdiction because preliminary injunction was vacated).

312. Downs, supra note 50, at 701.
313. Georgine v. Amchem Products, Inc., No. 94-1925, 1996 WL 242442, at *9 (3d Cir. May 10, 1996)

(holding that "[t]o give full effect to the appellants' right to review of the injunction, we must reach class
certification"). Hoxworth, 903 F.2d at 209.

314. In re Catawba Indian Tribe of S.C.,973 F.2d 1133 (4th Cir. 1992) (writ of mandamus will not issue
unless denying certification amounted to a usurpation of judicial power); Interpace Corp. v. Philadelphia, 438
F.2d 401 (3d Cir. 1971) (writ of mandamus power is rarely exercised in class action context). But see In re
American Medical Systems, Inc., 75 F.3d 1069, 1090 (6th Cir. 1996) (ruling that writ of mandamus to decer-
tify nationwide plaintiff class was justified because of trial court's "total disregard of the requirements of
Rule 23" in medical device products liability case); In re Rhone-Poulenc Rorer, Inc., 51 F.3d 1293, 1297 (7thCir.) (mandamus justified; district court certification of class was in error and delaying review would cause
irreparable harm), cert. denied, 116 S. Ct. 184 (1995).

315. Appellate review would be "available only by leave of the court of appeals promptly sought, and
proceedings in the district court . .. are not stayed ... unless the district judge or court of appeals so orders."
Cooper, supra note 14, Committee Note.
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rule amendment. 316 The ABA special committee proposed amending the jurisdictional
provisions of 28 U.S.C. § 1292 to permit appellate review of a certification ruling by
permission of the court of appeals "with accompanying safeguards designed to deter

vexatious or delaying resort to interlocutory review."317 The ABA special committee also
anticipated that orders permitting such interlocutory review would be rare.3' 8

Providing for discretionary interlocutory appeal of certification rulings might dovetail
with another proposed change: making some level of probable success on the merits an

additional element or factor for the court to consider in deciding whether to certify a

class. (See supra § 5(c).) Some argue that both proposed changes would affect the impact
of the certification ruling on parties', bargaining power during settlement negotiations.
Some maintain that allowing interlocutory appeal on certification would be even more
important if Rule 23 provided for consideration of probable success on the merits, be-

cause the certification ruling would make an even stronger statement on the potential out-
come of a- case than under the current rule.

(a) How often were appeals filed?

Data. In the four districts, the rate of filing at least one appeal in class action cases ranged
from 15% to 34% (see Figure 76)219 For this purpose, rate of appeal is defined as the

number of cases in which at least one appeal was -filed divided by the number of cases in
the study.320 It is important to recognize, however, that the pool of cases from which par-

ties generally might appeal is far less than all class actions in the study, because study

cases exhibited a high rate of settlement and settlement judgments are infrequently ap-

pealed (see Table 39 and discussion at supra § 14(a)). The overall rate of appeal (see
Figure 76) might have been even higher had it not been for the high rate of class settle-

ment. Significant differences in appeal rates for settled cases (appeal rates ranging from
9% to 21%) and nonsettled cases (ranging from 33% to 43%) were observed in three dis-

tricts. In the fourth court, the rate, of appeal was the same (15%) for both settled and non-
settled cases.

In three districts, noncertified cases were more likely to have one or more appeals than
certified cases (see Figure 76). These findings may reflect the higher rate of settlement

316. The ABA special committee made this recommendation prior to the enactment of 28 U.S.C. §

1292(e) (Supp. 1993) which provides the statutory authority for using the rule-making process to permit an

appeal of interlocutory orders.
317. ABA Special Committee Report, supra note 10,at 200. The report cited 28 U.S.C. § 1927 (1988),

Fed. R. Civ. P. 7, Fed. R. App. P. 38, and inherent judicial power as "ample deterrents against abusive resort

to interlocutory review." Id. at 211.
318. Id. at 211.
319. In the time study, 14% of the class actions included one or more appeals. Willging et al., supra note

26, at 28. For discussion and statistics on appeal rates in federal civil cases, see generally Carol Krafka et al.,

Stalking the Increase in the Rate of Federal Civil Appeals 6-7, n.13 (Federal Judicial Center 1995); Judith A.

McKenna, Structural and Other Alternatives for the Federal Courts of Appeals: Report to the United States

Congress and the Judicial Conference of the United States 29-30 (Federal Judicial Center 1993); Richard A.

Posner, The Federal Courts: Crisis and Reform 89-91 (1985).
320. There are other ways to estimate appeal rates for these and other purposes. See, e.g., Krafka et al.,

supra note 319, at 4-6, 21-22; McKenna, supra note 319, at 29 & n.57.
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found in certified cases (see Table 39 and discussion at supra § 14(a)(i)). In the fourth
district, there was no difference in appeal rates for certified and noncertified cases.

Because of the elevated stakes in trial cases, one might expect that the Percentage of
cases that resulted in appeal would be higher for cases that go to trial compared to those
that do not; This expectation was borne out for the four districts, in the aggregate. Cases in
the study resulted in eighteen trials and twelve of those trials led to appeals on trial-
related issues (see Tables 43. and 44) 321 a 67% rate of. appeal.322 Looking only at fully
completed trials, that is, excluding four cases that settled during 'trial (three, of which re-
sulted in no appeal}, the rate of appeal was higher (79%). Given that these rates are for a
small number of trials in cases terminated in a two-year period in four ditricts combined,
they cannot be used to predict the rates for class actions nationally. It is interesting to
note, however, that these appeal rates are much higher than past findings of the nation-;
wide appeal rate for all civil cases that terminated by trial. For example, a 1981 study
found a 24% rate of appeal after full trials in 18,500 cases terminating between 1977 and
the first half of 1978.323

There were twelve, thirty-four, thirty-six, and fifty-six appeals in the four districts. All
but two of the appeals were from a final judgment or order. Most cases with appellate
review included only one appeal. Two districts experienced multiple appeals in about a;
third of the cases with appeals; the comparable rate for the other' two districts was around
10% (see Figure 77).

(b),FHow often did appeals alter the prior decision of the trial judge?
Data: Overview of Results on Appeal. Few of the appeals resulted in altering the prior
decision of the- trial judge (see Figure 78).324 The appellate courts 'reversed, vacated, or
remanded in full in about 15% of the appeals from three districts and 6% from the
foUh.325 Appellate decisions affirmed in full with much greater frequency -in about
50% of decided appeals in three districts and in 33% in the fourth, court. The other fre-
quent disposition was dismissal of the appeal, either by the court of appeals' or by stipula-

321. Eight of 12 appeals of trial results led to an appellate ruling and the other four appeals were dis-
missed (see Tables 43 and 44).

322. In computing rate of appeal, for this purpose, the numerator was the number of post-trial appeals in
cases where trial commenced; the denominator was the number of study cases where a trial commenced.

323. Gordon Bermant et al., Protracted Civil Trials: Views from the Bench and the Bar, Table 6, at 41
(Federal Judicial Center 1981). See, also J. Woodford Howard, Jr., Court of Appeals in the Federal Judicial
System: A Study of the Second, Fifth, and District of Columbia Circuits, Table 2.5,-at 35 (1981).

324. The disposition data shown in Figure 78 is broken down further by appeals filed by plaintiffs (see
Figure 79) and defendants (see Figure 80). Figures 78-80 show the number of decided appeals, rather than
the number of cases with appeals; some cases had more than one appeal.

325. These percentages were obtained by dividing the number of appellate reversals, vacations, or re-
mands for each district by the total number of appeals filed in study cases in that district, with the denomina-
tor excluding appeals Where the court of appeals had not yet issued a decision. These five excluded appeals,
shown in the legend for Figure 78, amount to about 3.6% of appeals filed in study cases in the four districts
combined.
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tion of the parties. This occurred at rates in the four districts ranging from 28% to 36% of
decided appeals (see Figure 78).326

Plaintiffs were appellants more often than defendants were. Plaintiffs filed about 75%
of the appeals in three districts and 85% in the fourth.327 The preliminary time study
found that plaintiffs filed 71% of the appeals in that sample of fifty-one class actions na-
tion-wide.328

In the instant study, between 13% and 26% of plaintiffs' appeals were successful, in
whole or in part, in reversing or, vacating trial court decisions in three courts. 329 The
fourth court did not have a sufficient number of appeals for this stratification (see Figure
79). Few defendants' appeals resulted in reversal or vacation (see Figure 80).

Data: Reversals. Generally in study tcassiaf~ter appellate reversal and remand of a
dispositive order, case resolution in favor of the class appeared more likely if a class had
been certified prior to the appeal than if no class had been certified. While other explana-
tions may be possible for these observations, our study data establish a plausible hypothe-
sis that may warrant further testing.

Reversals in Cases with Certified Classes, Viewing the four districts as an aggregate,
appellate reversals in whole or in part occurred in seven cases where the district court had
certified a class prior to the appeal (see Table 49). In four of the seven cases, after the
appellate court reversed a final judgment, the district court on remand approved a class
settlement. The judgments appealed from in three of these four cases had been dispositive
in favor of the defendants .330, The fourth case settled despite the court of appeals reversal
of summary judgment for the plaintiff class on liability. In the other three of these seven
cases, the court of appeals vacated a settlement (the General Motors Pick-Up Truck Liti-
gation now pending in the district court), affirmed nearly all ,6f a summary judgment for
defendants in another case (also pending), and in the third case vacated a decision in fa-
vor of defendants with instructions to dismiss the case for lack of jurisdiction.

Reversals in Cases with No Class Previously Certified. Thirteen reversals occurred in
cases where a class was not certified before appeal, again looking at the four districts as

326. These calculations exclude appeals where no appellate disposition information was available. See
supra note 325.

327. This is not surprising given (1) the frequency and outcome of defendant motions to dismiss some or
all of plaintiff claims, (2) the frequency and outcome of plaintiff motions for class certification, and (3) the
outcome of trials in study cases. For example, motions to dismiss were granted in full or in part in about 75%
of the rulings on motions to dismiss in two districts and in about 48% of such rulings in the other two districts
(see Table 25). The district court denied certification of a plaintiff class in about one-third of the rulings on
'class certification in three districts and in half of the rulings in the fourth district (see supra § 5). For all four
districts combined, plaintiffs were unsuccessful in about 70% of the trials that commenced, not counting tri-
als that settled before completion (see Tables 43 and 44).

328. Willging et al., supra note 26, at 28.
329. See supra note 326.
330. In the first of these three cases, an appellate panel vacated summary judgment for the defendants. In

the second case, the court of appeals reversed the district court' s dismissal of the case for failure to state a
claim; the district court had certified a plaintiff class on the same date that it dismissed the case. In the third
settled case, the court of appeals'twice reversed and remanded summary judgments for the defendants, once
before and once after class certification.
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an aggregate. The aftermath of reversals in these cases did not appear as favorable to the
class' as where a class had been certified before the filing of the appeal (see Table 50
compared to Table 49).

All but one of the thirteen'were plaintiff appeals of claim dismissal or sunimary judg-
mnent'for 'tie' defrndats.331' Despite appellate reversal of these judgments A32 remand led
to dismissal or no substantive success on plaintiffs' original claims in all'but five of the
twelve cases with plaintiff'appeals, three' of those five remanded cases are pending in
dstict' court. Another one of the five resulted in class certification and class settlement'
after remand. In the one additional case, a class was certified after reversal 'of the first
summary, judgment ruling for defendants; the case eventually settled after appellate' re-
versal of a second sunimary judgment ruling for defendants. 333

Data. Isspes o-A ppeal. We categorized the principal issues and related outcomes opn-
appeal in Tablest' 5,1irough 54. , 

Implications for Proposed Amendments to Rule 23. Study data on appeals can be in-
terpreted in several ways but they should not be viewed as kpredictors of the universe of
class action cases nation-wide. Becausestudy datareflectia small number of appeals in a
limited time'period in only four districts, we cannot.nake broad-based conclusions,

Current supporters of therule change have 'maintaineddthat an appellate reversal of the
class,,certification decision could change the lifeiof a case in ways far beyond the class
certification itself. Some might read the study's reversal and remand findings to suggest:
that certifying a class before a plaintiffs', appealof dismissal or summary judgment had a
significant impact on the eventual outcome of the case; Not surprisingly, cases certified
before sucihappealhad a higher likelihoold of'class settlement after remand than those
cases, with noQiclass certification before the appeal, suggesting the potential importance to
a plaintiff class of a favorable and timely, ruling on certificaton.334 Somealso might read
the data to suggest that the absence of class certificationl'before appeal of a dispositive

331. In the defendants' appeal in one case, the'appellate panel vacated the district court's injunction and
award of nominal damages to individual plaintiffs, resulting in nominal damages on remand.

332. For example, in one case, the court of appeals vacated partial summary judgment for the defendants
with instructions to dismiss plaintiffs' claims. In another case, plaintiffs and intervenors successfully chal-
lenged the district court's dismissal of the case but were unsuccessful in geting a reversal of the denial of
class certification. In a third case, the court of appeals reversed in part the grant of defendant's motion for
summary judgment.

333. Interestingly, there' was no district court ruling on certification prior to the initial appeal in these two
settled cases, whereas in over half of the other reversal cases the trial court ruled on, but denied, class cer-
tification before the filing of the appeal.

334. Some may argue that our results illustrate that rulings on dispositive motions, before giving plaintiffs
the opportunity to have their class certified, could be viewed as a detriment to plaintiffs (see Table 50). If this
phenomenon is widespread beyond the four districts, plaintiffs' lawyers might conclude 'after considering
other'factors that they prefer the issuance of a certification ruling before any ruling on dispositive motions,
rather than run the risk of waiting and possibly precluding, any' future ruling on certification. See supra §
14(a)(i). Some plaintiffs' counsel might see this as a reason to oppose the proposed amendment to Rule 23
that would authorize, and thus possibly promote, district court rulings on dispositive motions prior to rulings
on class certification, putting aside the cost of notice problem for purposes of this discussion. See supra §
5(c).
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order may decrease the likelihood of settlement upon remand, even if the appellate ruling
on the dispositive motion is fully favorable to the plaintiff.

These readings of the data parallel the general observation that certified cases settled at
a higher rate than noncertified cases (see supra § 14(a)). These outcomes may indicate a
higher level of merit in certified cases than in.noncertified cases. Although one cannot
conclude from our data' that class certification causes settlement, class certification before
appeal could be viewed as one of the factors that led to eventual settlement. But, defen-
dants and their counsel may view these cases as illustrations to support their arguments
that certification exerts pro-plaintiff pressure on defendants.

(c) To what extent did appellate review serve to correct errors in procedural
decisions relating to the class acti& icli'~nism, such as class certification?

Data: Appeals Involving Certification. Study results suggest that litigants infrequently
seek appellate review of district court decisions involving class action mechanics, such as
certification or class settlement. For example, in the four districts'combined, seven cases
included appeals on class certification issues (see Table 55).

Putative class representatives appealed the denial of class certification in a total of five
cases; two of the denials were reversed and remanded,'two were affirmed, and one appeal
was dismissed. After these appellate rulings, three of the cases were dismissed without
class certification and two are pending in the district court. A class was certified in one of
the pending cases; nonclas's claims are pending in the othericase.

Parties other than class representatives filed certification appeals in two cases. In the
General Motors Pick- Up Truck Litigation, objecting class members successfully chal-
lenged a class settlement judgment and the standards usedd, to certify the class.' And, in
another case,, defendants twice appealed certification of a plaintiffs' class. The appellate
court deemed the first district court certification decision as interlocutory and not review-
able.335 When the certification decision, later came up for'appellate review with a final
order, the court of appeals affirmed class certification.

Discussion. There' could be several explanations for the small number of appeals in-
volving class certification. For example, most class action appeals, given that they were
nearly always filed after a final judgment,'may have excluded certification issues because
other issues, such as the merits of the claims, may' have superseded the need or feasibility
of revisiting the certification issue. Also, there was no apparent opposition to certification
with respect to 50% to 60% of certification orders in the study. (See supra § 6(a); see also
supra § 2(a).) In about 18% of the study's certified class actions, the parties submitted a
proposed settlement before or simultaneously with the first motion to certify. (See supra §
5(d).)'

When certification is granted, some defendants might settle rather than incur the costs
of litigating to final judgment and appeal 336 Likewise, when certification, is denied, indi-
vidual plaintiffs might be unwilling to incur expenses disproportionate to their individual

335. Hoxworth v. Blinder, Robinson & Co., Inc., 903 F.2d 186, 209 (3d Cir. 1990).
336. See Cooper, supra note 14, Committee Note.
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recoveries to litigate further to secure appellate review on certification. 337 These projec-
tions of the impact on plaintiffs and defendants can be yiewed as consistent with the rea-
soning offered in the ABA special committee's commentary to its 1986 recommendation
on interlocutory appeal.338

Regardless of the reasons, the dearth of certification appeals in the study does not nec-
essarily mean that the revised rule would not have generated more appeals in these cases
had it been in effect during the study period. Some believe that, since certification is a
settlement-significant event, if parties can seek appeal they will, especially defendants
challenging the grant of certification. (See supra § 14(a)(i).) The'discretionary nature of
the proposed rule, however, is designed to be a guard against abuse of the appellate proc-
ess.

Estimating Appeals of Certification Rulings Under the Proposed Amendment. Our data-
may be useful as a description of the number of certification appeals currently taken. One
might reasonably expect at least that many interlocutory appeals under the proposed
amendment. Our data cannot predict, however, tow many parties will seek such appellate
review and how these interlocutory appeals will affect settlement prospects.

Even though few appeals in study cases involved the certification ruling itself, an
analysis of all appeals in cases with certification rulings may provide some insight into
how many additional appeals the amended rule might bring. In two districts nearly two-
thirds of class actions included at least one ruling on certification, nearly half did in the
third district, but only 36% did in the fourth (see'Figure 8 1). Most (84% to 1 Oo) of the
appeals in these cases occurred after the ruling on certification (see Figure 82). Appeals,
of any kind, in cases with rulings on certification occurred at about the same rate (19% to
34%) as in cases without any ruling on certification (see Figure 83 compared to Figure
76).

Many believe that the appellate courts will not grant appeals of routine certification
decisions. The finding that only $9% to 34% of cases with rulings on certification re-
sulted in any appeal on any issue (see Figure 83) could support the draft committee note's
statement that the number of orders granting appeal under the proposed amendment

337. As described supra in § 20(c), the court of appeals reversed the denial of certification in two of the
seven cases with appeals on certification issues. Such reversals have been cited as one of the reasons for
authorizing interlocutory appeals concerning certification. Under the current rule, if the denial of class cer-
tification is reversed on appeal after the entry of a final judgment in the case, putative class members can
delay their decision to opt in until remand with full knowledge of the nature of the final judgment. Some have
argued that this scenario gives putative class members the advantage of "one way intervention." See Cooper,
supra note 14, Committee Note. The infrequency of these types of cases in the study does not necessarily
mean that they occur as infrequently in other cases or in other districts.

338. The ABA committee commentary stated:
If [class certification] is denied, the individual plaintiff must abandon his efforts to represent the alleged
class or incur expenses wholly disproportionate to his individual recovery in order to secure appellate re-
View of the certification ruling. If, as often happens, the individual plaintiff is unwilling to incur such an
expense, the case is dismissed and the certification ruling is never reviewed.... Conversely, if class cer-
tification is erroneously granted, a defendant faces potentially ruinous liability and may be forced to settle
a case rather than run the economic risk of trial in order to secure review of the certification ruling.

ABA Special Committee Report, supra note 10, at 210-1 1.
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would be rare. However, as discussed above, there are strongly held views that parties
will seek review of certification rulings as freely as possible and that the proposed revi-
sion adding consideration of probable success would increase the significance of the cer-
tification ruling.

Data: Appeals on Other Class Action Issues. In addition to the certification appeals
described above, only a small number of other appeals could be identified as characteris-
tic of class actions. Most of these were fee-award appeals (four or fewer in each district).
Arguably, these are not uniquely characteristic of class actions, particularly where a fee-
shifting statute applied. (See supra § 16(d) for a discussion of the results on these ap-
peals.)

In addition, prospective intervenors appealed the denial of intervention in one case in
one district and in two cases in another. None of the intervenors was successful on ap-
peal.

Objecting class members sought appellate review of the fairness and reasonableness of
a class settlement in only one case, the General Motors Pick-Up Truck Litigation. That
settlement was vacated. In two other appeals, a third-party defendant challenged the dis-
trict court's approval of a settlement; however, those appeals were dismissed. Finally, in
one case, the trial court's disqualification of plaintiffs' counsel was affirmed as part of an
appeal of the district court's decision on class certification.

In section 10(c) supra, we saw that the certified class actions included twenty-one ob-
jections to some aspect of the notice process. But, no appeal involved any issue related to
notice to the class.

(21) Class Action Attorneys

(a) How extensive was the class action bar across the four districts?
Data and Discussion. Some have expressed concerns about the prevalence of "class ac-
tion firms" that appear with great frequency in class actions across the country .39 Related
to these concerns are questions concerning conflicts of interest that arise in class actions
and even allegations of collusion between class counsel, defense counsel, and representa-
tive parties in certain cases

Using court files,341 we identified lead, co-lead, and liaison counsel 342 in 150 of the
152 certified cases in the study343 and in 4 noncertified cases.344 These attorneys were

339. See generally Janet Cooper Alexander, Do. the Merits Matter? A Study of Settlements in Securities
Class Actions, 43 Stan. L. Rev. 497, 521-22, 545-48 (1991).

340. See generally Coffee, Unfaithful Champion, supra note 262, at 37-38; Senate Staff Report, supra
note 8, at 61-62, 73-76.

341. Court files, of course, would not identify behind-the-scenes participation by lawyers who did not
enter an appearance or identify themselves in a settlement or other document.

342. For definition and discussion of lead counsel and liaison counsel, see MCL 3d, supra note 34, §
20.22.

343. The court docket indicated that plaintiffs in the other two certified cases appeared pro se.
344. In 107 certified cases and 4 noncertified cases in the study, we identified counsel from court orders

appointing class counsel or from notices to the class that included the name of class counsel. These 111 cases
were as follows: 31 in E.D. Pa., 12 in S.D. Fla., 36 in N.D. Ill., and 32 in N.D. Cal. In 8 of the 111 cases,
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from 160 different law firms from across the country. In most cases, more than one firm
served as class counsel and at least one of the lead attorneys was from within the district
where the case was being heard.

Two-thirds of the 160 firms had offices within the district where their respective cases
were pending. As one might expect given the districts studied, most of these firms had
offices in the Philadelphia, Miami, Chicago, or San Francisco metropolitan areas and they
appeared more often within their respective districts than in the other study districts.
However, certain Philadelphia firms had offices in California or Florida and appeared
frequently outside E.D. Pa.

A third of the 160 firms were from outside the study districts and generally appeared
as co-lead counsel. Most of these finns were from New York City (18 firms), Los Ange-
les (5 firms), or Washington, D.C. (5 firms). Other firms hailed from various states, in-
cluding Ohio (4 firms), Minnesota (3 firms), Massachusetts (2 firms), and Michigan (2
firms).

(b) How often did the same attorneys appear as counsel for the class in different
cases and in different courts?
Data. As an indication of how often the same attorneys appeared as class counsel in dif-
ferent cases in different courts, we looked at the firms that were lead or co-lead counsel in
four or more cases. 345 For the four districts combined, there were twelve such firms in
ninety-five cases. All but two were certified cases. This means that these twelve firms
were lead or co-lead counsel in 63% of the certified cases in the study.

One firm was lead or co-lead in seventeen cases and liaison counsel in two cases.
These nineteen cases were spread more or less evenly among three districts, with no
cases in N.D. Ill. Two other firms were each lead or co-lead counsel in about fifteen cases
in three districts, again with no cases in N.D. Ill. One Washington, D.C., firm was in four
cases in three districts. The other eight firms appeared almost exclusively in cases in their
own districts. Interestingly, among these eight firms, the three Chicago firms did not ap-
pear outside N.D. Ill. (see Table 56).

liaison counsel were appointed in addition to lead or co-lead counsel; in I case lead counsel was appointed
for a certified defendants' class.

For 43 additional certified cases where court orders or class notices did not identify lead or co-lead coun-
sel, we assumed that plaintiffs' attorneys listed on the docket sheets were lead or co-lead counsel. There were
24 such cases in E.D. Pa., none in S.D. Fla., 15 in N.D. Ill., and 4 in N.D. Cal.

345. Each consolidation of cases is counted as one case.
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Conclusion
In this section, we summarize some of the more intriguing findings, discuss implications
for policy makers, and suggest areas for future research.

Summary of significant findings. Based on assumptions in the ABA committee report,
we expected to find considerable litigation over the appropriate Rule 23 category, 346 judi-
cial reluctance to examine the merits of cases before ruling on class certification 347 and
limited opportunities for appeal of certification rulings before final judgment-.

We found little litigation about which Rule 23 category was appropriate. This finding
across four districts suggests that the need for collapsing Rule 23's three categories is not
as critical as some have suggested, but the question of whether the amount of litigation
we found would justify a rule change is, a policy question. Further, collapsing categories
could create unintended consequences, such as clouding existing case precedent on no-
ticing, opting out, and similar matters. Our finding raises questions about the need for a
rule change but could not address whether there would be any harmful effect of changing
the rule.

We also found, contrary to a premise underlying the ABA special committee's rec-
ommendation, that judges frequently ruled on motions to dismiss and motions for sum-
mary judgment prior to ruling on class certification. Among judges who did not so rule,
however, we cannot rule out the possibility that some may have considered the absence
of express permission for precertification merits rulings to be a factor that restrained them
from so ruling. Again, our data do not suggest that the proposed change would have
harmful effects. An unintended, but not necessarily harmful, consequence of the proposed
change might be, for example, a dramatic shift in allocating the costs of notice. Our data
suggest that the parties often appear to avoid imposing the full cost of notice on the pro-
ponent of the class despite the clear ruling in Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacqueline.348 Explicitly
permitting precertification rulings on the merits would remove one of Eisen's major
premises and make the rule consistent with the general practice that we found.

Concerning interlocutory appeals 349 study data confirmed the assumption in the ABA
committee report that there are limited opportunities for appellate review, interlocutory or

346. ABA Special Committee Report, supra note 10, at 3-4 ("this problem arises frequently").
347. Id. at 10 ("Clarification [is needed] to eliminate confusion concerning proper treatment of pre-

certification motions ... and to authorize consideration of such motions prior to certification of the class. . .

348.417 U.S. 156 (1974).
349. ABA Special Committee Report, supra note 10, at 10 (recommending discretionary interlocutory
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not, of decisions on certification. We also found limited success by appellants in altering

district court decisions generally and few appeals of certification decisions. Whether the

paucity of successful appeals of certification decisions is attributable to the lack of op-

portunity for earlier appeals of certification decisions or to the lack of appealable issues

that survive final judgment cannot be answered with our data for various reasons. For ex-

ample, because parties often settled certified class actions, only dissenting class members

or intervenors would have retained'a right to appeal. Thus, the number of appeals we

found is not necessarily a measure of the number of issues that might have been candi-

dates for interlocutory appeal immediately after the certification decision.

Based on-anecdotal evidence, we expected to find a high level of abuse in the form of

attorneys' fees that were disproportionate to the: class recoveries.350 Instead we found that

attorneys' fees were generally in the traditional range of approximately one-third of the

total settlement. While attorneys clearly derived substantial benefits from settlements, the

recoveries to the class in most cases were not trivial in comparison to the fees. But, re-

coveries by individual class members were in amounts that could not be expected to sup-

port individual actions. This finding confirms that'many cases satisfy an underlying pur-

pose of Rule 23', whicli is to provide a mechanism for the collective'litigation of relatively

small claims that'would not otherwise support cost-effective litigation. Our findings,

however, do not address themonetary value or sufficiency of plaintiffs' recoveries in re-

lation to any monetary losses they may have incurred,
Anecdotal evidence also led us to expect to find substantial evidence of "strike suits"

where filing a class action or certifying a class coerced settlement without regard to the

merits of claims.351 Instead we found that although certified cases in the study settled at a

higher rate than cases not certified as class actions', there were] no objective indications

that settlement was coerced by class certification. Rather, we found that settlements often

appeared to be the combined product of a case surviving a motion to dismiss and/or a

motion for summary judgment as well as being certified as a class action. Whether the

size of the potential liability affected settlement was beyond the scope of the current

study.
On the other hand, we found a sizable number of cases that might be characterized as

unsuccessful strike suits, that is, cases that were filed as class actions and never certified

as'such. Such cases were often found to be without merit and were terminated by rulings

on motions to dismiss or motions for summary judgment, not by settlements, coerced or

otherwise. These data suggest that judges generally rule promptly'on the merits of claims

and that these rulings'frequently dispose of unmeritorious claims.

One of the more surprising findings was that settlement and trial rates for cases filed as

class actions were not much different from settlement and trial rates for civil cases gener-

appellate review of rulings on certification).
350. See, e.g., Senate Staff Report, supra note 8, at 7 ("settlements yield large fees for plaintiffs' lawyers

but compensate investors for only a fraction of their actual losses"); see also Private Securities Litigation

Reform Act of 1995, 15 U.SC.A. § 77z-I (a)(6) (West Supp. 1996) (attorneys' fees in securities class actions

shall be limited -to "a reasonable percentage of the amount of any damages and 'prejudgment interest actually

paid to the class").
351. See text accompanying supra notes 100 to 109 (§ 5(c)) and notes 211 to 215 (§ 14(a)).
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ally.352 The findings on settlement and trial rates are consistent with a general trend to-
ward fewer trials and more settlements in' civil litigation in federal district courts A53

Addressing one of the advisory committee's fundamental questions, we found that
there are significant numbers of "routine" class actions that represent relatively standard
or "easy" applications of Rule 23, especially in the securities and civil rights contexts.
This finding suggests that there are well-established applications of Rule 23 that might be
affected by a major restructuring of class action procedures.

Calls for research, In many respects, this study report represents a threshold empirical
look at contemporary class actions. Because of time and budget constraints, we were un-
able to address certain issues that the advisory committee identified and, in the course of
our research, we came across additidonialfs'setshat waarrant further study. We noted those
issues in the various sections of the report and summarize them here primarily with the
hope that we might stimulate other researchers to pursue them.

There is a basic need for research to determine the incidence or volume of'class ac-
tions throughout the ninety-four districts of the federal system. Nation-wide statistics on
class actions are reported to and by the Administrative, Office of the U.S. Courts, but that
reporting is not complete. For the four courts in this study we identified the majority of
cases selected for the study by using electronic searches of dockets and databases of pub-
lished opinions; the majority of the study cases could not be found in the statistics re-
ported to the Administrative Office?54 Similar searches for a scientifically selected sam-
ple of the other ninety districts would be required 'to get a' clear picture of the national
incidence of class action activity.

The advisory committee sought information about class representatives that we were
unable to provide given the limits of our time and resources. Interviews of lawyers and
class representatives would be necessary, for example, to develop a clearer picture of
how representatives and attorneys come to be involved in class actions. Along similar
lines, interviews of nonrepresentative class members, especially those who participate in
the process by filing objections, claims, or opt-out notices would provide an opportunity
to examine in-depth any "grass roots" dissatisfaction with particular class action settle-
ments.

Some researchers have attempted to assess the percentage of individual loss that class
action settlements redress 55 Surveying class members might provide a better source of
information about individual damages and the percentage of those damages recovered
through the class actions process. Further, an expanded analysis of the content of notices
sent to class members could provide more complete information about the clarity and ef-
fectiveness of notices in communicating relevant information about settlements.356

352. See text accompanying supra notes 46 to 49 (§ 2(b)).
353. See Donna Stienstra & Thomas E. Willging, Alternatives to Litigation: Do They Have a Place in the

Federal District Courts 33-36, 68 (Federal Judicial Center 1995) (federal civil trial rate diminished from
more than 7% to less than 4% between 1970 and 1993).

354. See the section "Identification and Definition of Class Actions" in Appendix D, infra, and Table 57.
355. See Senate Staff Report, supra note 8, at 151-61 (summarizing studies of whether the merits matter

in securities class actions).
356. See text accompanying supra notes 177 to 185 (§ 10(d)).
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'Also, study of the relationship among multiple filings of class actions seems in order.
We encountered related cases in state and federal courts and noted their presence? 57 A
more in-depth look at such overlapping cases might provide insights, into ways to im-
prove federal-state coordination and federal management of multidistrict and intradistrict
consolidations.

Studying the res judicata effects of class' settlements or adjudication would also be an-
other worthy candidate for further research. In a similar vein, studying the frequency and
nature of satellite or subsequent litigation by class members who opt out could 'generate
data comparing class and individual recoveries 'and could thereby facilitate examining the
sufficiency of class action settlements.

These' calls for research suggest that there is much to be done before systematic data
are available to put into perspective the anecdotes and generalizations that long have been
driving the' debate about class actions.'

357. See text accompanying supra notes 32 to 41 (§2(b)).
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Appendix A
PROPOSED RULE 23-1993

Rule 23. Class Actions.
(a) Prerequisites. One' or more members of a class may sue or be sued as representatives on be-half of all if-with respect to the claims, defenses, or issues certified for class action treatment-

(1) the members are so numerous that the joinder of all is impracticable;
(2) legal or factual questions are common to the class;
(3) the representative parties' positions typify those of the class;
(4) the representative parties and their attorneys are willing and able to fairly and adequately

protect the interests of all persons while members of the class until relieved by the court
from that fiduciary duty; and

(5) a class action is superior to other available methods for the fair and efficient adjudication ofthe controversy.
(b) Whether a Class Action Is Superior. The matters pertinent in deciding under (a)(5) whethera class action is superior to other available methods include:

(1) the extent to which separate actions by or against individual members might result in
(A) inconsistent or varying adjudications that would establish incompatible standards ofconduct for the party opposing the class, or
(B) adjudications that, as a practical matter, would dispose of the nonparty members' inter-

ests or reduce their ability to protect their interests;
(2) the extent to which the relief may take the form of an injunction or declaratory judgment re-specting the class as a whole;
(3) the extent to which common questions of law or fact predominate over any questions af-fecting only individual members;
(4) the class members' interests in individually controlling the prosecution or defense of sepa-rate actions;
(5) the extent and nature of any related litigation already begun by or against members of theclass;
(6) the desirability or undesirability of concentrating the litigation in the particular forum; and(7) the likely difficulties in managing a class action which will be eliminated or significantly

reduced if the controversy is adjudicated by other available means.
(c) Determinations by Order Whether Class Action To Be Certified; Notice and Membership inClass; Judgment; Multiple-Classes and Subclasses.

(1) As soon as practicable after persons sue or are sued as representatives of a class, the courtmust determine by order whether and with respect to what claims, defenses, or issues theaction should be certified as a class action.
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(A) An order certifying a class action must describe the class and determine whether, when,

how, and under what conditions putative members may elect to be excluded from, or in-

cluded in, the class. The matters pertinent to this determination will ordinarily include

(i) the nature of the controversy and the relief sought;

(ii) the extent and nature of the members' injuries or liability;

(iii) potential conflicts of interest among members;

(iv) the interest of the party opposing the class in securing a final and consistent resolu-

tion of the matters in controversy; and

(v) the inefficiency or impracticality of separate actions to resolve the controversy.

When appropriate, a putative member's election to be excluded may be conditioned upon

a prohibition against maintaining a separate action on some or all of the matters in con-

troversy in the class action or a prohibition against its relying in a separate action upon

any judginent rendered or factual finding in favor of the class, and a putative memnber's

election to be included in a class may be conditioned upon its bearing a fair share of liti-

gation expenses incurred by the representative parties.

(B) An order under this subdivision may be conditional, and may be altered or amended be-

fore final judgment.

(2) When ordering that an action be certified as a class action under this rule, the court must di-

rect that appropriate notice be given to the class under subdivision (d)(1)(C). The notice

must concisely and clearly describe the nature of the action; the claims, defenses, or issues

with respect to which the class has been certified; the persons who are members of the

class; any conditions affecting exclusion or inclusion in the class; and the potential conse-

quences of class membership. In determining how, and to whom, notice will be given, the

court may consider the matters listed in (b) and (c)(1)(A), the expense and difficulties of

providing actual notice to all class members, and the nature and extent of any adverse con-

sequences that class members may suffer from a failure to receive actual notice.

(3) The judgment in an action certified as a class action, whether or not favorable to the class,

must specify or describe those who are members of the class or have elected to be excluded

on conditions affecting any separate actions.

(4) When appropriate, an action may be certified as a class action with respect to particular

claims, defenses, or issues, by or against multiple classes or subclasses. Subclasses need not

separately satisfy the requirements of subdivision (a)(1).

(d) Orders in Conduct of Class Actions.

(i) In the conduct of actions to which this rule applies, the court may make appropriate orders

that:
(A) determine the course of proceedings or prescribe measures to prevent undue repetition or

complication in the presentation of evidence or argument;

(B) decide a motion under Rule 12 or 56 before the certification determination if the court

concludes that the decision will promote the fair and efficient adjudication of the contro-

versy and will not cause undue delay;

(C) require notice to some or all of the class members or putative members of:

(i) any step in the action, including certification, modification, or decertification of a

class, or refusal to certify a class;

(ii) the proposed extent of the judgment; or
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(iii) the members' opportunity to signify whether they consider the representation fair and
adequate, to intervene and present claims or defenses, or otherwise to come into the
action;

(D) impose conditions on the representative, parties, class members, or intervenors;
(E) require the pleadings be amended to eliminate allegations about representation of absent

persons, and that the action proceed accordingly; or
(F) deal'with similar procedural matters.

(2) An order under Rule 23 (d)(1) may be combined with an order under Rule 16, and may be
altered or amended.

(e) Dismissal or Compromise. An action in which persons sue or are sued as representatives of a
class must not, before the court's ruling under 'subdivisionw(c)(1), be dismissed, be amended to
delete' the request for certification as a class action, or be compromised without approval of the.
court. An-action certified as a class action mustinot be dismissed or compromised without approval
of the court, and notice of a proposed] voluntary dismissal or compromise must be given to some or
all members of the class in such manner as the court directs' A proposal to dismiss or compromise
an action' certified as a6lass action may be referred to a magistrate judge' or other special master
under Rule 53 without regard to the provisionsof Rule 53(b).
(1)' Appeals. A court of appeals may permit an appeal frorn 'an order' granting or denying a request
for class action certification under this rule upon application to it within ten days 'after entry of the
order. An appeal does not stay proceedings' in the 'district court' unless the district judge or the
court of appeals so'orders.

COMMITTEE NOTE
Purpose of revision. 'As initially adopted, 'Rule 23 defined class actions as "true,"
"hybrid," or "spurious", according to the abstract nature of the rights involved. The 1966
revision created anew tripartite classification in subdivision (b), and then established dif-
ferent provisions 'relating to notice and exclusionary rights based on that classification.
For (b)(3) class actions, the rule mandated "individual notice to all members who can be
identified through reasonable effort" and a right by class members to "opt-out" of the
class. For (b)( 1) and (b)(2) class actions, however, the rule did not by its terms' mandate
any notice to class members, and was generally viewed as not permitting any exclusion
of class members. This' structure has frequently resulted in time-consuming procedural
battles either because the operative' facts did not fit neatly into any one of the three cate-
gories, or because more than one category could apply and the selection of the proper
classification would have a major impact on whether and how the case should proceed as
a class action.

In the revision,.the separate provisions of former subdivisions (b)(1), (b)(2), and (b)(3)
are combined to treat as pertinent factors in deciding "whether a class action is superior
to other available methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy,"
which is added as subdivision (a) as a prerequisite for any class action. The issue of supe-
riority of class action resolution is made a critical question, without regard to whether,
under the former language, the case would have been viewed as being brought under
(b)(1), (b)(2), or (b)(3). Use of a unitary standard, once the prerequisites of subdivision
(a) are satisfied, is the approach taken by the National Conference of Commissioners on
Uniform State Laws and adopted in several states.
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Questions regarding notice and exclusionary rights remain important in class ac-
tions-and, indeed, may be critical to due process. Under the revision, however, these
questions are ones that should be addressed on their own merits, given the needs and cir-
cumstances of the case and without being tied artificially to the particular classification of
the class action.

The revision emphasizes the need for the court, parties, and counsel to focus on the
particular claims, defenses, or issues that are appropriate for adjudication in a class ac-
tion. Too often, classes have been certified without recognition that separate controver-
sies may exist between plaintiff class members and a defendant which should not be
barred under the doctrine of claim preclusion. Also, the placement in subdivision (c)(4)
of the provision permitting class actions for particular issues has tended to obscure the
potential benefit of resolving certain claims and defenses on a class basis while leaving
other controversies for resolution in separate actions.

As revised, the rule will afford some greater opportunity for use of class actions in ap-
propriate cases notwithstanding the existence of claims, for individual damages and inju-
ries-at least for some issues, if not for the resolution of the individual damage claims
themselves. The revision is not, however, an unqualified license for certification of a class
whenever there are numerous injuries arising from a common or similar nucleus of facts.
The rule does not attempt to authorize or establish a system for "fluid recovery" of dam-
ages, nor does it attempt to expand or limit the claims that are subject to federal jurisdic-
tion by or against class members.

The major impact of this revision will be on cases at the margin: most cases that pre-
viously were certified as class actions will be certified under this rule, and most that were
not certified will not be certified under the rule. There will be a limited number of cases,
however, where the certification decision may differ from that under the prior rule, either
because of the use of a unitary standard or the greater flexibility [given] notice and mem-
bership in the class.

Various non-substantive stylistic changes are made to conform to style and conven-
tions adopted by the Committee to simplify the present rules.

Subdivision (a). Subdivision (a)(4) is revised to explicitly require that the proposed
class representatives and their attorneys be both willing and able to undertake the
fiduciary responsibilities inherent in representation of a class. The willingness to accept
such responsibilities is a particular concern when the request for class treatment is not
made by those who seek to be class representatives, as when a plaintiff requests certifica-
tion of a defendant class. Once a class is certified, the class representatives and their at-
torneys will, until the class is decertified or they are otherwise relieved by the court, have
an obligation to fairly and adequately represent the interests of the class, taking no action
for their own benefit that would be inconsistent with the fiduciary responsibilities of the
class.

Paragraph (5)-the superiority requirement-is taken from subdivision (b)(3) and be-
comes a critical element for all class actions.

The introductory language in subdivision (a) stresses that, in ascertaining whether the
five prerequisites are met, the court and litigants should focus on the matters that are be-
ing considered for class action certification. The words "claims, defenses, or issues" are
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used in a broad and non-legalistic sense. While there might be some cases in which a
class action would be authorized respecting a specifically defined cause of action, more
frequently the court would set forth a generalized statement of the matters for class action
treatment, such as all claims by class members against the defendant arising from the sale
of specified securities during a particular period of time.

Subdivision (c). Former paragraph (2) of this subdivision contained the provisions for
notice and exclusion in (b)(3) class actions.

Under the revision, the provisions relating to exclusion are made applicable to all class
actions, but with flexibility for the court to determine whether, when, and how putative
class members should be allowed, to exclude themselves from the class. The court may
also impose appropriate conditions on such "opt-outs"-or, in some cases, even require
that a putative member "opt-in" in order to be treated as a member of the class.

The potential for class members to exclude themselves from many class actions re-
mains a primary consideration for the court in determining whether to allow a case to
proceed as a class action, both to assure due process and in recognition of individual
preferences. Even in the most compelling situation for not allowing exclusion-the fact
pattern described in subdivision (b)(1)(A) -a person might nevertheless be allowed to be
excluded from the class upon the condition that the person will not maintain any separate
action and hence, as a practical matter, be bound by the outcome of the class action. The
opportunity to elect exclusion from a class may also be useful, for example, in some em-
ployment discrimination action in which certain employees otherwise part of the class
may, because of their own positions, wish to[ align themselves with the employer's side of
the litigation either to assist in the defense of the case or to oppose the relief sought for
the class.

Ordinarily, putative class members electing to be excluded from a plaintiff class will
be free to bring their own individual actions, unhampered by factual findings adverse to
the class, while potentially able, under the doctrine of issue preclusion, to benefit from
factual findings favorable to the class. The revised rule permits the court, as a means to
avoid this inequity, to impose a condition on "opting out" that will preclude an excluded
member from relying in a separate action upon findings favorable to the class.

Rarely should a court impose an "opt-in" requirement for membership in a class.
There are, however, situations in which such a requirement may be desirable to avoid the
potential due process problems, such as with some defendant classes or in cases where an
opt-out right would be appropriate but it is impossible or impractical to give meaningful
notice of the class action to all putative members of the class. With defendant classes it
may be appropriate to impose a condition that requires the "opting-in" defendant class
members to share in the litigation expenses of the representative party. Such a condition
would be rarely needed with plaintiff classes since typically the claims on behalf of the
class, if successful, would result in common fund or benefit from which litigation ex-
penses of the representative can be charged.

Under the revision, some notice of class certification is required for all types of class
actions, but flexibility is provided respecting the type and extent of notice to be given to
the class, consistent with constitutional requirements for due process. Actual notice to all
putative class members should not, for example, be needed when the conditions of subdi-
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vision (b)(1) are met or when, under subdivision (c)(1)(A), membership in the class is

limited to those who file an election to be members of the class. Problems have some-

times been encountered when the class members' individual interests, though meriting

protection,, were quite small when compared with the cost of providing notice'to each

member; the revision authorizes such factors to be taken into account by the court in de-

termining, subject to due process requirements,-what notice should be directed.

The-revision to subdivision (c)(4) is intended to eliminate the problem when a class

action withfsieveral subclasses should be certified, but one or more of the subclasses may

not independently satisfy the "numerosity", requirement.

Under former paragraph (4), some issues could be certified for resolution as a class

action, while other matters were not so certified. By adding similar language to other

portions-of the rule, the Committee intends to emphasize the potential utility of this pro-

cedure. For examnple, in some'mass tort situations, it might be appropriate to certify some

issues relating to the defendants' culpability and-if the relevant' scientific knowledge is

sufficiently well developed general causation for class action treatment, while leaving

issues relating to specific causation, damages, and contributory negligence for potential

resolution through individual lawsuits brought by members of the class.

Subdivision, (d). The former rule generated uncertainty concerning the appropriate or.

der 'of proceeding when a motion addressed to the merits of claims or defenses' is sub-

mitted prior to a decision on whether a class should be certified. The revision provides the

court with discretion to address a Rule 12 or Rule-56 motion in advance of a certification

decision if this will promote the fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy._ See

Manualfor Complex Litigation, Second, § 30.11.

Inclusion in the former subdivision (c)(2) of detailed requirements for notice in (b)(3)

actions sometimes placed unnecessary 'barriers to formation of a class, as well as masked

the desirability, if not need, for notice in (b)(1) and (b)(2) actions. Even if not required

for due process, some form of notice to class members should be regarded as desirable in

virtually all class actions. Subdivision (c)(2) requires that notice be given if a class is cer-

tified, thoughiunder subdivision (d)(1)(C) the particular form of notice is committed to

the sound discretion of the court, keeping in mind the requirements of due process. Sub-

division (d)(1)(C) contemplates that some form of notice may be desirable with respect to

many other important rulings; subdivision (d)(1)(C)(i), for example,'calls the attention of

the court and litigants to the possible need for some notice if the court declines to certify

a class in an action filed as a class action or reduces the scope of a previously certified

class. In such circumstances, particularly if putative, class members have become aware

of the case, some notice may be needed informing the class members' that 'they can no

longer rely on the action as a means for'pursuing their rights.

Subdivision (e). There are sound reasons for requiring judicial approval of proposals to

voluntarily dismiss, eliminate class allegations, or compromise an action filed or ordered

maintained as a class action. The reasons for requiring notice of such a proposal to mem-

bers of a putative class are significantly less compelling. Despite the language of the for-

mer rule, courts have recognized the propriety of a judicially-supervised precertification

dismissal or compromise without requiring notice to putative class members, e.g., Shelton

v. Pargo, 582 F.2d 1298 (4th Cir. 1978). The revision adopts that approach. If circum-
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stances warrant, the court has ample authority to direct notice to some or all putative classmembers pursuant to the provisions of subdivision (d). While the provisions of subdivi-sion (e) do not apply if the court denies the request for class certification, there may becases in which the court will direct under subdivision (d) that notice of the denial of classcertification be given to those who were aware of the case.
Evaluations of proposals to dismiss or settle a class action sometimes involve highlysensitive issues, particularly should the proposal be ultimately disapproved. For example,the parties may be required to disclose weaknesses in their own positions; or to provideinformation needed to assure that the proposal does not directly or indirectly conferbenefits upon class representatives or their counsel inconsistent with the fiduciary obliga-tions owed to members of theb'class or otherwise invoive conflicts of interest. Accord-ingly, in some circumstances, investigation of the fairness of these proposals conductedby an independent master can be of great benefit to, the court, particularly since the namedparties and their counsel have ceased to be adversaries with respect to the proposed dis-missal or settlement. The revision clarifies that the strictures of Rule 53(b) do not pre-clude the court from appointing under that Rule a special master to assist the court inevaluating a proposed dismissal or settlement. The master, if not a Magistrate Judge,would be compensated as provided in Rule 53(a).

Subdivision (f). The certification ruling is often the crucial ruling in a case filed as aclass action. The plaintiff, in order to obtain appellate review of a ruling denying certific-ation, will have to proceed with the case to final judgment and may have to incur litiga-tion expenses wholly disproportionate to any individual recovery; and, if the plaintiff ul-timately prevails on an appeal of the certification decision, postponement of the appellatedecision raises the specter of "one way intervention." Conversely, if class certification iserroneously granted, a defendant may be forced to settle rather than run the risk of poten-tially ruinous liability of a class-wide judgment in order to secure review of the certifica-tion decision. The consequences, as well as the unique public interest in properly certifiedclass actions, justify a special procedure allowing early review of this critical ruling.
Recognizing the disruption that can be caused by piecemeal reviews, the revisioncontains the provisions to minimize the risk of delay and abuse. Review will be availableonly by leave of the court of appeals promptly sought, and proceedings in the districtcourt with respect to other aspects of the case are not stayed by the prosecution of such anappeal unless the district court or court of appeals so orders. The appellate procedurewould be the same as for appeals under 28 U.S.C. § 1292(c). The statutory authority forusing the rule-making process to permit an appeal of interlocutory orders is contained in28 U.S.C. § 1292(e), as amended in 1992.
It is anticipated that orders permitting immediate appellate review should be rare.Nevertheless, the potential for this review should encourage compliance with the certific-ation procedures and afford an opportunity for prompt correction of errors.
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Appendix B 
PROPOSED RULE 23-1995

Rule 23. Class Actions (November 1995 draft).
(a) Prerequisites. One or more members of a class may sue or be sued as representative parties onbehalf of all if with respect to the claims, defenses, or issues certified for class action treatment-

(1) the members are so numerous that joinder of all members is impracticable;
(2) there are questions of law or fact common to the class;
(3) the representative parties' positions typify those of the class; and
(4) the representative parties and their attorneys will fairly and adequately discharge thefiduciary duty to protect the interests of all persons while members of the class until re-lieved by the court from that fiduciary duty.

(b) When Class Actions May Be Certified. An action may be certified as a class action if theprerequisites of subdivision (a) are satisfied, and in addition:
(1) the prosecution of separate actions by or against individual members of the class would cre-ate a risk of

(A) inconsistent or varying adjudications with respect to individual members of the class that
would establish incompatible standards of conduct for the party opposing the, class, or

(13) adjudications with respect to individual members of the class that would as a practicalmatter be dispositive of the interests of the other members not parties to the adjudica-
tions or substantially impair or impede their ability to protect their interests; or

(2) final injunctive or declaratory relief may be appropriate with respect to the class as a whole;or
(3) the court finds (i) that the questions of law or fact common to the certified class predomi-nate over individual questions included in the class action, (ii) that {the class claims, issues,or defenses are not insubstantial on the merits,} [alternative:] {the prospect of success onthe merits of the class claims, issues, or defenses is sufficient to justify the costs and bur-dens imposed by certification}, and (iii) that a class action is superior to other available

methods and necessary for the fair and efficient disposition of the controversy. The matterspertinent to these findings include:
(A) the practical ability of individual class members to pursue their claims without classcertification and their interests in maintaining or defending separate actions;
(B) the extent and nature of any related litigation involving class members;
(C) the desirability of concentrating the litigation in the particular forum;
(D) the likely difficulties in managing a class action that will be avoided or significantly re-duced if the controversy is adjudicated by other available means;
(E) the probable success on the merits of the class claims, issues, or defenses;
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(F) whether the public interest in-and the private benefits of-the probable relief to indi-

vidual class members justify the burdens of the litigation; and

(G) the opportunity to settle on a class basis claims that could not be litigated on a class basis

or could not be litigated by [or against?] a class as comprehensive as the settlement

class; or

(4) the court finds that permissive joinder should be accomplished by allowing putative mem-

bers to elect to be included in a class. The matters pertinent to this finding will ordinarily

include:
(A) the nature of the controversy and the relief sought;

(B) the extent and nature of the members' injuries or liability;

(C) potential conflicts of interest among members;

(D) the interest of the party opposing the class in securing a final and consistent resolution of

the matters in controversy; and

(E) the inefficiency or impracticality of separate actions to resolve the controversy; or

(5) the court finds that a class certified under subdivision (b)(2) should be joined with claims

for individual damages that are certified as a class action under subdivision (b)(3) or (b)(4).

(c) Determination by Order Whether Class Action to Be Certified; Notice and Membership in

Class; Judgment; Multiple Classes and Subclasses.

(1) When persons sue or are sued as representatives of a class, the court shall determine by or-

der whether and with respect to what claims, defenses, or issues the action should be cer-

tified as a class action.

(A) An order-certifying a class action must describe the class. When a class is certified under

subdivision (b)(3), the order must state when and how putative members (i) may elect to

be excluded from the class, and (ii) if the class is certified only for settlement, may elect

to be excluded from any settlement approved by the court under subdivision (e). When a

class is certified under subdivision (b)(4), the order must state when, how, and under

what conditions putative members may elect to be included in the class; the conditions

of inclusion may include a requirement that class members bear a fair share of litigation

expenses incurred by the representative parties.

(B) An order under this subdivision is conditional, and may be altered or amended before

final judgment.

(2)(A) When ordering that an action be certified as a class action under this rule, the court shall

direct that appropriate notice be given to the class. The notice must concisely and clearly

describe the nature of the action, the claims, issues, or defenses with respect to which the

class has been certified, the right to elect to be excluded from a class certified under sub-

division (b)(3), the right to elect to be included in a class certified under subdivision

(b)(4), and the potential consequences of class membership. [A defendant may be or-

dered to advance the. expense of notifying a plaintiff class if, under subdivision

(b)(3)(E), the court finds a strong probability that the plaintiff class will win on the mer-

its.]
(i) In any class action certified under subdivision (b)(1) or (2), the court shall direct a

means of notice calculated to reach a sufficient number of class members to provide

effective opportunity for challenges to the class certification or representation and for

supervision of class representatives and class counsel by other class members.

(ii) In any class action certified under subdivision (b)(3), the court shall direct to mem-

bers of the class the best notice practicable under the circumstances, including indi-
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vidual notice to all members who can be identified through reasonable effort [, but
individual notice may be limited to a sampling of class members if the cost of indi-
vidual notice is excessive in relation to the generally small value of individual mem-
bers' claims]. The notice shall advise each member that any member who does not
request exclusion may, if the member desires, enter an appearance through counsel.

(iii) In any class action certified under subdivision (b)(4),, the court shall direct a means of
notice calculated to accomplish the purposes of certification.

(3) Whether or not favorable to the class,
(A) The judgment in an action certified as a class action under subdivision (b)(1) or (2) shall

include and describe those whom the court finds to be members of the class;
(B) The judgment in an action certified as a class action under subdivision (b)(3) shall in-

clude and specify or describe those to whom the notice provided in subdivision
(c)(2)(A)(ii) was directed, and who have not requested exclusion, and whom the court
finds to be members of the class; and

(C) The judgment in an action certified as a class action under subdivision (b)(4) shall in-
clude all those who elected to be included in the class and who were not earlier dis-
missed from the class.

(4) An action may be certified as a class action-'
(A) with respect to particular claims, defenses, or issues; or
(B) by or against multiple classes or subclasses, which need not satisfy the requirement of

subdivision (a)(1).
(d) Orders in Conduct of Class Actions.

(1) Before determining whether to certify a class the court may decide a motion made by any
party under Rules 12 or 56 if the court concludes that decision will promote the fair andefficient adjudication of the controversy and will not cause undue delay.

(2) As a class action progresses, the court may make orders that:
(A) determine the, course of proceedings or prescribe measures to prevent undue repetition or

complication in presenting evidence or argument;
(B) require, to protect the members of the class or otherwise for the fair conduct of the ac-

tion, notice to some or all members of:
(i) refusal to certify a class;
(ii) any step in the action;
(iii) the proposed extent of the judgment; or
(iv) the members' opportunity to signify whether they consider the representation fair

and adequate, to intervene and present claims or defenses, to otherwise come into the
action, or to be excluded from or included in the class;

(C) impose conditions on the representative parties, class members, or intervenors;
(D) require that the pleadings be amended to eliminate allegations'about representation of

absent persons, and that the action proceed accordingly;
(E) deal with similar procedural matters.

(3) An order under subdivision (d)(2) may be combined with an order under Rule 16, and may
be altered or amended

(e) Dismissal and Compromise.
(1) Before a certification determination is made under'subdivision (c)(1) in an action in

which persons sue [or are sued] as representatives of a class, court approval is required for
any dismissal, compromise, or amendment to delete class issues.,
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(2) An action certified as a class action shall not be dismissed or compromised without the

approval of the court, and notice of a proposed dismissal or compromise shall be given to

all members of the class in such manner as the court directs.

(3) A proposal, to dismiss or compromise an action certified as a class action may be referred to

a magistrate judge or a person specially appointed for an independent investigation and re-

port to the court on the fairness of the proposed dismissal or compromise. The expenses of

the investigation and report and the fees of a person specially appointed shall be paid by the

parties as directed by the court.

(f) Appeals. A court of appeals may in its discretion permit an appeal from an order of a district

court, granting or denying a request for class action certification under this rule if application is

made to it within ten days after entry of the order. An appeal does not stay proceedings in the dis-

trict court unless the district judge or the court of appeals so orders.

PARTIAL DRAFT ADVISORY COMMITTEE NOTE
December 12, 1995
Subdivision (b). Subdivision (b) has been amended in several respects. Some of the changes are

designed to redefine the role of class adjudication in ways that sharpen the distinction between the

aggregation of individual claims that would support individual adjudication and the aggregation of

individual claims that would not support individual adjudication. Current attempts to adapt Rule

23 to address the problems that arise from torts that injure many people are reflected in part in

some of these changes, but these attempts have not matured to a point that would support compre-

hensive rulemaking. When Rule 23 was substantially revised in 1966, the Advisory Committee

Note stated: "A 'mass accident' resulting in injuries to numerous persons is ordinarily not appro-.

priate for a class action because of the likelihood that significant questions, not only of damages

but of liability and defenses to liability, would be present, affecting the individuals in different

ways. In these circumstances an action conducted nominally as a class action would degenerate in

practice into multiple lawsuits separately tried." Although it is clear that developing experience

has superseded that suggestion, the lessons of experience are not yet so clear as to support detailed

mass tort provisions either in Rule 23 or a new but related rule.

The probability that a claim would support individual litigation depends both on the probability

of any recovery and the probable size of such recovery as might be won. One of the most impor-

tant roles of certification under subdivision (b)(3) has been to facilitate the enforcement of valid

claims for small amounts. The median recovery figures reported by the Federal Judicial Center

study all were far below the level that would be required to support individual litigation, unless

perhaps in a small claims court. This -vital core, however, may branch into more troubling settings.

The mass tort cases frequently sweep into a class many members whose individual claims would

easily support individual litigation, controlled by the class member. Individual class members may

be seriously harmed by the loss of control. Class certification may be desired by defendants more

than most plaintiff class members in such cases, and denial of certification or careful definition of

the class may be essential to protect many plaintiffs. As one example, a defective product may

have inflicted small property value losses on millions of consumers, reflecting a small risk of seri-

ous injury, and also have caused serious personal injuries to a relatively small number of consum-

ers. Class certification may be appropriate as to the property damage claims, but not as to the per-

sonal injury claims.
In another direction, class certification may be sought as to individual claims that would not

support individual litigation because of a dim prospect of prevailing on the merits. Certification in

such a case may impose undue pressure on the defendant to settle. Settlement pressure arises in
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part from the expense of defending class litigation. More important, settlement pressure reflects
the fact that often there is at least a small risk of losing against a very weak claim. A claim that
might prevail in one of every ten or twenty individual actions gathers compelling force-a sub-
*stantial settlement value-when the small probability of defeat is multiplied by the amount of li-ability to the entire class.

Individual litigation may play quite a different role with respect to class certification. Explora-
tion of mass tort questions time and again led experienced lawyers to offer the advice that it isbetter to defer class litigation until there has been substantial experience with actual trials and de-
cisions in individual actions. The need to wait until a class of claims has become "mature" seems
to apply peculiarly to claims that at least involve highly uncertain facts that may come to be better
understood over time. New and developing law rmay make the fact uncertainty even more daunt-
ing. A claim that a widely used medical device has caused serious side effects, for example, may
not be fully understood for many years after the first injuries are claimed. Pre-maturity [of] classcertification runs the risk of mistaken decision, whether for or against the class. This risk may be
translated into settlement terms that reflect the uncertainty by exacting far too much from the de-
fendant or according far too little to the plaintiffs.

Item (ii) has been added to the findings required for class certification, and is supplemented by
the addition of new factor (E) to the list of factors considered in making the findings required for
certification. It addresses the concern that class certification may create an artificial, and coercive
settlement value by aggregating weak claims. It also recognizes the prospect that certification islikely to increase the stakes substantially, and thereby increase the costs of the'litigation.

{Version, I} Taken to its full extent, this concern might lead to a requirement that the courtbalance the probable outcome on the merits against the cost and burdens of class litigation, in-
cluding the prospect that settlement may be forced by the small risk of a large class recovery. Abalancing test was rejected, however, because of its ancillary consequences. It, would be, difficult
to resist demands forAdiscovery to assist in demonstrating the probable outcome. The certification
hearing and determinationalready events of major significance, could easily become overpower-
ing events in the course of'the litigation. Findings as to probable outcome would affect settlement
terms, and couldeasily affect the strategic posture of the case for purposes of summary judgment
and even trial. Probable success findings could have collateral'effects as well; affecting a party's
standing in the 'financial community or inflicting Other' harms. And a probable, success balancing
approach must inevitably add considerable delay to the certification process.

The "first look" apprbach~adopted by item (ii) is-calculated to avoid the posts associated withbalancing th6 probable outc&ne arid costs of &clasdlitigationi2The' cout is required only to find that
the class claims, issues, or defenses "are not insubstantial on the merits." This phrase is chosen in
the belief that there is a wide-although curiodsl'gap between the higher possible requirement
that the claims be substantial and the chosen requirement that they' be not insubstantial. The
finding is addressed to the strength of the claims "'on the merits," 'not to the dollar amount that maybe involved. The purpose is' to weed out claims that can be shown to be weak by a curtailed proce-
dure that does not require lengthy discovery or other prolonged proceedings. Often this determi-nation will be supported' by precertification motions to dismiss or for summary judgment. Even
when it is not possible to resolve the class claims',I'issues, or defenges on motion, it may be possi-
ble to conclude that the claims, issues, or defenses are too weak to j ustify the costs of certification.

{Version 2} These risks can be justified onlyby a preliminary finding that the prospect of class
success is sufficient to justify them. The prospect bf success need not be a probability greater than
0.50. What is required is that'the probability be sufficibnt in relationto the predictable costs andburdens, including settlementtpressures, entailed by certification. ITXhe finding is not an actual de-
termination of the merits, and pains must betaken to control the procedures used to support the
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finding. Some measure of controlled discovery may be permitted, but the procedure should be as

expeditious and inexpensive as possible. At times it may be wise to integrate the certification pro-

cedure with proceedings~on precertification motions to dismiss or for summary judgment. A real-

istic view must be taken~of the burdens of certification,-bloated abstract assertions about the crip-

pling costs of class litigation or the coercive settlement effects of certification deserve little

weight. At the end of the process, a balance mustbe struck between the apparent strength of the

classposition on the merits and the adverse consequences of class certification. This balance will,

always be case-specific, and must depend in large measure on the discretion of the district judge.

The.prospect-of-success finding, is, readily made if certification is sought only for purposes of

pursuing, settlement,;notlitigation. If certification of a settlement class is appropriate under the

standards discussed [with factor,(G) and subdivision (e)] below, the prospect of success relates to

the likelihood of reaching aisettlementthat will be approved by the court, and the burdens of cer-

tificati nlare mere~ly t~heburdensof neggtiationslthat,,all parties'are willing to pursuer .~, .- 

Care, must be taken-to ensure thatsubsequent proceedings are not'distorted by the preliminary

finding on the,, prospect of,,success. If a sufficient prospect is found to justify certification, subse-

quent pretrial and trial proceedings should beresolved withoutreference to the initial finding. The

same caution must be observed in subsequent proceedings on individual claims if certificationis

denied.
Onecourt's refusal to certify for want of a sufficient prospect of class success is not binding by

way ,of res judicata if "Tanother would-be representative appears to seek class, certilicatimn in the -

same court or some other court. The refusal tprecognize a class defeats preclusion through the

theories that bind class members. Even participation of the same lawyers ordinarily is not

sufficient' to extend preclusion toga pew party, The first determination is nonetheless entitled to

substantial respect, and a significantly stronger showing may properly be required to escape the

precedehtial effect ofithe initial refusal to certify.

Item',,iii) in the findings required for class certification has been amended by adding the re-

quirement that a (b)(3) class ,be necessary, for the fair und efficient [adjudication] of the contro-

versy. The requirement that a-class be superior to other available methods is retained, and the su-

periority finding-made under the familiar factors developed by current law, as well as the new

factors (E), (F), and (G) - will- be the first step in making the finding that a class action is neces-

sary, It is, no longer:'sufficient, however, to find that a class action is in some sense superior to,

other methods-of [adjudicating] "the controversy.l" It also must be found that class certification is

necessary. Necessity -is meant to be, a'practical ,concept, In adding the necessity requirement, it also

is intended to encourage carefuhlreconsideration of the superiority finding without running the

drafting risks entailed in finding some new word ,to, substitute for "superior." 'Both necessity and

superiority are togethertinterided 'o force careful reappraisal of the fairness of class adjudication as

well Was 'efficiency concerns. Cer'tification ordinarily should not be used to force into a single class

action -plaintiffs who would be better served by pursuing individual actions, A plass action is, not

necessary for them, even if it would be superior in the sense that it consumhes fewer litigating re-

sources and morel fair in the, sense that it achieves more uniform treatment, of all claimants. Nor

should certification be granted when a weak claim on the merits has practical, vlue, despite indi-

vidually significant damages claims, only because certification generates great pressure to settle. In

such circumstances, certification may be "necessary" if there is to be any [adjudication] of the

claims, but it is Neither superior nor necessary to the fair and efficient [adjudication] of the claims.

Class certification, on the othpr' hand, is both superior and necessary for the fair and efficient

[adjudicatiOn] of numerousindividual claims that are strong on the merits but small in amount.

Superiority. and necessity, take on still another dimension when there is a significant risk that,

the insurance and assets of the defendants may not be sufficient to fully satisfy all' claims growing
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out of a common course of events. Even though many individual plaintiffs would be better served
by racing to secure and enforce the earlier judgments that exhaust the available assets, fairness
may require aggregation in a way that marshals the assets for equitable distribution. Bankruptcy
proceedings may prove a superior alternative, but the certification decision must make a conscious
choice about the best method of addressing the apparent problem.

Yet another problem, presented by some recent class-action settlements, arises from efforts to
resolve future claims that have not yet matured to the point that would permit present individual
enforcement. A toxic agent, for example, may have touched a broad'universe of persons. Some
have developed present injuries, most never will develop any injury, and many will develop inju-
ries at some indefinite time in the future. Class action settlements, much more than adjudications,
can be structured in ways that provide for processing individual claims as actual injuries develop
in the future. Class disposition may be the only possible means-of resolving these "futures" claims.
Although "necessary" in this sense, class certification-if it is ever appropriate-must be carefully
guarded to protect the rights of class members who do not even have a realistic way to determine
whether they may some day experience actual injury. The needs to effect meaningful notice and to
protect the opportunity to opt out of the 'class require that any class be limited to terms that permit
an individual claimant to opt out of the class and pursue individual litigation within a reasonable
time after knowing both of the individual injury and the existence of the class litigation.

Factor' (E) has been added to subdivision (b)(3) to complement the addition of new item (ii)
and the addition of the necessity element to-item (iii). The role of the probable success of the class
claims, issues, or defenses is discussed with those items.

Factor (F) has been added to subdivision (b)(3) to effect a modest retrenchment in the use of
class' actions to aggregate trivial individual claims. It bears on the item (iii)' requirement that a
class action be superior' to other available methods and necessary for the fair and efficient
[adjudicationj of the controversy. It permits the court to deny class certification if the public inter-
est in-and the private benefits of-probable class relief do not justify the burdens of class litiga-
tion. This factor is distinct from the evaluation of the probable outcome on the merits called for by
item (ii) and factor (E). AM the6 extreme, it would permit denial of certification even on the as-
sumption that the class position would certainly prevail on the merits.

Administration of factori(F) requires great sensitivity. Subdivision (b)(3) class actions have
become an important private means for supplementing public enforcement of the law. Legislation
often provides explicit incentives for enforcement by, private attorneys-general, including qui tam
provisions, attorney-fee recovery, minimum statutory penalties, and treble damages; Class actions
that aggregate many small individual' claims and award "common-fund" attorney fees serve the
same function. Class recoveries serve the important functions of depriving wrongdoers of'the
fruits of their wrongs and deterring other potential wrongdoers. There is little reason to believe
that the Committee that proposed the 1966 amendments anticipated'anrything like the enforcement
role that Rule 23 has assumed; but there is equally little reason to be concerned about that belief.
What counts is the value of the enforcement device that courts, aided by active class-action law-
yers, have forged out of Rule 23(b)(3). In most settings the value of this device is clear.

u 11 I I J,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

The value of class-action enforcement of putlic values however, is not always clear. It cannot
be forgotten that Rule 23 does not authorize actions to enforce the publiqc interest on behalf of the
public interest. Rule 23 depends on identificatior of a class of real personsuor legal entities, some
of whom must appear as actual representative parties. Rule 23 does nf explicitly authorize sub-
stituted relief that flows to the public at large, or o court- or party-1 selectdchampicns of the pub-
lic interest. Adoption of a provision for fluid" or "cy pres" class recovery would severely, test the
limits of the Rules Enabling Act, particularly if used to enforce statutory rights that do not provide
for such relief. The persisting justification of a class action is the controversy between class mem-
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bers and their adversaries, and the final judgment is entered for or against the class. It is class
members who reap the benefits of victory, and are bound by the res judicata effects of victory or
defeat. 'If there is no prospect of meaningful class relief, an action nominally framed as a class ac-
tion becomes in fact a naked action for public enforcement maintained by the,class~attorneys'with-
out statutory authorization and with no support in the original purpose of class litigation. Courts
pay; the price of administering these class actions; And the burden on the courts'is displaced onto
other litigants who present individually important claims that, also enforce important public poli-.
cies. Class, adversales,also pay the price of class enforcerent efforts.,The cost of defending class
litigatiori'through to victory on the merits can be enormous. This cost, coupled with even a small
risk of losing on the merits, can generate great pr;ssur6,to seitie on terms that do little Mr nothing

to vindicate whatever, public interest may underlie the substantive principles invoked 'by the class.
The' prospect of significant benefit to ,class members combines with the public values of en-

forcing.legal norms to justify, the costs, burdens,, and coercive effects of class actions 'that other-
wise satisf3yRule,23,requirements. If probable y individualfrelief islso slight astobe essentially
trivial or rneaningl'ss, however, the core Justification of clas enforcement fails. On y public val-,

ues c;a1 ju'stify class certification. Public yalues d° notalways provide sufficient justification. An

assessmennt of public values canL" ropery include reconsideration of the probable outcom elon the
merits rmade for purposesO'iteih (ii). and factor'(E) dIf the prospect of success on the merits is

slight and thc value o indin idual recovery is insignificant, certification can bh denie 1with
little difficulty; u evn 'strong prospect of success on the mrerits may not be suffi ent to J'ustify
certificaton. It is rio disrespect'tO'the vitalsocial policies embodied 'in' nuch'ndn rgufoy
legislation to recognize that the effort to control high y codmplex pnvate behavi'r c outlaw, nudh
behavior that invl6V's mdeely'trivial or technicalviolationh. Somie '"wr Lgdoi 'r
ing worse Jhan ,ad,,rong guess' 'about the un.cegag requirerements of namtblgo-us I

gainsnt an coul have been wonl nby slightly different conduct of no greater social value' Ihsgor-
gernentand detr~encein~sc p'i curstances rnaylhlur In ~e, tId Mraylar irportn

public iirsgts ing esrable beh " vio'iaraso legal indwart i , ca
Fhcto~r (G) IS ridda Id reso lve some, but by ii eais all,,'if the quensti, duat havel grown up

aron tie u of settlemient classes." Factor (G of man
questiofis' that itidoes not touch 'i ( the only diqr csuebdivAmo n sthe manion
(b)(1) to:certify,'a'riandatory non-tt class i bate d. on n
to ex'ceed the "lim'ited~ud nsrnepof'6Ti osil so

canbeivii () 1) presei't on issus thaa t carno n ' suc h 'es. ' new
Subdi-~isions (d)( 1)('A)(2),ndd ~d) it eroi1~ as'e"

IA. settlement class M riay, scbe as an blgsdtt Hi 'f r purposes of settling

the clamssof cSs crtia-
tion 'may' be madl u6r t~nnefr~hyeaPj rceo fter
a proposed settl~nen~hs ediah

Factor' (G), maei~c~a ht asm. ecrified for purpos~ of1sttl'emnent, even~ thoug
the cou t ~would 1'o ~t~~ ae class ormgh ~Ot cetif any ca o itigation. At the
same time, a (bA)( etlentcass cotius er''eub ~ of'subdivision
(a) and all of the ruieet'ofsbvson')(The Ionl y di0rn"~rr ertification for
litigationi'purposs i~ta ~lcto ftee~~ 3~qi~fins~ fftdb'the differences
betw~eern seftlemad n 't~to.Coc-fl~dflut's d xml~f~recriiai5

ofmany snubelap~s 'o ¼ eta n ls 4t~'fcam e
ofn be reached' ~' ' evr ontemtht er'toe iad.Stlen

fecte~as ell- A Furtb~&eteetw~i'itgto olt'pr e
sor to aany portmy a r t litigation
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in devising comprehensive solutions to large-scale problems that defy ready disposition by tradi'

tional adversary litigation. Important and even vitally important benefits may be provided fot those

who, knowing of the class settlement and the opportunity to opt out, prefer to participate in the

class judgment and avoid the costs of individual litigation.
For all the potential benefits, settlement classes also pose special risks. The court's Rule 23(e)

obligation to review and approve a class settlement commonly mustsurmount the informational

difficulties that arise when the major adversaries join forces as proponents of their settlement

agreement. Objectors frequently appear to reduce these difficulties, but it may be difficult for ob-

jectors to obtain the information required for a fully informed challenge. The reassurance provided

by official adjudication is missing. These difficulties may seem especially troubling if the class

would not have been certified for litigation, particularly if the action appears to have'been shaped

by a settlement agreement worked out even before the action was filed.
These competing forces are reconciled by recognizing the legitimacy of settlement classes but

increasing the protections afforded to class members. Subdivision (c)(I)(A)(ii) requires that if the

class was certified only for settlement, class members be allowed to opt out of any settlement after

the terms of the settlement are approved by the court. Parties who fear the impact of such opt-outs

on a settlement intended to achieve total peace may respond by refusing to settle, or by crafting the

settlement so that one or more parties may withdraw from the settlement after the opt-out'period.

The opportunity to opt out of the settlement creates special problems when the class includes

"futures" claimants who do not yet' know of the injuries that will one day bring them into the class.

As to such claimants, the right to opt out created by subdivision (c)(l)(A)(ii) must be held open

until the injury has matured and for a reasonable period after a'ctual notice of the'class settlement.
The right to opt out of a settlement class' is meaningless unless there i's actual notice. Actual

notice in turn means more than exposure to'some official pronouncement, even if it is directly ad-

dressed to an individual class member by name. The notice must be 'actually received and also

must be cast in a form that conveys meaningful information to a person of ordinary understanding.

A class member is bound by the judgment in a settlement-class action, only after receiving actual

notice and a reasonable opportunity to opt out of the judgment.
Although notice'and the right to opt out provide the central means of protecting settlement

class members, the court must take particular care in applying some of Rule 23's requirements.

Definition of fhe class must be approached with care, lestjthe attractions of settlement lead too

easily to an 'over-broad definition. Particular care should be taken to ensure that there are no disa-

bling conflicts of interests among people who are urged to form a single class. If the case presents
facts or law that are unsettled and that are likely to be litigated in individual actions, it may be

better to postpone any'-class certification until experience with individual actions yields sufficient

information to support a 'wise sedtlemcnt and effective review of the settlement. d

When a settlement class seemns premature, the'same ,goals may be servedliin part by forming an

opt-in class under subdivision (b)(4). An opt-in, class will bind only those WhOse actual participa-

tion guarantees actual notice andf voluntary choice. The major differench, iideed, 'is that the opt-in
class provides clear assurance of the same goals sought by requiring actull notice land a right to

opt' out of a settlemehnt-clfassj asses are discussed separately
with 'subdivision (b)(4).'

Subdivision (t). This permissive interlocutory appeal 'provision is adopted under the, power con-

ferred by 28 U.S.C. § 1292(e). Appeal from an order granting or denying class certification is

permitted in the sole discretion of the court of appeals. No other type of Rule 23 6rder is covered
by this provision. It is designed on the model of § 1292(b), relying in many ways on the jurispru-

denice that has developed around § 1292(b) to reduce the potential costs of interlocutory appeals.
The procedures that apply to the request for court of appeals permission to appeal under § 1292(b)
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should apply to a request for permission to appeal under Rule 23(f). At the same time, subdivision
(f) departs from § 1292(b) in two significant ways. It does not require that the district court certify
the certification ruling for appeal, although the district court often can assist the parties and court
of appeals by offering advice on the desirability of appeal. And it does not include the potentially
limiting requirements of § 1292(b) that the district court order "involve[] a controlling question of
law as to which there is substantial ground for difference of opinion and that an immediate appeal
from the order may materially advance the ultimate termination of the litigation."

Only a modest expansion of the opportunity for permissive interlocutory, appeal. is intended.
Permission 'to 'appeal should be granted with great restraint. The Federal Judicial Center study
supports the view that many suits with class action allegations present familiar and almost routine
issues that are no more worthy of immediate appeal than many other interlocutory rulings. Yet
several concerns justify some expansion of present opportunities to appeal. An order denying cer-
tificatio lmay'confront the plaintiff with a situation in which the only sure path to appellatereview
is by proceeding to final judgment on the m rits of an individual claim that, standing alone, is far
smaller than the co's'of litigation: [The prior' draft`added'that if a plaintiff class is certified 'after
judgment for-the reprelsentativ~e plaintiffs, the result may be "one-way intervention. That does not
seem much of a concern to me-if indeed'there is a valid claim on the merits, why should we be
concerned that the late-certified class members have not had to' ake a sporting chance on losing'
their' valid claimis93'An nrde. granting 'l~crtilicati'on' on the other' hand, may force a defendant to
settle rather than incur th'I costs of defending 'a clas action and run the risk of potentially ruinous
liability.lThese concerns 'can be met'at low 'cost byeestablishing in the court of appeals a discre-
tionary power to grantlifiterlcutory review in cases fhat show appeal-Worthy certification issues.

The expansion dfi a3plpeal yppurunities eaffected by udivision (f) is indeed modest. Cburt of
appeals discretionl is as broad'as 'under"§ 1292b). Permission to appeal 'may be granted or denied
on' the basis of`any congrdlrationi 'at the court of appeals' finds persuabive PeMrissibn'isinost
likely to be grated when thc'certification decision turns on a novel "or unsettled question of law.
Such'questions 'r"mdst likely "to arise during the'jarly years'of'experienc&!vith new class-action
provisions as they may be adopted into Rule 23 'orlenacted by legisfation. Permission almost al-
waysg'villlbhe' denied when th'icertification decision turns 'on case-specific mattSr-of fact anddis-
trictiicourtldigcret'lin.0llL' , r 

The di'strict court, having worked through the certification decision, often will be able to pro-
vide cogbin advice on'thg factors that bear on the decision whether to'permit appeal. This advice
can be particularly valuaile'if the certification decision is tentative. Even as to a firm certification
decision, a statement of'reasons bearing on the probable benefits and costs of immediate appeal
can lhelpl'f'c s'the court of appeals decision, and" may persuade the disappointed party that an at-
tempt to appeal would be fruitess. ' ' '

T~he 10-day period for seeking permission to appeal is designed to reduce the risk that at-
tempttd appeals will disrupt odntinuing proceedings: It is expected that the courts of appeals will
act quickly in makinglthe preliminary determination whether to permit appeal Permission to ap-
peal does not stay trial 'Durt proceedings. A stay should be sought first from thb trial court.' If the
trial court refuses a stayl its'action and any explanation of its views should weigh 'heavily with the
court of appeals.
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Appendix C
Figures and Tables
The following figures and tables are generally derived from data collected in the fieldstudy described in Appendix D. One exception is Table 19, which is based on data de-rived from the Federal Judicial Center's district court time study and a review of relevantpleadings in class actions in the time study. See discussion infra Appendix D.

Another exception relates to the data supporting Figures 7-10 and Tables 16-17. Thedata for the class action cases in those figures and tables come from the class action fieldstudy that is the subject of this report. The comparison data- for nonclass cases come fromthe Federal Judicial Center's Integrated Data Base (IDB), which is a compilation of rec-ords and case status reports routinely sent by clerks of court to the Administrative Officeof the United States Courts. The Center makes the IDB available to the public through theInter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research, which is located at theUniversity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-1248. The IDB number is ICPSR #8429.
As discussed in the Introduction and in Appendix D, we present these figures and datato describe the class action activity in four district courts in cases terminated within thestudy period. We present the data and figures as a systematic examination of class actionactivity in those four courts in cases terminated between July 1, 1992, and June 30, 1994.We caution the reader not to read too much into the data and especially not to draw infer-ences and conclusions about the universe of class activity'. Data on subsets of the dataelements, such as, nature-of-suit categories or types of class actions, are particularly sus-ceptible to misinterpretation because of their small numbers. For example, differencesamong districts in such cases may simply represent chance fluctuations or little more thanthat.
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Figure 1: Median Net Settlement Per Class Member in Settled, Certified Class

Actions
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Figure 3: Median Net Settlement Per Class Member in Settled, CertifiedNonsecurities Class Actions
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Figure 4: Mean and Median Times from Filing of Complaint to MultidistrictLitigation Consolidation
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Figure 5: Mean and Median Number of Cases Within Each Consolidation by the

District Courts
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Figure 6: Percentage of Related Cases Not Consolidated with Similar Litigation

Pending in Federal and State Courts
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Figure 7: Settlement Rates for Nonprisoner Class Actions Compared to Non-
prisoner Civil Actions in Cases Terminated Between July 1, 1992, and June 30,
1994
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Source: Nonclass: Federal Judicial Center integrated database of Administrative Office data; Class: Federal
Judicial Center class action project database (see first paragraph, Appendix D). The two data sets refer to civil
cases terminated between July 1, 1992, and June 30, 1994. The Administrative Office data on settlement for
the study cases differed from our data for the same set of cases. The differences were not consistently in the
same direction. Overall, the Administrative Office data showed 190 settlements in the four districts compared
to 214 in' the Federal Judicial Center database. The settlement rates and numbers shown by the Administra-
tive Office dataforclass cases were 64% (69),41% (24),47% (51),and49% (46),respectively.
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Figure 8: Settlement Rates for Securities Class Actions Compared to Securities
Civil Actions
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Source: Nonclass: Federal Judicial Center integrated database of Administrative Office data; Class: Federal

Judicial Center class action project database (see first paragraph, Appendix D). The two data sets refer to civil

cases terminated between July 1, 1992, and June 30,1994. The Administrative Office data on settlement dif-

fered from our data for the same set of cases. The differences were not consistently in the same direction.

Overall, the Administrative Office data showed fifty-seven settlements in the four districts compared to sixty-

nine in the Federal Judicial Center database. The settlement rates shown by the Administrative Office data for

securities class actions were 80% (twenty-four), 27% (four), 52% (twelve), and 49% (seventeen), respec-

tively.
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Figure 9: Median Time from Filing to Disposition of Nonprisoner Class Actions

Compared to Nonprisoner Civil Actions
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Judicial Center class action project database (see first paragraph, Appendix D).

Figure 10: Median Time from Filing to Disposition of Securities Class Actions

Compared to Securities Civil Actions
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Figure 11: Rule 23(b) Certifications
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Figure 12: Cases with Intradistrict Consolidation
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Figure 13: Cases Referring to a Related Federal or State Case
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Figure 14: Cases with Multidistrict Litigation Consolidation or Intradistrict
Consolidation or Related Case
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Figure 15: Certified Class Actions in Which Class Representatives Were Changed
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Figure 16: Certified, Settled, Approved Class Actions with Separate Award to
Class Representatives
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Figure 17: Median Amount of Separate Awards to Class Representatives in Cer-
tified, Settled, Approved Class Actions
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Figure 18: Median and 75th Percentile of Award per Individual Class Represen-
tatives in Certified, Settled, Approved Class Actions
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Figure 19: Time from Filing of Complaint to Filing of Motion for Class Certifica-
tion
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Figure 20: Time from Filing Motion for Class Certification to Judicial Ruling on
Certification Issue
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Figure 21: Length of Time from Filing of Complaint to Settlement in Settled
Cases
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Figure 22: Length of Time from Ruling on Certification Motion to Settlement in
Settled Cases
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Figure 23: Length of Time from Filing of Complaint to Termination
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Figure 24: Timing of Rulings.on Motions to Dismiss in Relation to Rulings on.

Class Certification
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Figore 25: Timing of Rulings on Motions for Summary Judgment in Relation to
RuI~ngs on Class Certification
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Figure 26: Type of Party Filing Motion for Summary Judgment
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Figure 27: Rulings on Motions for Summary Judgment
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Figure 29: Percentage of Oppositions to Motions to Certify and Sua Sponte Or-
ders Regarding Certification
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Figure 30: Percentage of Submissions of Opposition Memoranda to Certification
MC~ons and Sua Sponte Orders Regarding Certification
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Figure 31: Supporting and Opposition Brief Lengths in Cases with Opposition to
Motion for Certification or Sua Sponte Orders Regarding Certification
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Figure 32: Length of Judicial Opinions in Certified and Noncertified Cases with
Certification Disputes
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Figure 33: Arguments Raised in Cases Opposing Motion for Class Certification or
Sw Sponte Order Regarding Certification
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Figure 34: Number of Party-Filed Motions For or Against Class Certification
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Figure 35: Certified Subclasses and Nature of Suit
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Figure 36: Class Notice Issued as a Percentage of Certified Class Actions
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Figure 37: Time from Ruling on Certification to Notice of Certification for Cases
in Which Notice Was Issued
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Figure 38: Median Number of Recipients of Individual Notice in Certified (b)(3)
Class Actions
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Figgre 39: Percentage of Contests of the Notice Process in Cases with Notice
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Figure 40: Percentage of Settled Class Actions with Notice Where Notice In-
cludes the Gross Amount of the Settlement
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Figure 41: Percentage of Settled Class Actions with Notice Where Notice In'-
cluded Amount or Percentage of Attorneys' Fees
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Figure 42: Percentage of Settled Class Actions with Notice Where Notice In-
cluded Amounts for Administration or Other Expenses
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Figure 43: Percentage of Certified 23(b)(3) Class Actions with One or More Opt
Outs
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Figure 44: Percentage of Certified 23(b)(3) Civil Rights, ERISA, Securities, and
Other Class Actions with One or More Opt Outs
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Figure 45.: Percentage of Certified, Settled 23(b)(3) Class Actions with One or
More Opt Outs of a Proposed Settlement
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Figure 46: Percentage of Certified, Settled 23(b)(3) Class Actions with One or
More Opt Outs from a Proposed Settlement by Nature of Suit
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Figure 47: Percentage of Certified (b)(3) Class Actions with One or More Opt
Outs from Certification or Settlement
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Figure 48: Net Settlement Value Per Class Member of Certified, Settled Rule
23(b)(3) Classes With or Without One or More Opt Outs1
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Figure 49: Percentage of Certified, Settled Class Actions Using Claims Proce-
dures to Distribute Settlements
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Figure 50: Percentage of Certified, Settled Securities Class Actions Using Claims
Procedures to Distribute Settlements
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Fiqire 51: Percentage of Cases with Attempts of Putative Class Members to In-
tergene and Percentage of Cases with Interventions Allowed
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Figure 52: Success- Rates for Various Bases for Attempted Intervention by Puta-.
tive Class Members
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Figure 53: Percentage of Settlement Approval Hearings with Participation by
Class Representatives or Nonrepresentative Class Members or Objectors
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Figure 54: Percentage of Certified Class Actions with a Ruling on a Motion to
Dismiss
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Figure 55: Rulings on Motions for Summary Judgment in Certified Class Actions
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Note: Cases certified for settlement purposes only are not included.

Figure 56: Percentage of Certified Class Actions with Trial Date Set
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Note: Cases certified for settlement purposes only are not included.
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Figure 57: Percentage of Certified Class Actions with a Ruling on a Motion to-
Ditiss or a Motion for Summary Judgment or a Trial Date Set
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Note: Cases certified for settlement purposes only are not included.

Figure 58: Percentage of Certified Class Actions with a Ruling on a Motion to
Dismiss or a Motion for Summary Judgment or Both
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Note: Cases certified for settlement purposes only are not included.
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Figure 59: Percentage of Settlement Class Actions in Which Notice of Settlement
Was Communicated to the Class
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Figure 60: Percentage of Settlement Class Actions in Which Preliminary Findings
Were Entered
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Figure 61: Percentage of Settlement Class Actions in Which Hearings Were Held
Prior to Approval of Settlement
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Figure 62: Percentage of Cases with a Trial Date Set
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Figure 63: Mean and Median Time from First Complaint to First Entry of Trial
DAte for Cases with a Trial Date Entered
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Figure 64: Time from First Complaint to First Entry of Trial Date for Cases with
Trial Date Entered
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Figure 65: Time from First Complaint to Scheduled Trial Date-Mean and Me-
disn for Cases with Trial Date Scheduled
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Figure 66: Time from First Complaint to Scheduled Trial Date for Cases with
Trial Date Scheduled
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Figure 67: Fee-Recovery Rate Intervals in Certified Cases with Court-Approved
Settlements Providing Net Monetary Distribution to Class
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Fee-Recovery Rate Intervals

Note: Figures 67-70 exclude fourteen cases where the only monetary distribution was to class representatives
and twenty-four cases where the only monetary distribution was for attorneys' fees or administrative ex-

penses. These thirty-eight cases (sixteen cases in two districts and two and four cases in the other two dis-
tricts) are shown in Table 45. Figures 67-70 also exclude three cases (one in each of three districts) where
there was no record of a fee request or a fee award but where the court approved a class settlement providing
net monetary distribution to the class. "Net monetary distribution" is net of attorneys' fees and administrative
expenses. "Fee-recovery rate" is fee awards as a percentage of gross monetary settlement. "Fee award"
equals the total amount of fees awarded to plaintiffs' counsel, excluding sanctions and out-of-pocket ex-

penses. "Gross monetary settlement' includes the following where applicable payments or quantifiable
benefits to class members, separate payments to class representatives, donations to charities or public interest
groups, attorneys' fees and expenses, and administrative costs of the settlement.

*In the case with the 63% rate, a certified class of approximately 2,000 stockholders received net cash distri-
butions of $1.8 million for damages related to stock sales. For the 71% rate, the settlement included a rela-

tively small amount of interest a county prothonotary agreed to pay class members related to interpleaded
funds in its trust account in the past six years. In addition, the prothonotary agreed to place interpleaded funds
in separate interest-bearing accounts in the future.
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.Figtire 68: Mean- and Median Fee-Recovery Rates in Certified Cases with Court-
Apgroved Settlements Providing Net Monetary Distribution to Class.
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Note: Figures 67-70 exclude fourteen cases where the only monetary distribution was to class representatives
and twenty-four cases where the only monetary distribution was for attorneys' fees or administrative ex-
penses. These thirty-eight cases (sixteen cases in two districts and two and four cases in the other two di s-
tricts) are shown in Table 45. Figures 67-70 also exclude three cases (one in each of three districts) where
there was no record of a fee request or a fee award but where the court approved a class settlement providing
net monetary distribution to the class. "Net monetary distribution" is net of attorneys' fees and administrative
expenses. "Fee-recovery rate" is fee awards as a percentage of gross monetary settlement. "Fee award"
equals the total amount of fees awarded to plaintiffs' counsel, excluding sanctions and out-of-pocket ex-
penses. "Gross monetary settlement" includes the following where applicable: payments or quantifiable
benefits to class members, separate payments to class representatives, donations to charities or public interest
groups, attorneys' fees and expenses, and administrative costs of the settlement.
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Figure 69: Mean and Median Fee Awards in Certified.Cases withCourt-Approved
Settlements Providing Net Monetary Distribution to Class
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District Court

Note: Figures 67-70 exclude fourteen cases where the pnly monetary distribution was to class representatives
and twenty-four cases where the only monetary distribution was for attorneys' fees or administrative ex-
penses. These thirty-eight cases (sixteen cases in two districts and two and four cases in the other two dis-
tricts) are shown in Table 45. Figures 67-70 also exclude three cases (one in each of three districts) where
there was no record of a fee request or a fee award but where the court approved a class settlement providing
net monetary distribution to the class. "Net monetary distribution" is net of attorneys' fees and administrative
expenses. "Fee-recovery rate" is fee awards as a percentage of gross monetary settlement. "Fee award"
equals the total amount of fees awarded t6 plaintiffs' counsel', excluding sanctions and out-of-pocket ex-
penses. "Grcss monetary settlement" includes the following where applicable: payments or quantifiable
benefits to class members, separate payments to class representatives, donations to charities or public interest
groups, attorneys' fees and expenses, and administrative costs of the settlement.

Includes one case with fee award of $13,875,000.
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Figure 70: Mean and Median Gross Monetary Settlements in Certified Cases withCourt-Approved Settlements Providing Net Monetary Distribution to Class
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Note: Figures 67-70 exclude fourteen cases where the only monetary distributionlwas to class representatives
and twenty-four cases where-te only monetary distribution was for attorneys' fees or administrative ex-
penses. These thirty-eight cases (sixteen cases in two districts and two and four cases in the other two di s-
tricts) are shown in Table 45. Figures 67-70 also exclude three cases (one in each of three districts) wherethere was no record of a fee request or a fee award but where the court approved a class settlement providing
net monetary distribution to the class. "Net monetary distribution" is net of attorneys' fees and administrative
expenses. "Fee-recovery rate" is fee awards as a percentage of gross monetary settlement, "Fee award"equals the total amount of fees awarded to plaintiffs' counsel, excluding sanctions and out-of-pocket ex-
penses. "Gross monetary settlement" 'includes the following wvhere applicable: paymerits or quantifiable
benefits to class merbers, separate payments to class representatives, donations to charities or public interest
groups, attorneys' fees and expenses, and administrative costs of the settlement.
*Includes one case with gross settlement of $73,570,000.
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Figure 71: Fee Calculation Method in Certified Cases with Court-Approved

Settlements
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Includes one of two cases where the court enhanced the lodestar calculation by a 2.5 multiplier.

Includes at least two cases (6% of thirty-four cases) where the court reduced the lodestar calculation by

more than 25%.
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Figure 72: Mean and Median Fee-Recovery Rates in Certified Cases Using Per-
centage of Recovery Method and Providing Net Monetary Distribution to Class
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Note: "Net monetary distribution" is-net of attorneys' fees and administrative expenses.
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Figure 73: Fee Calculation Method in Certified Cases with Court-Approved
Settlements Providing Net Monetary Distribution to Class
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Note: "Net monetary distribution" is net of attomeys' fees and administrative expenses.

Incluces M~asnik v. Bolar Iharmaceuticai Co., Inc., No. 904086 (E.D. Pa. filed June 15, 1990), where a 2.5
enhancer was applied to the lodestar amount.
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Figure 74: Fee Calculation Method in Certified Cases with Court-Approved
Settlements Providing No Net Monetary Distribution to Class
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Note: "Net monetary distribution" is net of attorneys' fees and administrative expenses. This figure includes
cases where the only monetary distribution was to class representatives, to class counsel for fees, or for ad-
ministrative expenses.

Includes General Motors Pick-Up Truck Liability Litigation (55 F.3d 768 (3d Cir.), cert. denied, 116 S. Ct.
88 (1988)), where district court used both lodestar and percentage methods, including a 2.5 multiplier applied
to the lodestar amount. The award was vacated and remanded on appeal.
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Figure 75: Objections to, Attorneys' Fees by Fee Calculation Method in Certified

Cases with Court Approved Settlements
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* ncludes fee objections in the one case involving competitive hiddlingby prospective lead class counsel.

Figure 76: Percentage of Cases with at Least One Appeal (All Class Actions: ,
Certified Cases and Noncertified Cases)
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Figure 77: Cases with Only One Appeal and Cases with Multiple Appeals
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.Note: E.D. Pa. = 31 cases, 36 appeals; S.D. Fla. = I11 cases, 12 appeals; N.D. 111. =39 cases, 53 decided ap-
peals, 3 pending; N.D. Cal. =23 cases, 32 decided appeals, 2 pending.
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Figure 78: Disposition on Appeal
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Note: E.D. Pa. =P31 cases, 36 appeals; S.D. Fla. =11 cases, 12 appeals; N.D. III.=39 cases, 53 decided ap-

peals, 3 pending; N.D. Cal. = 23 cases, 32 decided appeals, 2 pending.

*lncludes the Third Circuit vacating the settlement in the General Motors Pick-Up Truck case (55 F.3d 768

(3d Cir.), cert. denied, 116 5.-Ct. 88 (1995)).
**includes one case where party opposing the class filed a writ of mandamus which the court of appeals de-

nied.
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Figure 79: Disposition on Appeals Brought by Plaintiffs
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Appeal Outcomes

Nmote: Most appeals were filed on behalf of the class; others were filed by individual plaintiffs or proposedintervenor-plaintiffs E.D. Pa. = 31 cases, 36 appeals; S.D. Ofa. = 11 cases, 12 appeals; N.D. Ill. = 39 cases53 decided appeals, 3 pending; N.D. Cal. = 23 cases, 32 decided appeals, 2 pending.
*Includes the Third Circuit vacating the settlement in the. General Motors Pick-Up Truck case (55.F.3d 768(3d Cir.), cert. denied, 116 S. Ct. 88 (1995)).
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Figure 80: Disposition on Appeals Brought by Defendants
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36 appeals; S.D. Fln. = 1 cases, 12 appeals; N.D. Ill. = 39 cases, 53 decided appeals, 3 pending; N.D. Cal.

23 cases, 32 decided appeals, 2 pending.
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Figure 82: Appeals in Cases with Ruling on Certification
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Table 1: Certified, Settled (b)(3) Classes with Average Net Distribution < $100
Per Class Member

Total Award Attorneys' Fee

Net Monetary to Class Award

Caption, Docket No., Gross Monetary Award/ No. of Repre- Nonmonetary (method)

and District Class Definition Award Notices Sent sentatives Relief (% of gross
monetary
award)

(1)Masnikv.Bolar Holdersof $2.55M $1.48M/ $6,000 None $765,000

Pharmaceutical, No. SmithKline 75,000 mem- (lodestar)

90-4086 (E.D. Pa. Beckman Corp. bers (30% of gross

filed June 15, 1990). common stock = $19.69 per monetary

who sold it member award)

during class
period or who

exchanged it in
the merger

(2) Mandel v. Mort- Purchasers of $1.33 M $752,705/ None indi- None $351,467

gage & Realty, No. Mortgage & 17,640 mem- cated (% of recovery)

90-1848 (ED. Pa. Realty common bers (26% of gross

filed Mar. 16, 1990). stock during $42.67 per monetary

class period member award)

(3)Hoxworthv. Buyersand $5.27M $3.19MN $21,000 None $1.73M

Blinder, No. 88-285 sellers of 21 72,519 mem- (% of recovery)

(ED. Pa. filed Jan. 14, companies' bers = $44.06 (33% of gross

1988). - securities per member monetary

through defen- award)

dant during
class period

(4) Weinerv. Merid- Purchasers of $3.25 M $2.21 M/ $27,500 None $973,320

ian Bancorp., Inc., No. Meridian Ban- 45,290 mem- ($975,000

90-6211 (ED. Pa. corp securities bers = $48.89 requested;

filed Sept. 26, 1990). during class per member . method not

period specified)
(30% of gross

monetary
award)

(5) Cannon v. Royce Purchasers of $0.85 M $416,047/ None indi- 750,000 shares $255,000

Laboratories, Inc., No. securities of 5,980 mem- cated of common (% of recovery;

92-923 (S.D. Fla. filed Royce Labora- bers = $69.57 stock and plus 30% of

Apr. 23, 1992). tories during per member 1,975,000 common stock

class period warrants were and warrants
included in the awarded)

settlement, 70% (30% of gross
of which were monetary
distributed to award)

the class

(6) Weiner v. South- Purchasers of - $5M $3.64 M/ $14,000 None $1.25 M

east Banking Co., No. Southeast 46,068 mem- (% of recovery)

90-760 (S.D. Fla. filed Banking secu- bers = $78.95 (25% of gross

Mar. 22, 1990). rities during per member monetary

class period award)
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(7) In re GE Energy Consumer $3.25 M $2 M/ None indi- Modifications $975,000
Choice Light Bulb purchasers of 123,000 cated of advertising (% of recovery)
Consumer Litigation, GE Energy members = and packaging (30% of gross
No-92-4447 (N.D. Choice <$1626 per practices monetary
Cal. filed Nov. 12, throughout the membera award)
1992). U.S. during a

3.5 year class
period

(cont.)

Table 1: Certified, Settled (b)(3) Classes with Average Net Distribution < $100
Per Class Member (continued)

Total Award Attorneys' Fee
Net Monetary to Class Award

Caption, Docket No., Gross Monetary Award/ No. of Repre- Nonmonetary (method)
and District Class Definition Award Notices Sent sentatives Relief (% of gross

monetary
award)

(8) Sahadi v. Stone, Purchasers of $2M $1.24 M/ None indi- None $600,000
No. 93-20645 (N.D. Read-Rite stock 17,000 mem- cated (% of recovery)
Cal. filed Sept. 1, during the class bers = $73.17 (30% of gross
1993). period per member monetary

award)

(9) Nathanson IRA v. Purchasers of $0.125 M $73,327/ $3,000 None $20,077
Tenera, No. 91-3454 units of Tenera 3,000 mem- ($37,500
(N.D. Cal. filed Oct. 2, during class bers = $24.44 requested; % of
1991). period per member recovery)

(16% of gross
monetary
award)

Note: M = millions of dollars.

aThe distribution per class member was probably less because purchasers of GE Energy Choice products who
were not class members were also allowed to participate.

bNote that the monetary relief consisted of a funded rebate program with any surplus to be donated to charity
or energy research purposes.

Table 2: Number of Consolidated Cases Transferred by the Judicial Panel on
Multidistrict Legislation and Nature of Suit

Nature of Suit E.D. Pa. SD. Fla. (nu 2) N.D. Ill. (n= 6) N.D. Cal. (n =4)
(n=7)

Other contract actions 1 0 0 0

Contract product liability I 1 0 0

Personal injury-product 1 0 1 0
liability

Antitrust 2 0 2 3
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Racketeer Influenced and ^ 0 0 1 0

Corrupt Organization
Act (RICO)

Property rights- 1 0 0 0
trademark

Securities I 1 2 1
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Table 3: Number of Consolidations by District Court and Nature of Suit

Nature of Suit E.D. Pa. (n=24) S.D. Fla. (n= 10) N.D. Ill. (n= 10) N.D. Cal. (n= 17)

Contract 5 0 1 0

Torts-other fraud 1 0 1 1

Antitrust 1 0 0 0

Other civil rights 0 0 1 1

Racketeer Influenced and 0 0 1 0
Corrupt Organization
Act (RICO)

Prisoner petitions-habeas 0 0 0 1
corpus

Other labor litigation 0 1 0 0

Employee Retirement 1 0 1 0
Income Security Act
(ERISA)

Trademark 2 0 0 1

Securities 13 9 5 13

Other statutory actions 1 0 0 0

Table 4: Number of Related Cases Not Consolidated with Similar Litigation
Pending in Federal Courts and Nature of Suit

Nature of Suit E.D. Pa. (n= 13) S.D. Fla. (n=4) N D. Ill. (n= 6) N.D. Cal. (n=23)

Contracts-stockholders suits 0 0 0 1

Other contract actions 2 0 0 0

Contract product liability 1 0 0 0

Personal injury-product 0 0 0 1
liability

Other fraud 0 0 1 0

Antitrust 0 0 0 1

Other civil rights 2 0 1 1

Civil rights-jobs 1 0 0 2

Racketeer Influenced and 2 0 0 0
Corrupt Organization Act
(RICO)

Prisoner petitions-habeas 0 0 0 1
corpus

(cont.)
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Table 4: Number of Related Cases Not Consolidated with Similar Litigation.
Pending in Federal Courts and Nature of Suit (continued)

Nature of Suit E.D. Pa. (n= 13) S.D. Fla. (n=4) ND. 111. (n= 6) N.D. Cal. (n= 23)

Prisoner-civil rights 0 0 0 1

Employee Retirement In- 0 0 0 2
come Security Act
(ERISA)

Property rights-trademark 1 0 0 0

Securities 4 4 3 11

Otherstatutory actions 0 0 1 2

Table 5: Number of Related Cases Not Consolidated with- Similar Litigation
Pending in State Courts and Nature of Suit

Nature of Suit ED. Pa. (n=4) S.D. Fla. (n= 1)- N.D. III. (n=3)

Contract product liability 1 0 0

Personal injury-medical mal- 1 0 0
practice

Other personal property dam- 0 1 0
age

Other civil rights 0 0 - 2

Securities 2 0 I

Table 6: Difficulties in Cases Not Consolidated in Federal Courts

Case Type of Case Difficulty

Case I Statutory ac- Documents were filed in both cases-one was a class action and

tion the other was not. On different occasions, class-related docu-
ments were filed in the nonclass case, but not in the class case,
which caused confusion not only for the parties but for the court.

Case 2 Contract Nonconsolidated case was stayed and later closed because the
related case was farther along. It was not clear from the case file

how much time and effort had been expended on the discovery
process, but one can assume that there was duplication of effort.

Case 3 Racketeer In this case, five other class actions were pending against the

Influenced and defendants who moved before the Judicial Panel on Multidistrict
Corrupt Or- ltigation for transfer of all of the cases to a single district. Prior,

ganization Act to the court's ruling on the MDL issue the case was dismissed
(RICO) without prejudice. Defendant later learned that to have the case

transferred by the Judicial Panel the case had to be open. Defen-
dant then had to move for reconsideration of the court's dis-
missal of the case. The court denied vacating the dismissal or-
der.
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Case 4 Securities This case contained identical issues and the same defendants as
in other related cases. The court found that the case was related
but decided not to consolidate it.

Table 7: Difficulties in Cases Not Consolidated in State Courts
Case Type of Case Difficulty

Case I Personal in- In this case the district court decided to abstain from ruling on
jury-medical its case while the state court case was still pending with parallel
malpractice claims. There was considerable delay in the case before the

district coirt ruled that the state court was a better forum for the
plaintiffs.

Case 2 Contract prod- A number of class action complaints were filed in several state
uct liability courtsrelying on state law products liability claims. Plaintiffs in,

those cases objected to the settlement. The court responded by
coordinating the notice and settlement proposal to account for
the state actions.

Case 3 Statutory ac- Class action sought on state law claims. Defendant objected
tions because of the duplicative nature of the litigation.

Case 4 Securities Co-lead counsel filed a motion to take action against another
attorney, who attempted to dismiss voluntarily the federal action
and file a duplicative class action in state court. The court held
that the federal action could only be voluntarily dismissed after
counsel represented to the court that he would dismiss the state
class action and not file any other duplicative class actions.

Table 8: Median Case Duration (in Months) of (b)(3) Securities and Nonsecurities
Cases with Court-Approved Settlements

ED. Pa. SD. Fla.
Non- Civil Non- Civil

Securities securitie Rights Securities securitie Rights

Settled Cases 27 13 25 24 50
(n=13) (n=6) (n=2) (n=9) (n=2), (n=O)

Nonsettled Cases 48 18 - - - -

(n=3) (n=8) (n=o) (n=O) (isO) (n=O)

N.D. Ill. ND. Cal.
Non- Civil Non- Civil

Securities securitie Rights Securities securities Rights

Settled Cases 28 36 78 28 11 55
(n=9) (n=13) (n=3-) (n=16) (n=6) (n=2)

Nonsettled Cases 12 48 - 46 58
(n=4) (n=l) (n=O) (n=2) (n=l) (n=o)

Note: The "median case duration" is from filing the first complaint to termination of the case.
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Table 9: Rate of Certification in (b)(3) Securities and Nonsecurities Cases with
Motions or Orders Filed on Certification

E.D. Pa. S.D. Fla.

Non- Civil Non- Civil
Securities securitie Rights Securities securitie Rights.
(n= 16) l s (n=2) (n=9) s (n=0)

(n= 14) (n=2)

Percentage of 94 64 100 100 100

Cases Certified

N.D. Ill. N.D. Cal.

Non- Civil Non- Civil
Securities securitie Rights Securities securitie Rights
(n= 13) s (n=3) (n= 18) s (n=2)

(n= 14) (n=7)

Percentage of 100 93 100 94 86 100

Cases Certified

Table 10: Number of Numerosity and Representativeness Objections to Certifica-
tion in (b)(3) Securities and Nonsecurities Cases with Disputes Over Certification

E.D. Pa. S.D. Fla. N.D. 111. N.D. Cal.

Non- Non- Non- Non-

Securities securities Securities securities Securities securities Securities securities

(n=10) (n=8) (n=3) (n=2) (n=6) (n=9) (n=8) (n=3)

Numerosity 0 4 0 0 0 3 2 2

objection (0%) (50%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (33%) (25%) (67%)

Represent- 9 5 3 2 6 4 6 2

ativeness ob- (90%) (63%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (44%) (75%) (67%)

jection
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Table, 11: Median Settlement Fund Distribution Comparisons for Certified (b)(3)Securities and Nonsecurities Cases with Court-Approved Settlements

E.D. Pa. S.D. Ha. N.D. 1Il. N.D. Cal.
Non- Non- Non- Non-Securities securities Securities securities Securities securities Securities securities(n= 12) (n=6) (n=9) (n=2) (n=9) (n= 13) (n= 14) (n=6)

Net distribu- $2,014,370 $0C $1,734,571 $123,973 $2,691,651 $44,639 $3,040,348 $1,100,000tiona

Fee awardb $1,230,559 $225,000 $660,000 $175,000 $1,200,000 $338,771 $1,500,000 $1,987,500
Net settlement $299 $0 $315 - $412 $562 $336 $956perclass (n=1I) (n=5)d (n=9) (n=0) (n=9) (n=8) (n=12) (n=5)member

a"'Net distribution" is net of attorneys' fees and administrative expenses.
b"Fee award" equals the total amount of fees awarded to plaintiffs' counsel, excluding sanctions and out-of-pocket expenses.

c Mean = $19,377.
d Mean= $166.

Table 12: Median Case Duration (in Months) of (b)(2) Nonsecurities Cases withCourt-Approved Settlements

ED. Pa. S.D. Fla. N.D. IiI. N.D. Cal.
Settled Nonsettledj Settled Nonsettled Settled NonsettledJ Settled Nonsetdled,

All non- 15 17 41 41 60 106 21 .46securities (n=14) (n= 1) (n=2) (n=2) (n=6) (n=3) (n=3) (n=1l)
Civil rights 13 13 57 57 26 26 21

(n=5) (n= l) (n= 1) (n= 1) (n=6) (n=3)' (n=.l) (n=0)

Note: The "median case duration" is from filing the first complaint to termination of the case.

Table 13: Rate of Certification in (b)(2) Nonsecurities Cases with Motions or Or-ders Filed on Certification

E.D. Pa. S.D. Fla. ND. 111. N.D. Cal.
Non- Civil Non- Civil Non- Civil Non- Civilsecurities Rights securities Rights securities Rights securities Rights(n= 19) (n= 12) (n=3) (n=3) (n= 12) (n=6) (n=4) (n= 1)

Percentage of 95 92 67 67 83 67 50 100Cases Certified
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Table 14: Number of Numerosity and Representativeness Objections to Certifica-

tion in (b)(2) Nonsecurities Cases with Disputes over Certification

E.D. Pa. S.D. Fla. N.D. Ill. N.D. Cal.

Non- Civil Non- Civil Non- Civil Non- Civil

securities Rights securities Rights securities Rights securities Rights

(n=7) (n=5) (n=2) (n=2) (n=8) (n=4) (n=2) (n=1)

Numerosity 5 3 0 0 3 2 1 1

Objection (71%) (60%) (0%) (0%) (38%) (50%) (50%) (100%)

Represent- 3 2 0 0 7 4 1 1

ativeness Ob- (43%) (40%) (0%) (0%) (88%) (100%) (50%) (100%)

jection

Table 15: Median Fee Awards for Certified (b)(2) Nonsecurities Cases with

Court-Approved Settlements

E.D. Pa. S.D. Fla. ND. 111. N.D. Cal.

Non- Civil Non- Civil Non- Civil Non- Civil

securities Rights securities Rights securities Rights securities Rights

(n=9) (n=6) (n= 1) (n= 1) (n=6) (n=3) (n=2) (n= 1)

Median Fee $49,000 $34,779 $1,378 $1,378 $112,500 $224,810 $69,000 $53,000

Awarda

a"'Fee award" equals the total amount of fees awarded to plaintiffs' counsel, excluding sanctions and out-of-

pocket expenses.

Table 16: Trial Rates for Nonprisoner Class Actions Compared to Nonprisoner

Nonclass Civil Actions

E.D. Pa. S.D. Fla. N.D. Ill. N.D. Cal.

Trial Class Nonclass Class Nonclass Class Nonclass Class Nonclass

(n= 108) (n=7,60
3) (n=58) (n=5,17 4 ) (n= 108) (n=8,26 4 ) (n=94) (n=5,40

4 )

Rate 5.5% 4.4% 3.4% 3.6% 5.5% 3.2% 43% 2.7%

Number 6 338 2 5,174 6 264 4 148

Note: Nonclass: Federal Judicial Center integrated database of Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts data;

Class: Federal Judicial Center class action project database (see first paragraph, Appendix D). The two data

sets refer to civil cases terminated between July 1, 1992, and June 30, 1994.

The Administrative Office data on trial rates for the study cases differed from our data for the same set of

cases. In three districts, the Administrative Office data showed fewer trials than the Federal Judicial Center

data and in the other district the numbers were the same. Overall, the Administrative Office data showed

thirteen trials compared to eighteen in the Federal Judicial Center database. The trial rates shown by the Ad-

ministrative Office data were 4% (four), 2% (one), 6% (six), and 2% (two), respectively.
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Table 17: Trial Rates for Securities Class Actions Compared to Securities Civil
Actions

E.D. Pa. SD. Fla. N.D. 111. N.D. Cal.

Trial Class Nonclas Class Nonclas Class Nonclas Class Nonclas
(n=30) s (n= 15) s (n=23) s (n=35) s

(n= 191 (n= 187 (n= 148 (n= 198
) ) ))

Rate 10.0% 16.7% 0% 5.8% 8.7% 5.4% 0% 0%

Number 3 32 0 11 2 8 0 0

Note: Nonclass: Federal Judicial Center integrated database of Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts data,
Class: Federal Judicial Center class action project database (see first paragraph, Appendix D). The two data
sets refer to civil cases terminated between July 1, 1992, and June 30, 1994.

The Administrative Office data on trial rates for securities class actions differed from the Federal Judicial
Center data on the same cases in only one instance. In E.D. Pa., the Administrative Office data showed two
trials, a rate of 7%, whereas the Federal Judicial Center data showed three trials, a rate of 10%.

Table 18: Number of Multiple Certifications and Rule 23(b) Certifications
Rule 23(b) Combinations ED. Pa. (n=5) SD. Fla. N.D. 111. (n=5) N.D. Cal.

(n= 1) (n=5)

23(b)(1)(A) and (b)(2) 0 0 1 0

23(b)(1)(A), (b)(1)(B), and 0 0 1 0
type not specified

23(b)(1)(A) and (b)(2) 2 0 1 0

23(b)(1)(A),(b)(1)(B),and 0 0 1 0
(b)(2)

23(b)(1)(B) and (b)(2) 0 0 1 0

23(b)(1)(B), (b)(2), and (b)(3) 0 0 0 1

23(b)(EA(i) and (b)(3) 0 0 1

23(b)(2) and (b)(3) 3 1 0 1

23(b)(3) and type not specified 0 0 0 2
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Table 19:. District Judge and Magistrate Judge Time Expended

Judge Time (in Hours) Average Hours per

Case

Certified Not certified
Type of Activity (n= 11) (n= 40) Certified Not certified

Class certification 79 16 7.2 0.4

Motions to dismiss 61 13 5.5 03

Discovery 64 7 5.8 0.2

Summary judgment 30 48 2.7 1.2

Notice to class 4 0 OA 0

Pretrial conference I I 0.1 0

All other pretrial conferences 1 0 0.1 0

Trial 0 10 0 03

Facilitating settlement 38 20 3.5 0.5

Review and rule on proposed settle- 31 6 2.8 0.2
ment

Presiding at settlement approval 16 1 1.5 0
hearing

Ruling on attorneys' fees 25 0 23 0

Monitoring or enforcing final order 11 0 1 0

Other 18 119 1.6 3

Total 379 241 34.5 6.1

Source: Willging et al., Preliminary Report on Time Study Class Action Cases (Feb. 9, 1995) (unpublished

report on file with the Information Services Office of the Federal Judicial Center).

Table 20: Grounds Cited in Rulings on Motions to Dismiss in Relation to Timing
of Ruling on Certification

ED. Pa. S.D. Fla. ND. Ill. N.D. Cal.

Grounds Cited in Before After Before After Before After Before After

Rulinga (n=31) (n=9) (n= 14) (n=3) (n=28) (n= 18) (n=26) (n=6)

Rule 12(b)(1) 6 1 0 0 3 7 1 0

Rule 12(b)(2) 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

Rule 12(b)(3) 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

Rule 12(b)(6) 18 4 6 0 11 12 15 3

Rule 12(b)(7) 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other 12 4 4 2 5 3 12 2

Unknown 3 2 5 0 9 2 5 1

Total 41 11 15 2 28 ,26 33 6

aMore than one citation in some rulings.
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Table 21: Grounds Cited in Rulings on Motions to Dismiss in All Class Actions
Terminated Between July 1, 1992, and June 30, 1994

E.D. Pa. S.D. Fla. ND. Ill. N.D. Cal.
Grounds Cited in Rulinga (n=61) (n=31) (n=63) (n=48)

Rule 12(b)(I) (lack of subject I1 2 15 2
matter jurisdiction)

Lack of federal question 5 0 4 0

Incomplete diversity 0 0 I 0

Insufficient class amount in 2 0 1 0
controversy

Insufficient individual 0 0 0 0
amount in controversy

Other I 0 3 1

Rule 12(b)(2) (lack of personal 0 0 2 1
jurisdiction)

Rule 12(b)(3) (improper I 0 1 0
venue)

Rule 12(b)(4) (insufficiency of 0 0 0 0
process)

Rule 12(b)(5) (insufficiency of 0 1 0 0
service of process)

Rule 12(b)(6) (failure to state a 33 9 33. 27
claim)

Rule 12(b)(7) (failure to join a 2 0 0 0
party)

Rule 9(b) (failure to plead 7 3 3 10
fraud with specificity)

Rule 41(a) (voluntary dis- 1 0 0 0
missal)

Rule 41(b)(by court order) 1 4 2 0

28 U.S.C. 1915(d) (frivolous) 0 5 3 3

Mootness 3 1 0 1

Abstention 2 0 1 0

Standing 1 0 2 0

Stipulated 2 0 1 4

Other 8 8 2 4

Unknown 10 13 15 8

Total 82 46 80 60

aSome rulings cited more than one source.
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Table 22: Outcomes of Rulings on Motions to Dismiss in Relation to Timing of
Rulings on Class Certification

E.D. Pa. SD. Fla. N.D. Ill. N.D. Cal.

Outcome Before After Before After | Before After. Before After

Dismiss all 4 2 4 1 8 9 8 3

Dismiss part 6 3 1 0 11 6 1-1 1

Deny 16 2 8 '2 7 3 5 2

Defer 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

Noaction. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other 5 2 1 0 0 1 1 0

Total 31 9 14 3 26 19 26 6

Table 23: Outcomes of Rulings on Motions for Summary Judgment in Relation to
Timing of Rulings on Class Certification

ED. Pa. SD. Fla. N.D. Ill. N.D. Cal.

Outcome Before After Before After Before After Before After

Granted 1 8 1 2 4 11 2 3

Granted in 1 4 0 0 1 2 4 1
part

Denied 6 6 0 5 4 3 2 0

Deferred 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0

Other 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 1

Total 8 18 2 7 11 16 10 5

Table 24: Percentage of Cases with Rulings on Motions to Dismiss, Motions for'
Summary Judgment, and Sua Sponte Dismissals

ED. Pa. SD. Fla. N.D. 111. N.D. Cal.
Action (n= 121) _(n=72) (n= 117) (n= 107)

Motions to dismiss 61 31 63 48

Sua sponte dismissals 7 12 1-2 12

Motions for summary judg- 35 13 31 22
ment

Cases with at least one ruling 81 48 85 64
regarding dismissal or sum- (67%) (67%) (73%) (60%)
mary judgment

Cases with both a dismissal 22 8 21 17
ruling andasummary judg- (18%). (11%) (18%) (16%)
ment ruling
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Table 25: Outcome of Rulings on Motions to Dismiss

E.D. Pa. S.D. Fla. ND. 111. N.D. Cal.
Outcome of Motion to Dismiss (n=61) (n=31) (n=62) (n=48)
Dismissed entire complaint 26% 39% 42% 48%

(16 cases) (12 cases) (26 cases) (23 cases)
Dismissed one or more claims 21% 10% 34% 29%
or parties (13 cases) (3 cases) (21 cases) (14 cases)
Denied the motion 38% 45% 22% 19%

(23 cases) (14 cases) (14 cases) (9 cases)
Other 15% 6% 2% 4%

(9 cases) (2 cases) (I case) (2 cases)

Table 26: Outcome of Summary Judgment Rulings
E.D. Pa. S.D. Ha. N.D. III. N.D. Cal:

Outcome (n= 35) (n= 13) (n=31) (n=22)

Granted in whole 12 4 17 8
(34%) (31%) (55%) (36%)

Granted in part 7 1 4 6
(20%) (8%) (13%) (27%)

Denied 13. 7 8 5
(37%) r (54%) (26%) (23%)

Deferred 0 0 0 2
(0%) (0%) (0%) (9%)

Other 3 1 2 1
(9%) (8%) (6%) (5%)

Table 27: Cases Closed as a Result of a Ruling on a Motion to Dismiss or Sum-
mary Judgment -

E.D. Pa. S.D. Fla. ND. Ill. ND. Cal.
Ruling (n=117) (n=72) (n=116) (n=102)

Dismissal 24 14 20 18
(20%) (19%) (17%) (18%)

Summary judgment 16 6 19 11
(14%) (8%) (16%) (11%)

Subtotal 40 20 39 29
(34%) (27%) (33%) (28%)

Minus duplicate -3 -1 -3 0
cases (-3%) (-1%) (-3%) (0%)

Total 37 19 36 29
(31%) (26%) (30%) (28%)
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Table 28: Median Times (in Months) from Filing of Complaint to Filing of First
Motion to Dismiss and from Filing of First Motion to Dismiss to the First Ruling
on a Motion to Dismiss

Time ED. Pa. S.D. Fla. N.D. 111. ND. Cal.

Median time from complaint to 2A 2,5 2.7 4.2

first motion to dismiss

Median time from first motion 3.1 7.4 3.8 2.6

to dismiss to first ruling

75th percentile of time from 4.7 13.7 8.6 5.4

first motion to dismiss to first -

ruling

Table 29: Median Times (in Months) from Filing Complaint to Filing of First
Motion for Summary Judgment and from Filing of First Motion for Summary
Judgment to First Ruling on Summary Judgment

Time E.D. Pa. S.D. Fla. N.D. 111. N.D. Cal.

Median time from complaint 7.8 9.6 12.2 12.2

to first motion for summary
judgment

Median time from first motion 3.7 7.4 9.0 3.5

for summary judgment to first
ruling

75th percentile of time from 7.9 15.4 16.8 5.2

first motion for summary
judgment to first ruling
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Table 30: Number of Cases with Simultaneous Motion to Certify and Approve
Settlement and Nature of Suit

E.D. Pa. N.D. 111. N.D. Cal.
Nature of Suit (n=7) (n=7) (n= 14)

Torts-other fraud 0 0 I

Antitrust 0 1 0

Civil rights-prisoner 1 0 0

Civil rights-accommodations 0 0 1

Civil rights-other 4 1 1

Racketeer Influenced and 1 0 0
Corrupt Organization Act
(RICO)

Labor laws-other litigation 0 0 1

Employee Retirement Income 0 0 2
Security Act (ERISA)

Securities 0 1 8

Other statutory actions 0 4 0

Contract: insurance 1 0 0

Table 31: Number of Certified Cases With and Without a Simultaneous Settle-
ment and Type of Class

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure

Case type 23(b)(1)(A) 23(b)(1)(B) 23(b)(2) 23(b)(3)

With simultaneous set- 4 2 8 17
tlement

Without simultaneous 11 8 18 36
settlement
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Table 32: Number of Certified Cases with Motions to Reconsider or Decertify and
Outcome

ED. Pa. S.D. Fla. ND. 111. N.D. Cal.
Outcome (n=ll) (n=1) (n=6) (n=5) Total

Certification affirmed 5 0 3 1 9

Certification reversed 1 0 0 0 1

Certification modified 0 0 1 1 2

Reconsideration denied 2 1 1 1 5

Reconsideration deferred 0 0 0 1 1

No action taken 1 0 0 1 2

Other 2 0 1 0 3

Table 33: Number of Oppositions to Certification and Nature-of-Suit Categories

ED. Pa. S.D. Fla. ND. 111. N.D. Cal.
Natureof Suit (n=50) (n=21) (n=45) (n=25)

Stockholders suits 0 0 0 1
(0%) (0%) (0%) (4%)

Other contract actions 1 2 1 1

(2%) (10%) (2%) (4%)

Contract product liability 1 0 0 0

(2%) (0%) (0%) (0%)

Torts-marine 0 1 0 1

(0%) (5%) (0%) (4%)

Torts-motor vehicle- 1 0 0 0
product liability (2%) (0%) (0%) (0%)

Personal injury-medical 1 0 0 0
malpractice (2%) (0%) (0%) (0%)

Personal injury-product 1 0 1 0
liability (2%) (0%) (2%) (0%)

Torts-other fraud 1 0 3 0
(2%) (0%) (7%) (0%)

Torts-truth in lending 0 0 1 0
(0%) (0%) (2%) (0%)

Torts-other personal 1 0 0 0
property damage (2%) (0%) (0%) (0%)

Antitrust 2 0 0 2
(4%) (0%) (0%) (8%)

Withdrawal 0 1 0 0
(0%) (5%) (0%) (0%)

Other civil rights 7 2 10 2
(14%) (10%) (22%) (8%)

(cont.)
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Table 33: Number of Oppositions to Certification and Nature-of-Suit Categories
(continued)

E.D. Pa. S.D. Fla. ND. III. N.D. Cal.
Nature of Suit (n = 50) (n=21) (n = 45) (n = 25)

Civil rights-jobs 5 1 4 2
(10%) (5%) (9%) (8%)

Civil rights- 2 1 0 1
accommodations (4%) (5%) (0%) (4%)

Civil rights-welfare 2 0 1 0
(4%) (0%) (2%) (0%)

Racketeer Influenced and 2 0 2 1
Corrupt Organization (4%) (0%) (4%) (4%)
Act (RICO)

Prisoner-civil rights 2 4 2 0
(4%) (19%) (4%) (0%)

Labor/Management 0 0 1 0
Relations Act (0%) (0%) (2%) (0%)

Other labor litigation 0 1 1 0
(0%) (5%) (2%) (0%)

Employee Retirement 5 3 6 1
Income Security Act (10%) (14%) (13%) (4%)
(ERISA)

Securities 13 4 7 11
(26%) (19%) (16%) (44%)

Social security-black 1 0 0 0
lung (2%) (0%) (0%) (0%)

Social Security-Social 0 0 1 0
Security Disability In- (0%) (0%) (2%) (0%)
come, Title XVI

Tax suits 0 0 0 1
(0%) (0%) (0%) (4%)

Other statutory actions 2 1 3 1
(4%) (5%) (7%) . (4%)

Constitutionality of state 0 0- 1 0
statutes (0%) (0%) (2%) (0%)

Table 34: Number of Oppositions to Certification and Nature of Suit for All
Categories of Civil Rights, Securities, and ERISA Cases

ED. Pa. S.D. Ha. N.D. 111. N.D. Cal.
Nature of Suit (n = 50) (n=21) (n = 45) (n = 25)

All civil rights 16 4 15 5
(32%) (19%) (33%) (20%)

Securities 13 4 7 11
(26%) (19%) (16%) (44%)

Employee Retirement 5 - 6
Income Security Act (10%) (13%)
(ERISA)

Prisoner-civil rights - 4

(19%)
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Table 35: Class Notice of Certification or Settlement Issued in Certified Class
Actions by Type

ED. Pa. S.D. Fla. ND. Ill. N.D. Cal.
Type of Class (n=53) (n= 13) (n=51) (n=35)

23(b)(1)(A) 100% 0% 75% 0%

(3) (0) (3) (0)

23(b)(1)(B) 0% 0% 80% 100%

(0) (0) (4) (2)

23(b)(2) 60% 100% 45% .100%
(12) (3) (5) (5)

23(b)(3) 88% 100% 92% 96%

(21) (11) (24) (22)

No type spe- 60% 0% 67% 73%

cified (3) (0) (4) (8)

Note: Some cases were certified under more than one subsection.

Table 36: Type of Notice in Certified (b)(3) Class Actions

E.D. Pa. S.D. Fla. N.D. IIl. N.D. Cal.

TypeofNotice (n=24) (n=1I) (n=26) (n=23)

Personal 21 11 23 21

Publication 15 9 15 15

Broadcast 0 1 0 1

Other (e.g., posting) 2 1 2 3

No notice 3 0 2 I

Note: Most cases used more than one type of notice.
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Table 37: Intervention Success Rates for Various Nature of Suit Categories

Nature of Suit Attempted Gnted Percentage

Contract 2 0 0

Product liability-medical I 1 100
malpractice

Fraud personal property 2 1 50

Antitrust 3 2 67

Other civil rights 2 0 0

Jobs-civil rights 2 1 50

Welfare-civil rights 2 2 100

Racketeer Influenced and 1 0 0
Corrupt Organization Act
(RICO)

Employee Retirement Income I 1 100
Security Act (ERISA)

Securities, commodities, 7 4 57
exchange

Social security I 1 100

Other statutory actions 2 0 0

Constitutionality of state stat- I 0 0
utes

Table 38: Types of Objections Raised During Settlement Approval Process as a
Percentage of All Settlement Hearings

ED. Pa. S.D. Fla. N.D. 111. ND. Cal.
Type of Objection (n=35) (n= 14) (n=36) (n=32)

Insufficient compen- 20% 0% 17% 6%
sation (7) (0) (6) (2)

Insufficient deter- 3% 0% 3% 6%
rence (1) (0) (1) (2)

Representation par- 3% 0% 8% 0%
ties favored (I) (0) (3) (0)

Groups unfairly 11% 7% 3% 3%
disfavored (4) (1) (1) (1)

Collusion with op- 3% 7% 6% 0%
posing party (1) (1) (2) (0)

Attorneys' fees dis- 17% 21% 14% 22%
proportionate (6) (3) (5) (7)

Other 29% 14% 44% 25%
(10) (2) (16) (8)

No objection 51% 64% 42% 60%
(18) (9) (15) (19)
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Table 39: Outcomes of Certified and Noncertified Cases

ED. Pa. SD. Fla. N.D. Ill. ND. Cal.

Not Not' Not 'Not

Certified 'Certified Certified Certified Certified Certified Certified Certified'

Outcome (n=36) (n=64) (n=6) (n=59) (n=35) (n=65) (n= 16) (n=67)

Dismissed on motion 5 23 0 22 4 28 0 23

' (14%) (36%) (37%) (11%) (43%) (34%)

Summary judgment 2 10 1 4 7 10 2 7

granted (5%) (16%) (17%) (7%) (20%) (15%) (13%) (10%)

Judgment after bench 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0

trial (3%) (2%) (2%)

Judgment afterjury trial 2 1 0 0 2 1 0 1

(5%) (2%) (6%) (2%) (1%)

Defaultjudgment 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0

(2%)

Voluntary dismissal by 0 4 0 9 0 10 0 4

plaintiff (6%) (15%) (15%) (6%)

Stipulated dismissal 1 12 0 9 0 7 0 18

(3%) (19%) (15%) (11%) (27%)

Nonclass settlement 0 4 0 4 1 ' 8 0 2

approved (6%) (7%) (3%) (12%) (3%)

Class settlement ap- 23 1 6. 0 25 0 14 4

proved (62%) (2%) (100%) (71%) (88%) (6%)

Other (e.g., case trans- 3 12 0 12 2 7 0 8

ferred) (8%) (19%) (20%) (6%) (11%) (12%)

Note: Cases certified for settlement'purposes only are not included.

Table 40: Settlement of Certified Class Actions Compared with Settlement of
Cases with Class Allegations that Were Not Certified

ED. Pa. SD. Fla. N.D. Ill. ND. Cal.

Not Not Not Not

Certified Certified Certified Certified Certified Certified Certified Certified

Outcome (n=36) (n=64) (n=6) (n=59) (n=35) (n=65) (n= 16) (n=67)

Stipulated dismissal 1 12 0 9 0 7 0 18

(3%) (19%) (15%) (11%) ,(27%)

Nonclass settlement 0 4 0 3 1 8 0 2

approved (6%) (5%) (3%1) (12%) (3%)

Class settlement ap- 23 la 6 0 25 0 14 4

proved (62%) (2%) (100%) (66%) (88%) (6%)

Total 65% 27% 100% 20% 69% 23% 88% 36%

Note: Cases certified for settlement purposes only are not included.

aCase involved some class relief but not a class certification, either explicitly or implicitly.
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Table 41: Disposition by Motion or Trial of Certified Cases Compared with Caseswith Class Allegations Not Certified

E.D. Pa. S.D. Fla. N.D. Ill. N.D. Cal.
Not Not Not Not

Certified Certified Certified Certified Certified Certified Certified Certified
Outcome (n=36) (n=64) in=6) (n=59) (n=35) (n=65) (n= 16) (n=67)

Dismissal on mo- 5 23 0 22 4 28 0 23
tion (14%) (36%) (37%) (11%) (43%) (34%)

Summary judgment 2 10 1 4 7 10 2 7
granted (6%) (16%) (17%) (7%) (20%) (15%) (13%) (10%)

Judgment after I 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
bench trial (3%) (2%) (2%)

Judgment afterjury 2 1 0 0 2 1 0 1
trial (6%) (2%) (6%) (2%) (1%)

Total 29% 54% 17% 46% 37% 62% 13% 45%

Note: Cases certified for settlement purposes only are not included.

Table 42: Time from Ruling on Certification to Filing of Settlement in Certified,
Settled Class Actions

E.D. Pa. S.D. Fla. N.D. Ill. N.D. Cal.
Category (n= 43) (n= 13) (n= 40) (n=30)

25th percentile 1.9 months 11.2 months 0 months 0 months

Median 9.2 months 18.9 months 15.6 months 14.7 months

75th percentile 14.5 months 41.5 months 36 months 22.6 months

Settlement filed before 10 cases 7 cases 6 cases 11 cases
class certification (23%) (54%) (15%) (37%)

No data available 4 cases 0 cases 3 cases 0 cases
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Table 43: Jury Trials

Caption, Docket Nature of Days of

No., and District Class Status Suit Trial Outcome of Trial Results on Appeal

Hoxworth v. Certified Securities 1 Defaultjudgmentfor Affirmed; remanded

Blinder, No. 88- (b)(3) plaintiff class for settlement

285, E.D. Pa.
a

Melendez v. Illinois Not certified Title VII 8 Injunction and dam- Appeal dismissed

Bell Telephone Co., (b)(2) & (b)(3) ages for individual

No. 90-5020, ND.-' plaintiff; partial sum-

Ill. mary judgment for
defendanta

Jacobs v. Informa- Certifiedb Contracts 20 For defendant against Affirmed

tion Resources, No. plaintiff class

89-3772, N.D. 111.

In re Atiantic Certified Securities 12 For defendant against Appeal dismissed

Financial, No. 89- (b)(3) - plaintiff class

645, ED. Pa.

Ceisler v. First Certified Securities 11 For defendant against Affirmed

Pennsylvania Corp., (b)(3) plaintiff class

No. 89-9234, E.D.

Pa.

Schwartz v. System Certified Securities 10 For defendant against Affirmed

Software, No. 91- (b)(3) plaintiff class

1154, N.D. Ill.

Bd. of Managers v. Not certified Civil rights 4 Directed verdict for Reversed in part;

West Chester (b)(2) defendant against affirmed in part

Areas, No. 92-3407, individual plaintiff

ED. Pa.

Igo v: County of Not certifiedb Civil rights 3 For defendant against Appeal dismissed

Sonoma, No. 90- individual plaintiff

352, ND. Cal.

Stender v. Lucky Certified Title VII 44a Parties setted after No appeal

Stores, No. 88- (b)(2)&(b)(3) finding for one sub-

1467, ND. Cal. classa

Pucci v. Litwin, No. Not certified Securities 4 Parties settled No appeal

88-10923, N.D. Dl1. (b)(3)

aCombination bench and jury trial.

bRule 23(b) type not specified.
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Table 44: Bench Trials

Caption. Docket Nature of Days of Results on
No., and District Class Status Suit Trial Outcome of Trial Appeal
Packard v. Provi- Certified Personal 4 For individual Vacated;
dent Nat'l. Bank, (b)(l)(A)&(B); property plaintiff after remanded for
No. 91-5229, ED. (b)(2) damage prior class set- dismissalPa. tlement

Hedges v. Wau- Not certifieda Civil, rights 2 For individual Vacated in part;
conda Community, plaintiff remanded
No. 90-6604, N.D.
Ill.

Dowling v. Coin- Certified Civil rights 20 For defendant No appeal
monwealth of (b)(2) against plaintiff
Pennsylvania, No. class and indi-
88-7568, ED. Pa. vidual plaintiff

Berndt v. Budget Not certifieda Civil rights 5 For defendant No appeal
Rent-A-Car, No. against individual
91-8294, N.D. Ill. plaintiff

Williams v. Cordis Not certified Employee 3 For defendant No appeal
Corp., No. 91484, (b)(3) Retirement against individual
S.D. Ha. Income plaintiff

Security

Act
(ERISA)

Mateo v. MWS Not certified Personal NA For defendant Affirmed
KISO, No. 90-2357, (b)(I),(2) & (3) injury against individual
N.D. Cal. plaintiff

Merrill Drydock v. Not certifiedb Contracts 8 Parties settled Appeal dismissed
Longkeel, No. 90- (b)(3) (appeal on dam-
2238, S.D. Ha. - ages)

Buttino v. FBI, No. Certified Civil rights 3 Parties settled No appeal
90-1639, N.D. Cal. (b)(2) after finding for

plaintiff on
liability

Note: NA = not available.

aRule 23(b) type not specified.
bMotion for certification of defendant class denied.
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Table 45: Means and Medians for Fee Awards as Percentage of Gross Settlement

Costs in Certified Cases with Court-Approved Settlements Providing No Net

Monetary Distribution to Class

No Net Monetary ED. Pa. S.D. Fla. N.D. III. ND. Cal.

Distribution to Class (n= 16). (n=2) (n= 16) (n=4)

Fee awards as percentage
of gross settlement costs:

Mean 96% 88% 91% 80%

Median 100IY 88% 98% 100%

Maximum 100% 100% 100% 100%

Minimum 63% 77% 50% 21%

Fee awards:
Mean award $911,250 $171,948 $351,638 $1,826,288

Median award $86,002 $171,948 $60,000 $1,676,076

Gross settlement costs:
Mean amount $915,812 $197,500 $357,566 $1,877,538

Median amount $101,000 $197,500 $80,197 $1,676,076

Note: This table shows the thirty-eight cases where the only monetary distribution was for payments to class

representatives, attorneys' fees, or administrative expenses. In addition to these thirty-eight cases, in fourteen

certified cases (seven, one, four, two cases in the four districts, respectively), there was no record of a fee

request or a fee award and court-approved settlements provided no net monetary distribution to the class.

"Net monetary distribution" is net of attorneys' fees and administrative expenses. "Fee award" equals the

total amount of fees awarded to plaintiffs' counsel, excluding sanctions and out-of-pocket expenses. "Gross

settlement costs" include the following payments by defendants to fund the settlement where applicable:

payments to class representatives, attorneys' fees and expenses, and administrative costs of the settlement

such as notice costs.
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Table 46: Certified, Settled (b)(3) Classes with No Monetary Distribution to the"Class

Total Award
to Class Attorneys'Caption, Docket No., No. of Representa-s Fee Awardand District Class Definition Notices tives Nonmonetary Relief (Method)

Sent

Brownell v. State All insureds 1.4 M None indi- Defendant agreed (I) not to use $225,000Farm Mutual Auto who submitted cated written criteria with respect to the (stipulated)Ins., No. 90-2224 a medical duration, frequency, cost, and-type(E.D. Pa. filed Mar. payment claim of treatment Without disclosing29, 1990). for personal such criteria; and (2) not to com-
injuries pensate peer reviewers on a per-

centagetor contingency fee basis
Assad v. Hibbard All who pur- Unknown $6,000 Class members who file claims are $50,000Brown & Co., No. 90- chased or sold to receive certificates of monetary (method not7420 (E.D. Pa. filed Children's credits to be applied to future specified;Nov. 20, 1990). Workshop transactions with defendant $110,000Limited securi- 

requested)
ties through
defendant

The Lindner Fund, All purchasers Unknown None indi- Settlement stated that plaintiffs' $225,000Inc. v. Pollock, No. of defendant's cated counsel reviewed the prospectuses (stipulated)91-6901 (E.D. Pa. common stock and, based on discovery, stated thatfiled Nov. 4, 1991). during class there is no good faith basis for
period asserting that the prospectuses

contain any false or minsleading
statement or omission

Cherkas v. General Purchasers and 5.7 M None indi- Certificates with a face value of $9.6 MMotors Corp., No 92- owners of cated $1,000 toward the purchase of a (stipulated)6450 (E.D. Pa. filed specific full- new GM pick-up truck (Notes:Nov. 9, 199 2),a size GM pick- personal injury claims were not
up trucks or released; settlement vacated on
chassis cab appeal)

models

Cohen v. Alan Bush Purchasers of 305 $8,000 Coupons of a total estimated value $168,894Brokerage Co., No. common stock of $1 million representing a credit (stipulated85-8018 (S.D. Fla. of Comterm for up to 60% of standard commis- up tofiled Jan. 10, 1985). dUring class sion rates for common stock trad- $420,000;
period ing on an agency basis award

contingent

on number
of claims)

Rodriquez v. Town- All applicants Unknown $750 Injunction that all local govern- $25,000ship of Dekalb, No. for General (notice by ment administrators adopt and (method not82-20190 (ND. Ill. Assistance (a posting) consistently apply written General specified)filed Nov. 10, 1982). local welfare Assistance standards, maintained in
program) a publicly available manual

(C-nt!)
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Table 46: Certified, Settled (b)(3) Classes with No Monetary Distribution to the

Class (continued)
Total Award

to Class Attorneys'

Caption, Docket No., No. of Representa- Fee Award

and District Class Definition 'Notices ' tives Nonmonetary Relief (Method)

Sent

Harris v. DeRobertis, All inmates of Unknown None indi- CQaims procedure established- $20,000

No. 86-5094 (ND. 11. Cellhouse B- cated inmates could choose $50 payment (method not

filed July 14, 1986). West, Stateville without proof of injury or up to specified)

Correctional $3,000 for physical or psychologi-

Center, from cal injuries sustained as a direct

1/8/92 to result of the lack of heat in the

1/11/92 cellblock

Schlansky v. EAC Purchasers of 222 $2,000 40,000 shares of common stock $200,000

Industries, No. 90-854 EAC securities and 370,000 warrants to buy an plus 10,000

(N.D. 111. filed Feb. during class issue of stock at $4 a share during a shares and

13, 1990). period-* five-year period - 30,000
warrants

(stipulated)

Aitken v. Fleet Mort- Residential real 1.58 M $12,000 Rebates'to be paid to current and $1.35 M

gage, No. 90-3708 estate mortga- - past mortgage holders using a set (stipulated,

(N.D. Ill. filed June gors with tax formula based on

28,1990). and insurance perentage

escrows &om- v of recovery)

puted by a
particular

method during
the past year

Wesley v. GM Ac- Illinois GMAC 848, $3,428, Recalculation of lease termination $127,542 .

ceptance Corp., No. auto lessees charges on an actuarial basis for (lodestar;

91-3368 (N.D. 111. who terminated post-settlement terminations; for $150,000

filed May 31, 1991). a lease early presettlement terminations, choice requested)

and were as- of $80 cash or $300 applied to a

sessed termina- new consumer lease within a year

tion fees of the settlement

Koerber v. S. C. All direct and 2,418 None indi- (1) Requiring the defendant Bayer $2.5 M

Johnson & Sons, No. indirect pur- cated to affirmatively offer a license for (stipulated)

93-20267 (ND. Ill. chasers of Raid Cyfluthrin to all of defendant's

filed Oct. 6, 1993). or Raid Max competitors on nondiscriminatory

during class terms; (2) provide $1.4 million in

period promotional benefits to direct
purchasers and $6.6 million to

indirect (consumer) purchasers

McKenna v. Sears All purchasers I M None indi- (1) Enforcing its policy of'satisfac- $3 M

Roebuck & Co., No. of auto repairs cated tion guaranteed or your money (stipulated)

92-2227 (N.D. Cal. from any Sears back and (2) establishing a method

filed June 12, 1992). Center during of distributing $50 coupons toward

class period of the purchase of brake calipers, coil

more than four springs, master cylinder, or idle

years arm upon showing proof of prior
purchase of such an item

Note: M = Millions.

aThe General Motors Pick-Up Truck Litigation-(55 F.3d 768 (3d Cir.), cert. denied, 116 S. Ct. 88 (1995)).
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Table 47: Injunctive Relief in Certified (b)(2) Cases Providing No Net MonetaryDistribution to Class C
Caption, Docket No., and District Injunctive Relief Fee Award

Bonsall Village v. Patterson, No. 90- Modifying a township's zoning and development plans, encouraging $140,000
457, E.D. Pa. development of an area occupied primarily by minorities

Bozzi v. Sullivan, No. 90-2580, E.D. Readjudicating claims for widow, widower, survivor and disability $167,500Pa. benefits using appropriate regulations

Packard v. Provident Nat'l Bank, No. Establishing a grievance-arbitration procedure allowing class mem- $90,00091-5229, E.D. Pa. bers to challenge a bank's "sweep fees" applied to investment ac-
counts

Avery v. City of Philadelphia, No. Replacing the psychological examination process for police officer $49,00092-7024, E.D. Pa. applicants, giving class members an opportunity for psychological
reexamination

Williams v. Philadelphia Housing Establishing a housing authority's policy that applicants will not be $20,558Authority, No. 92-7072, E.D. Pa. determined ineligible for Section 8 housing solely on the basis of a
related debt to the housing authority unless that debt is the legal
responsibility of the applicant; providing hearing/review procedures,
for applicants who disagree with authority's findings

Felix v. Sullivan, No. 92-7376, E.D. Changing the services offered under pharmaceutical, dental, and $3,997Pa. other medical plans for all state residents who receive medical assi s-
tance benefits

Brooks v. Philadelphia Housing Requiring a housing authority to rewire certain housing units and $6,624Authority, No. 93-232, E.D. Pa. install a separate meter for common area electric service

Keith v. Daley, No. 84-5602, N.D. Entering a consent decree (t) that allows the state to regulate abor- $224,810Ill. tions and (2) that protects women's right to choose an abortion and
receive family planning services

Bogard v. Duffy, No. 88-2414, N.D. Improving treatment resources and placement opportunities for $682,681Ill. developmentally disabled Medicaid recipients

Castaneda v. Greyhound Retirement Refraining from denying claims for return of individual contributions $75,000and Disability Plan, No. 88-4184, to a pension plan
N.D. 111.

Blum v. Icul Service Corp., No. 93- Agreeing that no letter shall be sent threatening consequences for $10,0004399, N.D. 111. failure to pay a debt before the 30-day validation period during
which the alleged debtor may challenge the claim

Hiestand v, Schillerstrom, No. 93- Agreeing to modify defendant's collection letter so that no letter is $5,5006657, N.D. 111. sent demanding payment until after the applicable validation period
has expired

Buttino v. FBI, No. 90-1639, N.D. Adopting Federal Bureau of Investigation policy that "sexual orien- $53,000Cal. tation or preference may not be considered as a basis for a negative
factor in determining one's suitability for employment"
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Table 48: Donations to Charitable or Public Interest Organizations in Certified

Cases with Court Approved Settlements

Caption, Docket
No., and District Distribution for Charitable Purposes

ND. Ill.

M&M v. Chicago Cy pres grants to:

Bd. Options, No. Chicago-Kent College of Law-$14,000;

88-02139 DePaul Univ. Law School -$35,000;

John Marshall Law School-$35,000;
Public Interest Law Initiative-$ 10,500;

Illinois Institute of Technology-$
2 0,000;

Loyola Univ. of Chicago-$1
9 ,000.

In re Clozapine (1) Discount credits with a value of $3 million to be used by

Anti-Trust Litiga- mental health agencies of thirty-four states to treat patients

tion, No. 91-2431 who do not otherwise qualify for Medicaid benefits for ther-

apy using the drug Clozapine;

(2) additional $3 million to the National Organization for

Rare Diseases (NORD) for treating new Clozaril patients not

otherwise qualified for Medicaid reimbursement; and

(3) a 15% rebate (to be distributed through NORD) for pur-

chases, over a two-year period, of the drug Clozaril by pa-

tients on Social Security Disability Income.

In re Scouring $150,000 to Chicago Bar Foundation for specified programs

Pads, No. 93-6594 on domestic abuse, juvenile justice, and tutoring/mentoring.

ND. Cal.

Lucky Stores No. A specified donation to a nonprofit organization in a Title VII

88-01467 employment discrimination case.

In re G.E. Energy Any money remaining in a rebate and coupon settlement fund

Choice Light Bulb to an unspecified charity.

Consumer Litig.,
No. 92-4447
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Table 49: Reversals and Remands in Cases with Previously Certified Class

Castaneda

Cherkas v. v. Grey-
General Packard v. Berman v. hound Untermeyer
Motors Provident Int'l Con- Bennett v. Harris v. Retirement v. Margolis,

Corp., Case Nat'l. Bank, trols Corp., Bombela, DeRobertis, and Dis- No. 87-'
No. Case No. Case No. Case No. Case No. ability Plan, 5491, Case

92-06450, 91-05229, 88-06206, -83-00480, 86-05094, Case No. No.
ED. Pa. ED. Pa. S.D. Fla. N.D. 111. ND. 111. 88-04184, 87-05491,'

N.D. Ill. ND. Cal.

Issues on Certifi- Bench trial Summary Second of Case dis- Summary Summary
appeal cation of award of judgment two-sum- missal for judgment judgment

settlement punitive for defen- 'maryjtidg- failure to on liability;- for defen-
class; set- damages for dants ments for state a claim declaratory dants
tlement individual defendants . - judgment

approval; plaintiff for plaintiff
class coun- after class ' class

sel fees settlement

Appeal filed Objecting Defendants Plaintiffs Plaintiffs Plaintiffs Defendants Plaintiffs
by class mem-

bers

Outcome of Vacated; Vacated; . Reversed in Reversed; Reversed; Reversed Affirmed in
appeal remanded remanded part; va- retnanded remanded . summary part; re-

for case cated in part judgment; versed in
dismissal ., , - remanded. part; re-

for lack of, manded
subject with respect
matter to claims

jurisdiction, against,
auditors

Eventual Pendingb Case dis- Court- Court- Court- Court- Pendingb
outcome of missed approved approved approved approved
case class set- class set- class set- class set-

tlement tlement . tement, tlement

aPrior to class certification, the court of appeals reversed and remanded the first summary judgment for de-
fendants.

bOn remand after the study's cutoff date of June 30,1994.
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Table 50: Reversals and Remands in Cases with No Class Previously Certified

Bd. of Manag- O'Neill v. City
ers v. West Baby Neal v. of Philadelphia, Flores v. Cami- Grant v. U.S. Joaquim v.

Chester Areas, Casey, Case # Case # val Cruise, Case Parole Comm., Royal Carib-
Case# 90-02343, E.D. 9i-06759,ED' #92-02766, Case # 92- bean, Case #

92-03407, E.D ' Pa. Pa. S.D. Fla. 00484, S.D. Fla. 92- 02767, S.D.
Pa.' Fla.

Cert. ruling Yes (not cer- Yes (not cer- Yes (not ,cer- No ruling Yes (not cer- Yes (not cer-
preappeal , tified) tified) tified) tified) tified)

Issues on appeal Directed verdict Denial of class Appeal #1: Summary Dismissal of Dismissal of
for defendants certification; Denial in part judgment for case case

partial summary of defendants' defendants
judgment for motion for
defendants; summary judg-
stipulated ment
judgment Appeal #2:

against named Partial sunm-
plaintiffs mary judgment

for defendant

Appeal filed by Plaintiffs Plaintiffs #1: Defendants Plaintiffs Plaintiffs Plaintiffs
#2: Plaintiffs

Outcome on Reversed in Reversed; #1: Vacated; Affirmed in Affirmed in Reversed in
appeal part; affirmed in remanded remanded for part; reversed in part; reversed in part; vacated in

'part; remanded (without review dismissal of part; remanded part part
of partial sum- case on compensa-
mary judgment #2: Appeal tory claim

dismissed

Class certifi- No No No No No No
cation after

remand

Eventual out- Case dismissal Case dismissal Case dismissal Pendingb Case dismissal Pendingb
come of case

(coat.)
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Table 50: Reversals and Remands in Cases with No Class Previously Certified
(continued)

Retired
Chicago Hedges v. Twenty-First Vandenbosch

Bennett v. Police v. City Wauconda Century v. Adesanya v. Miller v. v. Georgia

Bombela, of Chicago, Community, Sherwood, West Amer- Pacific Lumber Pacific Corp.,

Case # 83- Case # 90- Case # 90- Case # 87- ica Bank, Col, Case # Case # 90-

00480,ND. 00407,N.D. 06604,N.D, 05774,N.D. Case# 88- 89-03500, 00389,N.D.

Ill. Ill. Ill. Cal. 04342, N.D. N.D. Cal. Cal.
Cal.

Cert. ruling No ruling Yes (not No ruling No ruling No ruling Yes (not No ruling

preappeal certified) certified)

Issues on appeal First of two Denial of Permanent Partial sum- Dismissal of Denial of class Summary

summary motion for injunction mary judg- certain certification; judgment for

judgments class certific- against ment for claims dismissal of defendants

for defen- ation and defendants defendants; certain class

dantsa inter-vention; and nominal denial of representa-

dismissal of damages for plaintiffs' tives;

case individual summary partial sum-

plaintiffs judgment mary judgment

'motion for defendant;
disqualificatio
n of plaintiffs'

counsel

Appeal filed by Plaintiffs Plaintiffs; Defendants Plaintiffs Plaintiffs Plaintiffs Plaintiffs

intervenors

Outcome on Reversed; Affirmed in Vacated Reversed; Affirmed in Reversed in Affirmed in

appeal remanded part injunction remanded part; reversed part; remanded part; reversed

(including and damages; in part; in part; affir- in part;

affirmed of remanded on remanded med dis- remanded

denial of damages qualification of

class certific- counsel

ation); re-
versed in
part; re-
manded

Class certifi- Yes No No Yes No No No

cation after
remand

Eventual out- Court- Pendingb $1 to plain- Court- Case dis- Case dismissal Case dis-

come of case approved tiffs; case approved missal missal stipu-

class settle- dismissal class settle- lated by

mentb ment parties

a The second remand after appeal is shown in Table 49.

b On remand after the study's cutoff date of June 30, 1994.
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Table 51: Issues and Dispositions on Appeal in E.D. Pa. Class Actions Termi-
nated Between July 1, 1992, and June 30, 1994 (n=36 appeals in 31 cases)

No. of Ap- Appellant Issue on Appeal Disposition of Appeal
peals

2 Defendant Certification of class' I affirmed; I not reviewable
1 Defendant Defaultjudgment for plaintiff I affirmed

A I Defendant Denial in part of summary judgment I vacated, remanded for dis-
missal

I Defendant Denial of arbitration I affirmed
I Defendant Bench trial judgmentfor plaintiff I vacated, remanded for dis-

missal
I Defendant Motion for stay I affirmed
I Defendant Preliminary injunction I affirmed
1 Defendant Summary judgment for plaintiff I affirmed
I Defendant Denial of partial summary judgment I appeal dismissed

11 Plaintiff Dismissal of case 9 affirmed; 2 appeals dis-
missed

5 Plaintiff Summary judgment for defendant 3 affirmed; 2 appeals dis-
missed

3 Plaintiff Partial summary judgment for defendant I affirmed; I reversed and
remanded; I vacated, re-

manded for dismissal
2 Plaintiff Order deeming dismissal motion to be I appeal dismissed as inter-

summary judgment motion; issue not locutory; I affirmed
available

2 Plaintiff Taxation of defendant's costs 2 affirmed
I Plaintiff Directed verdict for defendant I reversed in part, affirmed in

part
I Plaintiff Denial of class certification I reversed and remanded
I Plaintiff Denial of sanctions I appeal dismissed
I Plaintiff Dismissal of certain claims I appeal dismissed
I Plaintiff Verdict for defendant I appeal dismissed
I Objecting Certification of classa I vacated and remanded

class mem-
hers

I Objecting, Award of fees to plaintiff counsela 1 vacated and remanded
class mem-

bers

I Objecting Settlement approvala I vacated and remanded
class mem-

bers

I Party oppos- Issue not available I withdrawn
ing class

I Proposed Denial of intervention I affirmed
intervenors

Note: Some appeals had more than one issue and some cases had more than one appeal.
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aGeneral Motors Pick-Up Truck Litigation (55 F.3d 768 (3d Cir.), cert. denied, 116 S. Ct. 88 (1995)).

Table 52: Issues and Dispositions on Appeal in S.D. Fla. Class Actions Termi-
nated Between July 1, 1992, and June 30, 1994 (n=12 appeals in 11 cases)

No. of Ap- Appellant Issue on Appeal Disposition of Appeal

peals

I Defendant -Dismissal of case I appeal dismissed

1 Defendant Award of fees to plaintiff counsel I affirmed

I Defendant Judgment for plaintiff after trial I appeal dismissed

5 Plaintiff Dismissal of case 2 affirmed; I affirmed in part,
reversed in part; I appeal

dismissed; I reversed in part,
vacated in part

2 Plaintiff Summary judgment for defendant I affirmed in part, reversed in
part; I reversed in part, va-

cated in part

I Plaintiff Award of fees to plaintiff counsel I affirmed

I Non-named Award of fees to plaintiff counsel I appeal dismissed

class member

Table 53: Issues and Dispositions on Appeal in N.D. Ill. Class Actions Termi-
nated Between July 1, 1992, and June 30, 1994 (n=56 appeals in 39 cases)

No. of Ap- Appellant Issue on Appeal Disposition of Appeal

peals

3 Defendant Summary judgment for plaintiff I affirmed; I appeal dismissed;
1 reversed

2 Defendant Award of fees to plaintiff counsel 1 remanded for reconsidera-
tion; 1 pending

2 Defendant Judgment for plaintiff 1 affirmed in part, vacated in
part, and remanded; 1 appeal

dismissed

1 Defendant Petition for writ of mandamus to recuse I petition denied
trial judge

1 Defendant Denial of motion to dissolve preliminary 1 appeal dismissed
injunction

1 Defendant Judgment for plaintiff 1 affirmed

1 Defendant Extension of time for filing plaintiff no- 1 remanded for settlement
tice of appeal
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18 Plaintiff Dismissal of case 10 affirmed; 4 appeals dis-
missed; I reversed and re-

manded;
I remanded for settlement;

2 pending

(cont.)

Table 53: Issues and Dispositions on Appeal in N.D. Ill. Class Actions Termi-
nated Between July 1, 1992, and June 30, 1994 (n=56 appeals in 39 cases)
(continued)

No. of Ap- Appellant Issue on Appeal Disposition of Appeal
peals

9 Plaintiff Summary judgment for defendant 6 affirmed; 1 appeal dismissed;
2 reversed and remanded

7 'Plaintiff Dismissal of certain claims I affirmed; 5 appeals dis-
missed; I pending

2 Plaintiff Verdict for defendant 2 affirmed

2 Plaintiff Partial summary judgment for defendant 1 appeal dismissed;
1 pending

I Plaintiff Denial of class certification I affirmed

I Plaintiff Denial of plaintiff attomeys' fees I appeal dismissed

I Plaintiff Dismissal of third-party complaint I affirmed

I Plaintiff Sanctions against plaintiff counsel I affirmed

I Plaintiff Reduction of plaintiff fee request I vacated and remanded

I -Plaintiff Transfer of case I appeal dismissed

I Plaintiff and Denial of injunction I affirmed
proposed

intervenor

I Plaintiff and Denial of class certification I affirmed
proposed

intervenof

I Plaintiff and Denial of intervention I affirmed
proposed
intervenor

I Plaintiff and Summary judgment for defendant I affirmed
proposed

intervenor

2 Third-party Settlement approval 2 appeals dismissed
defendant
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1 Third-party Denial of motion for reconsideration I appeal dismissed
defendant

I Third-party Dismissal of third-party defendant's I appeal dismissed

defendant countercomplaint

1 Proposed Denial of intervention I affirmed
intervenor-
defendant

Note: Some appeals had more than one issue and some cases had more than one appeal.

Table 54: Issues and Dispositions on Appeal in N.D. Cal. Class Actions Termi-
nated Between July 1, 1992, and June 30, 1994 (n=34 appeals in 23 cases)

No. of Ap- Appellant Issue on Appeal Disposition of Appeal

peals

2 Defendant Partial summary judgment for plaintiff 1 affirmed; I appeal dismissed

1 Defendant Preliminary injunction I appeal dismissed

1 Defendant Denial of summary judgment I affirmed

10 Plaintiff Dismissal of case 6 affirmed; 3 appeals dis-
missed;

I pending

3 Plaintiff Summary judgment for defendant 1 affirmed; I affirmed in part,
reversed in part, and re-

manded; I reversed in part,
affirmed in part

2 Plaintiff Partial summary judgment for defendant I reversed; I reversed and
remanded

2 Plaintiff Judgment for defendant 1 affirmed; 1 appeal dismissed

2 Plaintiff Denial of motion for reconsideration I affirmed in part, reversed in
part, and remanded; 1 appeal

dismissed

2 Plaintiff Dismissal of certain claims I affirmed; 1 affirmed in part,
reversed in part, and remanded

2 Plaintiff Denial of class certification I appeal dismissed; I reversed

I Plaintiff Denial of injunction 1 appeal dismissed

I Plaintiff Denial of in forma pauperis application 1 appeal dismissed

I Plaintiff Denial of motion for modification of order 1 appeal dismissed

I Plaintiff Denial of motion to disqualify judge I appeal dismissed

1 Plaintiff Denial of motion to vacate dismissal I appeal dismissed

I Plaintiff Denial of plaintiff attomeys' fees I reversed and remanded
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I < Plaintiff Bench trial judgment for defendant I affirmed

I Plaintiff Summary judgment for opposing class I affirmed
members

I Plaintiff Dismissal of certain class representatives. I 1 remanded

I Plaintiff Disqualification of plaintiff counsel I affirmed

I Objecting -,Award of fees to plaintiff counsel I pending
class member

I Third-party Summary judgment for plaintiff 1 affirmed
defendant

Note: Some appeals had more than one issue and some cases had more than one appeal.

Table 55: Appeals Involving Certification Issues
E.D. Pa. E.D. Pa. ND. Ill. N.D. 111. ND. Cal. N.D. Cal.

E.D. Pa. Case No. Case No. Case No. Case No. Case No. Case No.
Case No. 88-00285 90-02343 92-06450 90-00407 92-07076 89-03500 93-03160

Issues on Appeal #1: Appeal #2: Denial of Certification Denial of Denial of Denial of Denial of
appeal Certification Certification motion to of class; motion to motion to motion to motion to

- of class; of class; certify class set- certify certify certify certify
preliminary default class; par- Ilement; class; class; class; class;
injunction judgment tial sum- attorneys' summary summary partial denial of

for plain- mary judg- fee award judgment judgment summary injunction
tiffs ment for for defen- for defen- judgment

defendants; dants; dants for defen-
stipulated denial of dants
order of intervention

judgment
against all denial of

named preliminary
plaintiffs on injunction
individual

claims

§ 1292(b) No No No; prior No No; prior No No
certification motion for motion for
for appeal 1292(b) 1292(b)

certification certification
was denied was denied

Appeal filed Defendant Defendant Plaintiffs Objecting Plaintiffs Plaintiff Plaintiffs Plaintiffs t
by class mem- and pro-

bers posed
intervenors

Outcome of Injunction Affirmed Reversed; Vacated; Affirmed in Affirmed Reversed; Appeal
appeal vacated; remanded remanded part remandeda dismissed

certification (including
decision not affirmative
reviewable of denial of

class cer-
tification);
reversed in

part; re-
manded

Eventual See Appeal Court- Class cer- Pendingb Pendingb No class No class No class
outcome of #2 (next approved tified on certified; certified; certified;

case column) class se - remand; case dis- case dis- case dis-
tlement case pnd- missed missed missed

ing
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aCourt of appeals held certification is reviewable in combination with partial summary judgment for defen-

dant, settlement of rest of individual claims, and entry of judgment against all named plaintiffs on their indi-

vidual claims. Appellate court did not review the trial court's partial summary judgment decision, but re-

versed and remanded it because of the reversal of denial of class certification.

bOn remand after the study's cutoff date of June 30, 1994.
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Table 56: Firms Most Frequently Serving as Lead or Co-Lead Counsel (Number
of Class Action Cases)

E.D. Pa. S.D. Ra. N.D. Ill. N.D. Cal. Total No.
Firm Farm's Offices Cases Cases Cases Cases of Cases

Chimicles Burt et al. (and Los Angeles, Cal. 7 4a 0 6 17a
Greenfield & Chimicles) West Palm Beach, Fla.

Haverford, Pa.

Milberg Weiss San Diego, Cal. I I 0 14 16
New York, N.Y.

Berger & Montague San Francisco, Cal. 7 2 0O 5 14
Philadelphia, Pa.

Lieff Cabraser San Francisco, Cal. I 0 0 7 8

Community Legal Serv- Philadelphia, Pa. 8 0 0 0 8
ices

Barrack Rodos San Diego, Cal. 6 0 0 1 7
Philadelphia, Pa.

Stephen F. Gold Philadelphia, Pa. 5 0 0 0 5

Beeler Schad Chicago, 111. 0 0 4 0 4

Cohen, Milstein Washington, D.C. 0 1 2 1 4

Edelman & Combs Chicago, 111. 0 0 4 0 4

Kohn (Nast) Savett Philadelphia, Pa. 4 0 0 0 4

Lawrence Walner & As-- Chicago, Ill. 0 0 4 0 4
soc. .

Note: Some firm names changed after they were entered on court records. Each consolidation of cases is
counted as one class action case.

aFirm was liaison counsel in two additional cases.
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Appendix D
Methods,
Nature of the Database. The 'data in this field study' report represent a full census of the

population of class action cases that were terminated in E.D. Pa., S.D. Fla., N.D. Ill., and

N.D. Cal. between July 1, 1992, and June 30, 1994. Unlike the time study data presented

to the committee 358 the field study is not a random sample. It documents all identifiable

class action activity in the four districts in cases terminated during the study period and is

a sample only in the sense of being limited to that time period.'

Selection of Courts. The four courts were selected for the field study on the basis of

the level of class action activity shown in the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts

data and on the basis of geography. We undertook to study one court in the eastern, west-

ern, midwestern, and southern regions of the country and to study courts that were among

the ten courts with the most class action cases filed.359 We chose the regional approach so

that we could examine class actions in different courts, in different circuits, and in differ-

ent local legal cultures. Our purpose was to study a variety of approaches used by the

bench and bar in litigating and adjudicating class actions.

For each case in the study', an attorney-researcher examined pleadings', documents,

briefs, orders, affidavits, declarations, and, when available, transcripts. In particular, we

looked at rulings on motions to dismiss, motion's for summary judgment, all briefs relat-

ing to class certification, filings relating to notice and approval of settlement, applications

for attorneys' fees, and any orders relating to these matters. For certified class actions, we

gathered a complete set of the notices the court approved. These documents are available

to researchers who wish to study the notice process.
Identi cation and Definition of Class Actions. With each court's assistance we con-

ducted various searches for class actions. Our aim was to find all cases with class action

allegations in the complaint or with indications of class action activity in the text of

docket entries or published opinions. Because of limited resources available for the study

we restricted the time period covered and selected all such cases that had been termi-

nated360 between July 1, 1992, and June 30, 1994.361 Cases that were consolidated or

358. See Willging et al., supra note 26.
359. We selected the courts before we discovered a substantial undercount of class action activity in the

Administrative Office data, as explained below, in this section.

360. We included in the "terminated" category cases that were closed but had issues pending appeal at the

time of our field visit. Our subsequent follow-up on the outcome on appeal determined that, in a few cases,
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otherwise grouped were counted as a single case. This approach avoids counting cases
more than once when the post-consolidation litigation and rulings took place only once.
However, for one purpose in the report, to capture the total number of class action filings,
we include the number of cases included in the consolidations (see supra § 1 (b)).

Our initial search focused on databases provided on tape by the Administrative Office
of the U.S. Courts for the five years prior to August 1994. An initial visit to two courts
focused on cases identified in the Administrative Office data. In both jurisdictions, a sub-
sequent LEXIS search of published opinions uncovered a large number of class action
opinions in cases that were not identified as class actions in the Administrative Office
database.

Discovering these cases led us to ask both courts to conduct three searches of their
electronic records: one for the class action "flag" that is entered when a case is originally
docketed; another for specific "eyent codes," such as the filing of a motion to certify a
class, that identify class action activity; and a final search of the court's electronic dock-
eting system, looking for the word "class."362 These searches uncovered the majority of
the cases in this study.363 In Table 57 cases in the column "class action allegation" were
the only cases identified in the Administrative Office data as class actions. The class ac-
tion status of all other cases that were eventually included in our study had been recorded
in the Administrative Office database as "missing." As Table 57 shows, Administrative
Office statistics identified from one-fifth to one-half of the class actions in the four courts.

Table 57: Class Action Status in Administrative Office Data for All Class Actions
Terminated Between July 1, 1992, and June 30, 1994

E.D. Pa. S.D. Fla. N.D. Ill. N.D. Cal.
Class Action Status (n = 117) (n = 72) (n = 117) (n = 102)

Class Action 22% 51% 35% 45%
Allegation (26 cases) (37 cases) (41 cases) (46 cases)

Missing Data 78% 49% 65% 55%
(91 cases) (35 cases) (76 cases) (56 cases)

the district court case has been reopened after remand from the court of appeals. Nevertheless, these reopened
cases are included in the study because they were closed at the time of our field visit.

361. We chose this period because the advisory committee expressed an interest in recent class action
activity, and July 1, 1992, to June 30, 1994, was the most recent period for which data were available. Two
years of data represents the longest continuous period that could be studied with the resources available.

362. After identifying a case that appeared to be a class action, an attorney on the research team examined
the docket sheet and file. If a case did not include a class action allegation, class certification activity, or class
settlement activity, we excluded it from the study.

363. There may be class action cases that would escape identification by these searches, but they would
be cases in which there was no detectable docket entry identifying class action activity and in which the ini-
tial complaint and cover sheet did not identify the case as a class action. Presumably, such cases, if they exist,
would be rare, would have no or negligible class action activity, and would add little to the reader's under-,
standing of class action litigation.
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Those data lead to the conclusion that information on class actions reported in the

Administrative Office database substantially undercounted class action activity during the

study period. Data in our time study report 364 indicated that a substantial, but smaller,

undercount occurred during the 1987-1989 time study period. Data from the Federal Ju-

dicial Center time study sample and from the Federal Judicial Center study of four courts

support the conclusion that in the recent past there were no reliable national data on the

number of class action filings and terminations in the federal courts 365

The time study. In the Federal Judicial Center's district court time study, district and

magistrate judges maintained records of the time they spent on a random sample of 8,320

civil cases filed in 86 U.S. district courts between November 1987 and January 1990.

Fifty-one of those cases (0.61%, an incidence`of 61 class actions for every 10,000 cases

filed) contained class action allegations. A case was defined as a class action either by

reference to the case statistics maintained by the Administrative Office (36, or 71%) or,

where there was no class action indicator in the Administrative'Office statistics, to class

action activity in a judge's time records (15, or 29%)).366 For all 51 time study cases, we

reviewed docket sheets and case file documents of the type we reviewed in the four study

districts, as described above.
Though informative, the time study class action data need to be used with caution. The

time study data should be. read as descriptive of a small national random sample of class

actions. In total, the data are certainly more than anecdotal evidence; however, in many

instances, information on important class action activity was available only for'a small

number of cases per district and these instances should be viewed as anecdotal examples.

The time study data should not be thought of as representing the universe of class action

activity nation-wide.367

Termination cohort limits. The cases studied comprise what is often called a termina-

tion cohort, consisting of all cases that terminated within a fixed time. Fluctuations in

364. See Willging et al.,supra note 26, at 1, 4--5. Subsequent to the preliminary time study report, our

further analysis of the time study data revealed more evidence of a serious undercount. In February 1995 we

exarninitd, the published Administrative Office statistics for.the period of the time study.jBetween January 1,

198, Id 989, the core period of the time study; Adiiistrat ve Office data indicate that

there were 461,050 cases filed in all of the federal district courts and that 1,069 of these, or 0.23%, were

recorded as being class actions. That incidence rate-23 class actions per 10,000 cases-is far lower than the

rate of 61 per 10,000 cases found in the time study. See Willging et al., supra note 27, at 8 n.4.

365. In January 1995 the Administrative Office of the United States Courts began reminding U.S. district

courts, on a monthly basis, of the correct procedures for reporting filing and termination data related to class

action cases. To the extent that these efforts have resulted in a change in reporting from the courts, beginning

in 1995 the reported statistics will more accurately reflect class actions in the courts. For further discussion

and documentation of the lack of reliable national data on class action activity, see Willging et al., supra note

26, at 4-5.
366. One case identified in the Administrative Office data as a class action had no indication on the

docket sheet or in the documents in the file that any class action allegations were involved. That case was

eliminated from the sample discussed in Willging et al., supra note 26.

367. The time study data as a whole, of course, are fully suitable to their intended purpose of assigning

case weights to various types of cases that were observed with much greater frequency than class actions.

There is no separate case weight for class actions.
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case filing rates affect the composition of a termination cohort. For example, if the rate of
filing of securities class actions was to have increased abruptly in 1991, terminated secu-
rities class actions in our cohort might include more cases of shorter duration (e.g., per-
haps more settlements than trials) than if the'filing pattern had been steady. We are un-
able to examine the filing patterns of class actions because, as discussed above, there are
no reliable national data on class action filings. But we do know that the filing pattern for
all securities cases (class actions and nonclass actions) has been declining steadily at a
rate of about 10% a year during the 1990s. And, securities class actions were the largest
single nature of suit in our study, comprising 20% to 35% of the cases in the four dis-
tricts. Other changes in filing patterns may have affected our cohort of cases. If such
fluctuations have occurred, they would likely create an error of a few percentage points.
Accordingly, our results-particularly on the time from filing to termination, settlement,
or ruling on motions should be viewed as approximations with a margin of error.

Limits of the data. The field study data should be read as descriptive of class action
activity solely' in',the districts and the timne-period studiedT We pr~esept these data as a. sys-
tematic description of sulch activity, as four snapshots ofcourts selected because of their,
level of class action activity and their differences. Activity in one district cannot be gen-
eralized to other districts nor, of course, to a universe of class action activity nation-wide.
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Rule 23: Challenges to the Rulemakina Process

Introduction

For some time now, the Civil Rules Advisory Committee has been

studying the possibility of amending Civil Rule 23. Following

suggestions of an American Bar Association Committee, a

comprehensive draft was prepared during the time when the Committee

was chaired by Judge Sam Pointer. A copy of that draft is attached

as an appendix. It seems fair to describe the draft as in many

ways a modest revision that would clean up many aspects of the

rule, and - through deliberately flexible drafting.- leave the way

open for some measure of future growth. By now, the draft has been

reviewed informally by a goodly number of practicing lawyers,

judges, and academics. Reactions have varied. The academics, and

to some extent the judges, have viewed the draft as indeed modest,

a conservative but worthwhile effort to improve some obvious rough

spots that does not attempt to take on the larger or more difficult

questions. The practicing lawyers also have tended to view the

draft as modest, but believe that the cost of adoption would far

exceed the possible benefits. In their eyes, it has taken nearly

three decades to beat Rule 23 into a workable instrument, an

achievement that would be set back at least a decade if they were

given the chance to litigate and strategize about the proposed

changes.

These mixed reactions point up the questions that, in the end,

are most important: Has the time come to attempt any changes in

Rule 23? If so, what - and how dramatic - should they be?

Even this articulation of the questions assumes that it is

appropriate to study Rule 23 with an eye to possible improvement.

That assumption, at least, seems sound. The unspoken barrier that

shielded Rule 23 from Enabling Act scrutiny for many years has come

down. Rule 23 was last revised in 1966. The 1966 version of the

rule has taken on a life that would have astonished the Advisory
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Committee. Answers have been given to many questions that were
not, could not, have been foreseen. A comprehensive review of this
experience is now appropriate. It would be astonishing if this
review were to show that we have, by a common-law process of
elaborating Rule 23, developed an ideal class-action procedure.
Surely there is room, both here and there, to improve the rule.

The conclusion that this is an appropriate time to study Rule
23 does not mean that this is an appropriate time to change Rule
23. Improvement carries its own costs as lawyers and judges
struggle to understand, implement, amplify, and take strategic
advantage of the intended changes. And if there is room to
improve, there also is room to confuse, weaken, or even do great
harm. Perhaps more to the point, seizing the opportunity to make
modest improvements today will surely mean that Rule 23 will not be
revisited for many years. If more significant or better
improvements might be made in five years, or ten, it likely would
be better to defer present action. There is no imperative to act
once a problem is studied, no shame in inaction. Much depends on
the state of present knowledge and the quality of present
foresight. Foresight is particularly important, not only in
developing wise answers but also in drafting them-into a rule that
will deliver those answers in the face of determined attempts by
adversary lawyers to wrest different answers from it.

A question framed in this way cannot be answered without also
determining the measure of risk aversion appropriate to the
Enabling Act process. The rulemaking process works best when it
generalizes the lessons of actual experience in a smaller arena.
That comforting security, however, is not always available. Rule
23 might never be amended if first we must have controlled
experiments, or clear empirical measurement of actual local
experience with a -new provision. The Enabling Act process has
often relied successfully on less rigorous evidence. The
aggregated experience of all of those engaged in the formal
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rulemaking process, as well as the many insights provided by public

comment and less formal processes such as this Research Conference,

can provide a secure foundation. But judgments'can and do differ

about the lessons of experience. There are' seldom- likely to be

changes to any rule that do not encounter some risk, 'however small

the rule and the changes may seem. Some risks are properly

accepted. If there is a clear problem and no experience-tested

solution, real risks may justifiably be run. If there is no clear

problem, an esthetic desire to pretty up a rule does not justify

any significant risk. The urgency of the need is as important an

element as the state of knowledge and quality of foresight.

In many ways, the pending reconsideration of Rule 23 provides

a good test of the' Enabling Act process. " If the process can

operate only when there are rigorous and clear answers' to the

important questions about present experience, Rule 23 must remain

out of reach. If the process requires rigorous and clear

predictions as to the effects of 'any changes, Rule 23 is even

further beyond our reach. Prediction of the effects of a new rule

in comparison to continued judicial evolution of the present rule,

to development of other possible methods of aggregation, or to

individual litigation, never will be precise. And it is simply

impossible to reckon with such questions as the possible impact of

new court rules in encouraging or discouraging procedural or

substantive lawmaking by Congress or state legislatures.

As if these questions were not difficult'enough, it also

should be reflected that consideration should extend beyond the

federal courts. State courts too are in the'class-action business,

and many are likely to adapt their rules to the federal rules.' It

is proper at least to consider the experience of state courts,'and

to attempt to draft a rule that recognizes the role of state-law

claims not only in federal court but also in state courts.

The final caution is that there always is a temptation to- do

more than really should be done by- rule. Even if firm answers can
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be found for all the questions, large and small, it is better to
avoid complicating the rule with answers to all the small
questions. Once the framework is established, judicial evolution
may provide good - perhaps better - answers, and can be better than,

the formal rulemaking process at adapting the answers to changing
needs. The Manual for Complex Litigation enjoys similar advantages
in helping to shape developing practice.

As to Rule 23, my own mood at the moment is one of optimistic
caution. The caution arises from the staggering array of questions
any of us can address to the state of present knowledge without
receiving clear answers. Many of these questions are described
below. Caution also arises from the dramatic new uses that are
being made of Rule 23 in dispersed mass injury cases. In that
field, a perfect grasp of today's reality would be superseded
before it could be captured in a clear rule. The optimism arises
from the belief that there are some ways at least in which Rule 23
can be improved without great cost. The optimism also is the shiny
back side of a darker view that it will be at least ten years
before we know enough to be able to undertake more sweeping changes
within the confines of the Rules Enabling Act process.

Big Changes

There are two obvious occasions for potentially big changes in
Rule 23, one negative - from the perspective of class action fans
- and one positive. The negative changes would seek substantial
curtailment of class action practice. The positive changes would
seek to capture and perhaps improve the growing efforts to adapt
the present rule to the needs of dispersed mass injuries. There
also may be room for a third and essentially conceptual change,
perhaps not so big but potentially important. This change would
recognize openly that the class - amorphous, defined in the end
only by judicial fiat - is an entity apart from those who volunteer
(or may be coerced) to speak for it. It is, to be sure, a
juridically created entity, and must speak through people just as



a corporation must speak through 
people. But it may help to

sharpen the focus on class as client, 
speaking through one set of

agents to another. These possible changes are addressed 
at the

outset, before turning to the more detailed, even niggling

questions that may be addressed whatever 
is done about the larger

issues. The big changes will be described 
in terms that reflect

assumptions about current experience that are widely shared but

unreliable. One of the most important tasks is 
to learn more, about

the realities that underlie these 
and other assumptions, a task

that the Federal Judicial Center is attempting. Reality may be

different from perception, and perhaps markedly different. 
But

large questions may provoke more diligent 
inquiry into reality, and

thereby serve a purpose even if the 
questions prove irrelevant in

the real world.

Cutting Back on Rule 23. Virtually all of the current discussion

assumes that there is little need even to tinker with 
the core of

(b)(1) and (b)(2) classes. This tacit assumption is hardly

surprising. There may be room to change such incidents 
as notice

and the opportunity to opt out. Creation of an opportunity to opt

out would provide an indirect means 
of addressing the conflicts

among individual members of the groups that, because of

similarities that at times may be only 
superficial, are assumed to

constitute homogeneous classes. But there is no perceived need to

rethink the justification for these 
classes. To the contrary, it

is widely assumed that (b) (1) and (b) (2) classes represent the

traditional and persistently legitimate 
core of Rule 23. They also

account for a relatively small minority 
of all class actions.

It may be surprising, on the other hand, 
that there have been

few suggestions that the time has come to rethink the public

enforcement function of (b)(3) classes. 
It is commonly accepted

that (b) (3) classes, by providing a means 
for aggregating small

claims that would not bear the cost of 
individual enforcement, have

significantly expanded the effective reach of many substantive
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principles. This effect is not beyond examination, both to assess
whether it is as pervasive as some observers assert and to
determine whether it is desirable. Because the question is not at
the front of discussion, it deserves -only brief and preliminary
expansion.

One consequence of (b) (3) classes can be likened to the
"freeway effect." One lesson from the early years of urban freeway
construction was that pre-freeway traffic volumes expanded quickly
as freeways were opened. 'Given an opportunity for more convenient
driving, more people drove more places. The same consequence flows
from procedural devices that aggregate small claims- into more
convenient litigating units. This effect obviously touches the
aggregation court - claims that otherwise would be filed elsewhere
are brought to the aggregation court. It is widely believed that
beyond this reallocation of business among courts, aggregation'also
increases the number of claims that are made in any court. It
cannot be assumed that the result always is "more justice," even
accepting the underlying substantive rules at full value. One
obvious risk is that defeat' of aggregated claims will obliterate
many claims that would have been justly vindicated in individual'
actions. That this risk is seldom discussed reflects the realistic
assumption - of which more' later - that aggregation creates a
nearly irresistible force to award something to the claimants.
Another risk is found in the common cynical observation that
individual actions may be brought on ten or twenty percent of valid
claims, while aggregated actions may be brought on one hundred and
twenty percent of valid claims. Creating aggregating mechanisms
that accurately sort out the unfounded individual claims may reduce
the values of aggregation substantially.

A more troublingbconcern is that many of our substantive rules
are tolerable only so long as they are not fully enforced. One
version of this concern is that full enforcement simply costs more
than it is worth. One illustration, not fanciful, is provided by
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the class action to recover on behalf 
of consumers who had been

duped into buying recorded music "performed" 
by a group that lip-

synched to a performance by other artists. Putting aside any

lingering doubts about the nature 
of the injury, great cost is

incurred in mounting the action, supervising 
it, possibly deciding

it on the merits should settlement 
fail, and distributing relief.

It is a real question whether the cost is justified by the

individual benefits of the actual award, 
or the aggregate benefits

from deterring similar behavior. In some settings, these costs can

be reduced by finding substitute 
means of relief - the offending

musicians stage a free concert or 
reduce the price for the next

record they actually perform themselves 
(if anyone will buy it), or

a monetary recovery is awarded to 
a plausibly relevant charity, or

whatever.

Whatever ingenuity might devise by way 
of "fluid," "cy pres,"

or "class" recoveries, they present a question that can be

articulated in at least two ways. The direct mode is to ask

whether such dispersed benefits stray 
too far from the connection

that justifies imposing private remedies 
for private wrongs. The

more diffuse mode is to ask whether all substantive principles

really merit pervasive enforcement. Many of our substantive

principles are tolerable only if they 
are not fully enforced. I do

not offer any examples because each 
of my examples would offend

some, whose counterexamples might 
at times offend me.

One response to this question would be to inquire whether

three decades of experience with broad 
enforcement of at least some

substantive rules through (b) (3) class actions justifies

significant retrenchment. The absence of any- suggestion that 
this

inquiry should be undertaken may reflect 
general satisfaction with

Rule 23 as a private enforcement means 
for public values. Surely

there are many who do feel-satisfied. 
Perhaps even those who are

not satisfied have become reconciled. 
However that may be, there

is a separate problem for the rulemaking process. Rule 23 has
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grown 'into a device with sweeping substantive consequences.

Substantive consequences'flow from good procedure as well as bad;
it is not ground for shrinking from a procedural-improvement that
it will' facilitate more thorough enforcement of substantive
principles. it is too late" to argue that' the 1966 creation of
present Rule 23(b)(3) is invalid 'because 'of 'its profound
substantive impact. But it'would be different to cut back on Rule
23 (b)(3)'be'cause of concern that it leads to over-enforcement of
substantive rules. Revising'Rule 23 'to ,cut back its-substantive
consequences may be as much within the Enabling Act as its original
adoption and subsequent amendment, but the motive would' be
perceived w-and correctly so - as a desire to abridge substantive
rights as they are now enjoyed. It may seem a paradox, but use of
the Enabling Act process to correct its own excesses, even
unanticipated excesses, is fraught with real controversy.

Two relatively modest steps might be taken toward cabining the
substantive effects of Rule 23. One, by far the simpler, would be
to permit consideration 'of the balance between'the need for private
enforcement of public va ues'through Rule 23 and the costs of the
proceeding. A court might be permitted to conclude that regardless
of the merits, certification' is 'inappropriate in light of the
effort required to superintend the litigation, the trivial nature
of individual benefits, and the insignificant character of the
alleged wrong. 'Using a term perhaps not appropriate for the
language -of a formal court rule, this approach would enable a court
to refuse certification because a class action "just ain't worth
it." As compared to the second approach, certification could be
denied even on the assumption that the class has a strong claim on
the merits.

The second limiting-approach, in some ways related, would be
to undo present' doctrine and "permit or require' preliminary
consideration of 'the probable' outcome on the merits. Although
motions to dismiss for failure to state a claim or "for summary
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judgment are more effective thanmany 
have thought in defeating

suitsbrought as class actions, there is 
genuine concern that very

weak claims can survive such preliminary 
challenges. At least two

purposes would be served bylooking beyond 
these devices for means

to consider the probable outcome, each reflecting the burdens

imposed by class certification. If the class claim is likely to

lose, it may ,be doubted, whether -a substantial 
share of scarce

judicial resources should be devoted towit. 
And certification of

weak claims can exert a strong pressure 
to settle, notwithstanding

likely failure on the merits, because of 
the costs of defending a

class action and even a small risk of a 
large judgment.

It is tempting to analogize pre'liminary 
consideration of the

merits to the approach taken in deciding whether to issue a

preliminary injunction. The comfort provided by this analogy

unfortunately proves illusory on examination. 
Each of the factors

in the familiar injunction formula must 
be considered differently.

This should be no surprise, since the, function of the inquiry

differs in .the two settings. The, primary objective of -a

preliminary injunction is to preserve the opportunity to grant

effective relief aftertrial,'to preserve 
a meaningful opportunity

to resolve the claim on the merits. The primary objective of

refusing certification for class pursuit 
of claims that do not bear

the freight of individual litigation is to protect against the

burdens and corresponding pressures of class action litigation.

This difference affects each of the four 
familiar factors.

There is no reason to suppose that the 
threshold probability

of success on the merits should be'measured 
inthe same way in the

two settings. At the outset, the preliminary injunction 
question

is likely to be addressed at the beginning 
of the litigation on the

basis of procedures affected by the need for promptness; more

deliberate procedures, often including 
controlled discovery, are

likely to be available in addressing the class' certification

question. More important, the required level of probability is
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likely to fluctuate around a lower point in the class certification
setting, particularly when it seems highly probable that individual
claims never will be resolved on the merits absent certification.
Reducing the required probability of success also seems justified
by the differences in consequences between class certification and
preliminary relief, as reflected in the remaining three factors.

The harm of denying relief must be measured in the class
setting more by appraising the merits of the class claim than by
the real-world impact of ongoing conduct that might be controlled
by injunction. It also is possible to develop a test that
considers not only the prospect of class success but also the
importance of class success, akin to the first suggestion. If
little individual harm is done by denying relief, a relatively
strong prospect of success might be demanded.

The harm of granting relief must be measured in the class
setting by the burdens of the class litigation process and the
pressure to settle out of the litigation burdens, again not the
real-world impact of controlling primary human activity. The
importance of class success affects this assessment inseparably
from the assessment of the harm of denying class relief.

The public interest, finally, must play a far larger role in
class certification determinations than ordinarily occurs with
preliminary injunction decisions. Class actions that aggregate
small claims that cannot effectively be enforced one-by-one are
more important as means of vindicating and enforcement the
underlying public purposes of regulating legal rules than as means
of providing often trivial relief to individual claimants. Perhaps
because it is so important', measurement of the public interest must
begin with the question whether it is proper for courts to
distinguish - or, in a less flattering word, discriminate - between
the levels of public -importance represented by different underlying
legal rules and by different asserted violations of those rules.



No real comfort can be 'found in the preliminary 'injunction

analogy. The suggestion that class certification should be

affected by a preliminary look'at the merits 
also must reckon with

the collateral consequences of taking a, 
look. The time for making

the certification decision, for example, 
is likely to be postponed

in order to provide an adequate basis for 
going, beyond the showings

required on motion to dismiss. Often it may be possible to rely on

a summary judgment record,,forthe conclusion 
that although summary

judgment is not warranted, the case is so thin that class

certification can be denied. But at other times a summary judgment

motion may focus on only some parts of 
the case, leaving the need

for more global exploration and appraisal. If a significant

prospect of success is required, it may be appropriate to

reconsider the question whether a defendant 
should bear some part

of the costs of notifying a plaintiff class. The proposal to

create an opportunity for permissive intelocutory 
appeal from class

certification decisions is another example - if appraisal of the

merits affects the~certification decision, 
the nature of the appeal

will be changed, the probable delay increases, and the court of

appeals must wrestle with the prospect that 
permitting appeal will

embroil it in consideration of issues that 
will reappear on a laters

appeal. Many other effects are likely to emerge,, 
some that can be

foreseen with diligent imagination and others 
that are beyond our

powers of prediction.

Either of these proposals for cutting back 
on Rule 23(b)(3)

may be challenged as inviting improper judicial discrimination

among favored and disfavored substantive principles. 
An unadorned

provision allowing consideration of the 
probable outcome on the

merits would be least subject to this charge, but would not be

immune. Consideration of the probable outcome has strong

attractions nonetheless. The simplest form would add probable

outcome on the merits as one of the, factors 
to be considered with

all other factors in deciding on certification. 
Whether in this

simple form or some more complex variation, 
much good might be done
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in protecting against the risk - however symbolic or real - that
weak claims can impose heavy burdens and, through the burdens,
coerce unjust settlements.

The mood of the moment, at any rate, seems to be that Rule 23
should not be cut back significantly. At most, some support might
be found for permitting consideration of the probable merits of the
class claim. The questions are whether it should be expanded, or
at least made to work more effectively within its present sphere.

Mass Tortsq. A great deal of attention is being focused on "lmass
torts," carefully distinguishing between "single event" cases and
those that arise out of more dispersed injuries. The single event
cases are exemplified by hotel fires, airplane crashes, bridge
collapses, and other circumstances in which a concluded transaction
has generated a known and identifiable universe of claimants. The
dispersed injuries are exemplified by environmental contamination
and product injuries - most prominently asbestos - in which a
prolonged course of conduct produces effects that may span periods
of years or even decades, generating, unknown and perhaps
unpredictable numbers of claimants who suffer a wide variety of
injuries that range from trifling to serious or fatal. Whether or
not the consequences of such events are well-suited to resolution
through any variation of our adversary judicial process, courts
have had to cope with them. The starting point has been
traditional enough: as compared to the small claims that will not
bear the costs of individual litigation, mass torts give rise to
large numbers of individual actions. The questions arise from
efforts to reduce the staggering costs of proceeding case-by-case,
costs-that include not only transaction costs but the inconsistent
treatment of claimants who on any rational ground should be treated
consistently. Many ingenious efforts have been made, often outside
Rule 23, at'times within the scope of Rule 23, and at times
nominally within the scope of Rule 23 but well beyond the reach
that anyone would have imagined until two or three years ago.
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The mass tort phenomenon provides a particularly inviting

opportunity for creative rulemaking. In broad terms, the question

is whether we can invent an aggregating procedure 
that, as compared

to present procedures, affords better net results 
to most claimants

than now flow from individualized litigation. 
Many lawyers would

say that present practices have not achieved this 
goal - that given

a choice, an individual whose claim is sufficient to support

individualized litigation usually is better off 
opting out of an

aggregated proceeding. It would be a stunning triumph to develop

a procedure that supersedes this judgment. The triumph would be

stunning, however, because the difficulties are 
so great. Perhaps

three groups of these difficulties merit attention - lack of

knowledge, limits of the Enabling Act process, and the intrinsic

limits of judicial procedure.

Lack of knowledge needs the least emphasis. 
We are in the

infant stages of aggregating mass tort litigation. 
Many different

approaches are being tried. The wisdom and long-run success of

these improvisations cannot be measured for 
years to come." The

only thing that can be said with confidence is 
that some approaches

are dispatching cases. The most recent and dramatic examples seek

to resolve tens of thousands of cases and incipient ("futures")

cases through class-based settlements that are driven by the

defendants' needs to buy "global peace." Dispatching cases, and on

a reasonably uniform basis, is a great virtue. But the most

dramatic approaches also are the most improvisatory. 
They also

veer furthest from traditional judicial methods and closest to

administrative systems. In one variation or another they are being

applied to problems that are similar only in presenting large

numbers of claims. Some settings have matured in the senses that

the facts are (or seem to be) fully developed, the law is clear,

and there is substantial experience with individual 
litigation that

demonstrates the realistic strategic value of individual 
claims.

Some settings may generate the particularly difficult 
questions of

marshalling limited assets to meet competing present and future
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claims. 'Other settings have none of these characteristics. But
all have it in common that we are nowhere near the 'point of
understanding evaluation.

It is confounding, for example, to contemplate the question of
"maturity." The nature of dispersed torts virtually forecloses
aggregation before some individual actions have been tried. If the
plaintiffs should win all of a substantial number of individual
actions, an' aggregated adjudication that establishes liability
seems'sensible if courts should shy away from nonmutual issue
preclusion. This approach'becomes more troubling as the proportion
of defense victories increases, and becomes 'more troubling in a
complicated way. An aggregated once-for-all adjudication islnot
attractive at the other end of the spectrum at which plaintiffs
should lose all-of the same number of individual actions. If the
aggregated litigation should impose liability in favor of all
remaining class members, we would be troubled by doubts as to the
correctness of the result, and troubled also by the prospect that
the earlier losers should remain without redress when many others
are compensated through the class adjudication. Our doubts as to
the correctness of the result might well be enhanced by fear that
the unnerving prospect of denying all recovery to every plaintiff
may itself exert significant pressure to impose liability. And the
alternative of a settlement that in effect establishes partial
liability does not gladden all hearts. As much as we value private
peacemaking, the compromise may reflect either the overwhelming
power of the defendant to defeat claimants in one-on-one litigation
or the overwhelming power of class litigation to coerce
capitulation. Surely the outcomes of individual actions that have
been tried to judgment should be considered in determining whether
and how to aggregate remaining claims; the means of weighing this
factor, however, cannot be easily described.

The limits of the Enabling Act are equally obvious. The Civil
Rules cannot directly affect the subject-matter jurisdiction'limits
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that may impede thorough-going aggregation in federal courts.

Indirect effects might be possible, most likely through 
clarifying

the conceptual character of class litigation, but this prospect 
is

uncertain at best. There may be greater hope for addressing

questions of personal jurisdiction, subject only to Fifth 
Amendment

due process constraints; Civil Rule 4(k) (2) may provide reassurance

on this score. The Civil Rules cannot do anything direct about the

choice-of-law problems that beset aggregation, particularly 
through

class actions. Indirect effects may be more plausible in this

area, by-such devices as opt-in classes for those who agree to

abide a specified choice of law or narrow issues classes 
that seek

to resolve fact issues or lowest-common-denominator issues 
of law

application. Such indirect effects may help, but fall far short of

giving coherent focus to the traditional forces that generate

widely disparate consequences, state by state, for a common course

of activity pursued on a regional or national level. One approach

may be to attempt a closer integration of the Enabling Act: 
process

with Congress, working toward simultaneous solutions in which 
new

rules and new legislation follow parallel paths. Any such approach

must be undertaken with great care, however, lest the great 
virtues

of Enabling Act independence be gradually diminished.

The intrinsic limits of judicial process require reflection 
on

what can be and on what ought to be. What is possible depends not

only on procedure but also on structure: it would be possible to

provide prompt individual trials by traditional procedures 
to all

asbestos claimants, for example, if only there were enough judges

- and lawyers - to handle them. Fewer lawyers and judges would be

needed if common liability issues were resolved by preclusion,

whether arising from a global class determination, nonmutual

preclusion based on individual litigation, consent to 
"belwether"

litigation, or some other means. To note this possibility is not

to champion it even as an abstract possibility. In fact, no,

government is going to assume the direct costs, quite apart from 
a

lingering wonder about the uses to be found for all those lawyers



and judges when the asbestos cases are cleaned up. More'important
for our purposes, it may be wondered whether traditional
adjudication of such a mass of'cases is desirable at all. "I'f
liability remains-open in 'each case, there will be' inconsistent
determinations of liability'- 'very few as' time goes 'on, but' some
nonetheless. Even if liability is taken as established; like
injuries will win dramaticailly'different awards. We live with the
inconsistencies and irrationalities that are inevitable inour
system when they occur on'small levels of low visibility. It is
more difficult to accept them on a large'and highly visible scale.

In the real world, individual litigation of all asbestos
claims will not occur. If they are to be decided by courts - as
they 'must be for default'-of any alternative - some expediting
device must be found. Aggregation seems to be the'answer, whether
it is as modest as joint trial of ten or twelve cases'at a time, as
imaginative as projection of a selected sample of damages verdicts
to a 'universe of claimants, or as ambitious as -class-based
settlement of-tens of thousands of cases at one time. These and
other aggregating devices share the virtues'not only' of saving
costs but also of promoting consistent outcomes. They also reduce
or eliminate individual control of individual litigating destiny,
and move courts away from the traditional roles that give
reassurance of legitimacy. In the more dramatic forms,' they may
involve courts in relatively remote supervision of administrative
tasks and structures such as'claims resolution facilities that bear
scant resemblance to traditional adjudication. The departure from
traditional structures and procedures reflects' a carefully
considered judgment that new means must be found to meet new needs,
but the departure remains substantial.

Volumes have been written about mass tort -litigation,' and
whole shelves will be filled.' Every branch of the bench and bar'is
contributing. The' question for the rulemaking process is whether
the successful beginnings can be identified and captured in a few
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hundred words that consolidate- the good, discardthe, weak, and

above all provide the flexibility needed for future growth. It is

not particularly important whether the words are placedin,,Rule 23

or, in some new Rule "23.3." But it is vitally important ,to know

where to start. The most cautious, approach is that embodied in the

current draft. The draft includes an increased-emphasis on issues

classes, and creates, opt-in classes as well as expanded

opportunities, for opting out or defeating any ,opting out. These

features were deliberately designed to support further development

of Rule 23 in mass tort cases without attempting to predict the

direction or extent of the development. A bolder approach may be

justified, but the information base must be secure.,,

Class as entity and client. Rule 23 requires that a class be

represented by a "member" of the class whose claims or defenses are

"typical" and who will "fairly and adequately protect the interests

of the class." Courts rightly, seek to, ensure adequate

representation. Representation, however, can be provided by

counsel. The roleof the member-representative is more ambivalent.

At times courts seem to want member-representatives who can fulfill

the role of sophisticated client, exercising a wise and restraining

judgment. At other times, courts seem more concerned with the

member-representative as a token, offered up to appease memories of

a superseded model of client-adversary, that lingers only in

tradition and the formal trappingsof Rule 23,(a). Representatives

with no significant stake and no plausible understanding of the

litigation may be accepted with good cheer. Nowhere is the

ambiguity more obvious than in the decisions that recognize

continued representation by a class member whose individual claim

has been mooted.

The questions that surround the individual representative are

reflected in current, congressional attempts to revise class action

procedures for claims under the securities laws. One proposal

would require appointment of a guardian for the class; another
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would require appointment of a steering committee of class members

with very substantial individual stakes. These proposals evidently

spring from a fear that there are no real clients in these actions,

and - the important point - that the system suffers for the lack.

Class representation could be sought in many quarters. Many

different forms of public representation are possible; none seems

a likely candidate for adoption by amending Rule 23. The familiar

alternatives include class members, organizations that represent

group interests more than individuals, and class counsel.

The difficulties that surround class representation by a class

member vary across, a broad range, reflecting the broad range of

class actions. When' challenged acts have inflicted relatively

trifling injury on many people, there is little incentive to devote

any significant time or energy, much less money, to the common

cause; if member representatives are not literally hard to find,

the likely reason'is that counsel who find representatives assure

them that they need not really bother with things. Or perhaps

other rewards are 'involved. When significant numbers of people

have suffered individual injuries that would support individual

litigation, the problems are -quite different. There are likely to

be conflicts of interest, more or less acute, beginning with

selection of the forum, definition of the class, choice of counsel,

setting the goals of litigation, and straight on to the end. These

conflicts run almost indifferently among class members,

representative class members, and counsel. Resolution is most

likely to be effected by counsel, at times explicitly but often

implicitly in the course of making tactical decisions. Quite

different problems may be involved with'"institutional reform"

litigation. An employment discrimination class, for example, may

include people of divergent interests and beliefs; representative

members may not be aware of the divergences, or may prefer to

present the image of a homogeneous class.

Organizations that maintain class actions behind the facade of
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individual representatives often provide highly effective

representation, driven by commitment to lofty ideals and fueled by

experience and sophistication. There is a risk, however, that

ideological commitment may create as much conflict with the views

and interests of class members as ever arises from divergences

among class members themselves. There is little reason to believe

that all problems disappear when an interest group assumes the role

of client.

Class counsel often enough provide the originating genius of

class actions. Very often they are the only source of informed,

sophisticated judgment about the goals to be pursued, and in all

but the exceptional case must choose the means of pursuit. In most

cases, effective representation will be provided by counsel,

without substantial let or hindrance, or it will not be provided at

all. Adverse reactions to this phenomenon arise from an array of

concerns. A familiar concern is that class counsel in fact are the

class: they seek out token representatives, pursue the class claim

primarily for the sake of fees, and measure success by their own

fees rather than class relief. A somewhat different concern is

that ideologically driven counsel may persist in pursuing imagined

class goals far beyond the point of optimum class benefit. In

greater extremes, there- may be a concern that nearly frivolous

claims are pursued for, nuisance or strike value, without any

thought of class benefit.

These tensions surrounding adequate representation will not be

resolved by any likely revision of Rule 23. Some help might be

found, however, in subtle changes that focus on the class more and

the member representatives less. One direct approach would be to

focus directly on representation of class interests, considering

the involvement of class members as simply one factor bearing on

adequacy. The class would be regarded as the client, and adequate

representation by counsel as the test. The greatest virtue of this

approach may be derided as little more than esthetic - it would
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greatly reduce the unseemly spectacle of recruiting representatives

who know little or nothing of the dispute and are no more than

token clients. But esthetics count for something; the cynicism

that readily surrounds representative class members can taint the

occasional genuinely representative member. More important, this

common sham can exert a gradual corrosive effect that weakens more

important constraints on the behavior of counsel. Beyond the

esthetics, focus on the class as the client might improve our

approach to other problems. Mootness doctrine could focus solely

on the life and death of the class claim, without the complicated

doctrines of relation back, continued representation by a mooted

representative, and the like that now cloud the picture.

Discarding the image of the representative' s claims as typical

might encourage a more direct focus on the definition of the class

and on the conflicts that may require multiple classes or

subclasses. And courts would become more obviously responsible for

ensuring adequate representation.

The entity concept of the class might afford one useful

perspective for addressing the question whether class counsel also
should represent individual class members. At least when

individual class members have claims that would support individual

litigation, there is a risk that duties to an individual client and

prospects of personal attorney advantage may conflict with duties

to the class. Even if individual claims would not support

individual litigation, there is a risk of conflict if class

reprsentatives are allowed compensation for the effort devoted to

pursuing the class claim. If the class is seen as a separate
client, these questions can be addressed more thoughtfully.

Quite different advantages might flow from treating the class

as an entity in dealing with questions of jurisdiction. A Rule 23
amendment that defined the class as an entity might of itself be

sufficient to establish the class claim as the measure of the

amount in controversy required for diversity jurisdiction. A
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rather neat intellectual trick would' be required, justifying

interpretation of the amount-in-controversy requirement as a means

of identifying the cases suitable for federal adjudication by the

total amount involved and the importance of the defendant' s stake,

while simultaneously continuing to permit focus on individual

representatives to avoid the frequently disabling impact of the

complete diversity requirement.

Focus .on the class as party also might influence thinking

about due process constraints on exposing individual claimants to

adjudication in a distant forum having no apparent contact with

their individual claims. Connections to the interrelated events

underlying all claims can be viewed as connections to the class,

and membership in the litigating class as itself a tie to the

forum. Jurisdictional concepts are thoroughly - and often

foolishly - conceptualistic. Providing a'clear concept is proper

business for the Enabling Act process.

Really imaginative use of the entity concept might even

support a more rational approach to choice of law. Viewing a class

of victims as a whole, it is very difficult to understand why

different people should win or lose, or win more or less, because

different sources of law are chosen to govern the self-same

conduct. If it were possible to imagine a class claim, it would be

possible to choose a single law to govern the single claim, or -

more likely - to choose a single law to govern the claim as to each

defendant. It need not matter which variation of choice-of-law

theory is selected after that point. As attractive as this

prospect might seem to a true heretic, it probably reaches too far'

for present acceptance. It is too easy to argue that class

certification can 'do no more than take individual claims as they

exist in the nature of individual choice-of-law processes, however

much those processes depend on the choice of forum. As a mere

procedural device, class treatment cannot alter the conceptual

substance of the individual claim, no matter how drastically the
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claim is affected in fact. Separate sovereignties account for the
unseemly differences in outcome, and their interests cannot be
thwarted by this trick.

Entity'trreatment also might help in confronting the preclusion
consequences bof a class action judgment. In one direction, Kit
would underscore the proposition that "the claim pursued -by the
class often is narrower than the claim that would be defined for
purposes of individual litigation. Although an 'individual would,
for example, be expected to join statutory discrimination- and
contract theories in a single action for wrongful termination, a
class action for discrimination often should leave the way free for
an individual' contract action. This benefit could 'become
particularly important in settings that involve many claimants with
small damages and a, few with large damages growing out of the same
setting. Illustrations are offered by the 'purchasers of
defectively designed motor vehicles. Many will have relatively
small claims based on depreciated value; a few will have large
claims based on'personal'injury. It is unthinkable that either
settlement or litigated judgment in a class action on behalf of'all
should preclude individual actions by those who suffer personal
injuries, either before or after the class judgment. Recognizing
that the class claim is limited to the common injury would help to
express and ensure this conclusion. Matters are more confused in
another direction. Class actions may augment the risks of
litigation that is premature in relation to advancing knowledge.
A claim on behalf of millions of users of an over-the-counter drug
might be brought and fail because of inability to prove that it
causes a particular side-effect. Ten years later, convincing proof
might become available, and be most convincing as to users who were
members ofI the original class.. We are prepared to accept
preclusion in individual cases that present this problem. It is
not clear whether we should be prepared to accept preclusion by
representation on such a grand scale. Open recognition of the
distinctive character of class litigation would at least help open
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the question for direct investigation and response.

Attempts to pursue overlapping or successive class actions 
are

less likely to yield to an entity vision of the class, 
but some

progress might be made even in this direction. Certification of a

class in one court could be found to engage the class claim,

invoking-the rules that are appropriate when two or 
more actions

are brought by the same plaintiff on the same claim. 
Courts are

often surprisingly willing to allow two actions to proceed on

parallel tracks, however, and it may be unduly optimistic 
to hope

that a different approach would be taken when different

representatives presume to voluntarily submit the same 
class claim

to different court.- Successive attempts to certify a 
class after

failing in one action may prove even more difficult to 
control. It

would be convenient to assert that the asserted class 
is bound by

the determination that it does not exist, but the seeming self-

contradiction will be difficult to accept. The initial refusal to

recognize the class as an entity seems to leave no one 
to be bound

when a different putative representative appears with a second

request for recognition.

Entity treatment of the class also could provide the

paradoxical benefit of encouraging more careful thought 
about the

individuals who constitute the class. Because the entity is

obviously artificial, its -separation makes it more difficult to

pretend that the class is its members. Greater care may be taken

in addressing questions of class membership and conflicts of

interest, and in considering whether to frame the action as a

mandatory, opt-out, or opt-in class. The sharp distinction between

the class as entity and its constituting members, moreover, may

underscore the need to think clearly about the members' rights to

participate both individually and through influence on class

counsel.

Increasing judicial responsibility for adequate class

representation may be the most important single reason for
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rejecting a change that would define the class as the client.

Although courts now are responsible for policing adequacy, treating

the class as entity would make it clear that this responsibility is

not shared with any particular class representative. It also woould

be-clear that the representatives cannot be relied upon to make the

initial selection of counsel (or, perhaps more 'realisticallyl,"

ratifying self-selection by counsel who sought them out). At the

outset, courts would be more responsible for the identity of'

counsel. -There is no reason to allow class counsel to be selected

by the first representative who 'appears', much less by a

representative recruited by would-be class counsel."At a minimum,

the court could be required to give notice of any action seeking

class certification and to'invite competing applications to appear

as counsel for the class. As exciting as ittmay be to contemplate

such devices as auctioning the oppportunity to represent the class,

judicial responsibility for selecting counsel for one of 'the

adversaries makes substantial-inroads on a system that 'relies on

the court to remain impartial between adversaries who appear before

it on their own motion. Even more troubling, courts would remain

responsible throughout the litigation, taking on a role that

necessarily involves particular consideration of the interest's and

position of one party. Maintaining a distinction between neutral,

assurance of adequate representation and acting as- guardian of

class interests must -be difficult, and perhaps not fully possible.

The token class member representative may not'do much to assure

adequate representation, and courts now are responsible for-

assuring adequate representation, but the change could be troubling

nonetheless.

I If focus on the class as client might have esthetic

advantages, moreover, it also might have symbolic disadvantages.

We can pretend that class member representatives are clients. It

is more difficult to pretend that a class is a real client. Cries

of barratry, champerty, and maintenance - or the more contemporary

buccaneering - would redouble.
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And of course the urge to focus on the class as client

provides another illustration of generalizing fromone or two 
class

action phenomena. The need for a client is most real in cases that

aggregate, large numbers of small claims and do not win the

involvement of any class members with substantial stakes. 
Entity

treatment may seem most promising in such cases. Yet it is

possible, - although just barely, - that in fact named

representatives often monitor counsel in genuine and important

ways, a proposition thatwill be almost impossible to disprove 
by

any readily available means of empirical research. The problems

that arise from actions brought by organizations that may not 
speak

for the purported class are quite different, while the problems

that arise from aggregation of large numbers of substantial

individual claims are of a still different order. For that matter,

defendant classes should not be overlooked. The idea of suing a

class without naming at least one real defendant-representative 
is

not plausible.

The Current Draft

An Outline. This is not the occasion for a detailed review of the

current Rule 23 draft. In broadest terms, it would make three

major changes -in present practice. The present line between

"mandatory" classes and opt-out classes would be, blurred ,by

empowering the court to permit opting out from any class, to deny

opting out from any class, or to certify an opt-in class. Notice

provisions would be generalized, explicitly requiring, notice 
in all

class actions but relaxing to some extent the strict requirements

now exacted in (b)(3) classes. And the present opportunities for

certifying subclasses and "issues" classes would be emphasized.

These changes inevitably blur the sharp differences in consequence

that have flowed from the choice between (b) (1), (b-) (2), and (b) (3)

classes. They need not necessarily blur the conceptual differences

between these categories of classes; it, is possible to craft a 
rule

that allows opt-out of a (b)(1) class, that explicitly requires
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notice in all classes, and so on, without collapsing the

categories. Nonetheless, the draft transforms the "superiority"

requirement of present subdivision (b)(3) into a subdivision (a)
prerequisite for any class. The (b)(l), (2), and (3) categories

become merely factors to be considered in determining superiority,
adding the "matters pertinent" of present (b)(3) to the list- of

superiority factors. In addition to these changes, a number of

smaller changes also deserve note.

The Changes. One item that has drawn strong reaction is the

addition of a requirement that a representative party be "willing"

to represent the class. It is widely believed that this

requirement will sound the death knell of defendant classes -

except perhaps for the most dangerous case in which a named

defendant is willing to "represent" the class because its interests
diverge from class interests, and may even converge with the

plaintiff's interests.

Quite different reactions are provoked by the allied

requirement that the representative member "protect the interests

of all persons while members of the class until relieved by the

court from that fiduciary duty." This provision is intended to

underscore the fiduciary responsibilities borne by a representative

party. It does not, however, explain in any way the nature or

extent of those duties. There is no indication of any specific

change in present practice. Practicing lawyers in particular react

to the provision with dismay. They view present understanding of

the fiduciary responsibilities of counsel and representatives as

satisfactory, and fear that this opaque invocation will generate

much contention and no improvement.

Subdivision (b)(2) is rewritten to make it clear that it is
proper to certify a defendant class in an action for injunctive or

declaratory relief. Apart from the question whether a willing

representative should be required, this change seems

noncontroversial.
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The subdivision (b)(3) requirement that common questions of

fact or law predominate is mollified, making "the extent to which"

common questions predominate one factor in calculating superiority.

This change is one of many that are intended to ease the path

toward certification of issues classes.

Difficulties in management are made relevant to the classes

that were (b)(1) and (b) (2) classes as well as (b)(3) classes, but

essentially are subordinated by requiring comparison to the

difficulties that will arise from adjudication by other means.

The new opt-out and opt-in provisions are set out in

subdivision (c) (1) (A), perhaps the single most important portion of

the revised rule. The list of "matters pertinent to this

determination" is intended to discourage opt-out (b)(1) or (b)(2)

classes, but not to forbid them. Opting out of such classes is

designed, at least in part, as a means of revealing the conflicts

of interest that may lurk in a class that seems homogeneous to the

court. The illustration in the Note is an employment

discrimination action in which employees who are members of the

class as defined by the court may prefer to align with the employer

on questions of liability or relief. Provision is made for

imposing conditions on those who opt out,, including a bar against

separate actions or denial of nonmutual issue preclusion should the

class win. (The bar against separate actions may need to account

for class judgments that do not bar separate actions by those who

remain class members.) Opt-in classes are proposed as solutions

for at least two sets of problems. Opt-in defendant classes may

prove plausible in some circumstances, greatly reducing the

difficulties that now appear in defendant classes. Opt-in

plaintiff classes may be particularly useful as to classes that

include many members whose claims would support individual actions,

and may help avoid problems beyond the reach of the Enabling Act.

Those who opt into a class, for example, would surrender any

objections to "personal jurisdiction" and could be forced to
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acquiesce in a stated choice of law. For all that appears on the
face of the draft, finally, it may be possible to combine all
features in a single class: opting out could be prohibited to some
claimants and permitted to others, while defining a class that
includes nonmembers only if they choose to opt in. As one possible
illustration,- the class might be 'mandatory as to small-stakes
claimants, optional as to large-stakes claimants, and defined to
exclude those who already have suits pending unless they choose to
opt in.

The new notice provisions are set out in subdivision (c)(2).
Notice of class certification is required in all class actions.

The court has discretion in determining "how, and to whom, notice
will be'given," considering'among other factors the nature of the
class, the importance, of individual claims, the expense and
difficulty of providing individual notice, and the nature and
extent of any adverse consequences from failure to receive actual
notice. There has been no adverse reaction to the choice to adopt
explicit notice requirements for what now are (b) (1) and (b) (2)j
classes, nor, perhaps surprisingly, to the softening of individual
notice requirements in what now are (b) (3) classes.

Subdivision (c) (4) is the focal point for a phrase that recurs
throughout the draft amendments. A class may be 'certified as to
particular "claims, defense, or issues." Although subdivision
(c) (4) now provides for issues classes, there is a deliberate
attempt to focus attention on, and to encourage, this practice.
Once again, mass torts are not far from view. One potential use of
issues classes would be to resolve common elements of liability,
leaving for separate actions resolution of individual elements of
liability such as comparative fault and damages. Adroit definition
of the "issue" also might help to reduce -choice-of-law problems,
particularly with respect to fact-dominated issues such as general
causation.

A new subparagraph (d)(1)(B) expressly recognizes a practice
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followed in most courts, permitting decision of motions under 
Rules

12 or 56 before the certification determination. This confirmation

of general practice seems unexceptionable.

Subdivision (e) is amended to make it clear that court

approval is required for dismissal of an action in which class

allegations are made whether dismissal is sought before

determination of the certification question or after certification

is made. It also provides that a proposal to dismiss or compromise

a certified class action may be referred to a magistrate judge 
or

"other special master." The role of the special master is not

defined. The Note refers to "investigation" of the fairness of a

proposed dismissal or settlement, to the need to consider sensitive

information, and to the problem that when all parties seek approval

of a settlement the court cannot rely on genuinely adversary

presentation of information that might undercut the proposal.

There could be real advantages in independent investigation by a

master, but the more independent and thorough the investigation 
the

greater the departure from the ordinary role of court officers.

There may be real advantages as well in confidential submissions 
to

7 an officer who will not be called upon to decide the merits if the

settlement should fail, but to preserve this advantage the 
master

may need to report to the judge in terms that do not allow

effective evaluation of the master's own-recommendations.

New subdivision (f), finally, authorizes the court of appeals

to permit an appeal from an order granting or denying

certification. The only change is to eliminate the requirement of

district court certification that may defeat appeal under 
28 U.S.C.

§ 1292(b). This subdivision rests on two judgments. The first is

that interlocutory review of the certification decision 
can be very

important, to protect against both the "death knell" effects of a

refusal to certify and the "in terrorem" (reverse death knell)

effects of certification. The second is that the courts of appeals

will exercise sound judgment, granting permission to appeal 
only in
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cases in which the certification determination is manifestly
important and at least subject to fair debate. Routine
determinations in mature areas of class action practice are not
likely subjects for permission. This provision has drawn strong
support but also, although less often, vigorous disagreement.

Some Obvious ouestions. The outline of the amendments suggests the
most obvious questions.

Should the now-accepted (b)(1), (2), and (3) distinctions be
collapsed? 'The direct reason- for the collapse is' the desire- to
change opt-out'practice, create an opt-in practice, and improve'the
notice provisions. This reason ties to a second reason, the belief
that unnecessary energy is wasted on'disputing the choice of class
category as an indirect means of affecting notice 'and opt-out
decisions. This second reason may be unimportant - even if there
is significant'litigation of class category determinations in areas
'that have not developed a routinized class practice, direct changes
in the opt-out, opt-in practice, and -in notice, should redirect
energy toward the intended target.

The risk- of collapsing class categories may lie in part in
surrender of the legitimacy lent by the traditions that underlie
(b)(1) and the moral force lent by the contemporary civil rights
uses of (b)(2). More important risks may arise from the prospect
that class members might be allowed to opt out, particularly from
(b) (1) classes. Equally important risks may arise from the
opportunity to defeat opting out from (b) (3) classes, particularly
as to class members who wish to pursue individual litigation in
hopes of better results. Flexibility and discretion have carried
us far in modern procedure, but perhaps these are situations that
call for the rigidity of present rules. Even if more flexibility
is appropriate, the rule should provide as much guidance as
possible for its exercise. '

The question whether class representatives should be willing
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has focused attention on defendant classes. There are many reasons

why a defendant should be unwilling to assume the obligations of

class representative. As representative, the defendant has

fiduciary obligations to the class. Presumably one duty is to

defend vigorously in proportion to the stakes - and the stakes are

expanded, perhaps exponentially, by class certification. (Even if

the representative is theoretically subject to joint liability for

the plaintiff's entire -claim, the very reason for pursuing a

defendant class is to enhance the prospects of actual recovery.)

Freedom to settle or even abandon the defense is sharply curtailed.

And if the representative defendant is allowed to escape the duties

of representation by settling individual liability alone, the

burdens of representation may exert a coercive force to settle on

unfair terms. Barring an extraordinary congruence of interest

between the representative and all other class members, the duty of

counsel is changed and made more difficult (if not impossible):

fiduciary obligations run to absent class members as well as the

original client. And any attempt to find means of compensating the

representative for these added burdens will remain difficult. Opt-

in defendant classes make clear sense; opt-out classes that involve

sophisticated defendants with clear actual notice can make equal

sense; in other settings, these problems seem acute. Addressing

them by adding a "willing" representative requirement may not be as

effective as some alternative.

It is not clear, moreover, that a willing representative is

any more to be welcomed. Long ago I stumbled across a case that

certified a (b)(2) defendant class in an action to enjoin patent

infringement. Quite apart from individual questions of

infringement, different infringers may have very different stakes

in the question of validity; the representative defendant, for

example, could enjoy a technology that yields a scant 5% cost

saving with practice of the invention, while all other class

members compete with an older technology that yields a 25% cost

saving with practice of the invention. The representative
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defendant may be made better off by a holding of validity that
binds the industry. The potential conflicts may be much more
subtle than this simple illustration, but equally dangerous.

The willing representative requirement also provokes the
question;'whether defendants should be able to force plaintiff class
treatment. The idea may seem far-fetched, but it ,i, not clear
whether it should be hobbled by dropping a willingness requirement
into Rule 23(a)(4). The question can,,,easily be turned back to the
defendant class issue, moreover, by the device of a transposed

parties action in which the plaintiff names-a defendant class-and
seeks, a declaration of nonliability. In some settings'this device
would be ludicrous. Imagine, for example, 'an action by a
government official against a class of public benefit recipients
for a declaration that a new restrictive regulation is valid.

This illustration suggests that it may be appropriate to think
about' defendant class actions in terms that extend beyond the
immediate problems of the representative defendant. Concerns about
the willing representative requirement have been expressed by
pointing to situations in which defendant classes seem important.
'The most'common examples include securities law actions' against
underwriting groups and actions against many-membered partnerships.
These examples are particularly persuasive because the class
members have formed a real-world entity whose activities give rise
to the claim; recognizing the entity for this limited legal
purpose, even if for no other legalpurpose, is appropriate. A
more exotic example is an action to resolve the identical rights of
hundreds or thousands of owners of fractional interests in mineral
rights leases. This example seems persuasive because the class
members have willingly engaged in a set of closely related and
indistinguishable transactions. 'Another setting that has posed
difficulties under present Rule 23(b) (2) is an action- against
numerous public officials pursuing seemingly identical policies but
so far independent that there is no common superior to name as
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defendant. The classic illustration wasan action against county

sheriffs who, in defiance of local federal decisions and state

policy, denied contact visits to pretrial detainees. This

illustration may seem persuasive because there is ',a strong

suspicion of conscious parallelism, if not outright 
conspiracy, and

->because of the clarityof the violations both in law and in fact.

The question is whether Rule 23 'should attempt to capture these

features in a way ] that clearly, distinguishes between the

requirements for certifying plaintiff and defendant 
classes.

One possibility would be to limit defendant classes by a

"transaction or occurrence" requirement similar to the Rule 20

requirement for joining defendants. Others would be to stiffen the

Rule 23(a) requirements of typicality and adequacy of

representation, to require individual notice to all 
defendant class

members, or to expand the right of individual participation 
to the

-limits that would be applied had all class members 
been joined-as

individual defendants. Or -the plaintiff might be required to name

several representative defendants, and to name those 
who have the

most substantial stakes if class members have substantially

different levels of 'interest in the outcome. -It might even prove

feasible to require the plaintiff to name all members of the

defendant class that can be, identified with reasonable 'effort-

including preliminary discovery - so that the court can select a

-group of representatives and develop a cost-sharing 
plan.

Perhaps better approaches will come to hand. The important

point is that we cannot blithely rely on the abstract assertion

that there is no difference between precluding a 
potential right

and imposing a liability. We must reflect on the human intuition

that there is a difference, whether expressed as the 
psychological

reality of present endowments, as the ephemeral character of

"individual" rights that practically can be asserted- only on a

group basis, or as some more profound perception.

The almost casual reference to fiduciary responsibility, 
may
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touch too lightly on the single most troubling set of class-action
issues. It is not enough to assert that everyone understands that
both representative class members and class counsel have fiduciary
responsibilities to the class'. The trick is to elaborate that
principle in ways that respond to the special difficulties of class
actions, difficulties that arise whenever there are possible
conflicts of interest between individuals joined as if a
homogeneous class in which anything that advances the interests of
one must automatically advance the interests of all others in equal
measure. The most familiar analogy may be to the problems that
confront a single lawyer who represents two plaintiffs, each of
whom seeks to win the maximum possible individual advantage in
litigating or settling with a common defendant. The problems of
class representation, however, are far more complex. The lawyer
with two clients can help each client to develop and articulate
that client's own best understanding of personal needs; each of the
two clients at least is in a position to supervise the lawyer's
representation. Counsel for the class seldom is in a position to
consult with each class member to determine inidividual interests
and needs, or to measure and reconcile the conflicts among
individual interests and needs. Many class members likely will
prove unable to supervise the class lawyer at all, and reliance on
the representative class members provides a pale substitute.

The difficulties presented by the attorney-class client
relationship are exacerbated by the wide variousness of classes.
Much current debate focuses on settlement classes that join mind-
boggling numbers of members whose individual claims would support
the costs of individual litigation, but who paradoxically may fall
into the group of "futures" claimants who do not yet even know that
they may have been injured. Such settings may present the most
troubling opportunities for truly irreconcilable conflicts, and for
conflicts that are not easily resolved by creating subclasses.
Rigorous notice requirements and clearly explained multiple
opportunities to opt out may help. The same devices may not help
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in other settings, particularly if the typically small size of

individual claims makes opting out the equivalent of surrendering

any individual claim. And quite different problems are likely to

arise if the class action actually goes to trial, although the

relative infrequency of trials provides little foundation for

speculating even about the nature of the problems, much less about

the nature of possible solutions.

Rule 23 is silent on the nature of the fiduciary duties borne

by class representatives and counsel. There' would be real

advantages in addressing these questions through the rule. Federal

courts would be released from the common reliance on state law to

govern issues of professional responsibility, although as members

of state bars lawyers might face dual regulation. In addition, it

may be possible to free these questions from the constraining

impact of association with matters of -"ethics" - it is easier to

discuss the question whether a lawyer has conformed to a procedural

rule than to frame the debate in terms of ethical behavior, as

discussions of current class settlements demonstrate. Yet it will

be extraordinarily difficult to articulate any explicit provisions.

Since outright repeal of Rule 23 does'not seem to be an option, it

seems responsible to make other improvements even if ignorance

forces continued silence. The challenge that may be made by those

who hope for some guidance in the rule, however, is daunting and

must be addressed even if it is not accepted.

The encouragement of resort to masters to evaluate proposed

settlements raises broader questions about judicial review of class

settlements. These questions become all the more important as we

enter an era in which settlement classes are sought out by

defendants, eager to buy global peace by agreement with volunteer

representatives of thousands or tens of thousands of claimants.

Extraordinarily complex arrangements are being made, at the cost of

pushing Rule 23 beyond all of the limits that would have seemed

invulnerable until tested by the force of so many claims. In some
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of these cases the uncertainties seem so great that reasoned

evaluation of fairness may not be possible by any means. In others

there is a strong attraction to independent investigation and
report, but the means seem elusive. A master, charged as the court

to be impartial but armed as a party to, undertake independent

investigation, is, one possibility. Developing practice with

judgment-enforcement masters in institutional reform litigation may

provide some guidance. Another possibility is to appoint an

independent representative for the class, whether or not called a

guardian, charged with reviewing the settlement in ways that

duplicate the responsibilities of class counsel but work free from
the fear of self-interest. Reliance on a master may help solve the

problems of judicial time, but does little to address the questions

that arise from blending advocacy and investigation with the

judicial role. Reliance on a class guardian may confuse the roles
of counsel and representative members, and create a framework that

conduces to inadequately informed second-guessing. If the problem

is real, the most obvious solutions all seem weak.

A quite different settlement role involves the familiar use of

masters to facilitate settlement. Involvement of a master in the

process that leads to a settlement agreement may not only improve

the process but also provide a measure of reassurance that the

settlement is reasonable. Good experience with this practice

ensures that it will continue, even without explicit provision in

Rule 23 or any obvious support in Rule 53. It may be desirable,

however, to consider the question whether a master who has promoted

a settlement should be responsible for advising the court on the
fairness of the settlement. Despite the great advantages of

familiarity, it might be better to rely on a magistrate judge or a
new and independent master if the court, unwilling to rely entirely

on class member objectors, seeks advice from people who do not have

a stake in the settlement.

The provision for invoking the aid of masters or magistrate
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judges hints at the more pervasive provisions that might be created

to spell out the process of reviewing and approving class-action

settlements. The first set of questions arise from the common

resort to "settlement classes," either by an initial certification

that makes it clear that the class may be decertified if settlement

is not reached, or by simultaneous presentation of a motion for

certification and a motion to approve a settlement already

negotiated. The most basic question is whether the basic criteria

for certification should apply differently to class settlement than

to class litigation. It seems difficult to argue that there should

be any significant differences in the prerequisites of numerosity,

commonality, typicality, and effective representation. If

superiority becomes an additional prerequisite, however, there may

be more room to argue that there are very substantial differences

between the superiority of class settlement and the* potential

superiority of class litigation. Application of the other factors

that bear on a determination of superiority, moreover, is likely to

be quite different with respect to settlement than with respect to

litigation. Not all of the differences favor settlement; the

court's ability to determine the importance of individual

litigation, for example, may be much better informed by adversary

argument than by the cooperative presentation made when class and

adversary join to urge acceptance of a settlement. And at a deeper

level, it has been argued that counsel for a class that has been

certified only for purposes of settlement bargains at a great

disadvantage, and perhaps with a conflict of interest. The

defendant's incentive to settle is no longer the prospect of trying

this case on the merits, but instead the hope of avoiding vast

numbers of individual cases. And counsel for the class stands to

gain nothing if settlement fails, a prospect that becomes most

unsettling when class certification is sought simultaneously with

a "done deal" with a defendant who might have aborted all

negotiations with that counsel.

Many other details could be added to Rule 23 to spell out the
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nature of the court's duties in reviewing and approving class

settlements. Among them is the question whether class members

should be allowed to opt out of a settlement. By far the cleanest

way to draft such a provision would be to recognize a right. to opt

out that in form Lextends to all class actions; it would be

difficult to justify any provision that allowed the court to

distinguish between class members who might reasonably bring

individual actions and those who might not. An unconditional right

to opt out of a settlement might, however, impose unreasonable

notice costs. Perhaps this problem can be met by an indirect

qualification of the right, giving the court discretion as to the

means of notice to be employed, anticipating that aggregate methods

of notice would be used only when individual claims are small, and

perhaps relying on actual notice to a, substantial sampling of class

members on the theory that a significant opt-out rate should prompt

reconsideration of the adequacy of the settlement. If we come to

accept classes of people who have not yet experienced injury,

moreover, the right to opt out might properly carry forward to the

time when injury occurs and the class member chooses whether to

participate in the class settlement or to pursue an individual

remedy.

Other proposals for regulating settlement include various

means of bringing more lawyers into the negotiation on behalf of

different subclasses, bargaining for allocation among differently

situated members of a nonhomogeneous "class"'; providing- some means

of representation independent of' the lawyers who have been

recognized as class counsel; improving the information made

available to objectors, both by detailed notice to all class

members of settlement terms and by more specific response to

objectors, before they are forced to articulate their grounds for

objecting; and recognizing the court' s power to modify the terms of

settlement so long as the defendant' s total obligation is not

materially increased.
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Discussion of settlement also involves issues of attorney

fees. Simultaneous negotiation of class relief and fees creates

manifest conflict-of-interest problems. Partial solutions might be

found in requiring that the basis for fee determinations be

determined before 'settlement can be undertaken, or that fee issues

be settled only after approval of settlement on the merits. The

obstacles that either approach might create to settlement might be

reduced by simply considering the occasion for fee negotiations as

part of the process of approving settlement and any fee award.

These and related possibilities deserve to be a major focus of

the continuing study.

Many other questions could be put to the details of the draft.

They get caught up, however, in the long list of questions set out

next. These questions are among the number that may'fairly be

addressed to present practice. For the most part, they recast as

questions a welter of anecdotal information, the things that

experience has suggested as today's truths to more or fewer class

action observers and practitioners. Taken together, they pose the

embarrassing question whether.we really'know enough about Rule 23

to be able to make sound predictions as to the effect of the

current draft or any other.

What We Might Wish To Know of Current Experience

When asked for reactions to the current state of Rule 23, one

very thoughtful committee replied that it was difficult to achieve

any consensus wisdom because its members individually had

experience with only a few fields of class litigation. Those with

substantial experience in securities litigation did not have any

working knowledge of employment discrimination litigation, and so

on. This response is a useful warning. The Committee must hear

from many voices, reflecting the full spectrum of experience, if it

is to learn much. It also must hear voices that speak with as much

candor and disinterest as possible. And, to the extent possible,
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it must encourage independent investigations' of the sort now

underway at the Federal Judicial Center., The following collection

illustratets the array of assumptions thatshould be questioned.

Individual %ctions and AKgregation. What relationships can be

identified between aggregation and numbers of individual actions,

growing out of the same transactional setting? Does it often

happen that large numbers of individualactions proceed in the same

court, or in different courts, without any attempt at aggregation?

Is it possible to identify elements that encourage or discourage,

consolidation, considering such, things as relative filing dates,

progress toward disposition, identity of counsel, size of claims,

numbers ofclaimants,, substantiveprinciples, and the like? What

elements - the same, or others - influence the means of

aggregation? Is actual consolidation ever pursued across the lines

that, separate different court systems? Are class actions more

likely to, be pursued after some experience with individual

adjudication, or,,does this depend very much, on- the substantive

area: are class actions ,the first resort in some fields, as may be

insoqme areas of securities law, and aglast or never resort in

other fields? How often is class certification denied because it

is not desirable to concentrate litigation in one forum, because of

the importance of individual control of individual actions,, because

of the advanced progress of many individual actions, or because of

a judgment that individual actions - perhaps bolstered by nonmutual

preclusion, or tacit acquiescence in belwether litigation - will

prove more,,manageable? 

A quite different question is how many members of certified

classes would have maintained individual actions absent the class

action. -A clear answer in general terms would help shape a good

general rule;'the expectation that clear answers could be given for

individual'cases would justify'a rule that delegates case-by-case

discretion to individual judges. But clear answers are- likely to

remain elusive, even if shrewd guesses may be possible in, some
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settings. For that matter, it would be even nicer to know what
would have been the outcomes of individual actions, how frequently

conflicting results would be reached on the merits, whether results
on the merits would tend to converge over time, and how to measure

the recoveries both in the aggregate and in individual cases.

Routine Class'Actions. One common hypothesis is that'a substantial
portion of all actions filed with class 'allegations are virtually
invisible because they are somehow standard or 'routine. This
hypothesis may be translated into the judgment that Rule 23 is

working well in most applications, that we should not be misled as
to the need for reform by the occasional dramatic departures. The

hypothesis seems to have at least twocparts. The first part,
encountered most often in speculation about the reasons that may
explain the 'substantial under-reporting of class action filings
recently uncovered by the Federal Judicial Center study, is that
boilerplate class allegations are routinely ignored or dispatched

without fuss. The second part, encountered regularly in the
reactions of experienced class-action lawyers from various fields,
is that Rule 23 has been beat into shape by the bench and bar and

presents few grounds for 'disputer in most cases. Everyone

recognizes' the appropriateness of (b)(3) certification in
securities law cases, understands the notice drill, knows how to
present and win approval of a settlement and fee awards, and so on.

It seems likely that indeed many 'actions play out in one of these

ways. But it would be nice to know, and particularly to know more
about the correlations between easy application of Rule '23 and the
substantive subjects of dispute. It also would be nice to know

what happens in the routine applications: how often is
certification granted? What is the relationship between
certification and settlement? How often do certified classes go to
trial, and how often do they win? Is there any way to get behind
bare numbers? Suppose, for instance, it should be found that the
same distribution of outcomes occurs in all actions with class
allegations as in all other actions, and that the distribution also
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is the same for actions in which certification is granted, denied,

or' ignored - could we know what this really means for common

protests that class actions exert a pressure that subordinates the

merits of the action to the need to escape alive? True confidence

would require an unattainable measure of the merits of-all the

cases compared; is it enough to assume that class allegations are

not added deliberately to bolster weak claims, and that class

action procedure - including the cost of notice in (b)(3) cases -

is sufficiently hospitable to strong claims?

Whatever can be made of these questions, we should be able to

learn more about smaller issues. What is the frequency of (b)(1),

(2), and (3) classes? The rate of certifications granted, denied,

or ignored? The correlation between substantive area and frequency

of class allegations and certifications? The time consumed by

class actions (and, would that it could be known, the time that

would have been devoted to separate actions)?

Race To File. , The lore includes tales of "parachutists," who

scramble madly to be the 'first to file class claims in hopes of

assuming a -lead role in managment and fees. How often are

securities class actions filed immediately upon announcement of a

disappointing earnings report, or single-event tort actions before

the ashes have cooled? Is there support for the claim that

immediate filing is necessary to preserve evidence, particularly in

the tort cases, and are class allegations important to achieving

that result? Is anything lost, apart from seemliness - are

inconvenient forums chosen, is first-filing negatively correlated

with the strength of the claim or ability of counsel, do

overlapping actions cause unnecessary confusion and clean-up costs?

Is there, on, the other hand, any reason to reject a simple rule

that there is no presumption that counsel who files first should be

counsel for the class, and that there must be a competition to

select class counsel?

Representatives: Who? Whence? why? The role of class-member
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representative parties is one of the richest sources of anecdotes,
and particularly cynical anecdotes. Pending securities litigation

reform bills implicitly reflect the view that class-member

representatives do not adequately fill the role of client under
present practice. It has become a bromide that the beauty of many
class actions is that the lawyers don't have any clients to get in
the way. These occasionally querulous observations raise many
questions.

Perhaps the first question is where representatives come from.

Do they search out counsel, or are they recruited by counsel? How
are they recruited - what reality, if any, underlies the provision

in the pending securities litigation reform bills that would
prohibit brokers from accepting remuneration for assisting an
attorney in obtaining the representation of a customer? Are there

"professional" representatives who appear repeatedly, at least in
particular subject areas? How often do representatives have more

than nominal interests? Is there a correlation between the stakes
of individual representatives and the form of action - are (b)(1)

actions more likely to draw representatives with substantial stakes

than (b) (3) actions? Are representatives in (b) (2) actions for
injunctions more likely to be as much affected by the outcome as

other class members? And how often are they recruited by
interested organizations because they present particularly

attractive illustrations of a group interest or injury? What is
the real impact of the requirement that the representative' s claims
or defenses be typical of the class - does it really add weight to
the requirements of common questions and adequate representation?

Does it at least provide one illustrative bundle of facts that may
facilitate discovery and trial?

Most directly, what are the working relationships between
representative class members and class counsel? Do the
representatives play any role as clients, participating in the
decisions that shape the litigating goals and strategies? How much
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time, 'effort, and expense do representatives actually'devote to the

litigation? Do courts often attempt to supervise this dimension

of adequate representation after the adequacy determination, and,

if so, how? In place of reviewing representation directly, do

courts. attempt to rely on substitutes such as seeking out

additional representatives who are not nominated by class counsel,'

forming class-member committees, or even appointing independent-

counsel or guardians to represent the class in dealing with class

counsel?

Are there significant efforts to supervise class

representation by evaluating the performance of class counsel

directly? What means of evaluation are chosen, and what steps are

taken to reduce the implicit intrusion on the adversary process?

What do representatives get out of it all, whatever the "all"

may be? Simply the satisfaction of pursuing justice, and doing

good for others when -the class claim succeeds? Are they rewarded

in some'measure for the time and perhaps risk involved in their

roles by recoveries that are more favorable than other class

members win?

Time of Certification. Is there any pattern to the point at which

the first certification decision is made? How often are actions

filed simultaneously with proposed settlements and motions for

certification? How often are preliminary motions on the merits

decided before addressing certification? What is the effect of

local rules requiring that a motion for certification be made

within a stated period, perhaps 90 or 100 days - do they impede

settlement efforts, encourage prompt resolution, or have little

effect? How regularly is discovery controlled and focused on the

certification question - is it more feasible in some substantive

areas than others to separate discovery 'on the merits 'from

certification discovery? How often are class definitions changed

after an initial certification, is an initial denial followed by

later certification, or an initial certification by decertification?
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Certification Disputes. How much time is spent contesting

certification? Are there correlations between the subjects of

litigation and certification disputes? Is much effort devoted to

contesting the choice between (b)(1), (b)(2), and (b)(3) classes,

and does this correlate to the subject of litigation? How much

thought - expressed or unexpressed - is given to the impact of the

class definition on the prospects for settlement?

Plaintiff Classes. Do defendants ever seek and win plaintiff class

certification over opposition of plaintiffs? How often do

defendants acquiesce in certification of a plaintiff class, apart

from settlement classes? How frequently do defendants agree to

settlements that include chancy class certifications that may not

deliver the hoped-for preclusion benefits?

Defendant Classes, How common are defendant classes? *Are there

identifiable but narrow settings in which they are most likely?

What happens if a (b) (3) class is certified - do class members opt

out in great numbers? Have means been found to alleviate the added

burdens inflicted on representative defendants? Are there formal

or informal means of costsharing? How often are defendants willing

to represent a class? Are unwilling representatives effective?

Are willing representatives to be trusted? How do counsel identify

potential conflicts between obligations to the representative

client and obligations to the class, and how are the conflicts

resolved?

Issues Classes and Subclasses. How frequently, and in what

settings, are issues classes used? Subclasses? How diligent and

sophisticated is the inquiry into possible conflicts of interest

within a class whenever relief is (or should be) more complicated

than winning the maximum number of dollars to be distributed

according to the only possible measure of uniformity? Consider a

securities fraud action in which,, inevitably, different class

members bought and sold different numbers of shares at different

times; a "class" of all may disguise differing interests in proving
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the ways and times at which the fraud affected the market. Are

such subtleties routinely ignored? Is it in fact better to ignore

such complications, because the 'costs of making distinctions

outstrip the benefits?' What of actions that'touch deeper social

interests, such'as surviving school desegregation cases in which a

"class" of all students, or "all minority students, almost

inevitably includes people with a wide 'range of views about

appropriate remedies?

Is there any experience at-all to illuminate the post-class

experience with 'issues classes? How often is a class-based

resolution of some issue of liability followed by -independent

actions in different -courts? How are these actions coordinated

with any appeals in the issues class? Are any efforts made to

ensure that subsequent proceedings to not effectively thwart-the

class determination? Do the results of individually litigating

individual issues diverge substantially - for example, do claimants

in some states or regions win systematically greater or -lesser

recoveries than those in other states or regions?

More fundamentally, is enough care taken to ensure that issues

certified for class treatment are usefully separate from issues

that 'remain for individual disposition? It is frequently

suggested, for example, that issues of fault and general causation

are suitable for class treatment, leaving issues of comparative

fault, individual cause, and proximate cause for case-by-case

resolution. But how is fault to be compared without retrying the

issue of fault, and perhaps implicitly impugning the class finding?

And how are individual and proximate cause issues to be resolved

without retrying the evidence of general causation? If the answer

is found in brute force, will the results in fact achieve

sufficient uniformity to justify the attempt?

Notice. What types of notice, at what cost, are required in (b) (1)

and (b)(2) actions? Is there-any reason to believe that notice in

(b) (3) actions is" not generally adequate? How much does notice
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cost, and does the cost defeat legitimate actions seeking small

individual recoveries on behalf of many claimants? Is much effort

devoted to litigating notice issues? How often is notice provided

of steps other than certification, at what cost, and with what

benefit? Do notices of impending settlement provide sufficient

detail to enable intelligent appraisal, if any class member should

wish to undertake or hire it? And, of course, how many class

members even attempt to read the notices?

Opt-Outs. How frequently do members opt out of (b)(3) classes?

Can this be correlated with specific subject areas, size of typical

individual claims, or something else? Why do members choose to opt

out or remain in? Does the fear of involvement conduce more toward

doing nothing, or toward getting out? How many opt-outs bring

independent actions, and again what correlations might be found?

How often is (b) (2) stretched, or (b) (1) distorted, to defeat opt-

out opportunities? Is there any significant converse practice,

such as defining subclasses in (b) (1) or (b) (2) actions that

effectively permit opting out? Is it common to structure

settlements that allow the defendant to opt out of the settlement

after finding out how many plaintiff class members opt out?

Opt-Ins. Are devices employed to create what essentially are opt-

in classes, by such means as defining the class to include only

those members who file claims?

Individual Member ParticiDation. How frequently do

nonrepresentative class members seek to participate before the

settlement stage? What resistance do they meet from designated

representatives, class counsel, and the party opposing the class?

How much communication is there between class counsel and

nonrepresentative members? If nonrepresentative members attempt to

seek out class counsel, how are they received? How often to

nonmembers challenge settlements? Seek to appeal judgments?

Intervene for any purpose? Is there any working'concept of the

right in a (b)(3) class action to enter an appearance through
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counsel that distinguishes 'it from intervention? Is there

experience with this concept that might show whether it should'

apply to all forms of'class actions?

Settlement. Many-of the questions have been touched above. Does

certification coerce settlement of, frivolous or near-frivolous,

claims?. What means have beenused to support effective judicial

supervision when all parties submit information in support of,

settlement? And if certification is first sought at the settlement,

stage,, is, the attempt to ensure compliance -with, notice and,

certification requirements more effective than the attempt to

evaluate the merits of the settlement? How frequently do

nonrepresentative class members appear to contest settlement, and

with what effect? ' 'Are significant problems of conflicting'

interests within the class papered over? Do settlements often

include' provisions that are, by some reasonable 'measure,

disproportionately favorable to class representatives? ¢

Trial. How.often are certified class actions actually tried on the

merits?' With what results? Is there a correlation with subject

matter and class type - are trials more common in (b)(2) actions

that pursue still developing legal theories, less common in (b)(3)

actions with'large sums at stake?

Small Claims Classes. How frequently do certified (b)(3) classes

result in relatively'trivial relief for individual class'members,

measured by mean,.'median, or mode recoveries? Is it possible to'

guess at 'the social enforcement value of a significant total

parcelled out in many small shares? Are there meaningful parallel:

questions'for other class types, such as trivial injunctive relief

in a (b) (2) action, perhaps coupled with significant fees? How

often do courts experiment still with substitute modes of recovery,

such as distribution to charitable institutions?

Fee-Recovery Ratios. Another cynical belief is that many class

actions serve only to confer benef its on' class counsel. Token
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class benefits are accompanied by handsome fee awards. The pattern
of relationships between fee awardsand total class recovery will
be interesting. The FJC study of a very small number of cases from
a sample chosen for other purposes suggested that class benefits
regularly exceed fees, and that fees are a larger percentage;of,'
class recovery in cases that yield small total recoveries. If this
pattern 'is generally true, it provides substantial reassurance.
Additional reassurance would be supplied if there are enough cases
tried on the merits to support meaningful comparison of, the fee
awards and ratios with settled cases.

A more-elusive concern lies beyondthe simple ratios. A high
ratio of fees to recovery may reflect high-quality' work doneto
support weak but deserving claims. It also may- reflect the
coercive benefits of pursuing undeserving claims, or the betrayal

of strong class claims by bargain settlements. This concern may
prove almost impossible to test.

If there is any experience to measure, it also would be useful,
to. learn the means by which courts have attempted to regulate fees
'beyond use of a "lodestar" approach. How often is special
importance attached to the actual benefits won for the class? Is
there any, significant attempt, by auction or otherwise, to
stimulate competing offers of representation?

Is there any way to get at such intriguing information as a
comparison Lbetween the economic gains from representing classes as
compared to the economic gains from opposing classes? And is there
anything to be learned from such information if it can be found:,
if, for example, it were concluded that class, counsel average a
higher return per hour of apparently equal effort, would that tell
us more than an equal or lower average rate of return?

Overlapping Classes. How often are overlapping class actions
brought in different courts? What means are found to arrange a
coherent resolution that avoids parallel proceedings? Are the
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problems more severe if one or more overlapping actions are filed

in state courts? One description has painted a startling picture

of'competing class actions, in which the proposed settlement in an

opt-out class is met by formation of a rival class with promises of

better results: does'this really'happen? If it does, what are the

results for class members?' What about more imaginative

possibilities, such as formation of a rival class and delegation to

the class representatives of the power to opt out of the initial

class on behalf of all members of the new class?

Counterclaims and DiscoverY. There does not seem to be much

concern with'the prospect of counterclaims and discovery involving

nonrepresentative class members. Is there regular acceptance that

these, devices -are not worthwhile? That they are employed, but only

in.special settings - individual discovery of individual liability

or damages issues, for example, is disciplined and occurs only when

it becomes immediately relevant? Are there unknown problems that

should be addressed?

Res Judicata. Peace is the tradeoff for a class judgment, win or

lose. The'theory is reasonably clear. But reported cases'do not

give much sense of actual impact.' To the extent that class actions

involve claims that would not support individual-litigation in any

event, there is little reason for concern. But it would be useful

to know'how often class judgments deter individual actions that

otherwise -would have been brought; how often individual- actions are

attempted but fail on preclusion grounds; and how often individual

actions overcome preclusion defenses because of direct limits on

preclusion, inadequate representation, inadequate notice, or other

grounds.

Summary

Several purposes are served by posing a daunting list of

questions that are difficult or, impossible to answer. The one that

may be most important is to demonstrate a central challenge of the
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rulemaking process. Courts have cases and must decide them.
Procedure must be adapted as well as can be to changing
circumstances and needs. If all procedural reform were held
hostage to the slow progress of information that meets the rigorous
standards of good social science, there would be precious little
reform. Nowhere is this prospect more evident than with class
actions. What is needed is wise judgment on the balance between
the enthusiasm arising from perceived needs for change and the
caution engendered by perceived ignorance, and recognition that
more confident judgment is needed to justify more dramatic
departures from practices proved by at least some experience. When
rigorous evidence is lacking, judgment is properly informed by a
consensus of anecdotes, encouraging as much anecdotal input,
drawing from as much shared experience, as can be. At the same
time, judgment is restrained by recognition of the inadequacies of
present knowledge and the fallibilities of prediction.

Individual judgments will differ on the results of the last
leap into the unknown with Rule 23. The career of the 1966
amendments surely teaches a humbling lesson on the fallibility of
foresight, however good the unforeseen consequences may be.
Perhaps we know enough to justify modest changes in Rule 23.
Possibly we should have the courage to experiment with more drastic
changes. If no changes are made, we never will know their fate.
If changes are made, it will bq years before we even think we know.
The greatest cause for concern in-the midst of all-this is that..
there seems to be little collective sense of any need for
signifcant change, apart from the area of mass torts. There is a
real sense that we need to find better means of addressing mass
torts, but almost no sense yet as to the blend of substantive and
procedural means that will prove better. Rule 23 is only one
alternative, and the foundation that might securely anchor a new
structure still needs to be sunk.
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